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Abstract: Honolulu Seawater Air Conditioning, LLC (applicant) proposes to construct a 
seawater air conditioning system in downtown Honolulu. The system of the 
proposed preferred alternative would consist of: (1) a 63-inch diameter 
seawater intake pipe extending approximately 25,000 feet offshore from 
Kaka‘ako to a depth of 1,755 feet; (2) a 54-inch seawater return pipe 
extending approximately 5,225 feet offshore from Kaka‘ako to a depth of 423 
feet; (3) a pump station containing pumps, heat exchangers and auxiliary 
chillers in the Makai District of the Kaka‘ako Community Development 
District; and (4) a network of chilled water distribution pipes from the pump 
station to customer buildings in the downtown area. A staging area for pipe 
assembly is proposed for an area along the western shore of Sand Island and 
in the adjoining channel in Ke‘ehi Lagoon. This final Environmental Impact 
Statement (FEIS) is being prepared to inform a decision by the U.S. Army 
Corps of Engineers (USACE) on an application for a Department of the Army 
(DA) permit under Section 10 of the Rivers and Harbors Act of 1899 and 
Section 404 of the Clean Water Act. Accordingly, the scope of this FEIS is 
focused on evaluating the impacts of activities associated with the installation 
of the seawater intake and return pipes, which require DA authorization, as 
well as the cooling station, the location of which could potentially affect the 
location and configuration of the seawater intake and return pipes. The 
proposed shoreside improvements and upland infrastructure are briefly 
described to provide an overview of the project, but their impacts to terrestrial 
environmental resources are not a focus of this document. Environmental 
resources potentially affected by the action include marine biota and habitat, 
water quality, navigation and other water uses, traffic, noise, and air quality. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

This final Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS) has been prepared to inform a decision by the U.S. 
Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) on a Department of the Army (DA) permit application submitted by 
Honolulu Seawater Air Conditioning, LLC (applicant) to construct a seawater air conditioning (SWAC) 
system at Kaka‘ako on the south shore of O‘ahu, including installation of seawater intake and return 
pipelines in adjacent coastal waters. Aspects of the proposed project subject to regulation by the Corps 
under Section 10 of the Rivers and Harbors Act of 1899 include the structures and work in or affecting 
navigable waters (i.e., the seawater intake and return pipelines and the staging and installation work). 
Because the installation work would involve a discharge of fill material, the proposed project is also 
subject to regulation under Section 404 of the Clean Water Act. 
 
In order to address comments on the draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS), several additional 
surveys, studies and analyses were completed. Accordingly, major changes were made to the DEIS in the 
following areas: (1) the addition of two new alternatives that incorporate deeper return seawater 
discharges, (2) the results of new quantitative biological surveys along the entire pipeline route, including 
information on mesophotic ecosystems and mesopelagic boundary layer organisms, (3) new water quality 
data from the proposed discharge location, (4) analysis of the potential effects of discarded military 
munitions in the project area, (5) the results of additional coordination with a homeless shelter near the 
proposed location of the shoreline jacking pit, (6) additional analysis of options for screening the intake, 
���� LQFRUSRUDWLRQ� RI� HQWUDLQPHQW�PRQLWRULQJ� GDWD� IURP� VKDOORZ�ZDWHU�2ދDKX�JHQHUDWLQJ� VWDWLRQ� FRROLQJ�
water intakes into an entrainment analysis and monitoring plan to satisfy requirements of Clean Water 
Act Section 316(b) (8) completion of an antidegradation analysis, (9) acquisition of an Incidental 
Harassment Authorization from the National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) for construction noise 
effects on protected marine species, (10) completion of a proposed mitigation plan to minimize impacts to 
aquatic resources to the maximum extent practicable, (11) completion of an Environmental Hazard 
Management Plan for dealing with toxic and hazardous materials, (12) incorporation of biological data on 
.HދHKL� /DJRRQ�� DQG� ����� DQDO\VHV� RI� SRWHQWLDO� HIIHFWV� WR� FRUDO� UHHI� HFRORJLFDO� VHUYLFHV�� ,Q� DGGLWLRQ��
USACE completed consultations pursuant to the National Historic Preservation Act, the Endangered 
Species Act, and the Magnuson Stevens Act. 

PURPOSE AND NEED 

There is a need, based on economic and environmental considerations, to increase the use of renewable 
energy resources and decrease the use of imported oil to generate electricity in Hawai‘i. There are also 
mandates at both State and Federal levels to increase energy efficiency and renewable energy use in their 
facilities, reduce potable water consumption, and decrease toxic chemical use. The purpose of the 
Honolulu Seawater Air Conditioning (HSWAC) project is to significantly contribute to meeting these 
needs by developing a SWAC system to serve the downtown area of Honolulu.  

BRIEF ACTION DESCRIPTION 

The applicant proposes to construct a SWAC system at Kaka‘ako on the southern shore of the island of 
O‘ahu. The HSWAC project is intended to provide 25,000 tons of centralized air conditioning for 
downtown Honolulu. The following paragraphs describe the applicant’s preferred alternative. 
 
Four areas near downtown Honolulu would be used in four discrete functions associated with 
construction and operation of the HSWAC system:  

x Seawater intake and return pipes would be deployed offshore of Honolulu in the area between 
Honolulu Harbor and Kewalo Basin;  

x An onshore cooling station would be built on a site in Kaka‘ako; 
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x Freshwater distribution pipes would be installed beneath streets in the downtown area; and 
x A shoreline site in Ke‘ehi Lagoon would be used for staging and pipeline assembly. 

 
In addition, dredged materials would be disposed of at an upland disposal site. 
 
SWAC uses available deep cold seawater instead of energy-intensive refrigeration systems to cool the 
chilled water in one or more buildings. Typical air conditioning systems use refrigerant-based chillers to 
cool water, which is then used to cool the air that is circulated throughout the building. In a SWAC 
system, rather than cycling water through a chiller, the water is routed through a heat exchanger. Fresh 
water circulates through one side of a system of titanium (or other corrosion-resistant alloy) plates, giving 
up its heat to the cold seawater on the other side of the plates. The fresh water loop is closed; that is, the 
water circulates from the heat exchanger to connected buildings and back again to the heat exchanger. In 
contrast, the cold seawater passes through the heat exchanger only once before being returned to the sea. 
The main components of a basic seawater air conditioning system are the seawater circulation system, the 
cooling station where pumps, heat exchangers and other equipment are housed, and the fresh water 
distribution system. 
 
The aspects of the HSWAC project requiring a DA permit are the seawater intake and return pipelines 
and the in-water staging and installation work. Accordingly, the scope of this FEIS is limited to pipeline 
staging and installation of the seawater circulation system and the cooling station, the location of which 
could potentially affect the location and configuration of the seawater circulation system.1  
 
The HSWAC seawater circulation system would consist of seawater intake and return pipelines extending 
from the cooling station to their respective terminal points offshore. The intake pipe would extend to a 
depth of 1,755 feet; the return pipe would terminate with a diffuser extending from 326 feet to 423 feet. 
From the microtunnel breakout point, where subterranean pipe sections would connect to surface mounted 
sections of pipes, to the end of the diffuser, the two pipes would parallel each other. The discrete 
segments of the intake and return seawater pipelines are: (1) from the cooling station underground to the 
offshore breakout point; (2) from the breakout point to the return seawater diffuser; and (3) from the 
diffuser to the intake (intake pipe only).  
 
The applicant proposes to use microtunneling (remote control pipe jacking) for the underground segment 
extending from the cooling station to the offshore breakout point. Two jacked pipelines would be 
installed: 

x For the cold seawater intake pipeline, a minimum 71-inch internal diameter (ID) reinforced 
concrete pipe (RCP), polymer reinforced concrete pipe (PCP) or steel pipe casing would be 
jacked from the shoreline to the breakout point for connection to the offshore pipelines. A 
nominal 57-inch ID fiberglass pipe would be installed inside the jacked casing and the annulus 
space between the casing and the carrier pipe would be grouted. 

x For the return seawater discharge pipeline, a 48-inch (ID) RCP or PCP pipe would be jacked from 
the same pit.  

x As an alternative, the contractor would jack only one RCP or PCP pipe with an internal diameter 
of up to 120 inches. The crown of the 120-inch pipe would be at an equal or lower elevation 
compared to the crown of either of the two separate pipes. Inside the large pipe, fiberglass carrier 
pipes for the intake and return waters would be installed.  

 

                                                      
1 Due to the limited scope of this FEIS, the proposed shoreside improvements are described for completeness, but their impacts to 

terrestrial resources are not assessed in detail. A detailed assessment of the impacts of the landside improvements on terrestrial 
environmental resources is available in the applicant’s EIS that was prepared according to State of Hawai‘i laws in order to 
support State and county permitting decisions. 
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Microtunneling and installation of the casings would require 6 to 7 months, and installation of the carrier 
pipelines and annulus grouting would require an additional 1 to 2 months. 
 
In selecting the preferred breakout point for the drilled microtunnel and the offshore route of the seawater 
intake pipe, the following factors were considered: 

x Bathymetry, 
x Biological characteristics, and 
x Use of the area. 

 
A marine biological survey of the breakout area was conducted. Progressing seaward from the nearshore 
area, the following four biotopes are present:  

x The biotope of scoured limestone, 
x The biotope of scattered corals, 
x The biotope of dredged rubble, and 
x The biotope of sand. 

 
Literature reviews conducted as part of the survey indicated that the proposed pipe route traverses an area 
that historically has been impacted by industrial discharges, sewage disposal, freshwater runoff into 
Honolulu Harbor, and disposal of dredged materials, debris and military munitions. 
 
The breakout point for the seawater intake and discharge microtunnels would be in the biotope of dredged 
rubble where the bottom predominantly consists of sand and rubble. Seaward of that point to a depth of 
150 feet, the intake pipe would be pinned to the bottom with hollow steel piles driven through anchor 
collars (shaped concrete weights) mounted on the pipeline. Below 150 feet, the collars would serve as 
gravity anchors only; no piles would be used below 150 feet. 
 
The microtunnels would intersect the bottom at a water depth of approximately 31 feet. At this breakout 
point sheet piles would be driven into the bottom to surround an area to be excavated. The receiving pit 
would be completely isolated and contained from the seafloor to the sea surface by installing sheet piles 
all the way to the surface or by installing sheet piles that extend part way to the surface and installing silt 
curtains above them. After the sheet piles (and silt curtains, if used) are in place, the receiving pit would 
be excavated. The receiving pit would be about 40 feet by 40 feet in plan view and 20 feet deep. This pit 
would be used to recover the microtunnel boring machine (MTBM) and connect the microtunneled pipes 
to the surface-mounted pipes extending seaward. 
 
After completion of the connections, the pit would be backfilled and covered with a concrete cap. The 
backfill would be crushed basalt gravel graded between 3/8-inch and 2-inch size and pre-washed to 
remove any fines. The sheet piles would be removed or cut off below the existing seafloor grade.  
 
From the breakout point seaward, a 63-inch outside diameter (OD) pipe is proposed to supply cold 
seawater to the heat exchangers on shore. The pipe would be made from high density polyethylene 
(HDPE). The length of the pipe from shore to the intake location would be approximately 25,000 feet. 
The intake would be at a depth of 1,755 feet. The pipe would terminate with an elbow, such that water 
would be drawn down into the pipe from about 14 feet above the bottom (1,741 feet). The maximum flow 
rate through the pipe would be 44,000 gallons per minute (gpm). Temperature of the intake water would 
be approximately 44°F.  
 
A seawater return pipe would lie adjacent to the intake pipe from the microtunnel breakout point to a 
depth of 423 feet. The seawater return pipe would be constructed of the same material using the same 
techniques as the intake pipe, but be somewhat smaller in diameter (54 inches OD) than the intake pipe. 
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This is possible because the return flow would be under pressure. The temperature of the return seawater 
would vary between 53°F and 58°F depending on system demand. The seawater return pipe would 
terminate in a diffuser extending from a depth of 326 to 423 feet. The return seawater would not meet 
State water quality standards for total nitrogen, nitrate+nitrite nitrogen, total phosphorus, dissolved 
oxygen, or temperature modification. However, the applicant has applied for a Zone of Mixing (ZOM) 
SHUPLW� IURP� WKH� 6WDWH� RI�+DZDLދL�� 'HSDUWPHQW� RI�+HDOWK�� &OHDQ�:DWHU� %UDQFK��ZKLFK� LI� LVVXHG�ZRXOG�
establish an impact zone where water quality criteria could be exceeded. 
 
The exposed portions of the pipes from the breakout point to the intake would be held on the bottom with 
concrete collars (gravity anchors or weights). At depths down to 150 feet, for additional stability, steel 
pipe piles would be driven through sleeves in the collars using a barge-mounted percussion hammer. Sand 
from inside the pipe would be removed to a level about 6 feet below the original seafloor. Tremie 
concrete would be used to fill and cap the piles.  
 
Prior to installing the offshore pipes, a series of “test piles” (about 15) would be driven along the 
proposed alignment between the proposed locations of the receiving pit and the 150-foot depth. All of 
these piles would be removed immediately after installation. No pile driving would be done between 
'HFHPEHU���DQG�0DUFK����WR�DYRLG�WKH�SHDN�KXPSEDFN�ZKDOH�VHDVRQ�LQ�+DZDLދL�� 
 
The applicant proposes to use a staging area of approximately 18 acres near the shore on Sand Island to 
store pipe, concrete anchor blocks and other components, and to fuse the pipe lengths into longer 
segments. Individual pipe segments 40 to 80 feet long would be heat-fused to form longer segments 
(~3,300-feet) and then flange bolted into a continuous pipeline. The pipe segments would be launched 
into a storage area in Ke‘ehi Lagoon directly as fused. The overall in-water staging area would be about 
49.9 acres in size. Concrete collars and stiffening rings would be added to the pipe from a barge while the 
pipe sections float in the staging area. These floating segments would be stored (moored) in the water 
pending completion of all segments. Connecting the segments by lifting the ends slightly above the water 
would complete final assembly of the pipe, removing the blind flanges, and bolting the flanged ends 
together.  
 
Deployment of the seawater pipes would be done once all the segments are bolted together. The pipelines 
would be towed into place, the land side temporarily secured to allow the pipelines to be put under 
tension, and the pipeline sunk in a controlled manner from shallow to deep water by controlled flooding. 
At least three tugs would be used to maneuver the pipelines into their final positions. As the pipelines 
would be deployed off the south side of O‘ahu, deployment would likely be scheduled during the winter, 
when large southern swells are absent. The pipelines would be pulled into place in a single day and sunk 
at night to avoid the effects of differential heating of the pipe segments during the day. The nearshore 
ends of the pipelines would be close to but not connected to the end of the microtunneled segment of the 
route. A spool piece would be prepared to fill the gap and flange bolted in place by divers.  
 
A system of paired (supply and return) fresh-water distribution pipes throughout downtown Honolulu 
would complete the system. 
 
Because the project would involve both structures and work in or affecting navigable waters of the United 
States and the discharge of dredged or fill material into waters of the United States, the project requires 
authorization under Section 10 of the Rivers and Harbors Act of 1899 (33 U.S.C. 403) and Section 404 of 
the Clean Water Act (33 U.S.C. 1344). 
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ALTERNATIVES CONSIDERED 

Four action alternatives and the no-action alternative are being considered. The DEIS considered only 
action Alternatives 1 and 2. However, to address comments on the DEIS received from the U.S. 
Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA) and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS), this FEIS 
considers two additional alternatives, Alternatives 3 and 4, for which the location of the diffuser is located 
in successively deeper water. Alternative 1 was the applicant’s preferred alternative in the DEIS; the 
applicant’s preferred alternative is now Alternative 4. Most of the preceding description of the applicant’s 
preferred alternative (Alternative 4) also describes the other three action alternatives. Differences among 
the action alternatives include: 

x Location of the cooling station, 
x The microtunnel route from the cooling station to the breakout point, 
x Location of the breakout point,  
x The pipe route seaward of the breakout point, and 
x The location (depth) of the diffuser. 

 
Alternative 1 would include a microtunnel from a jacking pit located adjacent to the ‘Ewa-makai corner 
of Kaka‘ako Waterfront Park to an offshore receiving pit from which to recover the MTBM. The breakout 
point for the seawater intake and return microtunnels would be in the biotope of dredged rubble at a depth 
of -31 feet mean lower low water (MLLW). This point is approximately 1,800 feet offshore, and is the 
closest point to shore where the biotope of scattered corals can be avoided. 
 
From the breakout point, the return seawater pipeline would run an additional 1,900 feet offshore 
(approximately 3,700 feet from the shoreline) and terminate in a 25-port diffuser extending between the 
depths of 120 and 150 feet. The seaward route of the pipes under Alternative 1 would be off the western 
portion of the area between Honolulu Harbor and Kewalo Basin, i.e., relatively close to the Honolulu 
Harbor entrance channel. 
 
A concern with respect to use of that area was to protect the pipes from barge tow cables. Tug-towed 
barges entering and exiting Honolulu Harbor use very long tow wires which, in the shallow water near the 
harbor entrance, drag on the seabed. Consequently, specially designed snag-resistant anchor weights 
would be used down to a depth of 150 feet.  
 
In Alternative 2, the cooling station would be located on Pier 1 of Honolulu Harbor, slightly west of the 
Alternative 1 location. Components of the system, including the seawater pipes, the cooling station, and 
the distribution system would be the same as for Alternative 1. The microtunnel from the cooling station 
would emerge to the east of the breakout point for Alternative 1, i.e., near the Kewalo Basin entrance 
channel. Seaward of the breakout point, the seawater intake and return pipes would be installed as under 
Alternative 1, terminating at a point to the east of the diffuser location under Alternative 1. Beyond the 
diffuser, the intake pipe would continue seaward and terminate at the same intake location as under 
Alternative 1.  
 
Alternative 3 would be identical to Alternative 1 except that the return seawater pipe would extend 
approximately 1,500 feet longer and terminate in a diffuser between the depths of 276 and 300 feet. 
 
Alternative 4, the applicant’s preferred alternative, also would be identical to Alternative 1, but the return 
seawater pipe would extend approximately one mile offshore and terminate in a diffuser between the 
depths of 326 and 423 feet. The diffuser under this alternative would lie on a relatively steep slope of an 
alluvial channel that begins at a depth of about 330 feet and continues to 600 feet deep.  
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A comparison of the effects of the four action alternatives is contained in Table ES-1. The applicant has 
demonstrated compliance with Clean Water Act Section 316(b) regarding impingement and entrainment 
in the intake in a Track II analysis (Appendix N). Discharges under any of the action alternatives would 
not meet State water quality standards because deep seawater does not meet State water quality standards. 
As noted above, the applicant has applied for a ZOM where water quality criteria may be exceeded. The 
No Action Alternative would have no impacts, adverse or beneficial, as there would be no modification of 
the existing environment.  

PROPOSED MITIGATION MEASURES 

The applicant is proposing a number of measures to avoid and minimize the potential impacts of the 
HSWAC project. During the early stages of planning and engineering design, decisions about possible 
siting, routing, and construction methods were made based on their potential to reduce environmental 
impacts. In particular, a form of trenchless technology is proposed to route pipes beneath the nearshore 
area where the majority of the corals are located and its preferred breakout point was selected to avoid 
coral reefs and coral-dominated communities. It is also proposed to surface mount the seawater pipes with 
piles, as opposed to trenching and burying the pipes, in order to further minimize potential impacts to 
marine communities and water quality. Table ES-2 summarizes the additional proposed measures to avoid 
and minimize potential adverse effects of the HSWAC project on various environmental resources. 
 
Two receiving pit locations and two routes from the receiving pit to the diffuser were evaluated. By 
selecting the western alignment, an area of dense coral development near the Kewalo Basin entrance 
channel was avoided as was potential interference with an existing array of bottom mounted sensors of 
the University of Hawai‘i’s (UH) Kilo Nalu Observatory. For this segment of the route, cut and cover 
trenching was again evaluated and in this case rejected in favor of surface mounting the pipes due to the 
potential impacts of trenching to benthic habitats and communities. 
 
Four alternative locations for return water discharge were initially evaluated:  Honolulu Harbor, shallow 
coastal waters, deep coastal waters, and oceanic waters. Adequate dilution could not be attained in 
Honolulu Harbor and impacts to corals would be problematic with a shallow coastal discharge, so these 
alternatives were dismissed. Three terminal discharge depths, 150 feet, 300 feet, and 423 feet, were 
further evaluated. Modeling studies showed highly efficient near-field mixing of the discharge under all 
water current conditions. The deepest alternative was selected as the applicant’s preferred alternative as it 
would place the discharge near the top of the thermocline where the relatively low temperatures and high 
macronutrient concentrations of the discharge would be closer to ambient conditions, and limited light 
penetration would minimize the potential for eutrophication. 
 
The applicant proposes to mitigate the unavoidable impacts to coral colonies within the footprint of the 
receiving pit that would be lost as a result of the HSWAC project by transplanting coral colonies greater 
than 10 cm in size. 
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  Alternative 1 Alternative 2 Alternative 3 Alternative 4 (Applicant’s Preferred) 

Resource Direct Indirect Cumulative Direct Indirect Cumulative Direct Indirect Cumulative Direct Indirect Cumulative 
  ST LT ST LT ST LT ST LT ST LT ST LT ST LT ST LT ST LT ST LT ST LT ST LT 
Cultural L N N B N B L N N B N B L N N B N B L N N B N B 
Archaeological N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N 
Historic N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N 
Harbors N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N 
Shipping N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N 
Navigation SM N N N N N SM N N N N N SM N N N N N SM N N N N N 
Pipelines N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N 
Outfalls N N N B N B N N N B N B N N N B N B N N N B N B 
Dump Sites N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N 
Recreation L N L B L B S S L B L B L N L B L B L N L B L B 
Ocean Research N N N B N B S S S S L S N N N B N B N N N B N B 
Comm. Fishing L N L B N B L N L B N B L N L B N B L N L B N B 
Military Ops N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N 
Potable Water L B N B N B L B N B N B L B N B N B L B N B N B 
Electricity L B N B N B L B N B N B L B N B N B L B N B N B 
Wastewater L B N B N B L B N B N B L B N B N B L B N B N B 
Solid Waste L N N N N N L N N N N N L N N N N N L N N N N N 
Noise S N N B N B S N N B N B S N N B N B S N N B N B 
Haz/Toxics SM N N B N B SM N N B N B SM N N B N B SM N N B N B 
Traffic L N N N L N L N N N L N L N N N L N L N N N L N 
Health/Safety L N N N N N L N N N N N L N N N N N L N N N N N 
Socioeconomic B B B B B B B B B B B B B B B B B B B B B B B B 
Visual L N N N N N L N N N N N L N N N N N L N N N N N 
Natural Hazards SM SM L L L L SM SM L L L L SM SM L L L L SM SM L L L L 
Mar. Geology L N N N N N L N N N N N L N N N N N L N N N N N 
Tides/Currents L N N N N N L N N N S N L N N N N N L N N N N N 
Water Quality SM SM N B N B SM SM N B N B SM SM N B N B SM SM N B N B 
Benthic Biota L S L B L L SM S L B L L L SM L B L L L L L B L L 
Pelagic Biota L L L L L L L L L L L L L L L L L L L L L L L L 
Protected Spp. SM L N N N N SM L N N N N SM L N N N N SM L N N N N 
EFH L SM L B L L SM SM S B L L L SM L B L L L L L B L L 
Terres. Geology N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N 
Climate L B N N N B L B N N N B L B N N N B L B N N N B 
Air Quality L N N B N B L N N B N B L N N B N B L N N B N B 
Surface Water N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N 
Groundwater L N N B N B L N N B N B L N N B N B L N N B N B 
Terres. Biota N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N 
Notes: ST = Short-Term; LT = Long-Term; S = Potentially Significant Adverse Effect; SM = Potentially Significant Adverse Effect Mitigable to Less Than Significant; L = Less Than Significant Adverse Effect; 
N = No Effect; B = Beneficial Effect 
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Table ES-1:  Proposed Mitigation Measures 

Resources 
Potentially Adversely 

Affected 

 
 

Proposed Mitigation Measures 
Cultural/ 
Archaeological 

Implement the “Archaeological Monitoring Plan” approved by the Hawaii State Historic 
Preservation Officer on November 10, 2008. 

Navigation Coordinate with the USCG for issuance of a “Notice to Mariners” for construction and 
installation operations. 
Leave room for recreational craft to maneuver around pipe strings when they are stored in 
KHދHKL�/DJRRQ� 
6WRUH�SLSH�VWULQJV�VR�DV�WR�DYRLG�EORFNLQJ�DFFHVV�WR�GRFNV�VHUYLQJ�.HދHKL�/DJRRQ�UHVLGHQFHV� 
Post picket boats in the Ke‘ehi Lagoon channel during tow-out of the pipe strings. 
Use snag resistant collars on seawater pipes to depths where they might snag barge tow 
cables. 

Recreation Minimize the size of restricted areas. 
Restore areas of Kaka‘ako Waterfront Park and Sand Island State Park to prior or better 
condition after use. 

Utilities/Traffic/ 
Health & Safety 

The applicant would continue to participate in the City and State Utilities Coordinating 
Committee to minimize conflicts with existing systems and scheduled improvements. 

Noise Adhere to State regulations on noise levels and permitted construction times. 
Acquire necessary noise permits and variances and comply with conditions attached thereto. 

Solid Waste Beneficially reuse asphalt, soil and sand to the extent possible and permitted.  
Hazardous and Toxic 
Materials/ Health & 
Safety 

Test excavated sediments and, if contaminated, segregate, characterize, and dispose of in 
accordance with all applicable laws and regulations. 
Implement proven and effective best management practices (BMPs) and standard operating 
procedures (SOPs) to: 

x Prevent, contain, and/or clean up spills and leaks, and 
x Provide personnel training, operational protocols and procedures, and any 

necessary equipment required to protect human health and the environment. 
Specific mitigation measures that would be implemented include: 

x Create and implement a “Facility Response Plan,” 
x Create and implement a “Spill Prevention Control and Countermeasure Plan” (to 

include training, spill containment and control procedures, cleanup procedures, 
agency notifications, etc.), 

x Create and implement an Environmental Protection Plan, 
x Create and implement a Contaminated Soil Management Plan, 
x Create and implement a Worker Health and Safety Plan, 
x Ensure personnel are trained as to proper labeling, container, storage, staging, and 

transportation requirements for hazardous substances. Also, ensure they are trained 
to effectively implement spill prevention, control, and cleanup methods,  

x Provide adequate and appropriate personal protection equipment, an eyewash 
fountain, and quick-drench facilities in the work area 

x Perform all vehicle maintenance activities off-site, and 
x Prepare a public notification plan to be implemented in the event of a spill or leak 

of a toxic or hazardous substance. 
An “Environmental Hazard Management Plan” has been produced and contains the 
following mitigation measures: 

x Initial excavation of surface materials at both the jacking pit and the cooling station 
receiving pit would be monitored by an independent industrial hygiene technician 
using a photo-ionization detector (PID). Any soils that show visual (discoloration) 
or olfactory (odor) indications of petroleum, or trigger elevated PID readings, 
would be segregated and managed as petroleum contaminated materials pending 
results of characterization for the identified chemicals of potential concern 
identified above in accordance with the requirements contained in the HDOH 
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Technical Guidance Manual (HDOH, 2009). 

x Any excavated materials that show signs of ash or other debris, which may indicate 
the historic use of landfill materials as fill materials, would be segregated and 
managed as contaminated materials pending results of characterization for the 
identified chemicals of potential concern identified above in accordance with the 
requirements contained in the HDOH Technical Guidance Manual (HDOH, 2009). 

x Surface soils from the jacking pit location that do not show signs of either ash or 
debris would be segregated and managed separately as potentially contaminated 
materials pending results of characterization for the identified chemicals of 
potential concern identified above in accordance with the requirements contained in 
the HDOH Technical Guidance Manual (HDOH, 2009). 

x All imported fill materials would be certified as clean fill materials per HDOH 
guidance (HDOH, 2009). Native materials that show no signs of contamination 
may be reused on site as fill materials. In the event that these materials are 
transported off-site for temporary storage pending eventual reuse as fill materials, 
the materials would be tested and characterized for reuse as clean fill materials per 
HDOH guidance (HDOH, 2009). 

Excavated materials would be handled and stored in compliance with all applicable State 
and Federal Regulations, and in such a manner as to prevent potential escape, leakage or 
transport off-site of contaminated or potentially contaminated materials.  
 
Dewatering activities would generate groundwater that would require management during 
each phase of construction. Construction methods and procedures would be implemented to 
minimize groundwater infiltration into excavated areas. Excess groundwater generated 
during construction activities would be managed according to the following options: 

x If possible, all excess groundwater generated during this project would be returned 
to the water table via recharge into one or more specially constructed recharge 
basins that would be constructed in the immediate vicinity of the dewatering 
location(s). Excess groundwater may be pumped directly from the active work 
site(s) (i.e., excavation or slurry separator) into the recharge basin(s), or may be 
pumped into a mobile storage container designed for that purpose pending recharge 
at a later date. 

x If excess groundwater quantities are such that recharge, for whatever reason, is not 
feasible, then a waste disposal contractor may remove excess groundwater pumped 
into temporary storage containers from the site for offsite disposal. The waste 
disposal contractor would be required to dispose of the excess groundwater in full 
compliance with all applicable State and Federal regulations. 

x In the event that subsurface petroleum contamination is encountered to such an 
extent that a sheen is observed on groundwater being dewatered, then this water 
would be pumped directly into an oil-water separator. Once the petroleum has been 
separated from the water, the water may be recharged as described above while any 
petroleum product would be characterized and disposed of by a waste disposal 
contractor.  

 
All holding areas would be lined to prevent fluids from leaching into the ground and 
transportation of spoils from one location to another would be done in lined and covered 
trucks. No holding areas would be established inland of the State’s Underground Injection 
Control line to avoid potential leaks in areas above potable groundwater aquifers. 
 

Traffic Employ the following restrictions in the region of influence (ROI) for traffic impacts: 
x Standard work hours would be between 7:00 am and 5:30 pm, 
x Off-duty policemen would be used to direct traffic when working on major/busy 
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intersections, 

x When activities cross intersections, safe crossings would be provided for vehicles 
and pedestrians, 

x When work is being done in pedestrian walkways, an alternate walkway for 
pedestrians would be provided, 

x Access to driveways would be provided when feasible, 
x Depending on the situation, steel plates or jersey barriers would be used to protect 

open trenches during non-working hours, and 
x No equipment storage or stockpiling would be done in the street right-of-way.  

Mitigation measures to be implemented by the contractor would include: 
x Ensure conformance with the “Traffic Management Plan,” 
x Establish a telephone hotline with advance schedule information and feedback 

capability, 
x Provide construction schedules at least two weeks in advance to emergency 

providers, transportation companies, and affected businesses and residents, 
x Launch a project website with similar capabilities, 
x Hold a community meeting prior to beginning construction, and 
x Prohibit lane closures during the following times: 

o Chinese New Year, 
o Thanksgiving Day and the following day, 
o Christmas Day and two weeks before and after, 
o King Kamehameha Day Parade, 
o Honolulu Marathon, and 
o Great Aloha Run. 

Health & Safety Use police escorts for oversized loads on public roadways. 
Implement applicable OSHA requirements. 
Create a Health and Safety Plan for all work including possible offshore encounters with 
discarded military munitions. 

Natural Hazards Comply with appropriate design codes and construction specifications. 
Water Quality Enclose offshore receiving pit in sheet piling or a combination of sheet piling and silt 

curtains to the water’s surface. 
Employ BMPs during construction, including: 

x Standard BMPs for construction in coastal waters, such as daily inspection of 
equipment for conditions that could cause spills or leaks, 

x Clean equipment prior to deployment in the water, 
x Proper location of storage, refueling, and servicing sites, and 
x Implement adequate spill response and storm weather preparation plans. 

Backfill receiving pit with pre-washed basalt gravel. 
Dispose of or beneficially reuse excavated material on land. 
Conduct water quality monitoring during construction and operations. 
Grout the space between the microtunneled pipes and the tunnel wall. 
Outfit return seawater pipe with a terminal diffuser. 

Protected Species The following NMFS-recommended BMPs would be followed during in-water work: 
1. Constant vigilance would be kept for the presence of Federally-listed species. 
2. When piloting vessels, vessel operators would alter course to remain at least 100 

yards from whales and at least 50 yards from other marine mammals and sea 
turtles. 

3. Vessel speed would be reduced to 10 knots or less when piloting vessels in the 
proximity of marine mammals. 

4. Vessel speed would be reduced to 5 knots or less when piloting vessels in areas of 
known or suspected turtle activity. 

5. Marine mammals and sea turtles would not be encircled or trapped between 
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multiple vessels or between vessels and the shore. 

6. If approached by a marine mammal or turtle, vessel operators would put the engine 
in neutral and allow the animal to pass. 

7. Unless specifically covered under a separate permit that allows activity in 
proximity to protected species, all in-water work would be postponed when whales 
are within 100 yards, or other protected species are within 50 yards. Activity would 
commence only after the animal(s) depart the area. 

8. Should protected species enter the area while in-water work is already in progress, 
the activity would continue only when that activity has no reasonable expectation 
to adversely affect the animal(s). 

9. No attempt would be made to feed, touch, ride, or otherwise intentionally interact 
with any protected species 

10. Except for pipe deployment, limit work to daylight hours so the BMPs can be 
carried out. 

Measures to mitigate potential effects on marine mammals may include the following 
(including requirements for Marine Biota): 

x Establishment of Safety and Exclusion Zones. Before any pile driving, a clearly 
marked safety zone (typically 50 yards; 100 yards during pile driving) for 
potentially affected species would be established. The safety zone would be marked 
by buoys for easy monitoring. A minimum of one biological observer on a boat per 
pile driver barge would survey the safety zone to ensure that no marine mammals 
are seen within the zone before pile driving begins. If marine mammals were found 
within the safety zone, pile driving would be delayed until they move out of the 
area. If a marine mammal is seen above the water and then dives below, pile 
driving would wait a specified amount of time and if no marine mammals are seen 
by the observer in that time it would be assumed that the animal has moved beyond 
the safety zone.  

x Soft Start. Although marine mammals would be protected from Level harassment 
by establishment of a safety zone, mitigation may not be 100 percent effective at all 
times in locating marine mammals. In order to provide additional protection to 
marine mammals near the project area by allowing marine mammals to vacate the 
area, thus further reducing the incidence of Level B harassment from startling 
marine mammals with a sudden intensive sound, a “soft start” could be 
implemented. Under a soft start, pile driving would be initiated at an energy level 
less than full capacity (i.e., approximately 40-60 percent energy levels) for at least 
5 minutes before gradually escalating to full capacity. This would ensure that, 
although not expected, any marine mammals that are undetected during safety zone 
monitoring would not be injured. 

x Shut Down.  If a marine mammal is seen approaching or within the exclusion zone, 
pile driving operations would be shut down until the animal has left the exclusion 
zone or 15/60 minutes (pinniped/cetacean) have passed without the animal being 
seen. 

x No vibratory pile driving would be done during the period December 1 to March 31 
WR�DYRLG�SHDN�KXPSEDFN�ZKDOH�VHDVRQ�LQ�+DZDLދL�� 

To reduce entrainment (and impingement): 
x The intake location is approximately 25,000 feet offshore at a depth of 1,741 feet. 

At the intake depth biological productivity is much less than at shallower depths 
and the lower density of organisms reduces the potential for impingement and 
entrainment. 

x The maximum intake velocity (approximately 5 feet/sec. or 3.4 miles per hour) 
would limit entrainment of macroorganisms. 

x Variable speed pumps would be used which would provide for greater system 
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efficiency and reduced flow requirements (and associated entrainment). 

Marine Biota Use divers to assist with anchor placement to avoid corals. 
x All coral colonies larger than 10 cm in size (15 colonies) would be transplanted 

from the proposed footprint of the receiving pit to a position approximately 15 
meters further inshore within the same biotope of dredged rubble.  Additionally a 
monitoring plan would be implemented to document success. 

x Prior to constructing the receiving pit and the pipelines a preconstruction survey 
would be conducted to minimize impacts to coral aquatic resources to the 
maximum extent practicable.  

Terrestrial Geology/ 
Surface Water 

Prepare and implement an “Erosion Control Plan.” 

Air Quality Fugitive Dust Source Controls: 
x Stabilize open storage piles and disturbed areas by covering and/or applying water 

or chemical/organic dust palliative where appropriate. This applies to both inactive 
and active sites, during workdays, weekends, holidays, and windy conditions. 

x Install wind fencing and phase grading operations where appropriate, and operate 
water trucks for stabilization of surfaces under windy conditions. 

x When hauling material and operating non-earthmoving equipment, prevent spillage 
and limit speeds to 15 mph. Limit speed of earth-moving equipment to 10 mph. 

 
Mobile and Stationary Source Controls: 

x Reduce use, trips, and unnecessary idling from heavy equipment. 
x Maintain and tune engines per manufacturer’s specifications to perform at the 

USEPA certification levels and to perform at verified standards applicable to 
retrofit technologies. Employ periodic, unscheduled inspections to limit 
unnecessary idling and to ensure that construction equipment is properly 
maintained, tuned, and modified consistent with established specifications. 

x Prohibit any tampering with engines and require continuing adherence to 
manufacturer’s recommendations. 

x If practicable, lease newer and cleaner equipment that would meet the most 
stringent of applicable Federal or State standards. 

x Utilize USEPA-registered particulate traps and other appropriate controls where 
suitable to reduce emissions of diesel particulate matter and other pollutants at the 
construction site. 

 
Administrative Controls: 

x Identify where implementation of mitigation measures is rejected based on 
economic infeasibility. 

x Prepare an inventory of all equipment prior to construction and identify the 
suitability of add-on emission controls for each piece of equipment before 
groundbreaking. (Suitability of control devices is based on: whether there is 
reduced availability of the construction equipment due to increased downtime 
and/or power output, whether there may be significant damage caused to the 
construction equipment engine, or whether there may be a significant risk to nearby 
workers or the public.) 

x Utilize cleanest available fuel engines in construction equipment and identify 
opportunities for electrification. Use low sulfur fuel (diesel with 15 parts per 
million or less) in engines where alternative fuels such as biodiesel and natural gas 
are not possible. 

Groundwater Implement BMPs, including the use of settling ponds, tanks or filtration systems, to treat 
dewatering effluents. 

Terrestrial Biota Note the location of “Exceptional Trees” on construction plans. 
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Survey for white terns prior to construction. 

 

UNAVOIDABLE ADVERSE EFFECTS AND IRREVERISBLE OR IRRETRIEVABLE 
COMMITMENTS OF RESOURCES  

Unavoidable adverse effects that would result from implementation of the HSWAC project include the 
following: 

x Construction of the cooling station and installation of the distribution system would be 
accompanied by increased noise, dust and traffic congestion.  

x Offshore construction would create temporary turbidity at the receiving pit and where collars 
impact the bottom.  

x Once operational, the system would impact water quality and marine biota within a defined ZOM. 
The seawater return flows would be lower in temperature and dissolved oxygen concentrations 
and higher in dissolved inorganic nutrient concentrations than the receiving water. A ZOM permit 
is being sought by the applicant to authorize an area in which adequate dilution could occur.  

x Construction activities would affect less than two hundred square feet of living coral colonies in 
the vicinity of the preferred microtunnel breakout point and along the seaward path of the pipes. 
More than a half million square feet of potential habitat for sessile benthic organisms would be 
created by the receiving pit and pipe collars.  

 
Irreversible and irretrievable commitments of resources required to implement the HSWAC project 
include the following: 

x Human productivity would be expended in planning, constructing, and operating the system. 
x Much of the construction material and hardware used in the system would not be reusable 

(although some could be recycled).  
x Fuels and lubricants would be used in vehicles and equipment (some could be recycled). 
x Oil would be burned in producing electricity for those components of the system requiring it 

(pumps, auxiliary chillers, etc.). 

UNRESOLVED ISSUES (INCLUDING CHOICE AMONG ALTERNATIVES) 

The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA) is evaluating the applicant’s proposed method of 
compliance with Clean Water Act (CWA) Section 316(b), which establishes requirements for screening 
and maximum intake velocities for cooling water intakes. The adequacy of the applicant’s Proposed Coral 
Transplantation and Monitoring Plan (Appendix O) to appropriately mitigate impacts to aquatic resources 
is under evaluation. 

AREAS OF CONTROVERSY 

Areas of controversy included depth of the seawater return discharge, potential impacts to mesophotic 
corals, presence of and potential impacts to mesopelagic boundary layer organisms, impingement and 
entrainment of organisms at the intake, and mitigation of adverse impacts to aquatic resources associated 
with the construction of the receiving pit and placement of pipeline collars.  

STATUS OF STATE AND LOCAL PERMITS, LICENSES AND APPROVALS REQUIRED 

The applicant has acquired many of the permits and approvals necessary for planning work, such as 
geotechnical testing of soils and rights-of-entry for such testing. Applications for a number of major State 
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of Hawai‘i permits and Federal permits delegated to the State have been submitted by the applicant and 
are under review by the appropriate agencies. These include an Individual National Pollutant Discharge 
Elimination System (NPDES) permit required by Section 402 of the CWA for the return seawater 
discharge, a CWA Section 401 Water Quality Certification, a ZOM permit, and a Coastal Zone 
Management (CZM) Program Consistency Determination. The State Board of Land and Natural 
Resources (BLNR) have approved a Conservation District Use Permit (CDUP) and a non-exclusive 
easement for the pipes is being sought. A Special Management Area (SMA) Use Permit – Major has been 
granted by the State Office of Planning.  The Hawai‘i Community Development Authority has granted 
Project Eligibility and Development Permits for work in Kaka‘ako. The State Office of Planning has 
accepted a Final State EIS. A Special Activity Permit would be sought from the Department of Land and 
Natural Resources (DLNR) Division of Aquatic Resources (DAR) for taking of coral and live rock. A 
SMA Use Permit – Minor has been granted by the City and County of Honolulu Department of Planning 
and Permitting for the proposed staging area. A number of additional permits from the State and the City 
and County of Honolulu would be required for the construction and operation of the cooling station. 

STATUS OF REQUIRED FEDERAL CONSULTATIONS 

USACE has completed consultation with the State Historic Preservation Officer (SHPO) pursuant to 
Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966, as amended (Appendix B). USACE made 
a preliminary determination of “no historic properties adversely affected.” Based on the SHPO’s decision 
to allow the consultation period for USACE’s request for concurrence to lapse, USACE has presumed 
concurrence with that determination. 
 
USACE preliminarily determined that the applicant’s proposed action may adversely affect species listed 
as threatened or endangered under the Endangered Species Act (ESA). Accordingly, pursuant to Section 7 
of the ESA, USACE consulted with the Protected Resources Division of the National Oceanic and 
Atmospheric Administration’s (NOAA) National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) Pacific Islands 
Regional Office. Formal consultation was completed with NOAA’s issuance of its Biological Opinion on 
September 13, 2012 (Appendix M). 
 
USACE has determined that the applicant’s proposed action may adversely affect essential fish habitat 
(EFH). Accordingly, under the Magnuson-Stevens Act, on February 28, 2012 USACE completed 
consultation with the Habitat Conservation Division of NOAA’s NMFS Pacific Islands Regional Office 
(Appendix J). 
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CHAPTER 1.  
PROJECT PURPOSE AND NEED 

1.1 PURPOSE AND NEED  

There is a need, based on economic and environmental considerations, to increase the use of renewable 
energy resources and decrease the use of imported oil to generate electricity in Hawai‘i. The purpose of 
the Honolulu Seawater Air Conditioning (HSWAC) project is to significantly contribute to meeting these 
needs by developing a seawater air conditioning (SWAC) system to serve the downtown area of 
Honolulu. To accomplish this, the applicant proposes to construct seawater intake and return pipelines in 
coastal waters.  

1.2 BACKGROUND 

SWAC uses renewable, deep cold seawater instead of electricity-intensive refrigeration systems to air 
condition one or more buildings. Typical large building air conditioning systems use refrigerant vapor 
compression cycle chillers to generate chilled water, which is then used to cool the air that is circulated 
throughout the building. In a SWAC system, rather than cycling water through a chiller, the water is 
routed through a heat exchanger. Fresh water circulates through one side of a system of titanium (or other 
corrosion-resistant alloy) plates, transferring its heat to the cold seawater on the other side of the plates. In 
existing SWAC systems, all of which utilize proven technology, the fresh water loop is closed, that is, the 
water circulates from the heat exchanger to connected buildings and back to the heat exchanger, while the 
cold seawater passes through the heat exchanger only once before being returned to the sea.  
 
The main components of a basic SWAC system are a seawater circulation system including the supply 
pipe, pumps, and return pipe; a fresh water circulation network, including pumps that provide chilled 
water to each connected building; heat exchangers that transfer heat from the fresh water loop to the 
seawater; and auxiliary chillers to optimize the distribution water temperature. 
 
Deep water cooling systems have been successfully installed and operated in a number of areas 
worldwide from Stockholm, Sweden to the Natural Energy Laboratory of Hawai‘i (NELH) on the Big 
Island of Hawai‘i. 
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CHAPTER 2.  
DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPOSED ACTION AND 
ALTERNATIVES 

2.1 INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this Chapter is to describe the alternatives and summarize their impacts. It begins by 
presenting feasibility criteria for a Honolulu SWAC system. Following that the No Action Alternative and 
the four action alternatives considered are described. It then describes alternatives that were considered, 
but not carried forward in detailed analysis, and provides rationale for that decision. Finally, the impacts 
of the alternatives considered are compared.  
 
The DEIS considered action Alternatives 1 and 2. To address comments on the DEIS received from 
USEPA and USFWS, this FEIS considers Alternatives 3 and 4, for which the location of the diffuser is 
located in successively deeper water. Other additions made in response to comments received on the 
DEIS include: (1) the results of new quantitative biological surveys along the entire pipeline route, 
including information on mesophotic ecosystems and mesopelagic boundary layer organisms, (2) new 
water quality data from the proposed discharge location, (3) analysis of the potential effects of discarded 
military munitions in the project area, (4) the results of additional coordination with a homeless shelter 
near the proposed location of the shoreline jacking pit, (5) additional analysis of options for screening the 
intake, (6) incorporation of entrainmHQW�PRQLWRULQJ� GDWD� IURP� VKDOORZ�ZDWHU�2ދDKX� JHQHUDWLQJ� VWDWLRQ�
cooling water intakes into an entrainment analysis and monitoring plan to satisfy requirements of Clean 
Water Act Section 316(b) (7) completion of an antidegradation analysis, (8) acquisition of an Incidental 
Harassment Authorization from the National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) for construction noise 
effects on protected marine species, (9) completion of a proposed coral transplantation and Monitoring  
plan., (10) completion of an Environmental Hazard Management Plan for dealing with toxic and 
hazardous materials, (11�� LQFRUSRUDWLRQ� RI� ELRORJLFDO� GDWD� RQ� .HދHKL� /DJRRQ�� DQG� ��2) analyses of 
potential effects to coral reef ecological services. 

2.2 APPLICANT’S SEAWATER AIR CONDITIONING FEASIBILITY CRITERIA 

The technical feasibility of SWAC systems has been proven in numerous applications. All of the 
necessary hardware components are commercially available and the technology to deploy large-diameter 
pipes to sufficient depths in the ocean has been developed and demonstrated in Hawai‘i. The applicant’s 
feasibility issue is economic. Cold, deep seawater is abundantly available, so operating costs for a SWAC 
system are lower than air conditioning systems that depend on electrical chillers. To access cold seawater 
and provide chilled water to customer buildings requires a large capital investment in pipes, pumps and 
other equipment and their installation, and in a structure (cooling station) to house the equipment. To be 
economically viable, therefore, a SWAC project must satisfy the following criteria. 

x An adequate demand for air conditioning must exist to permit the system to be economically 
sized. For the HSWAC project, this size was determined to be 25,000-tons2. That demand exists 
in downtown Honolulu. 

x Demand must be concentrated within a small enough geographic area to minimize distribution 
system (pumping and piping) costs. The downtown area of Honolulu satisfies this criterion. 

x There must be an available, adequately-sized site for a cooling station that is within close 
proximity to a source of cool water and to the potential customer buildings. For the HSWAC 

                                                      
2 Tons is a unit of measure for the output of a heating or cooling system. One ton equals the amount of cooling that can be 

provided by one ton of ice melting over a 24-hour period, or 12,000 BTU/hr. One ton of cooling is roughly enough to cool one 
hotel room.  
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system, a site of at least 25,000 square feet in the makai portion of Kaka‘ako satisfies this 
criterion. 

x Electricity and water utilities must be available at the cooling station site. Utilities are adequate in 
the Kaka‘ako area. 

x There must be a source of water both cold enough to minimize potential supplemental chilling 
costs and close enough to the cooling station to minimize costs of source and return piping. 
Seawater of about 44°F is available within 4-5 miles offshore of Kaka‘ako, an economically 
feasible distance for installation of pipes, given the overall size of the proposed HSWAC system. 

x The difference in the cost of conventional and SWAC air conditioning must be sufficient to 
permit pricing that motivates potential customers to connect to the SWAC system and also 
support amortization of the capital costs and satisfaction of the ongoing operational costs of the 
SWAC system. As the cost of electricity increases, SWAC systems become more viable. The 
extremely high electricity rates on O‘ahu provide the necessary cost differential for viable 
implementation of SWAC systems. 

 
The above criteria are satisfied by all of the action alternatives. The economic feasibility of such a system 
is determined by the rates that can be offered to customers. As the price of electricity increases, the 
economic feasibility of a SWAC system also increases. 

2.3 THE NO ACTION ALTERNATIVE 

The No Action Alternative would not implement a SWAC system in downtown Honolulu. No seawater 
pipes would be installed offshore of Kaka‘ako. No breakout point for trenchless installation would be 
excavated. No DA permit would be required. The potential environmental impacts associated with the 
action alternatives would be avoided; however, downtown buildings would continue to be independently 
cooled with on-site, electrically-powered chillers. Potable water would continue to be used in cooling 
towers, and the Sand Island Wastewater Treatment Plant would continue to treat and dispose of the 
wastewater WKURXJK�LWV�0ƗPDOD�%D\�RFHDQ�RXWIDOO.  
 
&XUUHQWO\��+DZDLދL�UHOLHV�RQ�RLO�IRU�DSSUR[LPDWHO\����SHU�FHQW�RI� LWV�HOHFWULFLW\�JHQHUDWLRQ��7KH�6WDWH�RI�
+DZDLދL� KDV� D� JRDO� RI� DFKLHYLQJ� ���� FOHDQ� HQHUJ\� E\� ����� WKURXJK� ERWK� LPSOHPHQWDWLRQ� RI� HQHUJ\�
efficiency measures and development of renewable energy technologies. At the present time, efforts to 
ORZHU� SHWUROHXP� XVH� LQ� +DZDLދL� WKURXJK� HQHUJ\� HIILFLHQF\� DUH� SURGXFLQJ� DERXW� WKH� VDPH� OHYHO� RI�
reduction as all renewable energy technologies combined; they each met about 12% of electricity needs in 
2011 (DBEDT, 2013). In the longer-term, however, the contribution of renewable energy technologies is 
H[SHFWHG�WR�VDWLVI\�D�PXFK�JUHDWHU�SHUFHQWDJH�RI�2ދDKX¶V�HOHFWULFLW\�QHHGV�WKDQ�FRQVHUYDWLRQ�PHDVXUHV�� 
 
Development of reQHZDEOH� HQHUJ\� UHVRXUFHV� LQ�+DZDLދL� KDV� DFFHOHUDWHG� LQ� UHFHQW� \HDUV� DQG�ZRXOG� EH�
H[SHFWHG� WR� FRQWLQXH� XQGHU� WKH� 1R� $FWLRQ� $OWHUQDWLYH�� 2Q� ��DKXދ2 WKH� WHFKQRORJLHV� WKDW� KDYH� EHHQ�
developed to the greatest extent to date are solar (commercial and distributed), wind, and bioenergy, 
respectively (DBEDT, 2013). Solar and wind, however, are typically intermittent producers, incapable of 
contributing to baseload needs without some type of energy storage system such as batteries or heat 
storage. Such storage systems are in various stages of development, but are not generally available or 
employed yet due to the developmental stage or the economics. Unlike wind or solar technologies, the 
UHQHZDEOHV� PRVW� HPSOR\HG� RQ� ��DKXދ2 6:$&� V\VWHPV� PD\� EH� FRQVLGHUHG� ILUP� SRZHU� EHFDuse they 
replace the need for some amount of baseload power.  
 
Other well-HVWDEOLVKHG� UHQHZDEOH� HQHUJ\� WHFKQRORJLHV� KDYH� ORZHU� SRWHQWLDO� RQ� ��DKXދ2 ([DPSOHV� DUH�
hydroelectric and geothermal, for which the natural resources are inadequate for commercial 
development. Still other technologies are being developed that may eventually be employed and reduce 
WKH�XVH�RI�IRVVLO�IXHOV�RQ�2ދDKX��EXW�DUH�VWLOO�LQ�WKH�GHYHORSPHQWDO�VWDJHV��7KHVH�LQFOXGH�2FHDQ�7KHUPDO�
Energy Conversion and hydrokinetic technologies that tap the power of ocean waves, tides and currents.  
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Projects that would implement any of the above renewable energy technologies would meet at least part 
of the purpose and need for the proposed action, i.e., increasing use of renewable energy. Any of these 
technologies would also decrease use of imported oil for electricity. However, the most feasible of these 
WHFKQRORJLHV�RQ�2ދDKX�DW�SUHVHQW��VRODU�DQG�ZLQG��ZRXOG�QRW�SURYLGH�ILUP��EDVHORDG�SRZHU�DQG�QRQH�RI�WKH�
technologies would directly increase energy efficiency in government buildings.  
 
Implementation of any of these renewable energy technologies could have adverse effects on 
environmental resources. Depending on the project type, size and site, environmental concerns may 
include such things as diversion of land use, potable water consumption, water quality, protected species 
and habitats, cultural resources, and aesthetics. The effects of implementation of a given technology at a 
specific site require project-specific analysis and cannot be generalized here, but in a relative sense could 
be greater or less than the effects of the proposed action.  
 

2.4 THE ACTION ALTERNATIVES 

The four action alternatives share some basic characteristics, which are described in the following 
sections. Subsequently, the four alternatives are described, pointing out their differences. Alternative 1 
was the applicant’s preferred alternative in the DEIS; the applicant’s preferred alternative is now 
Alternative 4.  

2.4.1 Common Features 

2.4.1.1 Project Size 

The overall capacity of the proposed HSWAC system, 25,000 tons of centralized air conditioning, was 
established in consideration of the potentially available cooling load in downtown Honolulu, the costs to 
connect buildings of various sizes and locations, system capital and operating costs, the availability of 
appropriate equipment, and the offshore bathymetry and seawater characteristics. The proposed system 
capacity, in turn, determined the sizes of the major system components. Component sizes, their respective 
operating environments, and life-cycle costs determined component materials, for example, high density 
polyethylene (HDPE) is specified for the seawater pipes because of its strength, flexibility, inertness in 
seawater, and good thermal insulating properties. Similarly, system component size, material 
composition, and environmental constraints drove selection of construction methodologies.  

2.4.1.2 Project Setting and Use of Public Lands 

The HSWAC project is proposed for the downtown area of Honolulu, on the leeward shore of O‘ahu. The 
island of O‘ahu is part of the City and County of Honolulu. Four areas near downtown Honolulu (Figure 
2-1) would be used in four discrete functions associated with construction and operation of the HSWAC 
system: 

x Seawater intake and return pipes would be deployed offshore of Honolulu in the area between 
Honolulu Harbor and Kewalo Basin,  

x A cooling station would be built on a site in the Makai District of the Kaka‘ako Community 
Development Area, 

x Freshwater distribution pipes would be installed beneath streets in the downtown Honolulu area, 
and 

x A shoreline site on Sand Island would be temporarily used for materials staging and pipeline 
assembly. 

In addition, dredged materials would be disposed of at an upland disposal site to be determined. Use of 
public lands would include State submerged lands where the seawater pipes would be installed, State 
highways and City streets where the distribution system pipes would be installed, and State lands where 
the seawater pipelines would be assembled.  
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Figure 2-1:  HSWAC Project Area 
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A portion of the project would extend into Federal waters beyond three miles from shore. The U.S. 
Department of the Interior Bureau of Ocean Energy Management, Regulation and Enforcement3 
administers “renewable energy” projects in Federal waters. The applicant requested and received 
guidance from that agency stating that no lease, easement or right-of-way is needed from that agency 
because the project does not produce or support production, transportation or transmission of energy 
(Appendix A). 

2.4.1.3 Project Components and Operations 

The primary means of cooling would be through the use of deep, cold seawater accessed through a long 
offshore intake pipeline. The system is shown conceptually in Figure 2-2. The primary system 
components are as follows: 

x Seawater intake and return pipes; 
x A seawater cooling station containing: 

o Seawater pumps, 
o Fresh water pumps, 
o Heat exchangers, 
o Auxiliary chillers, and 

x A chilled (fresh) water distribution system. 
 
A staging area would be required for materials storage and pipeline assembly and testing. 
 

 
Figure 2-2:  Conceptual Drawing of Major Components of the HSWAC System 

(Source:  HSWAC, LLC) 
 
Figure 2-3 is a schematic drawing of HSWAC system operations. Cold seawater would be pumped 
through heat exchangers and then through condensers in auxiliary chillers before being returned to the 
sea. Freshwater would circulate through the heat exchangers and the auxiliary chillers before returning to 
the connected buildings.  
 

                                                      
3 On October 1, 2011, the Bureau of Ocean Energy Management, Regulation and Enforcement (BOEMRE), formerly the 

Minerals Management Service (MMS), was replaced by the Bureau of Ocean Energy Management (BOEM) and the Bureau of 
Safety and Environmental Enforcement (BSEE) as part of a major reorganization. 
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Operation of the HSWAC system relies on readily available materials and equipment including pipes, 
pumps, heat exchangers and chillers. Piping and heat exchangers need no direct operational 
considerations and the operation of pumps and chillers would be fully automated through a plant control 
system. 
 

 
Figure 2-3:  Schematic Drawing of the HSWAC System with Chiller Enhancement 

(Source:  Makai Ocean Engineering, 2005a) 

2.4.1.4 Seawater Circulation System 

The seawater circulation system would consist of seawater intake and return pipelines extending from the 
cooling station to their respective terminal points offshore. Considered were various combinations of 
construction/installation methodologies and pipe types for different segments of the intake and return 
routes. In particular, the available trenchless technologies for pipeline installation were thoroughly 
evaluated for potential use in installing the two pipes underground from the cooling station to a breakout 
point offshore where living corals give way to coral rubble and sand. Trenchless technologies evaluated 
included horizontal directional drilling, microtunneling and conventional tunneling. Microtunneling was 
selected as being the most economical and environmentally protective and is described here. Horizontal 
directional drilling and conventional tunneling were not carried forward for detailed analysis and the 
reasons for that are presented in Section 2.5.5. 
 
Pipe jacking is a method of tunnel construction where hydraulic jacks are used to push specially made 
pipes through the ground behind a tunnel boring machine or shield. This technique is commonly used to 
create tunnels under existing structures, such as roads or railways. Tunnels constructed by pipe jacking 
are normally small diameter tunnels. Microtunneling is a specialized form of pipe jacking used to install 
pipelines without the need for personnel to enter the pipe. It is therefore conducive to small diameter 
pipes (e.g., internal diameters less than 36 to 48 inches) but is by no means restricted to these diameters. 
Jacking of 60-inch to 120-inch diameter reinforced concrete pipes is not uncommon. Microtunnel 
construction techniques may be used to install a carrier pipe by direct jacking or to install a casing into 
which the carrier pipe is installed. The microtunnel boring machine (MTBM) is a specialized tunnel 
boring machine with the following general characteristics: 

1. It is operated by remote control. 
2. The front of the MTBM consists of a cutterhead, which must be designed and equipped to mine 

through the range of anticipated ground conditions. 
3. It controls the soil at the face by use of an earth pressure balance technique and counterbalances 

the groundwater by a slurry pressure technique. 
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4. Soil cuttings are removed from the face of the machine by use of a slurry system or an auger 
system. For this project, an auger system would not be appropriate. 

5. It is steerable and generally laser guided. 
6. The tunnel lining installed by pipe jacking can be a larger diameter casing (steel, reinforced 

concrete pipe, composite, or concrete-polymer pipe). Based on the project considerations and 
anticipated mixed subsurface conditions, a steel or reinforced concrete casing can be considered 
for straight drives, and reinforced concrete casing pipe should be considered for curved drives. In 
the U.S., microtunneling drives completed to date are generally straight drives. Many curved 
drives from 650 feet to over 1,000 feet bend radius have been completed in Western Europe and 
some Asian countries. 

 
Microtunneling methods require jacking pits and receiving pits. A microtunnel begins at an excavation 
called the jacking pit where the MTBM is launched and pipe is inserted. A receiving pit is another 
excavation at the end of the microtunnel where the MTBM is recovered. The construction staging area is 
generally located at the jacking pit and/or receiving pit. Selecting the location of jacking and receiving 
pits is based on evaluation of a number of factors, such as identifying acceptable staging areas and 
maintaining feasible drive lengths. In order to minimize the number of jacking pits required, each jacking 
pit can be utilized for installing pipe in both directions. Figure 2-4 provides an example of microtunnel 
jacking pit construction on a narrow public roadway in Kailua, O‘ahu. 
 

 
Figure 2-4:  Microtunnel Jacking Pit Construction on a Narrow Public Roadway in Kailua, O‘ahu 

(Source:  Yogi Kwong Engineers, Inc.) 
 
The following three figures show aspects of microtunneling over water. Figure 2-5 shows a 
microtunneling rig near the Pearl Harbor entrance channel. Figure 2-6 shows the inside of a microtunnel 
pit in the ocean off Pearl Harbor, and Figure 2-7 shows wet retrieval of the microtunnel boring machine. 
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Figure 2-5:  Microtunnel Rig off Pearl Harbor 

(Source:  Yogi Kwong Engineers, Inc.) 
 

 
Figure 2-6:  Forty-foot Deep Microtunnel Pit off Pearl Harbor 

(Source:  Yogi Kwong Engineers, Inc.) 
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Figure 2-7:  Wet Retrieval of Microtunnel Boring Machine 

(Source:  Yogi Kwong Engineers, Inc.) 
 
Based on the available geotechnical data, the shoreline crossing could be constructed using 
microtunneling methods and that would require a narrower easement corridor than horizontal directional 
drilling (HDD). However, along the Keawe Street corridor, the approximately 3,600 linear feet shore 
crossing far exceeds the single-drive jacking distance previously attempted by U.S. contractors. 
Therefore, a jacking pit would be required close to the shoreline, either on shore (applicant’s preferred 
alternative) or offshore, to break the route into two sections of approximately 1,600 to 1,700 lineal feet 
each. The applicant’s preferred alternative route is shown on Figure 2-8. The cooling station location and 
the preferred jacking pit location are outlined in green.  
 
Use of microtunneling would substantially reduce both the required over water and on land work areas 
compared to HDD, however, the cost may be somewhat higher and it would likely take longer, due to the 
need to construct an offshore receiving pit from which to recover the microtunneling machine and a deep 
jacking pit at the cooling plant site.  
 
In the analysis of trenchless construction technologies and their implications for potential offshore pipe 
routes, an eastern onshore microtunneled route beneath Kaka‘ako Waterfront Park was considered to 
connect the cooling station and the breakout point. Potential mobilization and migration of contaminants 
from beneath the park was an unresolved issue, and the route option was eliminated from further 
consideration. 
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Figure 2-8:  Preferred Microtunneling Route to Breakout Depth 

(Source:  Yogi Kwong Engineers, Inc.) 
 
Seaward of the breakout point, the seawater intake and return pipes would be surface-mounted. The 
discrete segments of the intake and return seawater pipelines are: (1) from the cooling station to the 
offshore breakout point (within the microtunnel); (2) from the breakout point to the return seawater 
diffuser (surface-mounted); and (3) from the diffuser to the intake (surface-mounted). 

2.4.2 Alternative 1 
Alternative 1 was the applicant’s preferred alternative in the DEIS. The complete route for the seawater 
pipes under Alternative 1 is shown on Figure 2-9. 

2.4.2.1 Cooling Station to Breakout Point 

Construction would begin at a jacking pit behind the shoreline at the ‘Ewa-makai corner of Kaka‘ako 
Waterfront Park. The coordinates at the center of the jacking pit makai wall are 157°51.986’ W, 
21°17.676’ N. In plan view it would be a polygon with approximate maximum dimensions of 29 feet by 
68 feet. A microtunnel boring machine (MTBM) would be installed in the jacking pit and would be used 
to tunnel in two directions, first in an inland direction passing beneath Keawe Street to a receiving pit 
adjacent to the proposed cooling station. Separate microtunnels would be drilled for the seawater intake 
and return pipes. 
 
The second set of two tunnels would extend from the jacking pit to an offshore receiving pit. From the 
jacking pit to the offshore receiving pit the microtunnels would pass beneath the seafloor and the biotope 
of scattered corals to a breakout point in the biotope of dredged rubble where the bottom is predominantly 
composed of sand and rubble. The offshore receiving pit mauka wall midpoint would be located at 
157°52.125’ W and 21°17.410’ N. Its dimensions would be approximately 40 feet by 40 feet and 20 feet 
deep.  
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The breakout point was selected based on a set of engineering, economic and ecological criteria. The 
practical maximum drive length for the microtunnel boring machine established the maximum distance 
between the on-shore jacking pit and the offshore receiving pit (breakout point). Different jacking pit 
locations were considered for the two cooling station locations. Within the maximum drive length, 
economic and ecological factors were considered to position the receiving pit to minimize both the 
microtunnel length and the amount of coral disturbed. The location proposed for the breakout point for all 
action alternatives satisfies these criteria. For the FEIS, an additional inspection and GPS measurements 
were made of the preferred location of the receiving pit. This survey resulted in a slight change to the 
coordinates to ensure the pit would be positioned in a sand channel. 
 
One reviewer of the DEIS asked if the microtunnel could be extended to 80 feet depth to avoid shallower 
impacts. To reach a depth of 80 feet, a second drive would be necessary. This would entail construction of 
an intermediate jacking/receiving pit at approximately the same location as currently planned for the 
receiving pit. Impacts to the benthos and water quality at the intermediate pit would be substantially the 
same as under the current proposal and they would be duplicated at the second pit at 80 feet. In addition, 
installation of sheet piles to contain and partially isolate the receiving pit could be problematic at 80 feet. 
If sheet pile installation is not possible at that depth, impacts to water quality and nearby benthic 
resources could be greater due to slumping of the pit side walls and greater dispersion of turbidity. 
 
Two jacked pipelines would be installed in each direction from the jacking pit: 

x For the cold seawater intake pipeline, a minimum 71-inch internal diameter (ID) reinforced 
concrete pipe (RCP) or polymer reinforced concrete pipe (PCP) casing for the required curved 
drive to the cooling station receiving pit from the shoreline jacking pit, and a similar sized RCP, 
PCP or steel casing jacked from the shoreline in the opposite direction to the offshore breakout 
point for connection to the offshore pipelines. A nominal 57-inch (ID) diameter fiberglass pipe 
would be installed inside the jacked casing and the annulus space between the casing and the 
carrier pipe grouted. 

x For the return seawater discharge pipeline, a 48-inch (ID) RCP or PCP pipe would be jacked in 
either direction from the same jacking pit described above.  

x As an alternative, the contractor would jack only one RCP or PCP pipe with an internal diameter 
of up to 120 inches. The crown of the 120-inch pipe would be at an equal or lower elevation 
compared to the crown of either of the two separate pipes. Inside the large pipe, fiberglass carrier 
pipes for intake and return waters would be installed.  

 
Alternative 1 would require construction access through and staging and work areas near the ‘Ewa corner 
of Kaka‘ako Waterfront Park between the old landfill and the open drainage culvert. Microtunneling and 
installation of the casings would require 6 to 7 months, and installation of the carrier pipelines and 
annulus grouting an additional 1 to 2 months. 
 
The jacking pit, receiving pits and microtunnels would intersect the groundwater table. It is anticipated 
that all soil and water removed from the tunnel, jacking pit, and receiving pits would be disposed of on 
land. The applicant has prepared Phase I and Phase II Environmental Site Assessments and an 
Environmental Hazard Management Plan (EHMP) which has been accepted by the State of Hawai‘i 
Hazard Evaluation and Emergency Response (HEER) Office. The plan specifies testing requirements for 
the excavated materials and disposal requirements for spoils found to be contaminated with toxic 
chemicals from the former landfill. Uncontaminated spoils would be processed by a solids separation 
plant at the onshore receiving and jacking pits (at the cooling station and just behind the shoreline in 
Alternative 1, respectively). The solids and slurry would be transported in lined dump trucks to the 
contractor’s own yard for drying and then disposed of properly, likely at the construction waste landfill. 
The cooling station receiving pit would be about 20 feet by 25 feet by 70 feet deep with an excavated 
volume of about 35,000 cubic feet or about 1,300 cubic yards, and the shoreline jacking pit would be 
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about 29 feet by 68 feet and 70 feet deep with about 138,000 cubic feet or 5,100 cubic yards of excavated 
material. Spoil from the offshore receiving pit would be barged and then hauled to the contractor’s yard. 
This pit would be about 40 feet by 40 feet and 20 feet deep with an excavated volume of about 32,000 
cubic feet or about 1,185 cubic yards. The two microtunnels would generate about 5,900 cubic yards of 
material, which would be extracted from the shoreline jacking pit and disposed of on land. 

2.4.2.2 Breakout Point to Diffuser 

The microtunnels would intersect the bottom at a water depth of approximately 31 feet. At this breakout 
point, sheet piles would be driven into the bottom to surround an area to be excavated. The receiving pit 
would be completely isolated and contained from the seafloor to the sea surface. This may be done by 
installing sheet piles all the way to the surface or by installing silt curtains above sheet piles that extend 
part way to the surface. A vibratory hammer would be used to drive the sheet piles. After the sheet piles 
(or the combination of sheet piles and silt curtains) are in place, the receiving pit would be excavated. A 
crane on a barge in four point mooring or an eight pile supported crane platform would be used in 
operations to drive the sheet piles, install the silt curtains if they are used, and excavate the offshore 
receiving pit. A clamshell excavator or open bucket excavator would be used to excavate the receiving 
pit. This pit would be used to recover the MTBM and connect the microtunneled pipes to the surface-
mounted pipes extending seaward. Because of the size of the MTBM a smaller receiving pit would not be 
possible. Installation of the sheet piles and excavation of the receiving pit would take approximately one 
month. The plan for connecting the two segments of pipes is shown on Figure 2-10.  
 
After completion of the connections, the pit would be backfilled and covered with a concrete cap. These 
operations would take about one week. The backfill would be crushed basalt gravel graded between 3/8-
inch and 2-inch size and pre-washed to remove any fines. After backfilling and capping of the receiving 
pit, the sheet piles would be removed or cut off below the existing seafloor grade.  
 
Seaward of the breakout point, the seawater intake and return pipes would parallel one another to the end 
of the diffuser at a depth of 150 feet. Both pipelines would begin at approximately 1,800 feet offshore at a 
water depth of 31 feet (MLLW). The return seawater pipeline would run an additional 1,700 feet offshore 
(approximately 3,500 feet from the shoreline) and terminate in a 25-port diffuser extending between the 
depths of 120 and 150 feet.  
 
To protect the pipes from the effects of large storm waves in the shallower reaches of the route down to 
about 150 feet, several options were evaluated, including trenching and burying, installing anchor piles, 
attaching additional gravity anchors (concrete collars) or a combination of these methods. Initial 
considerations indicated that trenching and burying the pipes from the breakout point to a depth of about 
80 feet and then surface mounting the pipes with steel pipe piles driven through concrete collars in the 
depth range of 80 to 150 feet would provide the protection required. In subsequent evaluations, including 
analysis of effectiveness, logistics, costs, and environmental impacts, it became clear that excavating a 
trench on the order of 1,000 feet long and 20 feet wide, with gradually sloping sides to avoid slumping of 
sediments back into the trench, sidecasting and stockpiling the excavated material, and burying the pipes 
would affect a large area of the seafloor and could cause unacceptable turbidity in the water column. In 
addition, the necessity to mobilize the equipment to excavate the trench and then mobilize different 
equipment to drive piles would unnecessarily inflate construction costs. It was concluded that securing the 
pipes to the bottom using piles and collars would cost-effectively provide the necessary protection while 
minimizing environmental impacts. 
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Figure 2-9:  Alternative 1 – Cooling Station to Intake 
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Figure 2-10:  Details of Connection Between Microtunneled and Surface-mounted Segments of Seawater Pipes 

(Source:  Makai Ocean Engineering, Inc.) 
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Collars would be spaced along the entire length of the pipes. The pipes themselves would not rest on the 
bottom, but would be held above the bottom by the lower half of each collar. Spacing of the collars varies 
with depth. Shallower pipe sections need more weight to protect them from movement during high wave 
events and therefore collars are closer together in shallower water. Over the length of the pipes, the 
average separation between collars is about 30 feet. 
 
The pipes would be fitted with concrete collars, or gravity anchors, of four types, depending on depth. 
From the breakout point to the end of the diffuser, combination collars (Type A; Figure 2-11), which 
would hold both pipes, would be used, and most of these would be further secured to the bottom with 
piles. Steel pipe piles 20 inches in diameter would be driven through sleeves in the collars using a 
percussion hammer. Sand from inside the pipe would be removed, probably with an airlift siphon system, 
to a level about six feet below the original seafloor. The amount excavated from each pile would be about 
8.7 cubic feet. This material would be brought to the surface and stored in a hopper barge or large roll-off 
container. Excess seawater would be discharged from the top of the container when the sand has settled. 
The sand would be disposed of as clean fill at the county landfill or for another beneficial purpose. 
Tremie concrete would be used to fill and cap the piles. There would be a total of 91 of these 
“combination” weights, but only about 52 of them would have two piles driven through. Nine others 
would have one anchor pile, giving a total of 113 piles from the breakout point to the end of the diffuser. 
The total quantity of material to be excavated from the pipe piles would be about 983 cubic feet. Collars 
without piles (30) would serve only as gravity anchors. 
 
As can be calculated from Figure 2-11, the footprint of the combination collars is about 76 square feet per 
collar. Thus, the 90 combination collars between the breakout point and the end of the diffuser would 
cover approximately 6,840 square feet of substratum.  
 
The total area of substratum covered by all of the collars under Alternative 1, including those from the 
diffuser to the intake, would be 14,302 square feet. The collars would create new substratum of 153,978 
square feet and the pipes would add 396,326 square feet for a total area of substratum created of 550,304 
square feet and a net area of substratum created of 536,002 square feet. 
 
Prior to installing the offshore pipes, a series of “test piles” (about 15) would be driven along the 
proposed alignment between the proposed locations of the receiving pit and the 150-foot depth. All of 
these piles would be removed immediately after installation. No pile driving would be done between 
December 1 and March 31 to avoid the peak humpback whale seasRQ�LQ�+DZDLދL�� 
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Figure 2-11:  Shallow Water (Type A) Combination Collars 

(Source:  Makai Ocean Engineering, Inc.) 
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Figure 2-12:  Shallow Water Single Pipe Collars (Type B) 

(Source:  Makai Ocean Engineering, Inc.)
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Figure 2-13:  Deep Water Pipe Collars (Type C) 

(Source:  Makai Ocean Engineering, Inc.) 
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Figure 2-14:  Deep Water Pipe Collars (Type D) 

(Source:  Makai Ocean Engineering, Inc.) 
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2.4.2.3 Diffuser Design, Location and Depth 

The 54-inch diameter seawater return pipe would terminate in a 25-port diffuser (Figure 2-15) about 250 
feet long extending between the depths of 120 and 150 feet.  

2.4.2.4 Diffuser Operation 

Discharging the return seawater through a diffuser situated at a depth of 120-150 feet (Alternative 1) was 
modeled to examine potential water quality effects. The return seawater, while warmed 9-14°F from its 
temperature at the intake location, would still be relatively low in temperature and dissolved oxygen 
content and high in dissolved macronutrient concentrations compared with coastal waters. A ZOM would 
be required to permit discharge of waters not complying with ambient water quality standards. To 
optimize the diffuser design and understand how the plume of returned seawater would behave, two 
computer models were used. The assumptions used in the modeling were: 

x a 54-inch outside diameter HDPE return seawater pipe would extend from the microtunnel 
breakout point to a depth of 150 feet, 

x the flow rate from the diffuser would be 44,000 gpm, 
x the lowest return temperature (worst case) would be 53°F, 
x the ambient temperature of the receiving water would be 77°F, 
x the density of the return water would be 64.09 lb/ft3 (1,026.6 kg/m3) and that of the receiving 

water 63.88 lb/ft3  (1,023.3 kg/m3), 
x the roughness factor of the bottom would be 0.05, 
x the ambient wind speed would be 11mph (5m/s), 
x a 25-port diffuser section would extend from a depth of 120 to 150 feet (a diffuser length of 

approximately 250 feet), 
x the diffuser would be oriented parallel to the intake pipe (i.e., perpendicular to shore), 
x the diffuser ports would be vertically facing and equally spaced (approximately 10.4 feet on 

centers),  
x the diffuser ports would be basic orifices (rounded) in the pipe wall and 8 inches in diameter, and 
x because the collars support the pipe, the discharge would originate about fourteen feet above the 

seafloor. 
 
The first modeling effort used CORHYD4 to optimize the diffuser design. It was determined that the 
flows through the diffuser as specified above would be quite well balanced; only about a 10% variation in 
flow rate would be experienced along the diffuser. The greatest port velocity, 11.7 feet per second (fps), 
would be at the port farthest from shore, and the smallest port velocity, 10.5 fps, would occur at the port 
nearest shore. The design of the diffuser is shown on Figure 2-15. 

                                                      
4 The CORHYD computer program has been developed for the calculation of velocities, pressures, head losses and flow rates 

inside the diffuser pipe and, especially, at the diffuser port orifices to analyze and optimize diffuser design alternatives as well 
as existing diffuser configurations for different and varying discharge and ambient conditions. 
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Figure 2-15:  Diffuser Design 

 (Source:  Makai Ocean Engineering, Inc.) 
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The differences between the ambient water quality at the Alternative 1 diffuser location and that of the 
return seawater were compared in light of the water quality standards in +DZDLދL�5HYLVHG�6WDWXWHV��HRS) 
Chapter 54 for wet open coastal waters to determine how much dilution would be required in the ZOM. 
The parameter that requires the greatest dilution is not temperature, which requires a dilution of only 13, 
but nitrate+nitrite nitrogen, which requires a dilution of 113. 
 
The second modeling effort used CORMIX5 to analyze the plume of return seawater from the discharge 
diffuser. Three different water current regimes were modeled: low current (0.16 fps [0.05 m/s]), mean 
current (0.46 fps [0.14 m/s]), and high current (2.0 fps [0.6 m/s]). Each scenario was run until the output 
reached steady state. The conclusions were as follows: 

x The design of the diffuser facilitates substantial near-field initial mixing of the return water for all 
current cases considered. 

x The negative buoyancy of the plume dominates the discharge near-field behavior. Surfacing of 
the plume (at a low dilution) is not anticipated; after initial mixing, the plume would have a 
tendency to sink. 

x Some plume-seabed interaction is anticipated in the immediate vicinity of the diffuser, however, 
substantial initial dilution implies plume properties would be close to ambient when the plume 
encounters the seabed. Within a few meters from the centerline of the diffuser the dilution would 
be sufficient to meet water quality standards for temperature. 

x Under low current conditions, port velocity of the diffuser would provide good initial mixing, but 
the weak ambient flow would allow considerable upstream intrusion of the plume. This is 
presumed to be acceptable, as the ZOM would not be directionally restricted. The required 
dilution of 113 for nitrate+nitrite nitrogen would be reached within 525 feet of the diffuser 
centerline. 

x Under high current conditions, the initially mixed plume would be rapidly advected away from 
the diffuser, and the plume dispersed rapidly by the turbulent energy associated with the high 
flow. The required dilution of 113 would be achieved within 16 feet of the diffuser centerline. 

x Under mean current conditions the required dilution would be reached within 285 feet of the 
diffuser centerline. 

 
Discharge of the return seawater to deep coastal waters is therefore included as part of all action 
alternatives. 

2.4.2.5 Diffuser to Intake 

Beyond the end of the diffuser, the deep seawater intake pipeline would extend to a depth of 1,755 feet 
depth approximately 25,000 feet from shore. An elbow fitting would be installed at the end of the pipe 
such that the actual water intake would be at 14 feet above the bottom, or a depth of 1,741 feet. 
 
Seaward of the diffuser, shallow-water single pipe collars would be used to support the intake pipe (Type 
B; Figure 2-12). From depths of 150 feet to 700 feet, 155 of these collars would be used. The footprint of 
each of these collars is about 31.7 square feet; hence, the total area covered by these collars would be 
about 4,960 square feet. 
 
Beyond a depth of 700 feet, a third type of collar would be used (Type C; Figure 2-13). From a depth of 
700 feet to 1,755 feet, 706 of these collars would be used. The footprint of these collars is about 3.6 
square feet. The bottom area covered by these collars would be about 2,471 square feet.  
 
Five special collars (Type D; Figure 2-14) would be used at the extreme terminal end of the pipe. 
                                                      
5 CORMIX (Cornell Mixing Zone Expert System) is a USEPA-supported mixing zone model and decision support system for 

environmental impact assessment of regulatory mixing zones resulting from continuous point source discharges. 
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HDPE pipelines are limited in maximum suction. Over time, pipelines can oval and eventually collapse if 
too high a suction pressure is applied. In order to increase the suction capability of this pipeline, ductile 
iron stiffeners would be added to the outside of the pipeline. Each stiffener would be coated and 
additionally protected with zinc anodes. Figure 2-16 illustrates similar stiffeners and anchor collars in 
place on a floating pipeline. 
 

 
Figure 2-16:  A 63-inch Pipeline with Ductile Iron Stiffeners and Anchor Collars 

(Source:  Makai Ocean Engineering, 2005a) 

2.4.2.6 Staging and Assembly of Offshore HDPE Pipelines 

HDPE pipes (intake and return) would be constructed on-shore from 40 to 80 feet long segments. A 
staging area of approximately 17.7 acres near the shore would be temporarily required to store pipe, 
concrete collars, and other components, and to fuse the pipe lengths into longer segments.  
 
The pipe segments would be fused together into longer (~3,300-feet) segments, the ends sealed with blind 
flanges (so the segments float), and launched directly as fused. Concrete collars and stiffening rings 
would be added to the pipe from a barge while the pipe sections float in the staging area. These floating 
segments would be stored (moored) in the water pending completion of all segments. Final assembly of 
the pipe would be done by connecting the segments by lifting the ends slightly above the water, removing 
the blind flanges, and bolting the flanged ends together. 
 
The applicant hDV� VXEPLWWHG� D� SURSRVDO� WR� WKH�/DQG�'LYLVLRQ� RI� WKH�+DZDLދL�'HSDUWPHQW� RI� /DQG� DQG�
Natural Resources (DLNR) for temporary (12 month) use of land on Sand Island and adjoining waters of 
Ke‘ehi Lagoon. These sites include: 

x an on-land pipe storage and assembly site on the southwestern corner of Sand Island currently 
occupied by four condemned baseball fields, 

x an offshore pipe assembly and preparation site which would occupy what was originally a 
seaplane runway that extends along the western shore of Sand Island, and 

x an existing unimproved access roadway that runs from Sand Island Access Road around the Sand 
Island Wastewater Treatment Plant to the baseball park site. 
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The offshore pipe assembly area is labeled Channel D on Figure 2-37. It is suitable for pipeline assembly 
for several reasons: 

x The area is long and, because there is no direct passage to the ocean, vessel traffic is minimal, 
x There is sufficient room that the entire pipeline could be assembled from 5-8 sections, 
x The deployment site may be accessed easily with a short towing distance, 
x Assembly and towing out of the lagoon can be reasonably accomplished by the marine contractor, 
x There is excellent access to the major center of marine construction equipment in the Hawaiian 

Islands, and 
x There is adjacent land available on Sand Island for fusing and launching the pipe sections. 

 
For these reasons, Ke‘ehi Lagoon Channel D and the adjacent shoreside area is the applicant’s preferred 
staging area in all four action alternatives. An aerial photo of the proposed staging sites identifying the 
primary features is shown on Figure 2-17. 
 

 
Figure 2-17:  Proposed Sand Island and Ke‘ehi Lagoon Staging Areas 

(Source:  Makai Ocean Engineering, Inc.) 
 
The boundary of the site proposed for temporary HSWAC contractor use as an on-land pipe storage and 
assembly area is shown in Figure 2-18. This is an area of approximately 17.7 acres and it includes the 
entire baseball park area, the improved and unimproved roadways around the baseball park, the area 
between the park and the water and an almost 400’ long frontage on the water.  
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Figure 2-18:  Boundaries of Proposed Sand Island Staging Area 

(Source:  Makai Ocean Engineering, Inc.) 
 
The proposed offshore staging area consists of one portion of the Ke‘ehi Lagoon seaplane runway 
channels dredged between 1941 and 1944. The applicant has stated that seaplanes have not used the 
particular portion of the runway system that is proposed for use as an in-water staging area at any time in 
the last 30+ years. Other uses of this particular seaplane runway section have developed over the years. 
The area mainly serves as a practice area for outrigger and one man canoe paddlers as well as for some 
small sail boats. At the northern end there are several individual residences that have been built near the 
vertex of the coral shelf where this seaplane runway meets the Kalihi Channel. To accommodate the boat 
traffic to and from these residences, the in-water staging area would be set back from the western 
shoreline by about 200 feet and by at least 150 feet from the eastern shoreline. This would allow adequate 
space for small boats to easily access the small docks built in front of the residences on the western side 
of the channel. The overall in-water staging zone with approximate dimensions is shown in Figure 2-19. 
The area inside the yellow bordered zone equals about 49.9 acres. 
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Figure 2-19:  Boundaries of Proposed Ke‘ehi Lagoon Staging Area 

(Source:  Makai Ocean Engineering Inc.) 
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In order to access the proposed staging area with large trucks and other contractor equipment, the 
applicant is seeking permission to use an existing unimproved access roadway that runs from Sand Island 
Access Road around the Sand Island Wastewater Treatment Plant to the baseball park site. 
 
This road has been used for contractor ingress and egress in the past, and the open space on either side of 
this road near the entry to Sand Island Access Road is currently used by a microtunneling contractor, 
Frank Coluccio Construction Company (FCC). FCC has stockpiled pipe and unused equipment on either 
side of this road over about the first 500 feet of the roadway closest to Sand Island Access Road. Figure 
2-20 shows the approximate zones where FCC equipment is stored and that the overall length of this 
access road is about 1,576 feet. An approximately 20-ft wide roadway would be needed by the HSWAC 
contractor to provide adequate room for large trucks and equipment to pass safely from the park to Sand 
Island Access Road.  
 

 
Figure 2-20:  Access Road Requested from Sand Island Access Road to Staging Area 

(Source:  Makai Ocean Engineering, Inc.) 
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The marine contractor who is hired to carry out the assembly and installation of the marine pipelines 
would determine the exact use of the proposed staging site. However, from past deep water pipeline 
projects of a similar nature, it is possible to define and describe the range of activities that would take 
place on land and in the adjacent waterway. These activities, in roughly chronological order, are 
summarized as follows: 

1. 63” and 54” HDPE pipe in 40-80-foot lengths would be stored on the baseball field areas where 
the ground is flat and has been previously graded. Pipe would most likely be trucked in from one 
of the commercial piers in Honolulu Harbor. The access road shown in Figure 2-20 would be 
used for truck traffic to and from the staging site. Pipe would be stored in tightly spaced rows 
taking up much of the open baseball park surface. Figure 2-21 shows a similar pipe being 
unloaded and stored. 

 

 
Figure 2-21:  Large Diameter HDPE Pipe Being Unloaded and Stored at Kawaihae Harbor 

(Source:  Makai Ocean Engineering, Inc.) 
 

2. The contractor would set up a mobile office trailer on the site to use as his base for construction 
operations. 

3. Various containers of tools and equipment needed to carry out the work would be brought to the 
site. 

4. The contractor would have to widen the existing passages in the dredge spoils that separate the 
baseball park from the shoreline in order to allow pipe transport to the water from the park with a 
front end loader and/or bulldozer. This would probably involve movement of less than 50 cubic 
yards of material as passages already exist between the mounds down to the water (see Figure 2-
22). 
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Figure 2-22:  Proposed Truck Circulation Routes Within Staging Area 

(Source:  Makai Ocean Engineering, Inc.) 
 

5. An area between the shoreline and the spoil mounds would be cleared of old concrete piles and 
debris, and an HDPE fusion machine together with pipe support rollers would be set up in this 
area. The fusion machine would be used to join the HDPE pipe sections into continuous lengths. 
Figure 2-23 and Figure 2-24, respectively, show pictures of a fusion machine set up to fuse 63- 
inch diameter pipe for another deep water pipeline project and the roller bed that is set in place to 
guide the air filled pipe into the water. The air-filled pipe with ends closed by flange plates would 
float very high in the water. 
 

 
Figure 2-23:  HDPE Pipe Fusion Operation 

(Source:  Makai Ocean Engineering, Inc.) 
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Figure 2-24:  Roller Bed to Launch HDPE Pipe into Water 

(Source:  Makai Ocean Engineering, Inc.) 
 

6. HDPE pipe would be transported from the baseball field down to the fusion machine. Pipe would 
be fused into lengths up to approximately 3,300 feet long and pulled out onto the waterway as 
they are fused. The exact length of fused segments would be a function of the contractor’s plan 
and lengths permitted by State DOT authorities. 

7. Floating sections of pipe would be temporarily moored in the seaplane runway. Moorings would 
be formed using steel pipe piles temporarily driven into the bottom (to a depth not exceeding 20 
feet). Piles would be removed after the pipelines are pulled from the lagoon for installation 
offshore. Traffic by public boaters would have to be restricted on this waterway during pipe 
assembly operations (see Figure 2-25). 
 

 
Figure 2-25:  Stored Floating Pipeline with Stiffeners and Anchor Weights Being Attached 

(Source:  Makai Ocean Engineering, Inc.) 
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8. Assembled pipe segments would be hydrostatically tested while floating on the waterway. This 

would be done before pipe ballast weights are clamped onto the pipe segments, so pipe segments 
would continue to float even when filled with water.  

9. Using a crane barge, pipe ballast weights and stiffeners would be mounted on the pipe while it is 
stored in the waterway. Precast concrete collars would either be loaded on barges and towed in 
from Barber’s Point Harbor, or trucked in and loaded onto barges from a crane at the site. To 
mount the pipe weights and stiffeners onto the pipes, the lower halves of pipe weights and 
stiffeners would be lowered into the water and then lifted up from below the pipe. The top half 
then would be lowered down from above and the pieces bolted together. This work would be 
done from a crane barge with an elevator assembly mounted on one side. The air filled pipe can 
support all the weights and stiffeners when floating on the waterway. 

10. Weights and stiffener bolts would be re-tightened several times before deployment. This would 
be accomplished from a small boat or by walking down the length of the floating pipe segments. 

11. Other pipe attachments and end flange preparations would be installed while the pipelines are 
floating in the waterway. Several crane barges, flat barges and work boats would be moored in 
the waterway during staging operations, especially as final preparations commence. 

12. The final task before deployment would be assembly of the floating pipe segments into one 
continuous length. A representation of this process is shown in Figure 2-26. This would occupy a 
continuous period of 36-48 hours and would involve mooring a barge on one side of the Kalihi 
Channel and pulling the pipe segments into a large arc in order to join the flange joints at this 
barge (see Figure 2-27). Multiple barges and work boats would be used to hold the pipe in the 
bent shape and to restrain the offshore pipe that would lengthen as each new segment is joined. 
The offshore end of the pipeline would extend out the channel into the open ocean (see Figure 2-
28). 
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Figure 2-26:  Plan for Connecting Pipe Segments and Towing From Ke‘ehi Lagoon 

(Source:  Makai Ocean Engineering, Inc.) 
 
Two weeks prior to initiation of the deployment activities, notices of the operations would be given to the 
harbormasters to post or distribute, and a Notice to Mariners published. During the deployment, 
contractor supplied escort (picket) boats would be on site throughout the pipe joining and towing 
operations to divert boaters who are curious or are entering or leaving the harbor via the Kalihi Channel. 
Escort boats would have a large sign notifying boaters to tune to VHF channel 72 or 16 for instructions. 
Escort boats would guide boaters safely around the marine operations. 
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Figure 2-27:  Assembling Flange Joints on Elevator Platform on Crane Barge 

(Source:  Makai Ocean Engineering, Inc.) 
 

 
Figure 2-28:  Fully Assembled NELHA 55-inch Pipe Being Towed From Kawaihae Harbor 

(Source:  Makai Ocean Engineering, Inc.) 
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2.4.2.7 Installation of Offshore HDPE Pipelines 

The deployment methodology for the offshore portions of the HDPE pipeline has been developed and 
tested in previous projects and is specific to the nature of the HDPE pipe and available handling 
equipment. All but a small length of the intake and return seawater pipes seaward of the breakout point 
(the spool sections connecting them to the microtunneled segments) would be deployed using the 
following methodology. 
 
Deployment of the pipes would be done once all the segments are assembled. The pipelines, with weights 
and stiffeners attached, would be towed into place, the nearshore ends temporarily secured to allow the 
pipelines to be put under tension, and the pipelines sunk in a controlled manner from shallow to deep 
water by controlled flooding. At least three tugs would be used to maneuver the pipelines to their final 
position. As the pipelines would be deployed off the south side of O‘ahu, deployment would ideally be 
scheduled during the winter or early spring, when large southern swells are absent. The pipes would be 
pulled into place in a single day and sunk at night to take advantage of the HDPE pipe’s superior strength 
properties when it is cool and not exposed to the sun.  
 
The deployment process is illustrated in Figure 2-29. The air-filled and anchor-weighted HDPE pipelines 
would be floated on the surface of the ocean and controllably submerged by flooding from the shore end 
and venting air on the offshore end. At all times, the pipeline configuration would be in equilibrium with 
the air-filled portion supporting the flooded section. To avoid kinking the pipelines at the two bends, the 
seaward ends would be pulled (90 to 100 tons tension) by a tug boat during deployment, while the 
landward ends would be held in place by attachment to holdbacks (i.e., anchors or piles driven closer to 
shore) (Figure 2-30). The positions of these holdbacks would be along predetermined angles from the 
pipe ends, and at least 100 feet shoreward of the pipe ends. The precise location of the holdbacks would 
be adjusted to avoid corals or other protected biota. A remotely operated vehicle (ROV) would be used to 
monitor the deployment.  
 

 
Figure 2-29:  Controlled Submergence of an HDPE Pipeline 

(Source:  Makai Ocean Engineering, 2005a) 
 
The size of the intake pipe (length and diameter) would require a total flooding time of approximately 
eight hours to completely fill the pipe at a deployment flow rate of 5,000 gpm. At least another eight 
hours would be required for contingency delays and lowering the end of the pipe. Once the pipeline is 
completely flooded, the blind flange would be removed from the seaward end of the pipeline and the end 
would be lowered to the seafloor at the full intake depth. The ROV would inspect the location and 
condition of the pipeline prior to release of the lowering cable.  
 
The nearshore ends of the pipelines would be close to but not connected to the end of the microtunneled 
segment of the route. A spool piece would be prepared to fill the gap and flange bolted in place by divers.  
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Figure 2-30:  Nearshore Holdbacks during Deployment 
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Once the pipelines are in place, their location would be added to the appropriate nautical charts of the 
area. Large ocean-going vessels would be prohibited from anchoring on the pipelines, but there would be 
no restrictions on recreational uses of overlying waters. Small boat anchors would not harm the pipelines. 

2.4.2.8 Operation of Seawater System 

The cold seawater from the intake pipe would pass through the cooling station and, in the heat 
exchangers, receive heat from the fresh water distribution loop. The seawater, warmed 9-14°F from its 
original temperature but still cooler than the receiving water, would be returned to the ocean through a 
diffuser. A description of the modeling that was done to optimize the design of the diffuser and the 
characteristics of the resultant return seawater plume are provided in Section 2.4.2.4. A negatively 
buoyant plume would be formed at the discharge depth. The maximum flow rate through the intake pipe 
would be 44,000 gpm. The average temperature of the intake water would be approximately 44°F. The 
return mass would equal the intake mass in this open loop system. (Insignificant changes in volume 
would occur as a result of differences in water density at different temperatures and pressures.) The 
temperature of the return seawater would be approximately 58°F at peak demand, but this would vary 
with system demand, customer installations, and distribution pipe insulation. 

2.4.2.9 Repair of Pipelines 

The applicant anticipates that the economical service life of the pipelines is minimally 25 years. By 
incorporating appropriate safety factors into the pipe design, installing pipe stiffeners, and by maintaining 
operating flow rates (pressure losses) below design guidelines, the useful service life of these pipes is 
expected to be in excess of 75 years. HDPE pipe is used in marine applications due to its strength, 
ruggedness, ductility, abrasion resistance, impact resistance, corrosion resistance and biofouling 
resistance. These qualities make it possible to install a marine HDPE pipe by the controlled submergence 
process described above. During this installation process the pipe would experience combined 
pressurization, tensioning and bending that would constitute the most extreme loads the pipe would see at 
any time during its entire service life. Therefore, if the pipe survives the deployment process, the chance 
of pipe failure while in service is very low. 
 
While the loads on the pipe are very low during operation, as an exposed submarine pipeline there is 
always the chance that a large vessel anchor could make contact with the pipeline and cause damage. Also 
the manufactured fittings in shallow water that are used to make the final connection between the offshore 
pipe and the tunnel shore crossing pipes are generally more susceptible to damage due to the large miter 
bends involved in their fabrication. In general, both of these types of damage are repairable and the repair 
process for each is discussed below. 
 
Anchor Damage: According to the applicant’s engineers, small vessel anchors generally do not have the 
weight nor does the vessel have the power to damage the pipeline. A large anchor (from a freighter or 
large Navy vessel – destroyer or larger) contacting the pipeline would not necessarily damage it, but the 
types of damage it could do include puncture damage or point load damage (crimping or over bending) 
from catching on the pipe and then dragging it to one side. The chance of such damage causing the pipe to 
part is extremely small, as the force needed to shear the very heavy wall HDPE pipe is beyond the 
capacity of most ships. If the pipe were damaged, steps involved in the repair would include: 

1. Inspection: If the damage were at diver depth (depth of 150 feet or less), a diver would be 
used to survey the damaged portion of the pipe and provide photographic or video 
documentation. If the damage were deeper than diver depth, a remotely operated vehicle 
(ROV) would provide the same inspection service. Locally operated ROV’s are available for 
work down to 300 feet deep (it is unlikely that anchor damage would occur deeper than that) 
or an inspection class ROV could be air freighted in from the West Coast on short notice. 

2. Puncture Damage: If some form of cut or puncture occurred in the pipe wall from a sharp 
high force contact with an anchor, the repair would generally involve installation of a repair 
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coupling. Several major mainland manufacturers fabricate large repair couplings and could be 
special ordered for delivery within a week or two. While the coupling is on order, it may be 
possible to temporarily plug the damaged area by winding sheet metal and/or neoprene 
around the damage and tensioning it with wide polyester slings. Thus, the intake pipeline 
could continue to be pumped until the proper repair parts are brought in. 

3. Point Load Damage: If the pipe were dragged to one side with a very large point load, this 
could cause the pipe to crimp or buckle locally. Such damage would require inspection as 
discussed above. In all likelihood the repair would involve correcting any remaining 
misalignment of the pipe and then reinforcing the damaged portion of the pipe to allow full 
design flows through the pipe once again. Correcting the misalignment would be 
accomplished by installation of slings (diver depth) or use of a specially designed grapnel to 
make an attachment to the pipe and pull it back to its original alignment. An ROV or diver 
would help guide this process. This would only be done if it were essential to repair the 
damaged portion of the pipe. Once the pipe was realigned, the damaged portion of the pipe 
could be reinforced with external stiffeners bolted onto the outside of the pipe. These would 
be the same type of stiffeners that are applied to the pipe to allow greater long term suction 
loads to be applied. During the repair process, intake water flows may have to be reduced, but 
would probably not have to be shut down altogether. 

4. Installation of Repair Hardware: If the repair is deeper than divers can work while breathing 
compressed air, it is likely that diving operations on mixed gases (helium-oxygen) would be 
needed to complete the final repairs. Divers and equipment from the West Coast may have to 
be flown in if local dive contractors cannot work at such depths. If the repairs are done in 
shallower waters local divers can be used to install the repair coupling or the stiffener rings as 
needed. Dive times for installation of either type of hardware would be relatively short as the 
pipeline is held off the bottom by its pipe collars, so full access to all sides of the pipeline 
would be possible. 

5. Environmental Interaction: Neither of the above types of repairs would involve significant 
environmental impacts. There would be some contact made with the seafloor by divers, their 
tools and repair parts, and there may be some dragging of pipe collars along the bottom, but 
this would produce little in the way of sediment plumes as the collars would slide or be lifted 
across the bottom. As mentioned above, these repairs could probably be conducted while the 
intake pipeline continues to operate, perhaps at somewhat reduced flows. 

6. Time Required: The time required to achieve the above described repairs would probably be a 
week or so for initial inspection and temporary patch, then two months to allow parts to be 
flown in, exact work scope defined, contractors hired, and work performed. Actual time on 
the water to perform these repairs would be a week or less. 

 
Miter Fitting Damage: During the 2006 earthquakes that occurred in waters off the Big Island, two of the 
NELH HDPE pipelines (40-inch and 18-inch) experienced miter elbow damage in shallow nearshore 
waters. In both cases the damage was repaired by simple replacement of the flanged mitered joint with a 
replacement unit of the same dimensions. Replacement was accomplished by divers breathing 
compressed air.  

1. Mitered Fitting Improvements: The HSWAC pipelines would have no mitered fittings at depths 
deeper than diver depths. The mitered fitting damage on the NELH pipelines occurred on 
pipelines that were installed over 20 years ago. Since that time the HDPE industry has developed 
new standards for mitered fittings that require heavier wall pipe segments and improved 
manufacturing and testing techniques to be used. This makes it less likely that such damage 
would occur on the HSWAC pipelines. As evidence of this, the 55-inch NELH intake pipeline 
installed in 2001 also uses shallow offshore mitered fittings, and none of these were damaged by 
the earthquake. These fittings were fabricated in accordance with the new standards. 
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2. Repair of Miter Fittings: If damage to a mitered fitting did occur, this would be repaired by divers 
using primarily hand tools, pneumatic tools, underwater lift bags and perhaps a winch or crane off 
a barge or workboat. The replacement of a fitting would have to be carefully planned to minimize 
the pipeline’s operational downtime. As with puncture damage discussed above, it is very likely 
that some form of temporary patch could be applied to the pipe until the replacement fitting is 
manufactured and brought in. This was done on the NELH 40-inch pipe, which continued to 
operate except during the actual fitting replacement operation. There would be very little 
disturbance of the seafloor during this operation with the exception of some contact made with 
the seafloor by divers, their tools and repair parts. 

3. Time Required: The time required to achieve the mitered fitting repairs would probably be a week 
or so for an initial inspection and temporary patch, then two months to allow parts to be flow in, 
exact work scope defined, contractors hired, and work performed. Actual time on the water to 
perform these repairs would be a week or less. 

2.4.2.10 Cooling Station 

The seawater circulation system and the fresh water distribution system would come together in a cooling 
station where the heat exchangers, seawater and fresh water pumps, and auxiliary chillers would be 
housed. The HSWAC feasibility criteria require an adequately-sized site for a cooling station that is 
within close proximity to a source of cool water and to the potential customer buildings. For the HSWAC 
system, a site of approximately 25,000 square feet with adequate utilities service in the makai portion of 
Kaka‘ako satisfies these criteria. 
 
The applicant’s preferred location for the cooling station is on a parcel owned by The Estate of Bernice 
Pauahi Bishop (Kamehameha Schools) adjacent to and makai of the 677 Ala Moana Building (former the 
Gold Bond Building). The tax map key (TMK) is 2-1-059:027 (“lot D1”). The parcel is bounded by 
Keawe Street, Ilalo Street, and Coral Street, and encompasses an area of 29,766 square feet. Most of the 
site is paved concrete currently utilized for parking; there are no existing buildings. The cooling station 
footprint is approximately 21,000 square feet. 

2.4.2.11 Chilled Water Distribution System 

A system of pipes would be installed beneath the streets of downtown Honolulu to provide chilled fresh 
water to customer buildings. Depending on the specific locations of HSWAC’s customers, the total length 
of the distribution system may vary from approximately 16,000 to 19,000 linear feet. Distribution pipes 
would be larger in diameter closer to the cooling station and smaller at greater distances. Pipe sizes would 
vary between 6 inches and 42 inches ID, with a length-weighted average of about 26 inches. These pipes 
and fittings would be primarily HDPE or insulated fiberglass. The total volume of fresh water in the 
distribution system would be close to one million gallons. The optimum routing of the distribution system 
would be determined when major customer buildings are identified. 

2.4.3 Alternative 2 
The route for Alternative 2 is shown on Figure 2-31. Under Alternative 2, the route would bend at the 
receiving pit and proceed to a diffuser location approximately 1,500 feet east of the Alternative 1 diffuser 
location. The initial portion of the route is aligned in a more easterly direction than Alternative 1 and the 
receiving pit would be off the eastern portion of Kaka‘ako Waterfront Park rather than the western portion 
as under Alternative 1. Construction activities under Alternative 1 would be closer to the Honolulu 
Harbor entrance channel, whereas under Alternative 2 they would be closer to the Kewalo Basin entrance 
channel. Each alternative route would proceed from the diffuser to an offshore bend and then to an 
identical intake location. Because of the longer distance from the breakout point to the diffuser, 
Alternative 2 would require more Type A combination collars to hold both the intake and return pipes 
than Alternative 1. Alternative 2 would require 202 Type A collars, which would cover 15,352 square feet 
of substratum, more than double that covered under Alternative 1. From the diffuser seaward, fewer 
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collars would be required under Alternative 2 due to the shorter distance to the intake location; however, 
the total area of substratum covered by the collars would be 21,551 square feet, about 50% more than 
under Alternative 1. The total area of substratum created by the collars and pipes under Alternative 2 
would be 594,728 square feet and the net gain would be 573,176 square feet.  

2.4.3.1 Seawater Circulation System 

Under Alternative 2 the cooling station would be sited on Pier 1, which sits on filled land. The total 
microtunnel drive length from the cooling station to the breakout point would be greatly reduced from 
Alternative 1. The jacking pit between Kaka‘ako Waterfront Park and the drainage canal ‘Ewa of the park 
that would be required under Alternative 1 would not be required under Alternative 2. The microtunneled 
shafts would extend directly from the cooling station to the breakout point. The breakout point for 
Alternative 2 would be in about 35 feet of water east of the breakout location for Alternative 1. This route 
would avoid the alluvial channel exiting Honolulu Harbor and the known mounds of dredged materials 
slightly east of that channel. Seaward of the breakout point, the seawater intake and return pipes would be 
installed as under Alternative 1. Beyond the diffuser, the intake pipe would continue seaward and 
terminate at the same location as under Alternative 1.  

2.4.3.2 Cooling Station 

The cooling station would be constructed on Pier 1 of Honolulu Harbor, where an existing warehouse 
would be partially or completely demolished. Current (temporary) uses of the warehouse include (1) 
Reuse Hawai‘i - This organization accepts material from demolished buildings and makes them available 
for reuse in new construction or remodel projects; and (2) Next Step Homeless Shelter at Kaka‘ako. The 
site is controlled by WKH�+DZDLދL�&RPPXQLW\�'HYHORSPHQW�$XWKRULW\��HCDA) and had been considered 
by the Office of Hawaiian Affairs (OHA) as a potential site for their headquarters. The applicant 
considered utilizing approximately 33,000 square feet of the 5.266 acre site to build a 25,000 square feet 
facility. The applicant proposed to OHA a cooperative development of the site, but agreement could not 
be reached. 
 
Additional challenges to development of this site for the cooling station and primary reasons why the site 
was not preferred for development of the cooling station include: (1) crossing beneath a 72-inch forced 
sewer main to access the site from the ocean, (2) existing tenancy in the warehouse, and (3) the site is 
located within the tsunami inundation zone. The presence of the sewer main adjacent to the parcel was a 
concern to both the applicant and City officials. There would be a risk to the sewer main from vibrations 
associated with sheet pile driving and tunneling. 
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Figure 2-31:  Alternative 2 – Cooling Station to Intake 
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2.4.3.3 Chilled Water Distribution System 

Because the cooling station would be on the ‘Ewa side of the drainage canal, the initial segment of the 
distribution route would be routed under Forrest Avenue rather than under Keawe Street. With the cooling 
station closer to the ocean, the total trenchless distance to a receiving pit mauka of Ala Moana Boulevard 
would exceed the maximum run distance. Either open trenching or microtunneling could be employed to 
install the chilled water distribution piping to a point just makai of Ala Moana Boulevard. In either case, 
there would have to be a receiving and/or jacking pit at that location. A trenchless segment would, as in 
Alternative 1, pass beneath Ala Moana Boulevard and terminate mauka of Auahi Street. Instead of 
proceeding up Keawe Street, the route would use South Street to access Pohukaina Street. From 
Pohukaina Street the distribution system route would remain the same as under Alternative 1. Under this 
alternative there would be two sewer mains to cross with the above noted vibration risks. 

2.4.4 Alternative 3 
Alternative 3 was added in response to comments received from USEPA and USFWS on the DEIS. The 
intent of Alternative 3 is to offer a deeper discharge location for the return seawater. Most aspects of 
Alternative 3 are identical to Alternative 1, including the location of the cooling station, jacking pit and 
receiving pits, seawater pipe route, distribution system pipe route, staging area, assembly and installation, 
and system operation. The difference is that under Alternative 3 the return seawater pipe is longer and 
terminates in a 25-port diffuser between the depths of 276 and 300 feet. The route for Alternative 3 is 
shown on Figure 2-32. Compared to Alternative 1, the additional length of return seawater pipe needed to 
reach a terminal depth of 300 feet would be about 1,574 feet.  
 
Extending the return seawater pipe from 150 feet to 300 feet deep would require substitution of 
combination collars (Type A) for the shallow water (Type B) collars that would be used to support the 
single intake pipe in this depth range. Under Alternative 3 there would be a total of 111 additional 
combination weights, but none of these would have piles driven through. Below the 150-foot depth, 
collars would serve only as gravity anchors. 
 
The total area of substratum covered under Alternative 3 would be slightly less (18,790 square feet) than 
under Alternative 2 (21,551 square feet), but more than that covered by Alternative 1 (14,302 square feet). 
However, the greater number of Type A collars compared to Alternative 1 would result in a larger area of 
new concrete substratum (167,442 square feet compared to 153,978 square feet). Alternative 3 would 
create 416,701 square feet of new HDPE substratum, 584,143 square feet of new HDPE and concrete 
substratum, and 565,354 square feet net area of new substratum. These areas are all greater than the 
corresponding areas that would be created by Alternatives 1 or 2. 
 
The intake location would be the same under all action alternatives. 

2.4.5 Alternative 4: The Applicant’s Preferred Alternative 
Alternative 4 was developed in response to Federal resource agency concerns regarding the potential 
effects of seawater return flows on water quality and corals. Most aspects of Alternative 4 are identical to 
Alternative 1, including the location of the cooling station, jacking pit and receiving pits, seawater pipe 
route, distribution system pipe route, staging area, assembly and installation, staging area, and system 
operation. This alternative would place the discharge in relatively cold and high nutrient waters near the 
top of the thermocline. As can be seen on Figure 2-33, the proposed pipe route seaward of the diffuser 
location for Alternative 3 descends steeply down the head of an alluvial channel that begins at a depth of 
about 320 feet and extends to about 600 feet. The Alternative 4 diffuser would be placed on that slope.  
The route for Alternative 4 is shown on Figure 2-34. Under Alternative 4 the return seawater pipe would 
terminate in a 25-port diffuser between the depths of 326 and 423 feet. Compared to Alternative 1, the 
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additional length of return seawater pipe needed to reach a terminal depth of 423 feet would be about 
1,909 feet.  
 
Extending the return seawater pipe from 150 feet to 423 feet deep would require substitution of 
combination collars (Type A) for the shallow water (Type B) collars that would be used to support the 
single intake pipe in this depth range. Under Alternative 4 there would be a total of 119 additional 
combination weights compared to Alternative 1, but none of these would have piles driven through. 
Below the 150-foot depth, collars would serve only as gravity anchors. 
 
The total area of substratum covered under Alternative 4 would be slightly less (19,364 square feet) than 
under Alternative 2 (21,551 square feet), but more than that covered by either Alternative 1 or Alternative 
3. However, the greater number of Type A collars compared to the other alternatives would result in the 
largest amount of concrete substratum created.  
 
The length of the return seawater pipe under Alternative 4 would be the greatest of the action alternatives, 
resulting in the greatest amount of new HDPE substratum (422,550 square feet), the greatest total amount 
of new HDPE and concrete substratum (591,150 square feet), and the greatest net area of new substratum 
(571,804 square feet). 
 
The intake location would be the same under all action alternatives. 
 
Table 2-1 compiles information on the locations and sizes of facilities for the four action alternatives. 
Figure 2-35 composites the routes of all four action alternatives on the same figure so that the differences 
in the routes can be more easily visualized.  
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Figure 2-32:  Alternative 3 – Cooling Station to Intake 
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Figure 2-33:  Bathymetry Along Preferred Pipeline Route 

(Source:  Makai Ocean Engineering, Inc.)
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Figure 2-34:  Alternative 4 (Preferred Alternative) – Cooling Station to Intake 
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Table 2-1:  Seawater Facilities Locations and Sizes for All Action Alternatives 
Facility Parameter Alternative 1 Alternative 2 Alternative 3 Alternative 4 

Cooling 
Station 
Receiving 
Pit 

Size (WxLxD) (ft) 20x25x70 30x70x70 As per 
Alternative 1 

As per 
Alternative 1 

Coordinates at Center 
of Makai Wall 

Not Applicable 157°51.998’ W 
21°17.692’ N 

Not Applicable Not Applicable 

Shoreline 
Jacking Pit 

Size (WxLxD) (ft) 29x68x70 Not required As per 
Alternative 1 

As per 
Alternative 1 Coordinates at Center 

of Makai Wall 
157°51.986’ W 
21°17.676’ N 

Offshore 
Receiving 
Pit 

Size (WxLxD) (ft) 40x40x20 As per 
Alternative 1 

Coordinates at Center 
of Mauka Wall 

157°52.125’ W 
21°17.410’ N 

157°51.907’ W 
21°17.394’ N 

Distance from 
Shoreline Jacking Pit 
(ft) 

1,796 Not Applicable 

Distance from Cooling 
Station Jacking pit (ft) 

Not Applicable 2,172 Not Applicable Not Applicable 

Shortest distance from 
shore (ft) 

1,608 931 As per 
Alternative 1 

As per 
Alternative 1 

Diffuser Beginning Coordinates 157°52.212’ W 
21°17.142’ N 

157°52.001’ W 
21°16.981’ N 

157°52.283’ W 
21°16.902’ N 

157°52.310’ W 
21°16.844’ N 

Ending Coordinates 157°52.225’ W 
21°17.102’ N 

157°52.013’ W 
21°16.925’ N 

157°52.298’ W 
21°16.863’ N 

157°52.323’ W 
21°16.804’ N 

Distance from 
Receiving Pit to End 
(ft) 

1,906 2,923 3,480 3,904 

Beginning depth (ft) 120 145 276 326 
Ending depth (ft) 150 150 300 423 
Length on bottom (ft) 250 345 250 250 
Shortest distance from 
shore (ft) 

3,700 3,570 4,806 5,225 

Intake Pipe 
Shallow 
Bend 

Coordinates Not Applicable 157°52.028’ W 
21°16.863’ N 

Not Applicable Not Applicable 

Intake Pipe 
Deep Bend 

Coordinates 157°52.365’ W 
21°16.656’ N 

157°52.306’ W 
21°16.205’ N 

As per 
Alternative 1 

As per 
Alternative 1 

Intake Depth (ft) 1,755 As per 
Alternative 1 

As per 
Alternative 1 

As per 
Alternative 1 Coordinates 157°51.976’ W 

21°13.658’ N 
Distance from end of 
diffuser (along pipe 
route) (ft) 

21,253 20,217 19,716 19,297 

Shortest distance from 
shore (ft) 

19,576 As per 
Alternative 1 

As per 
Alternative 1 

As per 
Alternative 1 

Pipe Collars 
(Number) 

Type A 90 202 192 209 
Type B 155 137 53 36 
Type C 706 503 706 706 
Type D 5 9 5 5 
Total collars 951 800 951 951 

Piles Number 113 112 113 113 
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Figure 2-35:  Comparison of Action Alternatives’ Seawater Pipe Routes 
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2.5 ALTERNATIVES CONSIDERED BUT NOT CARRIED FORWARD FOR DETAILED ANALYSIS 

Alternatives for numerous aspects of the HSWAC Project were evaluated as the project developed. 
Alternatives for a number of system components that were considered but not carried forward for detailed 
analysis are described in the following sections.  

2.5.1 Double Closed Loop SWAC System 
In its review of the DEIS, the USEPA suggested consideration of a “double closed loop system.” To the 
applicant’s knowledge, such a system has never been designed, fabricated, or installed. In order to 
transfer the seawater to the cooling station at the desired temperature of 44°F, the seawater intake pipe 
must have excellent thermal insulating properties. As the seawater passes through the heat exchangers in 
the cooling station, heat is transferred from the freshwater in the distribution loop to the seawater. The 
result is a warming of the seawater to between 53°F and 58°F. In a closed loop, as the seawater then 
traveled through the remainder of the loop it would retain much of this heat. It would return to the cooling 
station at a temperature well above the desired 44°F and would continue to add heat with each passage 
around the loop until the seawater and freshwater were at the same temperature. The applicant has stated 
that for this concept to be feasible, it would require some form of heat exchanger, possibly a matrix of 
small diameter, thin-walled pipes, to be located at the intake depth. The applicant met with a potential 
supplier of an offshore closed-loop system. The supplier has installed closed-loop heat diffusers 
underground and thought the technology might be adaptable to an offshore application. After discussions 
with the applicant, the supplier realized there were several issues that would have to be resolved, 
including (1) fouling of the pipe which would affect the heat transfer coefficient, (2) determining the heat 
transfer coefficient in seawater, and (3) determining the effects of water circulation patterns on heat 
exchanger efficiency, among other issues. Because the feasibility of such a system is speculative, this 
alternative is not carried forward for detailed analysis. 

2.5.2 Alternative District Cooling Technologies 
District cooling systems may employ various technologies to source or generate cool water for air 
conditioning. There are at least three ways other than SWAC in which a district cooling system for 
downtown Honolulu could be proposed, although none would achieve the HSWAC project purpose, 
satisfy the need for the project, or produce the net benefits of a SWAC system. The technologies not 
carried forward for detailed analysis include deep wells, centralized chillers, and ice storage, as described 
below. 

2.5.2.1 Deep Wells 

The Honolulu Board of Water Supply has implemented a small district cooling system for the John A. 
Burns School of Medicine (JABSOM). The system uses cold water drawn from deep wells. However, the 
deep groundwater does not provide cold enough temperatures to use directly for air conditioning. The 
minimum temperature of the groundwater (i.e., 69°F) is cool enough to use for condenser cooling for 
conventional chillers, and thereby slightly increases the efficiency of the air conditioning system. Cooling 
towers are eliminated, but chillers are still required and well water pumps are added. A larger-scale well-
based condenser cooling system designed for downtown Honolulu would experience the same constraint, 
and many of the potential benefits associated with the HSWAC system would not be realized using 
groundwater condenser cooling. Such a system would not satisfy the purpose and need for the HSWAC 
Project and this potential alternative was eliminated from further evaluation. 

2.5.2.2 District Cooling with Central Chillers 

In areas without access to cold seawater or lake water, district cooling systems may still be practical. In 
such systems a few large central chillers replace many individual building chillers. Cooling towers are 
still required. While there are possible economic and environmental benefits to such systems, primarily 
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resulting from slightly reduced energy consumption and other benefits of scale, there are no renewable 
energy components. Many of the benefits of the HSWAC system would not be realized with a 
conventionally-powered district cooling system. Such a system would not satisfy the purpose and need for 
the HSWAC Project and this potential alternative was eliminated from further evaluation. 

2.5.2.3 District Cooling Using Ice-Making Chillers and Ice Storage 

A district cooling system based on production of ice was proposed for the downtown Honolulu area by a 
subsidiary of Hawaiian Electric Industries (HEI District Cooling) in 1999 (Dames & Moore, 1999). The 
concept was to produce ice at a central facility during nighttime hours when electricity rates are lower 
than during the daytime. The ice would be used to cool water, which would be pumped through a system 
of underground pipes to customer buildings throughout the downtown area. The cool water would be used 
to chill water in a closed loop, and ultimately the air within each customer building. The benefits of such 
a system primarily stem from electricity rate savings rather than energy savings. In fact, ice storage 
systems can use more energy than conventional air conditioning or district energy systems; however, as 
with central chiller systems, there may also be energy savings related to economies of scale. Additionally, 
this type of system shifts electricity demand from peak hours to off-peak hours, deferring expansion of 
electricity generating capacity. As with central chiller-based systems, however, many of the benefits of 
the HSWAC system would not be realized with an ice storage system. An ice storage system would also 
require a considerably larger amount of floor space to accommodate the ice tanks and for larger chillers, 
as they would have to be upsized to accommodate their derating for making ice. Such a system would not 
satisfy the purpose and need for the HSWAC Project and this potential alternative was eliminated from 
further evaluation. 

2.5.3 Alternative Cooling Station Designs 
The seawater pumps in a cooling station require a sump from which to draw water. The design of a 
cooling station, its layout and footprint, is determined in large measure by the type of sump employed. 
Two alternative types of sumps were considered: wet sump and dry sump. A wet sump requires much 
more land area. Given the proposed location of the HSWAC cooling station near downtown Honolulu and 
the cost of land there, a dry sump - direct connect pump arrangement was determined most practical and 
economical for this cooling station. It would provide an overall lower cost and also less flooding risk. The 
potential wet sump alternative was therefore eliminated from further evaluation. 

2.5.4 Alternative Cooling Station Locations 
A number of candidate sites were evaluated for suitability for a cooling station in a comprehensive site 
selection process. Technical criteria evaluated for each site included: 

x Size, configuration and existing structures, 
x Soil conditions, 
x Exposure to waves and tsunami run-up, 
x Site contamination or presence of old buried utilities, 
x Availability of access corridors for tunneling. It is higher risk to tunnel under adjacent sites (the 

contractor may not be able to retrieve his machine if it gets stuck), permission may not be 
granted, and there may be obstacles such as foundation piles, and 

x Distances for tunneling both toward the sea and toward downtown so that energy consumption for 
pumping would be minimized to the extent possible. 

 
A number of State-owned and privately-owned sites were evaluated, including part of Aloha Tower, an 
unused portion of Hawaiian Electric Company’s (HECO) Honolulu Generating Station, six State-owned 
sites within the Makai District of the Kaka‘ako Community Development District and three privately-
owned sites in the same District. Based on the criteria above, all but two of these sites, one privately-
owned and one State-owned, were eliminated from further evaluation. The two sites that satisfy the 
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selection criteria are analyzed as part of Alternatives 1, 3 and 4 (the preferred location) and Alternative 2, 
respectively. The sections below summarize the cooling station site evaluation process.  

2.5.4.1 State-owned Sites Evaluated 

A number of locations for the cooling station were evaluated. Exploratory efforts were made to coordinate 
HSWAC development with the anticipated further development of the Aloha Tower area of the 
waterfront, but plans for that complex were too preliminary to allow the HSWAC project to proceed in a 
timely manner. Likewise, HECO was approached about the possibility of occupying an unused portion of 
their Honolulu Generating Station. This alternative had several potential synergistic effects, including 
using SWAC water to cool the HECO generators thereby increasing their efficiency and reducing fuel 
use, and blending cool SWAC water with warm discharge water from the generating station to reduce 
potential thermal impacts of both. However, the elevated nutrient concentrations in the HSWAC return 
seawater could not be adequately diluted in Honolulu Harbor, so this alternative was not pursued any 
further. 
 
A number of potentially feasible sites for the cooling station were identified within the Makai District of 
the Kaka‘ako Community Development District, administered by the Hawai‘i Community Development 
Authority (HCDA). The Kaka‘ako Community Development District is situated between Waikiki and 
Downtown Honolulu, and is divided into two separate districts. The Makai District extends southwest of 
Ala Moana Boulevard to the ocean and the Mauka District extends northeast of Ala Moana Boulevard to 
King Street. In preliminary discussions, HCDA identified several State-owned parcels under their control 
that might be available (Figure 2-36).  
 
The first sites investigated are shown under the red “X’s” in Figure 2-36 (Piers 1 and 2 of Honolulu 
Harbor). This area had two underutilized warehouses set back from the pier, either of which could house 
the cooling station. The first warehouse (upper red X) was demolished to make way for the Cancer 
Research Center. The second warehouse (lower red X) is currently being used for other purposes, 
including a homeless shelter; however, discussions with HCDA and subsequently with the Office of 
Hawaiian Affairs (OHA), which was contemplating establishing a headquarters facility on the site, 
indicated that a portion of Pier 1 might be available for the HSWAC cooling station. This site was 
considered a viable option according to the site selection criteria, and is described further as part of 
Alternative 2 in Section 2.4.3.  
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Figure 2-36:  Potential Cooling Station Sites Proposed by HCDA 

(Source:  HSWAC, LLC) 
 
HCDA subsequently suggested several other potential locations, shown outlined in yellow on Figure 2-
36. Evaluations of these sites led to the following conclusions: 

x Site 1: The cooling station could be located in the northwest corner of this large site. The site has 
good access to the ocean, and is sufficiently far from the shoreline to be protected from waves. 
The tunneling access corridors would probably be adequate. Most of this parcel is currently part 
of the Kaka‘ako Waterfront Park; however, this area is little used and HCDA plans to develop it 
for other uses. The primary unknown is the nature of the soil, as it lies on the periphery of the 
former incinerator ash dump and the extent of subsurface contamination is unknown. It is 
possible that soil remediation work would be required by the regulatory agencies if excavation 
was undertaken, and excavation would be necessary to construct the cooling station. Of the four 
State-owned sites considered, this would be the best, although it is not ideal because of the 
potential soil contamination. 

x Site 2: This site is a potentially feasible location for the cooling station; however, it has several 
constraints that render it less suitable according to the site selection criteria. The primary 
disadvantage is an existing historical building that takes up valuable real estate and would be 
costly to repair and maintain. The building would only be suitable for offices and the control 
system; it is too small to house any of the HSWAC machinery. It also has pipe access constraints 
and increased pressure loss as negatives.  

x Site 3: This triangular site is only 15,000 square feet in area and is an odd shape. It would be 
difficult to design and relatively expensive to construct the cooling station on this site and within 
building codes, even with a three-story design having 10,000 square ft per floor. It also has 
increased pressure loss as a negative. 

x Site 4: This site was initially attractive because there was no competitive use being considered by 
HCDA. However, there is an existing fresh water drainage canal through the site, which could 
present costly issues relative to repair/stabilization of the walls of the drainage canal, tunneling, 
and building the deep pump room. Building over the canal could be attractive and economical if 
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not for the need to go deep for seawater pumping. In addition, this site could be inundated in a 
tsunami and protection from high waves (increasing the height of the rip rap breakwater) would 
be required.  

 
In summary, only one of the State-owned sites offered by HCDA (Pier 1) has the potential to meet all of 
the technical site selection criteria for cooling station siting. The footprint for the cooling station at this 
alternative site would be essentially the same as for the preferred alternative. The orientation of the 
cooling station could vary. 

2.5.4.2 Privately-owned Sites Evaluated 

Several potentially available sites in the Makai District of Kaka‘ako that are privately owned were 
evaluated using the same site selection criteria as above. These included: (1) the parking lot adjacent to 
the Honolulu Generating Station; (2) the parking lot makai of 677 Ala Moana Blvd.; and (3) the parking 
lot Diamond Head of 677 Ala Moana Blvd. The first alternative was eliminated because it would 
necessitate a longer intake pipeline and a difficult pipeline route through the Honolulu Harbor entrance 
channel. The third alternative above was eliminated because of future landlord plans for the site. That left 
the second alternative above as the preferred site for the cooling station. 

2.5.4.3 HSWAC, LLC’s Preferred Cooling Station Location and Building Configuration 

Based on evaluation of the technical siting criteria and the receptiveness of the landowner to the intended 
use, the preferred location for the cooling station is on a parcel owned by The Estate of Bernice Pauahi 
Bishop (Kamehameha Schools) adjacent to and makai of the 677 Ala Moana Building (former the Gold 
Bond Building). The address of the parcel is 210 Coral Street and the tax map key (TMK) is 2-1-059:012 
(“lot 12”). The parcel is bounded by Keawe Street, Ilalo Street, and Coral Street, and encompasses an area 
of 1.884 ac (0.762 hectares; 82,067 sf). Most of the site is paved concrete currently utilized for parking; 
there are no existing buildings. The parcel is in the State Land Use Urban District. It is zoned Commercial 
by HCDA, and the applicant has obtained permission from HCDA to use the site for the cooling station.  

2.5.5 Alternative Staging Area Locations 
Several potential locations for the staging area were investigated, including Kalaeloa Harbor (Barbers 
Point), Ke‘ehi Lagoon, KƗne‘ohe Bay, and Moloka‘i Harbor. The latter two locations were evaluated and 
not carried forward for detailed analysis for the following reasons: 

x KƗne‘ohe Bay: This large bay on the windward side of O‘ahu is well protected, but is an 
intensively used recreation area, typically has many recreational vessels present, is a popular dive 
location, has many shallow patch reefs, and is the home of the Hawai‘i Institute of Marine 
Biology. Using this bay could inconvenience users and is not likely to get community acceptance. 
Furthermore, access to an appropriate shoreside staging area might be difficult and maneuvering 
the fully-assembled pipeline could also be difficult.  

x Kaunakakai Harbor: The harbor on Moloka‘i was considered but is too small for the staging 
equipment. In addition, it is far from the final deployment area, which would considerably 
increase costs and risks related to towing the pipeline from the assembly site. 

 
The applicant discussed use of an area within Kalaeloa Harbor or Ke‘ehi Lagoon with representatives of 
the Harbors Division of the State Department of Transportation. Each of these sites has the advantage of 
being very close to the heaviest industrial infrastructure in the Hawaiian Islands on the south side of 
O‘ahu. The curved northern shoreline of Kalaeloa Harbor was evaluated for suitability for pipe assembly 
and mooring. This area would allow assembly of pipe sections, each of which is approximately 3,300 feet 
long. About five to eight such pipe sections would be necessary to complete the deep water pipe 
assembly. The subject area is currently unused. Shore protection has been installed in the northern corner 
of the harbor to protect it from surge motion during the winter months. Further discussions with the 
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Harbors Division, however, indicated that placing obstructions, such as pipeline sections, in Kalaeloa 
Harbor could constrain the movement of large ships, and its use for pipeline staging would be 
incompatible with its primary function. It was therefore eliminated from further evaluation. 
 
The most suitable location for the staging area would be along the shore of Ke‘ehi Lagoon, with 
completed sections of the pipeline stored in the adjoining channel. Figure 2-37 illustrates the channels in 
Ke‘ehi Lagoon that could be used for pipeline assembly and storage. Four channels have been dredged in 
the lagoon and each has a different level of existing use. The characteristics and uses of each channel are 
listed below: 

x Channel A: parallels Lagoon Drive, roughly 1.55 miles long, dredged to 12 feet, used by a single 
seaplane. Very few moored vessels. 

x Channel B: approximately parallels the Reef Runway, roughly 1.46 miles long, dredged to 12 
feet, used by jet skis. Could also be used by the seaplane. Very few moored vessels. 

x Channel C: parallels Sand Island Access Road, roughly 0.92 miles long, dredged to 12 feet, 
widely used for small boat mooring, Ke‘ehi Marine Center located on shore here. 

x Channel D: parallels western shore of Sand Island, roughly 0.75 miles long, dredged to 12 feet, 
lightly used for small boat moorings, channel at southern end is closed off - no access to ocean. 

 
Channel A was eliminated from further evaluation because of potential interference with seaplane 
operations. Channel B was eliminated from further evaluation because of a lack of direct access from a 
shoreside staging area. Channel C was eliminated from further evaluation because of interference with 
vessel operations and recreational uses. The applicant’s preferred location for a staging area is in and 
adjacent to Ke‘ehi Lagoon Channel D.  
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Figure 2-37:  Possible Pipeline Assembly Areas in Ke‘ehi Lagoon  

(Source:  Makai Ocean Engineering, 2005b) 
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2.5.6 Alternative Pipeline Installation Methods 

2.5.6.1 Cooling Station to Breakout Point 

To minimize potential environmental impacts, reduce the seawater intake and return pipelines’ exposures 
to wave loads, and avoid existing utility installations in the vicinity of the cooling station, a trenchless 
technology (microtunneling) is proposed for routing the seawater pipes from the cooling station to the 
offshore breakout point. Microtunneling is described in Section 2.4.1.4 as a common feature in all 
alternatives. Two other trenchless pipeline installation methods were considered: 

x Horizontal directional drilling (HDD) methods (drill pilot hole, ream/enlarge drill hole and pull 
back pipeline/casing), and 

x Tunneling (man entry tunneling using a tunnel boring machine and reinforced concrete segmental 
liner). 

 
Trenchless design considerations included existing geological and geotechnical information, 
interpretation of the nearshore geology from aerial photographs, underwater reconnaissance at and near 
the proposed offshore breakout point, and geotechnical field investigations. The potential trenchless 
corridor was evaluated for the potential to encounter very soft or loose lagoonal deposits, or very hard 
basalt lava flows. Either of these conditions would create problems for trenchless technologies. Basalt 
was found to occur at approximately 120 feet below the existing ground surface, or on the order of 
approximately 115 feet to 150 feet below mean sea level (MSL). It was determined that the objectives of 
the trenchless installation could be met by installing the pipes at approximately 40 feet or deeper below 
sea level. The subsurface in that depth range consists of coralline silts, sands, gravel, cobbles, boulders 
(detritus), and reef limestone ledges, layers and masses, with and without voids and cavities. 
 
The next two subsections describe the trenchless technologies that were evaluated but not selected for the 
HSWAC application, potential offshore routes considered for them, and conclusions as to the 
applicability of those technologies and routes to the HSWAC project. 

Horizontal Directional Drilling 
HDD has been used for over 15 years to complete pipeline installations beneath rivers and other 
waterways, and also to construct ocean outfalls. Recently, several HDD projects staged over water have 
also been completed. Important design considerations for HDD applications include geotechnical 
conditions, the horizontal and vertical alignment, pipe materials, pipe stresses during installation, 
constructability, construction staging, spoil, drilling mud disposal, and construction cost. In general, 
pipelines from 2,900 feet to as long as 8,400 feet and ranging in outer diameter from 10-inch to 56-inch 
have been constructed using HDD methods. The longest HDD installed pipelines tend to be smaller 
diameter, generally less than 30-inch, and tend to be steel pipes. 
 
HDD methods for the construction of pipelines involve using sophisticated drilling techniques to drill a 
pilot hole, which is subsequently enlarged by reaming with various reaming tools to obtain a hole of the 
desired size. Drilling mud is used to flush the cuttings from the hole and to stabilize the hole to reduce the 
potential for cave in. When the hole has reached the required size, the pipeline (or a casing) is pulled back 
into the hole in a single operation. An HDD drill rig can be staged on land or over water, and for this 
project, if HDD were the selected technology, most likely both on land and over water staging would be 
necessary. 
 
Over water, the HDD drill rig would have to be mounted on pile-supported steel platforms or large spud 
barges. A spud barge is a vessel that uses heavy timber or pipe as a means by which to moor. The timber 
or pipe is located in a well at the bottom of the boat, and acts in the same manner as would an anchor. 
Spud barges are riverboats that are most commonly used as work barges, or as loading or unloading 
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platforms. An example of over water HDD pipeline pull back and underwater connection of a spool 
segment is shown on Figure 2-38. 
 

 
Figure 2-38:  Over Water HDD Pipeline Pull Back (HPA Pipe) in Pearl Harbor 

(Source:  Yogi Kwong Engineers, Inc.) 
 
Due to the open ocean conditions offshore of Kaka‘ako, the use of spuds to stabilize barges or a platform 
in 40 feet or deeper water may not be cost effective. Alternatively, barges may be moored to pre-installed 
underwater mooring anchor piles. Steel pipe piles, for example from 20 to 30 inches diameter, could be 
used to reduce potential barge anchor impact to corals, if present. A similar underwater mooring was 
provided for mooring of the sunken Ehime Maru. The underwater steel piles would be abandoned in 
place, and may protrude a few feet above the sea floor. 
 
In evaluating HDD for the HSWAC application, it became apparent that there were several serious 
constraints to use of that technology. These constraints are related to the maximum pipe size that can be 
installed with this technology and the volume of water required for the HSWAC project. In the U.S. to 
date, the largest HDD installed pipe size is 48-inch OD steel. However, steel will corrode in seawater. 
HDPE pipes, such as those proposed for the offshore portions of the HSWAC seawater system, as large as 
42-inch have been installed directly, but not at the lengths that would be required in this application. 
HDPE pipes do not have the tensile strength to withstand the pipeline pulling stress that would be exerted 
during the installation. The conclusion was that HDD cannot be used to directly install pipes of the 
diameter required by the HSWAC system, and HDPE pipes cannot withstand the stress of direct 
installation for the required pipe lengths.  
 
In order to use HDD for the HSWAC system, a series of smaller diameter steel pipes would have to be 
installed in separate tunnels, and then a smaller, non-corrosive pipe such as HDPE or fusible PVC 
(FPVC) installed inside the steel casing and the annulus between them grouted to provide support for the 
suction forces on the interior pipe. To handle the volume of water required for the HSWAC system, five 
tunnels would be required. The seawater intake would consist of three tunnels, each holding a 42-inch OD 
steel casing with a 36-inch FPVC pipe inside. The seawater return would consist of two 36-inch FPVC 
pipes, with or without a larger casing.  
 
The necessity to install five pipes to complete the system would create two other problems. First, because 
of the inherent limitations in steering the HDD machine underground and the characteristics of the soils, 
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the individual pipes would have to be separated by at least 20 feet to avoid the possibility of the tunnels 
affecting one another. Second, because of this requirement for separation of the pipes, the entry and exit 
pits would be wide. The easement corridor would have to be correspondingly wide. On the shore end 
there are right-of-way constraints that would make it difficult to acquire an adequate work area and on the 
seaward end this would create a much larger excavation at the breakout point than would be the case with 
fewer pipes.  
 
Four HDD alternative routes were investigated to compare with the other trenchless technologies. These 
routes are shown in Figure 2-39. Three of the potential routes pass ‘Ewa of Kaka‘ako Waterfront Park and 
the landfill buried beneath it. The fourth alternative, going beneath the park at a more Diamond Head 
location could combine microtunneling and HDD technologies.  
 

 
Figure 2-39:  Potential Horizontal Directional Drilling Routes to Breakout Depth 

(Source:  Yogi Kwong Engineers, Inc.) 
 
Staging of the HDD entry point from behind the shoreline was found to be impractical due to the lack of 
available easements and work areas on the ‘Ewa side of this potential corridor (+DZDLދL�'HSDUWPHQW�RI�
Transportation [HDOT] Harbors yard) and Kaka‘ako Waterfront Park and buried landfill on the Diamond 
Head side. In addition, there is only an approximately 20-foot wide space between major sewer lines 
under Keawe Street from outside the proposed cooling station. Consequently, the entry location would 
have to be in a large, deep pit dug and dewatered just offshore of the existing drainage canal. From that 
point to the cooling station, tunneling or microtunneling methods would be required to install fewer, 
larger diameter pipes in the available space. 
 
In addition, up to 3,800 linear feet of steel casing and HDPE or FPVC pipe would have to be floated 
offshore during pipeline pull back, an operation estimated to require approximately 30 days for each of 
the five pipelines required. This would require boat and ship traffic to be re-routed around the over water 
work zone. 
 
In general, the minimum work area for HDD methods at the entry and exit locations is an area 
approximately 200 feet by 200 feet. Additional staging area is required for pipe storage, spoil handling 
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with dewatering, and for laying-out the pipe when the pipe string is assembled for pull back. Additional 
off-site staging areas for materials and equipment storage and handling of construction spoils, etc., are 
required. For previous trenchless projects on O‘ahu, yard spaces on Sand Island and in Campbell 
Industrial Park were used. 
 
For on-land disposal of spoils, a temporary spoil stockpiling and dewatering area would be needed during 
construction to allow spoils separated from the drilling fluids (or mud) to be stockpiled, inspected, 
sampled and tested prior to disposal. In addition, some space to allow the drilling fluids to be dewatered 
to separate the spoil from the drilling fluids would be desirable, as there would be a considerable volume 
of drilling fluids. A minimum 200 feet by 200 feet area for processing of drilling fluids would probably 
be needed. The dewatering basin would have a plastic liner to prevent infiltration of the drilling fluids into 
the ground. Typically, a layer of sand protects the plastic liner. 
 
Detailed bathymetric surveys conducted to better define potential offshore routes identified two areas of 
constraint that further discounted use of HDD in favor of microtunneling. First, to the west, near the 
entrance to Honolulu Harbor, there is a probable buried ancient alluvial channel with a probable area of 
submarine landslide further offshore. Alluvium would not support HDD methods and the submarine 
landslide area would put the pipes at risk. Further to the east are several large mounds of dredge spoils 
that must also be avoided in pipe laying. The result is that the pipeline alignment would have to go farther 
to the east than would be possible with all but the eastern-most HDD alternative that, as noted above, 
would create potential interferences with the Kilo Nalu Observatory. In consideration of the above, HDD 
technology was eliminated from further evaluation. 

Tunneling 
Conventional tunneling methods (man entry) involve the use of a tunnel shield or tunnel boring machine 
(TBM), the installation of an initial support system to support the surrounding ground, and then 
placement or installation of a final lining or carrier pipes. TBMs utilize a full-face rotating cutterhead to 
excavate tunnels at a higher advance rate. There are open TBMs and shielded TBMs. Open TBMs are 
used mainly for excavating hard rock formations with no or minor ground water inflow. The cutterhead of 
the open or main beam machine is thrust forward with hydraulic rams supported by grippers, which are 
mounted on each side of the main beam of the machine and bear against the tunnel walls. In soft ground, 
the material is not strong enough to withstand the bearing pressure of the grippers and a shielded TBM 
with thrust jacks would normally be used. 
 
In general, a shielded TBM has a full circular shield that provides temporary ground support while the 
initial support system (usually cast steel liner plates, or precast concrete segments) is erected within the 
tail of the shield. Shielded TBMs advance by thrusting against the tunnel’s initial support system with 
hydraulic jacks. Such an approach requires an initial support system that can withstand ground loads, the 
TBM thrust forces, and hydrostatic pressures, if present. Closed face and more sophisticated pressurized 
face shields can be used for tunnel excavation below the groundwater level. The cutterhead of either type 
of TBM can be equipped with disc cutters for excavating rock or drag teeth for excavating soil and soft 
rocks. A slurry TBM would be the appropriate choice for the anticipated subsurface conditions in the 
HSWAC project area. An example of a tunnel lined by precast reinforced concrete segments is shown on 
Figure 2-40. 
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Figure 2-40:  Tunnel Lined with Precast Reinforced Concrete Segments 

(Source:  Yogi Kwong Engineers, Inc.) 
 
The potential use of man-entry conventional tunneling methods using a closed face slurry tunnel boring 
machine (slurry TBM) was evaluated for installation of the HSWAC seawater pipes from the cooling 
station to the breakout point. The tunneling option would reduce the excavations of pits to two: a large 
entry shaft at the cooling station and an underwater TBM retrieval pit at the breakout point. Only one 
route was examined as the most direct route that could be employed using this technology (Figure 2-41). 
 
The tunnel itself would mostly likely be lined with a minimum 11 to 12 feet inside diameter pre-cast 
reinforced concrete segmental liner, due to the tunnel length and slurry TBM equipment and other 
tunneling needs, such as the space necessary to provide a compressed air chamber at the front of the TBM 
to allow for man-entry intervention to the TBM cutter head to replace worn cutter discs periodically 
during the underwater tunneling operation. The required 63-inch diameter HDPE seawater intake pipeline 
and 54-inch diameter HDPE seawater return pipeline would be installed inside the tunnel liner. The 
pipelines would be secured inside the liner and the annulus between the casing and the intake and return 
pipelines grouted. Tunneling would require a larger offshore retrieval pit than microtunneling. The 
construction cost estimate would be expected to be much higher than HDD or microtunneling 
installations. Tunneling would be expected to take 9 to 11 months; installation of the carrier pipelines and 
annulus grouting would be expected to take an additional one to two months. Due to cost and safety 
considerations, the potential conventional tunneling alternative was eliminated from further evaluation.  
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Figure 2-41:  Potential Tunneling Route to Breakout Depth 

(Source:  Yogi Kwong Engineers, Inc.) 

2.5.6.2 Seaward of the Breakout Point 

From the breakout point seaward, alternatives to protect the pipelines at depths susceptible to severe 
storm surge were evaluated. The initial concept was trenching and burying the pipelines from the 
breakout point to a depth of approximately 80 feet and securing them with gravity anchors (concrete 
collars) at deeper depths. This was considered the most protective of the pipelines and the most 
economical alternative. It was acknowledged that this would create greater impacts to water quality and 
coastal marine habitats than surface mounting the pipelines from the breakout point seaward. Subsequent 
analyses indicated that surface mounting with piles would adequately secure the pipelines from the 
breakout point to the end of the diffuser and that that alternative would be less expensive and reduce the 
potential impacts to water quality and marine communities. Hence, the potential alternative involving 
submarine trenching was eliminated from further evaluation. 

2.5.7 Alternative Diffuser Location and Depth 
Four alternative locations for return water discharge were evaluated: Honolulu Harbor, shallow coastal 
waters, deep coastal waters, and oceanic waters. All of the action alternatives would discharge to deep 
coastal waters. The other alternatives are discussed below.  

2.5.7.1 Honolulu Harbor 

Located on MƗmala Bay, Honolulu Harbor is Hawai‘i’s major port facility. The harbor was created by 
freshwater flows from Nu‘uanu Valley, which inhibited coral growth within a small reef basin and cut 
several channels through the surrounding reef. The main channel, which was the deepest, was flanked to 
the west by shallower outlets. Between these outflows rose occasional spots of earth and coral - the 
beginnings of Sand Island. The harbor water is used by HECO as a heat sink for condenser cooling of its 
Honolulu Generating Station, as well as waste discharges. The Honolulu Generating Station is permitted 
(NPDES clean water permit #HI0000027) to discharge effluent in the quantities shown in Table 2-2. 
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Table 2-2:  Hawaiian Electric Company Honolulu Generating Station  
Permitted Discharges to Honolulu Harbor 

Operation Average Flow Description 

Condenser Cooling 187 MGD Ocean Discharge 

Turbine Condensate 20,000 GPD Neutralization 

Boiler Blowdown 15,000 GPD Neutralization 

Misc. Low Volume Waste 
(intermittent) 

24,000 GPD Neutralization 

Treated Metal Cleaning Waste 
(intermittent) 

65,000 GPD Chemical Precipitation 
and Neutralization 

Storm water (intermittent) 36,000 GPD --- 

(Source: HDOH Permit Files) 

 
The possibility of blending the HSWAC return seawater flow with the HECO discharge as a means to 
reduce temperature effects of both discharges on receiving waters was investigated. At 44,000 gpm, or 
about 63 million gallons per day (MGD), the HSWAC return seawater flow would be about one-third the 
volume of the HECO discharge to Honolulu Harbor. Two approaches, flux analysis and temperature 
analysis, were taken to estimate the achievable dilution in the harbor. Considering Honolulu Harbor as a 
discrete water body, estimates of the main fluxes were made (tidal flush and stream flow) and achievable 
dilution implied. The expected level of dilution was found to be 6.2. 
 
Using technical data and permit compliance records available for the HECO discharge, an approximation 
of the achievable dilution was deduced. Specifically, temperature measurements distributed spatially 
within the ZOM were used in conjunction with ambient values and discharge values to derive a 
relationship in terms of mixing. From the data analyzed, the lower and upper bounds of dilution were 2.9 
and 21, respectively. 
 
The results of the two initial mixing analysis methods are in close agreement; an approximation of the 
achievable dilution within the harbor is likely to be in the bounds 2.9 to 21. This implies discharge into 
the harbor could result in exceedances of water quality standards for nitrate+nitrite, ammonia, dissolved 
oxygen and potentially for temperature. Initial analysis, therefore, indicates the dilution requirement 
cannot be met and therefore returning seawater to Honolulu Harbor is not considered feasible. This 
potential alternative was therefore eliminated from further evaluation. 

2.5.7.2 Shallow Coastal Waters 

Corals cannot tolerate temperatures of less than 64°F for extended periods of time. The temperature of the 
return seawater would be less than 58°F under most operating conditions. Owing to the potential impacts 
of this cold discharge water on corals (and other marine organisms), return seawater discharge into 
shallow coastal waters was eliminated from further evaluation. 

2.5.7.3 Oceanic Waters 

Reviewers of the DEIS, including USEPA and USFWS, suggested disposing of the HSWAC seawater in 
deep oceanic waters. Such a discharge, however, would violate State water quality criteria because 
ambient conditions at depth exceed the water quality criteria and there is no assimilation capacity for 
discharges of regulated constituents. Discharging in deep oceanic waters would also add risks to pipe 
deployment. To discharge at the intake depth, for example, would require separation of the intake and 
discharge pipelines to avoid recirculating the discharge water into the intake. This would require 
surveying another route and conducting a separate deployment because the pipes couldn’t be deployed 
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together in combination collars. Another option suggested by reviewers would be to discharge at a depth 
where the temperature of the discharge approximately matches the temperature of the ambient water. 
From measurements in the project area that would occur at a depth of about 1,000 feet; however, this 
would also be below the thermocline where water quality criteria are violated and there is no assimilation 
capacity for new discharges. By positioning the diffuser in deep coastal waters above or slightly within 
the thermocline where the characteristics of the discharge would be closer to ambient than in shallow 
coastal waters, but where some assimilation capacity remains, it would be possible for the applicant to be 
granted a ZOM. Consequently, a discharge in oceanic waters was not further considered. 

2.5.8 Intake Screen 
Section 316(b) of the Clean Water Act requires that the location, design, construction, and capacity of 
cooling water intake structures reflect the best technology available for minimizing adverse 
environmental impacts. The applicant can comply with Section 316(b) in two different ways, one of 
which (Track I) requires the installation of a screen over the intake structure.  The applicant’s engineers 
evaluated the feasibility of installing a grate or screen over the HSWAC deep seawater intake to reduce or 
eliminate entrainment of macroorganisms in the intake. This project would be the first application of deep 
seawater SWAC technology in the U.S., and consequently the first project required to address this issue. 
While there are numerous types of intake screens designed for shallow water applications, there are none 
designed to be installed, operated and maintained in the deep ocean. Consequently, project engineers 
evaluated a range of potential designs. Considerations for design and construction were: 

1. The screen area must be sufficiently “oversized” to maintain design flow even if the screen 
becomes biofouled or blocked by organisms or debris. 

2. A blocked screen that raises the head losses in the intake pipe could cause premature collapse of 
the HDPE pipe. Stiffeners on the pipe must therefore be overdesigned to allow for an increased 
head loss. 

3. A deep water HDPE intake is installed by the controlled submergence deployment process. 
Complete unhindered access to the offshore end of the pipe is necessary for controlled release of 
pressurized air as well as cable attachment for tension during the deployment process. Large 
structures at the offshore end would significantly increase the risk during deployment, in regards 
to deployment failure as well as personnel safety. 

Operational considerations were: 
1. Equipment for planned or emergency maintenance of a deep water screen is not readily available 

in Hawaiދi. 
2. If the seawater flow is impeded or blocked altogether, air conditioning for HSWAC’s customers 

would be severely affected. 
 
Given the above considerations, five alternative designs for a screen were evaluated. 

1. Simple Pipe Screen – A screen covering the pipe opening would be the most feasible in regards to 
not adding to the deployment risk. However, the screen area would be very small increasing the 
risk for impeded or blocked seawater flow. The small screen would not lower the intake velocity 
but it would increase the risk of impingement of organisms against the screen surface. 

2. Multiple Intakes – Multiple intakes would significantly increase the deployment risk. Multiple 
intakes would lower the intake velocity and/or minimize the risk of impeded or blocked flow 
through a screen. However, adding one more intake opening would not significantly reduce the 
intake velocity. 

3. Intake Diffuser – Adding a diffuser, for example in the shape of a “mushroom” as used in thermal 
storages would reduce the intake velocity. However, deploying such a large structure at the end of 
a 4-mile long pipe to be deployed to a depth of 1,700 feet would significantly increase the 
deployment risk. One alternative, installing the diffuser after the pipe deployment, has never 
previously been attempted at this depth. Also, the intake structure area exposed to currents and 
other water movements would increase substantially the risk to the pipe and thereby increase the 
risk of intake failure. This risk could be mitigated by adding additional concrete collars to the end 
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of the pipe. However, the increased pipe stress during deployment would add to the risk. An 
intake diffuser without a screen could also be counterproductive. Even though the diffuser’s edge 
intake velocity could be designed to 0.5 fps, animals could swim into the diffuser and get trapped 
in the gradually reduced opening and increasing flow velocity. If a screen were installed around 
the diffuser’s edge it would be susceptible to impediment as described above. 

4. Intake Screen Cage Mounted on Pipe – An intake screen cage could be mounted on the pipe end. 
To achieve a screen surface velocity of less than 0.5 fps the cage would have to be about seven 
feet high with a diameter of 15 feet. The cage would have to be installed after the pipe 
deployment. Additional support and concrete collars would have to be installed due to the 
increased area of the intake structure exposed to currents and water movements. No such screen 
cage is readily available nor has one been designed, tested and proven to be feasible or effective. 

5. Freestanding Intake Screen Cage – A free standing cage surrounding the intake would avoid 
adding forces to the intake pipe due to currents and water movements. The drawbacks with this 
alternative would be a large construction, approximately 20 feet high and 20 feet in diameter with 
the risk of it collapsing over the intake or moving due to current or other water movements and 
thereby dragging the intake out of position.  Such an approach has never previously been 
implemented and the cage would have to be deployed after the pipe, adding to the risk of the 
project. 

 
The engineering challenges inherent in design and fabrication of an effective screen would necessitate a 
research and development program and add significantly to project risks. The concept of constructing an 
intake structure with a maximum throughput intake velocity of 0.5 ft/s is infeasible for both construction 
and operation of the HSWAC system for the following reasons: 

1. A deep water intake screen would have an important impact on the overall HSWAC pipe design: 
a. Screen design would require careful consideration of screen area required to maintain 

flow even if the screen becomes biofouled or blocked with organisms or debris. 
Prediction of the percent blockage for design would be very difficult as there are no data 
on screens designed for open ocean intakes at this depth. Under such circumstances the 
typical approach is to use a what is believed to be a conservative design, but again the 
lack of solid data would make such design prediction difficult to document whether it is 
truly conservative.  

b. A blocked screen that raises the headlosses in the pipe could cause the premature collapse 
of the HDPE pipe. Prediction of the percent blockage would become a major 
consideration in the pipe design and pipe stiffening requirements for this intake pipeline. 
The HSWAC pipeline is already planned to be heavily stiffened due to its long length and 
high flow requirements, so increasing the headlosses especially, at the offshore end, 
would mean adding more stiffeners along the entire length, and the major question is how 
much is enough? Again data on deep water screen fouling is non-existent.  

c. The deep water HDPE intake would be installed by the controlled submergence 
deployment process. In this process the contractor needs complete access to the offshore 
end of the pipe as pressurized air would be discharged at that end during the deployment 
process and when the end flange is removed by divers during the final, most critical 
stages of the deployment. Therefore, it is most reasonable to anticipate that any intake 
screen would have to be a separate structure that is lowered down to the intake in a 
separate operation. Installation of such a device with adequate care and tight tolerance 
would be a time consuming, equipment intensive and risky marine operation in the open 
ocean. At a minimum, a large capacity crane barge that is dynamically positioned by a 
tug boat and a deep diving work class remotely operated vehicle would be needed.  

2. A deep water intake screen would make the pipeline that supplies air conditioning to downtown 
Honolulu susceptible to a shutdown that could take a minimum of a week and probably much 
longer to repair. 
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a. Screen fouling or blockages in deep water would constitute an emergency situation for 
HSWAC customers. If seawater flows are impeded or blocked, the AC system for many 
downtown Honolulu buildings would have to operate at reduced flow or be cut off 
altogether. 

b. A deep water intervention would be necessary to determine the nature and extent of the 
blockage. Such an intervention at 540m depth could only be accomplished by a +DZDLދL�
Undersea Research Laboratory (HURL) submersible or by a deep diving ROV. The 
HURL submersible has a relatively short dive season, is frequently disassembled during 
the non-dive season or is away from the islands diving. Its support vessel is not always in 
port during the non-dive season. HURL’s submersible cannot be counted on as an 
emergency repair vehicle. No deep diving work class ROV’s are immediately available in 
Hawaii, and mobilization of such equipment would take a minimum of a week, more 
likely two weeks to a month, if the required equipment is available on the US West 
Coast. All of this work would have to be done under the pressure associated with a total 
or partial shutdown of air conditioning to a large part of downtown Honolulu. 

c. The intervention needed to complete the screen cleaning may require bringing the intake 
screen to the surface. Equipment equivalent to that used for its initial installation would 
have to be assembled on an emergency basis.  

 
For these reasons, a screening alternative was not carried forward for further analysis. Where a cooling 
water intake structure does not comply with the Track I requirements of Section 316(b), it must comply 
with Track II, which requires the demonstration that the technologies employed would reduce the level of 
adverse environmental impact from the cooling water intake structure to a level comparable to that 
achieved by implementing Track I. To this end, the applicant’s Section 316(b) analysis is included as 
Appendix N and summarized in Section 3.7.5.2. 

2.6 COMPARISON OF THE ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS OF THE ALTERNATIVES 

Table 2-3 summarizes the environmental effects of the four action alternatives for the HSWAC system. 
By definition, the No-Action Alternative would have no impacts.  
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Table 2-3:  Comparison of the Effects of the Alternatives 

  Alternative 1 Alternative 2 Alternative 3 Alternative 4 (Applicant’s Preferred) 
Resource Direct Indirect Cumulative Direct Indirect Cumulative Direct Indirect Cumulative Direct Indirect Cumulative 

  ST LT ST LT ST LT ST LT ST LT ST LT ST LT ST LT ST LT ST LT ST LT ST LT 
Cultural L N N B N B L N N B N B L N N B N B L N N B N B 
Archaeological N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N 
Historic N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N 
Harbors N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N 
Shipping N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N 
Navigation SM N N N N N SM N N N N N SM N N N N N SM N N N N N 
Pipelines N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N 
Outfalls N N N B N B N N N B N B N N N B N B N N N B N B 
Dump Sites N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N 
Recreation L N L B L B S S L B L B L N L B L B L N L B L B 
Ocean Research N N N B N B S S S S L S N N N B N B N N N B N B 
Comm. Fishing L N L B N B L N L B N B L N L B N B L N L B N B 
Military Ops N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N 
Potable Water L B N B N B L B N B N B L B N B N B L B N B N B 
Electricity L B N B N B L B N B N B L B N B N B L B N B N B 
Wastewater L B N B N B L B N B N B L B N B N B L B N B N B 
Solid Waste L N N N N N L N N N N N L N N N N N L N N N N N 
Noise S N N B N B S N N B N B S N N B N B S N N B N B 
Haz/Toxics SM N N B N B SM N N B N B SM N N B N B SM N N B N B 
Traffic L N N N L N L N N N L N L N N N L N L N N N L N 
Health/Safety L N N N N N L N N N N N L N N N N N L N N N N N 
Socioeconomic B B B B B B B B B B B B B B B B B B B B B B B B 
Visual L N N N N N L N N N N N L N N N N N L N N N N N 
Natural Hazards SM SM L L L L SM SM L L L L SM SM L L L L SM SM L L L L 
Mar. Geology L N N N N N L N N N N N L N N N N N L N N N N N 
Tides/Currents L N N N N N L N N N S N L N N N N N L N N N N N 
Water Quality SM SM N B N B SM SM N B N B SM SM N B N B SM SM N B N B 
Benthic Biota L S L B L L SM S L B L L L SM L B L L L L L B L L 
Pelagic Biota L L L L L L L L L L L L L L L L L L L L L L L L 
Protected Spp. SM L N N N N SM L N N N N SM L N N N N SM L N N N N 
EFH L SM L B L L SM SM S B L L L SM L B L L L L L B L L 
Terres. Geology N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N 
Climate L B N N N B L B N N N B L B N N N B L B N N N B 
Air Quality L N N B N B L N N B N B L N N B N B L N N B N B 
Surface Water N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N 
Groundwater L N N B N B L N N B N B L N N B N B L N N B N B 
Terres. Biota N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N 
Notes: ST = Short-Term; LT = Long-Term; S = Potentially Significant Adverse Effect; SM = Potentially Significant Adverse Effect Mitigable to Less Than Significant; L = Less Than Significant Adverse Effect; 
N = No Effect; B = Beneficial Effect 
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CHAPTER 3.  
AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT AND ENVIRONMENTAL 
CONSEQUENCES 

3.1 INTRODUCTION  

This chapter describes the environmental setting of the proposed action and the potential environmental 
consequences of the four action alternatives and the No Action Alternative on existing environmental 
conditions. The potential direct, indirect, and cumulative effects of project alternatives on environmental 
resources are presented. Mitigation measures are also described. 

3.2 ARCHAEOLOGICAL, HISTORIC AND CULTURAL RESOURCES 

To comply with State law requirements, the applicant prepared an archaeological and cultural impact 
study6 and an archaeological monitoring plan7. The State of Hawai‘i Department of Land and Natural 
Resources, Historic Preservation Division (SHPD) granted acceptance of the applicant’s monitoring plan 
by letter dated November 10, 2008. These documents were reproduced in the DEIS and are incorporated 
into this FEIS by reference; copies are available from the applicant upon request.  

3.2.1 Definition of the Resource and the Region of Influence 
Cultural resources are defined as any district, site, building, structure, object or practice considered to be 
important to a culture, subculture, or community for scientific, traditional, religious, or any other reason. 
Cultural resources include pre-Contact (before European contact) and post-Contact archaeological 
resources, architectural resources, and traditional cultural properties and practices. Pre-Contact and post-
Contact archaeological resources are areas or locations (sites) where human activity measurably altered 
the earth or left deposits of physical remains. Archaeological resources can be identified and evaluated for 
significance according to each site’s cultural importance, integrity, and ability to yield important 
information. Architectural resources are standing buildings, dams, canals, bridges, and other structures of 
historic or aesthetic significance. Traditional cultural properties are resources associated with cultural 
practices and beliefs of a living community that are rooted in its history and are important in maintaining 
the continuing cultural identity of the community; such properties may not always be represented by 
archaeological or architectural resources.  
 
With respect to archaeological, historic and cultural resources, there are three possible concerns about the 
HSWAC project: (1) the possibility of uncovering archaeological or cultural remains including human 
burials in excavations for HSWAC system components, (2) use of or impacts to historic structures in 
downtown Honolulu, and (3) impacts to traditional Hawaiian cultural activities. The Federal nexus for 
this EIS is work to be done and structures to be installed in waters of the United States. Consequently, the 
focus of this Federal EIS is the Permit Area8, which consists of the seawater system from the intake to the 
cooling station and all in-water work areas, but does not include the overland freshwater distribution 
system. The Permit Area therefore, includes the waters and submerged lands offshore of Kaka‘ako where 
the seawater intake and return pipes would be deployed as well as a limited adjoining area where vessels 

                                                      
6 Archaeological and Cultural Impact Assessment Study in Support of the Honolulu Seawater Air Conditioning Project in 
3RUWLRQV�RI�.DNDދDNR�DQG�'RZQWRZQ�+RQROXOX��3DFLILF�&RQVXOWLQJ�6HUYLFHV��2FWREHU������� 

7 Archaeological Monitoring Plan in Support of the Honolulu Seawater Air Conditioning ProjHFW�LQ�3RUWLRQV�RI�.DNDދDNR�DQG�
Downtown Honolulu. Pacific Consulting Services. December, 2008. 

8 For the purposes of analyzing the potential impacts of an undertaking on historic properties under Section 106 of the National 
Historic Preservation Act, the ROI is referred to as the Area of Potential Effect (APE). For USACE regulatory actions, the area 
considered is referred to as the “Permit Area” defined per 33 CFR 325, Appendix C, which does not necessarily coincide with 
the APE, and that term is used here. 
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involved with the offshore construction activities would operate. It also includes the area proposed for 
construction of the onshore cooling station and the area proposed for microtunneling between the cooling 
station and the shoreline. The Ke‘ehi Lagoon/Sand Island staging area is also considered part of the 
Permit Area. 

3.2.2 Existing Conditions 
Many of the distinctive and significant historic architectural properties in Hawai‘i are found in downtown 
Honolulu but several are in Kaka‘ako. All of these are inland of the cooling station and the seawater 
piping system and there are no historic architectural properties in the Permit Area for this Federal 
regulatory action. There are several historic districts and contributing properties adjacent to the proposed 
distribution system, but none of these are within the Permit Area for the proposed project. Impacts to 
these areas and properties were evaluated in the State EIS and are not considered further here. 
 
A cultural impact assessment (CIA) was prepared as a requirement of the State EIS and the results are 
relevant to this EIS because some of the traditional uses described by respondents involved waters within 
the Permit Area for the proposed project. The relevant results of the CIA are summarized as follows. 
Responses in the Marine Resources and Use category indicative of historic uses of the waters off 
Kaka‘ako included: 

x Kewalo Basin was a gathering place for Hawaiian, Filipino, Japanese and Chinese fishermen who 
crewed on reef fishing, deep bottom fishing and pelagic fishing boats, 

x A variety of marine resources was collected on the reefs including octopus, reef fish, coastal 
schooling fish, seaweeds, crabs, sharks, barracudas, sea urchins, sea cucumbers, and limpets, 

x Nearshore fishing methods included gleaning, throw net, spear fishing, and pole and line fishing, 
and 

x Other activities engaged in included swimming and surfing. 

3.2.3 Approach to Impact Analysis 
Reviews of past archaeological studies, historic architectural properties, and historic districts in Kaka‘ako 
and downtown Honolulu did not indicate significant resources in the Permit Area for this EIS. Traditional 
cultural uses of the shoreline and offshore areas were noted in the CIA and this is the basis for impact 
analysis in this EIS. 

3.2.3.1 Methodology 

The CIA consisted of three phases: (1) cultural and historical archival research (literature review); (2) 
ethnographic survey (oral history interviews), transcribing taped interviews, analysis of ethnographic data 
(oral histories) and (3) report writing. The level of effort for the study included a broad archival research 
literature review and an ethnographic survey (11 interviews). The ethnographic survey was designed so 
that information from ethnographic consultants interviewed would facilitate in determining if any cultural 
sites or practices or access to them would be impacted by the implementation of the HSWAC project.  

3.2.3.2 Determination of Significance 

The criterion for significance was permanent prohibition or reintroduction of any traditional cultural use 
of the Kaka‘ako lands or adjacent offshore submerged lands or overlying waters due to the development 
of the HSWAC system. 

3.2.4 Potential Impacts 

3.2.4.1 No Action Alternative  

The No Action Alternative would have no direct or indirect, long-term or short-term effect on cultural 
resources because there would be no construction activities. No mitigation measures would be required. 
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3.2.4.2 Alternative 1 

With respect to traditional uses of the shoreline area, Alternative 1 would restrict access to the ‘Ewa end 
of Kaka‘ako Waterfront Park during the period of microtunneling. The offshore corridor that would be 
used for pipe installation would be off limits for other uses during the construction period. These would 
be relatively small areas. During construction traditional practices could proceed without restriction in 
adjoining areas.  
 
The restrictions on use of the project area during construction would be a potential direct, short-term, but 
less than significant adverse effect on traditional uses of the shoreline. There would be no long-term 
change to accessibility of the offshore area, nor would any uses be prohibited after installation of the 
project facilities and therefore there would be no significant long-term adverse effects. Alternative 1, 
therefore, would have no significant direct or indirect short-term or long-term adverse effects on 
archaeological, historic or cultural resources. With respect to traditional uses of the nearshore area, there 
could be a potential indirect long-term beneficial effect on fishing as a result of marine community 
development on the pipes and supporting structures.  

Mitigation Measures 
 
Although analysis of existing documents concluded that there are no archaeological, historic or cultural 
resources in the Permit Area for this EIS, there are potentially affected cultural, archaeological and 
historic (architectural) resources along the distribution route and consequently as mitigation the applicant 
developed an Archaeological Monitoring Plan which was approved by the SHPD. The Archaeological 
Monitoring Plan would be applied in areas of moderate and high sensitivity for cultural remains (i.e., 
along the route of the distribution pipes) but there are no such areas in the terrestrial portions of the 
current Permit Area and no further mitigation is proposed in this EIS. 

3.2.4.3 Alternative 2 

The potential effects of Alternative 2 would be the same as for Alternative 1. No significant adverse 
effects are anticipated and no mitigation measures are proposed.  

3.2.4.4 Alternative 3 

The potential effects of Alternative 3 would be the same as for Alternative 1. No significant effects are 
anticipated and no mitigation measures are proposed. 

3.2.4.5 Alternative 4 (Preferred Alternative) 

The potential effects of Alternative 4 would be the same as for Alternative 1. No significant effects are 
anticipated and no mitigation measures are proposed. 

3.3 BUILT RESOURCES AND HUMAN USES 

3.3.1 Definition of the Resource and the Region of Influence 
Built resources and human uses include all of the infrastructure and facilities existing in the project area 
and their use for any purpose. It also includes the consequences of their use such as noise, waste products 
and human health and safety issues. A variety of built resources and human uses are present in the marine 
portion of the project area. This section identifies built resources and human uses that could be affected 
by the proposed action. The resources considered include harbors, shipping, and navigation; pipelines, 
outfalls and dump sites; ocean recreation; ocean research; commercial fishing; military activities; utilities; 
ambient noise; hazardous and toxic materials; roadways and traffic; and human health and safety. The 
ROI for these resources includes the area offshore of Kaka‘ako where the HSWAC system would be 
constructed and operated, the area of Ke‘ehi Lagoon where assembly and storage of the pipelines would 
be done, and the Kaka‘ako area where the cooling station would be constructed.  
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3.3.2 Harbors, Shipping and Navigation 

3.3.2.1 Existing Conditions 

The proposed area for installation of the HSWAC intake and return pipes is between the entrances of 
Honolulu Harbor and Kewalo Basin. Honolulu Harbor is the largest and most important of O‘ahu’s three 
commercial harbors. It is the State’s port-of-entry for nearly all imported goods. The harbor was created 
by freshwater flows from Nu‘uanu Valley, which inhibited coral growth within a small, reefed basin and 
cut several channels through the surrounding reef. The main channel, which was the deepest, was flanked 
to the west by shallower outlets. Between these outflows rose occasional spots of earth and coral – the 
beginnings of Sand Island. Use of the harbor by deep-draft vessels can be first traced to fur traders in 
1794. The harbor and surrounding village grew with the ensuing sandalwood trade and then the arrival of 
whaling ships. The harbor was the center of community life in the 1800s and gave the city its name. By 
1857, Honolulu Harbor had five wharves capable of handling ships of 1,500 gross tons, with a total 
berthing frontage of 600 feet. By 1870, an additional 2,000 feet of wharfage had been added by filling 22 
acres of reef and tideland. Filling and dredging, including formation of Sand Island, accelerated with the 
rise of the sugar industry, and later pineapple, in the late 1800s and early 1900s. In 1907, the Corps of 
Engineers widened and deepened Kapalama Basin and Kapalama Channel. Today Honolulu Harbor has 
over 30 major berthing facilities with over five linear miles of mooring space, and is surrounded by over 
200 acres of container yards. Harbor depths range from 40 to 45 feet. Anchorage for additional deep-draft 
vessels exists outside the harbor and Sand Island, west of the main entrance channel. 
 
Kewalo Basin, O‘ahu’s smallest commercial harbor, was constructed in the 1920s to ease the congestion 
in Honolulu Harbor and provide docking for lumber schooners. It soon became a center of fishing 
operations. In 1955, approximately eight acres of filled land were added along the makai side of Kewalo 
Basin to form a peninsula protected by a rock revetment. Once used mainly by commercial fishing 
vessels, including the wooden sampans that supplied skipjack tuna (aku) to the now closed tuna cannery 
that occupied its western shore, Kewalo Basin in recent years has seen increasing use by tour boats 
offering whale watching and dinner cruises. Some smaller commercial fishing vessels still berth there, as 
do the majority of O‘ahu’s charter fishing boats. The Pacific Islands Fishery Science Center’s Kewalo 
Research Facility occupies about one acre near the terminal end of the seaward peninsula. Two saltwater 
wells provide almost 100,000 gallons per hour to tanks housing pelagic fish, marine mammals, sea turtles, 
and other marine organisms.  

3.3.2.2 Approach to Impact Analysis 

Methodology 
 
7KH�52,� IRU�KDUERUV�� VKLSSLQJ�DQG�QDYLJDWLRQ� LV� WKDW�SRUWLRQ�RI�0ƗPDOD�%D\� WKDW�FRXOG�be affected by 
FRQVWUXFWLRQ� RU� RSHUDWLRQ� RI� WKH� +6:$&� V\VWHP� DQG� WKH� HDVWHUQ� SRUWLRQ� RI� .HދHKL� /DJRRQ� DQG� LWV�
entrance channel, which could be affected by floating storage of the HSWAC seawater pipes and their 
transportation for installation. Commercial and recreational harbors in the vicinity of the HSWAC project 
area were identified. Potentially affected harbors include Honolulu Harbor, Kewalo Basin DQG�.HދHKL�
Lagoon. Hickam Harbor and Ala Wai Harbor were considered too far removed from the action area to be 
affected directly or indirectly by the proposed action. 

Determination of Significance 
 
A significant impact would be one that requires or causes changes to harbor facilities, forces a change in 
vessel operations inside or outside of a harbor, or creates a hazard to navigation or public safety.  
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3.3.2.3 Impacts 

No Action Alternative  
 
The No Action Alternative would have no direct or indirect short-term or long-term effect on harbors, 
shipping or navigation because there would be no construction of the HSWAC system offshore of 
Kaka‘ako and therefore no additional vessel operations. Honolulu Harbor, Kewalo Basin and Ke‘ehi 
Lagoon would not be impacted directly or indirectly. 

Alternative 1 
 
Alternative 1 would have a potentially significant short-term, direct, adverse effect on navigation through 
the Ke‘ehi Lagoon entrance channel during the 24-hours of pipeline tow-out from the staging area to the 
deployment site. This effect would be mitigated by posting a string of picket boats through the entrance 
channel to direct other vessels safely through the area during the tow-out process. Construction activities 
at the breakout pit and along the pipeline would proceed for seven to nine months and there would be 
vessels anchored offshore during that time. This would be a short-term, direct, but less than significant 
impact on navigation. The information would be published in the USCG “Notices to Mariners” to alert 
the boating public to the intended presence of these vessels. Alternative 1 would have no indirect effects 
on harbors, shipping or navigation. Additional details are as follows.  
 
During construction, vessels not involved in the construction operations would be prohibited in the 
immediate vicinity of the offshore construction operations. A “Notice to Mariners” would be posted 
through the U.S. Coast Guard informing mariners of the activities to be taking place. The offshore 
microtunneling operations at the breakout point would require vessels and possibly a pile-supported 
platform to occupy that area for seven to nine months. Installation of the pipeline itself would be done in 
about one day, although making the final connection of the offshore pipelines to the pipes contained in the 
microtunnel, backfilling the breakout pit and capping with concrete would take on the order of another 
week. Prohibition of vessel traffic in the construction area would be a direct, short-term, but less than 
significant adverse effect.  
 
Under Alternative 1, the breakout point and nearshore portions of the seawater pipelines would be 
installed in the western portion of the area between Kewalo Basin and Honolulu Harbor. It is unknown at 
this time where the construction vessels would berth, but Honolulu Harbor is the most likely harbor of 
origin for most of them. There would be no direct or indirect short-term or long-term effect on the 
facilities or operations in Honolulu Harbor from the HSWAC project. During construction, however, 
there would be vessels transiting in the vicinity of the Honolulu Harbor entrance channel and stationary 
vessels positioned to the east of the approach to the harbor. Other vessels approaching from or departing 
to the east of Honolulu Harbor may be required to adjust their routes to avoid transiting through the work 
area. Alteration of easterly routes into or out of Honolulu Harbor would be a direct, short-term, but less 
than significant adverse effect. Approaches or departures to the south or west would not be affected. 
There would be no short-term or long-term indirect effects. 
 
Vessel traffic within the Ke‘ehi Lagoon staging area for the pipelines would be restricted for a period of 
approximately 10 months, although access to the residences on the island there would not be impeded. In 
addition, as described below, access for small vessels including canoes would be provided around the 
floating pipe strings. Final assembly of the pipelines and towing out of Ke‘ehi Lagoon would take place 
over a single day and night. The slowly moving pipeline would be a hazard to navigation for other vessels 
entering or exiting Ke‘ehi Lagoon during this time. To avoid closing the Ke‘ehi Lagoon entrance channel 
to other traffic during this time, which would be a hardship on commercial and recreational users, a fleet 
of picket boats would guide vessel traffic safely around the work area. Obstruction of the Ke‘ehi Lagoon 
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entrance channel during deployment of the pipelines would be a significant direct, short-term adverse 
effect but mitigable to less than significant. No indirect effects would result.  
 
In discussions with HDOT Harbors Division personnel and representatives of the maritime industry it was 
learned that tugboats pulling barges out of Honolulu Harbor rapidly pay out their tow lines as they exit 
the harbor. These lines drag along the bottom and potentially could snag the anchor weights attached to 
the HSWAC pipeline if the pipeline were positioned too close to the harbor entrance. To mitigate this 
potential impact, special snag-resistant anchor collars were designed that would allow the lines to slide 
across the pipeline without catching. With implementation of this mitigation measure, potentially 
significant direct effects to navigation would be avoided. The snag-resistant anchor collars would be used 
to depths of at least 150 feet, regardless of the pipeline route. 
 
In summary, the HSWAC project would have a potentially significant short-term, adverse effect mitigable 
WR� OHVV� WKDQ� VLJQLILFDQW� RQ� QDYLJDWLRQ� WKURXJK� WKH� .HދHKL� /DJRRQ� HQWUDQFH� FKDQQHO� GXULQJ� SLSHOLQH�
deployment, in the pipeline storage area during assembly, and around the offshore construction area while 
construction is underway. There would be no other effect on harbors, shipping or navigation. 
 
Mitigation measures that would be implemented to minimize the potential impacts of the HSWAC system 
on harbors, shipping and navigation include: 

x A “Notice to Mariners” would be published to alert vessel operators to the activities. Appropriate 
marking and lighting of all construction vessels either underway or at anchor would be used.  

x Special snag-resistant anchor collars would be used on the HSWAC pipelines to depths of 150 
feet. 

x To mitigate impacts of floating pipe storage in Ke‘ehi Lagoon, several measures would be 
implemented. First, as noted above, access to the residences on the island would be maintained by 
positioning the pipe strings to the south of the access lane. Second, to avoid impeding recreational 
use of the storage area by canoe paddlers, the floating pipes would be positioned such that canoes 
or other vessels could pass to either side of the pipes. The restricted area would be as small as 
possible and limited to the area where the pipes are actually present. 

x During the final assembly of the pipelines and towing from Ke‘ehi Lagoon, a fleet of picket boats 
would guide vessel traffic safely around the work area, as described in Section 2.4.2.6. 

Alternative 2 
 
The effects of Alternative 2 would be the same as those for Alternative 1 except that the anchored 
construction vessels would be positioned closer to the Kewalo Basin entrance channel. Under Alternative 
2, the breakout point and shallow portion of the seawater pipelines would be in the eastern portion of the 
area between Honolulu Harbor and Kewalo Basin. Potential interactions with barge tow cables would be 
eliminated and obstruction of the approach from the east to Honolulu Harbor would be removed. Instead, 
vessels approaching from or departing to the west from Kewalo Basin would have to navigate around the 
restricted work area. This would not be as significant an impact as that under Alternative 1, because no 
large vessels such as container ships or tugs with barges in tow use Kewalo Basin. Vessels using that 
harbor are smaller dinner cruise, wildlife viewing, recreational activity and fishing vessels. A “Notice to 
Mariners” would be posted to alert vessel operators to the activities. The impact of the construction 
operations on these vessels would be direct and short-term, but less than significant. No indirect effects 
would result.  
 
Impacts to the pipelines from barge tow lines or large vessel anchors would be less likely with the greater 
separation from the Honolulu Harbor entrance channel. Nevertheless, the snag-resistant collars on the 
pipelines would be used to a depth of 150 feet to insure there would be no adverse effect. 
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Impacts to Ke‘ehi Lagoon users would be the same as those under Alternative 1, and the mitigation 
measures would be identical.  

Alternative 3 
 
The impacts of and mitigation measures for Alternative 3 would be identical to those of Alternative 1. 
The only difference between these alternatives would be that to accommodate both pipes, Type A (snag-
resistant) combination collars would be employed from the breakout pit to the end of the diffuser at 300 
feet deep. 

Alternative 4 (Preferred Alternative) 
 
The impacts of and mitigation measures for Alternative 4 would be identical to those of Alternative 1. 
The only difference between these alternatives would be that to accommodate both pipes, Type A (snag-
resistant) combination collars would be employed from the breakout pit to the end of the diffuser at 423 
feet deep. 

3.3.3 Pipelines, Outfalls and Dump Sites 

3.3.3.1 Existing Conditions 

Honolulu Harbor historically has been and continues to be ringed with various types of industry. Pollution 
is well known in the harbor; degraded conditions are described as early as 1920 in references cited by Cox 
and Gordon (1970). Several regulated and unregulated point sources of pollution discharge into 0ƗPDOD 
Bay. Most prominent are the three wastewater treatment plant (WWTP) outfalls (Sand Island, Fort 
Kamehameha, and Honouliuli). Sewage has been pumped into the ocean offshore of Kewalo and Sand 
Island since the 1930s. The early inputs were all raw sewage released in shallow water (not exceeding 20 
feet in depth). The actual points of release varied through time as different pipes were constructed and 
used. The multitude of perturbations that occurred in shallow water from these early sewage inputs 
continued until the construction of the present Sand Island deep-water outfall in 1978 (Brock, 1998). 
 
Other notable discharges to 0ƗPDOD Bay include the Ala Wai Canal (into which MƗnoa Stream 
discharges); Nu‘uanu, Kapalama, Kalihi, and Moanalua Streams; other small streams and drainage 
channels; and Pearl Harbor, which receives runoff from five perennial and three intermittent streams.  
 
West of Kewalo Basin, on lands now occupied by Kaka‘ako Waterfront Park, stood the former Honolulu 
incinerator and dump. While in operation, this dump received both burned and unmodified wastes from 
urban Honolulu at a period of time when concern over pollution from anthropogenic sources was less than 
now. Because the unlined dump filled in a section of old coastline in excess of 330 feet seaward, these 
materials along the seaward side are exposed to seawater and there is a potential for leaching of pollutants 
(Brock, 1998). 
 
The diffuser for the Sand Island WWTP deep ocean outfall lies about two miles west of the proposed site 
of the HSWAC seawater return diffuser. 
 
0ƗPDOD Bay has been used as a dumping ground for dredged materials from both Pearl Harbor and 
Honolulu Harbor. Figure 3-1 shows the three maiQ�GXPS�VLWHV�LQ�0ƗPDOD�%D\� the former Pearl Harbor 
site, the former Honolulu Harbor Site, and the active South O‘ahu Site, which was approved for use by 
the USEPA in 1980. That site is approximately 1.5 miles west of the proposed HSWAC seawater intake 
site. An old 1972 disposal site is also shown along with two study sites evaluated during the South O‘ahu 
designation study. 
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Figure 3-1:  Dredged Material Disposal Sites in 0ƗPDOD Bay 

(Source:  USGS, 2005) 
 
,Q�DGGLWLRQ�WR�GUHGJHG�VSRLOV�GLVSRVDO��SDUWV�RI�0ƗPDOD�%D\�KDYH�KLVWRULFDOO\�UHFHLYHG�GLVFDUGHG�PLOLWDU\�
munitions (DMM). In 2010 the Final Investigative Report of the Hawai‘i Undersea Military Munitions 
Assessment (HUMMA) (University of Hawai‘i and Environet, Inc., 2010) was released. This study, 
commissioned by the National Defense Center for Energy and Environment, assessed and characterized a 
historic deep-water munitions disposal site to determine the potential impact of the ocean environment on 
sea disposed munitions and of sea disposed munitions on the ocean environment and those who use it. 
Both chemical and conventional munitions were assessed. The HUMMA study was intended to collect 
data to allow risk to be evaluated so that the need for further actions (e.g., monitoring or removal) could 
be evaluated. The study area was off the mouth of Pearl Harbor, west of the HSWAC project area, but it 
was anticipated that DMM would be found within the HSWAC project area as well. In fact, when the 
deep water videos of the HSWAC intake pipe route were reviewed, DMM were apparent at several 
locations along the route. The presence of a cluster of DMM near the originally proposed intake site 
resulted in relocation of the proposed intake location slightly inland of the original location at a bottom 
depth of 1,755 feet. 
 
,QODQG�RI�.DNDދDNR�:DWHUIURQW�3DUN�� WKH�-RKQ�$��%XUQV�6FKRRO�RI�0HGLFLQH��-$%620��KDV�D�VHDZDWHU�
condenser cooling system to improve the efficiency of air conditioning its facilities. The system consists 
of two extraction wells drawing cool seawater from 750 feet deep and a gravity injection well returning 
the water to 1,850 feet deep. The wells are located at the southwest corner of their property, adjacent to 
Keawe Street. Short pipelines run from the wells to a central plant where pumps and heat exchangers are 
located. From there, freshwater pipelines connect to chillers. 

3.3.3.2 Approach to Impact Analysis 

Methodology 
 
The ROI for pipelinHV��RXWIDOOV�DQG�GXPS�VLWHV�LV� WKDW�SRUWLRQ�RI�0ƗPDOD�%D\�WKDW�FRXOG�EH�DIIHFWHG�E\�
construction or operation of the HSWAC system and the eastern portion of Ke‘ehi Lagoon and its 
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entrance channel, which could be affected by floating storage of the HSWAC seawater pipes and their 
transportation for installation. It also includes the area from the shoreline jacking pit to the cooling 
station.  

Determination of Significance 
 
A significant impact would be one that damages an existing pipeline or outfall, disturbs a dump site such 
that contaminants are released to the water column, or disturbs DMM to create an unacceptable human 
health or ecological risk.  

3.3.3.3 Impacts 

No Action Alternative  
 
The No Action Alternative would have no direct or indirect, long-term or short-term adverse effects on 
pipelines, outfalls or dump sites because no microtunnel would be bored and no pipelines would be 
installed on the seabed. 

Alternative 1 
 
The diffuser for the Sand Island WWTP deep ocean outfall lies about two miles west of the proposed 
seawater piping system for Alternative 1. There are a number of known former dredged material dump 
sites and a current dump site to the west of the HSWAC seawater pipe route, and the HSWAC project 
area offshore of Kaka‘ako has also been used for disposal of dredged materials from Honolulu Harbor. 
Alternative 1 would have no effect on the former or current dump sites because they are sufficiently 
distant from the proposed operations.  
 
Indirectly, the HSWAC system would decrease the use of potable water in cooling towers and thus 
decrease the quantity of wastewater discharged through the Sand Island deep ocean outfall. This would be 
a potential direct, long-term beneficial effect. 
 
Relevant conclusions of the HUMMA study were that no chemical agents, energetics, or their degradation 
products were detected in shrimp or fish tissue samples. No energetics or their degradation products were 
detected in any of the sediment samples from which the biota could acquire the contaminants. The study 
concluded that tissue results do not indicate any bioaccumulation of chemical agents, energetics, or their 
degradation products. Elevated levels of arsenic and lead in sediments were attributed to dredge spoil 
disposal. In terms of human health risk, the authors concluded the most likely exposure via dermal contact 
would be scientific researchers, but that adequate precautions would be taken by this group. Otherwise, 
the remaining exposure pathway to elevated metals concentrations would be ingestion of seafood. A 
conservative calculation of the risk from this remaining pathway showed that the risk was within USEPA 
acceptable levels.  
 
The HSWAC project would include excavation of the receiving pit and sediment from the upper portion 
of the hollow pipe piles that would be used to secure shallow reaches of the pipelines to the bottom. The 
receiving pit would be constructed in shallow water, beginning at a depth of 31 feet. This is significantly 
shallower than the depths at which munitions were disposed of. This area was surveyed by divers and no 
munitions were observed. The deep water marine biology survey, which used video recordings to survey 
the route from diver-accessible depths to the intake depth, encountered no munitions at depths shallower 
than 200 m. The HUMMA study sampled depths in excess of 400 m, as that is where sidescan sonar 
surveys detected appropriate reflective targets. Consequently, it is highly unlikely that munitions would 
be encountered at the shallow depths of the receiving pit or at depths where piles would be used to secure 
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the collars (to 150 feet). Nevertheless, the possibility of encountering DMM would be addressed in the 
project-specific health and safety plan the applicant would require of the contractor prior to initiating any 
in-water work. 
 
Alternative 1 includes microtunneling under Keawe Street from the shoreline jacking pit to the cooling 
station. This microtunnel would not encroach beneath JABSOM property and would have no direct effect 
on the JABSOM wells or pipelines. The annulus between each jacked pipe and the respective tunnel wall 
would be grouted to prevent any potential indirect effect on the JABSOM system due to differential 
ground settlement. 
 
Alternative 1 would have no direct or indirect, short-term or long-term adverse effect on the nearest 
pipelines, outfalls and dump sites. Elimination of the use of cooling towers in buildings connected to the 
HSWAC system would decrease the volume of wastewater discharged through the Sand Island outfall and 
this would be an indirect, long-term beneficial effect. 

Alternative 2 
 
Compared to Alternative 1, under Alternative 2, the nearshore microtunnel route, breakout point and 
shallow surface-mounted pipelines would be further to the east of the existing WWTP deep ocean outfall 
and approved dredged material dump sites. As for Alternative 1, there would be no potential effects on 
them or from them on the proposed facilities. The potential indirect, long-term effect would be beneficial 
due to a decrease in wastewater generation from cooling towers and subsequent disposal through the Sand 
Island outfall. The potential effects of DMM and mitigation measures would be the same as for 
Alternative 1. The Alternative 2 cooling station would be located across the drainage canal from the 
JABSOM and the Alternative 2 seawater piping would not approach the JABSOM facilities so no direct 
or indirect adverse effects to JABSOM would result from implementation of Alternative 2. 

Alternative 3 
 
Alternative 3 would have no direct or indirect, short-term or long-term adverse effect on the nearest 
pipelines, outfalls and dump sites. The deeper diffuser of Alternative 3 would be slightly further than the 
Alternative 1 diffuser from the activH�ZDVWHZDWHU�RXWIDOOV�DQG�GXPS�VLWHV�LQ�0ƗPDOD�%D\� The potential 
effects of DMM and mitigation measures would be the same as for Alternative 1. Similar to Alternative 1, 
no direct or indirect adverse effects to JABSOM facilities would result from implementation of 
Alternative 3. 

Alternative 4 (Preferred Alternative) 
 
Alternative 4 would have no direct or indirect, short-term or long-term adverse effect on the nearest 
pipelines, outfalls and dump sites. The deeper diffuser of Alternative 4 would be slightly further than the 
Alternative 1 diffXVHU�IURP�WKH�DFWLYH�ZDVWHZDWHU�RXWIDOOV�DQG�GXPS�VLWHV�LQ�0ƗPDOD�%D\� The potential 
effects of DMM and mitigation measures would be the same as for Alternative 1. Similar to Alternative 1, 
no direct or indirect adverse effects to JABSOM facilities would result from implementation of 
Alternative 4. 

3.3.4 Ocean Recreation 

3.3.4.1 Existing Conditions 

Immediately ashore of the marine portion of the Kaka‘ako project area is Kaka‘ako Waterfront Park, built 
on an old solid and incinerator waste dump site. The waste has been capped, and fill added to limit 
exposure to toxics by park users. Recreational activities on the reef fronting Kaka‘ako Waterfront Park 
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include swimming, surfing, snorkeling, diving, body boarding and various kinds of fishing. One of 
O‘ahu’s popular bodysurfing sites, Point Panic, is located at the east end of the park in front of the 
University of Hawai‘i’s Kewalo Marine Laboratory. Since 1994 this site has been off-limits to board 
surfers. Waters to the west of Point Panic are open to board surfers (Clark, 2005). Activities taking place 
farther offshore include sailing, paddling and other types of fishing.  
 
The proposed staging area on Sand Island is part of a large parcel that extends around the entire seaward 
margin of Sand Island from the northwest end of the Ke‘ehi Lagoon frontage, along the south-facing side 
of Sand Island, and extending around to the north fronting the interior of Honolulu Harbor. This parcel, at 
its eastern end, contains Sand Island State Park. The proposed staging area, however, is more than a half 
mile from the developed park. Ke‘ehi Lagoon Beach Park, a seventy-two-acre park on the northern shore 
of the lagoon, is the site of outrigger canoe regattas. Facilities include canoe storage, a viewing stand and 
a man-made sand beach. While the waters of the lagoon are not highly regarded for swimming, they 
provide an excellent venue for canoe racing (Clark, 2005). 

3.3.4.2 Approach to Impact Analysis 

Recreational uses of an area for the purposes of this EIS include any type of outdoor activity in which 
residents or visitors may participate. Typically (though not exclusively) focused on weekends or vacation 
periods, such activities may include hiking, fishing, swimming, surfing, diving, and boating. Recreational 
opportunities and resources can be a very important component of an area’s economy and the lifestyle of 
its residents. The onshore portions of the HSWAC system, in particular the shoreline jacking pit required 
under Alternatives 1, 3 and 4, would affect a small portLRQ�RI�.DNDދDNR�:DWHUIURQW�3DUN. The offshore 
portions of the system would affect users of Kaka‘ako Waterfront Park and potentially users of Ke‘ehi 
Lagoon and Sand Island State Park, so the ROI for recreational resources includes those three parks and 
the adjacent waters. 

Methodology 
 
Recreational facilities and uses of lands and waters in the vicinity of the HSWAC project area were 
identified by the applicant from books, visitor pamphlets, and websites, including those of the City and 
County of Honolulu and the State of Hawai‘i. The applicant consulted representatives of the DLNR 
Division of Boating and Ocean Recreation who assisted in developing mitigation for potential impacts to 
boaters using Ke‘ehi Lagoon. 

Determination of Significance 
 
For the purpose of this EIS, the proposed action and alternatives would cause a significant impact on 
recreational resources if they: 

x Would substantially alter access to recreational resources; 
x Would substantially alter recreational opportunities; 
x Would substantially alter relations between recreational users; or 
x Would cause substantial physical alteration of recreational resources. 

3.3.4.3 Impacts 

No Action Alternative  
 
The No Action Alternative would have no direct or indirect, short-term or long-term adverse effect on 
ocean recreation because there would be no offshore construction and no use of the staging area and 
therefore no restriction of access to any potential recreational area. 
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Alternative 1 
 
Alternative 1 would tunnel beneath the shoreline close to the ‘Ewa-PDNDL�FRUQHU�RI�.DNDދDNR�:DWHUIURQW�
Park. Approximately 5,000 square feet would have to be secured for equipment and materials staging and 
for excavation of a jacking pit. This area of the park is very sparsely used due to its relatively undesirable 
location far from parking behind a hill separating it from the remainder of the park and its developed 
facilities. The area affected would be returned to its previous condition or better after construction.  
 
During initial deployment of the surface-mounted pipes, it would be necessary to position holdbacks on 
the landward end of the pipes to avoid kinking. The holdbacks could be in the form of anchors or piles 
driven between the shoreline and the microtunnel breakout point or they could be in the form of anchors 
or bulldozers situated in a portion of the park immediately fronting the ocean. In either case, there would 
be cables under tension attached to the holdbacks, creating a public safety hazard. This would necessitate 
restricting recreational use of the hazardous area during the deployment event. The restricted area, either 
onshore or offshore, would be small and restriction of recreational access would only be required during 
the approximately one day of pipe deployment. There would be no limitation on uses of most of the park 
during that time. If offshore holdbacks are used by the contractor, the applicant proposes mitigation for 
potential impacts in the form of construction specifications that would require that areas of sand without 
coral or other significant benthic macrofauna be used. If onshore holdbacks are used, the applicant 
proposes mitigation for potential impacts in the form of construction specifications that would require that 
any areas affected be returned to their previous condition or better after pipe deployment. Use of the 
offshore or onshore holdback areas would be a direct, short-term, less than significant adverse effect.  
 
Recreational access to the waters offshore of Kaka‘ako Waterfront Park would also be prohibited around 
the breakout location, which would be occupied for seven to nine months and around a larger area along 
the length of the pipelines, which would be off limits only during the one-day deployment of the pipelines 
coincident with occupation of the holdback areas. These restrictions would be direct, short-term, less than 
significant adverse effects.  
 
Indirect effects would include displacement of recreational activities to other shoreline or offshore areas, 
but these also would be short-term, less than significant effects due to the limited number of people 
affected and the large amount of other park area or offshore water available. 
 
Once the proposed pipeline is operational there would be no long-term adverse impacts to recreational 
activities. The presence of the surface-mounted pipes and the anticipated development of marine 
communities on the pipes and the concrete collars would create a potential new destination for 
recreational SCUBA divers. That would be an indirect, long-term beneficial effect.  
 
The Ke‘ehi Lagoon staging area would be in use for approximately 10 months. During staging and 
construction of any of the action alternatives, this area would be off-limits to ocean users for safety 
reasons. The size of this area would be minimized and consist of only the area actually in use for floating 
pipe storage. Vessel access would be permitted around the floating pipes. The restriction would be a 
direct, short-term, less than significant adverse effect.  
 
The shoreside component of the staging area would be sufficiently distant from actively used recreational 
areas of Sand Island State Park to have any effect on them. The staging site is part of an area that is 
intended to be developed into an off-road vehicle park by the Sand Island Off-Highway Vehicle 
Association. That park is intended to be built-out over time. Limited operations are taking place on the 
section situated to the north of the proposed HSWAC staging area. Build-out of the area where staging of 
the HSWAC pipes would be done has not been scheduled. As mitigation for potential impacts, the 
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applicant proposes to return the staging site to its previous condition or better after construction activities 
are complete.  
 
In summary, Alternative 1 would have direct and indirect, short-term, less than significant adverse effects 
on users of Kaka‘ako Waterfront Park and the waters offshore of the park and an indirect, long-term 
beneficial effect on users of waters offshore of the park by creation of structures that would attract 
SCUBA divers and fishermen.  
 
Mitigation measures for potential impacts to recreational resources include: 

x If offshore holdbacks are used by the contractor, areas of sand without coral or other significant 
benthic macrofauna would be used. 

x All areas affected by construction would be returned to their previous condition or better after 
construction.  

x The size of the area used for floating pipe storage would be minimized. Vessel access would be 
permitted around the floating pipes. 

Alternative 2 
 
The proposed breakout point for Alternative 2 would be in the biotope of dredged rubble, as for 
Alternative 1. However, unlike the situation offshore of the Alternative 1 breakout point where dredged 
rubble gives way to sand bottom further off shore, seaward of the Alternative 2 breakout point is an area 
of relatively high coral cover frequented by recreational divers. Alternative 2 would not require the 
jacking pit near the ‘Ewa end of the park, but could require that areas of the park be closed during the 
actual laying of the offshore pipes to allow establishment of onshore positions for attachment of 
tensioning cables. Because of its potential adverse effect on the area of high coral cover, Alternative 2 
would have significant, direct, short-term and long-term adverse effects on recreation. This would be 
offset in the long-term by the indirect beneficial effect of the pipes and structures on recreational diving 
and fishing. 

Alternative 3 
 
The impacts of Alternative 3 would be very similar to those of Alternative 1, except that the return 
seawater pipe would extend approximately 1,550 feet farther offshore and terminate at twice the depth. 
This would put the diffuser effectively out of reach of typical recreational SCUBA divers. To the extent 
that the pipes and collars enhance fish stocks through provision of shelter and foraging habitat, and to the 
extent that the region where the intake and return pipes parallel each other offer better habitat than a 
single pipe, Alternative 3 could provide somewhat better recreational fishing opportunities than either 
Alternative 1 or Alternative 2 because the region of double pipes would extend to 300 feet deep rather 
than 150 feet deep. Alternative 3, therefore, would have less than significant short-term, direct and 
indirect adverse effects, no long-term direct, adverse effect, and a long-term, indirect beneficial effect.  

Alternative 4 (Preferred Alternative) 
 
The impacts of Alternative 4 would be very similar to those of Alternative 3, except that the return 
seawater pipe would extend even farther offshore and terminate 100 feet deeper. The diffuser would be 
out of reach of typical recreational SCUBA divers. To the extent that the pipes and collars enhance fish 
stocks through provision of shelter and foraging habitat, and to the extent that the region where the intake 
and return pipes parallel each other offer better habitat than a single pipe, Alternative 4 could provide 
somewhat better recreational fishing opportunities than any of the other action alternatives because the 
region of double pipes would be longer than for any other alternative. Alternative 4, therefore, would 
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have less than significant short-term, direct and indirect adverse effects, no long-term direct, adverse 
effect, and a long-term, indirect beneficial effect.  

3.3.5 Ocean Research 

3.3.5.1 Existing Conditions 

The area offshore of Kaka‘ako is used for research purposes by the University of Hawai‘i’s Kilo Nalu 
O‘ahu Reef Observatory. The Observatory is located offshore of Kaka‘ako Waterfront Park, east of 
downtown Honolulu and west of Waikiki and Ala Moana. The Observatory maintains an array of 
instruments and conducts associated research in the areas of nearshore coral reef physical, biological and 
chemical oceanography. The observatory is managed and maintained by the University of Hawai‘i at 
MƗnoa's Department of Ocean and Resources Engineering (ORE), School of Ocean and Earth Science 
and Technology (SOEST). Kilo Nalu provides data and power connections to a suite of observational 
instruments that investigate waves, tides, currents and nearshore water quality. Figure 3-2 shows the 
components of the Observatory, which include nodes at 10 and 20 meter depths, T-chain arrays at 10 and 
20 meter depths, acoustic Doppler current profilers at 10 and 20 meter depths, and a Seahorse moored 
profiler at 30 meters deep. Additional instrumentation at greater depths is planned. Additional data are 
collected by autonomous underwater vehicles, research ships and satellites. 
 

 
Figure 3-2:  Components of the Kilo Nalu O‘ahu Reef Observatory 

 

3.3.5.2 Approach to Impact Analysis 

Comments received in the Federal scoping process from the University of Hawai‘i’s (UH) Kilo Nalu 
marine scientists indicated potential conflicts between construction and operation of the HSWAC 
seawater system along the eastern alternative route (Alternative 2) and the facilities and operations of the 
Kilo Nalu Observatory. 
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Methodology 
 
Several meetings of the applicant’s engineers and planners and Kilo Nalu scientists were held to develop 
an understanding of each other’s requirements and determine if adjustments to the HSWAC route were 
technically feasible. As a result, additional geotechnical studies were conducted to investigate the 
feasibility of a route to the west of the dredge spoil mounds, closer to the Honolulu Harbor entrance 
channel. 

Determination of Significance 
 
For the purpose of this EIS, the proposed action and alternatives would cause a significant impact on 
ocean research if they: 

x Would physically affect the array of instrumentation currently in place; 
x Would alter access to the instrument array for data recovery, maintenance or expansion; or 
x Would alter the quality of data or create a discontinuity in the time series of data collected in 

the research. 

3.3.5.3 Impacts 

No Action Alternative  
 
The No Action Alternative would have no effect on the facilities or operations of the Kilo Nalu 
Observatory, as under that alternative the applicant would neither construct nor operate a seawater piping 
system offshore of Kaka‘ako. 

Alternative 1 
 
Following identification of the potential conflict of the eastern seawater pipeline route with the facilities 
and operations of the Kilo Nalu Observatory, additional engineering evaluations of the bathymetry, slope, 
sediment characteristics, and geological hazards in the area closer to the Honolulu Harbor entrance 
channel were conducted. A technically feasible route to the west of the dredge spoil mounds was defined. 
This western route was adopted as part of Alternatives 1, 3, and 4 while the eastern route was retained as 
part of Alternative 2.  
 
Alternative 1 would have no direct or indirect, short-term or long-term adverse effects on research 
activities of the Kilo Nalu Observatory. Synergistic beneficial effects in terms of increased understanding 
of nearshore oceanographic processes would be possible by linking the applicant’s proposed construction 
and operations monitoring program with the research interests of the Kilo Nalu scientists. The applicant 
and the Kilo Nalu staff have agreed to collaborate in future efforts. Potential collaboration may involve 
such activities as: 

• Real-time environmental monitoring; 
• Instrumentation of the deep intake pipe (temperature, pressure, velocity); 
• Shore cable access; 
• Video and/or acoustic monitoring; and 
• ROV/autonomous underwater vehicle (AUV) surveying. 

Alternative 2 
 
In the short term, construction operations associated with creating the receiving pit could affect localized 
water quality and degrade the time series of water quality data collected by the Observatory. Vessel 
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operations, in particular anchoring, could physically damage the instrument array. Installation of the 
seawater pipes and collars likewise could physically damage the instrument array. The long-term presence 
of the pipes and collars could affect local hydrodynamics and thereby permanently affect the long-term 
time series of water current data. Alternative 2, therefore, would have significant direct short-term and 
long-term adverse effects on the facilities and operations of the Kilo Nalu Observatory. Indirect adverse 
effects could include such things as reduced access to research grants and reduced research opportunities 
for students and faculty, and these would be significant in both the short-term and long-term as well. 
Potential collaboration between the applicant and Kilo Nalu scientists would be possible as for 
Alternative 1, but some reduced enthusiasm might be anticipated given the significant degradation of the 
observatory’s mission under this alternative. 

Alternative 3 
 
Alternative 3 would have no direct or indirect, short-term or long-term adverse impacts on research 
activities of the Kilo Nalu Observatory. Potential beneficial effects of collaboration with the UH marine 
scientists would be similar to those under Alternative 1. 

Alternative 4 (Preferred Alternative) 
 
Alternative 4 would have no direct or indirect, short-term or long-term adverse impacts on research 
activities of the Kilo Nalu Observatory. Potential beneficial effects of collaboration with the UH marine 
scientists would be similar to those under Alternative 1. 

3.3.6 Commercial Fishing 

3.3.6.1 Existing Conditions 

In Hawai‘i, anyone who sells any part of their catch is classified a commercial fisherman. Commercial 
fisherman must be licensed by the State and submit catch reporting forms. Many recreational or 
subsistence fishermen sell portions of their catch to recover trip expenses, and thus are nominally 
commercial fishermen. Fishery resources in the project area are depleted as a result of habitat degradation 
and overfishing. Nevertheless, shore fishing is popular, and net and spear fishing are practiced nearshore. 
Reef fishing from small boats takes place offshore and some of the charter boats from Kewalo Basin now 
offer night reef fishing.  
 
Commercial catches are reported to the Hawai‘i Division of Aquatic Resources (DAR) monthly by 
statistical area. Area 400 extends two miles offshore from the middle of the Reef Runway to Diamond 
Head. Area 420 extends seaward from 2 to 20 miles offshore. DAR’s 2005 landings summary report (the 
latest year for which data are available on line) show that 46,428 pounds (including fish, shellfish, and 
seaweed) were landed from these two areas. That represents 0.02% of the O‘ahu landings. The report 
does not provide data on landings by each of these areas or on the species composition of those landings, 
but DAR kindly provided the 2007 data for these two areas (Table 3-1). 
 
 
 

 
Table 3-1:  Commercial Marine Landings off Kaka‘ako in 2007 

Species Group Species 
Area 

400 420 
lbs. Landed lbs. Landed 

AKULE/OPELU AKULE/HALALU 3,365 *** 
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Table 3-1:  Commercial Marine Landings off Kaka‘ako in 2007 

Species Group Species 
Area 

400 420 
lbs. Landed lbs. Landed 

OPELU 592 *** 
AKULE/OPEL SUBTOTAL 3,957 *** 

BILLFISHES 

BLUE MARLIN   3002 
SHORT BILL SPEARFISH   180 
STRIPED MARLIN   622 
SWORDFISH ***  

BILLFISHES SUBTOTAL *** 3804 

DEEPBOTTOM 

HAPUUPUU *** *** 
KALEKALE   *** 
OPAKAPAKA *** *** 
UKU *** *** 
EHU 44 44 
ONAGA *** 781 
LEHI   *** 
GINDAI   *** 
HOGO   *** 
TAAPE 1358   

DEEPBOTTOM SUBTOTAL 1402 825 

INSHORE 

A'AWA ***   
AHA ***   
AWA 74   
HILU ***   
KALA 82   
KAWALEA ***   
KUMU 39   
LAENIHI 4   
MAIKO ***   
MA'O MA'O ***   
MANINI 385   
MOANA 83   
MU ***   
NAENEA ***   
NENUE ***   
NUNU ***   
OIO ***   
PALANI 776   
PANUHUNUHU ***   
PUALU ***   
PUHI (MISC.) ***   
PUHI (BLACK/BROWN) ***   
UHU (MISC.) 1,154   
MENPACHI 44   
MALU ***   
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Table 3-1:  Commercial Marine Landings off Kaka‘ako in 2007 

Species Group Species 
Area 

400 420 
lbs. Landed lbs. Landed 

TOAU ***   
ROI 38   
POO PAA ***   
OPELU KALA ***   
KALALEI ***   
RED WEKE 405   
WEKE A'A (WHITE) ***   
MOANO KALE ***   

INSHORE SUBTOTAL 3,084   

JACKS 

OMILU 100 *** 
KAGAMI ***   
DOBE ***   
SASA ***   
PAPA 13   
WHITE PAPIO/ULUA 522   
PAPIO, ULUA (MISC.)*** 22   

JACKS SUBTOTAL 657 *** 

MISC. PELAGIC MAHIMAHI 393 6,473 
ONO *** 1,223 

MISC. PELAGIC SUBTOTAL 393 7,696 

OTHER ANIMAL 
SQUID ***   
HE'E (DAY TAKO) 2,744   
OPIHI 'ALINA ***   

OTHER ANIMAL SUBTOTAL 2744   

SEAWEEDS 
LIMU KOHU ***   
OGO 471   

SEAWEEDS SUBTOTAL 471   

SHELLS 

CONIDAE na   
C. TIGRIS na   
C. MARIAE na   
MURICIDAE na   
SPNDYLIDAE na   
TEREBRIDAE na   
ARCHITECTONICIDAE na   

SHELLS SUBTOTAL na   

TUNA 
AKU 75 753 
YELLOWFIN TUNA *** 5,704 
KAWAKAWA   46 

TUNA SUBTOTAL 75 6,503 
UNCLASS/MISC. UNKNOWN/MISC*** 1,313 1,051 

UNCLASS/MISC. UNKNOWN/MISC*** 1,313 ,1051 
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Table 3-1:  Commercial Marine Landings off Kaka‘ako in 2007 

Species Group Species 
Area 

400 420 
lbs. Landed lbs. Landed 

AREA TOTAL 14,096 19,879 
CY2007 for 400/420 GRAND TOTAL 33,975 
***Due to low level of fishermen reporting and to preserve confidentiality, data for these species 
are pooled under their respective species group unclassified miscellaneous or the Unclass./Misc. 
category. 
Source:  State of Hawai‘i, DLNR, Division of Aquatic Resources 

 
Landings in 2007 were nearly 27% less than in 2005. Landings in Area 400, nearest to shore, were 14,093 
pounds, dominated by akule, a coastal schooling fish, taape, an introduced snapper, uhu (parrotfish), and 
he‘e (octopus). Akule is fished from a boat with nets or hook and line. Taape are usually taken on hooks. 
Parrotfish and octopus are usually taken by divers with spears.  
 
Landings in Area 420 further offshore reflect the necessity to fish that area from a boat. A total of 19,878 
pounds was landed, with the great majority being pelagic species typically caught by trolling including 
tunas, billfish, mahimahi and ono (wahoo). A small quantity of deep bottomfish was harvested, mostly 
onaga.  

3.3.6.2 Approach to Impact Analysis 

Methodology 
 
The applicant consulted the DLNR DAR, which provided a breakdown of reported commercial fishing 
catches in the areas offshore of Kaka‘ako. These were compared with the catches reported for all waters 
around O‘ahu to assess the importance of potentially affected areas to commercial fishing. From the types 
of fish landed, the most likely types of fishing gear were deduced and used to assess the types of impacts 
that might be experienced by commercial fishermen. 

Determination of Significance 
 
For the purpose of this EIS, the proposed action and alternatives would cause a significant impact on 
commercial fishing if they: 

x Would alter access to important fishing grounds, 
x Would substantially alter the size of fishery stocks, or 
x Would cause substantial physical alterations of habitat for fishery stocks. 

3.3.6.3 Impacts 

No Action Alternative  
 
The No Action Alternative would have no direct or indirect, short-term or long-term, adverse effects on 
commercial fishing because there would be no offshore construction activities or facilities. 

Alternative 1 
 
The area immediately offshore of Kaka‘ako has been highly impacted by historical uses, has little relief, 
and is periodically subjected to high surf events that maintain the marine community in an early stage of 
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succession. Commercial fishery landings data verify that this area is not a frequently used fishing ground. 
The area from the middle of the Reef Runway to Diamond Head from the shoreline out to 20 miles 
offshore produced 0.02% of the 2007 O‘ahu commercial landings. The primary ROI for potential effects 
on commercial fishing is but a small percentage of that and includes the area between Honolulu Harbor 
and Kewalo Basin from the shoreline out to about 5 miles. This ROI would produce an even smaller 
percentage of the annual O‘ahu commercial landings. A secondary ROI would be Channel D in Ke‘ehi 
Lagoon where floating pipes would be stored prior to deployment. During construction and pipeline 
deployment off Kaka‘ako, the same access restrictions would apply to commercial fishing as described 
above for recreational uses. 
 
During construction, fish in the ROI may be temporarily displaced to adjacent areas by the noise and 
construction activities. Conversely, they may be attracted to disturbed areas by greater foraging 
opportunities. In either event, a substantial reduction of fishery stocks would not result and the direct 
effect would be less than significant. 
 
It is unlikely that any commercial fishing takes place in the proposed Ke‘ehi Lagoon staging area, but it 
too would be prohibited in the operations area during pipeline assembly. Again, fishing effort could be 
shifted to other areas of Ke‘ehi Lagoon and both direct and indirect effects would be less than significant.  
 
Once the system is installed, the pipeline would supply vertical relief to the benthic environment. It is 
possible that because of additional habitat and shelter provided by the pipeline and anchor collars that fish 
populations and other components of the benthic and demersal community would increase, providing 
enhanced opportunities for both commercial and recreational fishing. This would be an indirect beneficial 
effect.  
 
In summary, Alternative 1 would have a direct, short-term, less than significant, adverse effect on 
commercial fishing due to the restriction of access to the offshore construction area. Fishermen, however, 
would be able to shift effort to other nearby grounds if so desired. Fishing effort relocation would be an 
indirect, short-term, less than significant impact as there is not much fishing effort in the ROI. To the 
extent the presence of the HSWAC structures in the water column increase localized fish density, there 
would be a potential indirect, long-term beneficial effect to fishermen. 

Alternative 2 
 
The potential effects of Alternative 2 would be the same as for Alternative 1.  

Alternative 3 
 
The potential effects of Alternative 3 would be similar to those of Alternatives 1 or 2, but because the 
length of double pipes would be greater, habitat enhancement would also be greater resulting in a 
comparatively greater potential indirect beneficial effect to commercial or recreational fishing. 

Alternative 4 (Preferred Alternative) 
 
The potential effects of Alternative 4 would be similar to those of Alternative3, but because the length of  
double pipes would be even greater, habitat enhancement would also be greater resulting in a 
comparatively greater potential indirect beneficial effect to commercial or recreational fishing. 
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3.3.7 Military Activities 

3.3.7.1 Existing Conditions 

The Pearl Harbor Entrance Channel is a Naval Defense Sea Area, and is closed to the public. This area 
begins about three miles west of the proposed HSWAC pipeline route, and extends about three to four 
miles offshore in the area fronting the Reef Runway of the Honolulu International Airport. 

3.3.7.2 Approach to Impact Analysis 

Methodology 
 
The ROI for military activities is offshore of Kaka‘ako from Honolulu Harbor to Kewalo Basin and from 
the shoreline to about five miles offshore. NOAA nautical chart 19369 (O‘ahu South Coast – Approaches 
to Pearl Harbor) was examined for areas designated for military use.  

Determination of Significance 
 
For the purpose of this EIS, the proposed action and alternatives would cause a significant impact on 
military activities if they: 

x Would require transit through or operations in a prohibited area, 
x Would obstruct a military activity, or 
x Would create a use conflict that results in a public safety concern. 

3.3.7.3 Impacts 

No Action Alternative  
 
The No Action Alternative would have no direct or indirect, short-term or long-term, adverse effect on 
military activities because there would be no offshore construction activities or facilities. 

Alternative 1 
 
Within the HSWAC project area there are no prohibited areas or areas designated for particular military 
uses. The nearest prohibited area is the Pearl Harbor Entrance Channel, which is a Naval Defense Sea 
Area, and is closed to the public. This area begins about three miles west of the proposed HSWAC 
pipeline route, and extends about three to four miles offshore in the area fronting the Reef Runway of the 
Honolulu International Airport. There would be no reason for vessels engaged in delivery of HSWAC 
materials to the Sand Island staging area to enter the restricted zone, nor would any vessels engaged in 
construction and pipeline deployment enter this area. Approximately two miles further offshore of the 
proposed seawater intake location is a submarine test and trial area. No HSWAC operations would take 
place in that area. There would be no impacts to military activities as a result of conducting operations in 
a prohibited area or in areas designated for non-exclusive military use. Vessels entering or leaving Pearl 
Harbor would not be affected by the proposed construction operations. Therefore, the HSWAC project 
would have no short-term or long-term, direct or indirect, adverse effects on military operations. 

Alternative 2 
 
The potential effects of Alternative 2 would be the same as for Alternative 1. 

Alternative 3 
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The potential effects of Alternative 3 would be the same as for Alternative 1. 

Alternative 4 (Preferred Alternative) 
 
The potential effects of Alternative 4 would be the same as for Alternative 1. 

3.3.8 Utilities 

3.3.8.1 Existing Conditions 

Utilities service for the HSWAC system would be required only at the cooling station site. The site is 
within the Kaka‘ako Community Development District Improvement District, which has undergone 
significant utility upgrades in recent years. Existing utilities at that site are as follows. A 15-inch sewer 
main runs under Ilalo Street adjacent to the site. The line is enlarged to 21 inches at Keawe Street, just 
‘Ewa of the site. There is a six-inch lateral connection to the sewer line at the western corner of the parcel. 
Adequate sewer capacity would be available for the small number of on-site employees at the cooling 
station.  
An existing 12-inch water main runs under Ilalo Street. An eight-inch lateral connection into the proposed 
cooling station site is in place. New fire hydrants were installed along Ilalo Street as part of the 
Improvement District 9 (ID9) project. It is expected that adequate water supply would be available at the 
site. 
 
Drainage improvements were made to Ilalo Street as part of the ID9 project. There is a storm drain 
opening on Ilalo Street opposite the site which feeds an 11.5 feet x 9 feet box drain in Ilalo Street. At 
Keawe Street the storm drain turns makai and parallels an existing 8 feet x 4 feet box drain that runs 
makai on Keawe Street.  
 
Fire hydrants are installed throughout the Kaka‘ako Makai District area. Data for the hydrants closest to 
the preferred site are as follows. 

x FH 4075 located on Keawe Street between Ala Moana Boulevard and Ilalo Street 
o Static Pressure: 74 psi 
o Flow at 20 psi Residual Pressure: 4,000 gpm 

x FH 1725 located on Ala Moana Boulevard between Coral Street and Cooke Street 
o Static Pressure: 74 psi 
o Flow at 20 psi Residual Pressure: 4,000 gpm 

x FH 4864 located on Cooke Street between Ala Moana Boulevard and Ilalo Street 
o Static Pressure: 74 psi 
o Flow at 20 psi Residual Pressure: 4,000 gpm 

 
Recently completed improvements to Ilalo Street include underground ducts for the electrical, 
telecommunications, and cable television systems. The improvements include provision of service 
conduit stubs into the preferred cooling station site. HECO’s primary electrical infrastructure on Ilalo 
Street consists of six six-inch conduits and related manholes. Service stubs for parcels along Ilalo Street 
consist of two four-inch conduits. 
 
Hawaiian Telcom telecommunications system infrastructure on Ilalo Street consists of eight four-inch 
conduits and related manholes. Service stubs for the parcels along Ilalo consist of four four-inch conduits.  

3.3.8.2 Approach to Impact Analysis 

Methodology 
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The applicant assessed the demands for utilities at the cooling station and determined the capacities of the 
existing utility systems in the immediate vicinity to determine if available service capacities were 
adequate. 

Determination of Significance 
 
For the purpose of this EIS, the proposed action and alternatives would cause a significant impact on 
utilities if they: 

x Would substantially alter demand for utility services, or 
x Would alter the capacity and or availability of the utility infrastructure, for other users. 

3.3.8.3 Impacts 

No Action Alternative  
 
The No Action Alternative would have no direct or indirect, short-term or long-term, adverse effect on 
utilities. The proposed system would not be constructed. There would be no additional utilities demand 
from the cooling station, but there also would be no net beneficial effect on utilities consumption and 
future infrastructure requirements. 

Alternative 1 
 
With the replacement of individual chiller-based cooling systems with a district SWAC system, the 
project is intended to provide reliable, lower cost air conditioning for major government, commercial and 
residential buildings in downtown Honolulu. Constructing the HSWAC system would reduce O‘ahu’s 
electricity demand. It also would reduce demands for potable water and wastewater treatment and 
disposal. Utilities service for the HSWAC system would be required only at the cooling station site. 
Although the proposed cooling station would create demands for electricity, water and wastewater 
treatment and disposal, the applicant states there would be a net savings that would result from system 
implementation. Most of the water demand would be make-up water for the distribution system. Table 3-
2 summarizes the utility demands at the cooling station. The cooling station would have only one 
bathroom and wash-down requirements would be minimal. The electrical demand arises from the 
seawater pumps, fresh water pumps, chillers and support equipment. 
 

Table 3-2:  Cooling Station Utility Demands 

Utility Units Demand 
Daily Monthly Annual Peak 

Water Gallons 2,740 83,333 1,000,000 N/A 
Sewer Gallons 27 833 10,000 N/A 
Electric KWH 55,479 1,687,500 20,250,000 7,500 

 
According to the applicant, new electrical utility service connections would be provided to the cooling 
station. New HECO feeders from their nearby substations would provide electrical power to the project. 
These feeders would most likely be routed underground in ducts and manholes via two routes. The first 
route would start at the mauka side of the intersection of Ala Moana Boulevard and Ward Avenue and 
continue along Ilalo Street to the cooling station. A second route would begin near the intersection of Ala 
Moana Boulevard and South Street and continue along Ala Moana Boulevard and Keawe Street to the 
cooling station. 
 
The annual demands include 1,000,000 gallons of water, primarily for make-up water for the distribution 
system; 10,000 gallons of wastewater requiring treatment and disposal; and 20,250,000 KWH of 
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electricity for the pumps, chillers and other equipment. The existing infrastructure at the proposed cooling 
station location is adequate to supply the required utilities.  
 
There is also adequate fire protection and telecommunications capacity available at the site. Hawaiian 
Telcom would have to provide cabling to support the new facilities. On-site fire protection would be 
coordinated with the Fire Protection Bureau of the Honolulu Fire Department. Final confirmation of the 
adequacy of all utilities at the site would be made when construction drawings are submitted for review.  
 
Of significance is the net effect on utilities, which would satisfy the purpose and need for the project. The 
following paragraphs describe the beneficial effects of Alternative 1. 
 
Cooling towers for conventional air conditioning systems require potable water to make up for 
evaporation, drift, and blow down. SWAC systems eliminate the need for cooling towers and, as a result, 
reduce potable water use, toxic chemical use, and the production of sewage.  

x The 25,000-ton HSWAC project would save up to 260 million gallons of potable water per year 
(see Appendix C for this calculation). 

x This is equivalent to nearly two days of potable water use on O‘ahu. 
 
Evaporation from cooling towers increases the concentration of dissolved substances present in the make-
up water. Also, chemicals are added to cooling tower water to prevent corrosion and the growth of 
organisms. This contaminated water must periodically be discharged to the sewers (blow down) and 
replaced with fresh water. SWAC eliminates the need for cooling towers and reduces the production of 
sewage. 

x The 25,000-ton HSWAC project would reduce sewage generation by up to 84 million gallons per 
year (see Appendix C for this calculation). 

x This is equivalent to nearly one day’s generation of sewage on O‘ahu. 
 
Building cooling (chillers, cooling towers, and chilled water circulation) is the largest single component 
of commercial and industrial electricity use.  
 
Conventional air conditioning systems rely on energy-intensive chillers. The cooling towers associated 
with these chillers also consume electricity. SWAC systems involve less energy-intensive pumping of 
seawater and chilled water. An insignificant amount of additional energy would be required for the high 
efficiency auxiliary chillers used in the SWAC system to optimize the temperature of water delivered to 
customers. However, the return seawater from the heat exchangers would be used for condenser cooling 
of the auxiliary chillers, thereby substantially increasing their efficiency. Energy savings with SWAC 
systems are 75%, or more, compared to conventional air conditioning.  

x The 25,000-ton HSWAC project would save more than 77.5 million kWh/year. This is equivalent 
to more than 27,000 residential solar water heating systems. 

 
HECO’s daily peak power demand (megawatts [MW]) is caused primarily by air conditioning usage. For 
the first time in many years, HECO experienced a system peak demand during the daytime in August. On 
August 20, 2004, at about 1:30 p.m. a record system peak was observed.  
 
HECO typically experiences its peak demand during a weekday evening in October. This system peak is 
primarily due to increased residential use after people get home from work and school. SWAC 
considerably reduces both the broad daytime peak, as well as the sharper evening peak shown in the 
following diagram (Figure 3-3). 
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x The 25,000-ton HSWAC project would eliminate the need for more than 14 megawatts of new 
generation. This is equivalent to more than 17,000 residential solar water heating systems (see 
Appendix C for this calculation). 

x This reduced demand for new energy generation is equivalent to one year of HECO’s projected 
load growth (see Appendix C for this calculation). 

x The reduced need for expensive new electricity generation capacity would help to keep O‘ahu’s 
electric rates lower for longer. 

HECO Hourly Electricity Demand on Peak Demand Day – 2007
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Figure 3-3:  HECO Hourly Electricity Demand on Peak Demand Day – 2007 

(Source:  HECO, 2007) 
 
Hawai‘i is more than 90% dependent on imported fossil fuels. About 96% of the electricity generated on 
O‘ahu comes from fossil fuels, and most of this is oil. A SWAC system can considerably reduce imports 
of crude oil. 

x The 25,000-ton HSWAC project would reduce crude oil consumption by about 178,000 barrels 
per year (see Appendix C for this calculation). 

 
Hawai‘i’s dependence on imported fossil fuels makes the State vulnerable to supply disruptions. 
Reducing this dependence through increased energy efficiency and use of renewables would help to 
increase energy security. 
 
The net effect of any of the action alternatives on the power, water, and wastewater utilities would be to 
reduce regional demands. Localized demands at either potential cooling station site would be increased, 
but adequate capacities exist for the proposed facility as well as other potential developments in the area. 
In the downtown area, utilities demands would be lowered.  
 
Solid waste would be generated during construction and would be reused or disposed of at the approved 
construction debris landfill, as appropriate. Once operational, the cooling station would generate less than 
significant amounts of solid waste. A commercial firm would be contracted to dispose of the solid waste.  
 
The applicant’s engineers are participating in a joint City and State utilities coordinating committee that 
frequently meets to coordinate utilities and traffic work to minimize conflicts between projects requiring 
street closures. The input from that committee would be used in scheduling where trenching would occur 
at any given time. Major construction projects in the downtown to Waikiki corridor are summarized on 
the City’s Drive Akamai website (http://www.driveakamai.org). Water, sewer, and roadway projects by 
City, or State agencies or private developers are described and mapped.  

http://www.driveakamai.org/
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Construction of the chilled water distribution system may require relocation of existing utility 
infrastructure. Where utility conflicts cannot be resolved by altering the route, new underground ducts and 
manholes would be constructed to reroute the existing facilities away from the chilled water distribution 
system. Any damage to existing utilities from construction or operation of the HSWAC system would be 
repaired by the applicant and their contractors. 
 
In summary, Alternative 1 would have substantial, direct, long-term, beneficial regional and island-wide 
effects on demands for electricity, potable water and wastewater treatment. Benefits of the HSWAC 
system would include savings of more than 77.5 million kWh/yr of electricity, up to 260 million gallons 
of potable water, as well as elimination of up to 84 million gallons of sewage annually. The HSWAC 
system also would have substantial indirect, long-term beneficial impacts on electrical infrastructure 
including eliminating the need for 14 MW of new generation. During construction, Alternative 1 would 
have a short-term, direct, adverse but less than significant effect on utilities consumption and waste 
generation, both wastewater and solid waste. As mitigation for the construction-related increase in solid 
waste generation, asphalt, soil and sand from excavations would be beneficially reused to the extent 
possible.  

Alternative 2 
 
Under Alternative 2, the cooling station would be located on Pier 1 of Honolulu Harbor. Utilities 
demands for cooling station operations would be identical to those described for Alternative 1. Utilities 
infrastructure at the site is adequate to satisfy these demands.  
 
Alternative 2 would have the same effects as Alternative 1: direct, long-term, beneficial regional and 
island-wide effects on demands for electricity, potable water and wastewater treatment and a short-term, 
direct, adverse but less than significant effect on utilities consumption and waste generation, both 
wastewater and solid waste. Mitigation for the construction-related increase in solid waste generation 
would be as above for Alternative 1. 

Alternative 3 
 
Alternative 3 would have the same effects as Alternative 1. The cooling station would be in the same 
location as under Alternative 1, and utilities there have adequate capacity for the proposed use.  

Alternative 4 (Preferred Alternative) 
 
Alternative 4 would have the same effects as Alternative 1. The cooling station would be in the same 
location as under Alternative 1, and utilities there have adequate capacity for the proposed use.  

3.3.9 Ambient Noise 

3.3.9.1 Existing Conditions 

Noise in the Kaka‘ako district was surveyed as part of the Kaka‘ako Makai Waterfront Master Plan and 
the 1990 Supplemental EIS for the Kaka‘ako Makai Area. The three main sources of noise in the 
Kaka‘ako district are vehicular traffic, aircraft, and industrial equipment. Noise from industrial equipment 
was measured at between 72 and 80 dB. Ambient noise limits in the downtown area are 60 decibels (dB) 
from 7 a.m. until 10 p.P��DQG����G%�DW�DOO�RWKHU�WLPHV��+DZDLދL�$GPLQLVWUDWLYH�5XOHV�>+$5@�&KDSWHU����
“Community Noise Control”). 
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The Day-Night Sound Level (Ldn) is more appropriate for describing noise from a source that generates 
noise both day and night. The Ldn is an average of noise levels over a 24-hour period. The average 
includes a penalty for noise generated between 10 pm and 7 am. The noise level from vehicular traffic on 
Ala Moana Blvd. to someone 50 feet from the street was 60 Ldn. Noise from aircraft in the area proposed 
for the cooling station was between 60 and 65 Ldn. 

3.3.9.2 Approach to Impact Analysis 

The main sources of noise and vibration resulting from the proposed project would be from construction-
related equipment and operations, and from on site and off site vehicular traffic. Construction noise would 
be generated both onshore and offshore. Onshore noise would be generated by excavation of the jacking 
pit, construction of the cooling station, assembly of the pipes and other operations at the staging area and 
vehicular traffic on work sites and public roadways. Offshore noise would be generated by pile driving 
around the receiving pit, excavation of the receiving pit and operations associated with connecting the 
microtunneled pipes with the surface mounted pipes, installing the pipelines on the bottom, driving pipe 
piles through the collars, and surface vessel and equipment operations. Underwater noise and potential 
effects on protected marine species are discussed in Section 3.7.5.3 and in NMFS’ Biological Opinion 
(Appendix M). Once operational, noise from the system would be largely contained within the cooling 
station. 

Methodology 
 
Potential sources of noise were identified and, where possible, the potential noise was estimated on the 
basis of published information on noise sources. Construction noise would be generated by the use of 
heavy equipment on job sites and by vehicles accessing the construction sites and would be short-term in 
duration (i.e., the duration of the construction period). Commonly, use of heavy equipment occurs 
sporadically throughout daytime hours. Table 3-3 provides a list of representative samples of construction 
equipment and associated noise levels, adjusted for the percentage of time equipment would typically be 
operated at full power at a construction site. Construction noise varies greatly depending on the 
construction process, type and condition of equipment used, and layout of the construction site. Overall, 
construction noise levels are governed primarily by the noisiest pieces of equipment, impact devices (e.g., 
jackhammers, pile drivers).  
 

Table 3-3:  Examples of Construction Equipment Noise 

Equipment Description Impact 
Device1 

Acoustical 
Usage Factor2 

(%) 

Actual Measured Lmax 
@ 50 feet3 (dBA, slow) 
(Samples Averaged) 

Number of Actual 
Data Samples4 

(Count) 
All Other Equipment > 5 HP No 50 N/A 0 
Backhoe No 40 78 372 
Clam Shovel (dropping) Yes 20 87 4 
Compactor (ground) No 20 83 57 
Compressor (air) No 40 78 18 
Concrete Mixer Truck No 40 79 40 
Concrete Saw No 20 90 55 
Crane No 16 81 405 
Dozer No 40 82 55 
Dump Truck No 40 76 31 
Excavator No 40 81 170 
Front End Loader No 40 79 96 
Generator No 50 81 19 
Grader No 40 N/A 0 
Impact Pile Driver Yes 20 101 11 
Jackhammer Yes 20 89 133 
Pavement Scarifier No 20 90 2 
Paver No 50 77 9 
Roller No 20 80 16 
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Equipment Description Impact 
Device1 

Acoustical 
Usage Factor2 

(%) 

Actual Measured Lmax 
@ 50 feet3 (dBA, slow) 
(Samples Averaged) 

Number of Actual 
Data Samples4 

(Count) 
Scraper No 40 84 12 
Tractor No 40 N/A 0 
Vibratory Pile Driver No 20 101 44 
Notes: 
1. Indication whether or not the equipment is an impact device  
2. The acoustical usage factor refers to the percentage of time the equipment is running at full power on the job site and is assumed at a typical 

construction site for modeling purposes  
3. The measured "Actual" emission level at 50 feet for each piece of equipment based on hundreds of emission measurements performed on 

Central Artery/Tunnel, Boston MA work sites 
4. The number of samples that were averaged together to compute the "Actual" emission level 
Source: USDOT 2006. 
 
The dB level of a sound decreases (or attenuates) exponentially as the distance from the source increases. 
For a single point source, like a construction bulldozer, the sound level decreases by approximately 6 dBs 
for each doubling of distance from the source. 
 
Most of the noise generated by the HSWAC Project that could affect sensitive human receptors would be 
from construction at the site of the cooling station, in the proposed staging area, and along the distribution 
route. Microtunneling and offshore construction would also generate underwater noise and vibrations that 
could affect marine organisms (see Section 3.7.5.3).  

Determination of Significance 
 
The estimated noise levels were reviewed to determine if they would: 

x Represent a substantial change in the current ambient noise level,  
x Have an impact on a substantial population of sensitive receptors, or  
x Be inconsistent with any relevant and applicable standards. 

3.3.9.3 Impacts 

No Action Alternative  
 
The No-Action Alternative would have no direct or indirect, short-term or long-term, adverse effect on 
ambient noise because it would create no noise from construction or operations, but neither would it 
eliminate cooling tower noise from buildings connected to the proposed system. 

Alternative 1 
 
Noise from construction activity varies with the types of equipment used and the duration of use. During 
operation, heavy equipment and other construction activities generate noise levels ranging typically from 
70 to 90 dBA at a distance of 50 feet (15.2 m). Noise levels would diminish with distance from the 
construction activity. During facilities construction, use of heavy equipment would occur sporadically 
throughout the daytime hours. Although some heavy equipment would be used throughout the 
construction process, the noisiest heavy equipment would be associated with site preparation. The types 
of equipment necessary for site preparation would be excavators, graders, pavers, dump trucks, and 
concrete mixers. Typical noise mitigation measures that would be employed, in addition to the time of 
day restrictions, include use of proper mufflers on any gas or air-powered equipment and restricting night 
work to less noisy tasks. Nevertheless, excessive noise would be generated during construction.  
 
State noise regulations are contained in HAR Chapter 46 “Community Noise Control.” For State noise 
regulatory purposes, the downtown and Kaka‘ako areas are zoned Class B, which includes multi-family 
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dwellings, apartment, business, commercial, hotel, resort or similar. State regulations restrict construction 
noise in Class B zones to 60 dBA (at the property line) during the hours of 7 a.m. to 6 p.m. Monday 
through Friday, 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. on Saturday, and to 50 dBA at all other times. Noise limits may be 
temporarily exceeded during construction of Alternative 1, and a permit would therefore be required. 
Because some HSWAC construction would be scheduled to take place outside of the permitted hours, a 
variance would also be required.  
 
Much less noise would be associated with pipe assembly and deployment at the proposed staging area. At 
that location, there would be a minor amount of earth moving, vehicular traffic, offloading equipment and 
materials, fusing of the pipe, and transport of the pipe segments to the water. The proposed staging area is 
on a strip of land around the outer perimeter of Sand Island that is earmarked for future expansion of Sand 
Island State Park, and is zoned P2, General Preservation, by the county. The area is remote from the 
developed portion of Sand Island State Park and is bordered on the inland side by lands zoned I-3, 
Waterfront Industrial. The nearest human receptors would be in the Sand Island WWTP in the adjacent 
industrial zone. Nevertheless, according to HAR Chapter 46, because of its county zoning this parcel 
would be zoned Class A for noise regulatory purposes. State regulations restrict construction noise in 
Class A zones to 55 dBA (at the property line) during the hours of 7 a.m. to 6 p.m. Monday through 
Friday, 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. on Saturday, and to 45 dBA at all other times. Some of the staging operations 
would likely exceed the specified noise limits and a permit for this activity would be required. If the 
contractor works after hours a variance would also be required.  
 
Vehicular noise is no longer regulated by the State since repeal of HAR Chapter 42, Vehicular Noise 
&RQWURO�IRU�2ދDKX��5HYLVHG�2UGLQDQFHV�RI�WKH�&LW\�DQG�&RXQW\�RI�+RQROXOX�SURKLELW�XQXVXDO�HTXLSPHQW�
noises in excess of that which is necessary, muffler systems designed to increase engine sounds, and 
spurious automobile alarms, but otherwise do not regulate vehicular noise. Backup alarms on vehicles 
with restricted rear visibility and certain construction equipment are frequently the cause of complaints 
but are required by occupational safety regulations.  
 
Offshore construction operations under Alternative 1 would create noise from both vessels and 
equipment, and noise and vibration from pile driving. It is not anticipated that this noise would exceed 
regulatory levels at the shoreline and vibrations from construction of the receiving pit would be damped 
by the substratum without affecting any shoreside structures. Potential effects of noise on protected 
marine species are addressed in Section 3.7.5.3. 
 
In summary, Alternative 1 would have a direct, short-term, significant adverse effect on ambient noise 
levels at the cooling station site, in the staging area, and along the pipeline routes during construction. The 
required permit and variance likely would have attached mitigating conditions such as minimizing after 
hours noise in the vicinity of residential buildings near the distribution route. During operation of the 
proposed system no ambient noise impacts are expected. Existing noise from cooling towers would be 
eliminated at buildings connected to the system, which would be an indirect, long-term, beneficial effect.  

Alternative 2 
 
The potential effects of and mitigation measures for Alternative 2 would be the same as for Alternative 1.  

Alternative 3 
 
The potential effects of and mitigation measures for Alternative 3 would be the same as for Alternative 1.  

Alternative 4 (Preferred Alternative) 
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The potential effects of and mitigation measures for Alternative 4 would be the same as for Alternative 1.  

3.3.10 Hazardous and Toxic Materials 

3.3.10.1 Existing Conditions 

The HSWAC pipelines from the cooling station to the shoreline would pass the ‘Ewa end of Kaka‘ako 
Waterfront Park, which was created by capping a former landfill that received the waste from nearby 
incinerators and other sources. According to a report of a 1989 investigation (Ecology and Environment, 
1989), in addition to incinerator ash, the landfill received other wastes including unburned refuse, 
construction debris, household debris, drums of unknown liquids, automobile batteries and cans of paint 
thinner. Two incinerators, the first of which began operating in 1927 followed by the second in 1946, 
burned municipal refuse at the adjacent Kewalo Incinerator facility and transported the ash to Kewalo, 
which was located on a reclaimed area of nearshore reef and intertidal lands. A seawall was constructed in 
1948 to contain the expanding ash area. From the late 1950s until the early 1960s, refuse which exceeded 
the incinerators’ 200 tons per day capacity was reportedly open-burned at Kewalo. During the mid-1960s, 
excess refuse was disposed of on-site without burning.  
 
An earlier 1989 study (Woodward-Clyde Consultants, 1989) included drilling four soil borings through 
the landfill and installing groundwater monitoring wells. That study found that refuse material in the 
landfill consisting of ash, glass, concrete blocks, scrap metal, wire and plastics was up to 45 feet thick, 
and capped with 12 to 25 feet of soil. Coral was found at 56 feet below grade or 6 feet below mean sea 
level. A number of hazardous contaminants were found including organochlorine pesticides, semivolatile 
organic compounds, benzene, lead, asbestos, and heavy metals. 
 
A 1990 study (Harding Larson Associates, 1990) found methane gas being produced in the landfill and 
concentrations of arsenic, cadmium, copper, and lead above background levels. Chlordane and 
polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) were also detected.  
 
A Phase 1 environmental site assessment of the properties along the proposed route of the HSWAC 
pipelines, from the shoreline at the ‘Ewa side of Kaka’ako Waterfront Park along Keawe Street to Auahi 
Street, was completed to identify any potentially hazardous materials or conditions that could impact the 
construction of this section of the HSWAC Project pipeline system (Kauai Environmental, 2009). While 
no recognized environmental condition was observed on properties that would be directly affected by the 
HSWAC Project, the Kaka‘ako area has a history of industrial activities and was a site for waste disposal. 
Kauai Environmental’s review of environmental records on file at the State Department of Health HEER 
office indicated the following: 

x The use of waste materials including incinerator ash and construction debris as fill material was 
commonplace throughout the Kaka‘ako area.  

x Soil and groundwater contamination have been identified at the Kewalo Municipal Incinerator 
Landfill, now the Kaka‘ako Waterfront Park.  

x Soil and groundwater contamination have been identified at the Ala Moana Pump Station, located 
at 240 Keawe Street.  

x Groundwater transport of various contaminants has been documented in the Kaka‘ako area. 
 
The Phase 1 study recommended that a Phase 2 environmental site assessment be done and that was 
completed by Kauai Environmental in 2009. The results were reported as follows. 
 
Mauka Jacking Pit [near Ala Moana Boulevard]: Field screening results did not indicate the presence of 
volatile or semivolatile organic compounds at this location. No ash or other landfill debris was observed 
in surface soils. Laboratory results demonstrated that none of the contaminants analyzed in samples from 
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this area were present at levels exceeding environmental screening levels established by HDOH for 
residential areas. 
 
Receiving Pit [at the cooling station]: Field screening results indicated the presence of volatile or semi-
volatile organic compounds at the groundwater interface in one of three sampling locations; however, no 
volatile or semi-volatile compounds were identified in the samples collected, either during field screening 
or laboratory analysis. No ash or other landfill debris was observed in surface soils. Laboratory results 
demonstrated that none of the contaminants analyzed in samples from this area were present at levels 
exceeding HDOH screening levels for residential areas. 
 
Shoreline Jacking Pit: Field screening results did not indicate the presence of volatile or semivolatile 
organic compounds. However, surface soils above coralline deposits were almost entirely ash mixed with 
various types of debris. This material appeared to be consistent with incinerator waste from the historic 
landfill beneath Kaka‘ako Waterfront Park. Laboratory results indicated that metals, pesticides and 
dioxins are present in this material and that lead, the pesticide dieldrin, and dioxins are present at levels 
exceeding HDOH screening levels.  

3.3.10.2 Approach to Impact Analysis 

There is the potential for release of contaminants from beneath Kaka‘ako Waterfront Park to the ocean by 
the microtunneling operation. That is described in the water quality impact section. The focus of this 
section is use, storage and disposal of any hazardous or toxic materials associated with the construction or 
operation of the proposed system. The ROI for hazardous and toxic substances includes the entire project 
area and any adjoining area to which spills, leaks or releases could migrate and any off-site spoils 
processing or disposal areas. 

Methodology 
 
Hazardous or toxic substances that would be used or encountered in construction or operation of the 
proposed system were identified. Regulatory requirements, standard operating procedures and the 
likelihood of a leak, spill or release were evaluated. 

Determination of Significance 
 
For hazardous substances to be considered a significant impact, the following would have to occur: 

x Leaks, spills, or releases of hazardous substances to environmental media (i.e., soils, surface 
water, groundwater, air, and/or biota) resulting in unacceptable risks to human health or the 
environment, or 

x Violation of applicable Federal, State, or local laws or regulations regarding the transportation, 
storage, handling, use, or disposal of hazardous substances. 

3.3.10.3 Impacts 

No Action Alternative  
 
The No Action Alternative would have no direct or indirect, short-term or long-term adverse effect 
resulting from hazardous or toxic substances because there would be no construction or operations. 
However, hazardous and toxic chemicals would continue to be used in the cooling towers of individual 
buildings throughout the downtown area. 
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Alternative 1 
 
Construction of the HSWAC system would require use of petroleum, oil and lubricants (POL) which 
includes gasoline, diesel, oil, grease, and other related products. Proven and effective BMPs and SOPs 
would be used to: 

x Prevent, contain, and/or clean up spills and leaks to protect human health and the environment, 
and 

x Provide personnel training, operational protocols and procedures and any necessary equipment 
required to protect human health and the environment. 

 
Operation of the HSWAC cooling station would require additives to the cooling water to control pH, 
corrosion and biofouling in the distribution system. These would include molybdate or other anti-
corrosion agents and a biocide to control microbial activity. The biocide (bromine, chlorine bleach, or a 
non-oxidizing biocide) would be selected based on what is determined to be most effective at the time 
with some variation in type and dose to stay ahead of the microbes’ ability to become resistant to the 
effects of any one of the products. Chlorine bleach is not particularly effective at the loop pH so it would 
seldom be used. 
 
Typical products used in similar applications are: 

x ChemTreat CL-6033 (sodium tetraborate pentahydrate 10-30%; potassium hydroxide 5-10%; 
tolyltriazole, sodium salt) – used to control pH in the distribution loop. The target pH is 10.1, 
with a control range of 9.0 (minimum) to 10.5 (maximum). This liquid is corrosive and will cause 
burns or irreversible damage to eyes, skin, lungs or digestive tract. It is considered hazardous 
under the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) 261.22 (corrosivity criteria). The 
CERCLA reportable quantity is 1,000 pounds. Good ventilation and personal protective 
equipment (PPE) are required for safe handling. An eyewash fountain and quick-drench facilities 
should be available in the work area.  

x ChemTreat CL-2900 (sodium molybdate 35%) – used to inhibit corrosion of steel pipes and 
fittings in the distribution loop. The target concentration of molybdenum is 65 ppm with a control 
range of 50 ppm (minimum) to 80 ppm (maximum). This liquid can cause severe irritation of the 
eyes, skin or mucous membranes. It does not meet the criteria of a hazardous waste as described 
in 40 CFR 261. There is no reportable quantity under CERCLA. Good ventilation and PPE are 
recommended for safe handling. An eyewash fountain and quick-drench facilities should be 
available in the work area. 

x ChemTreat CL-4123 (Tolyltriazole, sodium salt 10-30%) – used to inhibit corrosion of copper or 
brass fittings in the distribution loop. This liquid is corrosive and will cause burns or irreversible 
damage to eyes, skin, lungs or digestive tract. There is no reportable quantity under CERCLA. 
Good ventilation and PPE are recommended for safe handling. An eyewash fountain and quick-
drench facilities should be available in the work area. 

 
All operations would be conducted in accordance with relevant State and Federal regulations. Cleaning of 
the seawater pipes would not be necessary and no antifouling or cleaning agents would ever be added to 
that part of the system.  
 
Excavation of the cooling station sump, the shoreline jacking pit, the offshore receiving pit, the 
microtunnels, the upper few feet from the emplaced pipe piles, and the distribution system trenches would 
all generate spoils requiring dewatering, testing and disposition. No excavated material would be stored or 
disposed of within waters of the United States. The applicant’s intent is to beneficially reuse all non-
contaminated spoils; however, contamination from some of these sources may be evident after testing. 
The results of the applicant’s Phase 2 environmental site assessment indicate that historic landfill 
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materials (including ash and debris consistent with material from the incinerator landfill site) would be 
encountered during excavation of surface soils at the shoreline jacking pit location, and that limited 
petroleum contamination may be encountered during excavation at the cooling station. Specific 
contaminants that may be encountered near the surface at the jacking pit include RCRA metals, 
chlorinated pesticides and dioxins, but quantities cannot be estimated in advance. However, none of these 
compounds were found at levels exceeding the Hawaii State Department of Health Tier 1 Action Levels 
for unrestricted (i.e., residential) use. The only contaminant found at levels exceeding its Tier 1 
environmental action level (EAL) was lead, which was measured at 660 mg/Kg. Though in excess of the 
Tier 1 EAL, this lead concentration is well below USEPA’s standard for acceptable levels of lead in 
surface soils of 1,200 mg/Kg for exposed dirt at residential, child-occupied Federal housing. At the 
cooling station receiving pit, RCRA metals, chlorinated pesticides and petroleum compounds may be 
encountered near the surface. Again, it is not possible to predict in advance quantities that may be 
encountered. Microtunneling would generate a slurry of ground coral and rock derived from native, 
undisturbed materials at depths of 22 feet and deeper. It is not anticipated that any contaminated materials 
would be generated in the microtunneling operation, but testing would be completed prior to final 
disposition. 
 
7KH�DSSOLFDQW�KDV�SUHSDUHG�DQG�WKH�6WDWH�RI�+DZDLދL�KDV�DFFHSWHG�DQ�(QYLURQPHQWDO�+D]DUG�0DQDJHment 
Plan (EHMP) (Appendix D) that specifies testing requirements for the excavated materials and disposal 
requirements for contaminated spoils. The applicant intends to implement the EHMP through imposition 
of relevant site specific requirements on the selected contractor. Soil excavation and handling procedures 
would be detailed in the contractor’s site specific plans, but at a minimum the following requirements 
would be observed: 

x Initial excavation of surface materials at both the jacking pit and the cooling station receiving pit 
would be monitored by an independent industrial hygiene technician using a photo-ionization 
detector (PID). Any soils that show visual (discoloration) or olfactory (odor) indications of 
petroleum, or trigger elevated PID readings, would be segregated and managed as petroleum 
contaminated materials pending results of characterization for the identified chemicals of 
potential concern identified above in accordance with the requirements contained in the HDOH 
Technical Guidance Manual (HDOH, 2009). 

x Any excavated materials that show signs of ash or other debris, which may indicate the historic 
use of landfill materials as fill materials, would be segregated and managed as contaminated 
materials pending results of characterization for the identified chemicals of potential concern 
identified above in accordance with the requirements contained in the HDOH Technical Guidance 
Manual (HDOH, 2009). 

x Surface soils from the jacking pit location that do not show signs of either ash or debris would be 
segregated and managed separately as potentially contaminated materials pending results of 
characterization for the identified chemicals of potential concern identified above in accordance 
with the requirements contained in the HDOH Technical Guidance Manual (HDOH, 2009). 

x All imported fill materials would be certified as clean fill materials per HDOH guidance (HDOH, 
2009). Native materials that show no signs of contamination may be reused on site as fill 
materials. In the event that these materials are transported off-site for temporary storage pending 
eventual reuse as fill materials, the materials would be tested and characterized for reuse as clean 
fill materials per HDOH guidance (HDOH, 2009). 

Excavated materials would be handled and stored in compliance with all applicable State and Federal 
Regulations, and in such a manner as to prevent potential escape, leakage or transport off-site of 
contaminated or potentially contaminated materials. Specific details for handling and storage of excavated 
materials would be provided by the contractor in a site specific Environmental Protection Plan, or in a 
separate Contaminated Soils Management Plan. 
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Excavated materials that do not show any sign of petroleum contamination (including visual or olfactory 
indications or elevated PID readings), and which do not contain any visible sign of ash or debris that 
might indicate the presence of historic landfill materials, may be reused on site without prior 
characterization provided that those materials are not transported off site and are covered with at least two 
feet of clean material. Excavated materials that are characterized for the chemicals of concern identified 
above may be reused on site with HDOH HEER office approval. All materials not reused on site or 
transported off site for temporary storage, reuse or disposal must be characterized prior to reuse or 
disposal in accordance with HDOH requirements, landfill requirements, and applicable State and Federal 
regulations. Characterization and disposal procedures would be outlined in the contractor’s approved site 
specific Environmental Protection Plan, or in a separate Contaminated Soils Management Plan. 
 
The applicant’s intention is to beneficially reuse uncontaminated spoils as construction fill. If a beneficial 
reuse cannot be identified, it is most likely they would be disposed of at the PVT Land Company, LTD 
construction and demolition materials landfill where they could be used for interim cover. The PVT 
landfill operates in accordance with Chapter 342H, Hawaii Revised Statutes and Title 11 Administrative 
Rules Chapter 58.1 Solid Waste Management Control, which preclude disposal of hazardous or toxic 
materials at the landfill.  
 
The contractor may opt to remediate petroleum contaminated spoils rather than ship them to an approved 
disposal site. This would be done in accordance with HAR 11-58.1-42, Remediation Facilities. Both a 
permit and a leachate management plan would be required and the selected site could not be located in an 
area susceptible to flooding, in wetlands, close to potable water supplies, near a fault area or any other 
unstable location. Locations around the reef runway at Honolulu International Airport previously have 
been used for this purpose, and presumably could be so used again.  
 
Dewatering activities would generate groundwater that would require management during each phase of 
construction. Construction methods and procedures would be implemented to minimize groundwater 
infiltration into excavated areas. Excess groundwater generated during construction activities would be 
managed according to the following options: 

x If possible, all excess groundwater generated during this project would be returned to the water 
table via recharge into one or more specially constructed recharge basins that would be 
constructed in the immediate vicinity of the dewatering location(s). Excess groundwater may be 
pumped directly from the active work site(s) (i.e., excavation or slurry separator) into the 
recharge basin(s), or may be pumped into a mobile storage container designed for that purpose 
pending recharge at a later date. 

x If excess groundwater quantities are such that recharge, for whatever reason, is not feasible, then 
excess groundwater pumped into temporary storage containers may be removed from the site for 
offsite disposal by a waste disposal contractor. The waste disposal contractor would be required 
to dispose of the excess groundwater in full compliance with all applicable State and Federal 
regulations. 

x In the event that subsurface petroleum contamination is encountered to such an extent that a 
sheen is observed on groundwater being dewatered, then this water would be pumped directly 
into an oil-water separator. Once the petroleum has been separated from the water, the water may 
be recharged as described above while any petroleum product would be characterized and 
disposed of by a waste disposal contractor.  

 
All holding areas would be lined to prevent fluids from leaching into the ground and transportation of 
spoils from one location to another would be done in lined and covered trucks. No holding areas would be 
established inland of the State’s Underground Injection Control line to avoid potential leaks in areas 
above potable groundwater aquifers. 
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The EHMP further describes exposure pathways for the identified chemicals of concern. Humans are 
exposed to metals primarily through ingestion. Inhalation of dust is also a potential exposure pathway, but 
in most cases this is a minor source of exposure. Ingestion is the primary exposure pathway. Dermal 
exposure is generally not considered relevant, except insofar as it may lead to accidental ingestion. The 
same is true for chlorinated pesticides and dioxins. Based on the Conceptual Site Model developed in the 
EHMP, the following receptors and exposure pathways were identified: 

x Potential human receptors include on-site workers, trespassers on the site, and off-site workers 
and the general public. 

x Potential exposure pathways for human receptors include incidental ingestion or dermal contact 
with soil, sediment or groundwater, inhalation or ingestion (possibly based on dermal contact) 
with airborne dust, incidental ingestion and/or dermal contact with groundwater (either in situ or 
following dewatering activities). 

x Potential environmental receptors include terrestrial ecological receptors, aquatic ecological 
receptors, and general gross contamination of the environment. 

 
Direct exposure to contaminated media (soils and/or groundwater) would be the most likely and 
potentially the most detrimental hazard to human health. Gross contamination from soils due to spills, 
leaching, run-off or wind-blown dust and gross contamination due to spills of groundwater during 
dewatering activities are the most likely and potentially the most detrimental hazards to the environment. 
 
To protect human health and the environment, both institutional and engineering controls would be 
implemented. Institutional controls are legal or administrative measures designed to limit or prevent 
exposure to contaminants or contaminated media through laws, rules, permits, restrictions, warnings or 
advisories. Engineering controls are durable physical barriers designed to prevent physical contact with 
contaminants or contaminated media, such as membranes, walls, pavement, etc.  
 
Institutional controls that would be implemented during construction include the following. 

x Chain-link fencing with “No Trespassing” signs would be erected to control access to all land-
based staging and construction areas. 

x A dust fence would be installed around the perimeter of the shoreline jacking pit work area to 
control airborne dust. 

x Re-use of contaminated soils would be forbidden without express permission from the HDOH 
HEER office. 

x Only native or clean fill materials would be used as backfill for excavated areas. 
 
Engineering controls that would be employed, in addition to the fences noted above, include the 
following. 

x On-site vegetation would be maintained where feasible during construction activities. 
x A 6-inch layer of gravel or base course material would be used to cover the areas around the 

edges of the excavated shaft locations to ensure that there is no potential exposure to site workers 
due to exposed historic fill materials or other contaminated media. 

 
The applicant would require the contractor to prepare an Environmental Protection Plan (EPP), a 
Contaminated Soil Management Plan (CSMP), and a worker Health and Safety Plan (HASP) that are 
specific to the requirements and hazards associated with excavation and construction activities on this 
project. Additional requirements of these plans may be found in Appendix D. These plans would be 
reviewed and approved by a Certified Industrial Hygienist (CIH) and a Certified Safety Professional 
(CSP). Signed, stamped copies of the approved EPP and HASP would be submitted to the Project 
Engineer and the HDOH HEER office prior to the start of any mobilization, excavation or construction 
activities for this project. The CSMP would also address public health and safety, with specific attention 
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to adverse exposures to potentially high-risk populations including families with children who may be 
residing at the Next Steps Homeless Shelter (located across the drainage canal from the jacking pit site) or 
XVLQJ�.DNDދDNR�:DWHUIURQW�3DUN��7KH�DSSOLFDQW�ZRXOG�SUHSDUH�D�QRWLILFDWLRQ�SODQ�WR�DOHUW�WKH public in the 
vicinity in the event of a spill or release of a toxic or hazardous substance. 
 
Additional protective measures that would be put into place for construction worker and site visitor health 
and safety include awareness training for all personnel prior to being permitted access to the site and 
provision of adequate PPE. 
 
In summary, Alternative 1 would potentially result in a significant, direct, short-term adverse effect on 
human health and the environment (i.e., soils, groundwater, seawater, air, and biota). However, the 
hazardous materials would be handled and disposed of per applicable BMPs and SOPs, as described 
below and according to an EHMP (Appendix D), which has been approved by the State of Hawai‘i 
Hazard Evaluation and Emergency Response (HEER) Office, and therefore the potential adverse effects 
would be mitigable to less than significant. Elimination of the requirement for hazardous and toxic 
chemical use in cooling towers of buildings connected to the HSWAC system would be an indirect, long-
term beneficial effect.  
 
Specific mitigation measures that would be implemented include: 

x Create and implement an Environmental Hazard Management Plan (EHMP), 
x Create and implement a Facility Response Plan, 
x Create and implement a Spill Prevention Control and Countermeasure Plan (to include training, 

spill containment and control procedures, cleanup procedures, agency notifications, etc.), 
x Ensure personnel are trained as to proper labeling, container, storage, staging, and transportation 

requirements for hazardous substances. Also, ensure they are trained in accordance with spill 
prevention, control, and cleanup methods,  

x Provide adequate and appropriate personnel protective equipment, an eyewash fountain and 
quick-drench facilities in the work area, and 

x Perform all vehicle maintenance activities off-site. 
 
With implementation of the above measures, Alternative 1 would have no direct or indirect, short-term or 
long-term adverse effect on topography, geology or soils or adverse indirect effects on air quality, water 
quality, human health and safety, or ecological systems. 

Alternative 2 
 
Alternative 2 would have the same potential effects as Alternative 1, except that Pier 1, where the cooling 
station would be located, is farther from the area formerly used for disposal of incinerator ash and debris, 
so the probability of encountering this material during excavation would be less.  

Alternative 3 
 
Alternative 3 would have the same potential effects as Alternative 1 as the jacking pit would be at the 
same location. 

Alternative 4 (Preferred Alternative) 
 
Alternative 4 would have the same potential effects as Alternative 1 as the jacking pit would be at the 
same location. 
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3.3.11 Roadways and Traffic 

3.3.11.1 Existing Conditions 

This analysis is based on the Corps’ scope of analysis, which includes all project components that require 
DA authorization, including the seawater intake and return pipelines, the receiving pit, and the pipeline 
staging work. Site work from the shoreline to the cooling station would occur at the jacking pit and at the 
cooling station, and pipe assembly would take place at Sand Island. Construction vehicles, equipment and 
materials deliveries would create traffic in these areas. Major thoroughfares traversed would be Ala 
Moana Boulevard, Nimitz Highway and Sand Island Access Road. In Kaka‘ako, Keawe Street makai of 
Ala Moana Boulevard would be used. Work in Keawe Street would require 100 feet of road closure to 
construct the receiving pit at the cooling station. The applicant has not yet selected a contractor that would 
be responsible for disposition of the excavated materials, so the location of any baseyard facility or 
potentially affected roadways on the route from the construction sites is not yet known. However, if some 
portion of the spoils is to be delivered to the PVT construction and demolition landfill, H-1 from the 
Nimitz Highway entrance to its western connection to Farrington Highway and Farringhton Highway to 
Nanakuli would be included in the ROI. The distribution system from the cooling station to downtown 
would involve trenching in the roadways and consequently lane closures. Traffic impacts of installation of 
the distribution system were evaluated in the State EIS and are not repeated here, although those 
mitigation measures applicable to vehicular and construction equipment traffic are included here. 

3.3.11.2 Approach to Impact Analysis 

Within the Region of Influence for these resources a temporary lane closure on Keawe Street during 
excavation of the cooling station receiving pit would be required. The applicant’s intention, however, is to 
implement mitigation measures that would minimize the effects of construction on vehicular traffic, but 
also on pedestrians, bicyclists, emergency service vehicles, and nearby business owners. 

3.3.11.3 Impacts 

No Action Alternative 
 
The No Action Alternative would have no direct or indirect, short-term or long-term adverse effect on 
traffic as no movements of vehicles or equipment on public roadways would be required.  

Alternative 1 
 
Alternative 1 would have a less than significant short-term, direct, adverse effect on traffic during 
construction of the cooling station, jacking pit and/or assembly of the pipelines. A traffic management 
plan, focused on traffic impacts to City streets and State highways during installation of the distribution 
pipes but applied to the entire project, would be developed to identify specific potential traffic 
management strategies that can be implemented to minimize the effect of the proposed construction on 
the Honolulu roadway system. The traffic management plan would describe the construction 
management, public information program, construction schedule, construction traffic, and traffic control 
plans during construction. During development of the traffic management plan, all neighboring properties 
would be surveyed for access requirements; bus routes, stops and schedules would be reviewed, and 
locations of nearest emergency responders would be determined. The traffic management plan would be 
provided to City agencies prior to requesting a Street Usage Permit. 
 
The following restrictions would be imposed by the applicant on the contractor to mitigate impacts in the 
ROI for this EIS: 

x Standard work hours would be between 7:00 am and 5:30 pm, 
x Off-duty policemen would be used to direct traffic when working on major/busy intersections, 
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x When activities cross intersections, safe crossings would be provided for vehicles and 
pedestrians, 

x When work is done in pedestrian walkways, an alternate walkway for pedestrians would be 
provided, 

x Access to driveways would be provided when feasible, and 
x No equipment storage or stockpiling would be done in the street right-of-way. 

 
Mitigation measures to be implemented by the applicant and its contractor would include: 

x Ensuring conformance with the traffic management plan, 
x Establishing a telephone hotline with advance schedule information and feedback capability, 
x Providing construction schedules at least two weeks in advance to emergency providers, 

transportation companies, and businesses and residents in neighboring vicinities of the project 
site, 

x Launching a project website with similar capabilities, 
x Holding a community meeting prior to beginning construction, and 
x Prohibiting lane closures during the following times: 

o Chinese New Year, 
o Thanksgiving Day and the following day, 
o Christmas Day and two weeks before and after, 
o King Kamehameha Day Parade, 
o Honolulu Marathon, and 
o Great Aloha Run. 

Alternative 2 
 
Alternative 2 would have the same effects on traffic and employ the same mitigation measures as 
Alternative 1.  

Alternative 3 
 
Alternative 3 would have the same effects on traffic and employ the same mitigation measures as 
Alternative 1.  

Alternative 4 (Preferred Alternative) 
 
Alternative 4 would have the same effects on traffic and employ the same mitigation measures as 
Alternative 1.  

3.3.12 Human Health and Safety 

3.3.12.1 Existing Conditions 

Existing risks to human health and safety at the shoreline and in the marine portions of the project area 
include unpredictable ocean conditions, interactions with dangerous marine organisms, and ocean user 
conflicts. The buried incinerator ash and debris beneath the Kaka‘ako Waterfront Park may be a risk to 
construction workers, residents of the nearby Next Step Homeless Shelter or park users. Vehicular traffic 
is a safety risk throughout the project area. Discarded military munitions (DMM) are present along 
portions of the intake pipe route and there is a risk of bringing up residues of chemical or conventional 
munitions along with the sand to be excavated from the top of the pipe piles to be used to secure the pipe 
collars. Risks from DMM and proposed mitigation are addressed in Section 3.3.3.  
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3.3.12.2 Approach to Impact Analysis 

This section discusses the potential public health and safety issues related to implementation of the 
proposed action or alternatives. The ROI for public health and safety concerns includes the Kaka‘ako and 
Sand Island/Ke‘ehi Lagoon project areas, the offshore work areas, the harbors where project materials and 
equipment would be landed, and the transportation corridors between them.  

Methodology 
 
Public health and safety issues include operational and construction safety, environmental health effects, 
traffic accidents, and reduction in access to public services such as police and fire response. 
Environmental health effects may result from excessive noise, degraded water quality, degraded air 
quality, and spills, leaks or releases of hazardous materials. 

Determination of Significance 
 
Factors considered in determining whether an alternative would have a significant public safety impact 
include the extent or degree to which implementation of the alternative would subject the public to an 
altered risk of experiencing personal injury. 

3.3.12.3 Impacts 

No Action Alternative  
 
The No Action Alternative would have no direct or indirect, short-term or long-term adverse effects on 
public health or safety because there would be no construction or operation of the proposed system. 

Alternative 1 
 
Alternative 1 would involve receiving and transporting large pieces of equipment and large pipes on 
public roadways, staging the pipes and supporting equipment on Sand Island, storing sealed pipe sections 
in Ke‘ehi Lagoon, towing completed pipe strings to the installation site, attaching the pipes to the 
seafloor, and constructing the cooling station and jacking pit.  
 
Overland transportation of oversized loads would require a permit from the State Department of 
Transportation. It is likely that a condition of that permit would be to employ a police escort. Although 
this action would likely slow traffic in the immediate vicinity, the police escort would mitigate against a 
potential risk to public safety. Other traffic associated with construction on land would consist of delivery 
and worker vehicles. This traffic would be dispersed between Kaka‘ako and Sand Island. Additional 
workers would travel to their respective work boats, likely in Honolulu Harbor. Assuming these 
construction workers are presently employed somewhere, no additional trips on the road network would 
be generated; only the destinations would change. No significant increase in traffic accidents would be 
expected.  
 
Construction operations at the cooling station and jacking pit sites and staging/assembly operations on 
Sand Island would be conducted within fenced areas inaccessible to the public. There would be no 
hazardous air emissions from these operations and potential spills, leaks or releases of hazardous or toxic 
substances would be cleaned up according to protocols designed to protect both worker and public health 
and safety. There would be no direct or indirect short-term or long-term effect on public health or safety 
from these operations. All construction would be accomplished in accordance with Occupational Safety 
and Health Administration guidelines that ensure a safe environment for workers. 
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The applicant held two meetings with management personnel of the Next Step Homeless Shelter, which is 
located in a warehouse on Pier 1, on the other side of the canal adjacent to the proposed site of the near-
shore jacking pit. The potential for exposure to environmental hazards was explained and the EHMP 
described. Shelter management would be provided with the CSMP, EPP and the HASP when they 
become available, and notified in the event there is a spill or release of a toxic or hazardous substance. 
With these measures there should be no disproportionate adverse effects to minority or low-income 
populations. 
 
Offshore construction operations within Ke‘ehi Lagoon and offshore of Kaka‘ako would be subject to 
other measures protective of public health and safety. These would include exclusion of the public from 
the pipe storage area in Ke‘ehi Lagoon, the offshore work areas, and the holdback area in Kaka‘ako 
Waterfront Park, if used for the approximately one day pipe deployment operation. During the towing of 
the pipes from Ke‘ehi Lagoon to the installation area, a fleet of picket boats would be used to keep other 
vessels from approaching too close. With these measures in place, there would be no short-term or long-
term, direct or indirect effect on public health or safety from offshore operations.  
 
Operations of the HSWAC system would be contained within the cooling station. No public access would 
be permitted there and no effects on public health or safety would result. Neither construction nor 
operation of the HSWAC system would place demands on police or fire department services that would 
affect public health or safety. 
 
In summary, Alternative 1 would have a potential direct, short-term, less than significant effect on public 
health and safety due to the necessity to transport oversized loads on public roadways. Other potential 
public health and safety concerns are addressed under the navigation, traffic, and hazardous and toxic 
materials sections. 

Alternative 2 
 
The potential effects of and mitigation measures for Alternative 2 would be similar to those of Alternative 
1. However, with the cooling station located on Pier 1, the potential for residents of the nearby homeless 
shelter, including children, to access the site would be greater. The proposed physical barriers would 
mitigate the potential safety risks. Risks of exposure to mobilized contaminants from excavation of the 
jacking pit would be less than for the other alternatives, as Alternative 2 is farther from the buried landfill. 

Alternative 3 
 
The potential effects of and mitigation measures for Alternative 3 would be the same as for Alternative 1.  

Alternative 4 (Preferred Alternative) 
 
The potential effects of and mitigation measures for Alternative 4 would be the same as for Alternative 1.  

3.4 SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC RESOURCES 

3.4.1 Definition of the Resource and the Region of Influence 
Socioeconomics is defined as the basic attributes and resources associated with the human environment. 
Socioeconomic “resources” include population size and demographics; employment and income; 
economic activity; government-funded health and human services; and social cohesion. As for the other 
resources analyzed, the ROI for socioeconomic resources consists of the Kaka‘ako area of O‘ahu.  
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3.4.2 Existing Conditions 
Considering only the Ala Moana�.DNDދDNR�DUHD�ZKHUH�WKH�+6:$&�VHDZDWHU�V\VWHP�ZRXOG�EH� ORFDWHG��
WKH�6WDWH�RI�+DZDLދL������'DWD�%RRN��'%('7��������VKRZV�D�UHVLGHQW�SRSXODWLRQ�RI��������DQG�������
households. No other data specific to that neighborhood are available from State or Federal sources. 

3.4.3 Approach to Impact Analysis 
The HSWAC system would have no effect on population size or demographics, government-funded 
health and human services, or social cohesion. The project would not stimulate population growth or 
movement. It would not place any additional burdens on public services, nor is it inherently controversial 
or in conflict with community values. To the contrary, it is widely perceived to be a “green” technology 
that would benefit the community by reducing dependence on fossil fuels. Consequently, the approach in 
this section is to quantify the economic effects of the proposed action to the State. 

3.4.3.1 Methodology 

Downtown Honolulu and Kaka‘ako (the service area for the HSWAC project) are in an enterprise zone. 
The State of Hawai‘i administers an enterprise zone program that provides a variety of benefits to eligible 
businesses in these designated areas. The purpose of providing benefits to qualified businesses in 
enterprise zones is to stimulate business and industrial growth in areas which would result in 
neighborhood revitalization of those areas by means of regulatory flexibility and tax incentives. During 
the 2007 session of the Hawai‘i State Legislature, legislation was introduced by the applicant to add 
SWAC district cooling systems to the definition of “qualified business” to qualify for State enterprise 
zone benefits. While this initiative was not successful, the effort produced useful estimates of the 
potential economic impacts of the HSWAC system. 
 
In order to justify the addition of SWAC as an eligible technology for enterprise zone benefits, an 
Input/Output analysis was completed by the applicant to determine the fiscal and economic impact of 
local expenditures9 in Hawai‘i during the design, construction and operation of the HSWAC system and 
for a composite of alternative, stand-alone, conventional cooling systems in individual HSWAC customer 
buildings. 
 
Appropriate Type II Final Demand Multipliers were applied to local expenditures in applicable industry 
categories to determine fiscal impacts (State taxes) and economic impacts (output, earnings, and jobs). 
Type II Final Demand Multipliers used in this analysis were taken from “The 2002 State Input-Output 
Study for Hawai‘i.”10 
 
Because this EIS considers only the seawater portion of the HSWAC system, the economic benefits 
identified below accrue only from construction and operation of that portion of the system. As there 
would be no benefit to operating the seawater portion of the system without also operating the freshwater 
distribution system, for purposes of this EIS, economic benefits are those attributable to construction of 
the seawater system, including the pipes and the cooling station. 

                                                      
9 Most of the equipment, materials, and supplies that would be used in the construction of the HSWAC system would be 

manufactured out of State, and some of the required labor and services would also be sourced from out of State. In general, 
bond financing is assumed to come from out of State. The subject analysis considers only those expenditures that would be 
made in Hawai‘i. This includes most of the required labor and services. A significant amount of equity financing would come 
from within Hawai‘i and most of the returns on this equity investment are assumed to be expended in Hawai‘i. Various State 
taxes are assumed to be paid in Hawai‘i and expended here. The local share of personal consumption expenditures was 
corrected for exports, social security, medicare, retirement benefits, etc. 

10 “The 2002 State Input-Output Study for Hawai‘i,” Research and Economic Development Division. Department of Business, 
Economic Development, and Tourism. State of Hawai‘i. June 2006. 
http://hawaii.gov/dbedt/info/economic/data_reports/2002_state_io/2002-input-output-study.pdf/download.  

http://hawaii.gov/dbedt/info/economic/data_reports/2002_state_io/2002-input-output-study.pdf/download
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3.4.3.2 Determination of Significance 

As the analysis focused on economic effects, significance was determined, somewhat arbitrarily, as 
follows: 

x The economic impact was considered “significant” if it would alter expected economic levels by 
$40M or more at any point in time compared to  the no action alternative,  

x The economic impact was considered “significant” if it would add $2M to State tax revenues, and 
x Quantifiable impacts related to jobs were considered “significant” if they increased the direct and 

indirect number of jobs by 100 or more. 

3.4.4 Impacts 

3.4.4.1 No Action Alternative  

The No Action Alternative would not generate the economic benefits anticipated from the action 
alternatives.  

3.4.4.2 Alternative 1 

The total construction cost of the HSWAC system is currently estimated at approximately $250 million. 
Of that total, about 80% or $200 million is attributable to the seawater piping and cooling station. This 
would represent a significant benefit in terms of the general economy. Even ignoring multiplier effects, 
State tax revenues would be increased by more than $8M, also a significant beneficial effect. Finally, 
more than 100 direct construction jobs and additional indirect jobs would be created by the seawater 
portion of the HSWAC system, representing another short-term beneficial effect. 
 
In summary, Alternative 1 would have direct and indirect, short-term and long-term, beneficial effects on 
socio-economic resources because of the spending and employment associated with construction of the 
HSWAC seawater system. No mitigation measures would be necessary. 

3.4.4.3 Alternative 2 

The impacts of Alternative 2 would be essentially identical to those of Alternative 1. There would likely 
be some differences in construction costs between the two cooling station locations, but these would be 
insignificant in scale. 

3.4.4.4 Alternative 3 

Alternative 3 would move the return seawater diffuser from a depth of 150 feet to 300 feet. This would 
entail installation of an additional 1,540 feet of discharge pipe at a cost of about $1.54M. This cost would 
have to be passed on to the customer base and would reduce the overall economic benefits. Nevertheless, 
the net effect would still be highly beneficial in both the short- and long-term. 

3.4.4.5 Alternative 4 (Preferred Alternative) 

Alternative 4 would move the return seawater diffuser still deeper, to a terminal depth of 423 feet. 
Compared to Alternative 1, this would entail installation of an additional 1,909 feet of discharge pipe at a 
cost of about $1.9M. This cost would have to be passed on to the customer base and would reduce the 
overall economic benefits. Nevertheless, the net effect would still be highly beneficial in both the short- 
and long-term. 

3.5 VISUAL RESOURCES 

3.5.1 Definition of the Resource and the Region of Influence 
Public views, as defined in the City and County of Honolulu’s Development Plan (DP) Common 
Provisions, include “views along streets and highways, mauka-makai view corridors, panoramic and 
significant landmark views from public places, views of natural features, heritage resources, and other 
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landmarks, and view corridors between significant landmarks” (§24-1.4, Revised Ordinances of 
Honolulu.). Important views to be protected on O‘ahu, as identified in the Special Provisions for the 
Primary Urban Center DP, are “panoramic, mauka and makai and continuous views of the Ko‘olau and 
Wai‘anae mountain ranges, ridges, valleys, and coastline and the sea,” and “views of natural landmarks, 
such as Diamond Head, Punchbowl, Pearl Harbor, and major streams and forest areas” (§24-2.2(2)(A) 
and (B), Revised Ordinances of Honolulu). 

3.5.2 Existing Conditions 
The HSWAC project area offshore of Kaka‘ako is an open coastal area from which views of O‘ahu’s 
mountain ranges form a backdrop to nearer urban developments including Kaka‘ako Waterfront Park 
directly inshore; Sand Island, Honolulu Harbor, the Pearl Harbor entrance channel, the Reef Runway at 
Honolulu International Airport and the rest of the island all the way to Barbers Point to the west and 
Waikiki and Diamond Head to the east. Views from the Ke‘ehi Lagoon staging area are of unimproved 
lands and industrial developments on Sand Island, including the Sand Island Wastewater Treatment Plant, 
to the east, Ke‘ehi Lagoon and the marinas to the north, and the Honolulu International Airport to the 
west.  

3.5.3 Approach to Analysis 
Visual resources include scenic areas, vistas or thoroughfares and locations that provide natural-appearing 
or aesthetically-pleasing places or views. This includes natural views such as shorelines, seascapes, cliffs 
and man-made views such as unique buildings, landscaping, parks, and other types of cultural features. 
The City and County of Honolulu’s Development Plan for the Primary Urban Center, seeks to protect 
“panoramic, mauka and makai and continuous views of the Ko‘olau and Wai‘anae mountain ranges, 
ridges, valleys, and coastline and the sea,” and “views of natural landmarks, such as Diamond Head, 
Punchbowl, Pearl Harbor, and major streams and forest areas.” 

3.5.3.1 Methodology 

Views are generally composed of and often described in terms of foreground, middle-ground and 
background depending on the site. For analysis purposes, visual resources are composed of the following:  

x Dominant landscape features (e.g., a tall water tower in a landscape otherwise composed of low 
vegetation and one or two story buildings), 

x Diversity (e.g., rows of crops adjacent to an urban area with the mountains as a backdrop), 
x Elements of line, color, form, and texture, and 
x Distinctive visual edges (e.g., a housing tract adjacent to a forested area). 

 
Information on visual resources was gathered through on-site visits and analysis of photographs. The 
analysis of potential impacts to visual resources is based on the long term (operational) effects – i.e., after 
construction has occurred. 

3.5.3.2 Determination of Significance 

For the purpose of this EIS, the proposed action and alternatives would cause a significant impact to 
visual resources if they: 

x Would substantially alter the views or scenic quality associated with particularly significant 
and/or publicly recognized vistas, viewsheds, overlooks, or features, 

x Would substantially change the light, glare, or shadows within a given area, and 
x Would substantially affect sensitive receptors – i.e., viewers with particular sensitivity (or 

intolerance) to a changed view (e.g., a hillside neighborhood with views of a relatively 
undisturbed, naturally-appearing landscape). 
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3.5.4 Impacts 

3.5.4.1 No Action Alternative  

The No Action Alternative would have no direct or indirect, short-term or long-term, adverse effect on 
visual resources because it does not involve erection of any new structure. However, existing cooling 
towers would remain visible on many downtown buildings. 

3.5.4.2 Alternative 1 

During construction, construction equipment in the ocean will be visible during offshore operations where 
normally only the horizon would be visible.  After construction, the only visible portion of the proposed 
system would be the cooling station. However, the cooling station would be located in a very 
inconspicuous location makai of a massive structure that blocks mauka-makai views from Keawe Street 
to Coral Street. Views toward the mountains are already blocked by the existing building and no views 
toward the sea are possible from the virtually windowless wall of the adjacent building that would tower 
over the much shorter cooling station. To both the east and west of the site are industrial buildings and 
warehouses two to four stories high. Alternative 1, therefore, would have a less than significant short term 
direct adverse effect on visual resources and have no long-term direct or short-term or long-term indirect, 
adverse effect on visual resources. 

3.5.4.3 Alternative 2 

Alternative 2 would place the cooling station on Pier 1. Currently, there is a warehouse on the site that 
obstructs ground level views toward the inner part of Honolulu Harbor. From the overlooking hill in 
Kaka‘ako Waterfront Park, views toward Honolulu Harbor and ‘Ewa are industrial in character and 
somewhat obstructed by stacks of shipping containers. The height of the cooling station would be similar 
to that of the warehouse, but the design would be more architecturally appealing. Views from the harbor 
towards Diamond Head are obstructed by the hill in Kaka‘ako Waterfront Park. The effects would be 
similar to Alternative 1. 

3.5.4.4 Alternative 3 

Alternative 3 would position the cooling station at the same location as under Alternative 1, and as for 
that alternative would have no direct or indirect, short-term or long-term adverse effect on visual 
resources. 

3.5.4.5 Alternative 4 (Preferred Alternative) 

Alternative 4 would position the cooling station at the same location as under Alternative 1, and as for 
that alternative would have no direct or indirect, short-term or long-term adverse effect on visual 
resources. 

3.6 NATURAL HAZARDS 

3.6.1 Definition of the Resource and the Region of Influence 
Hazards that specifically impact coastal areas and that may affect the proposed action include tsunami 
waves, hurricanes, earthquakes, and other severe weather and ocean events. The ROI is the area where 
HSWAC facilities would be constructed, although natural hazards, if experienced, would affect larger 
areas. 

3.6.2 Existing Conditions 

3.6.2.1 Tsunami Inundation 

Tsunamis are waves with very long wavelengths that are generated by seismic events such as earthquakes, 
landslides, or volcanism. The sudden ground movement typical of these kinds of events causes a rapid 
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displacement of water, forming high-energy waves that can travel long distances while retaining most of 
that energy. Ships in the open ocean often do not notice tsunami waves because the amplitude of these 
waves is usually less than 3.3 feet when in water that is sufficiently deep. However, as the wave 
approaches land and water depth decreases, the wave’s energy is translated into a higher amplitude 
resulting in a surge of fast moving water that can quickly inundate a coastline (O‘ahu Civil Defense, 
2005). 
 
The Pacific Tsunami Warning Center in ‘Ewa Beach monitors seismic events and ocean surface levels in 
the Pacific Region to detect when and where tsunamis are generated and whether warnings are needed. 
The Pacific Tsunami Warning Center is the operational center for the International Tsunami Warning 
System program (Pacific Tsunami Warning Center, 2005). 
 
The tsunami evacuation zone in Kaka‘ako is shown on Figure 3-4 (City and County of Honolulu, n.d.). 
The preferred site for the cooling station is not within the evacuation zone.  The site for the cooling 
station under Alternative 2 is within the evacuation zone. The jacking pit location under Alternatives 1, 3 
and 4 is within the evacuation zone.  The Alternative 2 receiving pit location is within the evacuation 
zone.  

3.6.2.2 Flood Hazards 

The Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) assigns flood zones to areas based on the risk of 
flooding within that zone. These areas are indicated on Flood Insurance Rate Maps (FIRMs) as shown on 
Figure 3-5. The 2011 reevaluation of the flood hazard zone boundaries places the preferred site of the 
cooling station in Zone AE at an elevation of 5 feet. A small portion of the jacking pit for Alternatives 1 
and 3 is also in Zone AE at an elevation of 7 feet. A small portion of the Alternative 2 cooling station site 
is in Zone AE as is its receiving pit, but most of the Alternative 2 cooling station is in Zone X. It’s likely 
that final design of the Alternative 2 cooling station could avoid Zone AE.  

3.6.2.3 Hurricanes and Other Severe Weather Events 

Tropical cyclones include tropical depressions (wind speeds less than 39 mph), tropical storms (wind 
speeds between 39 and 73 mph), and hurricanes (wind speeds greater than 73 mph). Tropical cyclones 
periodically threaten the Hawaiian Islands. Such storms generate high winds and waves, heavy rains, 
marine storm surge, tornadoes, waterspouts, and small-scale, intense winds. Storm effects can be 
considerable even when a hurricane does not pass directly over an island. The Saffir/Simpson Scale 
classifies hurricanes into five categories according to wind speed and damage potential (Table 3-4). 
 

Table 3-4:  Saffir/Simpson Hurricane Scale  

Category Description of 
Damage 

Wind Speeds 
(mph) 

Storm Surge  
(ft) Examples 

1 Minimal 74 - 95 4 - 5 ‘Iwa, 92 mph, Nov 1982 
2 Moderate 96 - 110 6 - 8 None 
3 Extensive 111 - 130 9 - 12 Uleki, 128 mph, Sep 1992 
4 Extreme 131 - 155 13 - 18 Iniki, 145 mph, Sep 1992 
5 Catastrophic >155 >18 Emilia and Gilma, 161 mph, Jul 1994, 

John, 173 mph, Aug 1994 
 Source:  O‘ahu Civil Defense Agency 

 
Hurricane season in Hawai‘i begins in June and lasts through November. During the last 50 years many 
tropical storms and hurricanes have come close to the Hawaiian Islands, but there have been only three 
direct hits, all of which made first landfall on Kaua‘i (Figure 3-6).  
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Figure 3-4:  Tsunami Evacuation Zone 
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Figure 3-5:  Flood Hazard Zones 
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Figure 3-6:  Hurricane and Tropical Storm Tracks Near the Main Hawaiian Islands 

(Source:  UH MƗnoa Storm Evolution and Energetics Research Group) 
 
The south coast of O‘ahu is susceptible to damage from large ocean waves. Hurricane ‘Iwa caused 
extensive damage, including inundation of the central sections of the coast southwest of the Wai‘anae 
Range, as well as oceanfront areas on the south coast of O‘ahu from Sand Island to Diamond Head. A 
total of 421 acres of land flooded on O‘ahu. 
 
The storm waves generated by Hurricane ‘Iwa caused extensive underwater damage, scouring coral and 
sand from the bottom. Large rocks and coral heads were moved about, some for great distances. A large 
pipeline (30-inch diameter with three-inch concrete coating) laid two nautical miles seaward off Barbers 
Point and weighted to the bottom by a series of 10-ton concrete blocks was moved sideways about 400 
feet. At the same time, a “header unit” (a large assembly of pipes, valves and fittings), which was 
anchored by 30 feet steel pilings driven full length into the hard coral bottom was pulled out of the bottom 
and smashed aside. According to the applicant, the HSWAC seawater pipe anchoring system has been 
designed with this knowledge in mind. 
 
The major impact of Hurricane ‘Iwa on Pearl Harbor was the hazards its waves posed to ships as they 
attempted to leave the harbor prior to the arrival of the storm’s winds. Several ships reported waves 
(variously described by observers as surf, breakers, and waves) of heights ranging from 14 feet to 30 feet 
in the Pearl Harbor Entrance Channel between buoys 1 and 2 at its southeast end and in the channel 
approximately 1,500 yards northwest of buoys 1 and 2. The high waves caused several injuries, including 
one fatality, aboard departing ships as they attempted to sortie as ‘Iwa approached. Damage was incurred 
within Honolulu Harbor, but was due to wind and wave driven debris and inadequate mooring of small 
vessels rather than high waves. 
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According to wind speeds estimated from satellite photographs, ‘Iwa was a Category 1 hurricane 
(USACE, 1983). The U.S. Department of Commerce (1993) classifies ‘Iwa as a weak Category 2 
hurricane. 
 
Hurricane ‘Iniki (1992) is considered the strongest hurricane to hit the Hawaiian Islands this century (U.S. 
Department of Commerce, 1993). Based on estimated peak sustained winds of between 130 and 160 mph, 
‘Iniki would be classified as a minimum Category 4 storm on the Saffir-Simpson Scale. If the 
classification were based on the last reconnaissance flight with sustained winds of 115 kt with gusts to 
140 kt, ‘Iniki would also be classified as a Category 4 storm. Despite the strength of the storm, ‘Iniki did 
not cause as much damage on O‘ahu as ‘Iwa did. Post-storm estimates of wave heights range from a 
maximum of 16 feet on the Wai‘anae Coast to 4 to 9 feet along the south coast of O‘ahu from Sand Island 
to Diamond Head.  
 
Unfortunately, the factors that influence the severity of storm-surge flooding (such as coastal topography, 
tidal stage and height at the time of the storm, and location relative to the eye of the hurricane) cannot be 
predicted more than a few days in advance (Juvik and Juvik eds., 1998). 

Seasonal Storm-Generated Waves 
 
Sudden high waves and the strong currents they generate are probably the most consistent and predictable 
coastal hazards in Hawai‘i. High surf is a condition of dangerous waves 10 to 20 feet high or more. On 
O‘ahu’s southern coast, high surf usually forms during summer when storms in the southern hemisphere 
generate waves of 4 to 10 feet. Sets of large waves can develop suddenly, often doubling in size within a 
few seconds. The coastal water level increases under these conditions, and the seaward surge of excess 
water generates dangerous rip currents (Juvik and Juvik eds., 1998). 

Surface Wind-Generated Waves 
 
Offshore of O‘ahu the seas are moderately rough, with wave heights of 3 to 14 feet. These vary seasonally 
with trade wind intensity. Between the islands, where the winds are funneled, the seas are intensified. The 
lee, shielded from the winds, is generally calmer. Along the shores waves become steeper and break as 
they enter the shallow water. The south shores of the Hawaiian Islands, shielded from northwesterly 
swells, are usually calm in winter. Breaking waves move water toward the shore where it escapes along 
shore. The water then returns to the sea as narrow rip currents, generally located where the bottom is 
deepest. Although forecasts about general wave conditions can be made, the size or timing of individual 
waves cannot be predicted (Juvik and Juvik eds., 1998). 

Regional Currents 
 
The Hawaiian Islands affect the waters around the islands by interactions with large-scale ocean currents 
and wind speed variations in the lee of the islands. On the southern boundary of O‘ahu, for example, trade 
winds with speeds of 22 to 44 miles per hour are separated from the calmer lee by a narrow boundary area 
(wind shear line). Variations in winds have subtle effects on current patterns. Clockwise eddies can form 
under the southern shear lines. Off the southern coast of O‘ahu, surface currents average about 0.33 feet 
per second, but can vary by as much as 1.0 foot per second (Juvik and Juvik eds., 1998).  

Tides 
 
Local underwater surface contours affect the ranges and phases of tides along the shore as the tidal waves 
wrap around the Hawaiian Islands. Tidal currents result from tidal variations in sea level, and nearshore 
they are often stronger than the large-scale offshore flow. The semi-daily and daily tidal currents tend to 
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be aligned with the shoreline off O‘ahu. However, due to the variability of tidal currents around the island 
and other factors, they cannot be predicted as precisely as the general sea level. Strong swirls often result 
from tidal currents flowing around points, such as Barbers Point, and headlands can be hazardous to 
divers (Juvik and Juvik eds., 1998). 2I�LQWHUHVW� WR� WKH�+6:$&�SURMHFW� LV� WKH�IDFW� WKDW� WLGHV� LQ�0ƗPDOD�
Bay generate internal waves that cause temperature variations of several degrees in the depth range of the 
SURSRVHG�VHDZDWHU�LQWDNH��$GGLWLRQDO�LQIRUPDWLRQ�DERXW�WLGHV�DQG�FXUUHQWV�LQ�0ƗPDOD�%D\�PD\�EH�IRXQG�
in Section 3.7.3.1. 

3.6.2.4 Seismic Events 

The U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) uses a computer model to estimate probabilities that an earthquake 
of a certain magnitude would occur within a certain time period. Table 3-5 summarizes the probability 
that an earthquake of 5.0 magnitude or greater would occur within 31 miles of Honolulu. 
 

Table 3-5:  Earthquake Probability 
Time period 

(yrs) 
Probability of Occurrence  

(%) 
10  15 
15 20 
20  25 
25  30 
30  35 

Source:  USGS, 2005 
 
To categorize the risk and establish appropriate building codes, in 1997 the USGS completed a seismic-
hazards assessment for the counties of Hawai‘i. O‘ahu was assigned to Seismic Zone 2A. The Uniform 
Building Code (UBC) projects that an area in Zone 2A could experience seismic activity between 0.075 
and 0.10 g (the earth’s gravitational acceleration). In comparison, the island of Hawai‘i is designated as 
Zone 4, the highest seismic zonation. Severe seismic activity with forces of 0.3-0.4 g could be 
experienced there.  

3.6.3 Approach to Impact Analysis 
The seawater pipelines would be vulnerable to tsunami, storm surge or earthquake. The cooling station 
could be vulnerable to flooding from a large tsunami or storm, or from earthquake. According to the 
applicant, previous large diameter pipeline installations in Hawai‘i and elsewhere and their responses to 
natural hazards were studied during the preliminary design phase of the HSWAC project, and this 
information used in design of the anchoring system for the seawater pipelines. Elevation of the pipelines 
off the bottom, as would occur because of the anchor collars, would greatly reduce lateral stresses on the 
pipelines. Steel pipe piles, filled as required with concrete, would secure the collars from the breakout 
point to depths of 150 feet. The cooling station would be a sturdy structure to support the necessary heavy 
industrial equipment and volumes of water, with few exterior openings. 

3.6.3.1 Methodology 

As noted above, protection of the system from natural hazards was integrated into the design of both the 
offshore facilities and the cooling station, based on historical records of past events and their effects on 
similar structures and locations. Potential natural hazards and mitigation measures are described below. 
Effects on the HSWAC system of an increased number or severity of storm events resulting from climate 
change or a rise in sea level are discussed under cumulative effects in Section 3.9.2. 
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3.6.3.2 Determination of Significance 

The criterion for significance is if a natural hazard could result in a failure of the system that would 
interrupt service to customers, create public/navigational hazards, alter the human or natural environment, 
or disrupt neighboring facilities and/or public services.  

3.6.4 Impacts 

3.6.4.1 No Action Alternative  

The No Action Alternative would have no direct or indirect, short-term or long-term adverse effects 
resulting from natural hazards. Infrastructure supporting the No Action Alternative, including power 
stations, substations, transmission lines and distribution lines are all susceptible to damage due to natural 
hazards. To the extent possible, these facilities have been sited and engineered to withstand anticipated 
forces, but protection from all extreme events is not physically or economically feasible. The proposed 
project, however, would not have any effects on existing facilities. 

3.6.4.2 Alternative 1 

Under Alternative 1, the cooling station would be located approximately 1,000 feet inland of the tsunami 
evacuation zone, but a recent redrawing of the flood zone boundaries places it just within FIRM Zone AE. 
Zone AE is an area subject to inundation by the 1-percent-annual-chance flood event (i.e., the 100-year 
floodplain). In most instances, whole-foot base flood elevations derived from the detailed hydraulic 
analyses are shown at selected intervals within this zone. The Base Flood Elevation at the cooling station 
location is five feet. Mandatory flood insurance purchase requirements and floodplain management 
standards apply. After redesignation of the site into the flood zone, the applicant modified plans for the 
building to elevate all habitable areas to elevations above the Base Flood Elevation.   
 
A large volume of water would be passing through the cooling station and a pipe leak or other type of 
failure could allow water to be released inside the building. The potential for impacts to surrounding 
properties from flooding would be minimized by the facility design, a dry sump-direct connect system, 
and by emergency systems. High water alarms would be triggered notifying operators and automatically 
shutting off the pumps before a release reached sufficient volume to exit the premises.  
 
Under Alternative 1, the cooling station would be susceptible to damage from an earthquake. Natural 
hazard impact mitigation was one of the criteria used in evaluating potential sites for the cooling station. 
The cooling station would be built in accordance with the City and County of Honolulu Building Code, 
which includes standards for wind and seismic loading.  
 
Despite precautions taken in planning, siting, and engineering, any structure is susceptible to damage 
given a large enough natural hazard event. It is not possible to design or construct a facility impervious to 
all conceivable natural hazards. The best that can be done is to minimize the statistical probability of 
failure. Consequently, even with application of available measures, the direct, long-term adverse effect of 
natural hazards would be significant, but in most cases mitigable to less than significant. In the event of a 
system failure, an indirect adverse effect would be experienced by system customers. Whether this would 
be a short-term or long-term effect would depend on a number of things including the nature of the 
natural hazard, its effects on the facility, and its effects on the surrounding regional infrastructure. 
 
Beyond reducing the vulnerability of the facilities to natural hazards by appropriate siting and design, 
minimization of the effects of hazard-related damage may be possible in some situations. For example, if 
power were lost in the Kaka‘ako area, backup power would be provided to run seawater and chilled water 
distribution system pumps. However, it would not be possible to run the auxiliary chillers. Cooling would 
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be possible to deliver to buildings with power still available, however, at a slightly higher supply 
temperature of 46° to 47°F.  
 
Alternative 1 could be directly adversely affected in both the short-term or long-term by a natural hazard, 
but planned mitigation in the form of design criteria and construction specifications would provide 
adequate protection from foreseeable events.  Indirectly in both the short term and long term, natural 
hazards would have a less than significant impact. 

3.6.4.3 Alternative 2 

In general, the potential effects of natural hazards on the facilities proposed under Alternative 2 would be 
very similar to those described above for Alternative 1 with one exception. The makai half of the existing 
Pier 1 warehouse, where the HSWAC cooling station would be located under Alternative 2, lies within 
Flood Hazard Zones AE and X. Zone X is the flood insurance rate zone that corresponds to areas outside 
the 500-year floodplain, areas within the 500-year floodplain, and to areas of 100-year flooding where 
average depths are less than 1 foot, areas of 100-year flooding where the contributing drainage area is less 
than 1 square mile, and areas protected from the 100-year flood by levees. No base flood elevations or 
depths are shown within this zone.  

3.6.4.4 Alternative 3 

Under Alternative 3 the cooling station would be at the same location as in Alternative 1 and the 
vulnerabilities would be as described for that alternative. 

3.6.4.5 Alternative 4 (Preferred Alternative) 

Under Alternative 4 the cooling station would be at the same location as in Alternative 1 and the 
vulnerabilities would be as described for that alternative. 

3.7 MARINE RESOURCES 

3.7.1 Definition of the Resource and the Region of Influence 
Marine resources are defined as marine waters, the benthic substratum and the flora and fauna living in or 
on the water or seafloor. The ROI is the submerged lands and adjacent waters offshore of Kaka‘ako and 
Sand Island.  

3.7.2 Bathymetry, Geology and Sediments 

3.7.2.1 Existing Conditions 

The shallow marine portion of the project area offshore of Kaka‘ako has been heavily impacted by past 
uses of the area including sewage and dredged material disposal, as well as hurricane storm surge and 
annual episodes of high surf conditions. The Ke‘ehi Lagoon channel offshore of Sand Island was created 
by dredging for use as a seaplane runway. 
 
A shallow reef fronts the man-made boulder revetment (sea wall) between Fort Armstrong and Kewalo 
Basin along the seaward side of Kaka‘ako Waterfront Park, which contains the former dump. The 
revetment was constructed on a limestone bench in 6 to 15 feet of water.  
 
An underwater survey in depths of 40 to 80 feet in the vicinity of the locations of the microtunnel 
breakout points for the action alternatives was performed on January 6, 2005 using SCUBA gear, camera 
equipment, soil testing equipment, and general measuring tools. The survey consisted of two dives and a 
period of underwater towing to capture video footage over a greater area offshore of Kaka‘ako Waterfront 
Park bounded by the Honolulu Harbor entrance channel on the west and Kewalo Basin on the East 
(Makai Ocean Engineering, 2005a). 
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The bottom in the survey area generally consisted of variable grade, medium to coarse sands with broken 
coral. A loose sediment layer was observed to be at least six inches thick at all locations surveyed. The 
area proposed for pipeline installation was mostly coral rubble dredge spoils. The slopes encountered 
were variable, typically between one and nine degrees and never exceeded 15 degrees.  

Dive Locations and Observations  
 
The first dive was made at latitude 21-17.206°N, longitude 157-52.123°W. The water depth at this 
position was approximately 80 feet, and the substratum was old coral rubble dredge spoil with little relief. 
The slope was approximately one degree. Closer to shore, sand and finer material was found at a depth of 
70 feet. At a depth of 65 feet the conditions were sand with some rocky dead coral patches; the slope was 
eight degrees. The rebar penetrated the soil to a depth of 12 in with 20 blows indicating a soft substratum 
(Figure 3-7). 

 

 
Figure 3-7:  Soil Penetration Test on First Dive 

 
The second dive was made at latitude 21-17.230°N, longitude 157-52.255°W. The bottom conditions 
were sandy gravel and rocky dead coral. Rebar could be penetrated to approximately 12 in with 20 blows 
(Figure 3-8). 
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Figure 3-8:  Second Dive - Typical Bottom 

 
In summary, the observed substratum generally consisted of variable grade, medium to coarse sands with 
broken coral. The loose sediment layer was observed to be at least six inches thick at all locations 
surveyed. The proposed intake pipeline route was mostly coral rubble dredge spoils. The slopes 
encountered never exceeded 15 degrees and were typically between one and nine degrees. There were no 
undesirable localized bathymetric or geotechnical conditions.  
 
More recently, additional dives were made along the final pipeline route from the proposed receiving pit 
location to the mid-point of the Alternative 1 diffuser location. While these dives primarily were made to 
assess biological communities, the substratum along the route was also noted as it in large measure 
determines the composition of the benthic communities present. This information is included in Section 
3.7.2 and Appendix E. 

0ƗPDOD Bay Bathymetry 
 
Honolulu Harbor is the result of dredging what was originally the drainage basin of Nu‘uanu Stream. 
Dredging began before 1900, and periodic maintenance dredging still occurs. Until about 1960, spoils 
were dropped just outside of the harbor, generally to the east of the Sand Island Wastewater Treatment 
Plant Ocean Outfall (Brock, 1998). The USGS, USACE, and USEPA have and continue to study the 
dredged material and their impacts on the marine environment. Figure 3-9 shows the locations of former 
(Old Pearl Harbor and Old Honolulu Harbor) and current (South O‘ahu) dredged material disposal sites. 
The narrow insular shelf adjacent to the island is bounded on its seaward side by an escarpment that drops 
off steeply from 160 to 820 feet deep. All of the disposal sites lie on the plain seaward of the escarpment. 
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Figure 3-9:  Shaded Relief Map of 0ƗPDOD Bay Showing Designated Dredge Disposal Sites 

(Old Pearl Harbor (OPH), South O‘ahu (SO), and Old Honolulu (OH)). (Bathymetry is in meters.)  
(Source:  Wong et al., 1996) 

 
The bathymetric map presented in Figure 3-10 shows that the disposal sites are located in a broad 
southeast sloping trough having a slope of about two feet per 100 feet (1:50). Large pinnacles and 
canyons are absent, but several relatively small canyons and areas of irregular topography exist in the 
immediate vicinity of the disposal sites (Chase et al., 1995). The seafloor is naturally irregular in texture 
and slope.  
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Figure 3-10:  Generalized 0ƗPDOD Bay Bathymetric Map Modified from Chase et al. (1995), Merged with the 

Sidescan Sonar Mosaic of the Seafloor 
(Isobaths are in meters and a 50 m contour interval is used.) 

While the breakout point and offshore pipeline routes were being investigated, detailed bathymetric 
surveys and sub-bottom profiling were completed. A buried ancient alluvial channel was discovered near 
the Honolulu Harbor entrance channel and several mounds of dredge spoils were also found further to the 
east. In combination, these features suggested that the safest pipeline route would be to the east of the 
spoil mounds.  

Seafloor Sediment and Dredged Material  
 
Some of the seafloor of 0ƗPDOD Bay has bedforms visible on the sonar mosaic (Figure 3-11). Bedforms, 
structures that are molded on beds where deposition is taking place, also appear on bottom photographs 
collected during the USEPA dredged site designation studies (Chave and Miller, 1977a, 1977b, 1978; 
Neighbor Island Consultants, 1977; Tetra Tech, 1977; Goeggel, 1978; USEPA, 1980). The variety of 
bedforms common throughout the study area document active sediment movement, with the implied 
potential for the redistribution of dredged material beyond the original disposal site. USGS studies are 
now evaluating not only local and regional ocean circulation patterns, but the nature and characteristics of 
the dredged materials at their source (the harbors) and at the disposal sites. 
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Figure 3-11:  General Interpretive Geologic Map Based on 3.5kHz Acoustic Profiles and Sidescan Sonar  

(Source:  Wong, n.d.) 
 
The results of the USGS 1993 acoustic survey and the subsequent May 1994 sampling program (Torresan 
et al., 1994a, 1994b) provide abundant evidence that the dredged material deposits are more extensive 
than the area defined by the official disposal site boundaries. Furthermore, preliminary interpretations of 
samples and photographic data collected in May 1994 indicate that the dredged material is more extensive 
than the area defined as dredged material deposits on the sidescan sonar mosaic and 3.5 kHz profiles 
(Torresan et al., 1994a, 1994 b).  
 
Environmental studies show that the native seafloor sediment is primarily a muddy carbonate sand, with 
areas of outcrop and carbonate rubble that include shell, coral, and limestone (Chave and Miller, 1977a, 
1977b, 1978; Tetra Tech, 1977; USEPA, 1980). Sediment sampling and bottom photography conducted 
during each phase of the 1977/1978 studies show that there is considerable variation in the composition of 
the seafloor in and around the disposal sites. Surficial sediment varies from primarily sand to sediment 
with substantial carbonate rubble (shell, coral and limestone), and the native seafloor sediment consists 
primarily of carbonate and basalt fragments that constitute about 90% and 10% of the sediment, 
respectively (Chave and Miller, 1977a, 1977b, 1978; Neighbor Island Consultants, 1977; Tetra Tech, 
1977; Goeggel, 1978; USEPA, 1980).  
 
The 1977/1978 site designation studies show that grain size distributions of sediment collected from the 
disposal sites during each phase of the study vary considerably from sample to sample, and range from 
sandy gravel to muddy sand. For example, pre-disposal sediment (Phase I) is poorly sorted, averaging 
85% sand and 15% mud (silt and clay). Similarly, dredged material (Phase II) is also poorly sorted, but is 
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substantially coarser, containing 49.3% pebbles, 13.8% granules and 36.9% sand. Grain size distributions 
of sediment collected after a disposal action varied considerably from sample to sample, and post-disposal 
(Phase III) samples lack mud, are poorly sorted, and vary from predominantly sand (about 80%) to 
predominantly gravel (about 75%) (Tetra Tech, 1977).  
 
Bottom photography conducted during the 1977/1978 dredging cycle also shows that anthropogenic 
debris litters the seafloor of 0ƗPDOD Bay (Chave and Miller, 1977a, 1977b, 1978; Tetra Tech, 1977). 
Video and still photography collected during a USGS survey conducted in May 1994 (Torresan et al., 
1994b) documents the debris to include military ordnance, barrels, tires, lengths of wire rope, and a 
variety of canisters.  

3.7.2.2 Approach to Impacts Analysis 

The pipeline alignments were selected to avoid paralleling bottom contours where the pipelines could be 
broadsided by submarine landslides or turbidity flows and to minimize swell energy on the pipe. Thus to 
the greatest extent possible, alignments run directly downslope, perpendicular to the bottom contours. 
Another alignment criterion was to minimize the length of pipe needed to reach the desired intake depth 
and temperature.  The pipe is elevated to minimize lateral loads from currents and wave energy on the 
pipe and to reduce displacement of sediments (scouring) below the pipe. 

Methodology 
 
Seafloor geology and sediments, especially at shallower depths, were important considerations in pipeline 
installation planning. At shallow depths off Kaka‘ako, the bottom is covered generally with sand and 
rubble which is reworked during summer high wave events. In planning for installation of the pipes, 
trenching through the nearshore reef was considered and rejected in favor of microtunneling. Trenching 
from the breakout point to a point below potential storm surge effects was also considered and rejected, 
primarily as a consequence of potential biological and water quality impacts.  In placing the pipe above 
the sea floor, consideration was given to greatly reducing scouring below the pipe by providing sufficient 
clearance between the seafloor and the pipe. Thus most potential effects on bathymetry, geology and 
sediments were eliminated in project planning. However, in shallow water it was still necessary to 
determine the feasibility of pinning the pipes to the bottom. A series of SCUBA dives was first completed 
to test sediment depth along the route. Subsequently, geotechnical borings were completed to determine if 
the anchor collars could be securely fixed to the bottom. The effects of the installations were evaluated 
based on the character of the bottom and the planned methods of installation.  

Determination of Significance 
 
Modification of bathymetry, geology or sediment movement would be a significant adverse effect if it 
resulted in: 

x Changes to ocean current patterns,  
x Changes to the seafloor bathymetry that would affect navigation 
x Changes to the probability of underwater landslides, or 
x Changes to the resuspension, transportation and redeposition of sediments that would affect 

navigation, recreation, public and/or aquatic resources. 

3.7.2.3 Impacts 

No Action Alternative  
 
The No Action Alternative would have no direct or indirect, short-term or long-term, adverse effects on 
bathymetry, marine geology or sediments because no marine construction would occur.  
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Alternative 1 
 
To satisfy the project purpose and need, deep, cold seawater must be accessed, meaning that pipes must 
extend from shore to deep water. To protect the pipes from damage from waves in shallow water, they 
must be placed beneath the seafloor to a safe depth. There is a trade-off between pipe security and the cost 
of burying them to a point further offshore, but at some point the pipes must surface. The applicant 
proposes to use microtunneling under the shoreline to a breakout point where a receiving pit would be 
excavated to allow connection of buried pipes to surface mounted pipes. The connection point must be 
backfilled and capped to secure the connections. Washed gravel and concrete would be used to backfill 
and cap the breakout pit. The location of the pit was selected to be in a sand channel rather than on a 
living reef to minimize ecological impacts.  
 
Construction impacts would be mainly associated with excavation of a receiving pit for the 
microtunneling machine at the breakout point. Sediments would be removed and bathymetry temporarily 
altered at the pit. The receiving pit at the off shore end of the microtunnel would be approximately 40 feet 
by 40 feet (1,600 ft2) in plan view and 20 feet deep. About 1,185 cubic yards of material would be 
removed from the pit. After the spool section is installed to connect the surface mounted pipes to the 
pipes within the microtunnel, the pit would be backfilled and capped with concrete. The bathymetry 
would be restored to very close to original conditions so ocean currents would not be modified and the 
probability of underwater landslides would not be increased.  
 
Identified temporary impacts would include potentially elevated levels of suspended sediments in waters 
surrounding the excavation area. To minimize this effect, sheet piles would be installed around the pit. 
The sheet piles either would extend to the sea surface or would be augmented by silt curtains at shallower 
depths to completely isolate the receiving pit from the surrounding waters. Sediments removed from the 
pit would be disposed of on land. Effects on water quality and biota are addressed in other sections. The 
applicant would implement BMPs during all operations. 
 
Potential long term effects that have been identified include permanent scouring beneath the pipe, 
effectively transporting and redistributing sediments from beneath the pipe to maritime assets in the 
vicinity of the pipe structure.  Such assets include beaches, the revetment along Kaka’ako Waterfront 
Park, the harbor channels into Honolulu Harbor and Kewalo Basin as well as sediment settling on and 
impacting the viability of coral colonies.  There have been numerous studies on scouring around pipelines 
as this presents a structural design consideration for pipe installations.  A review of the studies was 
conducted by Sumer and Fredsøe in 1992.  This review shows the equilibrium ratio of scour depth to pipe 
diameter for a pipe placed directly on the seabed for practical design purposes is approximately 0.6.  
Therefore to eliminate scour beneath the intake and discharge pipes, a minimum clearance of 38” between 
the seabed and the bottom of the pipe would be required for the larger pipe.  The pipe collars, which 
would maintain the pipes above the seabed to minimize lateral loads from currents and wave energy, 
would provide a 47.5” clearance, effectively eliminating the transportation or redistribution of sediments 
as a result of scouring.  Minimal scouring around the pipe collars would be anticipated.  Additionally, the 
pipe breaks out of the seabed at 31 foot depth.  This is 1,608 feet from the shoreline, sufficiently distant to 
impact shoreline facilities such as beaches and shore protection or surf induced water circulation.  
Therefore no more than minimal impacts associated with scouring or sediment deposition is anticipated. 
 
In summary, Alternative 1 would have a less than significant, direct, short-term adverse effect on 
bathymetry, geology and sediments as a result of the marine construction activities and no long term 
effect as a result of operations. 
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Alternative 2 
 
The effects of Alternative 2 on bathymetry, geology and sediments would be the same as those under 
Alternative 1, and the same mitigation measures would be used.  

Alternative 3 
 
The effects of Alternative 3 on bathymetry, geology and sediments would be the same as those under 
Alternative 1, and the same mitigation measures would be used.  

Alternative 4 (Preferred Alternative) 
 
The effects of Alternative 4 on bathymetry, geology and sediments would be the same as those under 
Alternative 1, and the same mitigation measures would be used. 

3.7.3 Tides and Currents 

3.7.3.1 Existing Conditions 

Ocean circulation in 0ƗPDOD Bay is complex, driven largely by tidal fluctuations with major components 
paralleling the shoreline, but influenced seasonally by thermal stratification, along with trade and Kona 
winds. Oceanographic processes that have major effects on circulation in 0ƗPDOD Bay can be divided into 
the following categories: (1) those caused by surface tides (semi-diurnal, with a period of 12.4 hours, and 
diurnal, with a period of 24.8 hours) and (2) those that result from other factors including wind forcing, 
propagation of long period waves and circulation in deep offshore coastal waters. 
 
The semi-diurnal tidal wave moves in a southwesterly direction in the Pacific Ocean, and appears to split 
near the North Shore of O‘ahu. Two progressive tide waves are thus created; one propagating along the 
east side of the island and the other along the west side. Coastal trapping causes these two waves to curve 
around the headlands at Barbers Point and Diamond Head, and to merge within MƗPDOD Bay before 
continuing toward the southwest. As a result, strong tidal velocities measured at Barbers Point and 
Diamond Head are oriented parallel to the depth contours and directed towards the middle of the bay. 
Weak currents result where the flows merge from opposite directions. Converging flows at flood tide 
cause a downwelling (downward flow) at the center of the bay, which reverses at ebb tide. Consequently, 
large changes in stratification occur over the tidal cycle, with the water column often becoming 
homogeneous at different sites.  
 
Peak currents of about 20 inches per second were measured at the Sand Island Wastewater Treatment 
Plant outfall located about three miles southeast of the Reef Runway in approximately 250 feet of water. 
Figure 3-12 shows a schematic of the mean current circulation pDWWHUQV�LQ�0ƗPDOD�%D\ (Colwell et al., 
1996). 

3.7.3.2 Approach to Impact Analysis 

Methodology 
 
The tides and currents in the offshore project area are important primarily for their influence on the 
behavior of the return seawater plume. This is evaluated in the water quality section where the results of 
the applicant’s computer modeling of the plume behavior are presented. Currents are also important 
because of the stress they can exert on the submarine pipelines. The pipelines and the receiving pit sheet 
piling structure can affect currents downstream. These latter two potential effects are the focus of this 
section. 
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Determination of Significance 
 
A significant effect would occur if the presence of the pipeline modified tides or currents such that it 
altered the risk level to marine operations, human safety or ecological systems.  
 

 
Figure 3-12:  Schematic of Mean Circulation PaWWHUQV�IRU�0ƗPDOD�%D\ 

 

3.7.3.3 Impacts 

No Action Alternative 
 
The No Action Alternative would have no direct or indirect, short-term or long-term, adverse effect on 
tides or currents because there would be no marine construction or operations. 
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Alternative 1 
 
Alternative 1 would have a less than significant, direct, short-term effect on currents immediately 
downstream of the receiving pit structure during construction only.  Pipes and support structures would 
have a negligible effect on downstream currents due to their physical presence near the bottom.  Studies 
have shown that ambient current velocity, while somewhat accelerated (less than 20 % greater than 
ambient velocity) above and below the pipe, returns to ambient velocity within 8 to 10 pipe diameters 
(Sumer and Fredsøe, 1992).  Elevation of the pipeline in the supporting collars would result in much 
lower stress on the pipelines from water currents than if they were deployed directly on the bottom, 
making storm damage less likely.   
 

Alternative 2 
 
Alternative 2 is similar to Alternative 1 except in that the change in current would indirectly significantly 
disrupt a long-term series of current measurements being collected by the Kilo Nalu Observatory, which 
maintains an array of sensors on the seafloor near the breakout point and pipeline alignment for 
Alternative 2. 

Alternative 3 
 
The effects of Alternative 3 would be the same as those of Alternative 1.  

Alternative 4 (Preferred Alternative) 
 
The effects of Alternative 4 would be the same as those of Alternative 1.  

3.7.4 Marine Water Quality 
The HSWAC system would extract cold seawater from a depth of 1,741 feet, warm it in passage through 
heat exchangers, and return it to the sea at a shallower depth. This section first provides a brief overview 
of seawater parameters of importance in assessing the impact of the HSWAC return flows. The applicable 
State of Hawai‘i water quality standards are then presented. The ambient conditions at the proposed 
HSWAC intake and return sites are then described and compared with the State standards. Following that, 
the characteristics of the return flows are compared with ambient conditions at the proposed return site, 
potential exceedances of standards are identified, and permitting requirements are described. 

3.7.4.1 Parameters of Interest 

The ocean is a three-dimensional medium with many parameters varying greatly with depth. In sun-
warmed surface waters where light penetrates, plants produce organic material and oxygen from inorganic 
nutrients and other materials. Organic matter and oxygen are consumed at higher trophic levels and waste 
products excreted, eventually sinking below the photic zone where bacterial decomposition reduces the 
organics back to inorganic forms. Mixing of near-surface waters by wind and waves creates a 
homogeneous surface layer characterized by relatively high temperatures, high dissolved oxygen 
concentrations, and low inorganic nutrient concentrations. Below this layer, temperatures decrease rapidly 
in the thermocline to deep waters characterized by low temperatures, low dissolved oxygen 
concentrations, and high inorganic nutrient concentrations. The HSWAC system would remove water 
from below the thermocline and return it warmed 9-14°F to depths above the thermocline (Alternatives 1-
3) or to the upper reaches of the thermocline in Hawaiian waters (Alternative 4). The return waters would 
differ from the receiving waters in temperature (and therefore density), dissolved oxygen concentrations, 
and dissolved inorganic nutrient concentrations. The following paragraphs briefly describe the importance 
and function of these parameters and others included below in the State’s water quality standards.  
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Temperature 
 
Water temperature is one of the most important physical characteristics of the marine environment. 
Temperature controls the rate at which chemical reactions and biological processes occur (Waller, 1996). 
In addition, most organisms have a distinct range of temperatures in which they thrive. A greater number 
of species live within the moderate temperature zones, with fewer species tolerant to extremes in 
temperature. Typically, organisms cannot survive dramatic temperature fluctuations. 
 
Temperature gradients are created when warmer, lighter water floats above colder, denser water. A band 
of stable water called a thermocline separates the warm and cold layers of water. In Hawai‘i, a wind-
mixed turbulent layer varies from nearly 400 feet deep in winter to less than 100 feet deep in summer. 
Below this mixed layer there is a sharp decrease in temperature (the thermocline), from 77°F at the 
surface to 41°F at 2,300 feet depth, then a gradual decrease to 36°F at the bottom.11 The thermocline often 
acts as a habitat barrier, as it represents the boundary between hospitable and inhospitable water masses 
for many species (Waller, 1996).  

Salinity 
 
Salinity refers to the salt content of sea water. For oceanic waters, the salinity is approximately 35 parts of 
salt per 1,000 parts of sea water. Variations in the salinity of ocean water are linked primarily to climatic 
conditions. Salinity variations are at their highest at the surface of the water. The salinity of surface water 
is increased by the removal of water through evaporation. Alternately, salinity decreases through dilution 
from the addition of fresh water (e.g., rain, runoff from fresh water sources such as streams, etc.). 
Estuaries represent transition zones from saltwater to fresh water. Seawater salinity has a profound effect 
on the concentration of salts in the tissues and body fluids of organisms. Slight shifts of salt 
concentrations in the bodies of animals can have stressful or even fatal consequences. Therefore, animals 
have either evolved mechanisms to control body salt levels or to tolerate their rise and fall with the 
salinity of the seawater around them (Waller, 1996). 

Density 
 
Density (mass per unit volume) of seawater is dependent upon its composition and is a function of both 
temperature and salinity. Dissolved salts and other substances contribute to the higher density of seawater 
compared to fresh water. As temperature increases, density decreases. Accordingly, water that is denser 
will sink, while water that is less dense will rise. Generally, the oceans can be thought of as having a 
three-layered system of water masses: the surface layer (0 to 550 feet), an intermediate layer (550 to 
1,500 feet), and a deep-water layer (1,500 feet to the seafloor) (Waller, 1996). 

pH 
 
The measure of the acidity or alkalinity of a substance, known as the pH, is based on a scale ranging from 
1.0 (highly acidic) to 14.0 (highly basic). A pH of 7.0 is considered neutral. Surface seawater often has a 
pH between 8.1 and 8.3 (slightly basic), but the acidity of deeper ocean water is very stable with a neutral 
pH. The very high concentration of carbonate ions in seawater gives it a large buffering capacity and 
resistance to pH changes. Nevertheless, in shallow seas and coastal areas, the pH can be altered by plant 
and animal activities, pollution, and interaction with fresh water (Waller, 1996). 

Dissolved Gases 
 
                                                      
11 http://www.satlab.hawaii.edu/atlas/  

http://www.satlab.hawaii.edu/atlas/
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Oxygen is not readily soluble in sea water. The amount of oxygen present in seawater will vary with the 
rate of production by plants, consumption by animals and plants, bacterial decomposition, and by surface 
interactions with the atmosphere. Most organisms require oxygen for their life processes. When surface 
water sinks to deeper levels, it retains its store of oxygen until comsumed by deeper organisms (Waller, 
1996).  
 
Carbon dioxide is a gas required by plants for photosynthetic production of new organic matter. Carbon 
dioxide is 60 times more concentrated in seawater than it is in the atmosphere. Seawater in tropical 
regions has lower levels of all dissolved gases in a given volume of water compared to seawater in high 
latitude areas (Waller, 1996). 

Inorganic Macronutrients 
 
Plants in the ocean form the base of the food web, producing the organic compounds that feed higher 
trophic levels. To do this they need nitrogen, phosphorus, other nutrients and trace elements in addition to 
carbon dioxide and sunlight. Primary production can proceed only until supplies of that substance which 
is in the shortest supply relative to the needs of the organism is exhausted (Liebig’s “Law of the 
Minimum”). Nitrate is a common limiting nutrient in subtropical ocean systems such as Hawai‘i, and 
phosphate can be an important co-limiter.. 

3.7.4.2 Applicable Standards 

Hawai‘i’s water quality standards (Chapter 11-54, HAR, Water Quality Standards) are broadly based to 
protect both terrestrial (groundwater and surface waters) and marine waters. They consist of basic 
standards applicable to all waters, specific numerical standards for many toxic substances, and specific 
numerical standards for a number of classes of State waters. As there would be no discharge of toxic 
substances from the HSWAC system (nothing would be added to the deep seawater in the HSWAC 
system, and materials comprising the pumps, heat exchangers and pipes are virtually inert), those 
standards are not reiterated here. The paragraphs below describe the basic standards applicable to all State 
waters and the specific standards pertaining to the location of the proposed HSWAC return flows. 
 
Basic water quality standards applicable to all waters in Hawai‘i are that they shall be free of substances 
attributable to domestic, industrial, or other controllable sources of pollutants, including the following 
(Chapter 11-54, HAR, Water Quality Standards): 

x Materials that will settle to form objectionable sludge or bottom deposits; 
x Floating debris, oil, grease, scum, or other floating materials; 
x Substances in amounts sufficient to produce taste in the water or detectable off-flavor in the flesh 

of fish, or in amounts sufficient to produce objectionable color, turbidity, or other conditions in 
the receiving waters; 

x High or low temperatures, biocides, pathogenic organisms, toxic, radioactive, corrosive, or other 
deleterious substances at levels or in combinations sufficient to be toxic or harmful to human, 
animal, plant, or aquatic life, or in amounts sufficient to interfere with any beneficial use of the 
water; 

x Substances or conditions or combinations thereof in concentrations which produce undesirable 
aquatic life; and 

x Soil particles resulting from erosion on land involved in earthwork, such as the construction of 
public works; highways; subdivisions; recreational, commercial, or industrial developments; or 
the cultivation and management of agricultural lands. 

 
With respect to the proposed HSWAC seawater return flows, potential issues are low temperatures and 
high macronutrient concentrations that could stimulate algal productivity.  
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The State of Hawai‘i classifies the marine waters of 0ƗPDOD Bay as Class A. “It is the objective of Class 
A waters that their use for recreational purposes and aesthetic enjoyment be protected. Any other use shall 
be permitted as long as it is compatible with the protection and propagation of fish, shellfish, and wildlife, 
and with recreation in and on these waters. These waters shall not act as receiving waters for any 
discharge that has not received the best degree of treatment or control compatible with the criteria 
established for this class” (Chapter 11-54, HAR, Water Quality Standards). 
 
In addition to the basic standards applicable to all waters, each class of water has numerical standards for 
specific parameters. Generally, these standards are in the form of three numbers: (1) a value not to be 
exceeded by the geometric mean of the sample values, (2) a value not to be exceeded more than 10% of 
the time, and (3) a value not to be exceeded more than 2% of the time. Specific numerical standards have 
been promulgated for several types of marine waters, such as embayments (including Honolulu Harbor 
and Kewalo Basin), open coastal waters (less than 100 fathoms deep) and oceanic waters (greater than 
100 fathoms deep). These standards recognize that proximity to land affects ambient concentrations of 
many water quality parameters due to the effects of surface runoff, groundwater seepage, and pollutant 
discharges. However, they do not recognize the three-dimensional vertical stratification of ocean waters, 
and all State water quality standards are based on expected concentrations of parameters at the water’s 
surface, even though natural, ambient, unpolluted conditions may exceed State standards in and below the 
thermocline. Accordingly, the water quality standards apply throughout the water column. 
 
The HSWAC system would draw water from “oceanic” waters, i.e., waters greater than 100 fathoms (600 
ft) deep, and return the water to “coastal” waters, i.e., waters shallower than 100 fathoms deep. Coastal 
water standards would therefore apply to the receiving waters at the alternative diffuser locations. Coastal 
waters are further subdivided into “wet” areas, those receiving more than three million gallons per day of 
fresh water discharge per shoreline mile, and “dry” areas, those receiving less than three million gallons 
per day of fresh water discharge per shoreline mile. 0ƗPDOD Bay is a “wet” open coastal area, and the 
standards in Table 3-6 apply at all of the alternative diffuser locations.  
 
A note on units is necessary here. Engineers and scientists often use different sets of units to describe 
concentrations of parameters in the sea. The standards in Table 3-6 from HAR Chapter 54 are given in 
engineering units. For comparison with the ambient data sets presented later, conversions to scientific 
units are shown in parentheses. 12 

 

Pursuant to CWA Section 303(d) and CWA Section 305(b), the HDOH compiles a report assessing the 
quality of State waters. The report published in 2008 for year 2006 characterized the waters offshore of 
Sand Island and the ocHDQLF�ZDWHUV�RI�0ƗPDOD�%D\�DV�LPSDLUHG��L�H���H[FHHGLQJ�ZDWHU�TXDOLW\�VWDQGDUGV��
for total nitrogen and chlorophyll a. Discharge of a pollutant to a water body listed as impaired for that 
pollutant is prohibited and granting of a ZOM would not be possible. The HSWAC discharge would add 
QLWURJHQ� WR� WKH�ZDWHU� ERG\� VR�� LI�0ƗPDOD�%D\� LV� LPSDLUHG�� WKH�+6:$&�SURMHFW� FRXOG� QRW� SURFHHG�� ,Q�
discussions between the applicant and HDOH CWB SHUVRQQHO��LW�EHFDPH�FOHDU�WKDW�WKH�OLVWLQJ�RI�0ƗPDOD�
Bay was based on data more than 20 years old, no data had been collected by HDOH in the area in many 
years, there may have been problems with some of the earlier data and interpretations, and the listing had 
not been reviewed in recent years. In 2012 HDOH published an updated assessment report for 2008 and 
2010 which delisted WKH�RIIVKRUH�SRUWLRQV�RI�0ƗPDOD�%D\�DV�LPSDLUHG (HDOH, 2012). 
 

                                                      
12 Parts-per-million (ppm) is the same as milligrams per liter (mg/l); a micro-mole per liter (µM/l) is the same as a micro-gram-
atom per liter (µg-at/l); and a value in micrograms per liter may be converted to micro-moles (or micro-gram-atoms) by dividing 
by the atomic weight of the constituent. For example, to convert a value in micrograms per liter of nitrogen, divide by the atomic 
weight of nitrogen, 14.0067 grams per mole.  
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Table 3-6:  State Water Quality Standards Applicable to Wet Open Coastal Areas 

Parameter Geometric Mean Not to 
Exceed 

Not to Exceed More 
Than Ten % of the Time 

Not to Exceed More 
Than Two % of the Time 

Total Nitrogen 
(µg N/l) 

150.00 
(10.71 µM/l) 

250.00 
(17.85 µM/l) 

350.00 
(24.99 µM/l) 

Ammonia Nitrogen 
(µg NH4-N/l) 

3.5 
(0.25 µM/l) 

8.5 
(0.61 µM/l) 

15.00 
(1.07 µM/l) 

Nitrate+Nitrite Nitrogen 
(µg [NO3 + NO2] – N/l) 

5.00 
(0.36 µM/l) 

14.00 
(1.00 µM/l) 

25.00 
(1.78 µM/l) 

Total Phosphorus 
(µg P/l) 

20.00 
(0.65 µM/l) 

40.00 
(1.29 µM/l) 

60.00 
(1.94 µM/l) 

Light Extinction 
Coefficient (k units) 0.20 0.50 0.85 

Chlorophyll a (µg/l) 0.30 0.90 1.75 

Turbidity (N.T.U.) 0.50 1.25 2.00 

pH 
Shall not deviate more than 0.5 units from a value of 8.1, except at coastal locations 
where and when freshwater from stream, storm drain or groundwater discharge may 
depress the pH to a minimum level of 7.0. 

Dissolved Oxygen Not less than 75% saturation, determined as a function of ambient water temperature 
and salinity. 

Temperature Shall not vary more than one degree Celsius from ambient conditions. 

Salinity Shall not vary more than 10% from natural or seasonal changes considering 
hydrologic input and oceanographic factors. 

Source:  Chapter 11-54, HAR, Water Quality Standards  
 

3.7.4.3 Existing Conditions 

Depth Variability of Water Quality Parameters Near O‘ahu 
 
This section provides a general characterization of relevant water quality parameters around O‘ahu. The 
following section summarizes data collected specifically for the HSWAC project. That is followed by 
presentation of relevant portions of a long-term data set at stations very close to the potential HSWAC 
diffuser locations. Those data were collected as part of the ongoing monitoring program associated with 
the Sand Island WWTP ocean outfall.  
 
Figure 3-13 depicts the average vertical profiles of temperature, salinity, and major nutrients computed 
from a series of monthly surface-to-bottom measurements made between 1988 and 1995 at Station Aloha 
located north of O‘ahu. Essentially similar conditions would be expected south of O‘ahu. Vertical profiles 
of temperature, salinity and nutrients result from broad scale oceanic and climatic conditions, although 
there are near-shore island effects. Near the surface, the water column is mixed by wind and has uniform 
properties; the depth of the mixed layer varies from nearly 400 feet in winter to less than 100 feet in 
summer. Below the mixed layer there is a sharp decrease in temperature (a thermocline���IURP����Û) at the 
VXUIDFH� WR���Û)�DW������� IeeW� GHSWK�� WKHQ� D� JUDGXDO�GHFUHDVH� WR� ��Û)� DW� ������� Ieet depth. The salinity 
distribution reflects the sinking of water from the north: higher salinity water of 35.2 parts per thousand 
(ppt) at 500 feet depth, traceable to the high surface salinity water north of Hawai‘i; and low salinity 
water of 34.1 ppt at 1,670 feet depth, traceable to low surface salinity water further to the northwest. 
Below this depth, salinity increases gradually to 34.7 ppt for abyssal waters. The concentrations of 
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macronutrients are small at the surface, but increase to a maximum at about 2,600 feet depth (Flament, 
1996). 
 
 

 
 
 

 
Figure 3-13:  Average Vertical Distribution of Temperature, Salinity, and Major Nutrients in Hawaiian 

Waters 
 
Depth profiles for water quality parameters taken from a station in the Kaua‘i Channel west of 0ƗPDOD 
Bay are shown in the following figures. Figure 3-14 shows the depth variability of nitrate-nitrogen. It can 
be seen that surface concentrations approach zero, while ambient concentrations at 1,640 feet (500 m) 
exceed 30 µM/L (~420 µg/L), about 84 times the State water quality standard. At all depths below about 
330 feet (100 m), State water quality standards are exceeded by average ambient concentrations. 
 

Source:  University of Hawaii  
Legend: C – Celsius; ppt – Parts per thousand; NO2 – Nitrite; NO3 – Nitrate; m – Meters    
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Figure 3-14:  Nitrate Concentration as a Function of Depth at a Station West of O‘ahu 

(21.18°N, 158.55°W) (Source:  Makai Ocean Engineering, 2005b) 
 

Figure 3-15 shows a similar trend for phosphate-phosphorous. The relevant State water quality standard is 
given in terms of total phosphorous, which includes organic dissolved and particulate forms of 
phosphorous in addition to the inorganic orthophosphate plotted here. Thus, the total phosphorus 
concentration would be greater than the phosphate concentration alone. It can be seen from Figure 3-15 
that State water quality standards for total phosphorous are exceeded by phosphate concentrations alone at 
depths below about 820 feet. At 1,640 feet (500 m) phosphate concentrations are about 2.5 µM/L (~77 
µg/L) or nearly four times the total phosphorous standard. 
 

 
Figure 3-15:  Phosphate Concentration as a Function of Depth at a Station West of O‘ahu 

(21.18°N, 158.55°W) (Source:  Makai Ocean Engineering, 2005b) 
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Figure 3-16 shows the corresponding depth profile for dissolved oxygen concentrations. Unlike the 
nutrient concentrations shown in the previous figures, oxygen concentrations are lower below the 
thermocline. The relevant State water quality standard for dissolved oxygen concentration is 75% 
saturation. Figure 3-17 shows a nomograph of oxygen saturation as a function of temperature and salinity 
(Strickland and Parsons, 1968). The saturation point for the receiving waters at the Alternative 1 
discharge location would be 6.63 mg/l. The measured concentration (Makai Ocean Engineering, 2005b) is 
4.82 mg/l or 72.7% saturated. Thus, even the shallow receiving water is not always in compliance with 
State water quality standards. The return flow would be 24.5% saturated at its discharge temperature, but 
as it warmed to ambient temperature in the receiving water its saturation would increase to 31.7% because 
warmer water can hold less dissolved oxygen. 
 

 
Figure 3-16:  Dissolved Oxygen Concentration as a Function of Depth at a Station West of O‘ahu  

(21.18°N, 158.55°W) (Source:  Makai Ocean Engineering, 2005b) 
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Figure 3-17:  Dissolved Oxygen Saturation as a Function of Temperature and Salinity 

(Source:  Strickland and Parsons, 1968) 

HSWAC Water Samples 
 
In March of 2011, water samples were collected in triplicate at the location and approximate depth of the 
proposed intake. The results are displayed in Table 3-7. Parameters for which there are State water quality 
standards in wet, open coastal waters are designated with an asterisk.  
 

Table 3-7:  Water Quality at the Proposed HSWAC Intake Location 

Parameter Sample 1 
Depth = 538 m 

Sample 2 
Depth = 535 m 

Sample 3 
Depth = 536 m Mean 

PO4 (µg P/L) 69.75 69.75 69.44 69.65 
NO3+NO2 (µg N/L)* 466.90 474.46 475.72 472.36 
NH4 (µg N/L)* - 0.28 0.14 0.21 
TP (µg P/L)* 70.06 71.30 70.37 70.58 
TN (µg N/L)* 513.52 522.48 516.32 517.44 
Turbidity (NTU)* 0.28 0.07 0.18 0.18 
Salinity (0/00)* 34.186 34.178 34.183 34.182 
pH* 7.70 7.71 7.74 7.72 
Chl-a (µg /L)* 0.021 0.010 0.010 0.014 
TSS (µg /L) 4.74 3.03 2.05 3.27 
D.O. (mg/L) 1.50 1.58 1.52 1.53 
D.O. (% saturation)* 15.2 16.0 15.4 15.5 
Temp. (°C)* 6.9 6.4 6.2 6.5 
BOD-5 (mg/L) 3.0 1.8 4.3 3.0 
COD (mg/L) 154 112 105 124 
Oil & Grease (mg/L) <5.0 <5.0 <5.0 <5.0 
TOC (mg/L) 2.16 1.26 1.36 1.59 
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Comparing these values with the standards shown in Table 3-6, it’s clear that the deep ocean waters 
violate the standards for total nitrogen, nitrate+nitrite nitrogen, total phosphorus, and dissolved oxygen. 
Of these parameters, nitrate+nitrite nitrogen would require the greatest dilution to meet the applicable 
standard. 

Sand Island WWTP Ocean Outfall Monitoring Data 
 
As part of the monitoring program required for the NPDES permit for the Sand Island WWTP ocean 
outfall, a number of stations are routinely sampled, several of which are in close proximity to the potential 
HSWAC diffuser locations. Data collected from 2006-2011 were provided by HDOH. (See Figure 2-34 
for locations of the Sand Island outfall monitoring stations and the alternative HSWAC facilities 
locations.) Sand Island Outfall Monitoring Stations C4, D4 and E4 are located offshore of Kaka‘ako 
Waterfront Park at nominal water depths of 60 feet, 150 feet and 300 feet, respectively. At each of these 
stations, water samples are collected near the surface, midway in the water column and close to the 
bottom.  
 
The original data and the geometric means may be found in Appendix F. Original values shown as <1, 
essentially nondetectable, were arbitrarily converted to a value of 0.5. 
 
Nevertheless, no parameter at any station exceeded the respective geometric mean criterion for wet open 
coastal waters and with only a single exception, there were no exceedances of the 10% or 2% criteria. The 
sole exception was ammonia-nitrogen at mid-depth at station E4 where there was one value of 16.00 µg 
N/L which exceeded the 15.00 µg N/L criterion for 2% of samples. There were 21 data points at this 
location so the one exceedance represented 4.8% of the samples.  
 
Temperature Measurements 
Because of the critical importance of the seawater intake temperature to HSWAC system engineering and 
economics, the temperature regime at the proposed intake location was exhaustively investigated. 
Existing data were analyzed, existing models were run, and sensors were deployed to collect new data. 
Some interesting relationships were seen between the water temperatures at 1,600 feet and tides and 
internal waves. Although reduction of temperature variability and its impact were important engineering 
considerations for the applicant’s engineers, this temperature variability was not significant in terms of 
State water quality standards. Seawater temperature variations at 1,600 feet water depth in 0ƗPDOD Bay 
were examined in four sources of data: 

x The first data set (Hamilton et al., 1995) was collected as part of the 0ƗPDOD Bay Study. This 
investigation consisted of deploying pressure sensors and thermistors at various depths and 
locations throughout 0ƗPDOD Bay for a period of 1.5 years. The deepest and closest mooring 
relative to the preliminary proposed HSWAC intake location (named E4) was positioned 
approximately 3.7 nm southeast of that location in a water depth of 1,665 feet. The deepest 
thermistor attached to this mooring was at a water depth of 1,476 feet. 

x The second source of data was a recent depth/pressure sensor deployment (named HSWAC1) in 
the general vicinity of the proposed HSWAC intake location at 1,600 feet water depth. The data 
were collected by Makai Ocean Engineering, Inc. (MOE), for a period of 11 days. 

x The third source of data was based on a second deployment (named HSWAC2) that occurred 
immediately following the first MOE deployment and lasted for a period of 20 days. 

x The fourth source of data was the Hawai‘i Ocean Time-Series (HOT) project. The HOT data 
represents a long-term data set consisting of cruise averages spanning 19 years. The data are 
collected about 62 miles north of O‘ahu. A cruise average is generated from a series of 
expendable bathythermograph (XBT) casts. The casts collect instantaneous temperature data 
through the water column between the surface and 3,048 feet depth. Each cruise averages five 
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days of data and the cruises are spaced about a month apart. The fact that the HOT data includes a 
wide range of depths means it includes data at the same depths as all the other data sets.  

 
The locations of the first three stations are shown on Figure 3-18, and the results are discussed below. 

0ƗPDOD Bay 1995 Study 
The 0ƗPDOD Bay study included 11 mooring stations positioned throughout 0ƗPDOD Bay. Most sensors 
were deployed shallow (< 820 feet) with the exception of A4 and E4, which were deployed in 1,476 feet 
water depth (approximately 190 feet above the seafloor). The E4 sampling period was January 1994 to 
August 1995. The average temperature for this site was found to be 45.41°F, with a standard deviation of 
0.68°F. 
 

 
Figure 3-18:  Temperature Time-6HULHV�'DWD�&ROOHFWLRQ�6LWHV�LQ�0ƗPDOD�%D\ 

(Source:  Makai Ocean Engineering, 2005a) 
 
The preliminary HSWAC design intake temperature was established at 45°F. Based on bathymetry and 
existing temperature profile data, this placed the target intake at approximately 1,600 feet water depth. 
Using the data available from the 0ƗPDOD Bay study (Hamilton et. al., 1995) and that of Noda (1982), the 
temperature at the 1,476 feet water depth was extrapolated to a depth of 1,600 feet. Taking the overall 
average for the 0ƗPDOD Bay study data set gives an estimated average temperature at 1,600 feet water 
depth of 44.7°F. 
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MOE November 2004 11-Day Data Collection 
In an attempt to gain a better understanding of the variation of subsurface water temperature at 1,600 feet 
LQ�0ƗPDOD�%D\, MOE deployed a temperature/pressure sensor approximately 3 nm seaward of Honolulu 
Harbor in 1,600 feet water depth (21-14.58276 ºN, 157-52.20180 ºW). The deployment location is labeled 
HSWAC1 on Figure 3-18. The sensor was deployed on November 27th and retrieved 11 days later on 
December 8th, 2004.  
 
Table 3-8 provides descriptive statistics from the 11-day sampling period. The mean water temperature 
(45.01°F) was 0.31°F warmer than what was predicted for the 1,600 feet depth at the E4 mooring, as 
might be expected from sampling a much shorter time period than the 20-month time period for the E4 
data. 

Table 3-8:  Descriptive Statistics for the HSWAC1 Sensor Located in 1,600 Feet Water Depth  
at the Proposed HSWAC Seawater Intake Location 

HSWAC1 Stats (11-Days) °F 
Mean 45.01 
Standard Deviation 0.67 
Range 3.22 
Source:  Makai Ocean Engineering, 2005a 

 
Making direct comparisons between the HSWAC1 data and those collected in 1995 (Hamilton et al., 
1995) is difficult because of the differences in collection times and water depths. Further analysis of these 
temperature data suggests that the difference in temperature variation between the two data sets 
(HSWAC1 versus E4) may not simply be due to sampling error (difference in sample sizes). 
 
When MOE plotted the entire HSWAC1 data series an obvious pattern of periodicity in temperature 
fluctuations was observed (Figure 3-19). Furthermore, a strong correlation between pressure (water depth) 
and temperature is apparent. The most likely explanation is that there is a correlation between water 
temperature and tides. An observed episodic temperature periodicity of 12 hours and in some cases 24 
hours was noted. 
 

 
Figure 3-19:  A Plot of the Temperature and Pressure Data Collected for an 11-day Period at the HSWAC1 

Location 
(The yellow bar represents the mean temperature, the blue line represents temperature and the green line represents 

pressure. Located just above the x-axis is the tidal profile for the periods identified.) (Source:  Makai Ocean 
Engineering, 2005a) 
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In addition to measuring the temperature variation at 1,600 feet, a water column profile was also collected 
(Figure 3-20). It can be seen that the mixed layer extends to well below 200 feet in this profile, at this 
time of year. 

 
Figure 3-20:  Temperature Profile for the HSWAC1 Deployment 

(Source:  Makai Ocean Engineering, 2005a) 

MOE December 2004 20-Day Data Collection 
Immediately following the MOE 11-day HSWAC1 deployment, the sensor was redeployed for 20 days at 
roughly the same location; 21-14.619 ºN, 157-52.309 ºW (HSWAC2 - see Figure 3-18). Table 3-9 
provides descriptive statistics for the 20-day sampling period. The mean water temperature (45.2°F) was 
0.19°F warmer than in the 11-day HSWAC1 deployment at essentially the same location.  
 

Table 3-9:  Descriptive Statistics for the HSWAC2 Sensor Located in 1,600 feet Water Depth at the 
Preliminary Intake Target 

HSWAC2 Stats (20-Days) °F 
Mean 45.20 
Standard Deviation 0.59 
Range 3.78 
Source:  Makai Ocean Engineering, 2005a 
 

The 20-day HSWAC2 sampling period resulted in minimum and maximum temperature values which 
were greater than the HSWAC1 11-day sampling period but less than the E4 monthly sampling period. 
Combined, the 20-day HSWAC2 and 11-day HSWAC1 are still within the E4 minimum and maximum 
temperature ranges recorded for the months of November and December 1994.  
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Analytical Modeling 
 
To further examine potential variability of water temperature in 0ƗPDOD Bay, two numerical 
oceanographic models designed to model tides, internal waves, temperature, salinity, and bathymetry 
were reviewed. The University of Hawai‘i – Mark Merrifield Model provided the most useful results. 
 
University of Hawai‘i – Mark Merrifield’s Model 
Dr. Mark Merrifield at the University of Hawai‘i has published several papers on the dynamics of 
0ƗPDOD Bay. He also operates a Princeton-based model of the bay’s dynamics including the tides, 
internal waves, temperatures, currents, etc. In general, his results show that 0ƗPDOD Bay has large 
temperature excursions because of the tidal waves (not tsunami) hitting the island daily from the 
northeast.  
 
If the bottom of the ocean were flat there would be no vertical excursion near the seabed, and therefore no 
temperature variations. However, the bottom slope drives the vertical variations. Temperature excursions 
can be reduced by: (1) looking for the smallest cross-slope surge, (2) going deeper for a smaller 
temperature gradient, or (3) locating the intake at a low bottom slope. 
 
Considering the bathymetry of 0ƗPDOD Bay, there are potentially economically feasible opportunities for 
locating the seawater intake where the bottom slope is lower. For instance, in Figure 3-21, location C has 
a lower slope than location A where HSWAC1 and HSWAC2 measurements were made, so one would 
expect a considerable lowering of the temperature fluctuations under the same surge conditions. Surge, 
however, increases toward Pearl Harbor, so the net effect of this potential move is unknown. 

3.7.4.4 Approach to Impact Analysis 

Methodology 
 
Activities and substances that could affect water quality during construction and operation of the system 
were identified and the possibility of exceedances of regulatory standards evaluated. In particular, the 
potential water quality effects of the return seawater plume were evaluated with a USEPA-approved 
computer simulation.  

Determination of Significance 
 
A significant adverse effect would be an exceedance of regulatory standards. 
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Figure 3-21:  Alternative HSWAC Seawater Intake Locations Based on Bottom Slope 

 
(Location C has a much lower slope than Location A where temperature data were collected. Location B is a 

potential 1,700 feet intake location. The radii are distances (in thousand [k] feet) from the assumed microtunnel 
breakout location.) (Source:  Makai Ocean Engineering, 2005a) 
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3.7.4.5 Impacts 

No Action Alternative  
 
The No Action Alternative would have no direct or indirect, short-term or long-term, adverse effect on 
marine water quality because there would be no construction or facilities offshore. Electricity would 
continue to be used for air conditioning all downtown buildings. This electrical demand generates cooling 
water that is disposed of into offshore marine waters, raising ambient temperatures. 

Alternative 1 
 
Under Alternative 1, marine water quality would be impacted during both construction and operation of 
the seawater pipelines. During construction and pipeline installation, sources of impacts would include 
construction vessel mooring, excavation and backfill of the microtunnel receiving pit at the offshore 
breakout point, emplacement of the deployment holdbacks if they are in the water rather than on land, 
deployment of the pipeline anchor collars on the seabed, and placement of piles to moor pipe strings in 
.HދHKL�/DJRRQ�� 
 
During microtunneling, pressure on the slurry at the drill head balances the sea pressure. There is no 
excessive pressure that could lead to a blowout causing uncontrolled slurry release into the ocean. In the 
event there is a rupture, the pressure would immediately drop limiting slurry escape. There is no 
pressurized reserve capacity. If the rupture were behind the drill head, seawater would immediately 
inundate the tunnel causing the slurry to be pushed back to the jacking pit where it would be contained. 
There is no risk of the slurry escaping into the ocean in any significant quantity.  
 
The microtunnel would emerge through the sheet piles into the receiving pit. Within the confined 
receiving pit, there could be an increase of turbidity when the microtunnel boring machine penetrates the 
sheet piles. Turbidity could result from disturbance of sediments or from release of drilling mud, if it is 
used in the terminal stages of boring. It is possible the contractor would not use drilling mud in the 
terminal stages of boring to avoid the release at breakout. In any event, the applicant’s construction 
specifications would require the complete isolation of the receiving pit from the surrounding waters using 
either sheet piles or a combination of sheet piles and silt curtains. Drilling mud, if used, or disturbed 
sediments would be contained within the confines of the receiving pit. The void between the microtunnels 
and the pipes would be grouted as drilling progresses to eliminate the possibility of drilling mud leaking 
through the sediments into the water column. 
 
At the breakout location, a work platform, likely a barge or pile supported platform, would have to be 
present for an estimated period of seven to nine months. Due to the open ocean conditions offshore of 
Kaka‘ako, barges or work boats may be moored to pre-installed underwater mooring anchor piles. A 
similar underwater mooring was provided for the sunken Ehime Maru. The breakout point would be in a 
sand and rubble channel lacking coral reef development and installation of anchor piles or support piles 
would be done carefully to minimize turbidity generation. The temporary holdbacks, if in-water 
holdbacks are employed, would be installed in similar fashion. 
 
At the breakout point, the receiving pit would be lined with sheet piling or a combination of sheet piling 
and silt curtains extending to the water surface, but some turbidity would be generated during placement 
of the sheet piling. BMPs would be employed to minimize turbidity in surrounding waters. Further, the 
work area in general is on an open coast exposed to high summer surf and storm surge. Much of the 
seafloor is covered with sediments deposited from previous dredging of Honolulu Harbor. These 
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sediments are remobilized and resuspended during high wave energy events so the biological community 
is periodically exposed to high suspended sediment concentrations and turbidity.  
 
As the pipeline is lowered to the seabed in the deployment process, it could be expected that impact of 
each anchor collar with the sea floor would result in suspension of a small amount of sediments. This also 
would be a brief transient series of events.  
 
Turbidity from backfilling the receiving pit would be minimized by the isolation and containment 
described above. In addition, only pre-washed, 3/8-inch to 2-inch crushed basalt gravel would be used. 
Other sources of turbidity would include pile driving, if required to secure vessels offshore and pipe 
VWULQJV� LQ� .HދHKL� /DJRRQ�� DQG� GHSOR\PHQW of vessel anchors and pipe collars. These would be brief, 
transient effects. Once the containment structure is removed, the fill at the breakout pit would not affect 
water circulation, salinity or other physicochemical or water quality parameters. It would be inert. The 
material proposed for discharge would consist of clean gravel and concrete. It would not introduce, 
relocate, or increase contaminants. 
 
During construction, turbidity generation would be the primary water quality concern. Turbidity is a 
characteristic of many coastal waters in Hawai‘i. Turbidity can be caused by natural events such as 
storms, heavy rains and floods, which create fast running water that can carry particles and larger-sized 
sediment. In the coastal portion of the project area, turbidity is caused by runoff from the land during and 
after rainfall and resuspension of bottom sediments by waves and currents. Marine communities in the 
project area are adapted to occasionally turbid conditions because of the seasonal exposure of the area to 
large southern swells.  
 
Construction effects on water quality would be direct, short term and adverse, but mitigable to less than 
significant. Mitigation measures proposed by the applicant would include careful placement of all anchors 
and piles, use of sheet piles/silt curtains to contain sediments mobilized in excavation of the breakout pit, 
and removal of all excavated materials for disposal on land. Impacts would be further minimized by 
implementing BMPs during construction, including: 

x The employment of standard BMPs for construction in coastal waters, such as daily inspection of 
equipment for conditions that could cause spills or leaks, 

x Cleaning of equipment prior to deployment in the water, 
x Proper location of storage, refueling, and servicing sites, and 
x Implementation of adequate spill response and storm weather preparation plans. 

 
At the breakout point, there is a possibility of contaminants from the capped landfill under Kaka‘ako 
Waterfront Park being mobilized and entering the water column. This would be a direct, short-term 
significant adverse effect. To minimize this possibility, as pipe is installed inside the microtunnel, the 
space between the pipe and the microtunnel wall would be grouted. This would mitigate the potential 
short-term impact to less than significant. The breakout pit would be capped with concrete after a short 
open period in which the surface-mounted pipelines are attached to the pipes inside the microtunnels. This 
also would be a short-term adverse impact mitigable to less than significant. All materials removed from 
the microtunnel and also materials removed from the piles before capping would be tested for 
contamination and disposed of or stored for reuse on land, as appropriate. As all potential sources of 
contaminant leaching arising from HSWAC construction would be capped with concrete there would be 
no direct, long-term adverse effects. 
 
The applicant’s mitigation measures for potential impacts from mobilizing contaminants in the 
microtunneling operation are: 
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x As pipe is installed inside the microtunnel from the cooling station to the breakout pit, the space 
between the pipe and the microtunnel wall would be grouted. 

x All materials removed from the microtunnel and also materials removed from the piles before 
capping would be tested for contamination and disposed of or stored for reuse, as appropriate. 

 
Water quality monitoring would be conducted during the construction period. Pursuant to Section 401 of 
the Clean Water Act, the applicant must obtain and comply with the conditions of a Water Quality 
Certification from the HDOH. The proposed action would also be accomplished in compliance with the 
conditions of the individual NPDES permit required by the HDOH. 
 
Once operational, the HSWAC system would return slightly warmed (+9 to 13°F) deep seawater to 
relatively shallow depths. As the ambient condition of the unmodified deep source water is in violation of 
many of the State’s water quality standards, so too would the return water be in violation of those 
standards (even though the source waters are classed “oceanic” and the receiving waters are classed “open 
coastal,” with generally higher thresholds for violations). Parameters that would not meet standards for 
open coastal waters (wet coastline) include those for total nitrogen, nitrate+nitrite nitrogen, total 
phosphorus, dissolved oxygen and temperature modification. Consequently, a ZOM would have to be 
approved to permit these exceedances in a specified area. In order to ensure water quality standards would 
be met outside the ZOM, a diffuser system was designed for the end of the return seawater pipe. The 
design and operation of the diffuser are described in Section 2.4.2. 
 
The primary objective of this modeling effort was to identify the level of dilution that could be achieved 
by the diffuser system in each of the current scenarios. The temperature difference between the discharge 
waters and the receiving waters was identified as a concern in scoping. Temperature, however, was not 
found to be the governing pollutant, and a dilution of only 13 would be required to satisfy water quality 
standards for temperature. Review of water quality data for the intake location (Table 3-7) showed that 
the governing pollutant for this discharge would be nitrate+nitrite nitrogen, where deep ocean 
measurements suggest the effluent stream would KDYH�D�FRQFHQWUDWLRQ�RI�a����ȝJ�O��7R�PHHW�ZDWHU�TXDOLW\�
standards, a dilution of 113 would be required. 
 
The conclusions of the modeling exercise are reiterated here: 

x The design of the diffuser facilitates substantial near-field initial mixing of the return water for all 
water current cases considered. 

x The negative buoyancy of the plume dominates the discharge near-field behavior. Surfacing of 
the plume (at a low dilution) is not anticipated; after initial mixing, the plume would have a 
tendency to sink. This is considered desirable from a water quality standpoint, as this represents a 
general movement away from the photic zone where the nutrients could have biostimulatory 
effects. 

x Some plume-seabed interaction is anticipated in the immediate vicinity of the diffuser; however, 
substantial initial dilution implies plume properties would be close to ambient when the plume 
encounters the seabed. Within a few meters from the centerline of the diffuser the dilution would 
be sufficient to meet water quality standards for temperature. 

x Under low current conditions, port velocity of the diffuser would provide good initial mixing, but 
the weak ambient flow would allow considerable upstream intrusion of the plume. This is 
presumed to be acceptable, as the ZOM would not be directionally restricted. The required 
dilution of 113 for nitrate+nitrite nitrogen is reached within 525 feet of the diffuser centerline. 

x Under high current conditions, the initially mixed plume would be rapidly advected away from 
the diffuser, and the plume dispersed rapidly by the turbulent energy associated with the high 
flow. The required dilution of 113 would be achieved within 16 feet of the diffuser centerline. 
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x Under mean current conditions the required dilution is reached within 285 feet of the diffuser 
centerline. 

 
Operational effects on water quality would be direct, long-term, significant and adverse, but would be 
contained within a designated ZOM and therefore mitigable (from a regulatory perspective) to less than 
significant. CWA Section 316(a) allows that thermal discharge effluent limitations or standards 
established in permits may be less stringent than those required by applicable standards if the protection 
and propagation of a balanced, indigenous community of shellfish, fish and wildlife can be demonstrated. 
The modeling results summarized above indicate that thermal effects of the discharge would be highly 
localized and contained within a few meters of the diffuser centerline, allowing protection and 
propagation of fish. When the plume intersects the bottom, temperatures would be close to ambient, 
allowing protection and propagation of shellfish. Wildlife on the water would be unaffected by the 
negatively buoyant plume. A water quality and biological monitoring program (Appendix G) would be 
implemented to ensure that all terms and conditions of required permits are complied with.  
 
As part of the CWA Section 401 Water Quality Certification process, the applicant produced an 
antidegradation analysis, which is included as Appendix H. To explore the capacity of the receiving 
waters to assimilate the HSWAC return seawater, data from the Sand Island WWTP Water Quality 
Monitoring program were analyzed. Table 3-10 summarizes the geometric means of results from the three 
stations nearest the proposed diffuser location and depths and compares their collective arithmetic mean 
with the respective geometric mean water quality criterion to determine the assimilative capacity of the 
water in the vicinity of the proposed diffuser location for each parameter. The depths shown are the 
assumed nominal sampling depths based on the water depth at the respective station. 
 

Table 3-10:  Sand Island WWTP Ocean Outfall Water Quality Monitoring Data Geometric Means (µg/L) 
Station Depth (ft) NO2+NO3 NH4 TN TP Turb Chl 

C4 (surface) 1 1.67 1.01 92.97 6.94 0.25 0.18 
C4 (mid) 20 1.19 0.89 89.64 6.78 0.23 0.19 
C4 (bottom) 40 1.37 0.84 91.92 7.00 0.26 0.21 
D4 
(surface) 

1 0.57 1.05 87.40 6.34 0.17 0.15 

D4 (mid) 80 0.57 1.06 90.18 6.49 0.17 0.15 
D4 (bottom) 160 0.91 1.34 94.41 6.66 0.24 0.21 
E4 (surface) 1 0.52 1.31 90.48 6.75 0.18 0.13 
E4 (mid) 165 0.72 2.04 86.63 6.82 0.19 0.17 
E4 (bottom) 330 4.25 1.75 98.29 6.50 0.16 0.18 
Mean (all stations and depths) 1.31 1.26 91.32 6.70 0.21 0.18 
GM Criterion 5.00 3.50 150.00 20.00 0.50 0.30 
% Capacity Remaining (all stations and 
depths) 

73.86 64.14 39.12 66.51 58.92 41.57 

Mean (surface and mid depths) 0.94 1.19 90.45 6.72 0.21 0.17 
% Capacity Remaining (surface and mid 
depths) 

81.21 65.92 39.7 66.39 57.87 41.94 

% Capacity Remaining (E4 bottom) 15.00 50.00 34.47 67.50 68.00 40.00 

 
Considering all stations and depths, the available assimilative capacity ranges from a low of 39.12% for 
total nitrogen to a high of 73.86% for nitrate+nitrite nitrogen. Removing Station E4 (bottom), which is at 
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a depth often within the thermocline, increases the assimilative capacity for nitrate+nitrite nitrogen to 
over 81% in waters where the proposed HSWAC diffuser would be located.  
 
Water quality, as determined by these parameters, substantially exceeds that necessary to protect all 
existing or designated uses despite the input of pollutants from a number of nearby sources. Several 
regulated and uQUHJXODWHG�SRLQW�VRXUFHV�RI�SROOXWLRQ�GLVFKDUJH�LQWR�0ƗPDOD�%D\��0RVW�SURPLQHQW�DUH�WKH�
three WWTP outfalls (Sand Island, Fort Kamehameha, and Honouliuli). Sewage has been pumped into 
the ocean offshore of Kewalo and Sand Island since the 1930s. The early inputs were all raw sewage 
released in shallow water (not exceeding 20 feet in depth). The actual points of release varied through 
time as different pipes were constructed and used. The multitude of perturbations that occurred in shallow 
water from these early sewage inputs continued until the construction of the present Sand Island WWTP 
ocean outfall in 1978 (Brock, 1998). The closest major point source of pollutants to the proposed site of 
the HSWAC seawater return diffuser is the diffuser for the Sand Island WWTP deep ocean outfall, which 
lies about two miles west. The monitoring data described above show no significant effect on waters near 
the proposed HSWAC diffuser. Because of the spatial separation and the relative densities of the two 
discharge plumes no interaction is expected. The Sand Island wastewater discharge is a positively 
buoyant plume that tends to rise toward the surface and be affected by wind driven surface currents, 
whereas the HSWAC discharge plume would be negatively buoyant and tend to sink seaward down the 
slope. 
 
Once operational, the HSWAC system would have an indirect beneficial effect. Up to 84 million 
gallons/yr RI�ZDVWHZDWHU� GLVFKDUJH� WR�0ƗPDOD� %D\�ZRXOG� EH eliminated by HSWAC operations. This 
would reduce the load to the Sand Island Sewage Treatment Plant, and could reduce the potential for 
exceeding the capacity of the plant with subsequent discharges that do not meet water quality standards.  
 
A final water quality issue is the potential effects of the HDPE pipes themselves. HDPE is a petroleum-
based plastic used for piping and containers for consumer products. Piping applications include drainage, 
sewage and potable water. Also known as plastic #2, HDPE is the second most used bottle plastic behind 
polyethylene terephthalate (PET or plastic #1). HDPE can be found in milk jugs, detergent bottles, 
medicine bottles, motor oil bottles, shampoo bottles, frozen juice containers, coffee containers and baby 
bottles. A 2006 study found that HDPE drainage pipes leached volatile organic carbons (VOCs) that 
could contaminate groundwater. Volatile organic compounds are hydrocarbons (excluding methane) that 
are capable of forming oxidants (particularly ozone) by reactions with nitrogen oxides in the presence of 
sunlight. Major sources of VOCs are vehicles, solvents and process industry emissions. The HDPE pipes 
would have limited exposure to sunlight. Additionally, HDPE pipes in the HSWAC system would carry 
cold seawater rather than freshwater. The low temperature and the tendency of microbiological biofilms 
to form on structures in seawater would both retard diffusion of VOCs from the pipes. VOCs are 
ubiquitous in the marine environment; some, including formaldehyde, are produced and utilized in situ by 
phytoplankton. All are subject to bacterial degradation. Quantities potentially leaching from the HSWAC 
pipes and passing the air-water interface would be miniscule and insignificant compared with those from 
vehicular emissions. The HDPE pipes would be virtually inert in seawater and would have no effect on 
water quality. 
 
In summary, Alternative 1 would have potentially significant, direct, short-term and long-term, adverse 
effects mitigable to less than significant. Potential violations of State water quality standards would be 
limited to within an approved ZOM. The actual effects would be monitored during construction and 
operation of the system. A long-term, indirect beneficial effect would result from reducing the quantity of 
wastewater generated in cooling towers in customer buildings and disposed of through the Sand Island 
outfall. 
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Alternative 2 
 
The potential effects of Alternative 2 would be essentially identical to those of Alternative 1. While the 
respective breakout points are different, the precautions and mitigation measures to be employed during 
construction and operation would be the same for Alternative 2 as for Alternative 1.  

Alternative 3 
 
The breakout point and receiving pit for Alternative 3 would be the same as for Alternative 1 and the 
impacts and mitigation measures also would be the same. Under Alternative 3, however, the diffuser 
would terminate at a depth of 300 feet, rather than the 150 feet of Alternatives 1 or 2. As can be seen from 
Table 3-10, the ambient concentration of nitrate+nitrite nitrogen (the parameter requiring the greatest 
dilution to comply with State water quality standards) at 300 feet is substantially higher than the 
concentration at 150 feet. While this means that, on average, the macronutrient concentrations of the 
discharge would be closer to those of the receiving waters, the capacity of the receiving waters at 300 feet 
deep to assimilate the discharge without exceeding water quality standards is much less than at 150 feet 
deep. As noted above, the receiving waters in the vicinity of the shallower discharge depth have an 
available capacity of 76.6%, while the waters in the vicinity of the deeper discharge depth have only 
15.0% available capacity. Hence, a larger ZOM would be required for the deeper discharge. Considering 
the ambient concentration at the diffuser depth, a dilution factor of 621 would be required for 
nitrate+nitrite nitrogen. CORMIX modeling of the deep discharge of Alternative 3 showed that, under the 
worst case maximum discharge rate and minimum current flow, appropriate dilution would not occur 
until 8,056 feet from the diffuser centerline.  
 
In summary, Alternative 3 would have a short-term (construction-phase), potentially significant, direct, 
adverse effect mitigable to less than significant. Water quality monitoring during construction would 
identify operations creating adverse effects to water quality and allow changes to be made. During 
operations, Alternative 3 would have less adverse long-term effects on water quality than Alternatives 1 
and 2 considering that return seawater discharge nutrient concentrations would be closer to ambient 
nutrient concentrations.  From a regulatory perspective however, the higher ambient nutrient 
concentrations at the depth of the diffuser in Alternate 3, compared to the depth of the diffuser in 
Alternatives 1 or 2, would require a larger ZOM to assimilate the nutrients of the return seawater. As for 
all of the action alternatives, a long-term, indirect beneficial effect would result from reducing the 
quantity of wastewater generated in cooling towers in customer buildings and disposed of through the 
Sand Island outfall. 

Alternative 4 (Preferred Alternative) 
 
The breakout point and receiving pit for Alternative 4 would be the same as for Alternative 1 and the 
impacts and mitigation measures for the construction phase also would be the same. Under Alternative 4 
the diffuser would terminate at a depth of 423 feet, rather than the 150 feet of Alternatives 1 and 2 or the 
300 feet of Alternative 3, on a section of relatively steep slope which begins above the diffuser and 
extends several hundred feet below the diffuser.. The rationale for selecting this location was to move the 
diffuser to a depth below that where corals were observed in the route surveys and minimize the potential 
for biostimulation of phytoplankton or benthic algae. To characterize the baseline water quality at the 
final diffuser depth, three sets of measurements were considered. The first was data collected by 
University of Hawaii scientists at Station Aloha, north of Oދahu. The second was a NOAA compilation of 
all hisWRULF�ZDWHU�TXDOLW\�GDWD�IURP�0Ɨmala Bay and other locations along the southern coast of Oދahu. 
The third was from samples collected on a recent University of Hawaiދi oceanographic cruise. In the latter 
case, the applicant arranged for the collection and analysis of water samples from the locations of the 
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upper and lower ends of the Alternative 4 diffuser location. The nitrate+nitrite nitrogen data from those 
locations are summarized in Table 3-11 below. 
 
As can be seen in these site-specific data from a single day and frequently in the extended time-series of 
the other two data sets, in the proposed depth range, the diffuser would sometimes straddle the interface 
between the bottom of the mixed layer and the top of the thermocline. Concentrations of nitrate+nitrite 
nitrogen are sometimes quite different at the depths of the two ends of the diffuser. While this means that 
the macronutrient concentrations of the discharge would be more similar to those of the receiving waters, 
the ambient conditions of the receiving waters could be considered, especially at the depth of the deeper 
end of the diffuser, in violation of State water quality standards. This complicates estimation of the 
“ambient” concentration, the assimilation capacity of the receiving waters, and design of a ZOM.  
 
Table 3-11:  Nitrate+Nitrite Nitrogen Concentrations at the Locations of the Top and Bottom of the Proposed 

Diffuser 
 

Location 
 

Depth (Feet) 
NO2+NO3 

(µg/L) 
Diffuser - Top 0 2.52 
 50 1.26 
 100 1.40 
 150 1.58 
 200 1.40 
 200 1.40 
 225 1.40 
 250 1.40 
 300 1.68 
 325 1.26 
 325 1.26 
Diffuser - Bottom 0 1.26 
 50 1.12 
 100 1.40 
 150 1.40 
 200 1.40 
 250 1.40 
 300 2.45 
 350 2.66 
 400 2.76 
 425 7.78 
 425 8.39 

 
The applicant is working with the regulatory agencies (HDOH and USEPA) to appropriately characterize 
the assimilation capacity over the depth range of the diffuser by using a blended or depth-averaged 
ambient concentration to account for variability in the depth of the thermocline. The applicant’s proposed 
ZOM is based on the site-specific data in Table 3-11. From the recent data collected by the University of 
Hawaii, the nitrate+nitrite nitrogen concentration at 330 feet deep is 1.26 µg/L. The assimilation capacity 
of the receiving waters is thus 74.8%. Based on the CORMIX modeling at 300 feet, the distance from the 
centerline of the diffuser to a point where dilution is adequate to meet State water quality standards is 313 
feet. Accounting for dilution to both sides of the centerline and adding an adequate safety factor to 
account for inherent inaccuracies in the CORMIX model, it appears that a 2,000-foot wide ZOM would 
be adequate at the top of the ZOM, which would begin 1,000 feet from the shallow end of the diffuser. In 
other words, the ZOM would extend 1,000 feet in three directions from the shallow end of the diffuser. 
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A similar calculation can be made for the bottom of the ZOM. In this case however, it is necessary to 
account for the vertical fluctuation in the depth of the top of the thermocline. Over time, there will be a 
range of assimilation capacities at the depth of the bottom of the diffuser, depending on the depth at 
which the thermocline begins, and at any given time there will be a gradient of assimilation capacities 
from where the thermocline intersects the diffuser to the bottom of the diffuser. Consequently, to define a 
reasonable “ambient” concentration of nitrate+nitrite nitrogen at the bottom of the diffuser and calculate 
an assimilation capacity, and to construct an appropriate width of the ZOM at the bottom of the diffuser, 
an average concentration through the depth range from 200 to 450 feet deep was used. From the recent 
data generated from the samples taken at the proposed location of the bottom of the diffuser, that average 
concentration is 3.18 µg/L. That yields an assimilation capacity of 36.4%, somewhat less than half that at 
the top of the diffuser. Considering again the CORMIX modeling results, accounting for dilution to both 
sides of the diffuser, and applying an adequate safety factor, the width of the ZOM at its deep end would 
be 7,000 feet. In other words, the ZOM would extend 3,500 feet in three directions from the deep end of 
the diffuser. Connecting the top and bottom extents of the ZOM results in a trapezoidal area of 490.7 
acres. 
 
In summary, as for Alternative 3, Alternative 4 would have a short-term (construction-phase), potentially 
significant, direct, adverse effect mitigable to less than significant. Water quality monitoring during 
construction would identify operations creating adverse effects to water quality and allow changes to be 
made. During operations Alternative 4 would have less adverse long-term effects on water quality than 
the other three alternatives considering that the return seawater discharge nutrient concentrations would 
be most similar to ambient nutrient concentrations.  From a regulatory perspective, however, the higher 
nutrient concentrations at the depth of the diffuser in Alternate 4 would require a larger ZOM to 
assimilate the nutrients of the return seawater, compared to the diffuser depths of the other action 
alternatives.  The return seawater discharge would be closer to ambient water quality conditions under 
Alternative 4 than any of the other alternatives.  As for all of the action alternatives, a long-term, indirect 
beneficial effect would result from reducing the quantity of wastewater generated in cooling towers in 
customer buildings and disposed of through the Sand Island outfall. 

3.7.5 Marine Biota 
Various factors control the variety, distribution, and abundance of marine life in the Hawaiian islands, 
including geographic isolation, subtropical climate, storm waves, and human-caused pollution and 
development. This section describes the existing marine biological resources in the areas around the 
proposed seawater intake and return pipelines and in the proposed Ke‘ehi Lagoon staging area.  
 
Since planning for the HSWAC project began, the applicant commissioned a number of marine biological 
surveys, assessments and reports. Early work was focused on identifying marine communities in the 
shallow region of the project area to aid pipe routing and siting of the receiving pit and diffuser. The 
results of this work were presented in the DEIS. Comments on the DEIS received from the USEPA, 
NMFS and USFWS requested more quantitative data along the entire preferred pipe route. Consequently, 
the applicant commissioned three additional surveys, one at diver accessible depths from the proposed 
location of the receiving pit to about 120 feet (Appendix E) a second survey quantifying the coral 
population at the receiving pit (Appendix O) and a third by submersible to the proposed intake depth 
(Appendix I). Excerpts from these surveys are included in Section 3.7.5.1. Additional information 
regarding pelagic communities along the proposed pipeline route may be found in Section 3.7.5.2. 
 
Certain marine biota and habitats are protected by the Federal Endangered Species Act of 1973 (16 
U.S.C. §§ 1531-1544, as amended) (ESA), Hawai‘i’s Endangered Species Law (Chapter 195D HRS), the 
Marine Mammal Protection Act (16 U.S.C. §§ 1361-1421h, as amended) (MMPA), and the Migratory 
Bird Treaty Act (16 U.S.C. §§ 703-712, as amended) (MBTA). Protected species are discussed in Section 
3.7.5.3. Protection of essential fish habitat and coral reefs is afforded by the Magnuson-Stevens Fishery 
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Conservation and Management Act (16 U.S.C. §§ 1801-1882, as amended) (Magnuson-Stevens Act or 
MSA) and Executive Order (EO) 13089 Coral Reef Protection, respectively. An assessment of impacts to 
EFH was completed and appears in its entirety in Appendix J. A summary of that assessment may be 
found in Section 3.7.5.4.  Additionally, coral reefs are special aquatic sites afforded unique restrictions 
and considerations under Section 404 (b) (1) of the Clean Water Act. 
 
The marine areas in the proposed pipeline corridor have been subjected to municipal waste dumping, 
sewage discharges, dredged material dumping, and other waste disposal activities. Furthermore, the 
nearshore area is maintained in an early successional stage by seasonal high surf events, occasional storm 
surge, and near the Honolulu Harbor entrance channel, dragging of barge tow cables on the bottom. The 
marine surveys done in the pipeline corridor (Appendices E and I) confirm the historic adverse effects of 
these perturbations.  

3.7.5.1 Benthic Communities 

Benthic communities, or the benthos, are made up of marine organisms that live on or near the seafloor. 
They may burrow in the seafloor, attach themselves to the bottom, or crawl or swim about within the 
bottom waters. Where sunlight reaches the seafloor, the benthos includes plants and plant-like organisms 
such as seaweeds, which become anchored to the bottom. Among the common animals that live on the 
seafloor are clams, crabs, lobsters, starfish, and worms. In tropical and subtropical waters, corals form an 
important part of the benthic community and provide habitat for other organisms. Bottomfish are fish that 
have adapted to life on and near the seafloor. Barnacles, clams, oysters, and various snails and worms are 
among the animals that begin life as zooplankton, but upon reaching maturity sink to the seafloor and 
become part of the benthos.  
 
The greatest known diversity of marine species exists in benthic communities, especially in coral reefs. 
The benthic environment includes the intertidal shore; the shallow subtidal shelf; the deep abyssal plains; 
and isolated ecosystems such as certain coral reefs, seamounts, and deep-sea trenches. The substratum 
may vary considerably, with distinct differences between hard-bottom and soft-bottom communities. The 
type of bottom affects the nature of the community that lives there. Beyond that single physical factor, 
species diversity is maintained by biological mechanisms— competition, predation, larval recruitment, 
and biological structuring of the substratum—and/or physical mechanisms, such as nutrients, light, 
waves, and currents (Thorne-Miller and Catena, 1991). 
 
The 0ƗPDOD Bay study completed in the early 1990s looked at both water quality and benthic ecosystems 
in the bay. The historical account of major perturbations affecting the 0ƗPDOD Bay benthos provided by 
Grigg (1995) is useful in understanding conditions in the bay today. The paragraphs below are excerpted 
from Grigg’s report. 
 

The effects of both point and non-point sources of pollution on coral reef ecosystems in 0ƗPDOD 
Bay were studied at three levels of biological organization: the cell, the population and the 
community. The results show a uniform lack of negative environmental impact. Calcification and 
growth show no relation to point or non-point sources of pollution within the bay, nor do species 
abundance patterns, diversity or community structure. Changes in water quality caused by 
rainfall and wave events are too small and too short-lived to affect coral reef ecosystems in the 
bay.  
 
The lack of environmental impact of point and non-point pollution on coral reef ecosystems in 
0ƗPDOD Bay in 1993-94 has not always been the case. Prior to 1977, most of the sewage 
discharged into 0ƗPDOD Bay was untreated. In that year, sewage treatment was upgraded from 
raw to advanced primary and the outfall terminus was moved from a depth of 13 m [43 feet] to a 
depth of 73 meters [240 feet], and 2,743 meters [9,000 feet] offshore. In 1975, an extensive 
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survey was conducted that ranged between 4 km [2.5 mi] to the east of the outfall and 13 km[8 
mi] to the west of the outfall at Sand Island at depths between 5 and 20 m [16 and 66 feet]. In 
1975, a large zone of impact existed around the old outfall, extending 2 km [1.25 mi] to the east 
and 4 km [2.5 mi] to the west, in which corals were either absent or severely depressed in 
abundance. The bottom area within 1 km [0.6 mi] of the outfall was completely dominated by 
Chaetopterus, a tube building polychaete that built thick (up to 0.5 m [1.6 feet] high) mounds or 
bioherms. Within the mounds, up to 100,000 nematodes/m2 [9,300/ft2] were found. Other species 
favored within the zone of impact were the algae, Ulva sp., sponges and the urchins Echinothrix 
diadema and Tripneustes gratilla. The urchins were exceedingly abundant and succeeded in 
bioeroding and excavating virtually all living corals within the 6 km [3.7 mi] range. This 
accounts for the lack of old colonies of P. lobata noted in the survey conducted in 0ƗPDOD Bay in 
1993-94.  
 
By 1977, virtually the entire area within 6 km [3.7 mi] had been reduced to a flat hard plane of 
calcium carbonate with a benthic community dominated by species favored by the raw sewage. 
This community presumably replaced a normal coral reef ecosystem living in the area before the 
outfall was built in 1955. As such it represented a large scale phase shift in community structure 
(Hughes, 1994).  
 
In 1978, one year after the outfall had been diverted into deeper water, another survey of the 
area was made (R.W. Grigg, unpublished observations). At this time, all of the dominant species 
present in the zone of impact were now absent or very rare. The Chaetopterus bioherms had 
vanished. Urchins of both species were rare. Sponges and Ulva were absent. Another phase shift 
had occurred. The bottom was a hard pan barren limestone substratum with an abundance of 
cobbles and rubble and thin layers of sand. No coral recruitment was observed. 
 
Then in 1982, huge waves generated by Hurricane Iwa devastated the entire coast of 0ƗPDOD 
Bay (Borg et al, 1992). Anecdotal observations by R.W. Grigg, Gordon Tribble, Roger Pfeffer 
and many others, revealed that most of the reefs all across the bay, particularly those dominated 
by Porites compressa, the finger coral, were heavily disturbed. Many reefs formerly supporting 
60 to 100% coral cover were reduced to rubble. The only areas to "survive" were those where 
high relief existed and P. lobata was the dominant species. This explains the results of the 93-94 
survey, that show that relative high coral cover exists only in high relief areas. By virtue of the 
complex morphology in high relief areas, they were little affected by scour and abrasion caused 
by transport and reworking of coralline rubble that occurs even during normal high waves every 
summer.  
 
Then in 1992, 0ƗPDOD Bay was again hit by hurricane force waves, this time produced by 
Hurricane Iniki. Like Hurricane Iwa, waves from this storm were reported to be 25 feet [7.6 m] 
or larger. In Hurricane Iwa, 30 foot [9.0 m] waves were reported by the missile destroyer 
Goldsborough as it was leaving Pearl Harbor on November 23, 1982. Five crewmen were 
injured, one fatally, by waves that hit the ship (Chiu et al, 1983). The effects of Iniki were similar 
to those of Iwa in terms of scour and abrasion, however, coral breakage was not nearly as severe 
as with Hurricane Iwa since much of the vulnerable coral had already been heavily disturbed and 
little recovery had occurred. The dominant species to "weather" both storms was P. lobata and 
did so most successfully in areas of high relief. 
 
In low relief areas in 1992, scour and abrasion were severe and the successional process was set 
back (Dollar, 1993). Piles of rubble were transported and reworked along the bottom. Only in 
areas relatively free of carbonate rubble was there any evidence of substantial recovery and this 
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was due to the recruitment and regrowth of P. meandrina since 1982. During the 0ƗPDOD Bay 
1993-94 survey, all low relief stations were dominated by this pioneer species.  
 
In summary, a historical perspective is necessary to interpret and understand the existing 
patterns of distribution and abundance of coral ecosystems in 0ƗPDOD Bay. At the present time 
(1993-94), these ecosystems are virtually unaffected by both point and non-point sources of 
pollution in the bay. Distribution patterns appear to be related primarily to the effects of past 
episodic and severe storm events in 1982 and 1992. Today, the effects of these past intense and 
short lived physical events override the cumulative effects of long-term but slow biological 
processes such as recruitment, regrowth and succession. However, in the absence of intense 
future storms, biological processes should eventually return the ecosystem to a more mature 
successional stage. Unless significant changes occur in the nature of existing sources of point 
and non-point source pollution, neither are expected to affect the long-term recovery of coral 
reefs in 0ƗPDOD Bay (Grigg, 1995). 
 

Since the 1993-94 surveys no major hurricanes have affected this coast, but the typically large surf 
experienced along this coast in summer months continues to inhibit coral recruitment by scour and 
abrasion. Figure 3-22 depicts the nearshore benthic habitat in the project area prepared by visual 
interpretation from remote sensing imagery collected by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Administration (NOAA).  
 
While this map is coarse in scale, the general features agree well with dive surveys completed specifically 
for the HSWAC project. According to the NOAA interpretations, progressively seaward from shore are 
areas of macroalgae dominance, uncolonized pavement, scattered coral/rock in unconsolidated sediments, 
sand, and again macroalgae dominated habitat. 
 
As noted above, the applicant commissioned three recent benthic surveys that quantitatively assessed the 
entire proposed pipeline route from the location of the proposed receiving pit to the location of the 
proposed intake. These are summarized as shallow and deep surveys in the following sections. 

Shallow Water Marine Biological Surveys 
 
Early marine biological studies in support of the HSWAC project were focused on qualitatively 
examining the shallow water communities fronting Kaka‘ako Waterfront Park with the objective of 
delineating the major ecological zones or biotopes present as well as to determine the degree of 
development of the communities in these biotopes. This work was done to find possible pipeline 
alignments that would have the least environmental damage within the general constraints given by 
construction methodologies that were being considered at that time. These methodologies included 
possibly placing the pipeline in a trench dug across the shallow reef areas or use of microtunneling 
beneath much of the shallow reef area, thereby avoiding direct disturbance to the marine communities 
present mauka (landward) of the breakout point. Because of the presence of coral reefs, microtunneling 
became the method of choice and at least three different locations were considered for the seaward 
breakout point. However, as with all marine construction work, there are limitations and constraints with 
any method of choice; in the case of microtunneling, the distance at which such tunneling can be 
performed is limited due to substratum type and as distance increases, the ability to keep the tunneling 
within the desired alignment becomes more difficult. 
 
In completing the initial qualitative marine biological work, Brock (2005) used several methods, which 
included towing a diver behind the support vessel. Where water clarity would permit, this diver made 
observations from the surface and verbally reported these observations to personnel on the vessel who 
noted these comments and also marked the location of these observations using a hand-held GPS. This 
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exercise allowed a rough delineation of benthic communities and ecological zonation in the path of the 
diver. Other than towing a diver behind the support vessel, all underwater work was completed using self-
contained diving gear. Coral community development was assessed by determining species present and 
estimating their cover on the bottom. Photographs were taken of representative sections of the substratum. 
Despite having preliminary pre-selected locations for possible pipeline alignment, much of the shallow 
water fronting Kaka‘ako Waterfront Park at depths ranging from 2 to 20 m was examined for determining 
the geographic extent of the biotopes (or ecological zones) found in this study. 
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Figure 3-22:  NOAA Interpretative Benthic Habitat Map for the HSWAC Project Area 

(Source:  NOAA, 2002) 
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The early work noted four major biotopes present in the study area offshore of the Kaka‘ako Waterfront 
Park; these are the biotope of scoured limestone, the biotope of scattered corals, the biotope of dredged 
rubble, and the deep offshore biotope of sand. As noted above, the applicant proposed microtunneling 
beneath the shallow reef platform to avoid impact to the marine resources present on the platform. Thus 
all of the biotope of scoured limestone as well as almost all of the biotope of scattered corals would be 
avoided. The pipes would emerge from the microtunnel approximately 547 m (1,796 feet) offshore in a 
sand covered limestone channel where coral cover is very low. The general characteristics of the three 
most seaward biotopes examined in the early qualitative study through which the proposed HSWAC 
pipeline would pass are described below. 
 
The Biotope of Scattered Corals 
This biotope is situated seaward of the biotope of scoured limestone from about 160 feet to over 330 feet 
from the shoreline, at depths commencing in 13 to 20 feet and ending in depths from about 40 to 60 feet. 
This biotope is the most common feature of the Kaka‘ako limestone platform and occupies a band about 
1,100 feet in width, and about 3,000 feet in length between the Honolulu Harbor entrance channel and the 
abandoned sewer line near the Kewalo Basin entrance channel. Thus, the biotope encompasses about 75 
acres. However, the proposed microtunnel for the HSWAC pipeline would pass beneath most of this 
biotope, emerging at the seaward edge of the biotope in a natural channel cut in the limestone about 1,796 
feet from the shoreline. 
 
The smooth limestone of the shallower, more inshore areas transitions to a series of limestone ridges (or 
spurs) separated by channels (or grooves). The spurs may rise as much as 5 feet above the general 
substratum and are separated by sand/coralline rubble-filled channels. These spurs and grooves have a 
general orientation that is perpendicular to shore and the ridges or “spurs” are from 6 to 49 feet in width 
and have lengths up to about 200 feet. Channels are from 3 to about 33 feet in width and are up to 130-
160 feet in length.  
 
Along the shallower inner reaches of this biotope corals are scattered. With increasing depth (i.e., 26 to 40 
feet) coral cover increases, and in some areas ranging from 220 to 1,600 ft2, cover may approach 75%, 
although such areas are not found within the project footprint. A gross overall mean estimate of coral 
cover in this biotope is 5%. Corals are commonly seen on the ridges that lie above the sand-scour that 
occurs during periods of high surf. Common corals include cauliflower coral (Pocillopora meandrina), 
lobate coral (Porites lobata), rice corals (Montipora verrucosa, M. patula), as well as other less dominant 
species (Porites compressa, Montipora verrilli, Pavona varians, Leptastrea purpurea, Porites rus, and 
others). Most of the other invertebrates and fishes seen in this area are all species common to Hawai‘i’s 
reefs. Diurnally-exposed macroinvertebrates seen include the pearl oyster or pa (Pinctada margaritifera), 
octopus or he‘e (Octopus cyanea), sea cucumbers (Holothuria atra, H. edulis, Actinopyge mauritana), 
starfishes (Linckia multifora, L. diplax, Acanthaster planci), cone shells (Cone imperialis, C. leopardus, 
C. lividus, C. ebraeus, C. miles and C. distans), cowry (Cypraea maculifera), spindle shell (Latirus 
nodus), Christmas tree worm (Spirobranchus gigantea), polychaete (Loimia medusa), boring bivalve 
(Arca ventricosa), mantis shrimp (Gonodactylus sp.), occasional ula‘papa (Paribaccus antarcticus), and 
small xanthid crabs. Fishes commonly seen include surgeonfishes (manini - Acanthurus triostegus, 
na‘ena‘e - A. olivaceus, pualo - A xanthopterus, palani - A. dussumieri, maikoiko - A leucoparieus, 
ma‘i‘i‘i - A. nigrofuscus,, kole - Ctenochaetus strigosus, lau‘ipala - Zebrasoma flavescens, kala - Naso 
unicornis, umaumalei - N. lituratus, kihikihi - Zanclus cornutus, lauwiliwili - Chaetodon miliaris, C. 
multicinctus, C. ornatissimus, lauhau - C. quadrimaculatus, lauwiliwili nukunuku‘oi‘oi - Forcipiger 
flavissimus, mamo - Abdufeduf abdominalis, piliko‘a - Paracirrhites arcatus, toby - Canthigaster 
jactator) and damselfishes (Chromis hanui, C. vanderbilti, C. agilis). Fish species of commercial 
importance that are seen include moano - Parupeneus multifasciatus and P. pleurostigma, weke - 
Mulloidichthys flavolineatus, roi - Cephalopholis argus, po‘opa‘a - Cirrhitus pinnulatus, rarely the omilu 
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- Caranx melampygus, opelu - Decapterus pinnulatus, palukaluka - Scarus rubroviolaceus, and uhu – 
Chlorurus spilurus and Scarus sordidus.  
 
Montipora patula and M. verrilli are among the corals proposed by NMFS for listing under the ESA. 
These two species are indistinguishable genetically or micro-morphologically, but M. verrilli is only 
found in an encrusting form whereas M. patula may be encrusting or plate forming. For purposes of 
listing, NMFS considers them a single species. According to NMFS, it has a very restricted range, 
centered in the main and Northwestern Hawaiian Islands (NWHI), although the International Union for 
the Conservation of Nature (IUCN) reports the species from other western Pacific and South Pacific 
islands. It is sometimes common with a statewide mean cover of 3.3%. M patula is the fourth most 
DEXQGDQW�FRUDO�LQ�+DZDLދL��%UDLQDUG��HW��DO��������� 
 
The Biotope of Dredged Rubble 
Seaward of the spur and groove formations that are common elements of the biotope of scattered corals, 
the ridges become less obvious often sloping seaward and coalescing with sand and rubble floors of 
adjacent channels thus creating a relatively open bottom largely covered with coralline rubble. Much of 
this rubble appears to be quite angular and ranges from several centimeters to about 0.75 m in diameter, 
but the majority of it is small. This coral rubble is what remains from the dredging activities in Honolulu 
Harbor and these tailings were deposited in the area probably from about 1920 through about 1960. With 
sufficient material, the old seaward face of the limestone platform fronting Kaka‘ako Waterfront Park was 
extended seaward, probably adding anywhere from 10 to 40 m to the outer edge of the platform. This 
biotope is recognizable at depths from about 9 to 12 m and extends seaward sometimes as a relatively 
steep slope or otherwise as a gentle slope from 20 to 60 m in width and at its deepest point is found at 
depths up to about 24 to 29 m where a sand/rubble bottom is encountered. The distance between the most 
obvious spur and groove formations with reasonable coral cover to the top of the more offshore rubble 
slope ranges from 20 to over 50 m. 
 
In the zone of coral rubble dredge tailings, benthic and fish communities are not well developed. The 
relatively unstable nature of the substratum does not promote coral growth; most corals seen in this 
biotope (zone) are small. Corals seen include cauliflower coral (Pocillopora meandrina), antler coral 
(Pocillopora eydouxi), lobate coral (Porites lobata), and rice corals (Montipora capitata and M. patula). 
Corals are best developed on the larger pieces of limestone. Mean coral cover in this biotope is less than 
0.1% (overall mean estimated cover is 0.01% in this biotope) and species commonly seen include 
cauliflower coral (Pocillopora meandrina), lobate coral (Porites lobata), rice corals (Montipora capitata 
and M. patula) and less frequently antler coral (Pocillopora eydouxi). 
 
Fishes observed in this area are usually small, either juveniles or species that do not attain large sizes 
(gobies, some labrids, etc.) probably due to the lack of shelter. Where larger limestone/dead coral pieces 
or metal/concrete debris are present, the fish communities are better developed probably due to the shelter 
afforded by these materials. Most fishes encountered in this biotope are around available shelter; species 
commonly seen include the moano (Parupeneus multifasciatus), lauwiliwili (Chaetodon miliaris), 
butterfly fish (Chaetodon kleini), mamo (Abudefduf abdominalis), alo‘ilo‘i (Dascyllus albisella), dartfish 
(Ptereleotris heteroptera), piliko‘a (Paracirrhites arcatus), toby (Canthigaster jactator), puhi laumilo 
(Gymnothorax undulatus), ‘o‘opu hue (Arothron hispidus), ala‘ihi (Sargocentron xantherythrum), 
surgeonfishes (pualo - Acanthurus blochi, A. xanthopterus, palani - A. dussumieri) ma‘i‘i‘i (A. 
nigrofuscus), kala holo (Naso hexacanthus), kala lolo (N. brevirostris), humuhumu lei (Sufflamen bursa), 
humuhumu mimi (S. fraenatus) and wrasses, the a‘awa - Bodianus bilunulatus, hinalea ‘i‘iwi - 
Gomphosus varius, small wrasses - Macropharyngodon geoffroy, Pseudocheilinus octotaenia, P. 
evanidus, Oxycheilinus bimaculatus as well as the ‘omaka - Stethojulis balteata and hinalea lauwili - 
Thalassoma duperrey. 
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Commonly seen diurnally-exposed macroinvertebrates in this biotope include sea urchins (Echinothrix 
diadema, E. calamaris, Diadema paucispinum, Tripneustes gratilla), boring bivalve (Arca ventricosa), 
rock oyster (Spondylus tenebrosus), sponges including Mycale armata, Suberites zeteki, Chondrosia 
chucalla, Spirastrella coccinea, Tethya diploderma, Mycale cecilia, Halichondria coerulea, Iotrochota 
protea, Halichondria dura and Tedania macrodactyla, sea cucumbers (Holothuria atra, H. hilla, H. 
verrucosa), polychaete (Loimia medusa), he‘e (Octopus cyanea) and cushion starfish (Culcita 
novaeguineae). 
 
The Biotope of Sand 
Below and seaward of the rubble slope, the substratum flattens out and is composed of sand and coral 
rubble. Offshore (within 100 m of the rubble slope and to the east of the proposed pipeline alignment) are 
several mounds of coral/limestone rubble rising up to 5-8 m above the surrounding substratum that 
probably represent one or more barge loads of dredge tailings. The diversity of life on the sand/rubble 
plain seaward of the 20 m isobath is not well-developed and was not examined in the 2005 preliminary 
description of biotopes present in the vicinity of the proposed HSWAC pipeline alignment due to diver 
bottom time constraints using conventional diving gear. 
 
Recent Shallow Water Surveys 
Comments received from the regulatory community on the DEIS (noted above) pointed out the necessity 
of carrying out quantitative studies in the proposed HSWAC pipeline alignment from the microtunnel 
receiving pit (where the pipes come to the surface of the seafloor) on down to the deep seawater intake at 
540 m depth. Concerns addressed herein include the quantitative studies carried out from the breakout 
point of the pipes to depths between 120 and 150 feet. To meet this objective two shallow water surveys 
were conducted (Appendix E and Appendix O).   
 

To specifically quantify the scale of anticipated coral impacts associated with construction of the 
proposed offshore receiving pit, a detailed survey of corals within the footprint of the receiving pit was 
completed on October 1, 2013 (Appendix O). GPS was used to mark the corners of the proposed 12.2 m 
by 12.2 m (40 ft by 40 ft) offshore receiving pit and outline the receiving pit footprint. Divers 
photographed all coral colonies observed within the footprint of the receiving pit. A marine biologist 
identified the taxa of the coral colonies that were observed during the survey and recorded their sizes and 
growth forms. A total of 29 coral colonies were observed within the 148.6 m2 (1,600 ft2) footprint of the 
proposed receiving pit. Pocillopora meandrina and Porites lobata were the most common corals 
observed and comprised 55% and 34% of the total coral, respectively, within the pit footprint. There were 
also single colonies of Montipora capitata, Montipora patula, and Porites lutea. Of the 29 total coral 
colonies, there were 15 corals with diameters larger than 10 cm. (3.9 in.). The total live coral cover within 
the receiving pit footprint is 0.3% equating to a total area of 0.43 m2 (4.63 ft2) within the 148.6 m2 (1,600 
ft2) footprint area. 
 
 
For the “Shallow Water Marine Biology Survey” (Appendix E), transects were established to quantify 
biota present. Relative to the general configuration of biotopes present, the studies show that from the 
base of the rubble slope where the sand/rubble plain commences, the slope becomes and remains gradual 
to a depth of 75- 80 feet at which point the slope again increases and remains this way to the 130 feet 
isobath (the depth limit of this study). As shown below, the substratum on both the initial or shallower 
slope as well as the slope present at 23-24 m is composed primarily of rubble, which continues from the 
23-24 m isobath to the 40 m isobath. This rubble substratum appears to be largely composed of dredge 
tailings, which continue to depths below the diffuser. Thus in summary the relatively flat biotope of sand 
(above) is sandwiched between the biotope of dredged rubble both on the mauka (landward) and makai 
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(seaward) sides in the vicinity of the proposed HSWAC pipeline route. Figure 3-23 shows the extent of 
the biotopes in the project area and the locations of sampling stations. 
 
General results of this survey indicated that along the western part of the limestone platform that fronts all 
of Kaka‘ako Waterfront Park, the biotope of scattered corals terminates in a series of limestone ridges (or 
“spurs”) and channels (or “grooves”). Coral communities are relatively well-developed on the limestone 
ridges. The channels or grooves may have a veneer of sand and rubble; in a seaward direction the 
limestone spurs merge into the surrounding deeper sand/rubble substratum; further seaward, this sand and 
rubble veneer merges with the rubble substratum comprising the biotope of dredged rubble. The dredged 
rubble is obvious, being angular and sharp-edged rather than rounded and smooth as is most naturally-
derived coralline reef rubble. The proposed exposed portion of the HSWAC pipeline route was selected to 
avoid areas of coral and thus would emerge from the microtunnel in a natural channel and continue 
seaward across areas having little marine community development as explained below. 
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Figure 3-23:  Biotopes and Sampling Locations for the Shallow Water Marine Biology Survey 
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The first station for quantitative sampling was established at a point that would be in the middle of the 
shoreward boundary of the receiving pit. One 4 x 25 m transect commenced at this point and sampled 
from a compass heading of 120° (Transect A, to the east) and the second 25 m line commenced at the 
same point but sampled at a compass heading of 270° (Transect B, to the west). The middle of the 
channel where the proposed receiving pit would be located is shown in Figures 3-24 (looking seaward 
down the channel) and Figure 3-25 (looking shoreward up the channel). 
 

 
Figure 3-24:  Photo Taken from the Center of the Proposed Receiving Pit at Station 1 

(Depth 9.5m on 24 August 2011 looking in a seaward direction down the channel.) 
 
The proposed location of the receiving pit is close to the seaward edge of the biotope of scattered corals in 
the spur and groove formation that is well-developed in this area. The overall mean coral cover on 
Transect A is estimated at 4.3% and on Transect B it is 10.7%. Coral cover is estimated to be 15% on the 
eastern spur and 21% on the western spur limestone ridges adjacent to the channel floor of the proposed 
receiving pit location. However, since transects also incorporated the channel floor where coral cover is 
close to zero, the mean cover was less.  As found in the coral survey of the receiving pit (Appendix O) a 
total of 29 coral colonies exist within the receiving pit footprint, 15 of which were greater than 10 cm and 
none greater than 30 cm.  The total coral cover in the receiving pit was found to be 5.17 ft2, or 0.32%, 
with a live tissue cover of 4.63 ft2, or 0.29%.  Based on proposed construction methodologies, which may 
extend beyond the configuration of the receiving pit footprint, minor adjustments to the receiving pit 
location may be necessary to minimize impacts to coral on the eastern and western spurs.  Figure 3-26 is 
an example of one of the larger Porites lobata colonies on the eastern spur; a more common spacing and 
size of colonies on the eastern spur is seen in Figure 3-26. 
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Figure 3-25:  Photo Taken From the Center of the Proposed Receiving Pit at Station 1 

(Depth 9.5m on 24 August 2011 looking towards shore.) 
 

 
Figure 3-26:  Photo Taken on the Limestone Ridge East of the Proposed Receiving Pit 

(Taken on 24 August 2011 showing the typical coral cover in the vicinity of Transect A [Station 1]. Depth ~ 8.5m.) 
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Due to the locally high diversity/cover coral community in proximity to the proposed receiving pit, a 
second station was established 24 m (80 feet) seaward of the receiving pit (as measured from the center of 
the pit) situated at the midline of the proposed pipeline alignment at a depth of 33 feet. This station is 
again in the middle of the same channel at a point where the two limestone ridges (to the east and west of 
the channel) merge with the biotope of shallow dredged rubble. Transect C sampled marine communities 
present to the east (compass heading 120°) and Transect D sampled those to the west (compass heading 
270°). This station sampled emergent limestone, sand and coralline rubble; where the limestone 
substratum continues to be present, some corals are found but mean cover is only 3.2% and the fish 
community was not well developed (mean number of species/transect = 10, mean number of 
individuals/transect = 27 individuals, mean standing crop = 31 g/m2). The relatively poor development in 
the coral community may be related to scour and abrasion that probably impacts this area during high surf 
events.  Considering that the C and D transects included sampling of the spur ridges east and west of the 
proposed pipeline route, which would be precisely installed at this location in the channel with low coral 
occurrence, actual coral impacts would be less than what may be suggested by transects C and D.  To 
accurately represent coral community conditions within the area of impact of the proposed pipeline route, 
quadrats C-23m and D-24m should be omitted.   
 
The third station was established at a depth of 45 feet in an area of transition (or ecotone) from the 
biotope of shallow dredged rubble to the biotope of sand; the 4 x 25 m transects sampled to the east 
(compass heading 100°) and west (compass heading 270°) of this point. Again, coral cover and mean 
colony sizes were less than found in shallower water probably related to the lack of appropriately-scaled 
hard substratum available for settlement and growth. As with the previous station, where emergent 
limestone substratum is encountered, corals are present. The eastern transect (Transect E) crossed one 
area of hard substratum, which was sampled, but such substratum is rare in the area. Figure 3-27 shows 
the common substratum (a mix of dredge tailings and sand) present in the area sampled at this station. 
 

 
Figure 3-27:  Photo of a “Dart” Marker Placed West of the Center of the Proposed Pipeline Alignment on 

Transect F (Station 3) 
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(13.7m deep 10 August 2011) 
 
The fourth station was established on the midline of the proposed pipeline alignment at a depth of 60 feet. 
Transect G (compass heading 120°) sampled to the east and Transect H (compass heading 270°) sampled 
to the west. The two transects sampled different substrata types; to the east, the 4 x 25 m transect was 
situated on dredge tailings which were colonized by some coral (Figure 3-28) and where larger pieces of 
limestone were encountered, more coral was seen. Overall mean coral cover on Transect G (to the east) 
was 0.9% and to the west on Transect H, which sampled an area of sand, no corals were sampled in the 
five, one square meter quadrats. Figure 3-29 shows the sand substratum at Transect H where little hard 
substratum is present. The fish communities sampled on Transects G and H were not well-developed, 
with a mean number of species = 4, 7 individuals, and standing crop = 5.5 g/m2 which is probably related 
to the lack of appropriately scaled shelter space. Where shelter space is available small reef fishes may be 
present. 
 

 
Figure 3-28:  Photo Taken on Transect G (Station 4) Showing the Rubble Substratum Present in the Area 

(Photo date 10 August 2011, depth 18m.) 
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Figure 3-29:  Photo Showing Sand Substratum Present at Transect H (Station 4) on 10 August 2011  

(Depth 18m) 
 
Figure 3-23 shows the approximate boundaries in the vicinity of the proposed HSWAC pipeline route of 
the major biological zones (or biotopes) identified in this study. Between the proposed location of the 
receiving pit where the HSWAC pipeline would emerge from the substratum and the proposed terminus 
of the outfall diffuser at 150 feet most of the exposed pipeline passes through the biotope of dredged 
rubble. To the east of the proposed pipeline alignment, the biotope of dredged rubble appears to be a near-
continuous feature from about 12 m to 46 m in depth. This rubble has probably covered considerable 
areas that were composed of limestone, sand and coral. Viewing videotapes from a remotely operated 
video camera shows that the dredged rubble is a near continuous feature along the proposed pipeline route 
from about 80 feet to at least 200 feet. Because the quantitative data collected at Transects I (90 feet), J 
(115 feet) and K (130 feet) were similar these stations are considered together. 
 
Transect I was carried out on a rubble substratum (Figure 3-30) where mean coral cover was 2.5%. 
Besides dredge tailings, much old debris is also present as well as modern refuse. As found elsewhere in 
this study, where larger pieces of dredged limestone are encountered, corals and other biota are found. 
Development of most coral reef species is minimal and this is reflected in the quantitative data collected 
at this and the other two deep transect sites. 
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Figure 3-30:  Photo of Typical Coralline Rubble Substratum Present at Transect I (Station 5) 

(Note the metal debris (pipe) in the background, 10 August 2011, depth 27m.) 
 
Transect J was located on substratum at a depth of 115 feet, again on the midline of the proposed pipeline 
alignment. Mean coral cover at this location was 0.6% and again the photographs show that the benthic 
community at this location appears to be depauperate.  
 
Transect K was again situated on the midline of the proposed pipeline route at a depth of 130 feet.  As 
with the two preceding transects, the benthic and fish communities are poorly developed. Additional 
photographs may be found in Appendix E. 
 
Table 3-12 summarizes information from the shallow-water transect surveys concerning the size, density 
and biomass of coral reef organisms observed. With increasing depth there are general trends of 
decreasing numbers of coral species, decreasing coral cover, and decreasing coral colony size. Seaward of 
the receiving pit (biotope scattered corals), along the proposed pipeline route, the average coral size was 
approximately 5 cm. Trends for invertebrates are not as clear, but the greatest numbers of species and 
individuals were seen in the shallowest transects and the fewest in the ecotone between the biotopes of 
dredged rubble and sand. Fish numbers, species and biomass were much higher in the shallowest transects 
than at greater depths. 
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Table 3-12a:  Summary of Size, Density and Biomass of Coral Reef Organisms found in Appendix E 
 
 

Measure 

Biotope 
 

Scattered 
Corals 

 
Dredged 
Rubble 

(Shallow) 

Ecotone 
Between 
Dredged 

Rubble and 
Sand 

 
Sand 

 
Dredged 
Rubble 
(Deep) 

Mean Number of 
Coral Species 

4.5 5.0 2.5 1.0 2.0 

Mean Coral Cover 
(%) 

7.5 3.2 1.0 0.5 1.1 

M
ea

n 
C

ol
on

y 
Si

ze
 (c

m
) 

Pl 13.1 10.2 4.5- 3.1- 4.0 
Mc 5.9 9.3 2.7- 3.8 4.5- 
Mp 14.2 8.8 - - - 
Pm 11.7 10.9 5.5- - - 
Pd - 10.0 - - - 
Pe - 25.0 21.0 - - 

Mean Number of 
Invertebrate Species 

2.0 1.0 0.5 1.0 1.3 

Mean Number of 
Invertebrate 
Individuals 

8.5 5.0 0.5 5.0 2.3 

Mean Number of 
Fish Species 

28.0 10.0 10.5 4.0 4.7 

Mean Number of 
Fish Individuals 

127.5 26.5 40.5 6.5 13.3 

Mean Fish Biomass 
(g/m2) 

123.5 30.5 11.7 5.5 1.9 

Pl = Porites lobata; Mc = Montipora capitata; Mp = Montipora patula; Pm = Pocillopora meandrina; Pd = 
Pavona duerdeni; Pe = Pocillopora eydouxi; Lp = Leptastrea sp.; Ls = Leptoseris sp. 

 
Table 3-12b: Coral Colony Sizes from Receiving Pit (biotope scattered corals) to 40 m depth  
Source: Appendix E, Tables 1 and 2. 

 
 
Transects 

Pipeline Route Survey (10–40m), Coral 
Colony No. in Size Class (cm)  

 
 
 
Total No. 0<2 2<5 5<10 10<20 20<40 

C* 1 4 7 1 1 14 
D* 0 4 1 2 2 9 
E 4 19 3 3 1 30 
F 0 1 0 0 0 1 
G 3 24 3 2 0 32 
H 0 0 0 0 0 0 
I 0 12 14 6 0 32 
J 2 7 8 0 0 17 
K 16 5 0 0 0 21 

 
Total No.  

 
26 

 
76 

 
36 

 
14 

 
4 

 
156 

*quadrats C-23m and D-24m outside of impact area and thus omitted  

Receiving 
Pit Count 

0 0 4 15 10 29 
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Ke‘ehi Lagoon 
 
.HދHKL� /DJRRQ� ZDV� RULJLQDOO\� D� ODUJH� VKDOORZ� UHHI� DQG� VXEWLGDO� DUHD� QR� PRUH� WKDQ� �-2 m deep that 
extended more than two miles off the mouths of Kalihi and Moanalua Streams. The three seaplane 
UXQZD\V�WKDW�PDNH�XS�PXFK�RI�.HދHKL�/DJRRQ�WRGD\�ZHUH�GUHGJHG�IUom shallow areas during and after 
WWII. More than 16 million cubic yards of dredged material was removed from the runways and a 
mooring basin, and deposited along the shore to form the area of Honolulu International Airport. The 
lagoon was again substantiaOO\� DOWHUHG� GXULQJ� WKH� ����V� DQG� ����V�� 7KH� .HދHKL� /DJRRQ� 0DULQD� ZDV�
completed in 1963. From 1972 to 1975, the Reef Runway of the Honolulu International Airport was 
constructed offshore of the lagoon. About 1,240 acres of reef were covered with fill. Circulation channels 
were dredged resulting in alleviation of stagnant conditions that had been created by the initial seaplane 
runway dredging.  
 
$�FRPSUHKHQVLYH�GHVFULSWLRQ�RI�WKH�ELRWD�RI�.HދHKL�/DJRRQ�LV�FRQWDLQHG�LQ�%�3��%LVKRS�0XVHXP���������
The authors sampled benthic biota and made observations of fish at five stations in the lagoon as part of a 
VWXG\� RI� QRQLQGLJHQRXV� PDULQH� VSHFLHV� LQWURGXFWLRQV� LQWR� �DKXދ2 KDUERUV�� $OO� SULRU� PDULQH� ELRORJLFDO�
VWXGLHV�RI�.HދHKL�/DJRRQ�ZHUH�UHYLHZHG�DQG�FRPSDUHG�ZLWK�WKHLr sampling results. The closest station to 
the proposed HSWAC VWDJLQJ� DUHD� ZDV� WKHLU� 6WDWLRQ� ���� DFURVV� WKH� .DOLKL� &KDQQHO� QHDU� WKH� .HދHKL�
Marina. Heavy fouling was seen on dock surfaces. The water was turbid and the bottom covered with 
muddy sediment.  
 
The most common types of biota were arthropods (45 species), annelid worms (31 species) and sponges 
(21 species). Seventeen reef fish species were observed, as was one coral, Leptastrea purpurea (crust 
coral), which is a common, wide-ranging species, presumably seen on the dock structures. In total, 19 
species of algae, one flowering plant, 148 invertebrates and 17 fish species were seen. Among the animals 
seen, filter feeders and detritus feeders predominated. The numbers and types of organisms seen 
throughout the lagoon in the Bishop Museum study were similar to those recorded in earlier studies 
IROORZLQJ� FUHDWLRQ� RI� WKH� 5HHI� 5XQZD\�� 2I� WKH� ILYH� KDUERUV� VWXGLHG�� .HދHKL� /DJRRQ� KDG� WKH� KLJKHVW�
percentage of introduced or possibly introduced (cryptogenic) species at 33%. 

The Deep Benthos 
 
The types of animals present and their abundance in the deep sea around Hawai‘i are determined by 
Hawai‘i’s geographic isolation, water chemistry, temperature and pressure, current speeds, lack of light, 
and bottom habitat quality. In the deep sea around Hawai‘i, only about 35% of the species seen from 
research submersibles are native (indigenous) to Hawai‘i (Chave and Malahoff, 1998). Of the sponge, 
coral and echinoderm species present, 45% occur at depths of 15-400 meters, 15% at 400-800 meters, and 
12% at 800-2,000 meters. Twenty-eight percent of these species range widely from depths of 40 to 2,000 
meters. However, sessile benthic species are usually distributed in zones. Glass sponges, crinoids and 
most gorgonians are generally found at depths greater than 300 meters. The number of benthic fish 
species has been found to decrease logarithmically with depth. The greatest numbers of species inhabit 
depths between 15 and 200 meters, the fewest 2,000 meters. Crustaceans seem to follow the same 
distribution pattern (Chave and Malahoff, 1998). 
 
Below 130 meters, only a few, if any, stony corals occur. Non-reef-building corals and other animals 
obtain their food from the plankton, smaller animals, or dead animal and plant material. Filter-feeding is a 
relatively common strategy, with areas swept by faster currents, such as ridges, banks and pinnacles, 
being favored. Because of low light intensity and limited food sources, depths below 500 meters are 
sparsely populated. Estimates of density are 0.05 animals per square meter (Chave and Malahoff, 1998). 
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At deep-sea depths, temperature is low, inhibiting metabolic processes. In addition, dissolved oxygen 
concentrations are low and pressures are high, further restricting life forms. Typical deep-sea animals 
include sponges, cnidarians including gorgonians, some of which are Management Unit Species (MUS) 
under the Fishery Ecosystem Plan for the Hawaii Archipelago (WPRFMC, 2005), echinoderms including 
sea stars, deep-sea urchins, and sea cucumbers, brittle stars, basket stars, and crinoids (sea lilies), 
crustaceans including barnacles, crabs, and shrimp, and mollusks including sea snails and octopus. 
Typical fish include deep-sea sharks, rays, chimaeras, deep-sea mackerels and eels. 
 
In late 2010, the applicant became aware that the University of Hawai‘i’s Hawai‘i Undersea Research 
Laboratory (HURL) had surveyed a portion of the HSWAC route using one of its submersibles. The dive 
was made to recover a side-scan sonar glider that was lost during a previous bathymetric survey in the 
immediately vicinity of the HSWAC intake pipe route. After recovering the lost glider, the HURL team 
continued surveying the HSWAC route. The entire dive was videotaped, beginning with arrival of the 
submersible at the seafloor. The videotapes, 5.8 hours in duration, covered roughly the lower 1.89 km 
(6,205 feet) of the proposed pipeline alignment from 500 m to about 558 m deep. The applicant’s 
consultant reviewed the videotapes and produced a report of findings. A summary of that report follows. 
 
The approximate area examined is 10,700 m2 along about 3.57 km. More than 99 percent of the 
substratum viewed was sand. Scattered tailings were seen, probably originating from former Honolulu 
Harbor dredging operations. Hard substratum (limestone or basalt) was extremely rare, making up an 
estimated 0.3 percent of the bottom. Anthropogenic debris, primarily metal, made up an estimated 0.5 
percent of the bottom. There were 419 sightings of organisms in 42 taxa. Most organisms were found on 
or adjacent to hard substratum. Exceptions were glass rope sponges, panaeid shrimps, squids and the 
jellynose eel. The most abundant species seen was the sea star Brisinga sp. (170 individuals). Second 
most abundant was the glass rope sponge (45 individuals), followed by small unidentified fishes (27 
individuals). 
 
The above effort illustrated the usefulness of the HURL submersibles in surveying the deep benthos and 
after discussions with resource and regulatory agency personnel, the applicant arranged for additional 
dives to characterize the deep benthos along the actual intake pipe route from about 200 meters deep to 
the intake depth. HURL was contracted in 2011 to conduct two dives that began at 540 m and extended 
up to a depth of 250 meters. Data from these dives and the two previously noted shallower dives made in 
2009 also along the proposed HSWAC intake pipe route were combined in a report, which is contained in 
Appendix I. The following paragraphs summarize the salient conclusions of that report. 
 
All organisms observed on the videos from these dives were counted and identified to the lowest 
taxonomic level using VARS (Video Annotation and Reference System) developed by the Monterrey Bay 
Aquarium Research Institute. The data, which included substrata information, depths, locations, and 
environmental factors, were extracted and imported into ArcGIS.  
 
A total of 1,741 biological observations were recorded from the four dives. Organisms were observed 
along the entire length of the surveyed pipe route. A total of 159 different “organism types” along with 2 
algae types were identified. Some organisms were identified only generally, while others could be 
identified to species. A depth range analysis indicated that animal types/species could be segregated into 3 
depth zones: 50-200 m, 200-400 m, and 400-550 m (Figure 3-30). These zones, labeled 1, 2, and 3 
starting with the shallowest, coincided with noticeable differences in substrata composition and slope 
(Figure 3-31).  
 
The upper part of zone 1 was characterized by hard substratum consisting of carbonate bedrock mixed 
with sediment pockets, pebbles, cobbles, boulders, and manmade debris such as discarded tires, trash, and 
metal objects. Many of the cobbles and boulders appeared to be dredge spoil deposits. The slope was 
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fairly gradual from 50m down to a depth of 110 m where a break-in-slope occurred. From that depth to 
200 m, zone 1 could be characterized as a steep, primarily carbonate bedrock habitat. The break-in-slope 
is a well-known old reef feature that is believed to have drowned during the last glacial melt phase 
approximately 20,000-30,000 years ago. 
 
Zone 2 was characterized by a transition from primarily carbonate bedrock to sediment covered by 
pebbles, cobbles, boulders, and manmade debris. The more gradual slope between 200-400 m presumably 
allowed for increased deposit of sediment, while the majority of the larger grain sizes (i.e., cobbles and 
boulders) were clearly dredge spoil deposits that are likely masking a smaller amount of natural landslide 
debris. The large amount of dredge spoil is primarily responsible for the high backscatter return 
throughout most of this zone. Manmade objects were numerous and included trash, shipwrecks, discarded 
vehicles, miscellaneous metal debris, and a small amount of disposed ordnance. This zone could be 
considered as highly disturbed habitat. 
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Figure 3-31:  The Location of Animal Records Obtained from the Dive Video  

(Following a depth range analysis, animal types/species were segregated into 3 zones: zone 1 [50-200m, yellow 
dots], zone 2 [200-400m, green dots], and zone 3 [400-550m, blue dots].) 
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Figure 3-32:  Three Habitat Zones Shown in Relationship to Multibeam Backscatter Values Greater than 187 

(Red Areas)  
Zone 1 = yellow, zone 2 = green, and zone 3 = blue) Note the upper part of zone 1 was outside of the backscatter 

data coverage, but from submersible observations, consists primary of hard substratum similar to its lower half and 
zone 2. 

 
The substratum in zone 3 was primarily rippled sediment with pebbles, occasional cobbles, boulders, and 
blocks, and a considerable number of manmade objects. The slope was far more gradual than either of the 
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other two zones with virtually no exposed bedrock present. Large blocks and boulders that were 
occasionally encountered were believed to be natural landslide debris. Dredge spoil was far less prevalent 
than that observed in either zone 1 or 2. However, a significantly larger amount of disposed ordnance was 
encountered, which included small World War I-II era chemical weapons (M1 30 lb and MK47 100 lb 
bombs), both large artillery and small mortar projectiles, an aerially-deployed rocket, and a small number 
of 500 lb bombs with their shipping collars still attached. With the exception of the rocket and 500 lb 
bombs, all of the ordnance was clearly old and highly corroded. Other manmade debris included vehicles, 
airplane debris, large pieces of unidentified metal framing, 55 gal drums, and piles of what appeared to be 
discarded fuses. Similar to zone 2, the habitat in zone 3 has clearly been highly disturbed. 
 
In addition to differences in substrata, the 3 zones differed significantly with regard to light intensity and 
water quality. Off the coast of Oahu, down-welling natural light reaches a depth of approximately 300 m. 
Zone 1 was therefore mesophotic, zone 2 was transitional between mesophotic and aphotic, and zone 3 
was aphotic. Pressure, while changing from 90 to 817 psi, is generally not considered a major factor in 
structuring marine communities above 500m. Salinity was relatively constant for all zones, ranging 
between 34.0 and 35.1 ppt. However, temperature and dissolved oxygen dropped 11-16°C and 1.7-2.9 
ml/l, respectively, between 50 and 550 m. In general, zone 1 consisted of relatively warm, lit, oxygenated 
water in contrast to zone 3 which consisted of cold, dark, poorly oxygenated water typical of depths 
below 400m throughout Hawai‘i and the rest of the Pacific. The differences in substrata, light intensity, 
and water quality are most likely the factors responsible for the changes in species composition along the 
pipe route.  
 
Identifications of organisms and densities within the three depth zones may be found in Appendix I, but 
the broad conclusions are repeated here. In zone 1, a total of 551 organisms were counted, yielding an 
estimated density of 766 per hectare. Twenty-three organism types were identified, 13 of which were 
fishes. Among the organisms seen in this zone was a well-known mesophotic scleractinian coral, 
Leptoseris sp. In order to put these observations into context, HURL database records were extracted to 
determine the total number of different organism types ever identified from submersible video in the main 
Hawaiian Islands for each of the three depth zones. HURL has documented 447 different organism types 
within 50-200m, with fishes being the most abundant (242), followed by cnidarians (66), sponges (20), 
and urchins (19). Only 5.1% of all organism types from the database were observed along the HSWAC 
pipe route within zone 1.  Two of the 66 cnidarians in the HURL database were observed. In comparison 
to other 50-200 m areas HURL submersibles have been in the main islands, zone 1 of the pipe route has a 
very low number of species. 
 
In zone 2, a total of 297 animals were counted for an estimated density of 148 per hectare. Even though 
the overall density was significantly lower than in zone 1, the number of different organisms (55) 
recorded in zone 2, was significantly higher than that of zone 1. Similar to zone 1, fishes predominated 
with 26 types, followed by cnidarians (9), crabs (5), and urchins (4). No shallow reef fishes or 
invertebrates were observed in this zone. The HURL database for zone 2 depths contains 592 different 
organism types within 200-400m, with fishes being the most abundant (198), followed by cnidarians 
(181), crabs (35), seastars (33), and sponges (26). Only 9.3% of all organism types from the database 
were observed along the HSWAC pipe route within zone 2. Only 9 of 181 cnidarians (5%) in the HURL 
database were observed. In comparison to other 200-400m areas HURL submersibles have been in the 
main islands, zone 2 of the pipe route again has a very low number of species. 
 
In zone 3, a total of 1,483 organisms were counted, yielding an estimated density of 510 organisms per 
hectare. One hundred different types of organisms were recorded in zone 3, which is almost double the 
number of zone 2. As with the other zones, fishes had the greatest number of species (40), followed by 
cnidarians (22), urchins (7), shrimps (6), sea stars (6), sponges (5), and crabs (5). In terms of density, 
fishes were the most numerous group, followed by cnidarians, shrimps, and sea stars. The HURL 
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database for zone 3 depths contains 415 different organism types within 400-550m, with cnidarians being 
the most abundant (145), followed by fishes (106), sponges (27), sea stars (27) and urchins (22). 
Approximately 24% of all organism types from the database were observed along the HSWAC pipe route 
within zone 3, which included 15% of the cnidarians. 

Approach to Impact Analysis 
 
Avoidance and minimization of impacts to coral communities was a major project planning criterion. The 
most straightforward method of pipe installation is cut and cover, or trenching. This potential 
methodology was dismissed early in project planning in favor of a trenchless technology for pipe 
installation from the shoreline to a breakout point. The respective alternative breakout points were 
selected to be in areas of sand and rubble bottom. 
 
The Clean Water Act Section 404(b)(1) Guidelines provides the framework for USACE evaluations of 
DA permit applications involving a discharge of dredged or fill material in waters of the U.S. The 
fundamental precept is that DA permits must not authorize discharges of dredged or fill material into 
waters of the U.S. unless it can be demonstrated that such a discharge would not have an unacceptable 
adverse impact either individually or in combination with known and/or probable impacts of other 
activities affecting the ecosystems of concern. Additionally, DA permits may only authorize the least 
environmentally damaging practicable alternative determined by the USACE.  Special aquatic sites, 
including coral reefs, are recognized as possessing unique and important ecological values that should not 
be degraded or destroyed.  In general, practicable alternatives which avoid and/or minimize discharges 
into special aquatic sites are presumed to have less adverse impacts unless demonstrated otherwise. 
 
Methodology 
The methodology to characterize the marine benthos offshore of Kaka‘ako Waterfront Park began with a 
review of previous survey reports of the area and similar habitats throughout the islands to understand the 
physical and chemical factors shaping the community structure. Subsequently, experienced marine 
biologists surveyed the area. First, rapid qualitative surveys were done by towing divers behind a small 
boat to define the types and extent of habitats or biotopes present. Then more quantitative surveys were 
done using transect lines and SCUBA gear and an inventory survey of the defined receiving pit. Finally, 
for portions of the route inaccessible to divers, videos from submersibles were collected and analyzed. 
 
The net effects to substratum and specifically to coral resources in the shallow water region from the 
receiving pit to approximately 300 feet were quantified for each action alternative as follows. 

x Adverse effect at receiving pit: 
o Calculate area of receiving pit (total loss of coral) 
o Calculate  coral losses 

x Adverse effect of collars placed from the receiving pit to approximately 300 feet deep: 
o Calculate collar footprint by collar type (from engineering drawings) 
o Calculate number of collars needed by type (from engineering data) 
o Calculate substratum covered in each biotope based on collar type, distance between 

collars and route 
o Estimate coral loss from substratum covered  

x Adverse effect on corals from operational discharge in the ZOM: 
o Estimate area of subambient temperature based on CORMIX modeling 
o Assume complete mortality of corals in zone of subambient temperature 
o Estimate coral loss from area of subambient temperature and coral cover  

x Sum substratum and coral losses from all three sources 
x Potential beneficial effect of collars and pipes: 
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o Estimate potential coral recruitment opportunities on artificial substratum of proposed 
structures 

 
The results of these calculations are summarized in Table 3-15 at the end of this section.  
 
Impacts to deep water species were quantified based on the footprint of collars (by type) beyond the 
diffuser and the frequency of organisms in three depth zones seen in the videos of the route collected from 
submersibles. 
 
4XDQWLWDWLYH� GDWD� RQ� ELRWD� LQ� .HދHKL� /DJRRQ� ZHUH� VRXUFHG� IURP� D� SXEOLFDWLRQ� VXPPDUL]LQJ� VXUYH\V�
conducted by the Hawaii Biological Survey of the B.P. Bishop Museum (1999). 
 
Determination of Significance 
The criterion for significance is whether or not there would be substantial decreases in coral cover or 
coral community function, i.e., would there be more than minimal decreases in coral aquatic resource 
functions or services.  For the proposed action this will be determined by the loss of greater than 0.1 acre 
of coral cover and/or the loss of coral colonies 100 cm or greater in size. There is less to distinguish 
and/or compare the alternatives in their potential effects in deeper waters. Potential entrainment effects 
would be identical and substrata creation would be very similar. Ultimately, the criterion of significance 
in deep water would be the potential for the return seawater discharge to adversely affect mesophotic 
ecosystems. 

Impacts 
 
No Action Alternative  
The No Action Alternative would have no direct or indirect, short-term or long-term, adverse effects on 
benthic communities including coral reefs as there would be no marine construction of facilities.  
 
Alternative 1 
Alternative 1 would have a short-term (construction phase), direct, adverse effect on benthic biota due to 
excavation and backfilling of the receiving pit, emplacement of pipe collars on the bottom, and anchoring 
RI�YHVVHOV�DQG�SLSH�VWULQJV��LQ�.HދHKL�/DJRRQ���$SSOLFDQW�SURSRVHG�DQG�'$�SHUPLW�VSHFLDO�FRQGLWLRQV��LI�
issued, would minimize adverse effects to the maximum extent practicable to ensure less than significant 
effects.  In the longer-term (operational phase), benthic biota in the immediate vicinity of the diffuser, 
including corals, may be significantly adversely affected, although corals are scarce at the Alternative 1 
diffuser location. The indirect long-term effect of the increased hard substratum provided by the pipes and 
collars would be expected to provide increased opportunities for coral growth. 
 
In thH�SURSRVHG�.HދHKL�/DJRRQ�VWDJLQJ�DUHD�SLOHV�ZRXOG�EH�GULYHQ�LQWR�WKH�VXEVWUDWXP�WR�DQFKRU�IORDWLQJ�
strings of pipes as they are formed. Epibenthic and infaunal organisms, primarily algae, filter feeders and 
detritus feeders, in the footprint of the pipes would be damaged or destroyed. Approximately 40 pipe piles 
of 20-inch diameter would be used to secure the pipe strings. Thus, a total bottom area of about 173 
VTXDUH�IHHW�ZRXOG�EH�GLUHFWO\�LPSDFWHG��7KLV�LV�DERXW����������RI�WKH�WRWDO�.HދHKL�/DJRRQ�DUHD�RI 1,116 
acres. A corresponding percentage of the ecological services provided by this ecosystem would be lost, 
albeit temporarily, while the piles are in place. Once the pipe strings begin to be positioned in the lagoon, 
the bottom beneath the pipes would be shaded, inhibiting primary production from benthic macroalgae. 
Shading would increase incrementally over time as an increasing number of pipe strings are floated into 
place. The maximum area to be shaded would vary slightly by alternative due to the length of discharge 
pipe needed, but the range would be from 3.19 acres under Alternative 1 to 3.39 acres under Alternative 
4. Most of the shading would be caused by the larger diameter and much longer intake pipe, which would 
be approximately the same length under all alternatives. The shaded area would constitute less than 0.3% 
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of the lagoon bottom under any of the alternatives. While this would temporarily reduce overall primary 
productivity in the lagoon a small amount during staging, the presence of the piles and pipe strings would 
offer temporary substratum for sessile benthic organisms and shelter for fish. There would be no chemical 
discharges to the lagoon associated with storage of the floating pipes. Small work boats and possibly 
barges would access the site and position the pipe strings. Vessel operations would be conducted in 
accordance with all regulations concerning pollution prevention and discharges.  
 
Microtunneling would have no anticipated direct effects on benthic resources. The shaft would be well 
below the biologically active layer of sediments near the surface of the seafloor. The microtunnel would 
emerge through the sheet piles into the receiving pit. Prior excavation of the receiving pit would have 
removed benthic resources from the area of the receiving pit. 
 
To evaluate potential offshore impacts, a marine survey was conducted along the entire pipeline from the 
proposed location of the receiving pit to the proposed intake location. The results of the shallow portion 
of that survey are contained in Appendix E and Appendix O and the results of the deep portion are 
contained in Appendix I.  
 
If the proposed HSWAC project proceeds there are both direct and indirect impacts that may occur to the 
marine communities in the affected area. Direct impacts are those associated with the construction of the 
pipeline and include those due to removal of substratum at the receiving pit as well as those due to 
placement of anchors, cables, etc. used in the construction of the receiving pit. Other direct impacts 
include those that would occur with the deployment of the collars on the surface of the substratum when 
benthic organisms in the footprint of each concrete collar are covered. Other potential impacts would 
occur from generation of turbidity during the construction and pipe deployment process, which may 
impact resident benthic and fish resources in the area. Impacts may also occur with the operation of the 
HSWAC system; of primary concern would be potential impacts that may occur with the discharge of 
return seawater with lower temperatures and oxygen concentrations as well as higher nutrient 
concentrations compared with ambient conditions in the receiving waters. The discharge water would 
impinge on benthic communities in the vicinity of the diffuser. These potential impacts are assessed using 
data from the quantitative studies summarized above and potential mitigation is proposed. 
 
The proposed location of the receiving pit is in the middle of a sand channel; this pit would be 40 x 40 
feet in plan view and would be constructed by driving sheet piling into the substratum and removing 
material from within this area to a depth of 20 feet. The current plan would utilize the sheet piles (or a 
combination of sheet piles and silt curtains, if feasible) to define the walls of the receiving pit to a point 
above the sea surface, thus containing most of the sediment generated by the excavation. Materials from 
within the structure would be removed using a clam shell dredge and transferred to a barge for transport 
to land. The excavated material would be disposed at a state approved upland location, potentially a 
landfill, following chemical analysis to determine suitable sites.  Therefore, there would be no discharge 
of dredged material into waters of the U.S.  Considering the low volume of excavated material the 
establishment of an upland containment facility would not be necessary.  The proposed methodologies 
would minimize the possibility of high local turbidity loading and potential adverse impacts in 
surrounding waters and aquatic benthos. After completion of work at the receiving pit, the steel sheet 
piling would be cut off at or below grade and removed from the area. Similarly, to reduce the potential for 
anchor/line impact anchor locations would be selected which are free of or have little benthic community 
development. At the selected sites, piles would be driven into the substratum with a portion remaining 
upright and above the surrounding benthic communities. Vessels would be held in position using tautline 
moorings to these vertical anchor points, which would keep moorings off the substratum. Once work has 
been completed, these vertical moorings would be removed.  
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Direct Effects on Substrata and Benthos 
The proposed receiving pit would occupy a substantial portion of the width of the sand channel.  Benthic 
species located on the adjacent limestone ridges (to the east and west) could also be subject to impact. 
The greatest coral development in the proposed project area occurs at the seaward edge of the biotope of 
scattered corals in the spur and groove system present in the area.  High coral cover varies along the reef 
edge but it approximately follows the width of the spur and groove formations. In the general area of the 
proposed receiving pit the width ranges from 40 to 80 m (131 to 262 feet), thus the mean width is 
40+80/2 = 60 m (197 feet).  Based on the most recent survey found in Appendix O, mean coral cover is 
0.29% on the channel floor, which would be occupied by the receiving pit, whereas the adjacent 
limestone ridges possess mean coral cover estimated at 15-21%.  The proposed footprint of the receiving 
pit contains 29 coral colonies, ranging 5-30 cm in size and averaging 14.3 cm in size, comprising 4.63 ft2 
(0.43 m2) of live cover (see Appendix O) that would be directly affected by excavation of the pit. The 
applicant proposes to transplant corals larger than 10 cm in size, which would include 15 of the 29 
colonies, comprising 3.68 ft2 of the 4.63 ft2 of coral cover affected. In addition, the selected marine 
contractor would perform a preconstruction survey to make minor adjustments to the location of the 
receiving pit to minimize the impact associated with the construction of the receiving pit.  The survey 
would be used to minimize impacts to coral colonies within the pit footprint as well as adjacent coral 
resources.  A report of the preconstruction survey and any proposed modifications to positioning of the 
receiving pit would be submitted to the Corps for approval prior to commencement of construction.  
 
The proposed collar placement would cover substratum consisting mostly of sand and dredged rubble 
with scattered small coral colonies, with an average coral coverage of 1.1%. Coral colony sizes vary from 
1-45 cm, with an overall average size of 5 cm.  The proposed collar placement may crush coral colonies, 
with an estimated combined loss of 71 ft2 (6.6 m2).  To minimize coral losses the applicant would conduct 
a pre construction survey to identify options to avoid colonies and the collars would be installed with the 
assistance of divers. 
  
Turbidity is an issue relative to the construction of the receiving pit. In general, currents fronting 
Kaka‘ako Waterfront Park roughly follow the tradewind flow and hence move water from the east 
towards the southwest (See also Laevastu et al., 1964; Bathen, 1978). Thus, any sediment generated by 
the construction/deployment of the HSWAC pipeline would probably have a greater impact on benthic 
communities present in a southwesterly direction rather than on communities in locations upcurrent (to 
the east). The receiving pit and the above grade portion of the proposed pipeline route would be located at 
the seaward edge of the biotope of scattered corals where the highest coral diversity and cover occurs. If 
turbidity is generated in this shallow area, most of it would be carried to the southwest in the biotopes of 
dredged rubble and sand, which both have low diversity and cover of corals, thus reducing potential 
adverse effects.  
 
Sedimentation has been implicated as a major environmental problem for coral reefs. Increases in 
turbidity may decrease light levels resulting in a lowering of primary productivity. Perhaps a greater 
threat would be the simple burial of benthic communities that may occur with high sediment loading. 
Many benthic species including corals are capable of removing sediment settling on them, but there are 
threshold levels of deposition where cleaning mechanisms may be overwhelmed and the individual 
colony becomes buried. Dollar and Grigg (1981) studied the fate of benthic communities at French 
Frigate Shoals in the NWHI following the accidental spill of 2,000 tons of kaolin clay. Those authors 
found that after two weeks there was no damage to the reef corals and associated communities; damage 
was observed when organisms were actually buried by the clay deposits for a period of more than two 
weeks. Similarly, coral communities along the southern shoreline of Lanai Island were exposed to 
prolonged high turbidity due to a series of high rainfall events (29 January 2002 - 7.75 inches, 12-13 May 
2002 - 4.10 inches, 14-17 October 2002 - 13.10 inches). The high turbidity conditions persisted for an 18-
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month period (up to August 2003) due to unusually poor coastal circulation. Despite the prolonged period 
of extreme turbidity in permanently marked transects, mortality in the monitored coral communities was 
low (grand mean across all stations: April 2002 - 1.1%, May - 0.7%, November - 0.6% with no 
subsequent mortality). Mortality was restricted primarily to one species, the cauliflower coral 
(Pocillopora meandrina). These data are a testimony to the resiliency of these communities in the face of 
this natural perturbation (Brock, 2011).  
 
The HSWAC pipeline would be constructed in sections at an off-site staging and assembly area proposed 
WR�EH�ORFDWHG�DW�6DQG�,VODQG�DQG�LQ�WKH�DGMRLQLQJ�ZDWHUV�RI�.HދHKL�/DJRRQ and floated to the site for final 
deployment on the seafloor. The shallow portion of the exposed pipeline considered here is that part of 
the system from the breakout point at the receiving pit down to 300 feet deep. This section of the pipeline 
would be 3,453 feet in length and would carry both the 63-inch HDPE intake pipe as well as the 54-inch 
HDPE seawater return discharge pipe to a depth of 150 feet.  This pair of pipes would be held in place on 
the substratum using a series of concrete combination (Type A) collars, which cradle both pipes.  From 
150 feet deep to 300 feet deep, only the 63-inch intake pipe would be carried by single concrete collars 
(Type B). These collars are simply gravity anchors, many of which in the shallow section considered here 
would be further secured to the bottom using 20 in diameter steel pipe piles that would be driven through 
sleeves in the collars using a percussion hammer. Once in place the upper portions of the steel pipes 
would be filled with tremie concrete. In total from the breakout at the receiving pit to 300 feet depth, 90 
combination collars and 102 single collars would be deployed to hold the system in place. Considering 
collar footprint, collar spacing, collar placement within various biotopes and the percent coral cover in the 
respective biotopes, there would be a total potential loss of 6.5 m2 (70ft2) of coral. This loss does not 
include loss that may occur from anchors or by divers assisting in the deployment process where anchors 
and/or divers trample or break coral as well as other resident benthic species. Since the deployment 
strategy would utilize a gradual sinking of the entire length of the pipeline with collars attached 
commencing from the shallow end and ending with the deep end, losses due to anchors and/or divers 
assisting with the deployment in the shallow section from the breakout point to the end of the discharge 
diffuser would be expected to be minimal. 
 
The presence of the HSWAC pipes from the breakout point seaward would create an elevated artificial 
hard substratum as well as vertical relief and shelter space in an otherwise relatively featureless sand and 
rubble bottom habitat. Previous biological studies of marine community development around similar 
pipes and deployment methods (Smith et al., 2006) have noted the development and persistence of a 
considerably diverse, high biomass fish community along pipes. In one case, a sewage outfall was 
constructed by tunneling beneath much of the limestone reef platform with trenching seaward of this, 
finally emerging at an approximate 26 m (85 feet) depth, close to the eastern edge of the Pearl Harbor 
Entrance Channel (approximately 8.7 km [5.4 miles] west of Kaka‘ako Waterfront Park). The Pearl 
Harbor sewage disposal pipe continues seaward across a sand and rubble substratum similar to that found 
fronting parts of Kaka‘ako Waterfront Park. Past studies of fish communities on these deeper sand areas 
have found fish community standing crops in the 0.2 to ~2 g/m2 range; following pipe deployment at 
Pearl Harbor, the resident fish community standing crop was 126 g/m2 (Smith et al., 2006) which is an 
increase of 63 times over predeployment standing crops.  These types of results may be the result of 
attraction and aggregation of fish from the surrounding areas, or a new structure may open new niches for 
colonization. Regardless, the deployment of the HSWAC pipelines would be expected to enhance local 
fish communities to an unknown extent. 
 
Each of the 90 concrete combination collars and 102 single collars proposed for deployment over the 
1,052 m (3,453 feet) distance between the receiving pit and the 300 foot depth would have an estimated 
surface area of 313 ft2 or 29.1 m2 and 181 ft2 or 16.8 m2  respectively that would potentially be available 
for recruitment by benthic species once the collars have been deployed. Concern has been voiced 
regarding the recruitment of benthic species (especially corals) to both concrete and the HDPE pipe that 
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would be used for both intake and discharge in this proposed system. Comments were received on the 
DEIS stating that neither concrete nor the HDPE pipe are suitable surfaces for the recruitment of corals 
due to the antifouling properties of each. Published studies have shown that concrete structures provide a 
surface that is preferred by many coral reef species colonizing hard substrata (including corals). 
Preference in substratum types found that both natural dead coral and concrete received the greatest 
recruitment (both in terms of the diversity of species as well as their abundance) and survival of recruits 
was better relative to other tested substrata (e.g., metal and tires; Fitzhardinge and Bailey-Brock, 1989). 
Other studies have found that corals will settle on natural and artificial substrata within four months of 
immersion (Birkeland et al., 1982; Harriott and Fisk; 1987; Sammarco and Carleton, 1982; Wallace, 
1985; Wallace and Bull, 1982). 
 
The HDPE pipe would also provide a substratum that would be situated well above the substratum and 
away from much of the sand scour that occurs across the flat limestone in the shallows during periods of 
high surf. It has been demonstrated that HDPE pipe can be a suitable substratum for recruitment of corals 
and other sessile benthic organisms. Figure 3-33 is a photograph of one of the HDPE pipes at the Natural 
Energy Laboratory of Hawaii at KeƗhole Point, Hawai‘i and corals have been successful at recruiting to 
and growing on this HDPE pipe. This photograph was taken in 2008 and the pipe pictured was deployed 
about twelve years earlier. Thus, the HDPE pipe to be used in the proposed HSWAC system would 
likewise be expect to provide opportunities for the recruitment and growth of benthic species. 
 
In waters around O‘ahu, a relevant example of benthic community response to inputs of high 
concentrations of inorganic nutrients at depths above the thermocline is the Mokapu deep ocean outfall 
for the Kailua WWTP. Brock (Appendix L) prepared a literature review of the effects of high nutrient 
concentrations on corals and summarized the empirical evidence from a monitoring program around the 
Mokapu outfall. In addition to discharging at a depth comparable to the proposed Alternative 1 discharge 
depth, the effluent receives secondary treatment so organic matter in the wastewater is largely broken 
down to inorganic forms, similar to what is present in the deep ocean water that the HSWAC system 
would discharge. Differences between the two are that wastewater discharge is essentially fresh water, 
which has very deleterious effects on corals, and that despite the wastewater treatment process there is 
still a significant amount of particulate material in that effluent. The nitrate+nitrite nitrogen 
concentrations in the Mokapu discharge are approximately 16,600 times greater than in the receiving 
waters and approximately 32 times what would be in the HSWAC discharge. The results of the 
monitoring study may be summarized as follows: There is a high-biomass, diverse fish community 
around the outfall; the coral cover within about 15 m of the outfall is reduced by about half of that at 
greater distances; and algae at the diffuser depths were all encrusting coralline species. The lowered coral 
cover around the diffuser may be attributable to the low salinity of the wastewater discharge. On the 
diffuser, the most abundant coral species is the lobe coral (Porites lobata), comprising 99% of the cover. 
This species also dominates the cover (92%) at the proposed location of the HSWAC diffuser under 
Alternative 1. This comparison suggests that the nutrient concentrations associated with the proposed 
HSWAC discharge may have minimal negative impacts on the dominant coral species present in the area. 
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Figure 3-33:  Photo of an HDPE &ROGZDWHU�3LSHOLQH�DW�WKH�1DWXUDO�(QHUJ\�/DERUDWRU\�RI�+DZDLL�DW�.HƗKROH�

Point, Hawai‘i, Showing Coral Development 
 
Considering the exposed surface areas of the collars and the pipes under Alternative 1, the total surface 
area available for potential benthic recruitment between the breakout point at the receiving pit and 300 
feet deep would be 13,661 m2 (147,043 ft2). In summary, deployment of the proposed HSWAC system 
may provide a significant increase in available hard surfaces for the potential recruitment and growth of 
benthic species such as corals.  
 
The 1.37 m diameter seawater return pipe would be deployed with and lie adjacent to the 1.60 m diameter 
intake pipe. The seawater return pipe would run from the shaft breakout and 580 m seaward to a depth of 
46 m (150 feet). The seawater return pipe would be constructed of the same material (HDPE) using the 
same techniques as the intake pipe, but would have a smaller diameter (1.37 m) relative to the intake pipe. 
This is possible because the return flow would be under pressure. The temperature of the return seawater 
would vary between 53°F and 58°F depending on system demand. Under Alternative 1, the seawater 
return pipe would terminate in a 25-port diffuser that commences at a depth of 120 feet and ends at 150 
feet. The applicant has proposed the delineation of a ZOM around the diffuser. Computer simulations 
using CORMIX software were used in determining the boundaries of the ZOM where a dilution factor of 
113 is necessary to meet water quality standards for nitrate+nitrite nitrogen at the ZOM boundary.  
 
The rationale for establishing a ZOM around a discharge into an aquatic environment is made in 
recognition by regulatory agencies that at and surrounding the diffuser a discharge may exceed water 
quality standards for the receiving water. A ZOM allows for a variance in the concentration of 
constituents that exceed allowed ranges within a defined area, but at the ZOM boundary the constituent 
concentrations should be in compliance with applicable standards due to dilution. Thus, granting the 
establishment of a ZOM infers that the regulatory community recognizes that some area would be 
impacted by the applicant’s activity. The applicant must implement a monitoring program to document 
that water quality and biological conditions at and outside of the ZOM boundary are not being adversely 
affected. 
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The HSWAC return seawater would be colder than the receiving water, with a lower concentration of 
dissolved oxygen and a higher concentration of dissolved nutrients. The physical properties of the 
discharge water could have an adverse impact on the resident marine communities. Higher nutrient 
concentrations could serve to stimulate phytoplankton and/or benthic algal production. If dissolved 
oxygen concentrations were significantly below ambient, this could serve to inhibit species that require 
higher dissolved oxygen content in the water, and lower temperatures could stress or cause the 
elimination of species that cannot tolerate the lower temperatures in the area immediately around the 
discharge diffuser. Species susceptible to the lower temperatures would be those that are sessile, such as 
corals. While nutrient loading represents an inherent risk, Hawaiian corals have not displayed significant 
adverse reactions to increased nutrient loading from discharges of treated sewage wastes in marine 
habitats with reasonable currents and mixing (Grigg, 1994) such as those found in Mamala Bay.  In 
contrast, studies of coral growth (or carbonate accretion) find decreases in growth of the same species 
subject to lower mean water temperatures (Grigg, 1981; 1982). Therefore, water temperature is the 
parameter of primary concern with respect to potential impacts to corals resident in the area of the 
HSWAC diffuser. Low temperatures could impose the greatest impact to sessile species such as corals. 
The minimum temperature of the discharge water is 11.7°C (or 53°F) and the surrounding ambient water 
temperature at the diffuser is 25°C (or 77°F). The CORMIX model found that ambient temperatures are 
attained within less than one-half meter of the centerline of the diffuser under high natural current flow. 
Under worst-case low current flow, ambient temperatures are attained within 12.2 m (or 40 feet) from the 
diffuser centerline. Under average current flow conditions ambient temperature is attained within about 
one meter of the diffuser centerline. 
 
Based on the above CORMIX results there should be no discernible biological impact due to temperature 
at a distance greater than 12.2 m from the diffuser centerline. To estimate how much coral this might 
affect several assumptions were made. First, from the CORMIX model, it was assumed that the maximum 
calculated distance from the centerline of the diffuser to the distance at which discharged water reaches 
ambient conditions is 12.2 m (40 feet) and that the lowest discharge temperature would be 11.7°C. It was 
further assumed that the ZOM would form an envelope around the entire diffuser and the diffuser length 
is 76 m (250 feet). The area of sub-ambient temperature would then be 2,450 m2 (26,362 ft2). The diffuser 
is in the biotope of deep dredged rubble, which has a mean coral cover of 1.1%. Assuming that the lower 
temperatures within the ZOM would be the primary source of mortality to corals and that all corals within 
the area of reduced temperature would die, the estimated potential loss of coral cover would be about 27 
m2 (291 ft2). However, the temperature of the discharge water would be in the range of 11.6 to 14.4°C (53 
- 58°F) at the diffuser, and would increase with distance from the diffuser as a result of mixing that would 
occur within the ZOM, so this may be an overestimate of the potential coral loss. 
 
Historically, it has been recognized that the distribution of coral reef communities is restricted to low 
latitudes where water temperatures are relatively warm. Field observations and laboratory experiments 
established 16°C (60.8°F) as a thermal stress threshold for most reef corals (Mayor, 1915). More recent 
laboratory studies in Hawaii have indicated that individual hermatypic (reef-building) corals do not 
persist at temperatures below 18°C (64.4°F) (Jokiel and Coles, 1977; Coles and Jokiel, 1978). Corals may 
respond to anomalously low temperatures in a manner similar to how they respond to anomalously high 
temperatures: by bleaching. Reef-building corals have an obligate symbiotic relationship with single-
celled algae known as zooxanthellae. The algae contribute to the relationship by using dissolved nutrients 
and sunlight to produce carbon through photosynthesis. When bleaching occurs, the corals expel a high 
percentage of the algae and remaining algae may lose much of their photosynthetic pigments. This effect 
may be reversible if the cause of the bleaching is removed in a reasonable amount of time. Persistent 
exposure to temperatures below the thermal threshold (which may vary with species and preconditioning) 
would result in mortality.  
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Winter sea surface temperatures at Midway Atoll in the PaSDKƗQDXPRNXƗNHD� Marine National 
Monument, where many Hawaiian coral species flourish, are as low as 17.8°C (64°F). Thus, some of the 
corals in the ZOM may adapt to the lower temperatures. It should also be realized that under normal or 
average current flow, ambient temperatures are attained only about one meter away from the centerline of 
the diffuser; assuming average current conditions and using the lowest discharge temperature (here 
11.7°C), the maximum affected area is 156 m2 (1,679 ft2) and the estimated potential loss of coral is 
calculated to be 1.7 m2 (18.5 ft2). 
 
The HSWAC return seawater discharge would constitute, in effect, a permanent region of upwelling. 
Upwelling brings a surplus of dissolved inorganic nutrients from deep to shallow water which can 
increase zooxanthellae densities by a factor of two or three (Buchheim, 1998). Consequently, within the 
ZOM, cold water temperatures may inhibit coral growth and/or survival, but outside this zone, the 
nutrient supplements may enhance coral growth through increased densities of zooxanthellae. 
 
The CORMIX modeling showed that the concentration of the deep water constituent requiring the 
greatest dilution to meet State water quality standards, nitrate+nitrite nitrogen, would meet those 
standards at the Zone of Mixing boundary. The design of the diffuser facilitates substantial near field 
initial mixing of the return water for all current cases considered. The negative buoyancy of the plume 
dominates the discharge near-field behavior. After initial mixing the plume would have a tendency to 
sink. This is considered desirable from a water quality standpoint, as this represents a general movement 
away from the photic zone where the nutrients could have biostimulatory effects. Some plume-seabed 
interaction is anticipated in the immediate vicinity of the diffuser; however, with substantial initial 
dilution, plume properties would be close to ambient when the plume encounters seabed implying a phase 
shift toward algal dominance would be unlikely.  
 
If a ZOM were approved, the benthic and fish resources that would remain and/or recruit to the area 
within the ZOM would be those that can tolerate the physical conditions found within the ZOM. 
Theoretically, species from deeper benthic communities could colonize the ZOM. 
 
In summary, anticipated impacts to coral aquatic resources would occur from the excavation and 
backfilling of the micro-tunneled pipeline receiving pit, seafloor mounted pipeline collar placement, and 
water quality changes within the zone of mixing of the return water discharge.  The area of potential 
direct coral loss would occur between the receiving pit and approximately 3,500 linear ft. of seafloor 
seaward to a water depth of approximately 300 ft. (the depth limit of observed mesophotic corals) over an 
area of approximately 95,000 ft2 (2.2 acre).  Within the total area of potential impact, scattered individual 
coral colonies are estimated to occupy between 0.2 to 1.1% of the seafloor, with measured coral colonies 
ranging from 1 to 30 cm (scattered deep water plate/encrusting mesophotic corals were estimated between 
30-45 cm).  The total estimated area of potential coral loss under Alternative 1 would be 94.5 ft2 (0.002 
acre). 
 
The HDPE pipes and concrete collars from the receiving pit to the end of the diffuser may provide a 
benefit by adding 11,619 m2 (125,068 ft2) of surfaces for the recruitment of benthic species including 
corals. If coral recruitment occupies ~25% of this substratum as it does on the HDPE SLSHV�DW�.HƗKROH�
Point, Hawaii, then potential coral cover may be 2,905 m2 (31,267 ft2) of coral.  Assuming a “worst case” 
scenario of only 2.5% coral cover on the pipeline, the estimated cover would be 291 m2 (3,127 ft2) of 
coral. 
 
Working in areas where there are few corals present would minimize the effects of constructing 
Alternative 1 on coral communities. Construction effects on corals, primarily turbidity, would be direct, 
short-term, and adverse, but with the mitigation measures described above for water quality, mitigable to 
less than significant.  
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Once operational, the HSWAC return seawater discharge may have direct, long-term adverse effects on 
coral communities near the diffuser.  The pipe structure (anchor collars and pipes) may provide direct 
long term beneficial effects by providing artificial substrate for benthic community recruitment and 
growth and vertical relief for enhancement of fish populations.  
 
Effects of the pipeline at greater depths are evaluated in Appendix I and key portions are included here. 
The HSWAC pipe would be expected to have three different types of impacts on the animals living 
between 50-550m along the pipe route: 
 

(1) Perturbation to benthic species in each zone during installation. 
(2) Entrainment of benthopelagic animals in zone 3 at the 540m intake location. 
(3) Addition of a long-term, hard man-made ridge substratum to each zone. 

 
An evaluation of the first type of impact can be made by considering the dimensions of the pipe footprint 
to the observed densities of animals. There would be two types of weights in contact with the substratum 
between 50-550m, Type B (142 units) and Type C (762 units). Type B weights are 4.826m long by 0.61m 
wide, yielding a benthic footprint of 2.942m2. Type C weights are 3.251m long by 0.254m wide creating a 
footprint of 0.826m2. Table 3-13 provides the number of weights that would be deployed in each zone and 
Table 3-14 provides the total weight footprints for each zone.   
 

Table 3-13:  The Number of Weights and Area Covered in Each Deep Water Biological Zone 
Number 
of 
Weights 

Wt Type 50-200m 210-400m 401-550m Total 
B 136 6  142 
C  275 487 762 

Total 136 281 487 904 
 

Bottom 
Area 
Covered 
(m2) 

Wt Type 50-200m 210-400m 401-550m Total 
B 400.1 17.7  417.8 
C  227.2 402.3 629.4 

Total 400.1 244.8 402.3 1047.2 
 
The footprints in hectares can be obtained by simply moving the decimal places of the area values in 
Table 3-13 four places to the left. The numbers of each organism that the weights would potentially land 
on can then be calculated by multiplying this value by their density per hectare. Table 3-14 provides the 
results of this analysis. 
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Table 3-14: Types and Numbers of Organisms Potentially Impacted by the Deep Collars During Installation 
Zone Group Identification # Impacted 

1 Cnidarians Leptoseris sp. 2 
Sponges Pseudoceratina sp. 21 

Unidentified  1 
Urchins Asterotomatidae cf. 3 
Fishes Unidentified  1 

2 Fishes Symphysanodon maunaloae 1 
3 Cnidarians Kophobelemnon stelliferum 1 

Pennatulacea white 1 
Protoptilum sp. 1 

Ctenophores Lyrocteis sp. 1 
Sponges Regadrella sp. 1 
Sea stars Brisinga panopla 3 
Shrimps Plesionika sp. 2 

Benthesicymus laciniatus 1 
Fishes Hymenocephalus antraeus 1 

Malacocephalus boretzi 1 
Chlorophthalmus proridens 1 
Macrouridae 1 
Synagrops sp. 1 

 
All values were rounded to the closest whole number so the summed total for each of zones 1, 2, and 3 
were 31, 4, and 21, respectively. For the entire length of pipe from 50-550m, the total number of all 
organisms estimated to be impacted by the pipe collars is therefore 56. 

Entrainment 
The second type of projected impact, entrainment of animals at the intake site, cannot be adequately 
addressed from only the results of this survey. Nevertheless, the animals recorded in zone 3 do provide 
data relevant to this issue. At the intake, the pipe curves upward placing the opening approximately 3 
meters above the substratum. Most truly pelagic animals do not come this close to the seafloor on a 
regular basis and therefore entrainment would be unlikely. The animals most at risk are benthopelagic, a 
term used to describe a community that associates with the seafloor but is generally found in the water 
column from several to sometimes up to 100 meters above it. Often, this community exhibits a diurnal 
migration pattern, moving upslope (or shallower over flat substrata) at night and returning downslope or 
deeper during the day. One such community is known to spend daylight hours at the depth where the 
intake is located and is referred to as a deep scattering layer, backscatter layer or mesopelagic boundary 
layer. The composition of this community near the intake is unknown, but likely consists of the same 
general animal groups as backscatter layers investigated elsewhere. The community typically consists of 
small, actively swimming adult as well as larval phases of fishes, squids, and crustaceans that provide 
prey for nocturnal predators who feed further up the slope. 
 
Entrainment of backscatter layer animals by the pipe would likely reflect their vertical migration patterns, 
occurring more often during the day and less often at night. Benthopelagic animals observed during the 
daytime submersible dives included small, unidentified fishes, myctophids (i.e., lantern fishes), 
macrourids, particularly Hymenocephalus antraeus, and several species of shrimp, particularly Plesionika 
sp., and Heterocarpus ensifer. The small sizes of these animals would preclude effective filtering at the 
intake. Entrainment of small fishes and shrimps occurs almost daily at the NELH facility on the Big 
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Island and may simply have to be considered an unavoidable consequence of bringing up cold water from 
these depths. 
 
The applicant prepared an analysis showing that impingement and entrainment of all life stages of fish 
and shellfish would be reduced at least 90% from what would be expected if the intake were located at 
typical shallow cooling water intake depths (CWA Section 316(b) Track II demonstration; See Appendix 
N). More specifically, the expected entrainment of marine biota would be reduced from 93% to 100% for 
different taxonomic groups with an overall reduction rate of 98% from other locations around Oahu or 
surface waters to the proposed location of the HSWAC intake. 

Creation of New Substrata 
The third type of expected impact is the long-term effect of the pipe and collars as artificial substrata. In 
essence, the pipe and collars would create the equivalent of a relatively low, continuous, very porous 
ridge several meters high that is oriented perpendicular to the prevailing east-west current flow. As such, 
it is reasonable to expect some small degree of current acceleration along the top of the pipe and in the 
spaces between the weights, which would likely attract filter-feeding invertebrates as well as small 
planktivorous fishes that would use the structure for shelter against predation. Based on the substrata and 
animal surveys described above, the effect of this new ridge feature on the communities along the pipe 
route would be expected to be zone dependent. For example, the pipe would likely have the least effect on 
zone 1 where hard bedrock and boulder substrata already predominate and the break-in-slope already 
provides substantial vertical relief. Based on a diameter of 63 in, the pipe would add an estimated 0.42 ha 
of hard surface. It is reasonable to expect it would be eventually colonized by species already present such 
as Pseudoceratina sp. and Leptoseris sp. on the top of the terrace where the additional height off the 
bottom may reduce sedimentation events. Small reef fishes observed there may also find shelter around 
the weights. However, the expected impact of the pipe in this zone would be relatively minor because the 
pipe would not be providing a substantial increase in the proportion of hard substratum present. 
 
The pipe would provide a more significant change to the substratum composition in zones 2 and 3 where 
there is less bedrock, more sediment, and more gradual slopes. With the exception of single polyp 
scleractinians and a benthic ctenophore, Lyrocteis sp, the dredge spoil deposits found in zone 2 were not 
colonized by attached invertebrates. Furthermore, these loose piles of deposits do not seem to be 
providing shelter to small fishes. As a result, this zone had by far the lowest density of both fishes and 
invertebrates in comparison to the other zones. The most concentrated observations of animals were made 
around a large man-made structure that had numerous cavities clearly being used by a variety of fishes. 
For lack of other more suitable options, the pipe and weights in zone 2 may attract small fish species as 
well as bottomfish such as E. carbunculus and E. coruscans. The estimated increase in hard surface area 
the pipe alone would provide is 0.92 ha, so the increase in species abundance and diversity would likely 
be modest. 
 
In zone 3, the pipe would provide a structure quite different than that currently found at those depths 
along the route. Without man-made debris, the substratum in this zone would be predominantly sediment 
with small pebbles. The dumping of man-made debris, particularly metal objects such as ordnance and 
framework, has provided the majority of hard substratum found at these depths. It follows that the density 
of hard substratum filter-feeders such as Brisinga panopla and Regadrella sp, is undoubtedly much higher 
than it was prior to human perturbation. Most of these hard objects were relatively small, whereas the 
pipe alone would provide 2.11 ha of continuous hard surface. Assuming the pipe material is suitable for 
colonization by attached as well as unattached invertebrates, the pipe route should experience an increase 
in the number of hard substratum specialists including deep water corals, anemones, and sponges. Given 
that the total amount of similar habitat within depths of 400-550m south of Honolulu and Pearl Harbor is 
over 9,779 ha, the increase in hard substratum by the pipe should be insignificant to the community as a 
whole.  
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Effects on Coral Reef Ecological Functions and Services 
 
Coral reefs provide a variety of ecological functions and services including functions associated with their 
physical structure, biotic function, biogeochemical function, information services and social and cultural 
services. Physical structure functions refer to the capacity of solid reef structures to protect the shoreline 
WKURXJK�GLVVLSDWLRQ�RI�ZDYH�IRUFHV��,Q�.HދHKL�/DJRRQ�WKHUH�DUH�LVRODWHG�FRUDOV��EXW�WKH�ERWWRP�LV�PXG��VLOW�
and sand. The ecosystem there does not provide this function. 6LPLODUO\��RIIVKRUH�RI�.DNDދDNR�DW�GHSWKV�
beyond the location of the proposed receiving pit, the bottom also includes unconsolidated sediments with 
scattered small coral colonies. The area is characterized by movement of sediments and rubble under 
conditions of high surf, which accounts for it remaining in an early successional stage. The spur and 
groove formations adjacent to and inshore of the proposed location of the receiving pit do provide this 
service. The receiving pit location was selected and the procedures for installation of the pipes were 
developed in an effort to minimize direct or indirect effects to inshore reef structures, as described above. 
Direct physical effects would be limited to drilling a small number of holes for installation of holdbacks 
and moorings. After pipeline installations are complete, these fixtures would be cut off at the seafloor, or 
removed and the pit capped to match original seafloor contours. The structural integrity of the reef would 
not be compromised. Excessive turbidity could result in smothering of coral colonies and weakening of 
the reef structure. As described above, however, the receiving pit would be completely contained and 
turbidity generation from activities outside the pit would be minimal. Significant impacts on physical 
structure services are not expected from any of the proposed activities. 
 
Biotic functions include such things as maintenance of habitats and biodiversity, biological productivity, 
and energy transfer between ecosystems. The 29 small coral colonies (averaging 14 cm in size) currently 
residing within the receiving pit area would be destroyed or transplanted elsewhere, resulting in a loss of 
up to 5 ft2 of coral cover. Additionally, the proposed collar placement may destroy an estimated 71 ft2 of 
colonies ranging in size from 1-45 cm, with an average size of 12 cm. The actual coral losses associated 
with the proposed collar placement would most likely be less than the conservative estimate considering 
that a preconstruction survey would be conducted to avoid corals where possible, the collars would be 
installed with the assistance of divers. The receiving pit and pipeline cumulatively would remove 
approximately 76 ft2 of coral colonies averaging 13 cm and scattered across approximately 3,500 ft of the 
pipeline route.  Considering the small colony sizes and the degree of separation between the scattered 
colonies within the predominantly loose sand and rubble substrate of the seafloor, the anticipated scale of 
impact to functions is expected to be relatively minor. The ZOM is estimated to result in a loss of 
approximately 19 ft2 of coral cover with colony sizes estimated to range between 1-15 cm and averaging 
4 cm. However, the degree of potential impacts associated with the ZOM is not certain and may be 
greater.  The hard substratum represented by the concrete cap on the receiving pit, the concrete collars 
and the HDPE pipe would provide a stable, hard substratum for potential recruitment of sessile 
invertebrates and structure for fish populations. As the community on the structures grows, it would 
create a reservoir from which recruitment to other habitats may occur. As diversity increases so too may 
community resilience. An increase in potential biotic functions may occur from the presence of the 
HSWAC submarine facilities.  
 
Biogeochemical functions include such things as nitrogen fixation, carbonate/calcium budget control, 
waste assimilation, sand production and sedimentation. Organisms primarily responsible for these types 
of services, including algae, sea urchins, parrotfish, etc. are not abundant in the pipeline corridor. The 
presence of the HSWAC structures in the water column is anticipated to increase the density and diversity 
of benthic invertebrates and fish in the vicinity. As ecosystem productivity increases, biogeochemical 
services would also be expected to increase. The long term effect of the HSWAC structures on 
biogeochemical services is expected to be positive. 
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Information services refer to storage of records of environmental conditions such as pollution or climate 
change within the growth forms of long-lived organisms. In the pipeline corridor, the marine community 
is kept in an early stage of succession due to periodic physical stresses from waves and surge that suspend 
sediments and mobilize abrasive dredge tailings.  No more than minimal impacts are anticipated from the 
proposed project.  The HSWAC marine structures may present a much more stable substratum for 
recruitment and growth than the bottom in either of the two biotopes that would be crossed.  
Social and cultural services include such things as recreational and commercial fishing, other recreation 
such as snorkeling and SCUBA diving, and provision of aesthetic, cultural, religious or spiritual values. 
Currently, the proposed pipeline corridor offers little of these services. Fishing effort is extremely low 
because fish density is low. The biotopes of dredged rubble and sand provide little visual interest. This is 
in contrast to the mouth of the Kewalo Basin entrance channel where an abandoned sewer pipe and area 
of high coral cover are frequently visited by groups of recreational SCUBA divers and snorkelers. It is 
anticipated that the HSWAC structures would increase both fishing effort and in-water recreational 
interest due to development of an enhanced epibenthic community and an increase in fish density and 
diversity. 
 
Alternative 1 would have less than significant short-term (construction phase), direct, adverse effect on 
benthic biota due to excavation of the receiving pit, placement of pipe collars on the bottom, and 
DQFKRULQJ�RI�YHVVHOV�DQG�SLSH�VWULQJV��LQ�.HދHKL�/DJRRQ���,Q�WKH�ORQJHU-term (operational phase), benthic 
biota in the immediate vicinity of the diffuser, including corals, may be significantly adversely affected, 
although corals are scarce at the Alternative 1 diffuser location. The applicant proposes to transplant all 
coral colonies greater than 10 cm in the proposed receiving pit. The indirect long-term effect of the 
increased hard substratum provided by the pipes and collars may provide benefits to ecological functions 
and services of the ecosystem. 
 
Alternative 2 

Direct Effects on Substrata and Benthos 
The proposed breakout point for Alternative 2 would be in a sand patch with 0.0% coral coverage 
followed by the biotope of scattered corals.  The size of the receiving pit and the operations associated 
with its creation would be the same for both Alternatives 1 and 2. Therefore, under Alternative 2 the 
affected area would be 148.6 m2 (1,600 ft2).  Under Alternative 2, the distance from the receiving pit to 
300 feet deep would be 4,200 feet, as compared to 3,453 feet under Alternative 1. The Alternative 2 
alignment, which exposes the pipes to greater lateral stress than the other alternatives, results in a greater 
number of Type A combination collars and Type B single collars per unit length than either of the other 
alternatives. The total number of Type A and Type B collars needed for Alternative 2 is 202 and 82 
respectively. Each Type A collar would occupy a footprint of 76 ft2 (7.06 m2) and each Type B collar 32 
ft2 (2.97 m2) so the total area in contact with the seafloor between the receiving pit and 300 ft deep would 
be 1,670 m2 (17,976 ft2). Under Alternative 2 the biotope of scattered corals gives way to the biotope of 
dredged rubble that is interrupted by a narrow band of relatively high coral cover frequented by 
recreational divers. The mean coral cover is about 49%, with comparatively complex and well developed 
coral structure occurring at depths from about 52 feet to 62 feet. The biotope is 150 feet wide where the 
pipe alignment for Alternative 2 would cross. Crossing this area of high coral cover increases the quantity 
and quality of coral loss under Alternative 2.  Considering that Alternative 2 would be more 
environmentally damaging and would result in other potential conflicts, this alternative was not preferred 
relatively early in the planning process.  Consequently, quantitative marine surveys did not include the 
Alternative 2 route. Total coral cover lost due to the receiving pit and collar deployment would result in 
an estimated 55 m2 (584 ft2). This is about 6 times the estimated coral cover lost from the receiving pit to 
the diffuser under Alternative 1.  
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The additional 747 feet of pipeline alignment from the receiving pit to 300 feet deep under Alternative 2 
would create more artificial substratum than under Alternative 1. Table 3-15 summarizes the substratum 
that would be created by the collars and pipes under the four action alternatives. In the shallow zone from 
the receiving pit to the 300 feet deep, Alternative 2 would create 160,239 ft2 of artificial substratum, 
whereas Alternative 1 would create only 125,068 ft2.  
 
Under Alternative 2, the diffuser would be 345 feet long, rather than the 250 foot length under 
Alternatives 1 and 3. This would necessitate a larger ZOM and there would be a larger area of sub-
ambient temperature. The total maximum area impacted by decreased temperatures under Alternative 2 
assuming average flow conditions would be 214 m2 (2,301 ft2).  Given a mean coral cover of 0.001% this 
would result in an estimated potential loss of coral cover in the Alternative 2 ZOM of .002 m2 (.023 ft2). 
As for Alternative 1, the plume would be negatively buoyant and the nutrient concentrations would be 
close to ambient when the plume encounters the bottom so a phase shift to an algal dominated community 
would not be expected. 
 
In summary, anticipated impacts to coral aquatic resources would occur from the excavation and 
backfilling of the micro-tunneled pipeline receiving pit, seafloor mounted pipeline collar placement, and 
water quality changes within the zone of mixing of the return water discharge.  The area of potential 
direct coral loss would occur between the receiving pit and approximately 4,200 linear ft. of seafloor 
seaward to a water depth of approximately 300 ft. (the depth limit of observed mesophotic corals) over an 
area of approximately 115,080 ft2 (2.6 acre).  Within the total area of potential impact, coral occurrence is 
mostly scattered individual colonies estimated to occupy between 0 to 5% of the seafloor.  However, the 
pipeline would cross a band of spur and groove reef with relatively well developed coral communities 
having estimated cover coverage of 50%.  The total estimated area of potential coral loss under 
Alternative 2 would be 583.6 ft2 (0.013 acre). 

Entrainment 
The location of the intake would be the same under all alternatives and therefore the potential entrainment 
effects would be the same for Alternative 2 as for Alternative 1. 

Creation of New Substrata 
Alternative 2 covers the most shallow water substratum because the route angles sharply through the 
nearshore area from the receiving pit to the diffuser and is much longer than the Alternative 1 route, 
which proceeds directly offshore, essentially perpendicular to the bathymetric contours. Alternative 2’s 
relatively greater shallow-water length and exposure to cross swells would necessitate more than double 
Alternative 1’s number of Type A collars; they would be more closely spaced than under any of the other 
alternatives. Consequently, Alternative 2 would create the greatest amount of artificial substratum of the 
action alternatives in the shallow region between the receiving pit and the diffuser (see Table 3-15).  
 
Effects on Coral Reef Ecological Functions and Services 
The adverse and beneficial effects to coral reef ecological functions and services would be similar to 
Alternative 1.  However, the estimated losses of natural coral resources would be six times that of 
Alternative 1. Additionally, the quality, and hence degree of functions and services, of the affected coral 
community under Alternative 2 is greater than any of the other action alternatives.   
 
Alternative 2 would have potentially significant, direct, short-term and long-term, adverse effects on 
benthic habitats and communities with the short term effects mitigable to less than significant. In shallow 
water from the receiving pit to the diffuser, the indirect long-term effect of the increased hard substratum 
provided by the pipes and collars may be beneficial. The applicant proposes to transplant all coral 
colonies greater than 10 cm in the proposed receiving pit. Effects in deeper water beyond the diffuser 
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would be essentially the same as for Alternative 1, although a portion of the Alternative 2 offshore route 
would diverge from that of the other alternatives. 
 
Alternative 3 

Direct Effects on Substrata and Benthos 
Alternative 3 follows the same alignment as Alternative 1.  The potential effects of Alternative 3 would 
be similar to those of Alternative 1 with the exception that additional hard surfaces would be created and 
additional bottom area would be covered in the depth range of 150-300 feet because the discharge pipe in 
that range would be deployed in tandem with the intake pipe. In this depth range, Type A anchor collars 
would be substituted for the Type B collars used in Alternative 1 to the end of the diffuser at 300 ft deep. 
The difference in the footprints of the two types of collars is 44.3 ft2, so an additional 4,488 ft2 of bottom 
surface would be directly affected.  
 
The breakout pit under Alternative 3 would be in the same location as under Alternative 1, and the 
estimate of potential lost substratum and coral cover is also the same: 148.6 m2 (1,600 ft2) and 0.43 m2 
(4.63 ft2), respectively with the average colony size of 14.3 cm. 
 
Under Alternative 3, the distance from the receiving pit to 300 ft deep would be 3,453 feet, the same as 
Alternative 1.  The total area in contact with the seafloor from the receiving pit to 300 ft deep would be 
1,355.5 m2 (14,592 ft2). In comparison to Alternative 1, Alternative 3 would cover an additional 417 m2 
(4,488 ft2) of substratum. Total coral cover lost due to collar deployment between the receiving pit and 
the end of the diffuser for Alternative 3 would thus be estimated at 7.6 m2 (81 ft2).   
 
CORMIX modeling of the Alternative 3 discharge showed that under average current flow ambient 
temperatures would be attained within 3.3 feet (1 m) from the diffuser centerline. The length of the 
diffuser under Alternative 3 is the same as under Alternative 1, so the area of sub-ambient temperature 
would be the same as Alternative 1 at 156 m2 (1,679 ft2) and the estimated potential loss of coral is 
calculated to be .37 m2 (4.0 ft2) As for Alternative 1, the plume would be negatively buoyant and the 
nutrient concentrations would be close to ambient when the plume encounters the bottom so a phase shift 
to an algal dominated community would not be expected. 
 
In summary, anticipated impacts to coral aquatic resources would occur from the excavation and 
backfilling of the micro-tunneled pipeline receiving pit, seafloor mounted pipeline collar placement, and 
water quality changes within the zone of mixing of the return water discharge.  The area of potential 
direct coral loss would occur between the receiving pit and approximately 3,500 linear ft of seafloor 
seaward to a water depth of approximately 300 ft (the depth limit of observed mesophotic corals) over an 
area of approximately 95,000 ft2 (2.2 acre).  Within the total area of potential impact, scattered individual 
coral colonies are estimated to occupy between 0.2 to 1.1% of the seafloor, with measured coral colonies 
ranging from 1 to 30 cm (scattered deep water plate/encrusting mesophotic corals were estimated between 
30-45 cm).  The total estimated area of potential coral loss under Alternative 3 would be 90 ft2 (0.002 
acre).  

Entrainment 
The location of the intake would be the same under all alternatives and therefore the potential entrainment 
effects would be the same for Alternative 3 as for Alternative 1. 
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Creation of New Substrata 
Compared to Alternative 1, the larger surface area of the more numerous Type A collars necessary under 
Alternative 3 would result in creation of an additional 21,400 square feet of artificial hard substrate in the 
depth range of 150-300 feet (see Table 3-15). 
 
Effects on Coral Reef Ecological Functions and Services 
The adverse and beneficial effects to coral reef ecological functions and services would be similar to 
Alternative 1.  The estimated construction-related losses of natural coral resources would be slightly 
greater (1.0 m2 coral cover of colonies averaging 2.5 cm) than Alternative 1. However, the long term 
adverse effects to the coral community associated with the return seawater discharge would be expected 
to be less considering the lower coral abundance, smaller colony sizes, and more similar ambient water 
quality conditions at the 300 ft discharge depth.  Mesophotic corals were identified by the deep water 
survey at the diffuser depth of Alternative 3, which may be adversely effected by the return seawater 
discharge. 
 
In summary, Alternative 3 would have less than significant direct, short-term, and potentially significant 
but mitigable to less than significant long term adverse effects on benthic habitats and communities. 
While the diffuser under Alternative 3 would be in deeper water than under either Alternative 1 or 2, the 
deep water survey identified mesophotic corals at the depth of the Alternative 3 diffuser and these could 
be affected by the return seawater discharge. The indirect long-term effect of the increased artificial hard 
substratum provided by the pipes and collars may provide some ecological benefit. 
 
Alternative 4 (Preferred Alternative) 

Direct Effects on Substrata and Benthos 
Alternative 4 follows the same alignment as Alternatives 1 and 3.  Similar to Alternative 3, both the 
discharge pipe and the intake pipe would be deployed in tandem.  Therefore the potential effects of 
Alternative 4 on coral resources from the receiving pit to 300 ft deep would be the same as those of 
Alternative 3.  
 
The breakout pit under Alternative 4 would be in the same location as under Alternative 1, and the 
estimate of lost substratum and coral cover would also be the same: 148.6 m2 (1,600 ft2) and 0.48 m2 
(4.63 ft2), respectively, with an average colony size of 14.3 cm. 
 
Under Alternative 4, the distance from the receiving pit to 300 ft deep is the same as Alternates 1 and 3. 
The number of Type A collars is the same as for Alternative 3. The total area in contact with the seafloor 
due to the concrete collars from the receiving pit to 300 ft deep would be 1,356 m2 (14,592 ft2). Note that 
no scleractinian corals were observed at depths below 300 ft, which is consistent with the limits generally 
found for coral habitats.  As a result, estimates of coral cover loss for all action alternatives are based on 
the footprint of the receiving pit and pipe collars found from the receiving pit to 300 ft deep. Results from 
the deep water marine biology survey along the proposed route indicate a lack of coral below 92 m so 
there would be no anticipated loss of coral in the ZOM under Alternative 4 due to operations. As for 
Alternative 1, the plume would be negatively buoyant and the nutrient concentrations would be close to 
ambient when the plume encounters the bottom so a phase shift to an algal dominated community would 
not be expected. At the depth of the diffuser under Alternative 4, photosynthetically active radiation is 
very low, so the possibility of a phase shift favoring development of an algal dominated community is the 
lowest of the action alternatives. 
 
In summary, anticipated impacts to coral aquatic resources would occur from the excavation and 
backfilling of the micro-tunneled pipeline receiving pit and from seafloor mounted pipeline collar 
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placement.  No impacts to corals are anticipated from the zone of mixing of the return water discharge 
considering that it would occur at a depth below coral occurrence.  The area of potential direct coral loss 
would occur between the receiving pit and approximately 3,500 linear ft. of seafloor seaward to a water 
depth of approximately 300 ft. (the depth limit of observed mesophotic corals) over an area of 
approximately 95,000 ft2 (2.2 acre).  Within the total area of potential impact, scattered individual coral 
colonies are estimated to occupy between 0.2 to 1.1% of the seafloor, with measured coral colonies 
ranging from 1 to 30 cm (scattered deep water plate/encrusting mesophotic corals were estimated between 
30-45 cm).  The total estimated area of potential coral loss under Alternative 4 would be 86.1 ft2 (0.002 
acre). 

Entrainment 
The location of the intake would be the same under all alternatives and therefore the potential entrainment 
effects would be the same for Alternative 4 as for Alternative 1. 

Creation of New Substrata 
The effects of new substrata from Alternative 4 would be the same as for Alternative 3 for depths from 
the receiving pit to 300 feet. 
 
Effects on Coral Reef Ecological Functions and Services 
The total losses in coral would be less than any other action alternative. The adverse and beneficial effects 
to coral reef ecological functions and services would be similar to Alternative 1. However, the potentially 
significant long term adverse effects to the coral community associated with the return seawater discharge 
would be eliminated under Alternative 4 considering the lack of corals found at the diffuser depth (326 to 
423 ft).  Additionally, the ambient water quality conditions at the 423 ft diffuser depth of Alternative 4 
would be the most similar to that of the return seawater discharge than any of the other alternatives.   
 
Alternative 4 would have a less than significant direct, short-term and long-term, adverse effect on 
benthic habitats and communities. The diffuser under Alternative 4 would be below the depths at which 
mesophotic corals were observed in the route surveys, so the effect on benthic biota would be less than 
significant at this deeper location. The indirect long-term effect of the increased hard substratum provided 
by the pipes and collars may provide beneficial effects. 
 
Comparison of Substrata Effects of the Action Alternatives 
Table 3-15 summarizes the surface areas of benthic substratum potentially covered by the concrete collars 
and the areas of new substratum created by the collars and pipes for the action alternatives. Alternative 1 
covers only about one-sixth of the area of substratum of Alternative 2.  Alternative 3 and Alternative 1 
share the same alignment to 300 ft depth with Alternative 3 having the greater number of the larger Type 
A collars, so Alternative 3 covers more substratum than Alternative 1.  Alternative 2 would cover the 
greatest amount of substratum of the action alternatives between the receiving pit and 300 ft deep.  
 
The four action alternatives differ in the area of substratum covered, but also in the amount of coral cover 
along the alignments. Table 3-15 summarizes the estimated area of live coral cover that would be lost for 
each alternative along each alignment from the receiving pit to 300 ft deep from the analyses above. Coral 
cover lost at the receiving pit would be the same for Alternatives 1, 3 & 4.  Alternative 2, following a 
different alignment than the other Alternatives has a different coral loss profile as can be seen in Table 3-
15. There are differences among the action Alternatives 1, 3 & 4 in coral cover lost due to the quantity of 
Type A collar used.  Alternative 2 would affect the highest coral cover due to the alignment passing 
through a biotope of 49% coral coverage, tighter collar spacing and a longer alignment to 300 ft depth. 
Alternative 4 would potentially affect the least amount of coral cover because the ZOM would be below 
depths where coral is found.  
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Table 3-15 also summarizes the surface area of new substratum created by the collars and pipes. The 
calculations of substrate created by the HSWAC structures assume all exposed surfaces of the collars and 
pipes have some biological value, even though the pipe undersides may be less favorable for coral 
recruitment. From a holistic perspective of ecological function, however, the undersides of the pipes 
would also provide usable artificial habitat for sessile and motile invertebrates. The extent to which the 
artificial substrate created by the proposed action would result in coral recruitment and sustainable 
growth, and the degree of potential ecological benefit, is unknown. 
 
The relative lengths of the alternative routes to the diffuser and intake, and consequently the length of 
pipes in the system, determines the amount of substratum created by the pipes themselves. Alternative 1, 
having the shortest route to the diffuser would use the least amount of pipe and therefore provide the least 
amount of new substratum. Alternative 2, with its different alignment and tighter collar configuration, 
would create the most substratum. 
 
 
Table 3-15: Coral Loss and Substratum Changes by Action Alternative 

Facility/Resource Parameter Alt. 1 Alt. 2 Alt. 3 Alt. 4 

% Coral Coverage per 
Biotope 

Biotope: Scattered Corals 0.3% 5.0% 0.3% 0.3% 

Shallow Dredged Rubble 1.1% 0.01% 1.1% 1.1% 

High Coverage  49.0%   

Sand 0.7% 0.0% 0.7% 0.7% 

Deep Dredged Rubble (1) 1.1% 0.001% 1.1% 1.1% 

Deep Water Zone 1 0.2% 0.2% 0.2% 0.2% 

Type A Pipe Collars 

Biotope: Scattered Corals 5 23 5 5 

Shallow Dredged Rubble 15 32 15 15 

High Coverage  11   

Sand 33 10 33 33 

Deep Dredged Rubble (1) 37 126 37 37 

Deep Water Zone 1   102 102 

Type B Pipe Collars Deep Water Zone 1 102 82   

Collars Type A & B Total  192 284 192 192 

Substratum Covered by Pit  1,600 1,600 1,600 1,600 

Substratum Covered by 
Collars (sq ft) (Type A = 76 

sf) (Type B = 32 sf) 

Biotope: Scattered Corals 380 1,748 380 380 

Shallow Dredged Rubble 1,140 2,432 1,140 1,140 

High Coverage  836   

Sand 2,508 760 2,508 2,508 

Deep Dredged Rubble (1) 2,812 9,576 2,812 2,812 

Deep Water Zone 1 3,264 2,624 7,752 7,752 

Covered Substratum Total  11,704 19,576 16,192 16,192 

Coral Cover Lost from 
Receiving Pit to 300’ depth 

Biotope: Scattered Corals 5.7 167.4 5.7 5.7 

Shallow Dredged Rubble 12.2 0.2 12.2 12.2 
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(sq ft) High Coverage  409.6   

Sand 17.9 0.0 17.9 17.9 

Deep Dredged Rubble (1) 31.9 0.1 31.9 31.9 

Deep Water Zone 1 7.7 6.2 18.3 18.3 

Zone of Mixing 19.0 0.023 4.0 0.0 

Lost Coral Cover Total  94.5 583.6 90.0 86.1 

Substratum Created by 
Collars (sq ft) 

Type A (313 sq ft) 28,170 63,226 60,096 60,096 

Type B (181 sq ft) 18,462 14,842   

Collar Substratum Total  46,632 78,068 60,096 60,096 
Substratum Created by 

Pipes Sq ft 78,436 82,171 99,836 99,836 

Created Substratum Total Sq ft 125,068 160,239 159,932 159,932 

      

Average Coral Colony Size 
by Biotope (cm) 

Biotope: Scattered Corals 14.3  14.3 14.3 

Dredged Rubble (shallow) 7.9  7.9 7.9 

Sand 3.2  3.2 3.2 

Dredged Rubble (deep) (1) 4.2  4.2 4.2 

Deep Water Zone 1 37.5  37.5 37.5 

Maximum Coral Colony 
Size by Biotope (cm) 

Biotope: Scattered Corals 30  30 30 

Dredged Rubble (shallow) 24  24 24 

Sand 15  15 15 

Dredged Rubble (deep) 15  15 15 

Deep Water Zone 1 45  45 45 

Notes: 1) Shallow dredged rubble & sand biotope data averaged with ecotone biotope 
data 

 2) Omitted data from transect A & B in favor of receiving pit coral census data 
 3) Eliminated Quadrats 23M & 24M from transects C&D. (quadrats on spurs) 

 4) Alt 2 data is qualitative only (from 2008 survey; no coral size data 
available) 

 
 
 

3.7.5.2 Pelagic Communities 

The organisms living in pelagic communities may be drifters (plankton) or swimmers (nekton). The 
plankton includes larvae of benthic species; therefore, a pelagic species in one ecosystem may be a 
benthic species in another. The plankton consists of plant-like organisms (phytoplankton) and animals 
(zooplankton) that drift with the ocean currents with little ability to move through the water on their own. 
The mostly one-celled phytoplankton float in the photic zone where they obtain sunlight and nutrients, 
and also serve as food for the zooplankton and some larger marine animals. Zooplankton consists of many 
kinds of organisms, ranging from single-celled heterotrophic plankton to jellyfish up to 6 feet wide, which 
live in both surface and deep waters of the ocean. Crustaceans make up about 70% of all zooplankton. 
While some zooplankton float freely throughout their lives, many spend only the early part of their lives 
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as plankton. As adults some become strong swimmers and join the nekton, while others settle and attach 
themselves to the seafloor to become part of the benthos. 
 
The nekton consists of animals that can swim freely and purposefully in the ocean. They are strong 
swimmers and include fish, squids, sea turtles, and marine mammals. Most species of nektonic animals 
live near the sea surface where food is plentiful, but others live in the deep ocean. Fish are the most 
important nekton, with over 13,000 species of fish living in the ocean. Squids are free-swimming 
mollusks that live in both surface and deep waters. Nektonic mammals, including porpoises and whales, 
remain in the ocean for their entire lives. Other marine mammals, such as the Hawaiian monk seal, spend 
time on land.  
 
It is thought that pelagic systems are controlled primarily by physical factors, including temperature, 
nutrients, amount of light in the surface waters, and disturbances in the water structure. The latter occurs 
when winds and other atmospheric conditions drive changes in the circulation patterns and mixing of 
ocean waters. As a result, there are vertical changes in the temperature and nutrient distribution, which in 
turn affect the vertical distribution of species. There is no clear evidence of biological factors controlling 
species diversity in these ecosystems, but species interactions have not been well studied (Thorne-Miller 
and Catena, 1991). 
 
Much of what is known about the biology of the deep ocean waters surrounding the Hawaiian Islands is 
based on limited information gleaned from studies on sport and commercial fisheries. Pelagic and deep 
seafloor (benthic) ecosystems occur in the deep open waters beyond the neritic shallow-water zone 
around all the islands and on, and above, the seafloor at depths greater than 660 ft. Pelagic ocean waters 
are exposed to swells, currents, and winds from all directions, generally beyond the sheltering effects of 
the islands. Deep currents and eddies are also associated with this zone. Sunlight is absent on the deep 
seafloor. Basalt and carbonate rock substrata are common on slopes with sediments prevalent on flatter 
surfaces. Bottom sediments surrounding O‘ahu are composed largely of muds washed as organic matter 
(detritus) from the adjacent islands, and sand and gravel of shallow-water origin. 
 
Phytoplankton are the only abundant plants in the pelagic zone; living plants are rare or absent on the 
deep seafloor. Zooplankton, fishes, squids, sea turtles, marine mammals, and various seabirds forage in 
neritic or pelagic waters. At depths in excess of 330 ft, many benthic organisms live where there is little 
or no light and maintain themselves on detritus and planktonic organisms in the water column. 
 
In review of the DEIS, a concern was raised about effects of entrainment of organisms in the mesopelagic 
boundary community and compliance with CWA Section 316(b), so additional background information is 
included here and effects of the HSWAC system on this community are summarized below. (See also 
Appendix N.) The mesopelagic boundary community off the coast of the Hawaiian Islands, and O‘ahu in 
particular, was first defined by Reid et al. (1991) and is now known to consist of at least 23 species of 
fish, 12 families of squid, and crustaceans. The majority of these organisms are considered micronekton, 
which range from 2-10 cm in size and are between plankton and larger nekton in terms of swimming 
ability, meaning they swim actively but are still affected by currents (Brodeur and Yamamura, 2005). The 
micronekton are primarily composed of cephalopods (squid and octopi), crustaceans (large euphausiids, 
decapods [shrimp], and mysids), and fish (myctophids, gonostomatids, and bathylagids) (Pakhomov and 
Yamamura, 2010).  
 
Micronekton play a crucial role in the marine ecosystem. Micronekton serve as a link between 
zooplankton and higher trophic levels as they are a major prey item for tuna, billfish, and spinner dolphins 
(Lammers et al., 2006). In addition, mesopelagic micronekton are responsible for the majority of the 
Hawaiian zooplankton consumed in Hawaiian coastal waters (Clark, 1973; Benoit-Bird and Au, 2006). As 
one of the most important consumers of zooplankton, the mesopelagic boundary community becomes a 
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major contributor to the biological pump through its diel migration by transporting organic material from 
epipelagic waters to the deeper, mesopelagic waters (Roger and Grandperrin, 1976; Hidaka et al., 2001). 
 
The diel migration of the mesopelagic boundary community is characterized by a daytime layer along the 
slopes of islands at depths that range from 200 to 700m, but is usually between 400 and 700m, and 
consists of extensive diel vertical and horizontal migrations from its daytime depth to epipelagic waters at 
night (Lammers et al., 2006). Off the leeward coast of Oahu, the mesopelagic boundary community 
generally forms one layer at 400m or deeper during the day (at densities of up to 1,800 animals/m3) and 
migrates to shallow waters (traveling up to 11 km round-trip) to form multiple aggregations at night 
(Benoit-Bird et al., 2001; Benoit-Bird and Au, 2006). The typical horizontal portion of the diel migration 
of mesopelagic boundary organisms is approximately 1.8 km each way towards and away from shore. 
The timing of these migrations is conserved regardless of the year, season, and across the various 
Hawaiian Islands, although the phase of the moon does have some influence on the timing and extent of 
the migration (Benoit-Bird et al. 2001; Drazen et al., 2011). 
 
The composition, distribution, and movement of the mesopelagic boundary community around the 
Hawaiian Islands are not well understood. The majority of such studies only used trawling for sampling 
the mesopelagic boundary community, which is effective in identifying species and estimating the 
community’s general distribution, but is severely limited in its spatial scope and overall inclusiveness 
(due to net avoidance). The inherent patchiness of the mesopelagic boundary community, especially at 
night when much of the sampling occurred for logistical reasons, also results in biased density estimates 
from trawling (Benoit-Bird et al., 2001). Additionally, different types of nets and mesh sizes sample 
differentially for various components of the mesopelagic boundary community, meaning some organisms 
are highly underestimated or even missed completely (Brodeur and Yamamura, 2005). Most mesopelagic 
boundary community studies were also limited to the upper 200m of the water column due to logistical 
and technological limitations (Benoit Bird and Au, 2003; 2006). Therefore, the mesopelagic boundary 
community’s composition and distribution during the day at depth remain ill-defined.  
 
The following is a brief synopsis of relevant findings from key mesopelagic boundary layer studies 
conducted in Hawaiian waters in chronological order. Young (1995) used a combination of nighttime 
trawling and daytime submersible video to identify the species of cephalopods found in the Hawaiian 
mesopelagic-boundary region off the leeward and windward coasts of O‘ahu. The most common squid 
was Abralia trigonura. Several transects were conducted with a submersible, resulting in a total of 19 A. 
trigonura sightings and eight probable sightings. A 15 min transect that was performed with the 
submersible at 10 m above the 435 m ocean bottom at a speed of 0.5 m/s (total distance covered was 450 
m) had 18 of the 27 total A. trigonura sightings (14 sightings and 4 probable sightings). However, an 
earlier transect at that same site 3-4 m above the ocean floor did not result in squid sightings. A total of 
six possible sightings of A. trigonura were made during another transect at 430-470 m, 10-100 m above 
the seafloor. A single sighting was made at 505 and 565 m, at 85 and 25 m above the bottom, 
respectively. Only one was found within 1 m of the bottom (550 m). A. trigonura were not observed by 
submersible during transects over seafloor bottoms of 535-540 and 270-275 m while traveling 2-3, 10, 
and 50 m above the bottom. One other species of squid was observed by submersible. Nototodarus 
hawaiiensis was sighted a total of 13 times, 12 of which were between 345 and 400 m depth, and one of 
which was at 500 m. These squid were always solitary and resting on the bottom or swimming 10-20 cm 
above the bottom. A single large female octopus (Haliphron atlanticus) was observed barely moving at 
270 m, just a few centimeters above the seafloor. One other octopus (Tremoctopus spp.) was also 
observed swimming slowly approximately 5 m above the seafloor at 340 m depth (Young, 1995). These 
results demonstrate the heterogeneity and patchiness associated with the mesopelagic boundary 
community. 
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Acoustic sampling performed by Benoit-Bird et al. (2001) with a modified echo sounder off the leeward 
coast of O‘ahu resulted in mesopelagic density estimates of zero to 1,800 organisms/m3 for 20 sampling 
locations in inshore waters (20-50 m depth, 1-1.3 km from shore) and 20 locations in offshore waters 
(175-200 m depth, 2.8-3 km from shore) at night from July 5-30, 1999. The mean density for the 
measured water column varied from zero to 23 organisms/m3. From November 10-15, 1999, transects 
were also conducted parallel to the Kona coast of the Big Island of Hawai‘i approximately 1.0-1.3 km and 
2.8-3.0 km from the shore. There, the density estimates ranged from zero to 700/m3, with the mean 
density for the measured water column ranging from zero to 15 organisms/m3. While these density 
estimates were only calculated at depths of 200 m and above at night, they still provide an indication of 
possible densities at the mesopelagic layer at depth during the day, as the organisms migrate from the 
shallow waters where they were observed in this study to deeper waters during the day.  
 
Benoit-Bird and Au (2003) examined the degree of patchiness of the mesopelagic boundary community 
with a modified echo sounder off the coasts of three Hawaiian Islands, including O‘ahu.  Only the top 156 
m were measured at night along this series of transects in 2000 and 2001 due to depth limitations of the 
acoustics equipment. Large differences in distribution and organism density were found for the 
mesopelagic boundary community among the different locations. Two transects (north and south) were 
conducted off the Waianae coast of O‘ahu. Overall mesopelagic organism density was lower for the 
southern transect than for the northern transect, and it was found that the low-density region (southern 
transect) exhibited small (tens of meters) discrete patches that were clearly distinguishable against a 
background density of zero. Locations with high densities (northern transect) tended to form boundary-
community layers. While this study was conducted off the leeward coast of Oahu, and not the southern 
coast, it demonstrates the variation in distribution and density of the mesopelagic boundary community in 
different areas along the same shoreline, with lower densities and a higher degree of patchiness found 
further to the south of the Waianae coast. Lammers et al. (2006) also found substantial temporal and 
spatial variation for the mesopelagic boundary community among transects at seven sites in the NWHI 
and one site off the Waianae coast of O‘ahu.   
 
Benoit-Bird and Au (2006) used a video camera system along with echo sounders to fully quantify the 
mesopelagic boundary community throughout its diel migration off the leeward coast of O‘ahu. The 
camera system was able to image micronekton to a depth of 600m with a sampling volume of 575 liters 
per frame, which captured 5 to 10 mesopelagic animals per frame at night and 0.4 mesopelagic animals 
per frame during the day, on average. At night, the mesopelagic boundary layer was never detected when 
the bottom depth was less than 22.7 m or closer than 0.5 km from the shoreline. Only one mesopelagic 
boundary layer was observed in the study area during the day, from 6 to 11 km offshore and at depths of 
400 m or deeper. This mesopelagic boundary layer did not extend into water with a bottom depth 
shallower than 570 m and was composed of 86% myctophids, 12% shrimp, and 2% hatchetfish.  
 
Current knowledge regarding the mesopelagic boundary community in Hawaiian waters, as relevant to 
the proposed HSWAC project, is summarized by the above studies. A substantial amount of spatial and 
temporal heterogeneity in the mesopelagic boundary community occurs among different study sites. Data 
concerning the distribution and density at which they are found during the day is severely limited, but is 
likely site specific as it is affected by topographic and biological bottom influences, as well as tidal 
advection and mesoscale eddies (Young, 1995). Specific to O‘ahu, the data available demonstrate a lower 
mesopelagic boundary community density to the south along the Waianae coast on the leeward side than 
to the north in epipelagic waters at night, which would likely translate to lower overall densities during 
the day once those organisms migrate to lower depths during the day. Additionally, the one mesopelagic 
boundary layer found during the day with the new camera system used by Benoit-Bird and Au (2006), 
also off the leeward coast of Oahu, did not extend into water with a bottom depth shallower than 570 m.  
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The proposed site for the HSWAC intake pipe is approximately 4.68 miles (7.5 km) offshore from 
Honolulu at a depth of 1,740 feet (530 m). The pipe would be 1.6 m in diameter and would rest in a series 
of collars situated 0.8 to 1.4 m above the seafloor. Video was collected along the final 1,891 m of the 
proposed pipeline at depths from 500 m to 550 m from a manned submersible in October 2010. The 
approximate area examined was 10,700 m2 along a track approximately 3.57 km in length along the 
seafloor. Most of the footage appeared to cover a field of about 3 x 3 m. The species and associated 
abundance of organisms nearby in the same ecological zone as organisms present on the proposed 
pipeline alignment were also examined by viewing all of the video obtained of the ocean bottom during 
the submersible dive. It is important to note that identification of organisms is tentative due to varying 
image quality. In terms of organisms considered typical of the mesopelagic boundary community, their 
observed presence in the submersible videotape was limited. Approximately 27 shrimp (22 unknown 
panaeid and 5 Heterocarpus laevigatus), 3 cephalopods (2 squid, 1 octopus), and 38 possible mesopelagic 
boundary community fishes (unidentified fish categorized as 4 cm or less [27] and greater than 4 cm [11]) 
were found. That is a total of 68 possible mesopelagic boundary community organisms observed over a 
3.57 km length track covering an area of approximately 10,700 m2. For a very rough approximation of the 
density of possible mesopelagic boundary organisms from this data, the 3m by 3m camera viewing area is 
assumed along the 3,570 m track to obtain a volume of 32,130 m3 for a rough density estimate of 0.002 
possible mesopelagic boundary organisms/m3, far less than the density of mesopelagic boundary 
organisms encountered by other camera and submersible-based studies of mesopelagic boundaries in 
Hawaiian waters. These estimates would not be expected to change significantly as this community has 
been said to be relatively constant seasonally and annually. 
 
)RU� FRPSDULVRQ� SXUSRVHV�� WKH� 1DWXUDO� (QHUJ\� /DERUDWRU\� RI� +DZDLދL� $XWKRULW\� �1(/+$�� DW� .HƗKROH�
Point, Hawai‘i was also examined. Ocean water has been drawn from similar depths through three 
separate pipe systems at depths from 548 m (1,800 feet) to 915 m (3,000 feet) since 1981-82, and 
problems with excessive entrainment and impingement of organisms have not been encountered. This is 
especially important in regard to mesopelagic boundary community organisms, as the relatively slow 
swimming speeds of micronekton put them at risk of entrainment near intake pipes. It is unlikely, then, 
that the high-density mesopelagic boundary layer described in the studies summarized above has been 
encountered by the NELHA facility with an intake pipe at a depth comparable to that proposed by the 
applicant. However, the intake velocities of the NELHA pipes are all around 0.35 ft/s, an order of 
magnitude less than the proposed HSWAC intake velocity, so some larger, more vigorous swimming 
organisms could be expected to be entrained in the HSWAC intake. 
 
In conclusion, the substantial variation in distribution of the mesopelagic boundary layer in Hawaiian 
waters as described by the studies summarized above, and especially the observed daytime limit to water 
with a bottom depth deeper than 570 m for one of the few daytime mesopelagic boundary layers studied 
(Benoit-Bird and Au, 2006), means a mesopelagic boundary layer is not necessarily present at the 
proposed site of the HSWAC intake pipe. In addition, the extremely low number of observed members of 
that community by the submersible at that specific site and the absence of an entrainment/impingement 
problem with the similar pipe system at NELHA indicate that the proposed intake pipe would not have a 
significant impact on the mesopelagic boundary community.  
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Approach to Impact Analysis 
 
Methodology 
A qualitative assessment was made of the response of nekton and plankton to changes in water quality 
during construction and operation. In the construction phase the primary concern is turbidity. In the 
operations phase the primary concerns are the return seawater plume and entrainment of organisms in the 
intake. The analysis of potential effects of the seawater return relies on the applicant’s computer modeling 
of the water quality effects of the seawater return. An entrainment analysis was prepared based on the 
expected densities of pelagic organisms from numerous literature sources.  
 
Determination of Significance 
A significant effect for pelagic organisms would be depletion or restoration of a population or permanent 
change in abundance of suitable habitat.  
 
Impacts 
 
No Action Alternative 
The No Action Alternative would have no direct or indirect, short-term or long-term, adverse effects on 
pelagic communities because there would be no offshore construction or facilities. 
 
Alternative 1 
Alternative 1 would have a less than significant, direct, short-term adverse effect on nekton as a result of 
the turbidity generated in the vicinity of the construction operations. It’s likely that some of these 
organisms would avoid turbid areas while others would be attracted to displaced or exposed benthic 
organisms as a supplemental food source. Less than significant indirect adverse effects would be 
experienced in adjacent areas to the extent nekton are displaced. In turbid areas, light available to 
phytoplankton would be temporarily reduced; filter feeding zooplankton may ingest particulate matter.  
 
Once the system is operational, there would be a less than significant, long-term direct effect on nekton. 
Habitat within the ZOM may be avoided by nekton favoring higher water temperatures. Supplemental 
nutrients introduced to the euphotic zone in the return seawater plume may stimulate phytoplankton 
productivity. Because the seawater return plume is negatively buoyant it would tend to sink and flow 
downslope to aphotic depths where photosynthesis cannot occur. Because of the time lag between nutrient 
uptake and growth or reproduction, any response by the phytoplankton community would likely occur at 
some distance from the source of the nutrients and be diluted by the effects of mixing and advection by 
ocean currents. The increased phytoplankton productivity may not be expressed as increased biomass 
depending on the response of higher trophic levels. Filter feeding organisms may graze the phytoplankton 
down and population response may be seen at a higher trophic level, including fish populations. 
Depending on the nature of the response the less than significant indirect effect could be adverse or 
beneficial.  
 
One of the primary environmental concerns to arise from any proposed ocean intake system is 
entrainment, or the incidental trapping of marine organisms in the intake pipe flow. The marine biota 
classes most susceptible to entrainment include phytoplankton, zooplankton (including larvae), 
micronekton, and small fish (Myers et al., 1986). Because the intake would be located well below depths 
to which light penetrates in the ocean, a functional phytoplankton community is not present. The very 
small amount of chlorophyll (0.014 µg/L) that was detected in the samples taken at the intake location 
likely represents degradation products of phytoplankton sinking from the euphotic zone. Entrainment of 
phytoplankton would not be a concern at the intake depth. 
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Of the biota classes susceptible to entrainment, fish larvae would be of particular concern. The proposed 
depth of the intake pipe (~544 m) is comparable in terms of possible interaction with marine larvae with 
that typically assumed for an OTEC cold water intake (1000 m), for which it was determined that the 
entrainment of larvae and eggs (except for coral) in Hawaiian waters would be unlikely, of low 
significance, and not a regulatory priority (Coastal Response Research Center, 2010). Most fish eggs are 
extremely buoyant and can be found in the neuston layer (top 1 m). For example, Hirota (1977) found that 
tuna larvae are more abundant in the neuston layer than from 1-200 m, that fish larvae found at depths 
from 1-200 m are generally mid-water species, and that very few fish larvae occur between 200-1000m in 
the mid-Pacific. Therefore, the proposed intake pipe is much deeper than the typical vertical distribution 
of fish larvae and any danger of entrainment posed by the intake pipe can be considered negligible.  
 
The distribution of larvae of other marine organisms, such as coral and crustaceans, has more variability 
depending on the organism in question and its life strategy. For most coral and crustacean larvae, 
however, the larval recruitment process starts with planktonic larvae that then settle onto the seafloor and 
achieve their first benthic life stage. Some larvae are fully developed upon release and settle within hours, 
while others require substantial development (or even fertilization, like corals) before settlement occurs, 
which can range from days to months. The composition of crustacean larvae approximately 7.5 km 
offshore of Honolulu - the proposed location of the intake pipe - is unknown, but according to Smith and 
Parnell (1995), larval traps at a 50 m depth off Sand Island, O‘ahu in water with a bottom depth of 72 m 
primarily collected bivalve, gastropod, polychaete, and ascidian larvae. Coral larvae generally remain in 
the upper 5 m, but their horizontal distribution after release is not well understood (Hodgson, 1985). In 
conclusion, most marine larvae remain in the top five meters of the ocean prior to settling, hundreds of 
meters above the proposed intake pipe. It is possible, albeit doubtful given all the chemical and tactile 
cues necessary to initiate settlement, for the occasional larvae to be entrained by the intake pipe during the 
actual release or settlement process; however, the lack of “parent” reefs and general paucity of organisms 
near the proposed intake makes entrainment of larvae (especially coral larvae) during actual release or 
settling improbable. 
 
Zooplankton are weak swimmers that tend to flow with the current, and are therefore also subject to 
entrainment. Often categorized according to size, generally as microzooplankton and macrozooplankton, 
zooplankton also play a major role at the base of the marine food web. Microzooplankton are 
KHWHURWURSKLF� DQG� PL[RWURSKLF� RUJDQLVPV� OHVV� WKDQ� ���� ȝP� LQ� VL]H� �H�J��� FLOLDWHV�� GLQRIODJHOODWHV��
foraminiferans, copepod nauplii and some copepodites, and some meroplanktonic larvae) that are major 
consumers of phytoplankton (Calbet and Landry, 2004), thereby forming the link between phytoplankton 
and copepods (Calbet, 2008), and are key components in marine biogeochemical cycles and the microbial 
loop (Sherr and Sherr, 2002). Microzooplankton are not expected to occur below the euphotic zone (200 
m), so no microzooplankton are expected to be entrained at the proposed intake pipe location. 
 
Macrozooplankton include temporary (meroplankton) and permanent (holoplankton) members of the 
zooplankton FRPPXQLW\� WKDW� DUH�EHWZHHQ�����ȝP�DQG�������ȝP� LQ� VL]H� �YLVLEOH� WR� WKH�QDNHG�H\H�� DQG�
include such organisms as copepods, arrowworms, decapod shrimp, ctenophores, siphonophores, 
amphipods, mysids, tunicates, ostracods, and cladocerans (Peterson, 1969). Macrozooplankton are found 
below the euphotic zone, but at a lower abundance. Observations by Noda et al. (1981) showed that there 
is an approximate tenfold difference between zooplankton surface samples and those from 600-1000 m 
off Kahe Point. The estimated biomass of macrozooplankton in surface waters off Kahe Point was 
obtained by Myers et al. (1986) by converting their mean dry weight for the upper 200 m from two 
separate cruises to near-surface zooplankton carbon according to Wiebe et al. (1975) to obtain 1.3 mg 
C/m3. After factoring in the proposed flow rate for the HSWAC system, this would result in 170.68 kg 
C/year of entrained macrozooplankton. In contrast, only 34.14 kg C/year of macrozooplankton would be 
entrained at depths from 700-1000 m (a depth ecologically similar to that of the proposed intake pipe) 
according to the reported average macrozooplankton biomass of 0.26 mg C/m3 by Uchida (1983).  
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Micronekton are the next largest size class to be considered susceptible to possible entrainment. They 
range from 2-10 cm in size and are between plankton and larger nekton in terms of swimming ability, 
meaning they swim actively but are still affected by currents (Brodeur and Yamamura, 2005). The 
micronekton are primarily composed of cephalopods (squid and octopi), crustaceans (large euphausiids, 
decapods [shrimp], and mysids), and fish (myctophids, gonostomatids, and bathylagids) (Pakhomov and 
Yamamura, 2010). As major consumers of zooplankton, and primary prey items themselves for tuna, 
billfish, and spinner dolphins (Lammers et al., 2006), micronekton are a crucial link between zooplankton 
and higher trophic levels (Clark, 1973 and Benoit-Bird and Au, 2006). Micronekton are a primary 
component of the mesopelagic boundary community. Therefore, the results of acoustic sampling 
performed by Benoit-Bird et al. (2001) with a modified echo sounder off the leeward coast of Oahu to 
measure mesopelagic boundary community organism density are used as a proxy to estimate entrained 
micronekton. Mesopelagic boundary community organism density ranged from zero to 1,800 
organisms/m3 for 20 sampling locations in inshore waters (20-50 m depth, 1-1.3 km from shore) and 20 
locations in offshore waters (175-200 m depth, 2.8-3 km from shore) at night from July 5-30, 1999. The 
mean density for the measured water column varied from zero to 23 organisms/m3. These density 
estimates were calculated for the top 200 m at night, but they indicate possible densities at the depth of 
the proposed intake pipe as the organisms migrate there from these shallower waters. In contrast, a 
submersible video transect conducted at the actual site of the proposed intake pipe resulted in a total of 27 
shrimp (22 unknown panaeid and 5 Heterocarpus laevigatus), 3 cephalopods (2 squid, 1 octopus), and 38 
possible mesopelagic boundary community fishes (unidentified fish categorized as 4 cm or less [27] and 
greater than 4 cm [11]). That is a total of 68 possible mesopelagic boundary community organisms 
observed over a 3.57 km length track covering an area of approximately 10,700 m2. For a very rough 
approximation of the density of possible mesopelagic boundary organisms from this data, the 3m by 3m 
camera viewing area is assumed along the 3,570 m track to obtain a volume of 32,130 m3 for a rough 
density estimate of 0.002 possible mesopelagic boundary organisms/m3, far less than the density of 
mesopelagic boundary organisms measured by the acoustic sampling methodology described above or by 
other camera and submersible-based studies of mesopelagic boundary communities in Hawaiian waters. 
For comparison purposes, the mesopelagic boundary organism density at the depth of the output pipe off 
the leeward coast of Oahu (and at the proposed depth of the intake pipe since these organisms have a diel 
migration between the two depths) is assumed to be the median of the range given as zero to 23 
organisms/m3, or 11.5 organisms/m3. At this density, 262,589 micronekton organisms/year would be 
entrained in the intake pipe for the HSWAC system.  
 
Other, larger fish were also observed during the submersible video transect. Once fish reach a certain size, 
they are generally able to avoid entrainment due to the associated increase in swimming speed. However, 
for a more conservative estimate, all other observed fish (except jellynose eels, which can reach 6 feet in 
length and are not expected to be entrained) are included for a total count of 80 organisms, which 
corresponds to an increase in concentration of 0.0003 organisms/m3, which is an additional 39,388 
possible entrained organisms/year.  
 
Such estimates of low entrainment rates are consistent with the lack of problems associated with 
HQWUDLQPHQW� DW� WKH�1DWXUDO� (QHUJ\�/DERUDWRU\� RI�+DZDLµL� DW�.HƗKROH� 3RLQW��+DZDLµL��2FHDQ water has 
been drawn through three separate pipe systems at depths from 548 m (1,800 feet) to 915 m (3,000 feet) 
since 1981-82, and problems with excessive entrainment and impingement of organisms have not been 
encountered. 
 
In summary, Alternative 1 would have a less than significant, direct, short-term, adverse effect on nekton 
as a result of the turbidity generated in the vicinity of the construction operations. Less than significant 
indirect adverse effects would be experienced by pelagic biota in adjacent areas to the extent nekton are 
displaced. In turbid areas, light available to phytoplankton would be temporarily reduced; filter feeding 
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zooplankton may ingest particulate matter. Once the system is operational, there would be a less than 
significant, long-term, direct, adverse effect on nekton due to potential entrainment. 
 
Alternative 2 
Alternative 2 would have similar effects as Alternative 1, as the intake location is common to all action 
alternatives and the ZOM is at the same depth in Alternative 1 as in Alternative 2. 
 
Alternative 3  
Alternative 3 would have similar short term effects as Alternative 1, as the intake location is common to 
all action alternatives. During the operation of the project, Alternative 3 would be expected to have less 
impact than Alternatives 1 and 2 considering the deeper diffuser location.  However, a less than 
significant, long term direct, potentially adverse, effect on nekton would be expected.  There would be 
less of difference of water quality conditions between the diffuser seawater return discharge and ambient 
conditions as well as a greater tendency of habitat within the ZOM to be avoided by nekton favoring 
higher water temperatures in Alternative 3 than in Alternatives 1 and 2.  Also to the extent phytoplankton 
activity is less at greater depths due to lower light levels, response by the phytoplankton community 
would be less in Alternative 3 than Alternatives 1 and 2 due to the greater depth of the ZOM for 
Alternative 3. 
 
Alternative 4 (Preferred Alternative) 
Alternative 4 would have similar short term effects as Alternative 1, as the intake location is common to 
all action alternatives. During the operation of the project, Alternative 4 would be expected to have less 
impact than Alternatives 1, 2, and 3 considering the deeper diffuser location and absence of coral 
resources.  However, a less than significant, long term direct, potentially adverse, effect on nekton would 
be expected.  There would be less of difference of water quality conditions between the diffuser seawater 
return discharge and ambient conditions than any of the other alternatives, although the ZOM would be 
much larger in Alternative 4.  Also, to the extent phytoplankton activity is less at greater depths due to 
lower light levels, response by the phytoplankton community would be less in Alternative 4 than the other 
Alternatives. 
 

3.7.5.3 Protected Species and Habitats 

Protected species include those listed as endangered or threatened under the ESA. In addition, all marine 
mammals are protected under the MMPA, and migratory birds (including seabirds) are protected under 
the Migratory Bird Treaty Act (MBTA). Protected (and proposed) species of marine mammals, sea 
turtles, and migratory birds in Hawai‘i are identified below. Additional descriptions are provided for those 
species that could potentially interact with the HSWAC system. In addition, NMFS has proposed a 
number of coral species for listing under the ESA, including one (Montipora patula) found in the 
proposed project area. Potential impacts to that species are also evaluated below. 

Marine Mammals 
 
Stock assessment information presented below for both listed and non-listed marine mammal species 
comes primarily from NOAA’s U.S. Pacific Marine Mammal Stock Assessments: 2006 (Carretta et al., 
2006) and the draft 2007 updates (Carretta et al., 2007) available on NMFS’ Office of Protected 
Resources web site. Information about the humpback whale comes primarily from NOAA’s Alaska 
Marine Mammal Stock Assessments (Angliss and Outlaw, 2007). 
 
The most recent information on cetacean abundance in Hawaiian waters is the report by Barlow (2003) 
that summarizes the results of a NOAA survey conducted in August-November 2002. Two NOAA 
research vessels surveyed the entire exclusive economic zone (EEZ) around the Hawaiian Islands along 
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parallel transects spaced 53 mi apart (outer EEZ stratum) and 26.4 mi apart within 87 mi of the main 
Hawaiian Islands (MHI) (main island stratum). Both visual observations and acoustic detections were 
employed. Twenty-four species of cetaceans were seen, including two species (Fraser’s dolphin and sei 
whale) that previously had not been documented to occur in Hawaiian waters. The most abundant large 
whales were sperm whales and Bryde’s whales. The most abundant delphinids were rough-toothed 
dolphins and Fraser’s dolphins. Dwarf and pygmy sperm whales and Cuvier’s beaked whales were 
estimated to be quite abundant. Accurate estimates of abundance for migrating whales were not possible 
as the survey did not take place during periods of their highest abundance in Hawaiian waters. 
Nevertheless, abundance estimates were possible for 21 other species. The overall density of cetaceans 
was low, especially for delphinids. The precision of density and abundance estimates was generally low 
for all species due to the small number of sightings. Table 3-16 summarizes the sightings data, calculated 
abundances and densities, and the coefficients of variation (CV) from Barlow (2003). 
 

Table 3-16:  Estimated Abundances of Cetaceans in the Hawai‘i EEZ from 2002 Research Cruises 

Species 
Main Island Stratum Outer EEZ Stratum Overall 

#Sightings Abundance #Sightings Abundance Abundance Individuals
/km2 CV 

Offshore spotted 
dolphin 

6 4931 2 5329 10260 0.0042 0.41 

Striped dolphin 1 508 10 9877 10385 0.0042 0.48 
Rough-toothed 

dolphin 
7 3860 7 16044 19904 0.0081 0.52 

Bottlenose dolphin 5 525 4 2738 3263 0.0013 0.6 
Risso’s dolphin 2 594 3 1757 2351 0.001 0.65 
Fraser’s dolphin 0 0 1 16836 16836 0.0069 1.11 

Melon-headed whale 0 0 1 2947 2947 0.0012 1.1 
Pygmy killer whale 1 817 0 0 817 0.0003 1.12 
False killer whale 0 0 1 268 268 0.0001 1.08 
Short-finned pilot 

whale 
7 3131 7 5715 8846 0.0036 0.49 

Killer whale 0 0 2 430 430 0.0002 0.72 
Sperm whale 2 56 16 7026 7082 0.0029 0.3 

Pygmy sperm whale 0 0 2 7251 7251 0.003 0.77 
Dwarf sperm whale 0 0 3 19172 19172 0.0078 0.66 
Unidentified beaked 

whale 
1 330 0 0 330 0.0001 1.05 

Blaineville’s beaked 
whale 

0 0 1 2138 2138 0.0009 0.77 

Cuvier’s beaked 
whale 

0 0 2 12728 12728 0.0052 0.83 

Longman’s beaked 
whale 

0 0 1 766 766 0.0003 1.05 

Bryde’s whale 0 0 8 493 493 0.0002 0.34 
Sei whale 1 77 0 0 77 0 1.06 
Fin whale 0 0 2 174 174 0.0001 0.72 

Spinner dolphin 3 2036 1 768 2804 0.0011 0.66 
Delphinids 32 16403 39 62709 79112 0.0323  

Beaked Whales 1 330 4 15632 15962 0.0065  
Source: Barlow 2003 
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Endangered Marine Mammals 
Endangered marine mammals in the Hawaiian Islands include six cetaceans and one pinniped. The 
cetaceans include the humpback whale (Megaptera novaeangliae), the sperm whale (Physeter 
macrocephalus), the northern right whale (Eubalaena glacialis), the blue whale (Balaenoptera musculus), 
the fin whale (B. physalus), and the sei whale (B. borealis). The pinniped is the Hawaiian monk seal 
(Monachus schauinslandi). In addition, the Hawaiian Insular False Killer Whale (Pseudorca crassidens) 
is currently proposed for listing as endangered.  
 
Most of these species occur very far offshore or in other habitats far from the proposed HSWAC project 
area. The listed marine mammals that could occur in the project area include the humpback whale, and 
the Hawaiian monk seal. The sections below summarize available information on the biology and 
population status of these species. The Hawaiian Insular False Killer Whale may also occur in the project 
area. The USACE has completed formal ESA Section 7 consultation with NOAA concerning potentially 
affected species, culminating in NOAA issuance of its Biological Opinion on September 13, 2012 
(Appendix M). 

Humpback Whale (Megaptera novaeangliae) 
The International Whaling Commission (IWC) first protected humpback whales in the North Pacific 
Ocean in 1965. Humpback whales were listed as endangered under the ESA in 1973, and are 
consequently considered “depleted” and “strategic” under the MMPA. Strategic stocks are those that have 
a level of human-induced mortality that exceeds the number of animals that can be safely removed from 
the stock without interfering with that stock’s ability to reach or maintain its optimum sustainable 
population level. Humpbacks are also protected by the Convention on International Trade in Endangered 
Species of Wild Fauna and Flora (CITES). Critical habitat has not been designated for this species, but 
the Hawaiian Islands Humpback Whale National Marine Sanctuary affords some protections in Hawaiian 
waters. Recently the IUCN removed the humpback whale from its Red List of species at high risk of 
extinction due to its increased population, now estimated to be at least 60,000 and growing at 5% per 
year.  
 
Humpback whales are found in all the world’s oceans. Photo-identification and genetic analysis show 
three separate stocks of humpbacks within the U.S. EEZ in the North Pacific Ocean that migrate annually 
(Calambokidis, et al., 1997). The Central North Pacific stock migrates between temperate/polar waters 
near British Columbia and southeast Alaska to warmer tropical waters around the Hawaiian Islands 
during the winter/spring months (November-April) to breed and calve. These whales are commonly found 
within the nearshore waters of O‘ahu during the months of October through May and are known to breed, 
give birth, and rear their young during this period. While in Hawai‘i the whales favor shallow (~100 
fathoms [fm]) nearshore areas. Humpback whales occur off all eight MHI, but are found in the highest 
density in the shallow waters of the “four-island” region of Kaho‘olawe, MolokaµL��/Ɨna‘i, and Maui; the 
northwestern coast of the island of Hawai‘i (Big Island), and the waters around Ni‘ihau, Kaua‘i, and 
O‘ahu (Wolman and Jurasz, 1977; Herman et al., 1980; Baker and Herman, 1981). The whales are 
generally found in shallow waters shoreward of the 600 feet depth contour (Herman and Antinoja, 1977), 
although Frankel et al. (1989) reported some vocalizing individuals up to 12.4 mi off South Kohala on the 
west coast of the Big Island over bottom depths of 4,593 feet. Typically mother and calf pairs prefer 
shallow water less than 600 feet deep (Glockner and Venus, 1983). When present in Hawai’i, humpback 
whales are regularly seen within the proposed project area. 
 
Little to no feeding occurs in the winter breeding grounds, and the whales live off blubber reserves and 
may lose up to 20% of their body weight during a winter fasting period. During the summer and fall, the 
whales frequent polar waters to feed on small schools of fish and krill (Caldwell and Caldwell, 1983).  
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The primary natural predators of humpback whales are killer whales, and large oceanic sharks. Potential 
anthropogenic threats to humpbacks may include ship strikes, entanglement with fishing gear, and 
exposure to high levels of sound, including sonar. Concern about habitat is growing due to the increasing 
number of whale watching boats observing humpbacks in Alaska and Hawai‘i.  

Hawaiian Monk Seal (Monachus schauinslandi) 
The Hawaiian monk seal (HMS) is one of the two extant species of the genus Monachus, one of the most 
primitive genera of seals. The Mediterranean monk seal (Monachus monachus) is critically endangered 
with fewer than 600 individuals left in the wild. The Caribbean monk seal (Monachus tropicalis) was last 
seen in 1952 and declared officially extinct in 1996. The HMS was listed as endangered under the ESA in 
1976, and is one of the most endangered marine mammal species in the U.S. The HMS is endemic to the 
Hawaiian Archipelago, and is the only endangered marine mammal that exists wholly within the 
jurisdiction of the United States. The HMS is characterized as a strategic stock under the MMPA. 
 
The six major reproductive sites are French Frigate Shoals, Laysan Island, Lisianski Island, Pearl and 
Hermes Reef, Midway Atoll, and Kure Atoll. Small populations at Necker Island and Nihoa Island are 
maintained by immigration, and a growing number of seals are found throughout the MHI. 
 
In 2006, the minimum population estimate for the HMS was 1,214 individuals (based on enumeration of 
individuals of the subpopulations in the NWHI, extrapolation of counts for Nihoa and Necker, and 
estimates of minimum abundance for the MHI) (Carretta et al., 2006). The best estimate of the total 
population size was 1,247. 
 
The NMFS collects information and data for HMS sightings in the MHI, but the only complete systematic 
survey of seals in the MHI was performed in 2000 and 2001. Aerial surveys estimated a minimum 
abundance of 52 seals in the MHI but reports of seals have increased recently, and as of 2005 the total 
number of identifiable seals in the MHI was 77 (Baker and Johanos, 2004; Carretta et al., 2006).  
 
Population trends for HMS are determined by the highly variable dynamics of the six main reproductive 
sub-populations in the NWHI. The sub-population of HMS on French Frigate Shoals has shown the most 
change in population size, increasing dramatically in the 1960s-1970s and declining in the late 1980s-
1990s. From 1989-2005 beach counts at French Frigate Shoals declined 73%. In the 1960s-1970s the 
other five sub-populations experienced declines. However, during the last decade the number of HMSs 
increased at Kure Atoll, Midway Atoll, and Pearl and Hermes Reef, while the sub-populations at Laysan 
Island and Lisianski Island remained relatively stable. At the species level, however, demographic trends 
over the past decade have been driven primarily by the dynamics of the largest subpopulation at French 
Frigate Shoals. This population is experiencing an increasingly unstable age distribution resulting in an 
inverted age structure. This age structure indicates that recruitment of females and pup production is 
decreasing. In the near future, total population trends for the species will likely depend on the balance 
between continued losses at French Frigate Shoals, and gains at other breeding locations including the 
MHI. The recent sub-population decline at French Frigate Shoals is thought to have been caused by male 
aggression, shark attack, entanglement in marine debris, loss of habitat, and low juvenile survival rate due 
mainly to food limitation. The HMS is assumed to be far below its optimum sustainable population, and 
the overall population has declined approximately 3.8% per year since 1998 (Carretta et al., 2006). 
 
HMS are brown or silver in color, depending upon age and molt status, and can weigh up to 600 lb. Adult 
females are slightly larger than adult males. It is thought that monk seals have a life expectancy of 30 
years, but most do not reach their full life potential. HMS spend time in and out of the water, but stay on 
land for about two weeks during their annual molts. HMS are nonmigratory, but recent studies show that 
their home ranges may be extensive (Abernathy and Siniff, 1998). Counts of individuals on shore 
compared with enumerated sub-populations at some of the NWHI indicate that HMS spend about one-
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third of their time on land and about two thirds in the water (Forney et al., 2000). HMS feed on a wide 
variety of teleosts, cephalopods, and crustaceans indicating that they are highly opportunistic feeders 
(Rice, 1964; MacDonald, 1982; Goodman-Lowe et al., 1999). 
 
The HMS population is influenced by human-caused mortality in the NWHI and to a larger extent in the 
MHI. The MHI is home to 1.2 million people, while less than 100 people inhabit the NWHI. Vessel 
grounding, damage or destruction of the reef, release of marine debris, and oil spills threaten the HMS 
habitat and have a higher chance of occurring in the MHI. Hookings of HMS by fisherman are also a 
cause of injury or death, as is vessel traffic, which is high in the MHI (Carretta et al., 2006). 

Non-listed Marine Mammals 
Marine mammals not listed as threatened or endangered under the ESA that have been observed in the 
central Pacific region are listed in Table 3-17. These species are protected under the MMPA. 
 
Table 3-17:  Marine Mammals Not Listed as Threatened or Endangered Under the ESA but Observed in the 

Central Pacific Ocean 
Common Name Scientific Name 

Pacific white-sided dolphin Lagenorhynchus obliquidens 
Rough-toothed dolphin Steno bredanensis 

Risso’s dolphin Grampus griseus 
Bottlenose dolphin Tursiops truncatus 

Pantropical spotted dolphin Stenella attenuata 
Spinner dolphin Stenella longirostris 
Striped dolphin Stenella coeruleoalba 

Melon-headed whale Peponocephala electra 
Pygmy killer whale Feresa attenuata 
False killer whale Pseudorca crassidens 

Killer whale Orcinus orca 
Pilot whale, short-finned Globicephala macrorhynchus 

Blainsville’s beaked whale Mesoplodon densirostris 
Cuvier’s beaked whale Ziphius cavirostris 

Bryde’s whale Balaenoptera edeni 
Pygmy sperm whale Kogia breviceps 
Dwarf sperm whale Kogia simus 

Minke whale Balaenoptera acutorostrata 
Dall’s porpoise Phocoenoides dalli 
Fraser’s dolphin Lagenodelphis hosei 

Longman’s beaked whale Indopacetus pacificus 
Northern elephant seal Mirounga angustirostris 

Northern fur seal Callorhinus ursinus 
 

Although false killer whales currently are not listed as “threatened” or “endangered” under the ESA, nor 
as “depleted” under the MMPA, in September 2009, a petition was submitted to NMFS to list the 
Hawaiian insular false killer whale stock as an endangered species under the ESA. NMFS completed a 
status review and issued a proposed rule to list them as endangered (75 FR 70169, November 17, 2010). 
The insular false killer whale stock is not considered “strategic;” however, the current estimate of 
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mortality and serious injury does not include additional unidentified animals that may have been false 
killer whales (blackfish) and were taken within the insular stock range, and the status of this stock is 
likely to change once methods have been developed to prorate these additional takes. The false killer 
whale is a large member of the dolphin family. False killer whales are found worldwide mainly in tropical 
and warm-temperate waters (Stacey et al., 1994). They prefer waters deeper than 1,000 meters. They are 
top predators and eat fish and squid primarily. In the North Pacific, this species is well known from 
southern Japan, Hawaii, and the eastern tropical Pacific. There are six stranding records from Hawaiian 
waters (Nitta 1991; Maldini et al. 2005). One on-effort sighting of false killer whales was made during a 
2002 shipboard survey of waters within the EEZ around Hawai‘i (Barlow, 2006). Smaller-scale surveys 
conducted around the MHI show that false killer whales are also encountered in nearshore waters (Baird 
et al., 2008; Mobley et al., 2000). 
 
An insular stock around the Hawaiian Islands has been identified. Genetic analyses of tissue samples 
collected within the Indo-Pacific indicate restricted gene flow between false killer whales sampled near 
the MHI and false killer whales sampled in all other regions (Chivers et al., 2007, 2010). The recent 
update from Chivers et al. (2010) included additional samples and analysis of 8 nuclear DNA (nDNA) 
microsatellites, revealing strong phylogenetic patterns that are consistent with local evolution of 
haplotypes that are nearly unique to the separate insular population around the MHI.  
 
Recent satellite telemetry studies, boat-based surveys, and photo-identification analyses of false killer 
whales around Hawai‘i have demonstrated that the insular and pelagic stocks have overlapping ranges, 
rather than a clear separation in distribution. Insular false killer whales have been documented as far as 
112 km from the MHI, and pelagic stock animals have been documented as close as 42 km to the islands 
(Baird et al., 2008; Baird, 2009; Baird et al., 2010; Forney et al., 2010). Based on a review of new 
information (Forney et al., 2010), the 2010 stock assessment report recognized a new, overlapping stock 
structure for insular and pelagic stocks of false killer whales around Hawaii: unless stock identity can be 
confirmed through other evidence (e.g., genetic data), animals within 40 km of the MHI are considered to 
belong to the insular stock; animals beyond 140 km of the MHI are considered to belong to the pelagic 
stock, and the two stocks overlap between 40 km and 140 km from shore. 
 
For the purposes of this EIS, only the Hawai‘i insular stock has relevance. In the 2010 stock assessment 
report, the Hawai‘i insular stock’s population size was estimated at 123 (coefficient of variation, or 
CV=0.72), based on a mark-recapture study of photo-identification data from 2000-2004 (Baird et al., 
2005). The minimum population estimate is the number of distinct individuals identified in this 
population during the 2002-2004 studies, 76 individuals (Baird et al., 2005). The current population trend 
is believed to be declining, and no data are available on current or maximum net productivity rates for this 
species in Hawaiian waters. NMFS’ Biological Opinion (Appendix M) does not consider this species. 
 
Sea Turtles 
In addition to endangered whales and the HMS, listed sea turtles occur in the project area. All species of 
sea turtles are listed under the ESA as either endangered or threatened, and five species of sea turtles 
occur in the region. Two are considered endangered: the leatherback (Dermochelys coriacea) and the 
hawksbill (Eretmochelys imbricata). The other three are considered threatened: the green (Chelonia 
mydas), the loggerhead (Caretta caretta) and the olive ridley (Lepidochelys olivacea), although the 
breeding populations of Mexico olive ridley turtles are currently listed as endangered. The green turtle is 
listed as threatened under the ESA throughout its Pacific range, except for an endangered population 
nesting on the Pacific coast of Mexico. 
 
Leatherbacks have the most extensive range of any living reptile and have been reported circumglobally 
from latitudes 71°N to 42°S in the Pacific and in all other major oceans. The diet of the leatherback turtle 
generally consists of cnidarians (i.e., medusae and siphonophores) in the pelagic environment. They lead 
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a completely pelagic existence, foraging widely in temperate waters except during the nesting season, 
when gravid females return to beaches to lay eggs. Typically, leatherbacks are found in convergence 
zones and upwelling areas in the open ocean, along continental margins, and in archipelagic waters. 
 
The loggerhead turtle is a cosmopolitan species found in temperate and subtropical waters and inhabiting 
continental shelves, bays, estuaries, and lagoons. Major nesting grounds are generally located in warm 
temperate and subtropical regions, generally north of 25°N or south of 25°S latitude in the Pacific Ocean. 
For their first several years of life, loggerheads forage in open ocean pelagic habitats. Both juvenile and 
subadult loggerheads feed on pelagic crustaceans, mollusks, fish, and algae. As they age loggerheads 
begin to move into shallower waters, where, as adults, they forage over a variety of benthic hard and soft 
bottom habitats. 
 
The olive ridley is one of the smallest living sea turtles (carapace length usually between 24 and 28 
inches) and is regarded as the most abundant sea turtle in the world. Since the directed take of sea turtles 
was stopped in the early 1990s, the nesting populations in Mexico seem to be recovering, with females 
nesting in record numbers in recent years. The olive ridley turtle is omnivorous, and identified prey 
include a variety of benthic and pelagic items such as shrimp, jellyfish, crabs, snails and fish, as well as 
algae and sea grass. 
 
Hawksbill turtle populations in the Pacific have declined, primarily due to the harvesting of the species 
for its meat, eggs and shell, as well as the destruction of nesting habitat. Hawksbills have a relatively 
unique diet of sponges.  
 
Green turtles in Hawai‘i are genetically distinct and geographically isolated, which is uncharacteristic of 
other regional sea turtle populations. Both nesting and foraging populations of green turtles in Hawai‘i 
appear to have increased over the last 20 years. In Hawai‘i, green turtles nested historically on beaches 
throughout the archipelago, but now nesting is restricted for the most part to beaches in the NWHI. More 
than 90% of the Hawaiian population of the green turtle nests at French Frigate Shoals. Satellite tagging 
of these animals indicates that most of them migrate to the MHI to feed and then return to breed.  
 
While hawksbill turtles are relatively rare, green turtles are very common in 0ƗPDOD Bay, and despite the 
volume of vessel traffic are often seen close to shore and in harbors and marinas. NMFS’ Biological 
Opinion (Appendix M) considers only green and hawksbill turtles as likely to occur in the project area. 
 
Migratory Birds 
Thirty-nine species of migratory seabirds are known to occur in the Hawaiian Island chain (Table 3-18). 
Twenty-two of these species breed in Hawai‘i. The foraging range of some of these species is estimated to 
be between 98 and 300 miles. Seabirds (e.g., red-footed boobies (Sula sula), masked boobies (Sula 
dactylatra), white-tailed tropicbirds (Phaethon lepturus), red-tailed tropicbirds (Phaethon rubricauda), 
sooty terns (Sterna fuscata), brown noddies (Anous stolidus), and others from the colonies located at 
Ka‘ula, Ni‘ihau, Kaua‘i, and O‘ahu) may be observed foraging in the coastal pelagic waters that surround 
all of these islands.  
 
Migratory shorebirds and waterbirds are also relatively common (Table 3-21) in the Hawaiian Islands, 
although within the project area the number of species present is limited and appropriate nesting, foraging 
or other useful habitat is absent. 
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Table 3-18:  Migratory Birds in the Hawaiian Islands 

Scientific Name Common Name Status 

Migratory Seabirds 
Phoebastria albatrus Short-tailed Albatross Vo E 
Phoebastria nigripes Black-footed Albatross Bi 
Phoebastria immutabilis Laysan Albatross Bi 
Fulmarus glacialis Northern Fulmar Vo 
Pterodroma phaeopygia Hawaiian Petrel Bes E 
Pterodroma externa Juan Fernandez Petrel Vo 
Pterodroma cervicalis White-necked Petrel Vo 
Pterodroma inexpectata Mottled Petrel Vo 
Pterodroma hypoleuca Bonin Petrel Bi 
Pterodroma nigripennis Black-winged Petrel Vo 
Bulweria bulwerii Bulwer Petrel Bi 
Puffinus carneipes Flesh-footed Shearwater Vo 
Puffinus pacificus Wedge-tailed Shearwater Bi 
Puffinus griseus Sooty Shearwater Vr 
Puffinus tenuirostris Short-tailed Shearwater Vo 
Puffinus nativitatis Christmas Shearwater Bi 
Puffinus newelli Newell’s Shearwater Be T 
Oceanodroma leucorhoa Leach Storm-Petrel Vr 
Oceanodroma castro Band-rumped Storm-Petrel Bi 
Oceanodroma tristrami Tristram Storm-Petrel Bi 
Phaethon lepturus White-tailed Tropicbird Ri 
Phaethon rubricauda Red-tailed Tropicbird Bi 
Sula dactylatra Masked Booby Ri 
Sula leucogaster Brown Booby Ri 
Sula sula Red-footed Booby Ri 
Fregata minor Great Frigatebird Ri 
Stercorarius pomarinus Pomarine Jaeger Vr 
Larus atricilla Laughing Gull Vo 
Larus Philadelphia Bonaparte Gull Vo 
Larus delawarensis Ring-billed Gull Vo 
Larus argentatus Herring Gull Vo 
Larus glaucescens Glaucous-winged Gull Vo 
Sterna antillarum Least Tern Vo 
Sterna lunata Gray-backed Tern Bi 
Sterna fuscata Sooty Tern  Bi 
Anous stolidus Brown Noddy Ri 
Anous minutes Black Noody Res 
Procelsterna cerulean Blue-gray Noddy Ri 
Gygis alba White Tern Ri 
Migratory Waterbirds 
Dendrocygna bicolor Fulvous Whistling-Duck Ri 
Branta bernicla Brant Vo 
Brantacanadensis Canada Goose Vo 
Anas crecca  Green-winged Teal Vr 
Anas platyrhynchos Mallard Vo 
Anas acuta Northern Pintail Vc 
Anas querquedula Garganey Vo 
Anas discors Blue-winged Teal Vo 
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Table 3-18:  Migratory Birds in the Hawaiian Islands 
Scientific Name Common Name Status 

Anas clypeata  Northern Shoveler Vc 
Anas americana American Wigeon Vr 
Aythya collaris Ring-necked Duck Vo 
Aythya afinis Lesser Scaup Vr 
Gallinula chloropus sandvicensis Hawaiian Moorhen Be E 
Anas uyvilliana Hawaiian Duck Be E 
Himantopus mexicanus knudseni Hawaiian Black-necked Stilt Be E 
Fulica alai Hawaiian Coot Be E 
Migratory Shorebirds 
Egretta caerulea Little Blue Heron Vo 
Nycticorax nycticorax Black-crowned Night-Heron Ri 
Pluvialis squatarola Blue-bellied Plover Vr 
Pluvialis dominica Lesser Golden-Plover Vc 
Charadrius semipalmatus Semipalmated Plover Vo 
Tringa flavipes Lesser Yellowlegs Vr 
Heteroscelus incanus Wandering Tattler Vc 
Numenius tahitiensis Bristle-thighed Curlew Vr 
Limosa lapponica Bar-tailed Godwit  Vo 
Arenaria interpres Ruddy Turnstone Vc 
Calidris alba Sanderling Vc 
Calidris mauri Western Sandpiper Vo 
Calidris minutilla Least Sandpiper Vo 
Calidris melanotos Pectoral Sandpiper Vr 
Calidris acuminate Sharp-tailed Sandpiper Vr 
Calidris alpine Dunlin Vr 
Philomachus pugnax Ruff Vo 
Limnodromus griseus Short-billed Dowitcher Vo 
Limnodromus scolopaceus Long-billed Dowitcher Vr 
Gallinago gallinago Common Snipe Vo 
Phalaropus tricolor Wilson Phalarope Vo 
Source:  U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 2001, unpublished tables 
Symbols for Status:  
E=Endangered; T=Threatened; Be=Breeder, species breeds only in Hawai‘i; 
Bes=Breeder, Species also breeds elsewhere, Hawaiian subspecies breeds only in 
Hawai‘i; Bi=Breeder, Hawaiian also breeds elsewhere; Res=Resident, indigenous 
species, Hawaiian subspecies is endemic; Ri=Resident, indigenous species, 
Hawaiian form is not endemic; Vo=Visitor, occasional to frequent migrant to 
Hawai‘i; Vr=Visitor, regular migrant to Hawai‘i in small numbers. 

 
ESA-listed Birds 
There are three ESA-listed species of seabirds that occur in the central Pacific region. The short-tailed 
albatross (Phoebastria albatrus) is an endangered species found primarily around the Pacific Rim. It is 
occasionally seen in the central Pacific on Midway Island at the northern end of the NWHI. It has never 
been sighted south of Kaua‘i, and it would be a major ornithological event were it to be seen in 0ƗPDOD 
Bay.  
 
The second ESA-listed seabird species in Hawai‘i is the endangered Hawaiian petrel (Pterodroma 
phaeopygia). The species is known to breed only within the MHI. Its nesting sites are currently restricted 
to elevations above 7,200 feet where vegetation is sparse and the climate is dry. Nesting colonies are 
found on Maui and Kaua‘i, but there are no known nesting sites on O‘ahu. Nesting takes place between 
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March and November. During the remainder of the year these birds forage far out to sea and would not be 
H[SHFWHG�WR�RFFXU�LQ�0ƗPDOD�%D\.  
 
There is also one listed threatened seabird in Hawai‘i: Newell’s shearwater (Puffinus auricularis newelli). 
This species nests only in the MHI. It was once widespread, but is now reduced to a few remnant 
breeding colonies on Moloka‘i, Hawai‘i, and mainly on Kaua‘i because of loss of nesting habitat and 
predation by introduced species. It does not currently nest on O‘ahu and would not be expected to forage 
in 0ƗPDOD Bay. 
 
There are four endangered waterbirds that occur on O‘ahu: Hawaiian moorhen (Gallinula chloropus 
sanvicensus), Hawaiian duck (Anas wyvilliana), Hawaiian coot (Fulica alai), and Hawaiian black-necked 
stilt (Himantopus mexicanus knudseni). These waterbirds may overfly the project area, but their nesting 
and foraging areas are in wetlands. The closest waterbird habitat to the project area is in Pearl Harbor.  
 
Corals Proposed for Listing 
 
NMFS has proposed 59 coral species that occur in the Pacific Ocean for listing under the Endangered 
6SHFLHV�$FW��VHYHQ�DV�HQGDQJHUHG�DQG����DV�WKUHDWHQHG��2I�WKRVH�VSHFLHV�� WKUHH�RFFXU� LQ�+DZDLދL��7ZR��
Montipora patula and M. flabellata RFFXU� DURXQG� ��DKXދ2 Montipora patula and M. verrilli are 
indistinguishable genetically or micro-morphologically, but M. verrilli is only found in an encrusting 
form whereas M. patula may be encrusting or plate forming. For purposes of listing, NMFS considers 
them a single species. According to NMFS, the species has a very restricted range, centered in the main 
and Northwestern Hawaiian Islands (NWHI), although the International Union for the Conservation of 
1DWXUH��,8&1��UHSRUWV�WKH�VSHFLHV�IURP�RWKHU�ZHVWHUQ�3DFLILF�DQG�6RXWK�3DFLILF�LVODQGV��,Q�+DZDLދL��LW�LV�
sometimes common with a statewide mean cover of 3.3%. M patula is the fourth most abundant coral in 
+DZDLދL��%UDLQDUG��HW��Dl., 2011). 
 
Several marine biological surveys of the HSWAC project area were completed. In characterizing the 
PDULQH� FRPPXQLWLHV� LQ� QHDUVKRUH� ZDWHUV� RII� .DNDދDNR� :DWHUIURQW� 3DUN�� IRXU� ELRWRSHV� ZHUH� VHHQ��
Progressing seaward from the nearshore area, the following four biotopes are present:  

x The biotope of scoured limestone, 
x The biotope of scattered corals, 
x The biotope of dredged rubble, and 
x The biotope of sand. 

 
M. patula was seen only in two of these biotopes, the biotopes of scattered corals and dredged rubble. 
One colony of M. patula was found in the proposed footprint of the HSWAC receiving pit in the biotope 
of dredged rubble. 

Approach to Impact Analysis 
 
The USACE has completed formal ESA Section 7 consultation with NOAA concerning potentially 
affected species; culminating in NOAA issuance of its Biological Opinion on September 13, 2012 
(Appendix M). The impact analysis in this section follows that used by NMFS in constructing its 
Biological Opinion.  
 
Methodology 
NMFS’ analysis began by summarizing a description of the proposed action. No interrelated or 
interdependent actions were identified. The action area was then defined as “For all work, other than pile 
driving, the action area is estimated to be the in-water area within 50 yards (46 m) of project activities, 
and the down-current extent of any plumes that may result from mobilized sediments or discharges of 
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wastes or toxic chemicals such as fuels and lubricants associated with the machinery used for this activity. 
During the proposed pile driving, the action area is extended seaward out to 4,700 meters from the 
proposed marine receiving pit, to include the waters that may be ensonified by pile-driving noise capable 
of eliciting behavioral response in ESA-listed marine species.” Following that, the status of species likely 
to be adversely affected and the environmental baseline were summarized. The effects of the proposed 
action were then evaluated by identifying potential stressors, evaluating exposure and organisms’ 
responses to them, and characterizing the resultant risk to individuals and the respective species.  
 
The stressors identified in NMFS’ Biological Opinion included the following: 

1. Exposure to elevated noise levels; 
2. Entrainment; 
3. Collision with vessels; 
4. Direct impact by heavy equipment; 
5. Disturbance from human activity and equipment operation; 
6. Loss or degradation of sheltering and forage habitat; 
7. Exposure to Elevated turbidity; and 
8. Exposure to wastes and discharges. 

 
Determination of Significance 
Degree to which the proposed project would affect ESA-listed species or their habitat. 
 
USACE determined that the proposed action would be likely to adversely affect humpback whales 
(Megaptera novaeangliae), Hawaiian monk seals (Monachus schauinslandi), green sea turtles (Chelonia 
mydas), and hawksbill sea turtles (Eretmochelys imbricata), but would not be likely to affect, or have no 
effect on, the remaining ESA-listed marine species in the region.  

Impacts 
 
No Action Alternative  
The No Action Alternative would have no direct or indirect, short-term or long-term, adverse effects on 
protected marine species because there would be no marine construction or system operation.  
 
Alternative 1 
The paragraphs below discuss potential effects of the above stressors and NMFS’ conclusions relative to 
their significance, in the order the stressors are presented above.  
 
Once the pipes are laid on the bottom, securing the shallow anchor collars with piles would begin. Noise 
from this operation could affect species protected under the MMPA or the ESA. Under the ESA, all 
Federal agencies (e.g., the USACE) must ensure that any actions they authorize, fund, or carry out are not 
likely to jeopardize the continued existence of a listed species, or destroy or adversely modify its 
designated critical habitat. Both endangered marine mammals and endangered and threatened sea turtles 
may occur in the ROI and USACE determined that the proposed action is likely to adversely affect green 
and hawksbill sea turtles, humpback whales, and Hawaiian monk seals. No critical habitat exists in the 
ROI. 
 
Under the MMPA, “take” includes harassing, hunting, capturing, or killing, or attempting to do any of 
those things. Harassment is defined as any act of pursuit, torment, or annoyance which: 

x Has the potential to injure a marine mammal or stock in the wild (Level A), or  
x Has the potential to disturb a marine mammal or stock in the wild by causing disruption of 

behavioral patterns, including, but not limited to, migration, breathing, nursing, breeding, feeding, 
or sheltering (Level B). 
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Construction noise can be an “incidental” take. Sections 101(a)(5)(A) and (D) of the MMPA (16 U.S.C. 
1361 et seq.) direct the Secretary of Commerce to allow, upon request, the incidental, but not intentional, 
taking of small numbers of marine mammals by U.S. citizens who engage in a specified activity (other 
than commercial fishing) within a specified geographical region if certain findings are made and either 
regulations are issued or, if the taking is limited to harassment, a notice of a proposed authorization is 
provided to the public for review. An authorization shall be granted if NMFS finds that the taking would 
be small, have a negligible impact on the species or stock(s), would not have an unmitigable adverse 
impact on the availability of the species or stock(s) for subsistence uses, and that the permissible methods 
of taking and requirements pertaining to the mitigation, monitoring and reporting of such takings are set 
forth. NMFS has defined “negligible impact” in 50 CFR 216.103 as “...an impact resulting from the 
specified activity that cannot be reasonably expected to, and is not reasonably likely to, adversely affect 
the species or stock through effects on annual rates of recruitment or survival.” 
 
Pile driving would be required for both sheet piles around the receiving pit and pipe piles to secure the 
collars in shallow water. Consequently, the applicant submitted an application for an Incidental 
Harassment Authorization (IHA) under the MMPA. The IHA was approved on August 21, 2012. The 
IHA specified the following BMPs for implementation during in-water work: 
1. Limit work to daylight hours so the BMPs can be carried out. 
2. Constant vigilance shall be kept for the presence of Federally-listed species 
3. When piloting vessels, vessel operators shall alter course to remain at least 100 yards from 

whales, and at least 50 yards from other marine mammals. 
4. Reduce vessel speed to 10 knots or less when piloting vessels in the proximity of marine 

mammals. 
5. Marine mammals should not be encircled or trapped between multiple vessels or between vessels 

and the shore. 
6. If approached by a marine mammal, put the engine in neutral and allow the animal to pass 
7. All in-water work shall be postponed when whales are within 100 yards, or other marine 

mammals are within 50 yards.  Activity may commence only after the animal(s) depart the area. 
8. Should protected species enter the area while in-water work is already in progress, the activity 

may continue only when that activity has no reasonable expectation to adversely affect the 
animal(s). 

9. Do not attempt to feed, touch, ride, or otherwise intentionally interact with any protected species. 
 
In addition to NMFS - recommended BMPs, the following exclusion zone, shut down and soft start 
practices shall be implemented: 
10. Establishment of Exclusion Zones.  Before any pile driving, a clearly marked exclusion zone of 
100 yards from the pile driver for all marine mammals would be established. The exclusion zone would 
be marked by buoys for easy monitoring.  One biological observer per pile driver barge would survey the 
exclusion zone to ensure that no marine mammals are seen within the zone 30 minutes before pile driving 
begins and during pile driving operations. If marine mammals were found within the safety zone, pile 
driving would be delayed until they move out of the area. 
11. Shut Down.  If a marine mammal is seen approaching or within the exclusion zone, pile driving 
operations would be shut down until the animal has left the exclusion zone or 15/60 minutes 
(pinniped/cetacean) have passed without the animal being seen. 
12. Soft Start.  Although marine mammals would be protected from harassment by establishment of 
an exclusion zone, mitigation may not be 100 percent effective at all times in locating marine mammals. 
In order to provide additional protection to marine mammals near the project area allowing marine 
mammals to vacate the area, thus further reducing the incidence of harassment from startling marine 
mammals with a sudden intensive sound, a “soft start” would be implemented. Under a soft start, pile 
driving would be initiated at an energy level less than full capacity (i.e., approximately 40-60 percent 
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energy levels) for at least 5 minutes before gradually escalating to full capacity. This would minimize 
harassment of, although not expected, any marine mammals that are undetected during safety zone 
monitoring. 
 
In its Biological Opinion, NMFS concluded that: “Based on the expected source levels and proposed 
mitigation measures, NMFS expects that no marine mammals would be exposed to sound intensity at or 
above the level required for the onset of PTS [permanent threshold shift].” Further, regarding humpback 
whales: “…NMFS expects that humpback whale TTS [temporary threshold shift] is improbable, and that 
any impact on hearing sensitivity would recover rapidly after exposure to the sound ends. NMFS further 
expects that behavioral responses in the form of mild alert and startle responses, avoidance of the project 
area, and brief or minor modification of vocal behaviors are the most probable humpback whale responses 
to exposure to the in-water sounds of pile driving, with no measurable impacts expected to occur on their 
ability to forage, shelter, navigate, reproduce, and avoid predators and other threats such as vessels. 
 
With regard to effects on Hawaiian monk seals, NMFS concluded that “…TTS would be improbable for 
exposed Hawaiian monk seals, and that any impact on hearing sensitivity would recover rapidly after 
exposure to the sound ends. NMFS further expects that behavioral responses in the form of mild alert and 
startle responses, avoidance of the project area, and alteration in diving patterns are the most probable 
Hawaiian monk seal responses to exposure to the in-water sounds of pile driving….no measurable 
impacts [are] expected to occur on their ability to forage, shelter, navigate, reproduce, and avoid predators 
and other threats such as vessels.” 
 
With regard to effects on sea turtles, NMFS concluded that “…TTS is improbable, and that any impact on 
hearing sensitivity would recover rapidly after exposure to the sound ends. NMFS further expects that 
behavioral responses in the form of mild alert and startle responses, avoidance of the project area, and 
alteration in swimming and diving patterns are the most probable responses of green and hawksbill turtles 
that are exposed to the in-water sounds of pile driving….no measurable impacts [are] expected to occur 
on those turtles’ ability to forage, shelter, navigate, reproduce, and avoid predators and other threats such 
as vessels.” 
 
Operation of the intake may result in entrainment of marine organisms, the second identified stressor. 
CWA Section 316(b) requires the USEPA to ensure that the location, design, construction, and capacity 
of cooling water intake structures reflect the best technology available for minimizing adverse 
environmental impacts associated with impingement and entrainment of organisms in intake pipes. 
 
The owner or operator of a new cooling water intake structure must comply with the requirements of 
CWA Section 316(b). Two options for compliance, Track I or Track II, are available. The applicant is 
pursuing Track II, which requires demonstration that the technologies employed would reduce the level of 
adverse environmental impact from the cooling water intake to a level comparable to what would be 
achieved under Track I.  Track II requirements would be met if it the deep ocean intake would entrain at 
least 90% less than what would be entrained in a comparable shallow water intake. The applicant 
prepared an entrainment analysis based on the best available information about what is likely present at 
the intake depth off O‘ahu. That analysis may be found in Appendix N. The analysis began with a search 
of the available scientific literature regarding the concentrations in shallow and deep water around 
+DZDLދL� RI� YDULRXV� W\SHV� RI� RUJDQLVPV� WKDW� SRWHQWLDOO\� FRXOG� EH� HQWUDLQHG� LQ� WKH� LQWDNH�� 7KH� W\SHV� RI�
organisms analyzed included fish eggs and larvae, other types of larvae including those of corals and 
crustaceans, zooplankton of several size categories, phytoplankton, micronekton including typical 
mesopelagic boundary community organisms and larger fish. The conclusions of that analysis were that 
entrainment of marine biota would be reduced from 93% to 100% for different groups of organisms, and 
that Track II requirements would therefore be met by the proposed intake structure. To further quantify 
the likely entrainment effects of a shallow-water intake, the applicant obtained data from HECO’s 
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HQWUDLQPHQW�PRQLWRULQJ�SURJUDP�IRU�LWV�WKUHH�2ދDKX�JHQHUDWLQJ�VWDWLRQV�WKDW�KDYH�VHDZDWHU�FRROLQJ�ZDWHU�
intakes. Data on numbers of larval fish entrained per unit volume and total biomass entrained per unit 
volume were obtained and used to calculate what would constitute 90% reductions in those parameters. 
The HECO monitoring program was then used by the applicant as a model to propose an HSWAC 
entrainment monitoring program that would generate numbers that could be compared with the HECO 
shallow-water results. 
 
As noted above, current USEPA regulations are designed to control the impact of shallow water intakes 
(surface water sources) in rivers, bays and over the continental shelf. Deep ocean intakes are a relatively 
new development that does not present the risks to resident aquatic communities that shallow intake 
structures do. Experience with deep ocean intakes has been gained at the Natural Energy Laboratory of 
Hawai‘i �1(/+��DW�.HƗhole Point on the Big Island. NELH has the largest seawater supply system with 
regards to size and capacity, and employs the deepest large diameter pipeline in any ocean throughout the 
world. NELH has three deep seawater pipelines. Installed in 1987, NELH’s 40-in pipeline pumps 5,000 
gallons/minute of 43°F water to the surface from a pipeline 2,010 feet deep. The offshore pipe length is 
6,284 feet. Also installed in 1987, an 18-in pipeline extends offshore to a length of 6,180 feet, and pumps 
3,000 gallons/minute from 2,060-ft deep. NELH’s largest pipeline, 55-in diameter, more recently came on 
line. This pipeline extends offshore 10,247 feet, and intakes water at a depth of 3,000 feet. Overall, NELH 
does not have issues with impingement or entrainment, organisms clogging the pumps, or with fouling 
delivery pipes. 
 
At NELH, a half inch mesh intake screen box covers the 40-in sump, and the filter is checked every four 
to six months. Usual findings include small fish (2-4 in), shrimp, and invertebrates. The total volume of 
organisms found in the filter after four to six months varies from a half to one gallon. The 18-in system 
has a stainless steel mesh over the intake with a mesh size of 3/8 in-1/2 in. NELH has not experienced 
impingement issues with this pipeline. 
 
If fish are entrained in the pipeline they usually die before they reach the surface due to changes in 
atmospheric pressure that cause their swim bladders to burst. Invertebrates, however, are unaffected by 
the pressure change and can live if entrained in the pipeline. NELH does not filter the deep seawater 
before it enters the heat exchangers. The heat exchangers have never been opened or serviced, and have 
not been fouled or ever required cleaning. 
 
Because all of the action alternatives incorporate the same intake location, the potential effects of 
impingement and entrainment would be the same for all of these alternatives. All of the action alternatives 
would utilize the following approaches to reduce entrainment (and impingement): 

x The intake location is approximately five miles offshore at a depth of about 1,750 feet. The 
euphotic zone (zone of photosynthetic light) does not extend to this depth. At the intake depth 
biological productivity is much less than at shallower depths and the lower density of organisms 
reduces the potential for impingement and entrainment. 

x The maximum velocity of the intake (approximately 5 feet/sec. or 3.4 miles per hour) would limit 
entrainment of macroorganisms. 

x Variable speed pumps would be used which would provide for greater system efficiency and 
reduced flow requirements (and associated entrainment). 

 
Some monk seals and sea turtles could dive to the depth of the HSWAC intake. According to the 
Recovery Plan for the Hawaiian Monk Seal (NMFS, 2007), adult male monk seals have been observed to 
dive to below 500 meters, so an adult male monk seal could conceivably reach the intake depth. Females 
and pups dive shallower than adult males and would not be expected to reach such depths. The question 
then is could an adult monk seal escape the intake suction. The intake flow, at the mouth of the pipe, is 
moving at 3.4 mph, and the speed decreases further out in the cone of influence. It is reported that true 
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seals, such as monk seals, can reach speeds of 14-24 mph (Oregon Coast Aquarium, n.d.), a speed at 
which they could easily extract themselves from the influence of the intake.  
 
The applicant consulted with NMFS representatives about potential entrainment of protected species. In 
consideration of a screened intake, NMFS was concerned about the size of the screen openings. To 
maintain adequate flow rates, the screen openings would have to be fairly large, possibly large enough for 
seals to get their heads stuck in the screen. Smaller holes would restrict flow and clog faster due to 
fouling. Restricted flow across the screen would require pumps to operate harder, increasing costs and 
reducing system efficiency. It would also increase the suction effect at the screen because the water would 
have to move faster through the constriction in order to maintain desired flow volumes. It is likely that the 
presence of a screen could increase the probability of a seal becoming impinged (pinned against the 
screen) by the inflow, as compared to being able to freely swim out of the inflow of an open-ended intake. 
Fouling organisms on the screen also could entice seals to investigate the intake more closely than they 
may have otherwise. For these reasons, NMFS does not object to the lack of a screen on the intake and 
believes the risk of a monk seal being entrained in the open intake is discountable. 
 
While the most common sea turtle in the project area, the green turtle, is not known to dive to the intake 
depths (Rice and Balazs, 2008), leatherback turtles do dive to such depths (Eckert, et al., 1986). 
Leatherback sea turtle extended cruising speeds have been measured at 6.26 mph (Eckert, 2002) and brief 
bursts can be expected to exceed that. It is thus likely that a leatherback turtle could also extract itself 
from the influence of the intake. 
 
In conclusion, in the unlikely event that a Hawaiian monk seal or sea turtle entered the cone of influence 
of the HSWAC intake, their swimming capability would be more than adequate to escape entrainment 
(Oregon Coast Aquarium, n.d.; Eckert, 2002). Based on the NELH experience, it is likely that some small 
quantity of smaller-sized fish and invertebrates would be entrained and impinged on the screen at the 
cooling station. This would constitute a direct, long-term adverse, but less than significant effect. The 
applicant has not proposed any measures to mitigate for the anticipated impacts due to the entrainment 
and impingement of organisms. 
 
In its Biological Opinion (Appendix M), NMFS concludes that “Based on habitat preferences and diving 
abilities, NMFS considers it discountable that green or hawksbill sea turtles as well as humpback whales 
would encounter the intake. However, Hawaiian monk seals are known to dive to and forage at depths 
equal to or greater than the planned intake’s depth….Based on the best information available, NMFS 
considers it likely that the presence of a screen could increase the probability of a seal becoming 
impinged (pinned against the screen) by the inflow, as compared to being able to freely swim out of the 
inflow of an open-ended intake. NMFS also believes that fouling organisms on the screen could entice 
seals to investigate the intake more closely than they may have otherwise. NMFS expects that exposure to 
inflow would discourage seals from closer approach, and that based on the maximum expected flow 
velocity, as well as monk seal swimming speed and agility, any monk seal that might encounter the in-
flow would be able to swim away from the open intake. Thus, NMFS considers that the risk of monk seal 
entrainment in the intake is discountable….” 
 
The third and fourth stressors identified by NMFS are collision with vessels and direct impact by heavy 
equipment. Potential impacts due to construction activities would be as follows. Under Alternative 1, 
work at the breakout point would span about seven to nine months, so there would be obstructions 
(platform, vessels, etc.), at least intermittently, in shallow water for that duration. It would be unlikely for 
a whale to enter waters that close to the shore in Kaka‘ako, but even if that were to happen, the slow 
movement of work vessels would not present a hazard and the submarine structures (sheet piles, mooring 
piles, etc.) would be readily apparent. It is more likely that sea turtles would pass through the area, but 
again, turtles could easily avoid stationary structures or slowly moving vessels. The NMFS has 
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determined the risk of collisions between action-related vessels and protected species to be discountable, 
based on the expectation that the vessels would be operated in accordance with BMPs that require vessel 
operators to watch for and avoid protected marine species and to operate at reduced speeds. 
 
Deployment of the seawater pipes would extend the work area much farther seaward for a shorter period 
of time. Installation of the intake and return pipes would preferably occur in winter when ocean 
conditions along the southern shores of O‘ahu are calmer than at other times of the year. However, winter 
is also when humpback whales migrate into Hawaiian waters to breed and calve. The volume of vessel 
traffic in 0ƗPDOD�Bay makes the habitat less attractive to whales than more isolated coastal areas, but 
humpbacks still occur in the area. Offshore project activities would be done from stationary or very 
slowly moving vessels decreasing the risk of a collision between a project vessel and a humpback whale. 
Most of the pipeline installation work would be done close to, or on the sea floor rather than in the water 
column. Installation would be limited in duration to about 24 hours. The rate of descent and the speed at 
which the pipe and collars intersect the bottom would be less than 0.5 mph, or roughly the speed of a very 
slow walk. There is a concern, however, about a juvenile or adult whale striking a partially deployed pipe 
during the critical hours when the pipe is being sunk into place. A lookout system such as a picket line of 
tender vessels would be positioned around the work area during the deployment operation to minimize 
this risk, as well as to temporarily secure the area from other vessel traffic. 
 
To reduce or eliminate potential adverse effects to protected marine species from vessel and construction 
operations, the following NMFS-recommended BMPs would be followed during in-water activities such 
as boat operations or diving. 

1. Constant vigilance would be kept for the presence of Federally-listed species, 
2. When piloting vessels, vessel operators would alter course to remain at least 100 yards from 

whales, and at least 50 yards from other marine mammals and sea turtles, 
3. Vessel speed would be reduced to 10 knots or less when piloting vessels in the proximity of 

marine mammals, 
4. Vessel speed would be reduced to 5 knots or less when piloting vessels in areas of known or 

suspected turtle activity, 
5. Marine mammals and sea turtles would not be encircled or trapped between multiple vessels 

or between vessels and the shore, 
6. If approached by a marine mammal or turtle, vessel operators would put the engine in neutral 

and allow the animal to pass, 
7. Unless specifically covered under a separate permit that allows activity in proximity to 

protected species, all in-water work would be postponed when whales are within 100 yards, 
or other protected species are within 50 yards. Activity would commence only after the 
animal(s) depart the area, 

8. Should protected species enter the area while in-water work is already in progress, the 
activity may continue only when that activity has no reasonable expectation to adversely 
affect the animal(s), and 

9. Project personnel would not attempt to feed, touch, ride, or otherwise intentionally interact 
with any protected species. 

 
Risks to protected species from entanglement in markers, buoys or moorings would also be minimized 
through implementation of appropriate mitigation measures, such as the following. 

1. Mooring systems would be designed to keep the lines as tight as practicable, with the intent to 
eliminate the potential for loops to form. 

2. Mooring lines would each consist of a single line per anchor. No additional lines or material 
capable of entangling protected species would be attached to a mooring line or to any other part 
of the deployed system. 
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3. Mooring systems would be designed to keep gear off the bottom, such as by use of a mid-line 
float where appropriate, with the intent to eliminate scouring of corals or entanglement of the line 
on the substratum. 

4. Proposals for permanent or long-term deployments would include an inspection and maintenance 
program to reduce the likelihood of failures that may result in loose mooring lines lying on the 
substratum or hanging below a drifting buoy. 

5. Mooring systems, including those used for temporary markers, would be completely removed 
from the marine environment immediately at the end of project construction, or the mooring’s 
service life. The only exceptions to this rule would be mooring anchors such as eyebolts that are 
epoxied into the substratum and which pose little or no risk to marine life.  

 
With implementation of appropriate mitigation measures, the NMFS has determined that “…disturbances 
from human activity and equipment operation would be infrequent and non-injurious, resulting in 
insignificant affects on marine mammals and sea turtles.” 
 
The sixth stressor identified by NMFS was loss or degradation of sheltering and forage habitat. 
Construction of the pipelines could impact potential forage habitat of ESA-listed species. However, 
epibenthic life would likely re-colonize damaged areas and become established on the surfaces of the new 
structures after construction is complete. NMFS concluded that “…the loss or degradation of sheltering 
and forage habitat due to the construction of the pipeline would be relatively small in scope and 
temporary in duration.” 
 
The seventh stressor identified by NMFS was increased turbidity. Isolation of the receiving pit would 
minimize construction-related turbidity, but it is likely that some turbidity would be generated during 
construction and protected marine species may temporarily avoid turbid areas. The NMFS has determined 
that “…it is unlikely that any sea turtles or marine mammals would approach close enough to the work 
area to be exposed to project-related elevated turbidity….we expect that exposure to elevated turbidity 
would have insignificant impacts on sea turtles and marine mammals…” 
 
The final stressor identified by NMFS was wastes and discharges. Construction and vessel wastes could 
entangle marine life or expose protected species to toxic chemicals. The applicant and their contractors 
would adhere to State and Federal regulations regarding discharge of toxic wastes and plastics during 
construction and operation of the system. Consequently, NMFS determined “…that exposure to 
construction-related wastes and discharges would result in insignificant effects on sea turtles and marine 
mammals…” 
 
Once the HSWAC system is operational, a plume of return seawater would originate at the diffuser and be 
advected downslope. It is possible that marine mammals or sea turtles would pass through the plume. 
Marine mammals and sea turtles have a much greater tolerance to temperature extremes than do corals. 
Marine mammals in particular are known to forage below the thermocline. Evolutionarily, marine 
mammals have developed the physiological adaptation of thermoregulation which, combined with their 
efficient insulation (i.e., the blubber layer), allows their distribution range to extend from warm equatorial 
waters to the coldest high latitudes (Perrin et al., 2002). The leatherback sea turtle, known to dive to 3,000 
feet also has thermoregulatory adaptations such as a counter-current heat exchange system, high oil 
content, and large body size which allow them to maintain a core body temperature higher than that of the 
surrounding water and tolerate colder water temperatures (NMFS OPR, n.d.). In any event, if the 
temperature in the vicinity of the return seawater discharge were unsuitable for a mammal or sea turtle for 
any reason, such highly motile animals would be expected to leave the area. To the extent that the 
elevated dissolved inorganic nutrient concentrations in the artificial upwelling created by the discharge 
stimulated benthic algae downstream of the diffuser, turtle foraging habitat could be enhanced. No further 
impacts of the return seawater on protected marine species would be expected. 
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In summary, NMFS’ Biological Opinion concludes that of the eight potential stressors identified above, 
only the potential impacts of noise to humpback whales, Hawaiian monk seals, green turtles and 
hawksbill turtles are not discountable or insignificant. NMFS further concludes in their Biological 
Opinion that the risk of the expected exposure to pile driving noise from the HSWAC project of reducing 
the likelihood of survival and recovery of any of these species is negligible. 
 
In the Biological Opinion, NMFS established the following non-discretionary Reasonable and Prudent 
Measures that USACE shall implement: 
1. USACE shall reduce impacts on ESA-listed marine species and their habitats through the 

employment of BMP and conservation measures. 
2. USACE shall monitor and report to NMFS any take of ESA-listed marine species that results 

from the proposed action. 
 
Similarly, in the Biological Opinion, NMFS established the following non-discretionary Terms and 
Conditions: 
1. To meet reasonable and prudent measure 1 above, USACE shall ensure that the applicant and/or 

their contractors comply fully with the BMP and conservation measures identified in the 
Administrative Draft EIS, the HSWAC Mitigation Plan, and the Mitigation Plan outlined in the 
Proposed IHA. 
a. All workers associated with this project, irrespective of their employment arrangement or 

affiliation (e.g. employee, contractor, etc.) shall be fully briefed on the required BMP and 
conditions, and their requirement to adhere to them for the duration of their involvement 
in this project. 

b. The USACE shall periodically inspect the off-shore project site to ensure that appropriate 
BMP and conservation measures are in place or enacted. 

c. The USACE shall ensure that the applicant establishes and complies with appropriate 
protected species exclusion zones around pile driving. 

d. The USACE shall ensure that no vibratory pile driving takes place between December 1 
and March 31. 

2. To meet reasonable and prudent measure 2 above, USACE shall ensure that the applicant and/or 
their contractors comply fully with the monitoring and reporting plans identified in the 
Administrative Draft EIS, the HSWAC Mitigation Plan, and the Mitigation Plan outlined in the 
Proposed IHA. 
a. The USACE shall ensure that the applicant performs acoustic monitoring at the onset of 

both pile driving types (impact and vibratory) to ensure that the acoustic estimates used in 
the consultation are appropriate. 

b. The USACE shall ensure that the applicant reports the preliminary results of acoustic 
monitoring in a timely manner so that NMFS and USACE can confirm the efficacy of the 
exclusion zones for the protection of marine mammals, or to adjust them as necessary. 

c. USACE shall ensure that the applicant employs vessel-borne protected species observers 
as described in the IHA. 

d. In addition to compliance with the monitoring and reporting requirements set forth in the 
IHA, the USACE shall require the applicant to: 
i. Document and immediately report to the USACE all protected species interactions, 

such as any observation of humpback whales within the 4,700-meter exclusion 
zone around sheet pile driving, any humpback whales or monk seals within the 
1,000-meter exclusion zone around pipe pile driving, and any sea turtles within 
the 46-meter zone around pipe pile driving. 

ii. Report any dead or injured sea turtles to the Sea Turtle Stranding Hotline at 808-983-
5730. 
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e. USACE would in turn report interactions to NMFS Protected Resources Division (PRD) 
at 808-944-2233/2242 and by e-mail to Donald.Hubner@noaa.gov and 
Patrick.Opay@noaa.gov. Notification of an injurious protected species interaction shall 
be done within 24 hours. Weekly notification of NMFS PRD shall suffice for non-
injurious protected species interaction reports. 

f. The USACE shall track all incidences of take in a manner that would allow them to 
recognize the potential for exceeding the level of take authorized in this ITS, and so that 
corrective measures might taken to prevent an exceedance. g. Within 180 days of the 
completion of project construction, the USACE shall submit a report to NMFS. That 
report shall include: 1) The dates and times of site visits, with the name and title of the 
inspecting person, the findings of the inspection, and any corrective measures taken to 
ensure compliance with the required BMP and conservation measures; 2) The results of 
acoustic monitoring; and 3) The results of protected species monitoring efforts. 

 
With respect to potential effects on migratory birds, it is unlikely that Hawaiian petrels would forage in 
0ƗPDOD Bay because WKHUH�DUH�QR�QHVWLQJ�FRORQLHV�RQ�2ދDKX�DQG�WKH�VSHFLHV�IRUDJHV�IDU�RXW�WR�VHD� No 
impacts to this listed species would be expected from the proposed project. Several other species of 
migratory birds use coastal and offshore waters for foraging activities, and local troll fishermen use them 
as guides to target fish such as marlin, mahimahi, and tuna. Typically, these birds work waters much 
farther from shore than those in the project area; however, if they did occur in the project area, they could 
easily avoid collisions with the slow-moving or stationary work vessels. Turbidity generated by 
construction activities could obscure forage fish to the extent they stay within the turbid waters; however, 
it’s more likely fish would avoid a plume of turbid water. No significant adverse effects would be 
expected to migratory birds. The HSWAC project would not affect waterbird nesting or foraging habitat 
as there are no wetlands in the project area. 
 
In summary, Alternative 1 would have a potentially significant, direct, short-term, adverse effect 
mitigable to less than significant on protected species by modifying their behavior during construction. In 
particular, construction noise may cause behavioral modifications in marine mammals and sea turtles. 
Mitigation measures included in both the IHA and the Biological Opinion would minimize effects on 
individuals and these species. 
 
The coral species proposed for listing by NMFS were not considered in the Biological Opinion. A finer 
scale survey of the footprint of the proposed receiving pit location of the preferred alternative found one 
colony of M. patula that would be directly affected by excavation of the receiving pit. This was an 
encrusting form 26-30 cm in size. Depending on the preconstruction survey results the receiving pit 
location may be altered, which may avoid the M. patula colony. Other colonies which may exist in 
adjacent areas, are not expected to be affected by the excavation. However, there is the potential that 
colonies may be inadvertently affected by vessel anchoring and/or turbidity generation during 
construction. M. patula was found in the biotope of dredged rubble, through which the pipelines would 
pass. This biotope extends to a depth of 29 meters along the preferred pipeline route. There would be 15 
concrete collars from the receiving pit to the 29 meter depth, each covering 76 square feet (7.06 square 
meters). The estimated amount of coral cover to be lost beneath the footprint of the collars is 12.5 square 
feet (1.16 square meters). It is unknown whether M. patula would be affected. The potential impacts to M. 
patula would be the same under Alternatives 1, 3 and 4 (preferred alternative) because they all would 
employ Type A collars within the biotope which M. patula may occur. In conclusion, it is anticipated that 
the proposed project may result in minimal adverse effects to M. patula, but is not likely to jeopardize its 
continued existence.  
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Alternative 2 
The potential effects of Alternative 2 on protected species would be the same as those described for 
Alternative 1. However, the potential impacts of Alternative 2 to M. patula would likely be greater than 
those of the other alternatives because Alternative 2 would employ many more Type A collars through the 
depth range where M. patula may occur. 
 
Alternative 3 
The effects of Alternative 3 would be the same as those described for Alternative 1. 
 
Alternative 4 (Preferred Alternative) 
The effects of Alternative 4 would be the same as those described for Alternative 1. 
 

3.7.5.4 Essential Fish Habitat 

The USACE completed an EFH assessment for the HSWAC project; it is contained in Appendix J and 
was used to initiate consultation with the NMFS under the MSA. A summary of the conclusions of the 
assessment by alternative is presented in this section. 
 
The MSA defines EFH as those waters and substrata necessary to fish for spawning, breeding, feeding, or 
growth to maturity. “Waters,” when used for the purpose of defining EFH, include aquatic areas and their 
associated physical, chemical, and biological properties that are used by fish, and may include historical 
areas of use where appropriate. Substrata include sediment, hard bottom, underlying structures, and 
associated biological communities. Regional Fishery Management Councils are responsible for 
identifying and describing EFH for each Federally-managed species, minimize to the extent practicable 
adverse effects on such habitat caused by fishing and non-fishing activities, and identify other actions to 
encourage the conservation and enhancement of such habitat.  
 
The designation of EFH by the Western Pacific Regional Fishery Management Council (WPRFMC or the 
Council), which has responsibility for the EEZ around Hawai‘i and other U.S. flagged island areas in the 
Pacific, was based on groups of species managed under its five former fishery management plans (FMP): 
pelagics, bottomfish and seamount groundfish, precious corals, crustaceans, and coral reef ecosystems. 
These species-based plans have been superseded by archipelago-based fishery ecosystem plans (FEP), but 
the EFH and habitat areas of particular concern (HAPC) designations have not changed.  
 
The Council identified HAPC within EFH for all FMPs (Table 3-19). In determining whether a type or 
area of EFH should be designated as a HAPC, the area had to meet one or more of the following criteria:  

x The ecological function provided by the habitat is important, 
x The habitat is sensitive to human-induced environmental degradation, 
x Development activities are or will be stressing the habitat type, or 
x The habitat type is rare. 
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Table 3-19:  Essential Fish Habitat (EFH) and Habitat Areas of Particular Concern (HAPC) for all Western 

Pacific FMPs  

FMP EFH 
(Juveniles and Adults) 

EFH 
(Eggs and Larvae) HAPC 

Pelagics *Water column down to 1,000 m *Water column down to 
200 m 

Water column above seamounts 
and banks down to 1,000 m 

Bottomfish 
and 

Seamount 
Groundfish 

1Bottomfish: Water column and 
bottom habitat down to 400 m 

 
Seamount Groundfish: (adults only) 
water column and bottom from 80 to 

600 m, bounded by 29°-35°N and 
171°E-179°W 

1Bottomfish: Water 
column down to  

400 m 
Seamount Groundfish: 
(including juveniles) 

epipelagic zone (0 to 200 
m) bounded by 29°-35°N 

and 171°E-179°W 

1Bottomfish: All escarpments 
and slopes between 40 and 280 

m, and three known areas of 
juvenile ǀpakapaka habitat 

 
Seamount Groundfish: not 

identified 

Precious 
Corals 

.HƗhole Point, Makapuu, Kaena 
Point, Westpac, Brooks Bank, 180 
Fathom Bank deep-water precious 

corals (gold and red) beds and 
Milolii, Au‘au Channel and S. Kaua‘i 

black coral beds 

Not applicable Makapuu, Westpac, and Brooks 
Bank deep-water precious 
corals beds and the Au‘au 
Channel black coral bed 

Crustaceans *Lobsters: Bottom habitat from 
shoreline to a depth of 100 m 

 
*Deep-water shrimp: The outer reef 

slopes at depths from 300-700 m 

*Water column down to 
150 m 

 
*Water column and 
associated outer reef 

slopes from 550-700 m 

All banks with summits less 
than 30 m 

 
No HAPC designated for deep-

water shrimp 

Coral Reef 
Ecosystems 

*Water column and benthic substrata 
to a depth of 100 m 

*Water column and 
benthic substrata to a 

depth of 100 m 

All MPAs identified in FMP, all 
PRIA, many specific areas of 
coral reef habitat (see FMP) 

(Source:  WPRFMC, 2009) Notes:  All areas are bounded by the shoreline and the outer boundary of the EEZ, unless 
otherwise indicated. * Denotes EFH and HAPC potentially impacted by the proposed project. 1 Bottomfish EFH will 
be modified soon to define three new complex EFH designations within the 0-400 m depth range for shallow, mid-
water, and deep-water species. Bottomfish HAPC also will be modified so that the depth range is replaced with 
seven discrete areas around the main Hawaiian Islands, none of which would be impacted by the proposed project.  

Approach to Analysis 
The ROI for EFH is the same as that for protected marine species. Because of the general paucity of life-
stage specific information about Federally-managed marine species in the Western Pacific Region, EFH 
was designated as broadly as possible. Essentially every part of the water column and seafloor from the 
shoreline to the 200-mile limit of the EEZ is EFH for one species or another. A subset of EFH is Habitat 
Areas of Particular Concern (HAPC). HAPC are specific areas that are essential to the life cycle of 
Management Unit Species (MUS). At least one or more of the following criteria established by NMFS 
must be met for HAPC designation: (1) the ecological function provided by the habitat is important; (2) 
the habitat is sensitive to human-induced environmental degradation; (3) development activities are, or 
would be, stressing the habitat type; or (4) the habitat type is rare. It is possible that an area can meet one 
HAPC criterion and not be designated an HAPC. The WPRFMC used a fifth criterion, not established by 
NMFS, in HAPC designation of areas that are already protected, such as wildlife refuges (WPRFMC, 
2005). Potential effects to EFH include modifications to either the water column or the seafloor in the 
ROI.  
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Methodology 
The potential effects of the HSWAC project to the seafloor are described in Section 3.7.2 and potential 
effects to the water column are described in Section 3.7.4. The discussion below summarizes the 
conclusions of the USACE’s EFH assessment (Appendix J).  
 
Determination of Significance 
Pursuant to 50 CFR 600.910(a), an “adverse effect” on EFH is defined as any impact that reduces the 
quality and/or quantity of EFH. In the context of the proposed action, a significant adverse effect on EFH 
would be one that permanently reduces the quality and/or quantity of a relatively large area of habitat 
considering the availability of the habitat type affected, reduces quality and/or quantity of the ecological 
function of the area in question, or reduces the quality and/or quantity of a rare or particularly sensitive 
habitat type.  
 
Impacts 
 
No Action Alternative  
The No Action Alternative would have no direct or indirect, short-term or long-term, adverse effects on 
EFH because there would be no construction or facilities operation in the marine environment. 
 
Alternative 1 
The applicant selected the proposed location of the receiving pit (or “breakout point”) for Alternative 1 to 
avoid coral reefs or coral-dominated communities. This breakout point would become a temporary pit (40 
by 40 feet and 20 feet deep) in the biotope of dredged rubble where corals are sparse. The locations of the 
anchors or piles to be used to tension the pipes during deployment also would be selected to avoid corals. 
 
Sheet piles or a combination of sheet piles and silt curtains to protect the adjacent ecosystem would 
surround the seafloor at the excavation site, but the excavation of the breakout pit would destroy any 
infaunal organisms resident in the removed sand. Once the connections between the surface-mounted 
pipes and the microtunneled pipes are complete, the breakout pit would be backfilled with crushed basalt 
gravel (pre-washed to ensure fines are not introduced). Tremie concrete would be used to cap the filled pit 
(to be even with surrounding bottom contours) and for filling and capping the piles that would be driven 
to hold the collars in place in shallow water. From the location of the receiving pit to the end of the 
diffuser, 91 Type A pipe collars would be used. Each of these collars would cover 76 ft2 of substratum, 
but would provide an exposed surface of about 313 ft2. 
 
Both the concrete and HDPE pipe are expected to provide stable substrata suitable for the settlement and 
growth of corals and other sessile benthic species. Further, the vertical relief afforded by the collars would 
be greater than found on existing hard substratum in the pipeline corridor. This greater vertical relief 
would provide separation of recruiting corals and other invertebrates from the potential scour caused by 
the movement of sand and rubble during periods of high surf in the project area. Therefore, the presence 
of the pipes and collars may result in some benefit to EFH.  
 
Marine structures are well known to attract and concentrate fish, although whether this represents only 
attraction or an actual increase in biomass production has been the subject of debate and is reviewed by 
Pickering and Whitmarsh (1997). The addition of material to increase the vertical relief in otherwise 
barren areas is well-known and usually takes the form of artificial reefs. Artificial reefs in Hawaiian 
waters may serve to increase fish standing crops to more than 0.2 lb ft-2 (Brock and Norris, 1989). The 
HSWAC pipelines would be expected to enhance resident fish populations to an unknown extent. 
Recruitment and growth of an epibenthic coral community on the structures is likely to attract and support 
growth of associated fish populations by providing additional food, shelter from predation, and shelter 
from tidal currents. 
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Receiving pit to diffuser construction: 
 
Based on the Coral Survey of Appendix O, the proposed receiving pit location is dominated by sand with 
scattered small individual coral colonies, which occupy an estimated 0.32% of the seafloor.  The proposed 
construction would affect a total of 29 coral colonies, ranging in size from 5-30 cm, with the average size 
being 14 cm.  A total of 0.43 m2 (4.6 ft2) of coral cover would be removed.  However, the spur ridges 
adjacent to the proposed receiving pit footprint have a much more developed coral community.  
Following completion of construction, the receiving pit would be backfilled and capped with concrete to 
match original seafloor contours.  Coral communities are expected to recruit and eventually occupy the 
receiving pit footprint following construction. The applicant proposes to transplant the 15 coral colonies 
greater than 10 cm as described in Appendix O. The marine contractor selected to install the seawater 
pipe structures would perform a detailed preconstruction survey of the conditions at the receiving pit and 
along the pipeline alignment.  Based on the preconstruction survey, minor adjustments to the location of 
receiving pit and concrete collars may be proposed to avoid coral colonies and/or minimize the potential 
for inadvertent impacts to surrounding coral colonies. 
 
Combination collars (Type A) covering 6,916 ft2 would be deployed from the receiving pit to the end of 
the diffuser at a depth of 150 feet. Under Alternative 1, this would, in its entirety, take place in the biotope 
of dredged rubble, where live coral cover is a very sparse 1.1% and colony sizes average 4.6 cm. 
Assuming some additional coral loss by construction operations (vessel anchors, etc.), it is estimated that 
cumulatively less than 100ft2 of living coral would be destroyed.  

Deep-water pipeline collars: 
 
Based on the relatively low numbers of coral reef organisms (and coral reef ecosystem MUS) observed 
during the submersible survey from 50-200 m depth, along with the prevalence of natural bedrock and 
dredge spoil deposits as hard substratum, the impact of the pipe on the coral reef EFH is expected to be 
minimal. Many of the organisms that were observed were associated with large substrate features, such as 
outcrops and boulders, which the applicant intends to avoid during installation of the pipe. 
 
Overall, the proposed pipeline collars would cover 14,427 ft2 of substrate, but the collars would create 
155,257 ft2 of new elevated surface and the pipes themselves would create an additional 408,125 ft2 for 
potential colonization by sessile benthic organisms. 
 
Benthic and fish communities are poorly developed on the rubble slope or sand/rubble bottom, and the 
deployment of the pipe would have a short-term, direct, adverse effect on these communities. Direct loss 
to fish populations is not expected. The proposed intake location is approximately five miles offshore at a 
depth of about 1,755 feet, while the euphotic zone (zone of photosynthetic light) typically does not extend 
beyond the first 330 feet of depth. The intake depth biological productivity is much less than at shallower 
depths and the lower density of organisms reduces the potential for impingement and entrainment. The 
relatively low maximum velocity of the intake (approximately 5 ft/sec. or 3.4 miles per hour) is expected 
to minimize potential entrainment of macro-organisms. The applicant’s planned use of variable speed 
pumps would enable adjustment of flow to the minimum needed to match system requirements.  

Construction effects: 
 
Effects from construction activities are expected, primarily in the form of temporarily altered water 
quality, primarily turbidity, in the immediate vicinity of the breakout pit. The type of sediment being 
excavated (primarily sand) is expected to sink relatively quickly. By isolating the receiving pit within 
sheet piles or a combination of sheet piles and turbidity curtains, the applicant plans to confine effects of 
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the work so as to mitigate impacts on adjacent coral reef habitat. Working in an area where there are 
relatively few corals present minimizes the effects of constructing Alternative 1 on coral communities. 
There would be a direct, short-term effect on nekton as a result of the turbidity generated in the vicinity of 
the construction operations – some of these organisms would avoid turbid areas while others would be 
attracted to displaced or exposed benthic organisms. In addition, light available to phytoplankton would 
be temporarily reduced and filter feeding zooplankton may ingest particulate matter with increased 
turbidity. Indirect effects may be experienced in adjacent areas to the extent nekton are displaced. 

System operation: 
 
Once operational, the HSWAC return seawater discharge would impact water quality and marine biota 
within a defined ZOM located in the biotope of sand. Under worst case conditions, the applicant estimates 
that ambient water quality standards would be met within about 150 feet of the diffuser. Within 10 feet 
from the centerline of the diffuser, the applicant estimates that the dilution would be sufficient to meet 
water quality standards for temperature.  Cold water temperatures within the proposed ZOM may inhibit 
coral growth and/or survival if the temperature at the sea bottom is reduced below thermal thresholds. 
Outside this zone, nutrient supplements may enhance coral growth through increased densities of 
zooxanthellae as a result of bringing increased dissolved inorganic nutrients found in deep water.  
However, the extent and degree of adverse and/or beneficial affects of the proposed return seawater 
discharge at this depth (120-150 ft) is unknown. Therefore, adverse affects on corals in the area affected 
by the return seawater plume would likely result, meaning that HSWAC operations would have a direct, 
long-term adverse affect on EFH in the ZOM. This may be offset to some extent by the artificial hard 
substrate and vertical relief that would be provided by the structures (anchor collars and pipes). 
 
The operation of the completed system would create a relatively low-velocity current at the elevated 
deep-water intake at a bottom depth of approximately 535 m, which could potentially entrain pelagics 
(juveniles and adults) and deep-water shrimp MUS. 
 
In summary, Alternative 1 would have short-term, direct and indirect, less than significant adverse effects 
on EFH.  The seawater return discharge may have a potentially significant but mitigable to less than 
significant direct long term adverse effect on EFH; however, long term indirect effects may be beneficial 
overall. 
 
Alternative 2 
 
The effects of Alternative 2 would be similar to those described for Alternative 1, with one major 
exception. The proposed breakout point under Alternative 2 would be in the biotope of dredged rubble, as 
under Alternative 1; however, unlike the conditions offshore of the Alternative 1 breakout point where 
dredged rubble gives way to sand bottom further offshore, seaward of the Alternative 2 breakout point is a 
narrow area of relatively high coral cover frequented by recreational divers. The mean coral cover in that 
area is about 49%, corals are complex and developed and highly valued by recreational divers, occurring 
at depths from about 52 feet to 62 feet. The area of increased coral cover is 150 feet wide where the 
proposed pipe alignment for Alternative 2 crosses it. Due to an alignment that exposes the pipeline to 
more physical stress, approximately double the number of Type A collars per unit length would be 
installed for Alternative 2 as for Alternative 1, with a total of about 11 collars in this region, each 
covering 76 ft2 of substratum. This would result in about 410 sf of live coral being destroyed in this short 
section of the route. Additional live coral would be impacted relative to Alternative 1 because more 
collars would be installed at depths typically colonized by coral, although a biotope of sand and rubble 
extends seaward where the mean coral cover is 0.001% beyond the depths of the narrow biotope of high 
coral cover.  
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The pipeline collars under Alternative 2 would cover 21,377 ft2 of substratum.  The collars would create 
150,984 ft2 of artificial substratum and the pipes themselves would create an additional 423,653 ft2 for 
potential colonization by sessile benthic organisms. However, the emplacement of the collars supporting 
the pipes would affect more live coral due to direct impacts under Alternative 2 than under Alternative 1.  
 
In summary, Alternative 2 would result in potentially significant but mitigable to less than significant 
short and long term direct adverse effects.  However, the short term indirect effects of coral losses may be 
potentially significantly adverse.  Long term indirect effects of the structures would be expected to 
provide benefits to EFH. 
 
Alternative 3 
 
The effects of Alternative 3 would be the same as those described for Alternative 1, with one major 
exception. The diffuser would terminate at a depth of 300 feet, rather than at a depth of 150 feet. As for 
Alternative 1, the concrete and HDPE pipe would provide settlement and growth opportunities for corals 
and other sessile benthic species. Overall, the proposed pipeline for Alternative 3 would cover 18,901 ft2 
of substratum.  The collars would create 168,589 ft2 of substratum and the pipes themselves would create 
an additional 429,854 ft2. 
 
The placement of the collars supporting the pipes would affect more live coral under Alternative 3 than 
under Alternative 1 because Type A collars would be used for the length of pipeline from the receiving pit 
to the end of the diffuser. Because the end of the diffuser would be located an additional 1,537 feet further 
seaward under Alternative 3, it would require use of 102 more Type A collars and 102 fewer Type B 
collars. The installation of more Type A collars would result in an additional 7,676 ft2 of substratum 
being covered and the reduction of Type B collars would result in 3,201.7 ft2 less substratum being 
covered, for a total of 4,474.3 ft2 of additional substratum being covered for Alternative 3 than for 
Alternative 1.  
 
Once operational, the HSWAC return seawater discharge would impact water quality and marine biota 
within a defined ZOM located in the biotope of sand. There is the potential for presence of mesophotic 
corals down to the depth of the Alternative 3 diffuser, which may be adversely affected.  
 
In summary, Alternative 3 would have short-term, direct, less than significant adverse effects on EFH and 
long term potentially significant adverse direct effects on the EFH.  Short term indirect effects to the EFH 
would be less than significant.  Long-term indirect effects may be beneficial due to the presence of the 
structures. 
 
Alternative 4 (Preferred Alternative) 
 
The effects of Alternative 4 would be the same as those described for Alternative 1, except that the 
diffuser would terminate at a depth of 423 feet, rather than at a depth of 150 feet. As for Alternative 1, the 
concrete and HDPE pipe would provide opportunities for settlement and growth of corals and other 
sessile benthic species. Overall, the proposed pipeline for Alternative 4 would cover 20,541 ft2 of 
substratum, but the collars would create 173,473 ft2 of substratum and the pipes themselves would create 
an additional 430,498 ft2. 
 
The footprint of the collars supporting the pipes would affect more substratum under Alternative 4 than 
under Alternative 1 because the larger Type A collars would be used for the entire pipeline alignment 
from the receiving pit to 300 foot depth.  With the diffuser to be located an additional 1,909 feet further 
seaward under Alternative 4, it would require use 138 more of the larger Type A collars and 138 fewer of 
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the smaller Type B collars. The installation of more Type A collars would result in a net increase of 6,114 
ft2 of additional substratum being covered for Alternative 4 than for Alternative 1.  
 
Once operational, the HSWAC return seawater discharge would impact water quality and marine biota 
within a defined ZOM located in the biotope of sand. The lack of coral at the greater proposed depth for 
the diffuser under Alternative 4 (423 feet) means coral growth and/or survival would not be expected to 
be inhibited by cold water temperatures within the discharge plume.  Additionally, the return seawater 
would be closer to ambient water quality conditions than any of the other alternatives. Therefore, the 
anticipated  adverse effects on corals in the area affected by the return seawater plume under Alternative 1 
are not expected under Alternative 4.  Impacts to corals would be the least under Alternative 4. 
 
In summary, Alternative 4 would have short-term, direct, indirect and long term direct, less than 
significant adverse effects on EFH. Potential long-term indirect effects may provide benefits to EFH. 
 
EFH Consultation 
Based on the complete analysis in Appendix J, the USACE has determined that the applicant’s proposed 
construction and operation of the HSWAC system under any of the action alternatives “may adversely 
affect” EFH. USACE consolidated its EFH consultation with the environmental review procedures 
required by the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA).  
 
The Conservation Recommendations provided by NMFS in the EFH consultation process may be found 
in Appendix J and are summarized as follows: 

1. Gather additional biological information and analyze in greater detail the available science to 
allow determination of the holistic effects of the return water discharge, particularly from 
nutrients, to the nearshore marine community including EFH. 

2. Evaluate how public use of resources within the project footprint would be affected by project 
construction and operations. 

3. Ensure that a detailed mitigation plan consistent with the 2008 Rule for Compensatory Mitigation 
for Losses of Aquatic Resources is appropriately developed and implemented. 

4. Condition the permit with specific and detailed monitoring requirements that would trigger 
project modification to reduce impact if adverse impacts are detected during operations. 

5. Prior to and/or during construction implement the following avoidance and minimization 
measures: 

a. Avoid conducting in-water nearshore construction operations during periods when 
heights of the front of waves exceed five feet to minimize risk of uncontrolled movement 
of equipment. 

b. Ensure that all materials and structures such as the pipeline, anchor systems, silt curtains, 
are installed/placed on sand bottom or non-coral covered substrate to avoid to the greatest 
extent possible coral or macro-invertebrates being crushed and /or abraded. 

c. ,PSOHPHQW�%03V��VXFK�DV�VLOW�FXUWDLQV��DV�VSHFLILHG�LQ�WKH�+DZDLދL�'HSDUWPHQW�RI�+HDOWK�
Water Quality Certification to minimize turbidity from construction activities including 
dredging, dewatering, sheet pile driving, and installation of pipes. 

 
Additional quantitative biological surveys of the project area and an inventory of coral resources 
within the proposed receiving pit were conducted to augment previous surveys and are described 
in Chapter 3.7.5.1.  The return water discharge pipe of the new preferred alternative (Alternative 
4) would terminate at a water depth of 423 feet to minimize potential water quality related 
impacts to nearshore marine communities, including coral resources.  The anticipated impacts of 
the return water discharge on aquatic resources are described in Chapters 3.7.4.5, 3.7.5.1., and 
3.7.5.2.  Anticipated affects of the proposed project on public use resources are evaluated in 
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Chapter 3.3.  The DA permit, if issued, would be conditioned to ensure that adverse impacts to 
aquatic resources, including EFH, are avoided and minimized to the maximum extent 
practicable. 
 

3.8 TERRESTRIAL RESOURCES 

3.8.1 Definition of the Resource and the Region of Influence 
Terrestrial resources are defined to include topography, geology and soils; climate and air quality; 
groundwater and surface water, and terrestrial biota. The ROI includes the area around the cooling station 
site and the Sand Island staging area.  

3.8.2 Topography, Geology and Soils 

3.8.2.1 Existing Conditions 

The Kaka‘ako Peninsula lies on the Honolulu coastal plain, an emerged fossil reef formed approximately 
120,000 years ago (MacDonald and Abbott, 1970). Within the project area coral reefs and eroded 
volcanic material have formed a wedge of sedimentary rock and sediments, referred to as caprock, which 
rests on the underlying volcanic rock. Caprock is composed predominantly of coral-algal limestone 
interlaid with clays and muds. The ocean-side fronting Kaka‘ako Waterfront Park is underlain by a coral 
layer between 5 and 20 feet below mean sea level (MSL). Soft lagoonal deposits made up of sand, silt, 
and clay are found above the ancient reef, and are especially prominent in a buried stream channel which 
extends below Ala Moana Boulevard between Keawe and Ohe Streets to the ocean. Soft alluvial soils 
within the channel area extend to depths of 50 to 65 feet below sea level. These deposits are covered by 5 
to 10 feet of dredged coral fill (Okamoto, 1998). 
 
According to the soil survey maps published by the United States Department of Agriculture, Soil 
Conservation Service (1972), surface soils in the Kaka‘ako area are described as fill land. Fill land 
generally consists of materials dredged from the ocean and from other sources. 
 
The topography of the project area (cooling station and distribution route) is generally flat (less than 5% 
slope) with elevations 5 to 15 feet above MSL. An exception is the large mound located in Kaka‘ako 
Waterfront Park near the proposed cooling station. This mound was originally formed as a debris mound 
between 1927 and 1977 when the area was an incinerator landfill and was 400 feet wide by 1,700 feet 
long and 15 to 55 feet in elevation (Okamoto, 1998). The mound was resculptured in conjunction with the 
development of the park. At its highest point the mound is currently 53 feet in elevation (Okamoto, 1998).  
 
The alternative cooling station sites are located on the southern coastal plain of O‘ahu. Prior to being 
reclaimed in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, the Kaka‘ako area consisted of mudflats 
and marshes adjacent to Honolulu Harbor. The general geology of the area, consisting of lagoonal 
deposits underlain by coralline sediments and alluvial deposits overlying basaltic bedrock, reflects 
changing depositional environments associated with rising and falling sea levels. During the Waipio 
Stand of the Sea, sea level fell to 60 feet or more below the present level and streams flowed out of the 
Ko‘olau Mountains and into the Pacific Ocean carving out deep alluvial channels in the vicinity of 
Honolulu. One of these buried channels is likely present in the vicinity of the site. Based on readily 
available geologic information, a buried channel may run roughly from the corner of Keawe Street and 
Ala Moana Boulevard through the corner of Ilalo and Coral Streets and then continue south.  
 
The anticipated subsurface conditions in the vicinity of the cooling station alternative sites are described 
as follows. The sites are located in a reclaimed area. Subsurface conditions in this area are generally 
anticipated to consist of variable amounts of fill material at the surface underlain by lagoonal deposits, 
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coralline sediments, alluvial deposits, and basaltic bedrock. The lagoonal deposits are anticipated to 
consist of loose sandy silt, silty sand, and silty gravel. Coralline sediments underlying the lagoonal 
deposits are anticipated to consist of medium dense sand and gravel with layers of cemented coralline 
material and/or coral ledges. The coralline sediments are anticipated to be underlain by basaltic bedrock at 
depths of approximately 100 to 150 feet below existing grades. It is anticipated that variable amounts of 
alluvial deposits may be encountered. These alluvial deposits may be interbedded with, or be present in 
place of, the lagoonal deposits. 
 
The proposed Sand Island staging area is on fill land reclaimed from the lagoon by dredging of the 
seaplane runways. 

3.8.2.2 Approach to Impact Analysis 

Terrestrial portions of the system would be constructed in highly urbanized areas with impact mitigating 
conditions mandated by local authorities. In addition, dewatering and testing of excavated materials for 
reuse or disposal would take place at upland sites in accordance with Federal and State regulations. 
Potential impacts and appropriate mitigation measures are described below.  

Methodology 
Construction operations were evaluated for their potential impact to topography, geology and soils. The 
project area is relatively flat and there are no significant geological resources, so the focus was on soil 
erosion from construction sites. Processing, evaluation and disposition of the excavated materials would 
be done by a contractor, which has not yet been selected. However, major aspects of this operation would 
be established in contract specifications and so the assessment below proceeds on the basis of a most 
likely scenario.  

Determination of Significance 
A significant adverse effect in terms of soil erosion would occur if there were a regulatory violation. 
Likewise, a significant adverse effect of the spoils disposition process would be a direct regulatory 
violation such as inadequate erosion control or an indirect effect creating a risk to human health or safety, 
or potential ecological damage. 

3.8.2.3 Impacts 

No Action Alternative  
The No Action Alternative would have no direct or indirect, short-term or long-term direct adverse effect 
on topography, geology or soils because there would be no construction under this alternative. No 
generation of spoils under this alternative would preclude the possibility of direct or indirect effects from 
that source.  

Alternative 1 
The cooling station site for Alternative 1 is flat and level; it is currently used for at-grade parking. As 
noted above, adverse effects to topography or geology would not occur, but soil erosion control would be 
an issue. To implement the project would require obtaining a grading, grubbing, and stockpiling permit 
from the City and County of Honolulu. Obtaining this permit would require a project-specific erosion 
control plan. With implementation of the erosion control plan, direct adverse effects to soils would not 
occur, nor would indirect effects of runoff and sedimentation. 
 
Excavation of the cooling station sump, the shoreline jacking pit, the offshore receiving pit, the 
microtunnels, the upper few feet from the emplaced pipe piles, and the distribution system trenches would 
all generate spoils requiring dewatering, testing and disposition. The applicant’s intent is to beneficially 
reuse all non-contaminated spoils; however, contamination from some of these sources may be evident 
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after testing. The results of the applicant’s Phase 2 environmental site assessment indicate that historic 
landfill materials (including ash and debris consistent with material from the incinerator landfill site) 
would be encountered during excavation of surface soils at the shoreline jacking pit location, and that 
limited petroleum contamination may be encountered during excavation at the cooling station. The 
DSSOLFDQW�KDV�SUHSDUHG�DQG�WKH�6WDWH�RI�+DZDLދL�KDV�DFFHSWHG�DQ�(QYLURQPHQWDO�+D]DUG�0DQagement Plan 
(EHMP) (Appendix D) that specifies testing requirements for the excavated materials and disposal 
requirements for contaminated spoils. Implementation of the EHMP would eliminate the potential for 
adverse effects from these sources.  
 
All holding areas would be lined to prevent fluids from leaching into the ground and transportation of 
spoils from one location to another would be done in lined and covered trucks. No holding areas would be 
established inland of the State’s Underground Injection Control line to avoid potential leaks in areas 
above potable groundwater aquifers. 
 
Excavated materials from each of the sources would be segregated so that uncontaminated spoils could be 
beneficially reused as construction fill or, lacking a market for them, disposed of at the PVT Land 
Company, LTD construction and demolition materials landfill where they could be used for interim cover. 
The PVT landfill operates in accordance with Chapter 342H, Hawaii Revised Statutes and Title 11 
Administrative Rules Chapter 58.1 Solid Waste Management Control, which preclude disposal of 
hazardous or toxic materials at the landfill.  
 
The contractor may opt to remediate petroleum contaminated spoils rather than ship them to an approved 
disposal site. This would be done in accordance with HAR 11-58.1-42, Remediation Facilities. Both a 
permit and a leachate management plan would be required and the selected site could not be located in an 
area susceptible to flooding, in wetlands, close to potable water supplies, near a fault area or any other 
unstable location. Locations around the reef runway at Honolulu International Airport previously have 
been used for this purpose, and presumably could be so used again.  
 
With implementation of the above measures, Alternative 1 would have no direct or indirect, short-term or 
long-term adverse effect on topography, geology or soils or adverse indirect effects on air quality, water 
quality, human health and safety, or ecological systems. 

Alternative 2 
The effects of Alternative 2 would be similar to those described for Alternative 1. The Alternative 2 
cooling station site is also flat, level and paved. The nearshore jacking pit, however, would not be 
required under Alternative 2 and thus the most likely source of contaminated spoils would be avoided. 

Alternative 3 
The effects of Alternative 3 would be the same as described for Alternative 1. The cooling station location 
would be the same under those alternatives. 

Alternative 4 (Preferred Alternative) 
The effects of Alternative 4 would be the same as described for Alternative 1. The cooling station location 
would be the same under those alternatives. 

3.8.3 Climate and Air Quality 

3.8.3.1 Climate 

Existing Conditions 
The climate of the project area is characterized by abundant sunshine, persistent tradewinds, and moderate 
and constant temperature and humidity. The average temperature recorded at the Honolulu International 
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Airport ranges from 70°F in the coolest month to 84°F in the warmest month (with extremes of 52°F and 
96°F). The average amount of annual rainfall varies greatly with location. For example, the yearly 
average is 18.3 inches at the aiUSRUW�EXW�������LQFKHV�LQ�0ƗQRD�9alley (DBEDT, 2003). The project site is 
located in an area that would likely have a climate similar to that at the airport. Insolation (incoming solar 
radiation) in the project area is approximately 1,840 British thermal units (Btu)/ft2-day (DBEDT, 2005). 

Approach to Impact Analysis 
Greenhouse gases are gases that trap heat in the atmosphere by absorbing infrared radiation. Without this 
natural greenhouse effect, the average surface temperature of the Earth would be about 60°F colder (U.S. 
Global Change Research Program [USGCRP], 2009). Scientific evidence indicates a trend of increasing 
global temperature over the past century due to an increase in GHG emissions from human activities. The 
climate change associated with this global warming is predicted to produce negative environmental, 
economic and social consequences across the globe.  
 
Greenhouse gas emissions occur from natural processes and human activities. Water vapor is the most 
important and abundant GHG in the atmosphere. However, human activities produce only a very small 
amount of the total atmospheric water vapor. The most common GHGs emitted from natural processes 
and human activities include carbon dioxide (CO2), methane (CH4), and nitrous oxide (N2O). The main 
source of GHGs from human activities is the combustion of fossil fuels, including crude oil and coal. 
Examples of GHGs created and emitted primarily through human activities include fluorinated gases 
(hydro fluorocarbons and per fluorocarbons) and sulfur hexafluoride.  
 
Each GHG is assigned a global warming potential (GWP). The GWP is the ability of a gas or aerosol to 
trap heat in the atmosphere. The GWP rating system is standardized to CO2, which has a value of one. For 
example, CH4 has a GWP of 21, which means that it has a global warming effect 21 times greater than 
CO2 on an equal-mass basis (Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change [IPCC], 2007). To simplify 
GHG analyses, total GHG emissions from a source are often expressed as a CO2 equivalent (CO2e). The 
CO2e is calculated by multiplying the emissions of each GHG by its GWP and adding the results together 
to produce a single, combined emission rate representing all GHGs. While CH4 and N2O have much 
higher GWPs than CO2, CO2 is emitted in such higher quantities that it is the overwhelming contributor to 
CO2e from both natural processes and human activities. 
 
Recent observed changes due to climate change include rising temperatures, shrinking glaciers and sea 
ice, thawing permafrost, a lengthened growing season, and shifts in plant and animal ranges. 
International, national, and state organizations independently confirm these findings (IPCC, 2007; 
USGCRP, 2009).  
 
Predictions of long-term environmental impacts due to global climate change include sea level rise, 
changing weather patterns with increases in the severity of storms and droughts, changes to local and 
regional ecosystems including the potential loss of species, and a significant reduction in winter snow 
pack.  
 
Federal agencies are, on a national scale, addressing emissions of GHGs by reductions mandated in 
Federal laws and EOs, most recently EO 13423, Strengthening Federal Environmental, Energy, and 
Transportation Management. Several states have promulgated laws as a means to reduce statewide levels 
of GHG emissions. The Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) published Draft NEPA Guidance on 
Consideration of the Effects of Climate Change and Greenhouse Gas Emissions in February 2010 (CEQ, 
2010). The guidance outlines ways in which Federal agencies can improve their consideration of the 
effects of GHG emissions. In a NEPA context the intent is to estimate the GHG emissions that would be 
generated by each project alternative. However, one of the major benefits of the HSWAC system would 
be a reduction of fossil-fueled electricity demand and its associated production of greenhouse gases so the 
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analysis of the net benefits of the entire HSWAC system was based on available system planning 
information and industry and HECO-specific production data. The calculations are provided in Appendix 
C.  
 
An indirect effect of climate change is sea level rise. The potential effects of proposed GHG emissions on 
sea level are by nature global and cumulative, as individual sources of GHG emissions are not large 
enough to have an appreciable effect on climate change or sea level. Therefore, the impact of sea level 
rise on project facilities is discussed focuses on the net reduction in GHG emissions as a consequence of 
the action alternatives. 
 
Operations of the HSWAC system would substantially reduce the amount of electricity needed for air 
conditioning in the downtown area. According to the applicant, the proposed project would reduce the 
annual emissions from fossil fuel consumption by the following estimated amounts13: 

x Carbon Dioxide (CO2) Emissions - 83,000 tons/year 
x Volatile Organic Compounds (VOC) Emissions - 5 tons/year 
x Carbon Monoxide (CO) Emissions - 28 tons/year 
x Particulate Matter under 10 microns (PM10) Emissions - 19 tons/year 
x Nitrogen Oxides (NOx ) Emissions - 169 tons/year 
x Sulfur Oxides (SOx) Emissions - 165 tons/year 

 
Methodology 
The applicant’s calculation in the context of cumulative impacts can be found in Section 3.9.2 of this EIS. 
Because this EIS evaluates the effects of construction and installation of components of the seawater 
system, including the cooling station, the effects identified below are restricted to those related to the 
seawater portions of the proposed action. 
 
Determination of Significance 
A long-term net increase in production and emission of greenhouse gases would constitute a significant 
adverse effect. 

Impacts 
 
No Action Alternative 
The No Action Alternative would have no direct or indirect, short-term or long-term adverse effect on 
climate because there would be no change in current greenhouse gas emissions. 
 
Alternative 1 
Alternative 1 would have a less than significant, short-term, direct adverse effect on climate due to the 
greenhouse gases emitted as a result of construction vehicles and equipment. Beneficial effects would 
result once the entire HSWAC system becomes operational. 
 
Alternative 2 
Alternative 2 would have the same effects on climate change as Alternative 1. 
 
Alternative 3 
Alternative 3 would have the same effects on climate change as Alternative 1. 
 
Alternative 4 (Preferred Alternative) 
Alternative 4 would have the same effects on climate change as Alternative 1. 
                                                      
13 Calculations of these amounts are described in Appendix C. 
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3.8.3.2 Air Quality 

Existing Conditions 
Ambient concentrations of air pollutants are regulated by both national and State ambient air quality 
standards (AAQS) (Table 3-20). As shown in the table, national and State AAQS have been established 
for particulate matter (PM), sulfur dioxide (SO2), nitrogen dioxide (NO2), carbon monoxide (CO), ozone, 
and lead. Particulate matter includes dust, soot, smoke, and liquid droplets. The State also has a standard 
for hydrogen sulfide.  
 

Table 3-20:  Summary of State of Hawai‘i and National Ambient Air Quality Standards 
Pollutant 

(all units in Pg/m3 unless 
otherwise noted) 

Averaging Time 
Maximum Allowable Concentration 

National 
Primary a 

National 
Secondary b 

State 
of Hawai‘i c 

Particulate Matter 
�����PLFURQV� 

Annual 
24 Hours 

150 - 

150 
50 

150 

Particulate Matter 
������PLFURQV� 

Annual 
24 Hours 

15 

35 
15 
35 

- 
- 

Sulfur Dioxide Annual 
24 Hours 
3 hours 
1 Hour 

0.03 ppm 
0.14 ppm 

- 
75 ppb 

- 
- 

0.5 ppm 
- 

80 
365 

1300 
- 

Nitrogen Dioxide Annual 
1 hour 

53 ppb 
100 ppb 

53 ppb 
- 

70 
- 

Carbon Monoxide 8 Hours 
1 Hour 

9 ppm 
35 ppm 

- 
- 

5,000 
10,000 

Ozone 8 Hours 
1 Hour 

0.075 ppm 

0.12 ppm 
0.075ppm 

0.12 ppm 
- 

100 

 
Lead 

Rolling 3 Month 
Average 
Quarter 

 
0.15 

- 

 
0.15 

 

 
- 

1.5 
Hydrogen Sulfide 1 Hour - - 35 

a Designated to prevent adverse effects on public health. Source: 40 CFR Part 50 
b Designated to prevent adverse effects on public welfare, including effects on comfort, visibility,  
 vegetation, animals, aesthetic values, and soiling and deterioration of materials. Source: 40 CFR  
 Part 50. 
c Designated to protect public health and welfare and to prevent significant deterioration of air quality. 
Source:  HAR 11-59-1 

 
Sulfur oxides, which include SO2, are colorless gases emitted primarily by power plants, refineries and 
volcanic activity. Nitrogen dioxide is a brownish, highly corrosive gas with a pungent odor that is formed 
from nitrogen oxides emitted during combustion of fossil fuels by electric utilities, industrial boilers, and 
vehicles. Carbon monoxide is a colorless, odorless, and tasteless gas produced by the incomplete 
combustion of fossil fuels, primarily motor vehicles. Ozone is formed in the atmosphere by a chemical 
reaction of nitrogen oxides and volatile organic compounds in the presence of sunlight. Although an 
ozone layer in the upper atmosphere shields the earth from harmful ultraviolet radiation, high ozone levels 
at ground level can cause harmful effects to humans and plants. Lead is a naturally occurring substance 
that has been used extensively in paint and gasoline. Hydrogen sulfide is a colorless malodorous gas with 
the smell of rotten eggs, mainly associated with sewage or volcanic emissions.  
 
The national AAQS are stated in terms of primary and secondary standards for most of the regulated air 
pollutants. National primary standards are designed to protect public health with an “adequate margin of 
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safety.” National secondary standards define levels of air quality necessary to protect public welfare from 
“any known or anticipated adverse effects of a pollutant.” The State AAQS are designed “to protect 
public health and welfare and to prevent the significant deterioration of air quality.” The AAQS specify a 
maximum allowable concentration for a given air pollutant for one or more averaging times to prevent 
harmful effects. Averaging times vary from one hour to one year depending on the pollutant and type of 
exposure necessary to cause adverse effects. 
 
The HDOH operates a network of nine air quality monitoring stations at various locations on O‘ahu. Each 
station monitors certain air quality parameters. The closest monitoring station to the project area is located 
at 1250 Punchbowl Street, which is within the project area. An air pollutant emission summary for 
downtown Honolulu at this station for the years 2004 to 2006 is shown in Table 3-21. There were no 
exceedances of the standards for the measured parameters.  
 
The project area is an attainment area for all national and State AAQS. Although CO measurements taken 
at the monitoring stations suggest that concentrations are in compliance with the State standards, CO 
concentrations near congested intersections could exceed the State AAQS at times. 

Approach to Analysis 
 
Methodology 
Construction operations associated with the seawater portion of the HSWAC system were assessed for 
their potential to adversely affect air quality.  
 
Determination of Significance 
Impacts to air quality would be considered significant if an alternative would generate emissions that may 
result in air pollutant concentrations above the Federal or State Ambient Air Quality Standards (AAQS), 
contribute to pollutant concentrations already above the AAQS, or interfere with AAQS attainment.  

Impacts 
 
No Action Alternative  
The No-Action Alternative would have no direct or indirect, short-term or long-term, adverse effects on 
air quality because there would be no construction.  
 
Alternative 1 
For a project of this nature there are two potential types of air pollutant emissions that could directly 
result in short-term air quality impacts during project construction: (1) fugitive dust and (2) exhaust 
emissions from on-site construction equipment. There also could be direct, short-term adverse impacts 
from slow-moving construction equipment traveling to and from the project site and from delivery of 
large materials on slow moving trucks. Air emissions would occur at the Sand Island staging area and 
offshore, as well as at the cooling station site. 
 
O‘ahu and the proposed project location are in attainment of AAQS. The impact from Alternative 1 
would be an increase in pollutants from operation of construction vehicles and equipment. However, 
construction vehicles and equipment are not considered major stationary sources, and there are no 
standards or criteria set for non-stationary equipment. Based on this information, exhaust emissions 
during construction of the proposed project would not have significant impacts on air quality. BMPs for 
mitigation of fugitive dust would be undertaken at the cooling station location and wherever earth moving 
takes place. Specific mitigation measures would be established as conditions of construction permits, but 
typical mitigation measures include watering the exposed surfaces, covering dirt being transported and 
keeping offsite roadways clean. USEPA-recommended mitigation measures include the following. 
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Fugitive Dust Source Controls: 

x Stabilize open storage piles and disturbed areas by covering and/or applying water or 
chemical/organic dust palliative where appropriate. This applies to both inactive and active sites, 
during workdays, weekends, holidays, and windy conditions. 

x Install wind fencing and phase grading operations where appropriate, and operate water trucks for 
stabilization of surfaces under windy conditions. 

x When hauling material and operating non-earthmoving equipment, prevent spillage and limit 
speeds to 15 mph. Limit speed of earth-moving equipment to 10 mph. 
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Table 3-21:  Annual Summaries of Ambient Air Quality Measurements in Downtown Honolulu 

Pollutant Average 
Time 

SAAQS 
(µg/m3) 

NAAQS 
(µg/m3) 

Maximum Concentration 
(µg/m3) 

Number of Exceedances 
SAAQS 

Number of Exceedances 
NAAQS 

2004 2005 2006 2004 2005 2006 2004 2005 2006 

CO 1 hr 10,000 40,000 2736 3876 2850 0 0 0 0 0 0 

  8 hrs 5,000 10,000 1496 1610 1226 0 0 0 0 0 0 

PM10 24 hrs 150 150 36 64 25 0 0 0 0 0 0 

  Annual 50 50 13 15 13 0 0 0 0 0 0 

PM2.5 24 hrs --- 65 10 45 10 --- --- --- --- --- 0 

 Annual --- 15 4 4 3 --- --- --- --- --- 0 

SO2 3 hrs 1,300 1,300 56 75 43 0 0 0 0 0 0 

  24 hrs 365 365 25 23 15 0 0 0 0 0 0 

  Annual 80 80 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Source:  HDOH, 2004-2006 
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Mobile and Stationary Source Controls: 
x Reduce use, trips, and unnecessary idling from heavy equipment. 
x Maintain and tune engines per manufacturer’s specifications to perform at the USEPA 

certification levels and to perform at verified standards applicable to retrofit technologies. 
Employ periodic, unscheduled inspections to limit unnecessary idling and to ensure that 
construction equipment is properly maintained, tuned, and modified consistent with established 
specifications. 

x Prohibit any tampering with engines and require continuing adherence to manufacturer’s 
recommendations. 

x If practicable, lease newer and cleaner equipment that would meet the most stringent of 
applicable Federal or State standards. 

x Utilize USEPA-registered particulate traps and other appropriate controls where suitable to 
reduce emissions of diesel particulate matter and other pollutants at the construction site. 

 
Administrative Controls: 

x Identify where implementation of mitigation measures is rejected based on economic 
infeasibility. 

x Prepare an inventory of all equipment prior to construction and identify the suitability of add-on 
emission controls for each piece of equipment before groundbreaking. (Suitability of control 
devices is based on: whether there is reduced availability of the construction equipment due to 
increased downtime and/or power output, whether there may be significant damage caused to the 
construction equipment engine, or whether there may be a significant risk to nearby workers or 
the public.) 

x Utilize cleanest available fuel engines in construction equipment and identify opportunities for 
electrification. Use low sulfur fuel (diesel with 15 parts per million or less) in engines where 
alternative fuels such as biodiesel and natural gas are not possible. 

 
The overall project will have a longterm indirect beneficial effect on air quality by reducing following 
emissions: 

x Carbon Dioxide (CO2) Emissions - 83,000 tons/year 
x Volatile Organic Compounds (VOC) Emissions - 5 tons/year 
x Carbon Monoxide (CO) Emissions - 28 tons/year 
x Particulate Matter under 10 microns (PM10) Emissions - 19 tons/year 
x Nitrogen Oxides (NOx ) Emissions - 169 tons/year 
x Sulfur Oxides (SOx) Emissions - 165 tons/year 

 
 
In summary, Alternative 1 would have a less than significant, short-term, direct adverse effect on air 
quality during project construction and a longterm indirect beneficial effect on air quality.  
 
Alternative 2 
The effects of Alternative 2 on air quality would be as described for Alternative 1. 
 
Alternative 3 
The effects of Alternative 3 on air quality would be as described for Alternative 1. 
 
Alternative 4 (Preferred Alternative) 
The effects of Alternative 4 on air quality would be as described for Alternative 1. 
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3.8.4 Water Resources 
The subsections below describe the surface water and groundwater resources in the ROI for the Federal 
action.  

3.8.4.1 Surface Waters 

Existing Conditions 
There are no streams within the ROI. The runoff from Kaka‘ako Waterfront Park is collected by a storm 
drain system and routed to the Keawe Street open channel or Kewalo Basin. 
 
Coastal waters in the vicinity of the project site are Class A marine waters according to HDOH Water 
Quality Standards. Class A waters are to be protected for recreational and aesthetic enjoyment.  

Approach to Impact Analysis 
 
Methodology 
Potential effects of the proposed action on marine water quality are described above. This section 
describes potential effects on terrestrial surface waters. As there are no surface water resources in the 
ROI, the potential for non-point source runoff from construction sites through storm drains is examined.  
 
Determination of Significance 
Violation of State water quality standards or permit conditions designed to minimize the potential effects 
of dewatering effluents and construction storm water runoff would constitute a significant adverse effect. 

Impacts 
 
No Action Alternative  
The No Action Alternative would have no direct or indirect, short-term or long-term, adverse effects on 
surface waters because there would be no construction under the No Action Alternative.  
 
Alternative 1 
Alternative 1 would have no direct or indirect, short-term or long-term, adverse effects on surface waters 
because there are no surface waters in the vicinity of proposed construction activities. Alternative 1 would 
require a grading, grubbing, and stockpiling permit from the City and County of Honolulu. Obtaining this 
permit would require a project-specific soil erosion control plan. With treatment of dewatering fluids as 
described below and the erosion control plan, no adverse effects to surface waters would occur as a result 
of the proposed project. The construction contractor would be required to comply with Section II (Storm 
Water Quality) of the City’s Rules Relating to Storm Drainage Standards. 
 
Alternative 2 
The potential effects of Alternative 2 would be the same as for Alternative 1.  
 
Alternative 3 
The potential effects of Alternative 3 would be the same as for Alternative 1.  
 
Alternative 4 (Preferred Alternative) 
The potential effects of Alternative 4 would be the same as for Alternative 1.  
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3.8.4.2 Groundwater 

Existing Conditions 
Ground water in the project area is anticipated to be found at or near sea level. Because of the proximity 
of the sites to the ocean and harbors, it is anticipated that groundwater levels would fluctuate with tidal 
changes. Rainfall landward of the sites may also affect groundwater levels. 
 
The project area is underlain by the Nu‘uanu Aquifer System, which is part of the Honolulu aquifer sector 
on the island of O‘ahu (Mink and Lau, 1990). This system includes an unconfined basal aquifer in 
sedimentary non-volcanic lithology. The groundwater in this aquifer is designated as currently used and 
has a moderate salinity (1,000 to 5,000 mg/l of chloride), and high total dissolved solids concentration. 
Close to the ocean the chloride level may reach 15,000 mg/l (equivalent to seawater). The groundwater is 
classified as neither drinking water nor ecologically important, replaceable, and with a high vulnerability 
to contamination. In the project area this aquifer is further underlain by a lower aquifer of the same 
system, the Honolulu Basal Aquifer, Nu‘uanu System. The aquifer is confined in flank compartments. 
The aquifer is currently being used as a drinking water source. The groundwater has a low salinity (250 to 
1,000 mg/l chloride) and is classified as being irreplaceable with a low vulnerability to contamination.  
 
In 1977, the Underground Injection Control (UIC) Line was established by the State of Hawai‘i as part of 
the Federal Safe Drinking Water Act (SDWA) to protect the quality of the State's underground sources of 
drinking water from pollution by subsurface disposal of spent fluids. The UIC Line separates aquifers or 
portions of aquifers that supply public or private drinking water from exempt aquifers (aquifers or 
portions of aquifers that do not supply drinking water and can accept spent fluids). The UIC program 
established rules regulating the location, construction, and operation of all injection wells. Injection wells 
on O‘ahu are permitted only seaward of the UIC Line. The UIC line in the project vicinity runs along 
King Street (HDOH, 1984). There are numerous injection wells for waste discharge into the caprock in 
central Honolulu, including those for thermal effluent, car-wash return, and rainwater. Pollutants in these 
discharges do not reach the Southern O‘ahu Basal Aquifer due to upward artesian pressure in this aquifer. 

Approach to Impact Analysis 
 
Methodology 
Construction plans for the seawater portion of the HSWAC system were evaluated for potential 
interactions with groundwater. Regulatory requirements for disposal of construction dewatering effluent 
were reviewed.  
 
Determination of Significance 
A significant effect would be one that changes contamination levels of groundwater or substantially 
changes demand on potable water resources.  

Impacts 
 
No Action Alternative  
The No Action Alternative would have no direct or indirect, short-term or long-term adverse effect on 
groundwater because there would be no construction under this alternative. 
 
Alternative 1 
Under Alternative 1, construction of the cooling station foundation and excavation of the jacking pit near 
the shoreline would require dewatering and appropriate treatment before discharge. Groundwater levels 
would be affected by tidal fluctuations due to the proximity to the shore, and the total quantity of water to 
be removed is currently unknown. However, the ROI for the Federal action lies seaward of the UIC line 
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where the uppermost aquifer is considered less valuable than deeper potable aquifers. 
 
Under Alternative 1, the dewatering effluent would be discharged under a National Pollutant Discharge 
Elimination System (NPDES) general permit. BMPs would be used to remove suspended particulates and 
meet all other permit requirements prior to discharge. Treatment may include settling ponds or tanks, 
filtration systems, or both. The method of treatment and disposal would be determined by the contractor 
after selection by the applicant, and so cannot be specified with certainty at this time. In any event, water 
would be tested to ensure that discharges would not exceed the limits for general water quality parameters 
and toxic contaminant parameters specified in the permit. Effects on groundwater levels would be 
temporary and extremely localized. Treatment as necessary of the extracted water before discharge would 
eliminate potential effects on the marine environment. 
 
Alternative 1 would have a direct, short-term, but less than significant adverse effect on groundwater as a 
result of dewatering operations during construction. 
 
Alternative 2 
The effects of Alternative 2 on groundwater would be the same as for Alternative 1.  
 
Alternative 3 
The effects of Alternative 3 on groundwater would be the same as for Alternative 1.  
 
Alternative 4 (Preferred Alternative) 
The effects of Alternative 4 on groundwater would be the same as for Alternative 1.  

3.8.5 Terrestrial Biota 

3.8.5.1 Existing Conditions 

Vegetation within the ROI consists of maintained plantings such as roadway medians, shoulders, and 
ruderal (weedy) patches.  
 
According to records maintained by the Hawai‘i Natural Heritage Program (NHP, 2003), no sightings of 
Federal or State threatened or endangered species have occurred in the ROI. 
 
White terns (fairy terns; Gygis alba) may be present in the ROI. The white tern population on O‘ahu was 
listed as threatened by the State of Hawai‘i in 1986 (Hawai‘i Administrative Rules, Title 13, Part 2, 
Chapter 124). This listing was presumably based on its limited distribution and small population size. 
Although the white tern is a common seabird that nests on many islands throughout the tropical and 
subtropical Pacific, Atlantic, and Indian Oceans (Harrison et al., 1983), including the NWHI, white terns 
were first documented on O‘ahu in 1961 according to Vanderwerf (2003).  
 
White terns are found scattered throughout urban and suburban areas of Honolulu on the southern shore 
of O‘ahu where a total of 694 adult white terns and 221 nests were observed from October 2001 through 
January 2003 (Vanderwerf, 2003). 

3.8.5.2 Approach to Analysis 

The focus of this EIS is the potential effects of the HSWAC system on waters of the U.S., and terrestrial 
biological resources within the ROI are limited. 

Methodology 
The presence of unique, rare or protected terrestrial biological resources in the ROI was investigated. As 
noted above, resources potentially at risk in the ROI were limited to white terns. 
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Determination of Significance 
A significant adverse effect would be disturbance to a white tern nest such that development of eggs or 
young was negatively affected.  

3.8.5.3 Impacts 

No Action Alternative  
The No Action Alternative would have no direct or indirect, short-term or long-term, adverse effect on 
terrestrial biota because there would be no construction under this alternative. 

Alternative 1 
Alternative 1 would have no direct or indirect, short-term or long-term, adverse effect on terrestrial biota. 
Although white terns are tolerant of people and noise, Vanderwerf (2003) recommends that construction 
projects that could disturb the birds be conducted during fall and early winter when fewer white terns are 
breeding, and in ways that minimize disturbance. White terns would be surveyed prior to construction in 
the ROI. If any were nesting within 100 feet of construction activity, noise and visual barriers would be 
used to prevent any disturbance to the birds. 

Alternative 2 
The effects of Alternative 2 would be the same as those of Alternative 1.  

Alternative 3 
The effects of Alternative 3 would be the same as those of Alternative 1.  

Alternative 4 (Preferred Alternative) 
The effects of Alternative 4 would be the same as those of Alternative 1.  

3.9 CUMULATIVE IMPACTS 

For purposes of this cumulative analysis, the HSWAC distribution system portion of the project is 
considered along with the seawater system. 

3.9.1 Archaeological, Historical and Cultural Resources 
None of the action alternatives would have any direct short-term or long-term adverse effects on known 
archaeological, historic or cultural resources and therefore would not contribute to cumulative adverse 
effects on these resources. All of the action alternatives would restrict uses of the construction areas at the 
‘Ewa end of Kaka‘ako Waterfront Park and offshore of the park and a portion of Ke‘ehi Lagoon for a 
period of months during microtunneling, excavation of the breakout pit, assembly of the pipelines and 
pipeline installation. However, there would be no long-term use restrictions placed on any of these areas 
and no traditional or cultural uses would be affected as the area was formerly submerged lands and is now 
reclaimed fast land. It is possible that the State of Hawai‘i’s proposed interisland electrical cable could be 
routed close to the project area to make landfall within Honolulu Harbor. In that event, some restriction of 
uses in the area during cable installation would be likely, but that also would be a temporary situation. In 
the long-term, there would be no change to accessibility of the offshore area, nor would any traditional or 
cultural uses be restricted.  
 
Implementation of any of the action alternatives could have a potential long-term beneficial impact to 
fishing as a result of marine community development on the HSWAC pipes and supporting structures. 
Cumulatively, this could help offset depletion of nearshore fisheries resources as has been experienced 
around O‘ahu in recent decades and enhance traditional fishing opportunities. 
 
Installation of the freshwater distribution system would involve tunneling beneath and trenching in 
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resources are possible. With regard to the route of the distribution system under the four action 
alternatives, the only difference would be that under Alternative 2, the initial segment of the distribution 
system would be routed under Forrest Avenue and South Street, rather than under Keawe Street. The 
Keawe Street route has a high probability of finding cultural remains, but the Forrest/South route has a 
moderate probability of finding cultural remains. The remainder of the routes would be the same.  
 
Historic architectural properties within the APE would not be significantly affected by any of the action 
alternatives. The proposed pipeline route would connect to three and pass near six of 72 historic 
properties in the APE; the total number includes register sites, register district properties, eligible 
properties, and historic properties. In all cases where connection to the HSWAC would occur, the 
distribution pipes would be connected to existing utility systems upon installation. There may be 
temporary alteration of the ground surfaces adjacent to these buildings as the pipeline trenching is 
conducted, but such alterations would be temporary and would be mitigated by restoring the ground 
surface and any landscaping. The HSWAC Project would not have any permanent physical or visual 
effects to historic buildings. Two register properties merit additional discussion; they are the Hawai‘i 
State Capitol and Grounds, and Honolulu Hale and Grounds.  
 
The preferred route of the distribution pipeline places one segment running from Richards Street along 
the pedestrian mall on the makai side of the Capitol building, within the grassy margin between the 
sidewalk and the ‘Iolani Palace property. The current walkway is on what used to be a portion of Hotel 
Street, in use until the mid-1960s when construction of the Capitol began. On the ‘ewa or west side of the 
Capitol building, the pipeline would penetrate the Capitol’s structure beneath the reflecting pool, and 
extend into the underground parking area where it would be routed in two directions to serve other public 
and private customers. 
 
First, a pipeline would extend east, along the ceiling to the vehicular entrance on Punchbowl Street. At the 
vehicular entrance, the pipeline would again be buried, and trenching for this installation would be done 
along one of the traffic lanes of the vehicular entrance, across Punchbowl Street, and down a traffic lane 
of the vehicular entrance to the Kalanimoku Building (state offices), which would also be included in the 
HSWAC distribution system. A second pipeline would extend mauka or north along the Miller Street 
corridor in order to serve the State Department of Education (DOE) building and the Queen’s Hospital 
area. Like the Kalanimoku routing, the pipeline would be routed along the ceiling of the Capitol’s 
underground parking garage, emerge on the Capitol grounds to go across Beretania Street, and then be 
installed along the Miller Street pedestrian mall on the side of the Department of Health (HDOH) 
building, in order to avoid Washington Place and its grounds. The pipeline would then cross over to 
provide service to the DOE building and then to Queen’s Hospital. The Beretania and Miller Street 
pipeline installations would be carried out through trenching. 
 
The Hawai‘i State Capitol and Grounds are contributing properties to the Hawai‘i Capitol Historic 
District, although they are not historic in age. The Capitol was constructed in the mid-1960s and 
dedicated in 1969. At the time of its construction, the entire parcel upon which it sits was excavated in 
order to accommodate both the capitol building and the underground parking areas. The entire area that 
would be impacted by the HSWAC installation was previously and extensively disturbed during 
construction of the Capitol building and associated parking areas. Any alterations due to trenching would 
be temporary and could be completely mitigated by replacing ground cover and landscaping. Insertion of 
the pipeline into the Capitol building would be below current ground surface, and not visible once it is in 
place. Consequently, it is believed that the HSWAC undertaking would have no effect on the State 
Capitol or grounds. Similarly, excavations along the Miller Street corridor beside the HDOH building, to 
the DOE building, and to the Queen’s Hospital complex would have no effect on historic properties.  
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Honolulu Hale was originally constructed in 1929; the building and its grounds are contributing 
properties to the Hawai‘i Capitol Historic District. Designed by renowned Hawai‘i architects C.W. 
Dickey, Hart Wood and others. The California-Spanish style building was dedicated in 1929. The original 
building underwent a planned expansion in 1951 with the addition of two three-story wings on the mauka 
side of the existing structure. Through the 1960s, Hotel Street continued to exist as a vehicular route; its 
right-of-way overlaps with what is now a pedestrian walkway on the mauka side of Honolulu Hale, 
extending from Punchbowl Street towards the Frank F. Fasi Municipal Building, a 15-story office tower 
constructed to the east of Honolulu Hale and the Kalanimoku Building in 1975. At that time, the 
walkways and lawn areas between these government buildings were modified into the configuration seen 
today. 
 
Honolulu Hale would be serviced by the HSWAC system and current routing shows the distribution 
pipeline going across the lawn area immediately mauka of the building, with open trenching being used to 
install the pipe. The HSWAC pipeline would be connected to existing utility systems and would not 
require any additional structures or appurtenances that would modify the appearance of Honolulu Hale or 
its grounds. There would be a temporary alteration to the grounds as trenching occurs but this would be 
mitigated through restoration of the ground surface and landscaping upon completion of excavations.  
 
Using the data from previous archaeological reports, a map was developed illustrating areas of relative 
sensitivity for encountering subsurface cultural sites, including human burials, within the APE. Figure 3-
34 shows the pipeline distribution routes for the action alternatives as they are assessed for the likelihood 
of encountering subsurface cultural sites. The green color indicates areas of expected low probability, the 
orange color corresponds to a moderate probability of finds, and red indicates an area of high probability 
of subsurface finds. Currently, most of the installation for the pipeline would be done through open 
trenching along existing roadways and sidewalks. The only exceptions to this would be short, trenched 
corridors that go from a main pipeline to an individual building, and the segment that traverses Ala 
Moana Boulevard, which would be done through microtunneling.  
 
A number of segments of the distribution pipeline are deemed to be of low probability for finding 
subsurface cultural sites, as indicated by the record of previous finds and studies. These areas include 
portions of the Bishop, King, and Merchant Street corridors, as shown on Figure 3-34, and the entire 
Miller Street corridor between the State Capitol and the Queen’s Hospital complex. In addition, trenching 
on the grounds of the Capitol and Honolulu Hale are deemed to be of low probability for finding 
subsurface deposits. In view of the multiple episodes of relatively recent construction in these areas, and 
the lack of any evidence for subsurface cultural deposits being present in these locations, it is believed 
that the HSWAC pipeline installations would have no effect on Honolulu Hale or the State Capitol and 
their grounds. The trenching for the pipeline segment between the cooling station and the makai side of 
Ala Moana Boulevard is also an area of low probability for subsurface finds since this is filled land, all 
excavation would take place within fill, and there is no history of prior finds in this part of Kaka‘ako. 
 
Areas of moderate probability of encountering subsurface cultural sites are shown on Figure 3-34 as 
including the following: 

x Portions of Merchant and Bishop Streets on either side of the intersection; 
x The portion of Alakea Street makai of the intersection with Queen Street; 
x The portion of Richards Street from Hotel Street makai to the intersection with Merchant Street; 
x The connecting trench to the U.S. Post Office, Custom House, and Court House; 
x Pipeline segments through the Honuakaha section of Kaka‘ako, from the intersection of 

Halekauwila and Punchbowl Streets makai to the intersection of Pohukaina and Punchbowl 
Streets, east along Pohukaina Street to Keawe Street, and makai on Keawe Street to the 
intersection with Auahi Street. 
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The area of high probability for encountering subsurface cultural sites is believed to be Keawe Street from 
its intersection with Auahi Street to Ala Moana Boulevard. The applicant’s Preferred Alternative is to 
microtunnel under this segment to avoid contact with cultural remains as well as to eliminate impacts to 
traffic on Ala Moana Boulevard. The distribution system route for Alternative 2 would be microtunneled 
under Ala Moana Boulevard, but along a Forrest Avenue/South Street alignment, to minimize traffic 
impacts. 
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Figure 3-34:  Distribution of Archaeological Probability Zones in the APE 
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Given the above information, the proposed HSWAC pipeline system may have an “adverse effect” on 
subsurface cultural sites that may be present in the portions of the APE that are deemed of moderate to 
high probability for encountering sites. In view of these facts, the applicant’s consultant recommended 
that the areas of moderate and high probability for finding subsurface cultural sites undergo on-site 
archaeological monitoring during trenching done for the HSWAC. An archaeological monitoring plan has 
been prepared by the applicant and accepted by DLNR. With implementation of the measures specified 
therein, the proposed undertaking would have “no adverse effect” on significant historic sites. 
 
Consulting parties in the CIA provided a great deal of information on Kaka‘ako’s past and the 
communities who lived there. They also identified several concerns with regard to the potential for 
finding or disturbing cultural sites during the HSWAC project, including the discovery of human burials. 
In general, consulting parties acknowledged that former burial locations are now largely unknown, thus it 
is difficult to predict where they might be encountered. One participant noted that in the old days people 
generally buried their dead “on the side of their house.” Another participant also mentioned the previous 
find of numerous burials associated with Kawaiaha‘o Cemetery when Queen Street underwent 
improvements in the 1980s.  
 
Participants in the CIA identified sacred places and precincts within the APE. A heiau (name unknown) 
was formerly in the vicinity of Point Panic, and a sacred pond (now filled in) was in the vicinity of Koula 
and Auahi Streets. The pond, according to the CIA participant, was a place for ali‘i to prepare for ritual 
sacrifices. These places and others were part of what one CIA participant called a Sacred Triangle that 
H[WHQGHG� IURP�0RDQDOXD�RQ� WKH�ZHVW� WR�0ƗQRD� RQ� WKH� HDVW�PDNDL� WR� WKH� FRUDO� IODWV� XQGHUO\LQJ� µ,RODQL�
Palace and nearby properties. This view of the landscape is still held by project participants and others; 
while they do not necessarily object to modern changes, they do not believe such change has eliminated 
the sacred and traditional realities of the landscape that they were taught to respect.  
 
Based on the results of the historical, archaeological, and cultural impact studies, the applicant’s 
consultant made the following recommendations to mitigate potential impacts. None of the architectural 
properties identified in this study would be adversely affected by installation of the HSWAC components, 
including the pipeline system. Nonetheless, Chapter 6E-10, HRS, requires that SHPD review and concur 
with any activity affecting historic properties owned by the State, particularly those on the Register. 
Currently, none of the privately-owned properties within the APE that are listed on the HRHP or NRHP 
would be affected by HSWAC activities. Should any such properties be included in future planning for 
the project, they may fall under the jurisdiction of Chapter 6E-10, HRS, which governs SHPD review of 
activities affecting privately-owned historic property on the HRHP. Thus, it was recommended by the 
applicant’s consultant that SHPD be given the opportunity to review and concur with any portions of the 
HSWAC project that may affect privately-owned and State-owned historic properties on the HRHP. 
Finally, in order to ensure that no architectural properties are adversely affected by the HSWAC project, it 
was recommended by the applicant’s consultant that any ground surfaces and landscaping associated with 
any historic building be restored to their original condition if they are disturbed by trenching or other 
activities.  
 
With respect to archaeological resources, under any of the action alternatives, there is potential for 
encountering subsurface cultural sites within the APE, particularly during trenching for installation of the 
HSWAC distribution pipelines. A number of locations on the pipeline route have a low sensitivity of 
encountering subsurface sites; in these areas, the proposed undertaking would have no effect on 
significant archaeological sites, and the applicant proposes no further measures at this time. 
 
Along pipeline segments deemed to be of moderate and high sensitivity for encountering subsurface sites, 
the proposed HSWAC pipeline system may have an “adverse effect” on such sites. Consequently, in areas 
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of moderate and high sensitivity for finding subsurface cultural sites the applicant proposes to conduct on-
site archaeological monitoring during trenching. 

3.9.2 Built Resources and Human Uses 
In the short-term, potential cumulative impacts of any of the action alternatives would be most likely to 
arise as a consequence of installation of the distribution system within the streets of Kaka‘ako and 
downtown, and be manifested as an increase in traffic congestion. In development of the preferred 
distribution system route, the applicant consulted HCDA and the City and County of Honolulu about 
projects with entitlements that could be under construction within the same time frame as installation of 
the HSWAC distribution system. Additionally, future projects that would require major street excavations 
in areas being considered for installation of the HSWAC distribution system were investigated. The 
greatest potential for future conflicts in use of street rights-of-ways is the proposed Honolulu rapid transit 
project. Once the proposed route for the rapid transit system was announced, it was compared with what 
was then the applicant’s preferred HSWAC route and conflicts were apparent along Halekauwila Street. 
Consequently, the HSWAC route was modified to avoid streets that would be used for the rapid transit 
route. With this route modification, potential cumulative impacts on the built environment would be 
minimized. Still, with project schedules in flux, other potential developments possibly coming on line, 
and emergency repairs being necessary at unpredictable times, cumulative effects on traffic in the ROI 
could be significant. The applicant intends to mitigate this to the extent possible by scheduling trenching 
where it would contribute least to cumulative traffic impacts considering the real time distribution of 
traffic obstructions.  
 
Short-term cumulative impacts to human uses, specifically recreational uses, would be the same as 
described above for traditional and cultural uses. There would be short-term restrictions to uses of the 
offshore marine environment, but long-term opportunities for fishing and diving would be enhanced, 
possibly offsetting losses or deterioration of opportunities elsewhere. 
 
Operations of the HSWAC system would substantially reduce the amount of electricity needed for air 
conditioning in the downtown area. According to the applicant, the proposed project would reduce the 
annual emissions from fossil fuel consumption by the following estimated amounts14: 

x Carbon Dioxide (CO2) Emissions - 83,000 tons/year 
x Volatile Organic Compounds (VOC) Emissions - 5 tons/year 
x Carbon Monoxide (CO) Emissions - 28 tons/year 
x Particulate Matter under 10 microns (PM10) Emissions - 19 tons/year 
x Nitrogen Oxides (NOx ) Emissions - 169 tons/year 
x Sulfur Oxides (SOx) Emissions - 165 tons/year 

 
Chillers currently in use by customers of the proposed project services would no longer be needed; 
refrigerants would be removed from the equipment and the possibility of their escape to the atmosphere 
would be eliminated.  
 
In addition, SWAC reduces the amount of heat released to the environment (ocean and atmosphere). 
Electricity production is only about 32% efficient; the rest of the energy is rejected as waste heat (cooling 
water + stack gas losses + radiation and other minor losses). SWAC reduces thermal pollution of the 
environment by about 40% compared with conventional, electricity-powered air conditioning systems 
(see Appendix C for this calculation).  
 
On a long-term basis, there would be a beneficial but negligible effect on climate change and its 
consequent effects such as sea level rise by the reduction of GHG emissions resulting from 
                                                      
14 Calculations of these amounts are described in Appendix C. 
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implementation of any of the action alternatives. The proposed project is too small to have an appreciable 
influence over global trends. The facilities, however, would be susceptible to the same forces potentially 
affecting other coastal structures in Hawai‘i. That is, as sea level rises, high waves, hurricanes, and 
tsunami will be able to penetrate further inland. In addition, the coastal groundwater table is likely to rise 
and perhaps extend above ground level, leading to flooding. The physical effects of sea level rise fall into 
five categories: 

1. Marine inundation of low-lying developed areas including coastal roads, 
2. Erosion of beaches and bluffs, 
3. Salt intrusion into aquifers and surface ecosystems, 
4. Higher water tables, and 
5. Increased flooding and storm damage due to heavy rainfall. 

 
Sea level rise is the product of (1) melting ice on Antarctica, Greenland, and among alpine glaciers, and 
(2) thermal expansion of seawater due to surface warming. Studies of both factors and satellite 
observations put the rate of rise at about 3.5 mm/yr. At the anticipated 50-year life span of the project, 
that would mean a 17.5 cm, or a little less than 7 inches, rise in sea level. Other estimates put the rise at 
0.5 to 1.4 m by the end of the 21st century. That would mean that over the next 50 years, sea level could 
rise from about 0.28 to 0.78 m (~ 0.9 to 2.6 feet). The HSWAC system would employ a dry sump, direct 
connect type of cooling station, so the seawater circulation system would not be affected by changes in 
sea level of this magnitude. The cool water distribution system would also be a closed system, some of 
which would be installed beneath the water table. If the water table were to rise, more of the distribution 
lines would be under water, but unless a leak occurred, that would not be a concern. The distribution 
system would be pressurized and constantly monitored for leaks so intrusion of groundwater would be 
prevented. Direct effects of sea level rise on the HSWAC system during its anticipated life span would be 
negligible. Indirect effects could result in two ways. If the sea level rise were to incapacitate the electric 
utility, there would not be enough emergency power at the cooling station to run the auxiliary chillers and 
somewhat warmer water would have to be supplied to customers. Because sea level rise will occur 
gradually, however, it is highly likely that the electric utility would take the necessary actions to insure a 
reliable supply to its customers. A more unpredictable indirect effect could result from the potential for 
more and larger storm events. The HSWAC system would be designed and constructed to withstand 
extreme events, however, both the utility infrastructure and the customer buildings likely would be more 
susceptible to storm damage. With an electrical outage in the HSWAC service area, cooling water could 
still be delivered to customer buildings, but without electricity, downtown buildings would not be 
operational. Some cooling might still be desirable to inhibit damage from humidity and growth of 
mildew, but if windows have been broken, cooling would be ineffectual. In conclusion, it is likely that the 
HSWAC system would be less susceptible to storm damage than either the supporting electrical 
infrastructure or customer buildings, meaning that effects on surrounding elements of the built 
environment would be more likely to affect the capacity and need for cooling than a direct effect on the 
HSWAC system. 

3.9.3 Social and Economic Resources 
Any of the action alternatives would have beneficial effects on system customers, i.e., private sector 
building owners and government agencies, both of which are currently experiencing escalating utilities 
costs. In addition, building owners are experiencing increasing vacancies and decreasing rental rates 
while government agencies are being forced to trim budgets due to tax shortfalls. The cumulative effect of 
the HSWAC project would be to help alleviate the economic pressures on building owners arising from 
the current economic recession.  
 
Cumulative effects on O‘ahu’s electric rate payers would also be beneficial as implementation of the 
HSWAC project would eliminate about one year of HECO’s projected load growth. This reduced need for 
expensive new electricity generation capacity would help to keep O‘ahu’s electric rates lower for longer. 
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Hawai‘i’s unemployment rate, especially in the construction trades, has increased dramatically in the 
recession. HSWAC construction would help offset these losses for the approximately one-year period of 
construction. Over the long-term, implementation of the HSWAC project would benefit the local 
economy in terms of output, local spending, earnings, jobs and tax revenues. These benefits would 
cumulatively augment any other projects or actions with economic stimulus benefits undertaken during 
the life of the HSWAC project.  

3.9.4 Visual Resources 
Implementation of Alternatives 1, 3, or 4 would have no cumulative effect on visual resources. The only 
visible portion of the system would be the cooling station, which would be located at a site visible only 
from the immediately surrounding streets. The intention of the land owner is to develop immediately 
adjacent parcels so that ultimately, at most, only the narrow sides of the cooling station facing Keawe and 
Coral Streets would be visible. The cooling station under Alternative 2 would be located on Pier 1, an 
industrial setting characterized by aging warehouses and a container terminal. Erection of a new, modern 
building in this setting could be part of waterfront redevelopment that would improve the visual setting of 
the harbor as viewed from Kaka‘ako Waterfront Park or from vessels (including cruise ships) entering 
Honolulu Harbor.  

3.9.5 Natural Hazards 
Natural hazards could affect any of the action alternatives and the potential cumulative effects of a given 
incident would depend on a number of things including the nature of the natural hazard, its effects on the 
facility and its effects on the surrounding regional infrastructure. The cooling station site for Alternatives 
1, 3, and 4 is within the designated flood zone, and facilities could also be affected directly or indirectly 
by an earthquake or tsunami. If the cooling station were rendered inoperable it would be likely that other 
coastal infrastructure would also be rendered inoperable. Such infrastructure would include electricity 
generating stations as well as customer buildings. In the case of a wide-spread power outage, customer 
buildings likely would remain unoccupied and cooling demands accordingly low. In the event of a 
localized power outage, the seawater and distribution pumps would operate for a time on emergency 
generators, but if the event were sustained and available fuel consumed, the system would cease to 
function. The power necessary to operate auxiliary chillers cannot be supplied from the emergency 
generators, so under outage conditions, cooling water would be supplied to customer buildings at a 
slightly higher temperature. 
 
The Alternative 2 cooling station site is partly in a flood hazard zone and also would be susceptible to 
damage from a tsunami or earthquake. 

3.9.6 Marine Resources 
The project area has been subject to repeated historical discharges of dredged materials, regulated and 
unregulated, and that has in large measure determined the nature of the biotic community. In addition, 
0ƗPDOD� %D\� UHFHLYHV� WKH� GLVFKDUJHV� IURP� QXPHURXV� VWUHDPV�� FDQDOV� DQG� VWRUP� GUDLQV�� ZKLFK� GUDLQ�
industrial, commercial and residential areas. Incinerator waste and other unburned waste were used to fill 
a section of shoreline. Treated and untreated domestic sewage has been dumped in the area for decades 
(Section 3.3.3.1). Anthropogenic debris, including discarded military munitions, litters the seafloor in the 
area (Section 3.7.2.1). Waves and currents resuspend sand and mobilize rubble, which scours the bottom 
keeping the benthic community in an early successional stage. Little solid substratum exists for 
recruitment by sessile benthic organisms and there is little shelter for fish.   
 
For any of the action alternatives, in the area of the breakout pit, the soft bottom would be replaced by a 
concrete cap covering the connections between pipes in the microtunnel and the surface mounted pipes. 
The seafloor beneath each of the anchor collars would be covered. In all cases, however, the concrete 
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would provide a more stable substratum for coral and other sessile benthic organism colonization than the 
existing unconsolidated bottom which is seasonally subject to scouring by rock and coral fragment 
movements associated with high surf events. The net effect of the HSWAC installation on marine 
resources is expected to increase coral colonization opportunities as well as increase vertical relief, which 
would likely provide benefits to fish production. Cumulatively, these beneficial effects would offset to a 
limited extent coral reef losses and fishery resource depletion around O‘ahu caused by other factors such 
as sediment runoff and increasing fishing effort. In a temporal sense, however, there would be a lag 
between completion of the seawater system installation and recruitment of benthic organisms and fish to 
and around the structures. Fish, being highly motile, would be expected to recruit to the structures first. 
Sessile invertebrates such as corals would recruit opportunistically, but coral cover would develop over a 
period of years. 
 
At the depth of the seawater return discharge, historical influences have included disposal of debris and 
bottomfish fishing. A small area of the bottom around the diffuser could experience a phase shift wherein 
organisms typically found in deeper, colder water could prevail. The discharge would likely include some 
quantity of remains of entrained organisms, which would provide a food subsidy for other organisms in 
the vicinity, possibly including bottomfish.  
 
Debris has also historically been disposed of at the depth and in the vicinity of the proposed intake 
location. Without this man-made debris, the substratum in this zone would be predominantly sediment 
with small pebbles. The dumping of man-made debris, particularly metal objects such as ordnance and 
framework, has provided the majority of hard substratum found at these depths. It follows that the density 
of hard substratum filter-feeders such as Brisinga panopla and Regadrella sp, is undoubtedly much higher 
than it was prior to human perturbation. Most of these hard objects were relatively small, whereas the 
pipe alone would provide 2.11 ha of continuous hard surface. Assuming the pipe material is suitable for 
colonization by attached as well as unattached invertebrates, the pipe route should experience an increase 
in the number of hard substratum specialists including deep water corals, anemones, and sponges. Given 
that the total amount of similar habitat within depths of 400-550m south of Honolulu and Pearl Harbor is 
over 9,779 ha, the increase in hard substratum by the pipe should be insignificant to the community as a 
whole. 
 
To minimize the potential for the proposed activities to cause or promote the introduction or spread of 
aquatic invasive species, USACE would include the following as special conditions of the DA permit, if 
issued: 

x To minimize the potential to cause or promote the introduction of spread of invasive species, 
prior to the start of in-water work, the applicant must thoroughly clean each vessel used for in-
water work. The cleaning of each vessel must include appropriate steps to minimize the 
introduction or spread of invasive species from ballast water discharge, ballast sediments, and 
hull fouling. 

x The applicant must thoroughly clean the remotely operated vehicle (ROV) used during pipeline 
GHSOR\PHQW�SULRU�WR�HDFK�XVH�LQ�+DZDLދL�ZDWHUV��)ROORZLQJ�HDFK�XVH��WKH�DSSOLFDQW�PXVW�VWRUH�WKH�
ROV dry. 

3.9.7 Terrestrial Resources 
With the respective proposed mitigation measures in place, none of the action alternatives would 
adversely affect living or nonliving terrestrial resources and thus would have no cumulative adverse 
effects. 
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3.10 COMPARISON OF THE ECONOMIC OPERATING PARAMETERS AND ENVIRONMENTAL 
EFFECTS OF THE ALTERNATIVES 

Table 3-22 compares key economic operating parameters of the applicant’s preferred alternative with 
those of the No Action Alternative. Table 3-23 summarizes the environmental effects of the action 
alternatives.  
 

Table 3-22:  Comparison of Economic Operating Parameters of the Preferred and No Action Alternatives   

Parameter Applicant’s Preferred 
Alternative 

No Action Alternative 
(Conventional Cooling) 

Energy Consumption 
(kWh/yr) 22,800,000 100,300,000 

Electrical Demand (kW) 8,400 23,100 
Crude Oil (bbl/yr) 52,600 231,600 
Potable Water Consumption 
(gallons/yr) 1,000,000 261,000,000 

Sewage Generation 
(gallons/yr) 10,000 84,100,000 

CO2 Emissions (tons/yr) 24,900 109,700 
Class 1 Ozone-Depleting 
Substances in Use TBD TBD 

Cooling Tower Treatment 
Chemicals Used TBD TBD 

Local Spending  
(over 26.5 years) $476,300,000 $183,500,000 

Output (over 26.5 years) $806,700,000 $323,000,000 
Earnings  
(over 26.5 years) $246,800,000 $80,800,000 

Jobs (full-time equivalent 
person-years over 26.5 
years) 

4,951 1,101 

State Tax Revenues  
(over 26.5 years) $39,000,000 $15,000,000 
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Table 3-23:  Comparison of the Effects of the Action Alternatives  

  Alternative 1 Alternative 2 Alternative 3 Alternative 4 (Applicant’s Preferred) 
Resource Direct Indirect Cumulative Direct Indirect Cumulative Direct Indirect Cumulative Direct Indirect Cumulative 

  ST LT ST LT ST LT ST LT ST LT ST LT ST LT ST LT ST LT ST LT ST LT ST LT 
Cultural L N N B N B L N N B N B L N N B N B L N N B N B 
Archaeological N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N 
Historic N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N 
Harbors N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N 
Shipping N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N 
Navigation SM N N N N N SM N N N N N SM N N N N N SM N N N N N 
Pipelines N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N 
Outfalls N N N B N B N N N B N B N N N B N B N N N B N B 
Dump Sites N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N 
Recreation L N L B L B S S L B L B L N L B L B L N L B L B 
Ocean Research N N N B N B S S S S L S N N N B N B N N N B N B 
Comm. Fishing L N L B N B L N L B N B L N L B N B L N L B N B 
Military Ops N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N 
Potable Water L B N B N B L B N B N B L B N B N B L B N B N B 
Electricity L B N B N B L B N B N B L B N B N B L B N B N B 
Wastewater L B N B N B L B N B N B L B N B N B L B N B N B 
Solid Waste L N N N N N L N N N N N L N N N N N L N N N N N 
Noise S N N B N B S N N B N B S N N B N B S N N B N B 
Haz/Toxics SM N N B N B SM N N B N B SM N N B N B SM N N B N B 
Traffic L N N N L N L N N N L N L N N N L N L N N N L N 
Health/Safety L N N N N N L N N N N N L N N N N N L N N N N N 
Socioeconomic B B B B B B B B B B B B B B B B B B B B B B B B 
Visual L N N N N N L N N N N N L N N N N N L N N N N N 
Natural Hazards SM SM L L L L SM SM L L L L SM SM L L L L SM SM L L L L 
Mar. Geology L N N N N N L N N N N N L N N N N N L N N N N N 
Tides/Currents L N N N N N L N N N S N L N N N N N L N N N N N 
Water Quality SM SM N B N B SM SM N B N B SM SM N B N B SM SM N B N B 
Benthic Biota L S L B L L SM S L B L L L SM L B L L L L L B L L 
Pelagic Biota L L L L L L L L L L L L L L L L L L L L L L L L 
Protected Spp. SM L N N N N SM L N N N N SM L N N N N SM L N N N N 
EFH L SM L B L L SM SM S B L L L SM L B L L L L L B L L 
Terres. Geology N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N 
Climate L B N N N B L B N N N B L B N N N B L B N N N B 
Air Quality L N N B N B L N N B N B L N N B N B L N N B N B 
Surface Water N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N 
Groundwater L N N B N B L N N B N B L N N B N B L N N B N B 
Terres. Biota N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N 
Notes: ST = Short-Term; LT = Long-Term; S = Potentially Significant Adverse Effect; SM = Potentially Significant Adverse Effect Mitigable to Less Than Significant; L = Less Than Significant Adverse Effect; 
N = No Effect; B = Beneficial Effect 
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CHAPTER 4.  
ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT ISSUES 

4.1 RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN LOCAL SHORT-TERM USES OF THE ENVIRONMENT AND 
MAINTENANCE OF LONG-TERM PRODUCTIVITY 

The construction phase of the HSWAC project would have both positive and negative short-term impacts 
on several environmental resources. Marine habitats, communities, and productivity would be negatively 
affected by installation of intake and return pipes and appurtenant hardware. In the long-term, however, 
marine habitats, communities, and productivity would recover. The presence of the pipe structures would 
provide additional benthic habitat in a historically degraded area subject to seasonal impacts by high surf 
events. Construction of the cooling station and installation of the distribution system would be 
accompanied by noise, dust and some disruption of vehicular traffic flows. On the other hand, 
construction activities would result in direct, indirect, and induced employment opportunities with 
concomitant provision of personal income, increased corporate revenues, and increased government tax 
revenues. The negative short-term impacts associated with the construction activities would be necessary 
to realize the long-term benefits of the HSWAC project. These include reduction of petroleum imports, 
reduction of impacts to air and water quality associated with production of electricity, reduction of 
potable water use, reduction of wastewater generation, reduction in the use of ozone-depleting substances, 
as well as the economic benefits to be realized by HSWAC customers and O‘ahu rate-payers in general. 

4.2 IRREVERSIBLE AND IRRETRIEVABLE COMMITMENTS OF RESOURCES 

Irreversible and irretrievable commitments of resources required to implement the HSWAC project 
include the human productivity expended in planning, constructing, and operating the system; much of 
the construction materials and hardware used in the system (although some could be recycled); the fuels 
and lubricants used in vehicles and equipment (some could be recycled); and the oil burned in producing 
electricity for those components of the system requiring it (pumps, auxiliary chillers, etc.). 

4.3 ENERGY REQUIREMENTS AND CONSERVATION POTENTIAL OF THE ALTERNATIVES AND 
MITIGATION MEASURES 

Energy in the form of petroleum would be required for construction vehicles and equipment, and for 
conversion into electricity for construction and operation of the HSWAC system. However, a major 
objective of the project is to reduce O‘ahu’s dependence on fossil fuels. Any of the action alternatives 
would save approximately 75% of the energy associated with operation of individual air conditioning 
systems in large downtown buildings compared to the No Action Alternative.  

4.4 URBAN QUALITY, HISTORIC AND CULTURAL RESOURCES AND THE DESIGN OF THE BUILT 
ENVIRONMENT, INCLUDING THE RE-USE AND CONSERVATION POTENTIAL OF THE 
ALTERNATIVES AND MITIGATION MEASURES 

The only portion of the HSWAC system potentially visible in the urban setting would be the cooling 
station, which under Alternatives 1, 3 or 4 would be hidden from mauka views to the ocean by an 
adjacent massive building. The design of the built environment in downtown Honolulu would not be 
negatively affected. Under Alternative 2, the cooling station would lie within an industrial harbor setting 
where views are currently obstructed by existing warehouses. Urban quality may be incrementally 
improved by reduction of waste heat from numerous downtown cooling towers. Known historic and 
cultural resources would be avoided, and appropriate mitigation measures would be employed should 
there be inadvertent discoveries of such resources during construction of the cooling station or installation 
of the distribution system. Any of the action alternatives would have a number of conservation benefits, 
including reductions in consumption of fossil fuels, electricity, and potable water. Refrigerant compounds 
from deactivated individual chiller units could be recycled. 
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4.5 CULTURAL RESOURCES AND CONSERVATION POTENTIAL OF THE ALTERNATIVES  

The HSWAC project is not expected to affect known cultural resources. The approved archaeological 
monitoring plan would be implemented during construction. As appropriate, any discovered resources 
would be preserved, protected, salvaged, and/or documented. Should human burials be discovered the 
approved plan for dealing with remains would be implemented.  
 
Based on available information, including the applicant’s approved Archaeological Monitoring Plan, the 
USACE has made its determination of effect (per 33 CFR Part 325, Appendix C) and concluded the 
coordination required to fulfill its responsibilities pursuant to Section 106 of the National Historic 
Preservation Act. The USACE has determined that the proposed undertaking, with incorporation of the 
monitoring requirements of the applicant’s approved archaeological monitoring plan as a condition of any 
issued DA permit, would result in “no historic properties adversely affected.” 

4.6 POSSIBLE CONFLICTS BETWEEN THE PROPOSED ACTION AND THE OBJECTIVES OF 
FEDERAL, STATE AND LOCAL LAND USE PLANS, POLICIES AND CONTROLS FOR THE AREA 
CONCERNED 

The HSWAC project would not conflict with any Federal, State or local land use plan, policy or control, 
although variances would be sought for noise from night construction and shoreline setback during pipe 
staging. The project would further the objectives of numerous plans and policies, including the Hawai‘i 
State Plan, the Hawai‘i Coastal Zone Management Plan, the Hawai‘i Ocean Resources Management plan, 
the Kaka‘ako Community Development District Makai Area Plan and the City and County of Honolulu 
General Plan and Primary Urban Center Development Plan. 

4.7 NATURAL OR DEPLETABLE RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS AND CONSERVATION POTENTIAL 
OF THE ALTERNATIVES AND MITIGATION MEASURES 

A major objective of the HSWAC project is to reduce the use of depletable natural resources (fossil fuels) 
by substitution of renewable natural resources (cold seawater). Implementation of the applicant’s 
preferred alternative or any of the other action alternatives would result in significant savings of fossil 
fuels and potable water.  

4.8 UNAVOIDABLE ADVERSE IMPACTS 

Construction of the cooling station and installation of the distribution system would be accompanied by 
increased noise (Section 3.3.9), dust (Section 3.8.3) and traffic congestion (Section 3.3.11). Offshore 
construction would create turbidity at the receiving pit and where anchors impact the bottom (Section 
3.7.4). Marine organisms within the footprint of the receiving pit would perish. Epifauna in the footprints 
of the collars would be crushed and infauna smothered (Section 3.7.5.1). Once operational, the system 
would impact water quality (Section 3.7.4) and marine biota within a defined ZOM (Section 3.7.5). The 
seawater return flows would be lower in temperature and dissolved oxygen concentrations and higher in 
dissolved inorganic nutrient concentrations. A ZOM would be sought to authorize an area in which 
adequate dilution could occur. Due to the very sparse coral cover in the vicinity of the microtunnel 
breakout point and along the seaward path of the pipes, construction activities would potentially affect a 
small number of living coral colonies.  

4.9 MITIGATION MEASURES TO AVOID AND MINIMIZE ADVERSE IMPACTS  

According to the applicant, impact mitigation for the HSWAC project began in earliest planning with the 
decision to use some form of trenchless technology to route pipes beneath the nearshore area and under 
major roadways. Planning and engineering design for the project also incorporated decisions about siting, 
routing, construction methods, etc., which had the effect of reducing the potential impacts of the project. 
For example, the decision to surface-mount the seawater pipes on concrete collars minimized the potential 
impacts to water quality and marine communities from laying the pipes directly on the seafloor. The 
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proposed microtunnel breakout point was selected to avoid coral-dominated communities. The breakout 
point under any of the action alternatives would be within the biotope of dredged rubble where sand and 
rubble predominate and corals are very sparse.  
 
Specific mitigation measures were developed to address unavoidable and avoidable potential impacts to 
archaeological, marine biological and terrestrial biological resources, navigation, recreation, utilities, 
marine and surface water quality, noise, air quality, and traffic. These are summarized in the following 
paragraphs. 
 
Potential impacts to archaeological and cultural resources would be mitigated through implementation of 
an “Archaeological Monitoring Plan,” which was aSSURYHG� E\� WKH�+DZDLދL� 6WDWH�+LVWRULF�3UHVHUYDWLRQ�
Officer on November 10, 2008 (see Section 3.2).  
 
Potential impacts to navigation would be mitigated by avoiding blockage of access to the residences on 
WKH�LVODQG�LQ�.HދHKL�/DJRRQ��SURYLGLQJ�DGHTXDWH�VSDFe for canoe paddling around the pipe strings when 
GHSOR\HG� LQ� WKH� .HދHKL� /DJRRQ� LQ-ZDWHU� VWDJLQJ� DUHD�� GHSOR\LQJ� SLFNHW� ERDWV� LQ� WKH� .HދHKL� /DJRRQ�
channel during tow-out of the completed pipe strings; using snag-resistant collars in shallow water to 
avoid potential interference with barge tow cables; and coordinating with the USCG for publication of a 
“Notice to Mariners” to alert mariners of the offshore construction activities (see Section 3.3.2).  
 
Potential impacts to recreational resources and their use would be mitigated by minimizing the size of the 
DUHD� RI� .DNDދDNR�:DWHUIURQW� 3DUN� XVHG� IRU� FRQVWUXFWLRQ� DFWLYLWLHV� DQG� UHVWRULQJ� DQ\� DIIHFWHG� DUHDV� RI�
.DNDދDNR�:DWHUIURQW�3DUN�DQG�6DQG�,VODQG�6WDWH�3DUN�WR�SULRU�RU�EHWWHU�FRQGLWLRQ�DIWHU�XVH��VHH�6HFWLRQ 
3.3.4).  
 
To avoid potential utilities (Section 3.3.8), traffic (Section 3.3.11) and noise impacts of multiple 
construction projects occurring in the same area at the same time, the applicant would continue to 
participate in the City and State Utilities Coordinating Committee. 
 
Soil erosion would be minimized by implementation of an Erosion Control Plan (Section 3.8.2). Dust 
generation and exhaust emissions would be minimized by implementing USEPA-recommended measures 
to control fugitive dust and mobile source emissions (Section 3.8.3.2). 
 
Potential noise impacts to human receptors (Section 3.3.9) would be mitigated by adherence to State noise 
regulations for construction, which place limits on noise levels and exposure times, acquiring the 
appropriate permits and variances for construction operations, and adhering to any conditions attached to 
the permits or variances.  
 
Potential noise impacts to marine mammal receptors (Section 3.7.5.3) would be mitigated by adherence to 
the conditions attached to the Incidental Harassment Authorization received from NMFS. These include 
BMPs for in-water work, an exclusion zone, shut down and soft start practices. Construction activities 
would cease if listed marine species are observed entering the active project construction site, and work 
would be allowed to resume only after the animal departs the construction site on its own volition. The 
Pacific Islands Regional Office of the NMFS would be notified of each such occurrence (Section 3.7.5.3). 
Other mitigation measures for potential impacts to protected species include vessel speed limits, 
establishment of safety zones, soft starts and seasonal restrictions while humpback whales are in 
Hawaiian waters. 
 
Impacts to corals in the construction area would be minimized by using divers to assist with placing 
anchors or other equipment on the seafloor. The applicant prepared a proposed coral transplantation and 
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monitoring plan designed to mitigate the specifically identifiable unavoidable losses to coral resources 
within the receiving pit (Appendix O). 
 
To mitigate potential traffic impacts a variety of measures would be employed. The applicant would 
prepare and implement a Traffic Management Plan containing provisions for maintenance of pedestrian, 
public transportation and emergency vehicle movements; access to driveways; covering of trenches after 
working hours; community liaison; establishment of a website and hotline; and restrictions on times and 
dates of lane closures (Section 3.3.11). 
 
A number of plans, BMPs, SOPs and training programs would be employed to minimize the potential 
impacts of spills or releases of hazardous or toxic materials on human health and safety or ecological 
systems from construction or operations. Excavated materials would be characterized and disposed of in 
accordance with Federal and State regulations. The following plans would be created and implemented: 
Environmental Hazard Management Plan, Facility Response Plan, Spill Prevention Control and 
Countermeasure Plan, Environmental Protection Plan, Contaminated Soil Management Plan, and Worker 
Health and Safety Plan. Additional institutional and engineering controls would be implemented during 
construction to mitigate potential impacts to children and Environmental Justice populations possibly 
residing near the shoreline jacking pit (see Section 3.3.10). A public notification plan would be 
implemented in the event of a spill or release of a toxic or hazardous substance. Other measures to ensure 
human health and safety would include using police escorts for oversized loads on public highways, 
enforcing OSHA regulations for worker safety, and implementing a worker Health and Safety Plan 
(Section 3.3.12). 
 
A number of mitigation measures would be implemented to protect water quality during construction 
(Section 3.7.4). Turbidity impacts of pipeline installation would be minimized by implementing BMPs 
during construction, including: 

x The employment of standard BMPs for construction in coastal waters, such as daily inspection of 
equipment for conditions that could cause spills or leaks, 

x Cleaning of equipment prior to deployment in the water, 
x Proper location of storage, refueling, and servicing sites, and 
x Implementation of adequate spill response and storm weather preparation plans. 

 
The offshore receiving pit would be contained within sheet piles or a combination of sheet piles and silt 
curtains to minimize turbidity. All soil removed from the tunnel, jacking pit and receiving pits would be 
processed appropriately and disposed of on land. Only washed granular or gravel backfill would be used. 
 
The mitigation measures for potential impacts from mobilizing contaminants in the microtunneling 
operation are: 

x As pipe is installed inside the microtunnel from the cooling station to the breakout pit, the space 
between the pipe and the microtunnel wall would be grouted. 

x All materials removed from the microtunnel and also materials removed from the piles before 
capping would be tested for contamination and disposed of or stored for reuse, as appropriate. 

 
BMPs would also be put into place for treatment of dewatering effluents in settling ponds, tanks or 
through filtration systems (Section 3.8.4.2). 
 
Water quality monitoring would be conducted during the construction period. Pursuant to Section 401 of 
the Clean Water Act, the applicant would obtain and comply with the conditions of a Water Quality 
Certification from the HDOH. The proposed action is expected to meet the conditions of the CWA 
Section 402 NPDES permit required by the HDOH. To minimize impacts of the return seawater on the 
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ambient receiving water quality a diffuser was computer-designed and optimized by the applicant. The 
design of the diffuser facilitates substantial near-field initial mixing of the return water for all water 
current cases considered. During operations, a water quality and marine biota monitoring program would 
be implemented by the applicant.  
 
Potential impacts to terrestrial biota would be mitigated by noting for avoidance the location of the City’s 
“Exceptional Trees” on construction plans and erecting noise and visual barriers for nesting white terns, if 
present (Section 3.8.5). 

4.10 UNRESOLVED ISSUES (AND HOW SUCH ISSUES WILL BE RESOLVED OR OVERRIDING 
REASONS FOR PROCEEDING WITHOUT RESOLUTION) 

The applicant’s proposed method of compliance with CWA Section 316(b), which establishes 
requirements for screening and maximum intake velocities for cooling water intakes, is being evaluated 
by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA). The adequacy of the applicant’s Proposed Coral 
Transplantation and Monitoring Plan (Appendix O) to appropriately mitigate losses to aquatic resources is 
also being evaluated by the USACE and would be resolved prior to issuance of a DA permit.  

4.11 COMPLIANCE WITH FEDERAL LAWS, REGULATIONS AND EXECUTIVE ORDERS 

The HSWAC project was evaluated for conformance with relevant Federal laws, regulations and 
executive orders and the results are presented in the following paragraphs.  

National Environmental Policy Act 
 
NEPA (42 U.S.C. 4321 et seq.) is the basic U.S. charter for protection of the environment. It establishes 
policy, sets goals, and provides means for carrying out the policy. NEPA is a procedural statute, requiring 
that Federal agencies consider the environmental effects of their actions when making decisions. NEPA 
procedures must ensure that environmental information is available to public officials and citizens before 
decisions are made and before actions are taken. Accurate scientific analysis, expert agency comments, 
and public scrutiny are essential to implementing the NEPA. The NEPA process is intended to help public 
officials make decisions that are based on understanding of environmental consequences, and take actions 
that protect, restore, and enhance the environment.  
 
The Council on Environmental Quality Regulations for Implementing the Procedural Provisions of NEPA 
(40 CFR 1500-1508) provide guidance for implementing the procedural provisions of the NEPA and are 
binding on Federal agencies.  
 
Preparation of this EIS and provisions for its public review are being conducted in compliance with the 
NEPA, Council on Environmental Quality Regulations, and USACE NEPA Implementation Procedures 
for the Regulatory Program (33 CFR Part 325, Appendix B). 

Rivers and Harbors Act of 1899 
 
Section 10 of the Rivers and Harbors Act of 1899 prohibits the unauthorized obstruction or alteration of 
any navigable water of the United States. Section 10 provides that the construction of any structure in or 
over any navigable water of the United States, or the accomplishment of any other work affecting the 
course, location, condition, or physical capacity of such waters is unlawful unless the work is authorized 
by USACE. 
 
Because the proposed project would involve structures and work in or affecting navigable waters of the 
United States, it requires a DA permit from USACE. An application has been submitted and this EIS has 
been prepared to support a decision by USACE on the applicant’s DA permit application.  
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Clean Water Act 
 
The purpose of the Clean Water Act (33 U.S.C. 1251 et seq.) (CWA) is to “restore and maintain the 
chemical, physical, and biological integrity of the Nation’s waters.” The CWA establishes the basic 
structure for the regulation of pollutants into waters of the United States and quality standards for surface 
waters. Under the CWA, it is unlawful to discharge any pollutant from a point source into waters of the 
United States without obtaining a permit from the appropriate authority. 
 
Section 404 of the CWA authorizes USACE to issue permits for discharges of dredged or fill material 
into waters of the United States, provided that the discharge complies with the 404(b)(1) Guidelines. 
Because the proposed project would involve the discharge of fill material into waters of the United States, 
it requires a DA permit from USACE under Section 404. This EIS has been prepared to support a 
decision by USACE on the applicant’s DA permit application. 
 
Under Section 401 of the CWA, a Federal agency may not issue a permit for an activity that may result in 
any discharge into waters of the United States until the applicant provides the agency with a Section 401 
water quality certification from, or evidence of waiver by, the state where the discharge would originate. 
Accordingly, USACE may not issue a permit for the proposed project until the applicant provides 
USACE with a Section 401 water quality certification from, or evidence of waiver by, the State of 
+DZDLދL��'HSDUWPHQW�RI�+HDOWK��7KH�&OHDQ�:DWHU�$FW��&:$��6HFWLRQ�����:DWHU�4XDOLW\�&HUWLILFDWLRQ�KDV�
not yet been approved by HDOH.  
 
Section 402 of the CWA created the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) program, 
which regulates point sources that discharge pollutants (other than dredged or fill material) into waters of 
the United States. In HDZDLދL�� WKH� 13'(6� SURJUDP� KDV� EHHQ� GHOHJDWHG� WR� WKH� 6WDWH� RI� +DZDLދL��
Department of Health, which issues NPDES permits to ensure that the State’s mandatory standards for 
FOHDQ�ZDWHU�DUH�PHW��7KH�SURSRVHG�GLVFKDUJH�RI�UHWXUQ�VHDZDWHU�LQWR�0ƗPDOD�%D\�WULJJHUs the requirement 
for the applicant to obtain a NPDES permit. In addition to other requirements, the NPDES permit would 
implement CWA Section 303(d), which addresses impaired waters, and CWA Section 316(b), which 
requires that the location, design, construction, and capacity of cooling water intake structures use the best 
technology available for minimizing adverse environmental impacts. Pursuant to CWA Section 316(b), an 
NPDES permit issued for the HSWAC project would require the use of the best technology available to 
minimize the potential for organisms to get pulled into the project’s cooling system or trapped against 
screens at the front of the intake structure. The Clean Water Act (CWA) Section 402 NPDES permit has 
not yet been approved by HDOH. 

Marine Protection, Research and Sanctuaries Act of 1972 
 
The Marine Protection, Research and Sanctuaries Act of 1972 (MPRSA) regulates the dumping of 
materials into ocean waters. Under Section 103 of the MPRSA, USACE is authorized to issue permits for 
the transportation of dredged materials for the purpose of disposal in the ocean where it is determined that 
the disposal would not unreasonably degrade or endanger human health, welfare, or amenities, or the 
marine environment, ecological systems, or economic potentialities.  
 
Because the proposed HSWAC project would not involve any ocean disposal of dredged material, 
authorization under Section 103 is not required. 

National Marine Sanctuaries Act 
 
The National Marine Sanctuaries Act (16 U.S.C. 1431 et seq.), which is Title III of the Marine Protection, 
Research, and Sanctuaries Act of 1972, seeks to enhance both public awareness and conservation of the 
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marine environment. Title III authorizes the Secretary of Commerce to designate marine sanctuaries for 
the purpose of preserving or restoring such areas for their conservation, recreational, ecological, or 
aesthetic values. Activities in a sanctuary authorized under other authorities are valid only if the Secretary 
of Commerce certifies that the activities are consistent with the purposes of Title III and can be carried 
out within the regulations for the sanctuary.  
 
The proposed action would not affect any national marine sanctuary. 

Coastal Zone Management Act of 1972 
 
Under Section 307(c) of the Coastal Zone Management Program of 1972, as amended (16 U.S.C. 
1456(c)), an applicant for a Federal permit to conduct an activity affecting land or water uses in the state’s 
coastal zone must furnish a certification that the proposed activity will comply with the state’s coastal 
zone management program. Under Section 307(c), USACE may not issue a DA permit until the state has 
concurred with the applicant’s certification. The applicant has submitted a certification to the State of 
+DZDLދL�2IILFH�RI�3ODQQLQg.  

Endangered Species Act of 1973 
 
The Endangered Species Act of 1973 (16 U.S.C. 1531 et seq.) (ESA) declares the intention of Congress to 
conserve threatened and endangered species and the ecosystems on which those species depend. Under 
Section 7 of the ESA, an agency must, in consultation with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and the 
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration’s (NOAA) National Marine Fisheries Service 
(NMFS), take such action as necessary to ensure that any action it authorizes is not likely to jeopardize 
the continued existence of any endangered or threatened species or result in the destruction or adverse 
modification of critical habitat. Endangered and threatened marine species in the project ROI are 
discussed in Section 3.7.5.3. No endangered or threatened terrestrial species are present in the project ROI 
(see Section 3.8.5). 
 
Based on its Biological Assessment, USACE determined that the applicant’s proposed action may 
adversely affect species listed as threatened or endangered under the ESA. Where potentially impacted, 
each species is under the jurisdiction of NMFS. Accordingly, pursuant to Section 7 of the ESA, USACE 
has consulted with the Protected Resources Division of NOAA’s NMFS Pacific Islands Regional Office, 
which issued its Biological Opinion, including an Incidental Take Statement, dated September 13, 2012.  
 
The Section 7 consultation history may be found in Appendix M and a summary, including the non-
discretionary Terms and Conditions that USACE must comply with, may be found in Section 3.7.5.3.  

Magnuson-Stevens Fishery Conservation and Management Act 
 
The Magnuson-Stevens Fishery Conservation and Management Act, commonly referred to as the 
Magnuson-Stevens Act, requires Federal agencies to consult with NMFS on any action proposed to be 
authorized, funded, or undertaken by the agency that may adversely affect EFH. EFH in the project ROI 
is described in Section 3.7.5.4. 
 
USACE has determined that the applicant’s proposed action may adversely affect essential fish habitat. 
Accordingly, under the Magnuson-Stevens Act, USACE consulted with the Habitat Conservation 
Division of NOAA’s NMFS Pacific Islands Regional Office. The history of the consultation may be 
found in Appendix J. NMFS’ Conservation Recommendations are summarized in Section 3.7.5.4. 
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National Historic Preservation Act  
 
The National Historic Preservation Act of 1966 (16 U.S.C. 470 et seq.) (NHPA) establishes preservation 
as a national policy and directs the Federal government to provide leadership in preserving, restoring, and 
maintaining the historic and cultural environment of the Nation. Under Section 106 of the NHPA, an 
agency with jurisdiction over a proposed undertaking or having authority to permit any undertaking must 
take into account the effect of the undertaking on any district, site, building, structure, or object that is 
included in or eligible for inclusion in the National Register of Historic Places. These resources are 
referred to as “historic properties.” The agency must also afford the Advisory Council on Historic 
Preservation a reasonable opportunity to comment on the undertaking. Archaeological, historic and 
cultural resources in the Permit Area are described in Section 3.2. 
 
In carrying out its Section 106 responsibilities, a Federal agency must consult with the State Historic 
Preservation Officer (SHPO) and with any Native Hawaiian organization that attaches religious and 
cultural significance to historic properties that may be affected by an undertaking. 
 
USACE has completed consultation with SHPO pursuant to Section 106. USACE made a preliminary 
determination of “no historic properties adversely affected” and, based on SHPO’s decision to allow the 
consultation period for USACE’s request for concurrence to lapse, USACE has presumed concurrence 
with that determination. 

Clean Air Act  
 
Section 176(c) of the Clean Air Act requires that Federal agencies assure that their activities are in 
conformance with Federally-approved Clean Air Act state implementation plans for geographical areas 
GHVLJQDWHG�DV�³QRQDWWDLQPHQW´�DQG�³PDLQWHQDQFH´�DUHDV�XQGHU�WKH�&OHDQ�$LU�$FW��+DZDLދL�GRHV�QRW�KDYH�
any geographic areas designated as nonattainment or maintenance areas. In addition, the activities 
proposed by the applicant would not exceed de minimus levels of direct or indirect emissions of a criteria 
pollutant or its precursors and are exempted by 40 CFR Part 93.153. Any later indirect emissions are 
generally not within the Corps’ continuing program responsibility and generally cannot be practicably 
controlled by the Corps. For these reasons a conformity determination is not required for this permit 
action. Potential impacts of the HSWAC project on air quality are considered in Section 3.8.3.2. 

Marine Mammal Protection Act  
 
The Marine Mammal Protection Act of 1972 (16 U.S.C. 1361 et seq.) expresses the intent of Congress 
that marine mammals be protected and encouraged to develop in order to maintain the health and stability 
of the marine ecosystem. The Act imposes a perpetual moratorium on the taking of marine mammals and 
on the importation of marine mammals and marine mammal products without a permit from either the 
Secretary of the Interior or the Secretary of Commerce, depending upon the species of marine mammal 
involved. 
 
Marine mammals that may be present within the project ROI are identified in Section 3.7.5.3. Because the 
noise from pile driving may affect marine mammals, the applicant has applied for an authorization to 
incidentally (IHA) take small numbers of marine mammals by harassment. This authorization from 
NMFS is commonly referred to as an Incidental Harassment Authorization.  
 
The IHA was issued on August 21, 2012. It includes BMPs for in-water work as well as SOPs for 
establishment of a marine mammal exclusion zone, shut down, and soft start. 

Migratory Bird Treaty Act 
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The Migratory Bird Treaty Act (16 U.S.C. 703-712) implements various treaties and conventions between 
the U.S. and Canada, Japan, Mexico and the former Soviet Union for the protection of migratory birds. 
Under the Act, taking, killing or possessing migratory birds is unlawful unless permitted by the Act’s 
implementing regulations. Migratory birds that may be present in the project ROI are identified in Section 
3.7.5.3.  
 
No taking, killing or possession of migratory birds would result from the proposed project. It is unlikely 
that Hawaiian petrels would forage in 0ƗPDOD Bay EHFDXVH�WKHUH�DUH�QR�QHVWLQJ�FRORQLHV�RQ�2ދDKX�DQG�
the species forages far out to sea. No impacts to this listed species would be expected from the proposed 
project. Several other species of migratory birds use coastal and offshore waters for foraging activities, 
and local fishermen use them as guides to target fish such as marlin, mahimahi and tuna. Typically, these 
birds work waters much farther from shore than those in the project area; however, if they did occur in the 
project area, they could easily avoid the slow-moving or stationary work vessels. The HSWAC project 
would not affect waterbird nesting or foraging habitat as there are no wetlands in the project area. 

Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act 
 
A primary purpose of the Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act (16 U.S.C. 661 et seq.) (FWCA) is to 
provide for more effective integration of fish and wildlife conservation within Federal water resources 
development. The FWCA requires Federal agencies to coordinate with the USFWS and relevant state 
wildlife resource agencies in order to help prevent the loss of and damage to fish and wildlife resources. 
 
7KURXJK� WKLV� 1(3$� SURFHVV�� 86$&(� LV� FRRUGLQDWLQJ� ZLWK� WKH� 86):6� DQG� WKH� 6WDWH� RI� +DZDLދL��
Department of Land and Natural Resources, Division of Aquatic Resources, with a view to the 
conservation of fish and wildlife resources by prevention of their direct or indirect loss or damage due to 
the applicant’s proposed activity.  
 
The applicant responded to concerns of USFWS and DAR by (1) undertaking additional marine 
biological surveys of the entire pipeline route and quantitatively estimating losses of habitat, coral cover 
and other biota, including mesophotic organisms, (2) undertaking additional water quality surveys, (3) 
agreed to implement additional measures to avoid coral loss including using divers to guide emplacement 
of piles and anchors associated with construction of the receiving pit and pipeline deployment, (4) 
reexamined the feasibility and effects of screening the intake, and (5) prepared a coral transplantation and 
monitoring plan (Appendix O). 

Toxic Substances Control Act 
 
The Toxic Substances Control Act (15 U.S.C. 2601 et seq.) (TSCA) authorizes the administrator of the 
USEPA authority to regulate the manufacture, processing, distribution in commerce, use, or disposal of a 
chemical substance or mixture, which may present an unreasonable risk of injury to human health or the 
environment. The USEPA's authority includes total or partial bans on production, content restrictions, 
operational constraints, product warning statements, instructions, disposal limits, public notice 
requirements, and monitoring and testing obligations. The TSCA Chemical Substance Inventory is a 
database providing support for assessing human health and environmental risks posed by chemical 
substances. Hazardous or toxic substances that may be used or may be present in the project ROI are 
discussed in Section 3.3.10. Any substance listed on the TSCA Chemical Substance Inventory to be used 
in the HSWAC project would be subject to appropriate Federal and State regulations.  

Noise Control Act of 1972 and Amendments of 1978 
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The Noise Control Act of 1972 (PL 92-574) and Amendments of 1978 (PL 95-609) as well as the 
USEPA’s Subchapter G-Noise Abatement Programs (40 CFR 201-211) and local noise ordinances apply 
to construction and operation of the facilities. 
 
Noise impacts are considered in Section 3.3.9. Federal and State noise regulations would apply to the 
construction and operation of the HSWAC facilities. 

Resource Conservation and Recovery Act 
 
Under the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) (42 U.S.C. 6901 et seq.), Congress declares 
the national policy of the United States to be, whenever feasible, the reduction or elimination, as 
expeditiously as possible, of hazardous waste. Waste that is nevertheless generated should be treated, 
stored, or disposed of so as to minimize the present and future threat to human health and the 
environment. The RCRA defines waste as hazardous through four characteristics: ignitability, corrosivity, 
reactivity, or toxicity. Once defined as a hazardous waste, the RCRA established a comprehensive cradle-
to-grave program to regulate hazardous waste from generation through proper disposal or destruction. 
 
RCRA would apply to the handling of hazardous waste (see Section 3.3.10). 

EO 11988, Floodplain Management  
 
Executive Order 11988 requires Federal agencies to avoid to the extent possible the long and short-term 
adverse impacts associated with the occupancy and modification of flood plains and to avoid direct and 
indirect support of floodplain development wherever there is a practicable alternative. In accomplishing 
this objective, “each agency shall provide leadership and shall take action to reduce the risk of flood loss, 
to minimize the impact of floods on human safety, health, and welfare, and to restore and preserve the 
natural and beneficial values served by flood plains in carrying out its responsibilities” for the following 
actions:  

x acquiring, managing, and disposing of Federal lands and facilities, 
x providing Federally-undertaken, financed, or assisted construction and improvements, and 
x conducting Federal activities and programs affecting land use, including but not limited to water 

and related land resources planning, regulation, and licensing activities.  
 
Flood zones in the HSWAC project ROI are described in Section 3.6.2.2. A recent redrawing of flood 
zone boundaries placed the preferred location of the HSWAC cooling station in zone AE. For those 
activities which in the public interest must occur in or impact upon floodplains, the district engineer shall 
ensure, to the maximum extent practicable, that the impacts of potential flooding on human health, safety, 
and welfare are minimized, the risks of flood losses are minimized, and, wherever practicable the natural 
and beneficial values served by floodplains are restored and preserved. 

EO 12898, Federal Actions to Address Environmental Justice in Minority Populations 
and Low- Income Populations 
 
The purpose of this EO is to focus Federal attention on the environmental and human health effects of 
Federal actions on minority and low-income populations with the goal of achieving environmental 
protection for all communities. The EO directs Federal agencies to identify and address the 
disproportionately high and adverse human health or environmental effects of their actions on minority 
and low-income populations, to the greatest extent practicable and permitted by law. The order also 
directs each agency to develop a strategy for implementing environmental justice. The order is also 
intended to promote nondiscrimination in Federal programs that affect human health and the environment, 
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as well as provide minority and low-income communities’ access to public information and public 
participation. 
 
The HSWAC project would not create human health effects, disproportionate or otherwise, on any human 
populations, including minorities or low-income populations. Human health and safety risks are described 
in Section 3.3.12. 

EO 13045, Protection of Children from Environmental Health Risks and Safety Risks 
 
The order applies to economically significant rules under E.O. 12866 that concern an environmental 
health or safety risk that the USEPA has reason to believe may disproportionately affect children. 
Environmental health risks or safety risks refer to risks to health or to safety that are attributable to 
products or substances that the child is likely to come in contact with or ingest (such as the air we breathe, 
the food we eat, the water we drink or use for recreation, the soil we live on, and the products we use or 
are exposed to). When promulgating a rule of this description, the USEPA must evaluate the effects of the 
planned regulation on children and explain why the regulation is preferable to potentially effective and 
reasonably feasible alternatives. 
 
The HSWAC project would not create an environmental health or safety risk that may disproportionately 
affect children. Human health and safety risks are described in Section 3.3.12. 

EO 13089, Coral Reef Protection 
 
This EO recognizes the significant ecological, social, and economic values provided by the Nation's coral 
reefs and the critical need to ensure that Federal agencies are implementing their authorities to protect 
these valuable ecosystems. EO 13089 directs Federal agencies, including the USEPA and the USACE, 
whose actions may affect U.S. coral reef ecosystems, to take the following steps: 

1. Identify their actions that may affect U.S. coral reef ecosystems, 
2. Utilize their programs and authorities to protect and enhance the conditions of such ecosystems, 

and  
3. To the extent permitted by law, ensure that any actions they authorize, fund, or carry out would 

not degrade the conditions of such ecosystems.  
 
Pursuant to the requirement that all DA permits subject to Section 404 of the Clean Water Act comply 
with the applicable provisions of the 404(b)(1) Guidelines at 40 CFR Part 230, USACE will issue a DA 
permit only upon a determination that the applicant has taken all appropriate and practicable steps to 
avoid and minimize adverse impacts to waters of the United States, including coral reef ecosystems. 
Compensatory mitigation for unavoidable impacts to coral reef ecosystems may be required to ensure that 
the proposed project complies with the 404(b)(1) Guidelines or to ensure that it is not contrary to the 
public interest. Potential impacts to coral reefs are described in Section 3.7.5.1.  

EO 13112, Non-Native Species 
 
EO 13112 directs Federal agencies to “not authorize, fund, or carry out actions that it believes are likely 
to cause or promote the introduction or spread of invasive species in the United States or elsewhere unless 
pursuant to guidelines that it has prescribed, the agency has determined and made public its determination 
that the benefits of such actions clearly outweigh the potential harm caused by invasive species; and that 
all feasible and prudent measures to minimize risk of harm will be taken in conjunction with the actions.” 
Invasive species are briefly considered in Section 3.9.6. 
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CHAPTER 5.  
PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT 

5.1 ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT NOTICE OF INTENT AND SCOPING MEETING 

USACE published a Notice of Intent (NOI) to prepare a draft Environmental Impact Statement for this 
regulatory action in the Federal Register on February 17, 2009 (74 FR 7402-7404). The period for receipt 
of comments on the action extended until March 20, 2009. In addition to informing the public that 
USACE would be preparing an EIS to inform a decision on the permit application, the Federal Register 
notice announced a public scoping meeting, which was subsequently held on March 5, 2009. USACE also 
issued a Special Public Notice announcing the meeting, which was posted on the USACE Honolulu 
District website and mailed to interested parties.  

5.2 DRAFT EIS AND RESPONSES TO COMMENTS RECEIVED 

The Federal Register Notice of Availability of the Draft EIS was published on March 18, 2011. Appendix 
P contains the comments received on the DEIS. Table 5-1 summarizes substantive comments received on 
the DEIS and how they were addressed in the FEIS. 
 

Table 5-1:  Comments on the DEIS and How Addressed in the FEIS 
DEIS Comment  Response 

The document lacks a description of the occurrence of 
regular sightings of humpback whales within the 
proposed project area. (NOAA, NMFS, PIRO, PRD) 

This information was added to Section 3.7.5.3. 

The project may cause adverse impacts to marine 
mammals due to construction noise. (NOAA, NMFS, 
PIRO, PRD) 

The applicant applied for an Incidental Harassment 
Authorization under the MMPA. Potential mitigation 
measures are identified in Section 3.7.5.3 and include 
time restrictions on noisy activities, safety zones 
monitored by observers, and soft starts to pile driving. 

The document lacks information about archaeological 
sites and protections along the proposed routes for 
distribution pipelines. (OHA; DLNR) 

The information has been added to the discussion of 
cumulative impacts in Section 3.9.1. 

Discarded military munitions may be present in the 
SURSRVHG�SURMHFW�DUHD��7KH�+DZDLދL�8QGHUVHD�0LOLWDU\�
Munitions Assessment (HUMMA) Study should be 
reviewed and findings incorporated in the FEIS. 
(USDOC NOAA NOS MBO RMD) 

The HUMMA Study was reviewed and a summary of 
relevant findings was added to Section 3.3.3. 

The project potentially violates CWA Sections 303(c)-
(d). The proposed discharge location is listed as 
impaired for total nitrogen and chlorophyll-a. The 
project should avoid the discharge of nutrients that 
ZRXOG�IXUWKHU�LPSDLU�WKH�ZDWHU�TXDOLW\�RI�0ƗPDOD�%D\��
(USEPA) 

2Q�-XO\����������WKH�+DZDLދL�'HSW��RI�+ealth published 
an updated list of impaired waters in which the area of 
the proposed discharge was delisted for those 
parameters. The discussion in Section 3.7.4.2 was 
updated to reflect this change.  
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DEIS Comment  Response 
The proposed HSWAC discharge may interact with the 
discharge from the Sand Island Wastewater Outfall. 
(USEPA) 

The Sand Island Outfall is more than two miles away 
from the proposed HSWAC discharge. Water quality 
monitoring at stations between the two locations show 
no influence from the Sand Island Outfall. See Section 
3.7.4 for more details. In addition, the Sand Island 
discharge plume is positively buoyant and tends to rise 
toward the surface while the HSWAC discharge plume 
would be negatively buoyant and would tend to sink, 
creating further separation between the two plumes. 
Finally, the FEIS contains a revised preferred location 
for the discharge diffuser which is roughly 100 feet 
deeper than the Sand Island Outfall, adding still more 
vertical separation between the respective plumes. 

An antidegradation analysis will be required. (USEPA) An antidegradation analysis was completed and may be 
found in Appendix H. 

The FEIS should analyze the specifics of the Friends of 
Pinto Creek vs. USEPA opinion and its potential 
implications for the proposed project. (USEPA) 

The proposed discharge from the HSWAC project is 
distinguishable from the discharge at issue in Pinto 
Creek. In Pinto Creek, the NPDES permit authorized a 
new source to discharge pollutants into a stream already 
exceeding its water quality standards for that pollutant. 
With respect to the HSWAC project, the State of 
+DZDLދL��'HSDUWPHQW�RI�+HDOWK��GHOLVWHG�WKH�RIIVKRUH�
SRUWLRQV�RI�0ƗPDOD�%D\�ZKHUH�WKH�SURSRVHG�GLVFKDUJH�
would occur, and they are no longer identified as 
impaired. Consequently, unlike the Pinto Creek 
discharge, the proposed HSWAC discharge would 
return the seawater into a water segment that currently 
meets State water quality standards, and the regulations 
prohibiting discharges to impaired waters do not apply. 

The FEIS should consider additional discharge 
alternatives. (USEPA) 

Two additional alternatives were added to the FEIS, 
each with a deeper discharge location. See Sections 
2.4.4 and 2.4.5 for descriptions of these alternatives. 

The discharge would not meet State water quality 
standards for temperature or CWA 316(a). (USEPA) 

Water quality standards would be met at the boundary of 
a proposed Zone of Mixing. Temperature is not the 
parameter requiring the greatest dilution to meet water 
quality standards and the discharge would meet water 
quality standards for temperature well within the 
boundaries of the proposed Zone of Mixing. The 
CORMIX model found that ambient temperatures would 
be attained within less than one-half meter of the 
centerline of the diffuser under high natural current 
flow. Under worst case low current flow ambient 
temperatures would be attained within 12.2 m (or 40 
feet) from the diffuser centerline. Under average current 
flow conditions ambient temperature would be attained 
within about one meter of the diffuser centerline. See 
Section 2.4.2.4 for a description of diffuser operation 
and CORMIX modeling. The new preferred alternative 
location for the diffuser terminates about 225 feet deeper 
than proposed in the DEIS and the lower portion of the 
diffuser is frequently within the top of the thermocline. 
Consequently, ambient temperatures of the receiving 
waters vary greatly at these depths.  
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DEIS Comment  Response 
The DEIS does not consider the potential discharge of 
toxic pollutants from the return seawater pipe. (USEPA) 

The proposed discharge would consist of deep seawater. 
Nothing would be added to the cold seawater as it passes 
through the HSWAC system. No antifouling agents 
would be used in the seawater system. All components 
of the system are composed of metals with high 
resistance to corrosion in seawater (e.g., stainless steel 
or titanium) or inert plastics. 

The project potentially violates CWA Section 316(b). 
The applicant should provide additional analyses to 
demonstrate compliance with either Track I or Track II 
requirements. (USEPA) 

To demonstrate compliance with Track II requirements, 
the applicant prepared a comparison of entrainment of 
various biological taxa in the proposed intake with 
expected entrainment through a similar system at a 
shallow coastal location. Data collected in new deep and 
shallow water marine biological surveys of the HSWAC 
pipeline route and in published literature relevant to the 
proposed project area were used for the comparisons. In 
all cases the reduction of entrained biomass in the deep 
intake was more than 90%, demonstrating compliance 
with Track II. This analysis may be found in Appendix 
N to the FEIS and is summarized in Section 3.7.5.1. 

The project potentially violates CWA Section 402. 
(USEPA) 

6LQFH�SXEOLFDWLRQ�RI�WKH�'(,6��WKH�+DZDLދL�'HSDUWPHQW�
RI�+HDOWK�KDV�GHOLVWHG�WKH�RXWHU�SRUWLRQV�RI�0ƗPDOD�%D\�
as “impaired” for any water quality parameters and 
therefore a discharge can be permitted under Section 
402. Under Alternatives 1, 2, and 3 the discharge would 
be into waters with all constituents in compliance with 
State water quality standards, i.e., having some 
assimilation capacity for additional loading. Alternative 
4 would discharge in a depth range sometimes spanning 
the bottom of the mixed layer and the top of the 
thermocline. At those times, the bottom of the diffuser 
would be within the high nutrient regime of the 
thermocline, and there would be no assimilation 
capacity over that deeper portion of the diffuser. The 
applicant is working with WKH�+DZDLދL�'HSDUWPHQW�RI�
Health to develop a blended measure of “ambient 
concentrations” of nitrate+nitrite nitrogen to reflect the 
variability of concentrations over the entire depth range 
of the Alternative 4 diffuser, which would ensure 
adequate assimilation capacity to permit a discharge 
under Section 402. Please see the discussion in Section 
3.7.4.2. 

The FEIS should consider the need for CWA Section 
404 permits for the pipelines and anchor collars. 
(USEPA) 

Because the proposed project would involve both 
structures and work in or affecting navigable waters of 
the United States and the discharge of dredged or fill 
material into waters of the United States, the entire 
project requires authorization under Section 10 and 
Section 404. With the exception of activities requiring 
authorization under Section 103, to which special 
procedures apply, USACE does not evaluate different 
components of a single project under different 
authorities. 
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DEIS Comment  Response 
The FEIS should describe how avoidance of corals will 
be achieved in positioning the pipelines. (USEPA) 

In order to avoid impacting corals, the pipeline 
alternatives were positioned to emerge from the 
microtunnel in the biotope of dredged rubble, where 
coral cover is sparse. See Section 3.7.5. Because the 
anchor collars would be attached to the pipelines during 
assembly, it would not be possible to shift their 
positioning during installation; however, the pipeline 
route was selected to traverse areas of very low to 
nonexistent coral cover. 

The FEIS should analyze alternative sizes and designs 
for minimizing impacts at the breakout point. (USEPA) 

The size and configuration of the receiving pit are based 
on the dimensions of the microtunnel boring machine 
and the minimum clearance necessary to extract it from 
the pit once tunneling is complete. The proposed size of 
the receiving pit is the minimum that would allow 
extraction of the MTBM. Any of the other potential 
trenchless technologies available would require larger 
gross breakout areas as explained in Section 2.5.5. 

Consider impacts from physical disturbance, anchoring 
and chemical discharges to marine resources at the 
VWDJLQJ�DUHD�LQ�.HދHKL�/DJRRQ���86(3$� 

The Keދehi Lagoon staging area is an extremely turbid, 
soft-bottomed dredged channel. In-faunal organisms 
predominate. The proposed project would affect this 
community by implanting pipe piles (the same piles to 
be used offshore) to temporarily moor floating pipe 
sections. Potential impacts to the Keދehi Lagoon 
infaunal ecosystem would be insignificant and 
temporary, similar to what presently occurs from vessel 
anchoring and moorings. No chemical discharges would 
occur in Keދehi Lagoon (Section 3.7.5.1). Pipes sections 
would be welded together on land. In-water connections 
of pipe strings would be made using bolts. 

Include quantitative biological assessments of the 
benthos in the breakout and pipeline sites, including 
coral density, size, species richness and condition. 
(USEPA) 

The breakout site (receiving pit) is within the biotope of 
dredged rubble where coral cover was estimated to be 
0.01% of the surface. That means the affected bottom 
consists of 99.99% sand and rubble. There are no reef 
structures in this biotope. What coral heads are present 
are small, widely separated and susceptible to damage 
from rubble movement and scour during seasonally high 
surf events. The composition of the benthos is described 
in Section 3.7.5. For the FEIS, additional surveys of the 
benthos along the entire pipeline route were completed 
and the results may be found in Appendices E (shallow 
water) and I (deep water).  

The FEIS should assess the deep benthos to determine if 
mesophotic coral reef ecosystems occur along the 
pipeline. (USEPA) 

The potential for encountering mesophotic coral reef 
ecosystems is evaluated in Section 3.7.5. The deep water 
surveys (Appendix I) found the common mesophotic 
scleractinian coral, Leptoseris sp., at depths shallower 
(but not at or deeper) than the new preferred discharge 
depth, and avoiding mesophotic corals was a significant 
criterion in developing the new preferred alternative. 

The FEIS should present benthic photographs or maps to 
document avoidance of corals at the breakout point and 
along the pipeline. (USEPA) 

Section 3.7.5 and Appendices E and I all contain 
photographs and maps showing biotopes and habitat 
examples at the proposed breakout point (receiving pit) 
and along the proposed pipeline route. 
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DEIS Comment  Response 
Include more biologically relevant data such as coral 
density and habitat area and delete calculations for 
surface area of live coral cover. (USEPA) 

The new shallow water marine biology survey 
(Appendix E) includes data on coral colony size and size 
frequency distribution by biotope. This information is 
summarized in Section 3.7.5. Compared to typical 
waters in HawDLދL��FRUDO�FRYHU�WKURXJKRXW�WKH�SURMHFW�
area is very low. For example, in the biotope of dredged 
rubble where the receiving pit would be located, mean 
coral cover was estimated to be 0.01%.  

The FEIS should describe impacts to the range of 
marine habitats and their functions. (USEPA) 

Section 3.7.5 describes potential impacts to marine 
habitats. New subsections have been added to describe 
impacts to coral reef ecological services. Appendix O is 
the applicant’s proposed coral transplantation and 
monitoring plan. 

Compensatory mitigation plans should account for direct 
and indirect impacts, temporal losses, and the 
uncertainty of mitigation project success. (USEPA) 

The applicant’s proposed coral transplantation and 
monitoring plan is Appendix O to the FEIS. In 
calculating damage to the benthos and specifically coral 
cover, both direct and indirect impacts were considered 
(Section 3.7.5.1). The transplantation plan includes a 
monitoring program to acknowledge the temporal lag in 
mitigation. Contingency mitigation measures are 
proposed in the event the transplantation actions are not 
successful. 

The FEIS should describe best management practices to 
minimize construction damage. (USEPA) 

BMPs for minimizing construction damage are 
described in the following sections: hazardous and toxic 
substances, Section 3.3.10; water quality, Section 
3.7.4.5; protected species, Section 3.7.5.3; air quality, 
Section 3.8.3.2; and groundwater quality, Section 
3.8.4.2. 

The FEIS should describe the potential for leakage or 
discharge of drilling fluids and their impacts to the 
marine environment. (USEPA) 

The microtunnel shafts would begin at the cooling 
station jacking pit 40 feet below ground level. As 
tunneling proceeds, pipes would be installed and the 
space between the pipe and tunnel wall grouted, 
precluding leakage of drilling fluids. The microtunnels 
would proceed to the receiving pit, entering through the 
sheet pile wall. Any discharge of drilling fluids would 
be contained in the receiving pit itself, which would be 
isolated from the surrounding environment by the sheet 
pile walls (Section 3.7.4.5).  

Discuss how the alternatives analysis complies with 
CWA Section 404(b)(1) requirements for identification 
of the least environmentally damaging alternative. 
(USEPA) 

Documentation of compliance of 404 (b) (1) guidelines 
is required prior to finalizing the Record of Decision. 

Describe use of antifouling compounds to clean the 
intake and outfall pipes. (USEPA) 

No antifouling compounds or other additives would be 
used to clean either the intake or return pipes (Section 
3.3.10). 

Purpose and need section should discuss the project in 
the context of the larger need for energy efficiency 
strategies and energy savings for downtown. (USEPA) 

A revised statement of purpose and need may be found 
in Section 1.1. 
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DEIS Comment  Response 
Reconsider alternatives, including off-site locations, 
environmentally preferable onsite alternatives and other 
modes of energy savings. (USEPA) 

The purpose of this project, as stated in the Purpose and 
Need section, is to increase use of renewable energy 
technologies and thereby reduce the need for imported 
SHWUROHXP�SURGXFWV�IRU�HOHFWULFLW\�JHQHUDWLRQ�RQ�2ދDKX��
The applicant proposes to accomplish this by 
constructing a SWAC system to serve the downtown 
area of Honolulu. Other renewable energy alternatives to 
a SWAC system are available to reduce petroleum 
consumption, and they have been added to the 
description of the No Action Alternative, as they are 
EHLQJ�GHYHORSHG�HOVHZKHUH�RQ�2ދDKX�E\�RWKHU�HQWLWLHV��
Other district cooling technologies are evaluated in 
Section 2.5.1.  

The FEIS should include assessment of an alternative 
with a screened intake and discharge at a depth where 
ambient temperatures equal discharge temperatures. 
(USEPA) 

The practicability of screening the intake is evaluated in 
Section 2.5.7. The entrainment analysis contained in 
Appendix N and summarized in Sections 3.7.5.2 and 
3.7.5.3 documents why an intake screen is not needed 
based on the low density of biota at the intake depth and 
the consequent low anticipated numbers of organisms to 
be entrained. To match discharge and ambient 
temperatures the diffuser would have to be located 
nearly 1,000 feet deep, well below the thermocline (see 
Section 3.7.4.3). Such an alternative could not be 
permitted based on State water quality standards, under 
which all marine waters below the thermocline are in 
violation and therefore “impaired,” meaning no new 
discharge could be permitted. 

The cooling station should be located in a non-flood 
zone area. (USEPA) 

The cooling station must be close to customer buildings 
to minimize freshwater pumping costs, but also close to 
the shore to minimize seawater pumping costs. 
Developable commercial properties with these 
characteristics in and near downtown Honolulu are 
extremely limited. All available properties were 
considered and evaluated using a set of quantitative 
criteria. The only two reasonable locations were carried 
forward for analysis as part of the alternatives. A recent 
revision of flood zones changed the classification of the 
preferred parcel. The reclassification of its flood zone 
designation will have minor impacts on facility design, 
which will mitigate for potential impacts from flooding 
to the cooling station or to surrounding properties from 
the presence of the cooling station in the event of 
flooding. 

The FEIS should include assessment of a double-closed 
loop system. (USEPA) 

This alternative is considered in Section 2.5 but is not 
carried forward for detailed analysis.  

Correct the EIS to reflect the new flood zone 
designation. (USEPA) 

The flood zone designation and consequent implications 
for the design of the cooling station have been updated 
in Section 3.6.2.2. 

Include a description of existing benthic and aquatic 
habitats, including locations of coral reefs in relation to 
the proposed pipelines, common and protected species 
that rely on these habitats, and the current chemical, 
physical and biological conditions that these species 
depend on. (USEPA) 

Pertinent information relative to these resources may be 
found in Section 3.7. 
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DEIS Comment  Response 
Provide a detailed analysis of potential direct, indirect 
and cumulative impacts to biological resources. 
(USEPA) 

Analysis of direct and indirect impacts to biological 
resources may be found in Section 3.7.5 and 3.8.5. 
Cumulative impacts to biota are addressed in Sections 
3.9.6 and 3.9.7. 

Include the results of consultation with the FWS and 
NMFS regarding endangered and threatened species. 
(USEPA) 

NOAA’s Biological Opinion pursuant to Section 7 of 
the ESA is included in Appendix M and summarized in 
Section 3.7.5.3. 

Include a commitment to mitigating all adverse impacts 
to human health. (USEPA) 

Measures to mitigate adverse impacts to human health 
are described in Sections 3.3.10 and 3.3.12. 

Address the potential for disproportionate adverse 
impacts to minority and low-income populations. 
(USEPA) 

The applicant has prepared an Environmental Hazard 
Management Plan, which provides measures for the 
protection of all populations in or near the project site. 
That plan may be found in Appendix D. Shelter 
management would be provided with the CSMP, EPP 
and the HASP when they become available, and notified 
in the event there is a spill or release of a toxic or 
hazardous substance. With these measures there should 
be no disproportionate adverse effects to minority or 
low-income populations (Section 3.3.12.3). 
 

The FEIS should commit to a notification plan to 
disclose to the public the health risk of exposure to 
hazardous or toxic substances within the region of 
influence. (USEPA) 

The applicant has committed to a notification plan as 
stated in Section 3.3.10.3. 

Address the potential for disproportionate adverse 
impacts to children. (USEPA) 

These potential impacts are discussed in Section 
3.3.10.3. 

The FEIS should reflect that both alternative locations 
for the cooling station are in an AE flood zone. 
(USEPA) 

This information is contained in Section 3.9.5. 

The FEIS should discuss any impacts that the proposed 
project may have on the potential for flooding, as well 
as the impacts of potential flooding on the project. 
(USEPA) 

These potential impacts are discussed in Section 3.6.4.   

The FEIS should identify projected hazardous waste 
types and volumes and how they will be handled, stored, 
transported and disposed of. (USEPA) 

The applicant has prepared an Environmental Hazard 
Management Plan, which describes how hazardous 
waste would be dealt with. That plan may be found in 
Appendix D. A summary is provided in Section 
3.3.10.3. 

Address potential impacts of hazardous waste from 
construction of the proposed project. (USEPA) 

Potential impacts of hazardous waste are addressed in 
Section 3.3.10.3. 

Describe air quality impacts during and after 
construction. (USEPA) 

Air quality impacts are described in Section 3.8.3. 

Demonstrate that the proposed project would comply 
with applicable State and Federal air quality regulations, 
including any permit requirements for the back-up 
generators and construction equipment. (USEPA) 

Compliance with air quality regulations is described in 
Section 3.8.3. There are no air quality permits required 
for emergency generators or construction equipment. 

Include the current NAAQS. (USEPA) The current NAAQS are contained in Section 3.8.3. 
Describe specific commitments to minimize and 
mitigate emissions. (USEPA) 

EPA-recommended mitigation measures are contained 
in Section 3.8.3. and would be implemented and 
maintained by the applicant. 

Provide alternative, deeper locations for the discharge. 
(DOI) 

Two deeper discharge alternatives were added in the 
FEIS. These are described in Sections 2.4.4 and 2.4.5. 
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Identify how the diffusion dynamics, characteristics of 
the discharge, and proximity to benthic resources differs 
by alternative. (NOAA, NMFS, PIRO, HCD) 

Relevant information is contained in Section 3.7.5. 

Identify the probability of being granted a Zone of 
Mixing and the alternative plan if it is not. (NOAA, 
NMFS, PIRO, HCD) 

The applicant believes the probability of being granted a 
ZOM for the discharge is high EHFDXVH�WKH�+DZDLދL�
Department of Health delisted the outer portions of 
0ƗPDOD�%D\�DV�LPSDLUHG��but if it were not granted for 
some reason the project could not proceed (Section 
3.7.4.2).  

Provide quantitative current water quality and benthic 
resource data for project-affected areas. (NOAA, 
NMFS, PIRO, HCD) 

New site-specific water quality data were collected at 
the proposed location of the diffuser. These data are 
included in Section 3.7.4. New shallow and deep water 
biota surveys were also completed for the FEIS. They 
are summarized in Section 3.7.5 and reports of the 
studies may be found in Appendices E and I, 
respectively. 

Identify the presence and distribution of mesophotic 
coral along the pipe to 200 m depth. (NOAA, NMFS, 
PIRO, HCD) 

The deep water surveys (Appendix I) found the common 
mesophotic scleractinian coral, Leptoseris sp., at depths 
shallower (but not at or deeper) than the new preferred 
discharge depth (Section 3.7.5.1). 

Quantify direct and indirect impacts to marine resources 
and water quality. (NOAA, NMFS, PIRO, HCD) 

Quantitative impacts to marine resources are described 
in Section 3.7.5 and Appendices E and I. Water quality 
impacts are addressed in Section 3.7.4 of the EIS and 
Appendix L.  

Identify the expected species and numbers of individuals 
that may be entrained at the intake and return. (NOAA, 
NMFS, PIRO, HCD) 

Quantitative information regarding entrainment of 
organisms at the intake may be found in Section 3.7.5 
and Appendices I and N. Organisms that were observed 
in the proposed depth range of the diffuser and therefore 
could become entrained in the return flow are also 
identified in Section 3.7.5 and Appendix I. 

Provide a water quality monitoring plan for the return 
seawater. (NOAA, NMFS, PIRO, HCD) 

The applicant’s proposed monitoring plan may be found 
in Appendix G, referenced in Section 3.7.4.5. 

Describe mitigation measures to avoid and minimize 
impacts to water quality and benthos and how 
compensatory mitigation will be implemented. (NOAA, 
NMFS, PIRO, HCD) 

The applicant’s proposed mitigation measures are 
summarized in Table ES-2 and Section 4.9. The 
applicant’s proposed coral transplantation and 
monitoring plan is contained in Appendix O. 

Illustrate where project features are with respect to 
biological resources. (NOAA, NMFS, PIRO, HCD) 

See Figure 3-23 for shallow water resources and Figures 
3-31 and 3-32 for deep water resources.  

Provide GPS coordinates for all construction activity 
and structure locations. (NOAA, NMFS, PIRO, HCD) 

See Table 2-1. 

Fully characterize impacts to EFH. (NOAA, NMFS, 
PIRO, HCD) 

The USACE Essential Fish Habitat Assessment and 
Consultation may be found in Appendix J. A summary 
is contained in Section 3.7.5.4. 

Page iv. Correct index page numbering. (NOAA, 
NMFS, PIRO, HCD) 

Corrected. 

Page 2-5. Correct coordinates. (NOAA, NMFS, PIRO, 
HCD) 

Corrected 

Page 2-7. Provide coordinates for receiving pit, barge 
mooring, all construction related activities. (NOAA, 
NMFS, PIRO, HCD) 

Receiving pit coordinates may be found in Table 2-1. 
Detailed work plans are not yet available so information 
on the type, size and positioning of support vessels is 
not yet available.  

Page 2-9. Correct distance from jacking pit to receiving 
pit and beginning of diffuser. (NOAA, NMFS, PIRO, 
HCD) 

Corrected. 
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DEIS Comment  Response 
Page 2-12. Clarify if collars are sectional or continuous. 
(NOAA, NMFS, PIRO, HCD) 

A clarification was added to Section 2.4.2.2. 

Page 2.17. Clarify size of staging areas in and out of the 
water. (NOAA, NMFS, PIRO, HCD) 

The landside staging area is 17.7 acres and the in-water 
staging area is 49.9 acres (Section 2.4.2.6).  

Page 2-50. State how microtunneling may affect benthic 
resources and water quality. (NOAA, NMFS, PIRO, 
HCD) 

Additional explanations were added to Sections 3.7.4.5 
(water quality) and 3.7.5.1 (benthic biota). 

Page 2-53. Clarify if the jacking shaft is the same as the 
receiving pit. (NOAA, NMFS, PIRO, HCD) 

To avoid confusion, throughout the FEIS the term 
jacking shaft was replaced with the term jacking pit. A 
jacking pit is the excavation from which the microtunnel 
boring machine begins boring. Boring proceeds from the 
jacking pit to the receiving pit, from where the boring 
machine is extracted. If the overall distance from the 
beginning of the microtunnel to the end is too long for a 
single drive, an intermediate pit is required. In such a 
case the intermediate pit would be both a receiving pit 
for the first drive and a jacking pit for the second drive.  

Page 2-54. Clarify if microtunneling can extend to 80 
feet depth to avoid shallower impacts. (NOAA, NMFS, 
PIRO, HCD) 

 See Section 2.4.2.1 for clarification. 

Page 2-55. Clarify the character of pollutants of the 
HECO discharges into Honolulu Harbor. Unless it is 
comparable to the HSWAC discharge, they should not 
be compared. (NOAA, NMFS, PIRO, HCD) 

The intent in Section 2.5.7.1 was to explain that 
Honolulu Harbor was considered as a location for 
discharge of the return seawater and provide a rationale 
for why it wasn’t considered appropriate. The discharge 
from the Honolulu Generating Station is warmed above 
the ambient temperature of the receiving water in the 
harbor. By mixing the two discharge streams it was 
thought that it might mitigate the thermal impacts of 
both. The macronutrient loads in the HSWAC discharge, 
however, could not be sufficiently diluted to meet water 
quality standards, and the resultant nutrient rich waters 
exiting Honolulu Harbor could stimulate growth of 
benthic macroalgae outside of the harbor. The inclusion 
of the HECO permit data is intended to provide one 
example of anthropogenic influences on waters in the 
project area. 

Page 2-56. Define shallow coastal waters. Explain the 
significance of difference in temperature, density, 
dissolved oxygen, etc. (NOAA, NMFS, PIRO, HCD) 

The term coastal waters is defined in Hawaiދi Revised 
Statutes Chapter 54 Water Quality Standards and means 
waters within three miles of the islands of the State. The 
distinction in the DEIS between shallow and deep was 
somewhat arbitrary and did not specifically define a 
depth break. The intention was to contrast nearshore 
discharge options at depths of 30-40 feet depths with 
deeper and farther offshore options such as at 120-150 
feet depths. A range of possible discharge temperatures 
was presented in the DEIS because it would vary 
diurnally and seasonally with the cooling load on the 
system. In any event, the temperature of the discharge 
water would be less than that of the receiving waters. 
The temperature of the receiving water was estimated as 
a worst case, i.e., summer surface heating and a 
completely uniform mixed layer temperature. The 
higher density of the return water means that the plume 
would tend to sink rather than rise to the surface as is the 
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case with generating station thermal effluents or 
wastewater effluents. The dissolved oxygen 
concentration of waters below the thermocline is lower 
than that in waters above the thermocline because of a 
predominance of decomposition rather than 
photosynthesis and physical separation from 
atmospheric interactions by the density barrier of the 
thermocline. Conversely, dissolved inorganic nutrient 
concentrations are higher below the thermocline because 
of the predominance of decomposition, which breaks 
down organic matter into inorganic constituents, and the 
lack of nutrient uptake by primary producers, which 
need light for photosynthesis. See Section 3.7.4 for 
additional discussion of water quality parameters. 

Page 2-57. Explain CORMIX analysis, assumptions, etc. 
(NOAA, NMFS, PIRO, HCD) 

The CORMIX assumptions may be found in Section 
2.4.2.4 of the DEIS. These are the parameters that must 
be provided for the model to determine dilution of the 
discharge in the waters surrounding the diffuser. For 
purposes of impact assessment, “worst case” 
assumptions were used for environmental variables. 
Characteristics of the diffuser were first established by 
using the model CORHYD. The output from that model, 
an optimized diffuser design, was used in the CORMIX 
model. Three different water current scenarios were 
investigated to examine how the diffuser would perform 
under different tidal states. Comparison of the water 
quality characteristics of the deep intake water with the 
State’s water quality standards revealed that while 
temperature and dissolved oxygen concentrations are 
concerns at the discharge location, the parameter 
requiring the greatest dilution to meet applicable water 
quality standards would be nitrate+nitrite nitrogen. 
Therefore, the size of the proposed Zone of Mixing was 
predicated on there being sufficient dilution of the 
nitrate+nitrite nitrogen concentration at the Zone of 
Mixing boundary under the worst case current 
conditions, i.e., low current velocities, to meet State 
water quality standards. For the FEIS, additional 
CORMIX modeling was performed using more precise 
bathymetry and a new version of the software, and 
modeling of a deeper diffuser was performed. 

Page 3-75. Describe the exact difference in return water 
compared to ambient water for temperature, salinity, 
density, pH, dissolved gasses and inorganic nutrients, 
and characterize environmental consequences of these 
differences. (NOAA, NMFS, PIRO, HCD) 

Please see Section 3.7.4 for this information. 

Page 3-92. Characterize and quantify impacts from 
construction and operations. (NOAA, NMFS, PIRO, 
HCD) 

Section 3.7.5 incorporates the results of new, 
quantitative, shallow water and deep water surveys of 
the entire proposed pipe route. The reports of these 
surveys (Appendices E and I, respectively) quantify the 
impacts to benthic habitat and corals specifically from 
construction and operations of the system. 
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Page 3-95. Clarify if CORMIX accounts for duration of 
different current velocities. (NOAA, NMFS, PIRO, 
HCD) 

Three different current velocities were modeled. The 
model was run until the output reaches steady state 
conditions. This clarification was added to Section 
2.4.2.4. 

Page 3-96. Provide a water quality monitoring plan. 
(NOAA, NMFS, PIRO, HCD) 

The applicant’s proposed monitoring plan may be found 
in Appendix G to the FEIS, and referenced in Section 
3.7.4.5. 

Page 3-96. Justify how it is appropriate to compare 84 
MGY sewage versus 23,360 MGY. (NOAA, NMFS, 
PIRO, HCD) 

The 84 MGY is the decreased amount of water that 
would be directed into the wastewater treatment system 
from cooling tower operations if the HSWAC system is 
fully utilized. Buildings that are connected to the 
HSWAC system would no longer have to operate 
cooling towers.  See Section 3.3.8.3 for further 
clarification. 

Page 3-98. Provide references supporting the statement 
that the pipeline corridor is the most degraded coastal 
habitat in the State and provide that there are in fact 
limited resources. (NOAA, NMFS, PIRO, HCD) 

0Ɨmala Bay is ringed with industry; pineapple 
canneries, gas and oil storage, and numerous other 
industrial enterprises have operated, or are still 
operating, there, and it is adjacent to the most densely 
populated area in the State. Pollution is well known in 
Honolulu Harbor; poor conditions are described as early 
as 1920 in references cited by Cox and Gordon (1970). 
(Se Section 3.3.3.1.) Several regulated and unregulated 
point sourceV�RI�SROOXWLRQ�GLVFKDUJH�LQWR�0Ɨmala Bay. 
Most prominent are the three wastewater treatment plant 
ocean outfalls (Sand Island, Fort Kamehameha, and 
Honouliuli). The diffuser for the Sand Island WWTP 
deep ocean outfall lies about two miles west of the 
proposed site of the HSWAC seawater return diffuser. 
Sewage has been pumped into the ocean offshore of 
Kewalo and Sand Island since the 1930s. The early 
inputs were all raw sewage released in shallow water 
(not exceeding 20 feet in depth). The actual points of 
release varied through time as different pipes were 
constructed and used. The multitude of perturbations 
that occurred in shallow water from these early sewage 
inputs continued until the construction of the present 
Sand Island deep-water outfall in 1978 (Brock, 1998). 
(See Sections 3.3.3.1, 3.7.2.1, and 3.7.4.5.) Other 
QRWDEOH�GLVFKDUJHV�WR�0Ɨmala Bay include the Ala Wai 
Canal (inWR�ZKLFK�0Ɨnoa Stream discharges); Nuދuanu, 
.DSƗlama, Kalihi, and Moanalua Streams; other small 
streams and drainage channels; and Pearl Harbor, which 
receives runoff from five perennial and three 
intermittent streams. West of Kewalo Basin, on lands 
now occupied by the Kakaދako Waterfront Park, stood 
the former Honolulu incinerator and dump. While in 
operation, this dump received both burned and 
unmodified wastes from urban Honolulu. Because the 
unlined dump filled in a section of old coastline in 
excess of 330 feet seaward, these materials along the 
seaward side are exposed to seawater and there is a 
potential for leaching of pollutants (Brock, 1998). 
0Ɨmala Bay has been used as a dumping ground for 
dredged materials from both Pearl Harbor and Honolulu 
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Harbor. There have been three main dump sites in 
MƗmala Bay: the former Pearl Harbor site, the former 
Honolulu Harbor Site, and the active South Oދahu Site, 
which was approved for use by the USEPA in 1980. 
That site is approximately 1.5 miles west of the 
proposed HSWAC seawater intake site. Prior to 
establishment of those sites, dumping of dredged 
materials from Honolulu Harbor was unregulated and 
often done in shallow water adjacent to the harbor 
entrance channel. Exacerbating the effects of these 
perturbations is the fact WKDW�0Ɨmala Bay is exposed to 
seasonally high energy wave events that resuspend 
sediments and move rubble, keeping the biological 
community in an early successional stage. Compared 
with most coastal areas in Hawaiދi, species diversity is 
low and benthic epifauna is found mainly on elevated 
reef spurs where it’s somewhat protected from rubble 
worked by wave action. The new shallow water and 
deep water marine biology surveys prepared for 
incorporation into the FEIS confirm the degraded nature 
of the bottom along the entire proposed pipe route when 
compared with other coastal areas around Hawaiދi. 

Page 3-99. Provide analysis whether 44 MGD of return 
water might cause marine community phase shifts as the 
0ƗPDOD�%D\�VWXG\�FOHDUO\�VWDWHV�WKDW�WKLV�KDSSHQHG�LQ�
the past due to water quality effects of untreated sewage. 
(NOAA, NMFS, PIRO, HCD) 

The correct flow rate is 44,000 gpm. There are 
significant differences between the proposed HSWAC 
discharge and a wastewater discharge. First, wastewater 
is of much lower salinity and much higher nutrient 
content. Second, the wastewater density is much lower 
than that of the receiving waters, meaning the plume 
tends to surface and be influenced by wind-driven 
surface currents. The HSWAC discharge plume would 
be negatively buoyant because its density would be 
greater than that of the receiving waters. Results of the 
plume modeling exercise show that some plume-seabed 
interaction is anticipated in the immediate vicinity of the 
diffuser; however, substantial initial dilution implies 
plume properties would be close to ambient when the 
plume encounters the seabed. This argues against a 
phase shift in the vicinity of the diffuser. A clarification 
has been added to Section 3.7.5.1. 

Page 3-100. Provide updated studies beyond Grigg 
(1995) which are now over 15 years old. (NOAA, 
NMFS, PIRO, HCD) 

New water quality data from the intake and diffuser 
locations and new quantitative biological data collected 
along the entire proposed pipe route have been collected 
since publication of the DEIS and these are used as 
baseline information in Sections 3.7.4 and 3.7.5. 

Page 3-101. Provide up to date and high resolution 
benthic maps. The NOAA benthic maps in the Atlas are 
not always accurate and of low resolution. (NOAA, 
NMFS, PIRO, HCD) 

The delineation of bottom types on the NOAA map 
generally agrees with the results of benthic surveys done 
for this project. A bathymetric map of the pipe corridor 
was produced in sufficient detail for engineering 
purposes and is reproduced as Figure 2-16. 

Page 3-102. Provide quantitative and detailed 
comprehensive benthic survey data for each of the 
potential impact sites. (NOAA, NMFS, PIRO, HCD) 

New detailed and quantitative shallow water and deep 
water marine biological surveys were completed for the 
FEIS and may be found in Appendices E and I, 
respectively. Summaries may be found in Section 3.7.5. 
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Page 3-105. Clarify that 75% coral coverage as reported 
for some areas in the project footprint is very high. 
(NOAA, NMFS, PIRO, HCD) 

The areas where coral cover may approach 75% are not 
within the project footprint. A clarification was added to 
Section 3.7.5.1. 

Page 3-108. Remove the statement that there are no 
stony corals below 100m as there is evidence that 
indicates otherwise. (NOAA, NMFS, PIRO, HCD) 

The text has been changed in Section 3.7.5.1 to say 
“Below 130 meters, only a few, if any, stony corals 
occur.” 

Page 3-110. Remove the statement that Alternative 1 
will have “long-term less than significant impact” as 
there is inadequate information provided to support this 
statement. (NOAA, NMFS, PIRO, HCD) 

The statement was removed. The conclusion in Section 
3.7.5 was changed to read: “….In the longer-term 
(operational phase), benthic biota in the immediate 
vicinity of the diffuser, including corals, may be 
significantly adversely affected, although corals are 
scarce at the Alternative 1 diffuser location. The indirect 
long-term effect of the increased hard substratum 
provided by the pipes and collars may be beneficial in 
terms of the ecological services rendered by the 
ecosystem.” 

Page 3-110. Clarify how the proposed break-out point 
was chosen to avoid coral reef as the data provided in 
reports is qualitative. Clarify if other data was used. 
(NOAA, NMFS, PIRO, HCD) 

A clarification was added to Section 2.4.2.1. 

Page 3-112. Describe in greater detail, using 
scientifically valid up to date research, the potential 
positive as well as negative impacts to the biological 
community within and outside the ZOM – short-, mid-, 
and long-term. Remove or support with scientifically 
valid data, statements that consequences will be positive 
long-term. (NOAA, NMFS, PIRO, HCD) 

Section 3.7.5 has been modified to include the results of 
new shallow and deep water biological surveys. Long-
term positive impacts would result from the presence of 
the structures, as has been documented at the NELH 
IDFLOLW\�RQ�+DZDLދL�LVODQG��3OHDVH�VHH�)LJXUH��-33. 

Page 3-130. Correct the water column EFH depth 
designation: it is 200m not 100m. (NOAA, NMFS, 
PIRO, HCD) 

Corrected. 

Page 3-131. Modify statement and remove the word 
“possible” from “possible effects to EFH…” Effects will 
very likely occur. (NOAA, NMFS, PIRO, HCD) 

The EFH section was modified and the word “possible” 
replaced with the word “potential” in the FEIS. 

Page 3-131. Include assessment of impacts to EFH 
nearshore as coral reef EFH is all substrate down to 
100m depth. (NOAA, NMFS, PIRO, HCD) 

The FEIS contains a new appendix (Appendix J) with 
USACE’s EFH assessment. Impacts to coral reef EFH 
are described in greater detail in that appendix and 
summarized in Section 3.7.6.4. 

Page 3-131. Describe in far greater detail the impacts to 
all EFH, including coral reef EFH nearshore. Justify any 
statements that effects will only be temporary or 
minimal. Any injury to coral is permanent effect. 
(NOAA, NMFS, PIRO, HCD) 

The FEIS contains a new appendix (Appendix J) that 
separates and augments the discussion of effects to EFH 
in the DEIS. Impacts to coral reef EFH are described in 
greater detail in that appendix and summarized in 
Section 3.7.6.4. The statement that any injury to coral is 
a permanent effect makes sense for individual coral 
polyps, but damaged coral colonies may re-grow. With 
return to existing (or creation of improved) habitat 
conditions, new colonies may develop within a damaged 
area. 

Page 3-132. Describe how benthic algal communities 
might be influenced by nutrient flux within return water 
and if this might lead to phase shifts of algal dominance. 
(NOAA, NMFS, PIRO, HCD)  

Descriptions have been added to the impact sections in 
Section 3.7.5.1. 
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Page 3-132. Provide a detailed and comprehensive EFH 
assessment labeled “EFH assessment” in the final EIS if 
the wish is to use the NEPA document for EFH 
consultation with NOAA. (NOAA, NMFS, PIRO, HCD) 

USACE provided its EFH Assessment to NOAA on 
December 5, 2011, and completed consultation on 
February 28, 2013, by providing NOAA with its final 
response to NOAA’s EFH conservation 
recommendations. The EFH Assessment and the record 
of consultation are attached as Appendix J. 

Page 3-142. State whether and if so how the marine 
environment might be impacted if the groundwater 
levels will be affected when dewatering occurs. (NOAA, 
NMFS, PIRO, HCD) 

Dewatering of the jacking pit, the cooling station 
receiving pit, and various locations along the 
distribution route would be required. Effects would be 
localized and are not expected to affect the marine 
environment. This clarification has been added to 
Section 3.8.4.2. 

Page 3-147. Revise Section 3.9.6 as the analysis is 
inadequate and flawed in its approach and scope. 
(NOAA, NMFS, PIRO, HCD) 

Section 3.9.6 provides a summary of previously 
described natural and anthropomorphic influences on the 
project area and the cumulative effects that would result 
from implementation of the proposed project. Additional 
text and cross-references to appropriate sections in 
Chapter 3 have been added to Section 3.9.6. Table 3-17 
provides a quantitative analysis of the net effects of the 
action alternatives to substrata and coral cover. 

Page 4-2. Revise this section by providing far more 
detail and a comprehensive quantification based analysis 
of what unavoidable impacts will be. (NOAA, NMFS, 
PIRO, HCD) 

This section is a summary of impacts described 
throughout the previous chapter. References to the 
appropriate sections in Chapter 3 have been added to 
Section 4.8. Table 3-17 provides a quantitative analysis 
of the net effects of the action alternatives to substrata 
and coral cover. 

Page 4.2. Revise this section and provide a 
comprehensive vetted mitigation plan consistent with 
the 2008 EPA and DA Final Rule on compensatory 
mitigation. (NOAA, NMFS, PIRO, HCD) 

The applicant’s proposed coral transplantation and 
monitoring plan may be found in Appendix O. 

Page 4-3. Clarify whether break-out point is around sand 
or rubble. (NOAA, NMFS, PIRO, HCD) 

The breakout point is in the biotope of dredged rubble, 
but there is both sand and rubble present. Clarifications 
of this have been added to Sections 2.4.2.1, 3.7.4.5, 
3.7.5.1, and 4.9. 

Where are the flow dynamic models to assess whether 
local fish and benthic community will be affected by 
either intake or return flows? (DOI) 

Please see Section 2.4.2.4 for an explanation of the 
diffuser modeling. The modeling, performed as required 
by the USEPA, was used to characterize changes to 
water quality in the vicinity of the diffuser and that in 
turn was used to assess impacts to marine communities 
in the vicinity. For the FEIS, additional modeling was 
performed using more precise bathymetric data and a 
new version of the software. 

DEIS does not propose mitigation measures 
commensurate with the range of potential adverse 
impacts. (DOI) 

Additional measures to avoid and minimize the adverse 
impacts of the proposed project have been incorporated 
into appropriate sections of this FEIS. 

Revise the EIS to include more complete information 
based on a commitment to avoid and minimize impacts 
and compensate for significant unavoidable impacts. 
(DOI) 

New shallow and deep water surveys were completed 
for the FEIS (Appendices E and I, respectively). Two 
new alternatives were added and the preferred location 
of the discharge was moved to a location about 225 feet 
deeper than in the DEIS. This was done to minimize 
possible impacts at the shallower discharge site. In 
addition, the applicant has proposed both water quality 
and biota monitoring (Appendix G) and a coral 
transplantation and monitoring plan (Appendix O).  
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DEIS does not describe approximate depth steel pipes 
ZRXOG�EH�GULYHQ�LQWR�EHQWKLF�VXEVWUDWH�LQ�.HދHKL�/DJRRQ�
nor total fill area of pipe and anchors. (DOI) 

Although the contractor would determine the actual 
methodology, the applicant’s intention is to use in 
Keދehi Lagoon the 20-inch diameter pipe piles that 
would later be used to secure the offshore pipe collars. 
The piles would be 30-40 feet long. Because they would 
have to be extracted and then reused, the applicant 
anticipates that they would be driven into the Keދehi 
Lagoon bottom to a depth not to exceed 20 feet. This 
information has been added to Section 2.4.2.6. 

Specific details of length of pipe, combination collars 
and fill that may result from Alternative 2 are not 
provided as for Alternative 1. (DOI) 

This information may be found in Table 2-1. 

Recommend a revised DEIS with an alternative 
discharge at a depth where ambient temperature is 58 
degrees F. (DOI) 

To reach a depth where ambient temperature is 58 
degrees F the diffuser would have to be located nearly 
1,000 feet deep, well below the thermocline and 
consequently in waters with ambient nutrient 
concentrations well above State water quality standards. 
Such an alternative could not be permitted based on 
State water quality standards. Where water quality 
standards are exceeded, there is no assimilation capacity 
for a new discharge, and an NPDES permit cannot be 
granted.  

DEIS should include a discussion of how potential 
impacts of increased water temperatures might be 
avoided or minimized. (DOI) 

After passing through the heat exchangers, the return 
seawater would be warmed from its intake temperature. 
However, the temperature of the return water at the 
diffuser would be below the ambient temperature of the 
receiving waters. Accordingly, the proposed project 
would not have any impacts due to increased water 
temperatures. The potential impacts due to the 
temperature differential between the return seawater and 
the receiving waters, and potential measures to avoid 
and minimize those impacts, are addressed in Section 
3.7.5. 

Ecological data in the DEIS are qualitative and do not 
describe ecological functions. (DOI) 

New quantitative shallow and deep water surveys were 
completed for the FEIS (Appendices E and I, 
respectively). Section 3.7.5 summarizes these studies 
and describes potential impacts to marine habitats. New 
subsections were added to Section 3.7.5.1 to evaluate 
the ecological services of the project area and assess 
potential impacts to those services from the action 
alternatives.  

Include biological surveys at appropriate depths. Include 
biomass, densities and size frequency of coral reef 
organisms. (DOI) 

The new shallow water marine biology survey 
(Appendix E) includes data on coral colony size and size 
frequency distribution by biotope, invertebrate species 
and individual density, and fish species and individual 
density and biomass. This information is summarized in 
Section 3.7.5.1. 

5HFRPPHQG�FROOHFWLRQ�RI�TXDQWLWDWLYH�GDWD�DW�.HދHKL�
Lagoon to describe the biological community and 
ecological functions. (DOI) 

4XDQWLWDWLYH�ELRORJLFDO�GDWD�RQ�.HދHKL�/DJRRQ�ELRWD�
adequate for baseline community description and 
potential impact assessment were sourced from a study 
conducted by the Hawaii Biological Survey of the B.P. 
Bishop Museum (1999) and are summarized in Section 
3.7.5.1.  
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DEIS Comment  Response 
Discussion of the mesophotic community is not 
adequately presented. (DOI) 

Observations of mesophotic organisms from a 
submersible survey of the route are described in the new 
deep water survey, Appendix I. Additional discussion of 
the mesophotic community has been added to Section 
3.7.5. 

Recommend that marine biological surveys be 
conducted to quantify species that may be affected by 
placement of collars and pipes on coral reef. (DOI) 

The results of new shallow and deep water surveys may 
be found in Appendices E and I, respectively. 
Summaries of these surveys may be found in Section 
3.7.5. 

Recommend selection of preferred seawater pipe 
alignment be based on least environmentally damaging 
practicable alternative. (DOI) 

All DA permits subject to Section 404 of the Clean 
Water Act must comply with the applicable provisions 
of the 404(b)(1) Guidelines at 40 CFR Part 230. 
Accordingly, USACE may only issue a DA permit for 
discharges, which represent the least environmentally 
damaging practicable alternative (LEDPA). 

Recommend quantitative marine surveys be conducted. 
(DOI) 

Quantitative surveys have been done (Appendices E and 
I) and results are summarized in Section 3.7.5. 

Recommend examination of long-term impacts if intake 
is not screened. (DOI) 

An entrainment analysis was prepared by the applicant 
and may be found in Appendix N. Results of this 
analysis are summarized in Section 3.7.5.2. 

Recommend mooring and anchor sites be identified by 
divers to avoid significant coral reef resources. (DOI) 

This has been proposed as a mitigation measure. 

Pipes or cement structures are not adequate to offset 
impacts to coral reef communities. (DOI) 

USACE will determine the appropriate and practicable 
mitigation to avoid minimize, and/or compensate for 
losses of aquatic resources.  

Recommend references to support the statement: “The 
marine areas in the proposed pipeline corridor are 
among the most historically degraded coastal habitats in 
the State….and that this area has limited marine 
biological resources.” (DOI) 

Supporting references include Cox and Gordon (1970) 
and Brock (1998) and may be found in Section 3.3.3.1.  

Recommend references to support the statement: 
“Marine mammals have a much greater tolerance to 
temperature extremes than do corals.” (DOI) 

See Section 3.7.5.3. 

Recommend references to support the statement: “…in 
the unlikely event that a Hawaiian monk seal or sea 
turtle entered the cone of influence of the HSWAC 
intake, their swimming capability would be more than 
adequate to escape entrainment.” (DOI) 

See Section 3.7.5.3. 

Consider the potential effects of the intake on the 
mesopelagic boundary community. (Christina Comfort, 
UH) 

Observations of mesopelagic organisms from a 
submersible survey of the route are described in the new 
deep water survey, Appendix I. Additional discussion of 
the mesopelagic community has been added to Section 
3.7.5.2. 
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6.2 LAWS, REGULATIONS, EXECUTIVE ORDERS, ORDINANCES AND PLANS 

International 
1982 United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea 
 
Federal 
Clean Air Act, 42 U.S.C. 7401 et seq. 
Coastal Zone Management Act of 1972, 16 CFR 1451 et seq. 
Compensatory Mitigation for Losses of Aquatic Resources; Final Rule (Mitigation Rule), 33 CFR Parts 

325 and 332, and 40 CFR Part 230 
Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act, 42 U.S.C. 9601 et seq. 
Coral Reef Conservation Act of 2000, 16 U.S.C. 6401 et seq. 
Council on Environmental Quality Regulations for Implementing the Procedural Provisions of NEPA, 40 

CFR 1500-1508 
Emergency Planning and Community Right to Know Act, 42 U.S.C. 11001 et seq. 
Endangered Species Act of 1973, 16 U.S.C. §§ 1531-1544, as amended 
Executive Order 11988, Floodplain Management 
Executive Order 11990 Protection of Wetlands 
Executive Order 12898, Federal Actions to Address Environmental Justice in Minority Populations and 

Low- Income Populations 
Executive Order 13045, Protection of Children from Environmental Health Risks and Safety Risks 
Executive Order 13089, Coral Reef Protection 
Executive Order 13112, Non-Native Species 
Executive Order 13158, Marine Protected Areas 
Executive Order 13186, Responsibilities of Federal Agencies to Protect Migratory Birds 
Executive Order 13423, Strengthening Federal Environmental, Energy, and Transportation Management 
Executive Order 13514, Federal Leadership in Environmental, Energy, and Economic Performance 
Federal Water Pollution Control Act or Clean Water Act, 33 U.S.C. 1251 et seq. 
Fish and Wildlife Conservation Act, 16 U.S.C. 2901 et seq. 
Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act, 16 U.S.C. 661-667e, as amended 
Fishery Conservation and Management Act, Public Law 94-265; 16 U.S.C. 1801 et seq. (the Magnuson 

Act, and later, after amendments, the Magnuson-Stevens Act [MSA], the Magnuson-Stevens 
Fishery Conservation and Management Act [MSFMCA], the Sustainable Fisheries Act [SFA], 
and most recently the Magnuson-Stevens Reauthorization Act [MSRA]) 

Marine Mammal Protection Act, 16 U.S.C. 1361 et seq. 
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Marine Protection, Research and Sanctuaries Act of 1972, 16 U.S.C. 1401-1445 
Migratory Bird Treaty Act, 16 U.S.C. 703-712, as amended 
National Environmental Policy Act, 42 U.S.C. 4321 et seq. 
National Historic Preservation Act, 16 U.S.C. 470 et seq. 
National Marine Sanctuaries Act, 16 U.S.C. 1431 et seq. 
Noise Control Act of 1972, PL 92-574 and Amendments of 1978, PL 95-609; and the U.S. Environmental 

Protection Agency (USEPA) Subchapter G-Noise Abatement Programs (40 CFR 201-211) 
Occupational Safety and Health Act, 29 U.S.C. 651 et seq. 
Pollution Prevention Act of 1990, 42 U.S.C. 13101 et seq. 
Resource Conservation and Recovery Act, 42 U.S.C. 6901 et seq. 
Rivers and Harbors Acts of 1890 (superseded) and 1899, 33 U.S.C. 401, et seq. 
Rivers and Harbors Appropriation Act of 1899, 33 U.S.C. 403 et seq. 
Submerged Lands Act of 1953, U.S.C. Title 43 Chapter 29 
Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act, 42 U.S.C 9601 et seq. 
Toxic Substances Control Act, 15 U.S.C. 2601 et seq. 
U.S. USACE “Procedures for Implementing NEPA,” 40 CFR 1500-1508 
 
State 
Aquatic Resources, Chapter 187A Hawai‘i Revised Statutes 
Coastal Zone Management, Chapter 205A Hawai‘i Revised Statutes 
Community Noise Control, Chapter 46 Hawai‘i Administrative Rules 
Comprehensive Approach to Achieving Energy Self-sufficiency for the State, Act 96, Session Laws of 

Hawai‘i 2006 
Conservation District, Hawai‘i Revised Statutes Chapter 183C and Chapter 190D 
Conservation District Policies and Regulations, Chapter 13-5, subchapter 1, Hawai‘i Administrative 

Rules 
Endangered Species Law, Chapter 195D Hawai‘i Revised Statutes 
Energy Objectives, Chapter 226-18 Hawai‘i Revised Statutes 
Greenhouse Gas Reduction Mandate, Act 234, Session Laws of Hawai‘i 2007 
Hawai‘i Ocean Resources Management Plan (HCZMP, 2006) 
Hawai‘i State Plan, Chapter 226 Hawai‘i Revised Statutes 
Kaka‘ako Community Development District, Makai Area Plan 
Land Use Commission, Chapter 205 Hawai‘i Revised Statutes 
Ocean and Submerged Lands Leasing, Chapter 190D Hawai‘i Revised Statutes 
Renewable Energy Portfolio Standard, Act 95, Session Laws of Hawai‘i 2004 
State Land Use Law, Chapter 205 Hawai‘i Revised Statutes 
Water Quality Standards, Chapter 11-54, Hawai‘i Administrative Rules 
 
County 
City and County of Honolulu Development Plan, Chapter 24 Revised Ordinances of Honolulu 
City and County of Honolulu Sustainability Initiative 
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CHAPTER 7.  INDEX 

A 
air pollutants, 3-169, 3-170 
air quality, a, 3-169, 3-170, 3-171, 3-174, 4-3 
algal, 3-67, 3-118, 3-119, 3-125, 3-126, 3-127, 3-165, 

5-13 
ammonia, 2-62 
anchor collars, 3, 2-24, 3-6, 3-21, 3-52, 3-80 
antidegradation, 1, 2-1, 3-83, 5-2 
antifouling, 3-33, 3-116, 5-3, 5-5 
auxiliary chillers, a, 15, 1-1, 2-6, 2-39, 3-25, 3-54, 4-1 

B 
backfill, 3, 2-13, 4-4 
benthic ecosystems, 3-88 
Best Management Practices, x 
biotope of dredged rubble, 3, 5, 3-13, 3-124, 4-3 
biotope of sand, 3 
biotope of scattered corals, 3, 5 
biotope of scoured limestone, 3, 3-93 
blue whale, 3-140 
BMPs, 10, 12, 14, x, 3-32, 3-36, 3-61, 3-80, 3-81, 3-154, 

3-171, 3-177, 4-4 
breakout point, 2, 3, 4, 5, 2-7, 2-10, 2-12, 2-13, 2-16, 2-

21, 2-35, 2-56, 2-58, 2-60, 3-5, 3-13, 3-52, 3-58, 3-61, 
3-80, 3-124, 3-154, 4-3 

C 
CEQ, x 
CO, x, 3-169, 3-170, 3-171, 3-173, 3-174, 3-184, 6-5 
CO2, x, 3-169, 3-174, 3-184, 3-188 
Coastal Zone Management, x, 4-2, 6-6 
Compensatory Mitigation, 3-164, 6-12 
Conservation District, x 
cooling station, 2, 5, 15, 2-3, 2-6, 2-7, 2-10, 2-12, 2-37, 2-

39, 2-40, 2-42, 2-50, 2-56, 2-58, 2-60, 3-26, 3-27, 3-
45, 3-53, 3-54, 3-164, 3-165, 3-166, 3-171, 3-176, 4-
1, 4-2 

cooling towers, 2-2, 3-9, 3-24, 3-25, 3-45, 4-1 
coral reefs, 3-88, 3-90, 3-165 
CORMIX, x, 2-23, 3-85, 3-117, 3-118, 3-126, 5-2 
cultural impact, 3-1 
currents, 3-51, 3-62, 3-78, 3-81, 3-88, 3-105, 3-130, 3-

131 
CWA Section 303(d), 3-68 
CWA Section 305(b), 3-68 
CWA Section 316(a), 3-83 
CWA Section 316(b), 2-63, 3-131, 3-151 

D 
deployment, 4, 12, 2-25, 2-32, 2-33, 2-35, 2-37, 2-53, 3-

12, 3-20, 3-22, 3-74, 3-76, 3-77, 3-80, 3-81, 3-154, 4-
4 

dewatering, 2-59, 3-175, 3-176, 3-177 
diffuser, 2, 4, 2-11, 2-13, 2-16, 2-21, 2-23, 2-37, 2-40, 2-

61, 3-8, 3-67, 3-82, 3-83, 3-156, 4-5 
dissolved oxygen, 15, 2-21, 2-62, 3-64, 3-72, 3-82, 3-

106, 4-2 
double closed loop system, 2-49 
drilling fluids, 2-59, 5-5 

E 
ecosystems, 3-88, 3-89, 3-90, 3-131, 3-158 
electricity, 15, 1-1, 2-50, 3-25, 3-26, 3-27, 3-80, 3-169, 

3-184, 3-185, 4-1, 4-2 
Endangered Species: endangered species, x, 3-88, 3-140, 

4-7, 6-12, 6-13 
entrainment, 12, 3-151, 3-152 
Environmental Hazard, ix, x, 3-36, 5-7, 8-7 
essential fish habitat, 3-88, 3-158 
ethnographic survey, 3-2 

F 
fin whale, 3-140 
fishing, 3-2, 3-3, 3-4, 3-7, 3-11, 3-13, 3-14, 3-17, 3-20, 3-

21, 3-124, 3-141, 3-150, 3-158, 3-179, 3-184, 3-187, 
6-6 

flood hazard zone, 3-46, 3-186 
flow rate, 4, 2-21, 2-37, 3-136 
fossil fuels, 3-26, 3-170, 4-1, 4-2 

G 
gravity anchors, 4, 2-13, 2-16, 2-61 
groundwater, 2-8, 2-49, 2-59, 3-31, 3-66, 3-67, 3-68, 3-

84, 3-175, 3-176 

H 
Hawaiian monk seal, 3-131, 3-140, 6-1, 6-6, 6-9 
HDPE, 3, xi, 2-3, 2-21, 2-24, 2-29, 2-30, 2-31, 2-35, 2-37, 

2-38, 2-39, 2-42, 2-43, 2-57, 2-58, 2-60, 3-84, 3-115, 
3-116, 3-117, 3-119 

heat exchangers, a, 2, 3, 1-1, 2-6, 2-7, 2-37, 2-39, 3-25, 3-
64, 3-152 

high density polyethylene, 3, 2-3, 3-85 
Honolulu Harbor, 1, 5, 2-3, 2-29, 2-40, 2-59, 2-61, 2-62, 

3-4, 3-6, 3-7, 3-8, 3-11, 3-45, 3-50, 3-54, 3-56, 3-58, 
3-67, 3-76, 3-88, 3-93, 3-165 

humpback whale, 3-139, 3-140 
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I 
impaired waters, 4-6, 5-1, 5-2 
impingement, 12, 3-152 
inorganic nutrient concentrations, 15, 3-64, 3-156, 4-2 
intake pipe, a, 3, 4, 6, 2-21, 2-35, 2-37, 2-40 
intake velocity, 12 

J 
JABSOM, xi, 2-49 
jacking pit, 5, 2-8, 2-10, 2-42, 3-12, 3-13 

K 
Kaka‘ako, a, 2, 2-3, 2-10, 2-12, 2-57, 2-58, 3-2, 3-3, 3-7, 

3-11, 3-17, 3-20, 3-27, 3-42, 3-45, 3-46, 3-53, 3-54, 3-
93, 3-154, 3-165, 3-175, 3-178, 3-184, 4-2 

Kaka‘ako Waterfront Park, 5, 10, 2-10, 2-11, 2-12, 2-39, 
2-40, 2-58, 3-3, 3-7, 3-11, 3-12, 3-13, 3-14, 3-30, 3-
31, 3-32, 3-39, 3-41, 3-44, 3-45, 3-54, 3-74, 3-81, 3-
91, 3-93, 3-94, 3-96, 3-111, 3-165, 3-175, 3-186 

Ke‘ehi Lagoon, a, 2, 4, 2-24, 2-25, 2-26, 2-27, 2-33, 2-53, 
2-54, 2-55, 3-5, 3-6, 3-11, 3-20, 3-87, 3-105 

Ke‘ehi Lagoon Beach Park, 3-11 
Kewalo Basin, 1, 5, 6, 2-3, 2-39, 3-2, 3-4, 3-5, 3-6, 3-7, 3-

17, 3-20, 3-21, 3-54, 3-55, 3-67, 3-93, 3-175 
Kewalo Marine Laboratory, 3-11 
Kilo Nalu, 6, 2-59, 3-14, 3-15, 3-16, 3-17, 3-64 
Kilo Nalu Observatory, 2-59, 3-15 

L 
LEDPA, xi 

M 
�¢��������ǡ�ʹ-61, 3-7, 3-8, 3-52, 3-56, 3-57, 3-58, 3-60, 

3-62, 3-63, 3-67, 3-70, 3-74, 3-75, 3-76, 3-78, 3-88, 3-
89, 3-90, 3-144, 3-147, 3-148, 3-154, 3-157, 4-9, 6-3, 
6-4, 6-6, 6-10 

marine biota, a, 15, 4-2, 4-5 
marine mammals, 12, 3-4, 3-131, 3-138, 3-140, 3-154 
mesopelagic boundary community, 3-131, 3-132, 3-133, 

3-134, 3-135, 3-137 
mesophotic, 1, 15, 2-1, 3-110, 3-112, 3-127, 3-128, 3-

163, 4-9, 5-4, 5-8, 5-16 
microtunneling, 2, 2-7, 2-8, 2-10, 2-28, 2-42, 2-58, 2-59, 

2-60, 3-3, 3-5, 3-61 
migratory birds, 3-138 
mitigation, 10, 12, 3-3, 3-6, 3-7, 3-11, 3-13, 3-26, 3-27, 

3-29, 3-30, 3-36, 3-38, 3-41, 3-43, 3-52, 3-53, 3-54, 3-
62, 3-82, 3-85, 3-120, 3-150, 3-166, 3-171, 3-187, 4-
1, 4-3, 4-4 

mitigation measures, 4-2, 4-3 
Mitigation Rule, 6-12 
monitoring, 3-31, 3-82, 3-171, 4-2, 4-5, 6-3 
Monitoring Plan, 3-3 
MTBM, 3, 5, xi, 2-7, 2-8, 2-11, 2-13 
munitions, 1, 3, 12, 2-1, 3-8, 3-10, 3-39, 3-186, 5-1 

N 
Natural Energy Laboratory of Hawai‘i, xi, 1-1, 3-152 
nekton, 3-130, 3-131 
nitrate+nitrite nitrogen, 2-23, 3-74, 3-83, 3-84, 3-85 
No Action Alternative, 2-2, 3-1, 3-3, 3-43, 3-45, 3-53, 3-

80, 3-175, 3-176, 3-178, 3-188, 4-1 
noise, a, 15, 3-27, 3-29, 3-178, 4-1, 4-2, 4-3 
northern right whale, 3-140 
NOx, 3-169, 3-174, 3-184 
NPDES, xi, 2-61, 3-82, 3-177, 4-5 

O 
oil, 15, 3-26, 3-66, 3-84, 3-142, 4-1 
ozone, 3-84, 3-170, 4-1 

P 
phosphate-phosphorous, 3-71 
photic zone, 3-64, 3-82, 3-130 
phytoplankton, 3-84, 3-130 
pile driving, 12, 2-40, 3-30, 3-81 
PM10, xi, 3-169, 3-173, 3-174, 3-184 
potable water, 2-2, 3-9, 3-24, 3-26, 3-27, 3-84, 4-1, 4-2 
Preferred Alternative, 2-10, 3-188, 4-2 
protected species, 12, 3-154 

R 
receiving pit, 3, 5, 6, 12, 15, 2-8, 2-10, 2-11, 2-12, 2-13, 

2-39, 2-42, 3-10, 3-16, 3-30, 3-37, 3-46, 3-56, 3-61, 3-
80, 3-81, 3-85, 3-86, 3-87, 3-90, 3-95, 3-98, 3-100, 3-
102, 3-113, 3-114, 3-115, 3-117, 3-124, 3-125, 3-
126, 3-127, 3-128, 4-2, 4-4 

renewable energy, 2-50 
repair, 2-37, 2-38, 2-39 

S 
salinity, 3-65, 3-68, 3-69, 3-72, 3-78, 3-176, 6-4 
Sand Island State Park, 3-11 
screen, 2-63, 3-152, 3-153 
sea turtles, 12, 3-4, 3-131, 3-138, 3-144, 3-154, 3-155 
seawater air conditioning, a, 2 
seawater return pipe, a, 4 
sei whale, 3-139, 3-140 
sewage, 3-7, 3-24, 3-25, 3-26, 3-54, 3-84, 3-88, 3-89, 3-

170 
sheet piles, 3, 2-13, 3-61, 3-81, 3-113, 3-154, 4-4 
silt curtains, 3, 12, 2-13, 3-61, 3-80, 3-81, 3-113, 4-4 
SOPs, 10, 3-32, 3-36 
SOx, xii, 3-169, 3-174, 3-184 
sperm whale, 3-139, 3-140, 3-142, 3-143, 6-2, 6-9 
staging area, a, 4, 2-6, 2-8, 2-24, 2-26, 2-28, 2-53, 2-54, 

2-59, 3-6, 3-11, 3-13, 3-20, 3-22, 3-87, 3-164, 3-166, 
3-171 

steel piles, 3, 2-57 
stiffening rings, 4, 2-24 
stony corals, 3-105, 5-13 
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SWAC, 2, xii, 1-1, 2-49, 3-24, 3-25, 3-26, 3-42, 3-184 

T 
temperature modification, 3-82 
thermal effects, 3-83 
thermal pollution, 3-184 
thermocline, 3-64, 3-65, 3-67, 3-69, 3-72, 3-155 
total phosphorous, 3-71 
toxic chemical, 3-24 
traffic, a, 15, 2-25, 2-26, 2-29, 2-59, 3-27, 3-142, 3-144, 

3-154, 4-1, 4-2, 4-3 
Tremie concrete, 4, 2-16 
trenchless technology, 2-56, 4-3 
tsunami evacuation zone, 3-46, 3-53 
tunneling, 2-7, 2-40, 2-50, 2-56, 2-58, 2-59, 2-60 
turbidity, 15, 2-13, 3-61, 3-66, 3-80, 3-81, 4-2, 4-4 

V 
VOC, xii, 3-84, 3-169, 3-174, 3-184 

W 
wastewater, 2-2, 3-7, 3-26, 3-27, 4-1 
water quality, a, 15, 2-21, 2-23, 2-62, 3-64, 3-65, 3-66, 3-

67, 3-70, 3-71, 3-72, 3-74, 3-80, 3-82, 3-84, 3-88, 3-
89, 3-177, 4-1, 4-2, 4-3, 4-5 

Water Quality Certification, 3-82, 4-5 
water quality standards, 2-23, 3-67, 3-70, 3-71, 3-72, 3-

82 

Z 
ZOM, 15, xii, 3-82, 3-117, 3-118, 3-119, 3-125, 3-135, 

4-2 
zooplankton, 3-88, 3-130 
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CHAPTER 8. PREPARERS OF THE EIS 

The following individuals contributed to production of this EIS: 
 
Cardno TEC, Inc.  

x Karl Bromwell, C.E.A., R.E.M., B.S. Biology and Marine Sciences, 24 years’ experience 
x Andrea Gall, B.A. Communications, 22 years’ experience 
x Julie Grass, B.A. Environmental Studies, B.A. English, 4 years’ experience 
x Kerry Wells, B.S. Physics, 9 years’ experience 
x Jeffrey Hart, R.G., B.S./Geophysics, Registered Geologist, 26 years’ experience 
x George Krasnick, M.S. Biological Oceanography, B.S. Biology, 39 years’ experience 
x Glenn Metzler M.S. Biology, B.S. Biology and Chemistry, 25 years’ experience 
x Lara Payne, B.S. Geography, 13 years’ experience 
x Paige Sims, M.S. Environmental Engineering and Science, B.S. Biology, 7 years’ experience 
x April Teekell, M.S. Environmental Science and Management, B.S. Applied Ecology, 13 years’ 

experience 
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BUREAU OF OCEAN MANAGEMENT, REGULATION 

AND ENFORCEMENT DECISION LETTER 
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APPENDIX B 
USACE NATIONAL HISTORIC PRESERVATION ACT SECTION 106 CONSULTATION 
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APPENDIX C 

CALCULATION OF FUEL OIL SAVINGS AND 
AIR EMISSION REDUCTIONS FROM HSWAC 
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SECTION 1.0: INTRODUCTION 
 
Honolulu Seawater Air Conditioning, LLC is in the final stages of permitting prior to 
development of the Honolulu Seawater Air Conditioning (HSWAC) Project, a 
development that will use cold seawater from depth to chill potable water for use in 
chilled water driven HVAC systems at numerous buildings and other facilities throughout 
the downtown Honolulu Area.  This Environmental Hazard Management Plan (EHMP) 
has been prepared as required under the Special Management Area (SMA) permit 
application process to address issues related to the handling and management of 
potentially contaminated soils and groundwater during construction within the SMA. 
 
This EHMP has been submitted to the Hawaii State Department of Health (HDOH) 
Hazard Evaluation and Emergency Response (HEER) office for review and approval.  
Additional information to be provided by the contractor may be required by the HEER 
office prior to the initiation of construction activities as a condition for approval of this 
plan. 
 
1.1 Purpose 
 
The purpose of this EHMP is to identify and address issues related to the handling and 
management of potentially contaminated soils and groundwater during construction of 
the HSWAC Project within the SMA. 
 
In a letter to Mr. Ingvar Larson of HSWAC LLC dated 11 May 2011 (included herein as 
Appendix A), the HEER office requested the following documentation relative to the 
proposed HSWAC project within the SMA: 
 

1. “Summary of site investigation reports that describe historical information about the site, 
and previous investigations conducted. 

2. Environmental Hazard Evaluation (EHE) that identifies and evaluates specific 
environmental concerns associated with identified contamination, and makes 
recommendations for additional actions (if any). 

3. Environmental Hazard Management Plan (EHMP) that describes proposed construction 
activities (e.g. trenching, pile caps, excavation and grading) and precautionary measures 
and practices to be implemented to prevent exposure and ensure safety of workers. 
EHMP should also include procedures for groundwater handling and disposal if the 
development plan requires disturbance of groundwater.” 

 
This EHMP includes the requested summary of previous site investigations and EHE per 
items 1 and 2 (see Sections 4 and 5, respectively). Phase 1 and 2 Environmental Site 
Assessment (ESA) reports prepared for the portion of the HSWAC project within the 
SMA have also been submitted to the HEER office.  The issues raised in item 3 are 
addressed elsewhere in this Plan: proposed construction activities within the SMA are 
described in Section 3; exposure management and worker protection measures are 
outlined in Section 7; soil and groundwater management procedures are described in 
Sections 8 and 9, respectively. 
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1.2 Project Description 
 
The HSWAC project will bring cold, deep seawater onshore and use this cold seawater to 
chill potable water, which will then be used to chill HVAC systems throughout 
downtown Honolulu.  For a more thorough and detailed description of the proposed 
HSWAC project, see project description as well as the following figures within the 
HSWAC Project SMA Permit Application and Shoreline Setback Variance Request 
(Chapters 1-5 included herein as Appendix C): 
 
Figure 2.1: Conceptual Drawing of HSWAC System 
Figure 2.2: Schematic Drawing of HSWAC System 
Figure 2.7: Location of Pumping and Cooling Station for HSWAC System 
 
1.3 Construction Activities within the Special Management Area 
 
Construction activities with the Special Management Area will include: 
 
• Excavation of a jacking shaft for micro-tunneling operations at the shoreline area 

adjacent to the southwest corner of Kaka’ako Waterfront Park; 
• Excavation of a receiving shaft at the location of the proposed cooling plant on 

Keawe Street between Ilalo Street and Ala Moana Boulevard; 
• Micro-tunneling operations from one or both shaft locations to install subsurface 

pipelines; and 
• Construction of the Cooling plant facilities at the proposed Cooling Plant location. 
 
For a more thorough and detailed description of the planned construction activities for the 
HSWAC project within the SMA, see Section 3.0 (below) and project description as well 
as the following figures within the HSWAC Project SMA Permit Application and 
Shoreline Setback Variance Request (Chapters 1-5 included herein as Appendix C): 
 
Figure 4-18: Staging Areas and Work Areas within SMA 
Figure 4-19: Aerial Photograph of Proposed Jacking Shaft Location in Relation to 

Kaka’ako Waterfront Park 
Figure 4-22: Staging Areas and Work Areas within SMA 
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SECTION 2.0: BACKGROUND 
 
This section provides background information on the project location(s) and the 
surrounding Kaka’ako Waterfront area.  A general description of the HSWAC Project 
Area within the SMA is provided in Section 2.1.  Historic uses of the subject properties 
are described in Section 2.2. Current uses of the subject properties are described in 
Section 2.3.  A summary of site investigations performed for the HSWAC Project is 
provided in Section 2.4.  A summary of previous environmental investigations in the 
Kaka’ako Waterfront Area is provided in Section 2.5.  It should be noted that much of 
the information in this section was taken with permission directly from the Phase 1 
Environmental Site Assessment (ESA) prepared for the HSWAC Project by Kauai 
Environmental, Inc. (KEI, 2009a). 
 
2.1 Description of Project Area 
 
The section of the HSWAC project that will run through the SMA is located in the 
Kaka’ako Makai District of Honolulu, as shown in Figure 1 (Appendix B).  The 
locations of HSWAC project construction and staging areas are shown in Figure 4.18 
and Figure 4.22 (Appendix C). The project area is bounded to the west by a drainage 
canal and the Port of Honolulu facilities at Pier 2, as well as the Ala Moana Pump Station 
at 240 Keawe Street.  To the east, the project area is bounded by the University of Hawaii 
Health and Wellness Center and Medical School.  To the north, the project area is 
bounded by Ala Moana Boulevard, which anchors a corridor of mixed-use industrial and 
commercial properties.  Businesses in this area include auto dealerships and repair shops, 
retail and wholesale commercial storefronts, warehouses, restaurants, and various other 
businesses. 
 
Specific properties where construction staging and/or excavation activities will be 
performed are listed below in Table 1. 
 

Table 1: Properties where Staging and Excavation Will Occur 
 

TMK Parcel No. Total Area Location / Property 
Description 

Owner 
 

(1) 2-1-060: 008 21.41 acres Kaka’ako Waterfront Park Hawaii Community 
Development Assoc 

(1) 2-1-059: 027 0.68 acres Parking lot at corner of Keawe 
Street and Ilalo Street Kamehameha Schools 

(1) 2-1-059: 029 1.20 acres Parking lot at corner of Keawe 
Street and Ilalo Street Kamehameha Schools 

 
 
2.2 Current Use of Subject Properties 
 
TMK parcel (1) 2-1-060: 008 is currently in use as the Kaka’ako Waterfront Park, a 
landscaped municipal park along the shoreline of urban Honolulu.  A drainage canal runs 
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along the western edge of the property.  Construction and staging areas for the shoreline 
jacking shaft location will be located on a narrow strip between the historic landfill site 
and the existing drainage canal (see Figures 4-18 and 4-22 in SMA Permit Application, 
Appendix C). 
 
TMK parcels (1) 2-1-059: 027 and (1) 2-1-059: 029 were both part if TMK parcel (1) 2-
1-059: 012, which was recently subdivided.  These parcels are paved with concrete and 
asphalt and are currently in use as a parking lot (see Figures 3-7 and 4-22 in SMA Permit 
Application, Appendix C). 
 
2.3 Historic Use of Subject Properties 
 
The route of the proposed HSWAC project through the SMA lies within the Kaka’ako 
Makai District, south of Ala Moana Boulevard.  This area was reclaimed from the ocean 
and established through the construction of a series of sea walls which were backfilled 
primarily with noncombustible refuse materials and ash from two major incinerators that 
operated in the area for nearly 50 years. 
 
Due to its location in the heart of Honolulu’s maritime waterfront, the Kaka’ako area has 
been a heavily developed industrial and commercial zone since the early 1900s.  To the 
west, Pier 1 and part of what is now Pier 2 were originally part of Fort Armstrong, a U.S. 
Army installation constructed to defend the Port of Honolulu.  There has been a 
wastewater pump station at the site of the current Ala Moana Pump Station, at 240 
Keawe Street, since at least the 1930s.  To the east, the Kaka’ako peninsula was the 
center of the fishing and fish processing industry in Honolulu from 1930 until the late 
1990s.  Kaka’ako was also the trash disposal hub of urban Honolulu for nearly 50 years, 
from 1930 until both incinerators in the area were shut down in 1977.  From 1930 to 
1971, most of the ash and debris from these incinerators was used as fill material to 
expand the Kaka’ako waterfront and to fill low-lying areas.  From 1971 to 1977, the 
incinerators were still in operation but the debris was hauled away to rural facilities for 
disposal.  
 
The original shoreline in this area, prior to expansion and development of the Kaka’ako 
peninsula, was located near the present location of Ala Moana Boulevard.  The natural 
shoreline consisted of mud flats, marshland and shallow reef.  Prior to the construction of 
sea walls and the use of fill materials to build up the area, there were fish ponds, marshes 
and salt beds along the coast throughout this area. 
 
The initial construction and development of the area occurred at the beginning of the 
twentieth century.  The U.S. Army took over the area in 1898 and built a sea wall to 
establish Fort Armstrong.  Subsequently, several additional sea walls were built, and the 
areas behind the walls were filled in over time. 
 
TMK parcel (1) 2-1-060:008 was one of the last areas in the Kaka’ako peninsula to be 
filled.  This area was formerly used as a landfill for disposal of ash and debris from the 
Kewalo Municipal Incinerator.  In the 1990s, the landfill area was graded, lined with a 
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flexible synthetic membrane that is 30 mm thick, capped with soil and vegetation, and re-
branded as the Kaka’ako Waterfront Park. 
 
TMK parcels (1) 2-1-059: 027 and (1) 2-1-059: 029 were likely filled prior to the 1930s.  
According to KEI’s 2009 Phase 1 ESA report (KEI, 2009a), historical aerial photographs 
of the area show one or more large buildings on the site as early as 1949.  The use or 
purpose of these buildings was not determined or reported. The structures were removed 
in the mid-1990s and the lot was paved for use as a parking lot. 
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SECTION 3.0: DESCRIPTION OF PROPOSED CONSTRUCTION  
   ACTIVITIES 
 
This section describes major construction activities that will occur within the SMA, 
including all activities that will require excavation of potentially contaminated materials 
and/or require construction-related dewatering, and thus management of potentially 
contaminated soils and groundwater. 
 
3.1 Excavation of Shoreline Jacking Shaft 
 
A jacking shaft will be constructed near the shoreline at the southwest corner of the 
Kaka’ako Waterfront Park.  This shaft will be constructed and used to facilitate micro-
tunneling procedures, which will be used to install pipelines for the HSWAC project 
through the SMA (and under the off-shore reef) without requiring open trench 
excavations.  The jacking shaft will be a temporary feature: upon completion of 
construction activities, the shaft will be filled with clean material and the area restored to 
its current condition. 
 
Construction of the shoreline jacking shaft will require excavation of a pit with the 
following approximate interior dimensions: 70 feet by 27 feet, and 62 feet deep. The 
proposed site for the shoreline jacking shaft is at the southwest corner of the Kaka’ako 
Waterfront Park, between the edge of the park and the adjacent drainage canal.  It should 
be noted that this location is approximately 120 feet from the edge the area covered 
by the synthetic membrane, and thus outside the recognized boundaries of the 
historic landfill materials.  The location of the proposed jacking shaft relative to the 
edge of the synthetic membrane covering the landfill site is shown in Figure 2 
(Appendix B). 
 
Because the proposed location of the jacking shaft is outside the footprint of the historic 
landfill site, and construction activities at this location are not expected to disturb landfill 
materials, or damage the geotextile liner that covers the historic landfill site.  However, 
based on the results of environmental studies described below in Sections 4 and 5, it is 
anticipated that historic landfill materials including ash and landfill debris may be 
encountered during excavation of materials near the surface, as would be the case for any 
property in the general vicinity of the Kaka’ako Peninsula.  Once any historic fill 
materials near the surface (including any historic ash or other landfill debris) have been 
removed, the likelihood of additional contaminated materials being generated during 
excavation is extremely low. 
 
Dewatering will be required during construction of the shoreline jacking shaft, however 
procedures such as the installation of sheet piles and grouting will be implemented to 
minimize groundwater infiltration during excavation. 
 
For a detailed description of excavation activities planned for the shoreline jacking shaft 
location adjacent to the former landfill site at the Kaka’ako Waterfront Park, see the 
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HSWAC Project SMA Permit Application and Shoreline Setback Variance Request 
(Chapters 1-5 included herein as Appendix C). 
 
 
3.2 Micro-tunneling 
 
Micro-tunneling procedures will be used to install pipelines for the HSWAC project 
through the SMA (and under the off-shore reef) without requiring open trench 
excavations.  Although this process will generate a slurry of ground coral and rock, this 
material will be derived from native, undisturbed materials.  The HSWAC pipelines 
running from the receiving shaft location toward the shoreline and beyond will be 
installed at a depth of at least 48 feet, while those mauka of the receiving shaft will be 
installed at a depth of at least 22 feet.  These procedures will therefore not disturb surface 
soils or historic fill materials in areas other than those affected by excavations for the 
jacking and receiving shafts.  It is anticipated that only native materials will be disturbed 
during micro-tunneling operations.  Based on the depth of these micro-tunneling 
operations and the geology of the area, it is not anticipated that any contaminated 
materials will be generated during these activities. 
 
Dewatering may be required during micro-tunneling activities, as fines will be removed 
as slurry. Special equipment will be used to separate the slurry into liquid and solid 
components.  Following this separation, the solids will be managed according to 
procedures outlined in Section 8 (Soil Management Plan) while the liquids will be 
recycled or managed as groundwater according to procedures outlined in Section 9 
(Groundwater Management Plan). 
 
For a thorough description of micro-tunneling procedures and the equipment involved, 
see the HSWAC Project SMA Permit Application and Shoreline Setback Variance 
Request (Chapters 1-5 included herein as Appendix C). 
 
3.3 Excavation of Receiving Shaft at Cooling Plant Location 
 
A receiving shaft will be constructed at the proposed location of the cooling plant, on 
TMK parcel (1) 2-1-059: 027.  This shaft will be constructed and used to facilitate micro-
tunneling procedures, which will be used to install pipelines for the HSWAC project 
through the SMA without requiring open trench excavations, and to allow the cold 
seawater pipelines to enter the cooling plant. 
 
Construction of the receiving shaft will require excavation of a pit with the following 
approximate interior dimensions: 30 feet by17 feet, and 70 feet deep. 
 
Based on the results of environmental studies described below in Sections 4 and 5, it is 
anticipated that contaminated materials including ash and landfill debris will not be 
encountered during excavation at the cooling plant and receiving shaft location.  
However, these materials were used as fill materials throughout the Kaka’ako area, so it 
is possible that such materials may be encountered during excavation. Previous studies 
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also indicate the possible presence of localized areas of petroleum contamination at this 
site. Once surface materials have been removed (including any historic ash or other 
landfill debris and any petroleum-contaminated surface soils), the likelihood of additional 
contaminated materials being generated during excavation will be much lower. 
 
Dewatering will be required during construction of the receiving shaft, however 
procedures such as the installation of sheet piles and grouting will be implemented to 
minimize groundwater infiltration during excavation. 
 
For a detailed description of the planned excavation and construction activities for the 
receiving shaft and cooling plant located on Keawe Street, see the HSWAC Project SMA 
Permit Application and Shoreline Setback Variance Request (Chapters 1-5 included 
herein as Appendix C). 
 
3.4 Injection of Grouting for Subsurface Stabilization 
 
Although not anticipated during this project, micro-tunneling operations occasionally 
require injection of concrete grouting for subsurface stabilization.  When soft or unstable 
conditions are encountered in the subsurface strata where tunneling operations are taking 
place, a drill rig is used to penetrate from the surface and concrete grout is injected to 
stabilize the area.  This allows micro-tunneling operations to proceed without failure of 
the tunnel. 
 
In the event that injection grouting is required during construction of HSWAC project 
facilities within the SMA, all tailing materials will be managed according to procedures 
established for handling and management of excavated materials as described elsewhere 
in this EHMP.
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SECTION 4.0: SUMMARY OF RESULTS FROM PREVIOUS  
   ENVIRONMENTAL SITE INVESTIGATIONS 
 
This section summarizes results from previous environmental site investigations, 
including Phase 1 and Phase 2 ESAs for properties to be affected by proposed 
construction activities within the SMA.  Results from site investigations conducted on 
behalf of HSWAC LLC for the HSWAC project are summarized in Section 4.1.  Results 
from previous investigations conducted for nearby or adjacent sites and reviewed during 
the Phase 1 ESA process are summarized in Section 4.2. 
 
4.1 Summary of Project Site Investigation History 
 
In preparation for the development of the HSWAC project in the SMA, HSWAC LLC 
commissioned the R. M. Towill Corporation (RMTC) to prepare Phase 1 and Phase 2 
ESAs for the shoreline section of the HSWAC project.  RMTC hired KEI to prepare these 
reports in late 2009.  A Phase 1 ESA report was produced in September 2009 (KEI, 
2009a) with a Phase 2 ESA report following in December 2009 (KEI, 2009b).  Findings 
from these investigations are summarized below in Sections 2.4.1 and 2.4.2, respectively. 
 
4.1.1 Summary of Conclusions from KEI’s 2009 Phase 1 ESA  
 
The following recognized environmental conditions (RECs) and historical recognized 
environmental conditions (HRECs) were identified in association with the subject 
properties and properties adjacent to the subject properties: 
      
• The Kaka’ako Waterfront Park was constructed on top of the Kewalo Municipal 

Incinerator landfill.  Soil and groundwater samples collected at the site have been 
shown to contain elevated levels of pesticides, heavy metals, volatile and semi-
volatile organic contaminants, petroleum hydrocarbons, and dioxins. The landfill 
materials were covered with a membrane liner and cap of clean soil, however surface 
soils along the perimeter of the landfill may have been impacted historically.  

 
• Groundwater transport of metals, pesticides, PCBs and semi-volatile organic 

compounds has been documented in the Kaka’ako area.   
 
• The entire Kaka’ako peninsula south of Ala Moana Blvd. was reclaimed from the 

Pacific ocean using fill materials at a time when trash, debris and incinerator ash was 
readily available and was considered a viable and safe material to be used as fill.  
Buried ash and other waste materials from the municipal incinerators in the area have 
been encountered on the Kaka’ako peninsula in areas where these materials had not 
been anticipated. 

 
• Site investigations conducted at the Ala Moana Pump Station at 240 Keawe St, 

located adjacent to Keawe Street and across Keawe Street from the proposed site for 
the HSWAC Project receiving shaft and cooling station, found soil and groundwater 
contamination at the site.  Contaminants of concern identified at the site include 
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petroleum hydrocarbons, dioxins, heavy metals, and PAHs.  Many of these 
contaminants likely originated on site and may be limited to localized areas.  For 
other contaminants including metals, dioxins and toluene, contaminant migration and 
historical fill materials in the Kaka’ako area have been suggested as possible sources.   

 
The Phase 1 ESA report identified the following potential impacts to the construction of 
this section of the HSWAC Project pipeline have been identified: 
 
1. Ash and/or other buried waste materials may be encountered during excavation of the 

shoreline jacking shaft on TMK parcel (1) 2-1-060:008 and the receiving shaft on 
TMK parcel (1) 2-1-059:012. 

 
2. Surface soils at the shoreline jacking shaft on TMK parcel (1) 2-1-060:008 may be 

impacted due to historical contaminant migration and/or pesticide application for 
vector control. 

 
3. Historical fill materials at the shaft sites may be contaminated, or may be impacted 

due to possible contaminant migration. 
 
4. Groundwater throughout the project area may be impacted due to extensive use of fill 

materials in the area including ash and other debris from the municipal incinerators 
that operated in the Kaka’ako area for many years, as well as the extensive current 
and historical industrial use of the area. 

 
4.1.2 Summary of Conclusions from KEI’s 2009 Phase 2 ESA 
 
A total of four soil samples were collected from boring locations near the shoreline 
jacking shaft location and the receiving shaft location associated with the proposed 
cooling plant location in conjunction with drilling for geotechnical investigations.  All 
samples were analyzed for a suite of contaminants of potential concern (COPC) 
including: total petroleum hydrocarbons; the 8 RCRA metals; volatile and semi-volatile 
organic compounds; and PCBs.  The single soil sample collected from a location near the 
proposed shoreline jacking shaft location was also analyzed for chlorinated pesticides and 
TEQ dioxins as this sample, though collected outside the historic landfill area, showed 
signs of ash and other landfill debris (a second sample was not collected due to 
obstruction of the drill rig by a subsurface metallic object).  Results from these limited 
sampling activities indicated the following: 
 
• The sample collected near the proposed shoreline jacking shaft location contained 

visible ash and other non-combustible debris.  This material was analyzed and found 
to contain detectable levels of lead; chlorinated pesticides including DDT, DDE, total 
chlordane and dieldrin; and TEQ dioxins.  Lead levels (660 ppm) and dieldrin levels 
(58 ppb) measured in this sample exceeded HDOH Tier 1 action levels for residential 
areas (400 ppm and 3.3 ppb, respectively). 
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• No COPC were identified in any of the samples collected in the vicinity of the 
cooling plant and receiving shaft location, however elevated PID (photo-ionization 
detector) readings at one sampling location was considered potentially indicative of 
limited petroleum-related contamination in the area, as consistent with previous site 
investigations conducted for the adjacent Ala Moana Pump Station location. 

 
• Recommendations included preparation of project specifications that assume ash and 

landfill debris would be encountered in surface soils near the waterfront area, while 
limited petroleum contamination may be encountered at the receiving shaft and 
cooling plant location. 

 
4.2 Summary of Previous Investigations in the Kaka’ako Waterfront Area 
 
This section summarizes results from previous investigations performed in the Kaka’ako 
Waterfront area that were reviewed by KEI during the Phase 1 and Phase 2 ESA process. 
 
4.2.1 Site Investigations for Point Panic Area 
 
These reports were produced for HCDA during the evaluation of potential contamination 
at Point Panic, which includes Unit 2 and Unit 4 of the Kaka’ako Brownfields Project.  
This area is located in relatively close proximity to the subject property (approximately 
one quarter mile away), and shares much of the history of the Kaka’ako Waterfront Park 
area in terms of its historic use as a landfill for the Kewalo Incinerator.  
 
Phase 1 Environmental Site Assessment (ETC, 2006) 
This report documents the historical use of the area as a incinerator landfill; the historical 
presence of a leaking underground storage tank on the site; the historical presence of a 
City and County base yard on the site; presence of petroleum and heavy metal-impacted 
soil and groundwater on the site; the potential presence of ash, unburned refuse, 
construction debris, etc. on the site, and; the potential presence of petroleum impacted 
soils from historic subsurface release(s) on the site. 
 
Site Investigation and Preliminary Remedial Alternatives Analysis (ETC, 2007)  
A total of 84 soil samples and 20 groundwater samples were collected and analyzed for a 
wide range of potential contaminants.  For subsurface soils: residual range organics; 
metals including arsenic, barium, cadmium, lead and selenium; and the pesticides dieldrin 
and endrin were identified as the primary contaminants of concern.  For groundwater, 
metals and dioxins/furans were determined to be the primary contaminants of concern.  
Various PAH compounds and other chlorinated pesticides were also found at levels 
exceeding DOH Tier 1 Environmental Action Levels (EALs). 
 
4.2.2 Site Investigations for Ala Moana Pumping Station 
 
The Ala Moana Pumping Station (also referred to as the Ala Moana WWPS, the Historic 
Ala Moana Pumping Station and the Kaka’ako Pump Station) is located at 240 Keawe 
Street, across Keawe Street from the proposed location of the receiving shaft and cooling 
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station for the HSWAC Project.  A waste water pump station has been located at this site 
since the early 1900s.  Historical operations and structures include boilers, a grease rack, 
and a chimney vent stack. 
 
Final Site Investigation Report (Environet, 2004) 
This report reviewed several previous site investigations which had indicated the 
presence of lead, toluene and benzo(a)pyrene in soil and groundwater samples collected 
from the WWPS site.  Twenty-one soil samples and nine groundwater samples were 
collected for this study.  Results from the analysis of these samples indicated the presence 
of these contaminants but at low levels in localized areas.  The report suggested that the 
toluene contamination “may potentially be due to off-site migration.” 
 
Phase 1 Environmental Site Assessment (ETC, 2007) 
This report documented the presence of an underground oil reservoir beneath the eastern 
portion of the property.  Also noted was a Limited Phase 1 ESA performed by RMTC in 
1993, which found petroleum and heavy metals impacted soils on the property, and 
attributed this contamination to historic landfill operations in the Kaka'ako area. 
 
Phase 2 ESA and Preliminary Remedial Alternatives Analysis (ETC, June 2008)  
This study was conducted to evaluate soil and groundwater contamination on the site.  
Petroleum contamination (diesel and residual range organics) was detected in several soil 
samples at levels exceeding DOH Tier 1 EALs.  Dioxins and heavy metals were detected 
in several ash samples collected from the site at levels exceeding their respective Tier 1 
EALs, and various PAH compounds were detected in soil and groundwater samples at 
levels exceeding their respective EALs. 
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SECTION 5.0: SUMMARY OF POTENTIAL ENVIRONMENTAL  
   HAZARDS 
 
This section summarizes potential environmental hazards associated with contaminants 
identified in the investigations summarized in the previous section. 
 
5.1 Contaminants of Potential Concern 
 
Contaminants of Potential Concern (COPC) identified in the Phase 1 and Phase 2 ESAs 
prepared for the HSWAC project within the SMA (including those identified in previous 
studies reviewed during the Phase 1 ESA process) are defined below in Table 2.  Specific 
contaminants identified in previous site investigations and the associated risks posed by 
these potential contaminants are described below.  These contaminants include heavy 
metals (Section 5.1.1) chlorinated pesticides (Section 5.1.2) and dioxins (Section 5.1.3). 
 

Table 2: Contaminants of Potential Concern 
 
Shoreline Jacking Shaft Location 

surface soils containing ash or debris RCRA metals, chlorinated pesticides, dioxins 

surface soils not containing ash or debris RCRA metals, chlorinated pesticides 

subsurface materials none 

groundwater to be determined* 

Cooling Plant / Receiving Shaft Location 

surface soils containing ash or debris RCRA metals, dioxins 

surface soils with indications of petroleum TPH and related compounds (SVOCs) 

surface soils not containing ash or debris, and no 
indications of petroleum none 

subsurface materials none 

groundwater to be determined* 

Micro-tunneling spoils 

spoils with no indications of potential contamination none 

groundwater to be determined* 

*: See Section 9.0: Groundwater Management Plan 
 
5.1.1 Heavy Metals 
 
In the Phase 2 ESA performed for the HSWAC Project within the SMA Permit Area, 
laboratory results for the soil sample collected near the proposed shoreline jacking shaft 
location indicated the presence of lead at concentrations above the DOH Tier 1 EAL for 
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unrestricted use. The concentration of lead measured in this sample (from location B-9) 
was 660 mg/Kg, which exceeds the DOH Tier 1 EAL of 200 mg/Kg.  Although lead was 
the only metal detected in this study at levels exceeding the DOH Tier 1 EALs for 
unrestricted use, other metals have also been reported at levels exceeding DOH Tier 1 
EALs in previous site investigations from this area (see Section 4.2).  Therefore, the 8 
RCRA metals have been identified as COPC for his project. 
 
Heavy metals are naturally occurring elements that are naturally present at relatively low 
background levels in native Hawaii soils.  The elevated levels of these compounds 
detected in soil samples from the Kakaako area are believed to be associated with 
residual contamination associated with the former municipal incinerators and incinerator 
landfills that operated in the area for many years.  As naturally occurring elements, 
metals are persistent in the environment and do not break down or decay. 
 
Humans are exposed to metals primarily through ingestion.  Inhalation of dust is also a 
potential exposure pathway, but in most cases this is a minor source of exposure.  
Ingestion is the primary exposure pathway.  Dermal exposure is generally not considered 
relevant, except insofar as it may lead to accidental ingestion. 
 
Risks to Human Health and the Environment from Exposure to Heavy Metals 
 
Adverse human health impacts have been reported as a result of exposure to high levels 
of various heavy metals.  Lead in particular is known to have developmental impacts at 
relatively low exposure levels while causing systemic toxicity at higher levels of 
exposure.  Exposure to low levels of lead has been shown to impact neurological 
development in fetuses and infants, causing slower development, increased aggression 
and lower IQ. At higher levels of exposure, lead can cause systemic toxicity including 
liver and kidney failure.  Lead is cycled in the body as an analog to calcium, and can be 
stored over time in the bones.  When a woman becomes pregnant or is lactating, this 
reservoir of lead stored in the body can be re-mobilized, with potential developmental 
consequences for the woman’s fetus and/or child.  At-risk populations for low-level lead 
exposure therefore include women who are pregnant or who may become pregnant, as 
well as young children. 
 
Although lead may cause similar impacts in terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems, low-level 
environmental impacts are not well understood.  Therefore, guidelines for lead exposure 
(including the DOH Tier 1 EALs) are intended to limit potential human health impacts 
due to exposure to at-risk populations, including children or women who are or may 
become pregnant. 
 
5.1.2 Chlorinated Pesticides 
 
In the Phase 2 ESA performed for the HSWAC Project within the SMA Permit Area, 
laboratory results for the soil sample collected near the proposed shoreline jacking shaft 
location indicated the presence of dieldrin at concentrations above the DOH Tier 1 EAL 
for unrestricted use. The concentration measured in the sample from location B-9 was 58 
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!g/Kg, which exceeds the DOH Tier 1 EAL of 3 !g/Kg. Although dieldrin was the only 
chlorinated pesticide detected in this study at levels exceeding the DOH Tier 1 EALs for 
unrestricted use, other chlorinated pesticides were detected in the sample (including 
DDT, DDE, total chlordane).  These and other related compounds and have also been 
reported at levels exceeding DOH Tier 1 EALs in previous site investigations from this 
area (see Section 4.2).  Therefore, chlorinated pesticides have been identified as COPC 
for his project. 
 
Chlorinated pesticides are a class of chlorinated organic molecules that were developed 
historically for vector control.  Although many have been banned in the U.S., these 
compounds are highly persistent in the environment.  In general, they are relatively 
insoluble in water and highly persistent in soils.  In organisms, these compounds 
bioaccumulate in adipose or fatty tissues and biomagnify in the food chain. 
 
Elevated levels of chlorinated pesticides in the Kakaako area may be related to historic 
use of these chemicals for vector control in and around the municipal incinerator and 
incinerator landfill facilities in this area. 
 
The primary exposure pathway for chlorinated pesticides is through ingestion. Inhalation 
of dust is not a major route of exposure. Dermal exposure is generally not considered 
relevant, except insofar as it may lead to accidental ingestion. 
 
Risks to Human Health and the Environment from Exposure to Chlorinated Pesticides 
 
Chlorinated pesticides have been shown to have a host of negative impacts on human 
health, ranging from neurological impacts to carcinogenic effects.  These compounds can 
be stored over time in the body’s adipose tissues and then be re-mobilized when the body 
is under stress to create increased systemic exposures. 
 
Environmental impacts due to contamination with chlorinated pesticides are a persistent 
problem for high trophic level predators.  Due to the tendency of these compounds to be 
sequestered and stored in fatty tissues and to biomagnify through trophic interaction, 
high-level predators are often at risk of severe toxic effects including reproductive failure 
due to elevated levels of pesticide exposure as these compounds become concentrated 
through their diets.  
 
5.1.3 Dioxins 
 
Although dioxins were not identified in any of the samples collected for the Phase 2 ESA 
performed for the HSWAC Project within the SMA Permit Area at concentrations 
exceeding the DOH Tier 1 EAL for unrestricted use, TEQ dioxins were detected in the 
soil sample collected near the proposed shoreline jacking shaft location (sample location 
B-9) and dioxins had been reported at levels exceeding DOH Tier 1 EALs in previous 
site investigations from this area (see Section 4.2).  Therefore, dioxins have been 
identified as COPC for his project. 
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Dioxins are a group of compounds that form as by-products of incomplete combustion.  
They can also be produced as by-products from various industrial processes such as the 
bleaching of paper pulp in paper mills, but the elevated dioxin levels reported in soil 
samples from the Kakaako area are believed to be associated with combustion at the 
historic municipal incinerators in the area.  For this reason, dioxins are considered a 
COPC whenever historic incinerator ash deposits are identified. 
 
As is the case with metals and chlorinated pesticides, the primary exposure pathway for 
dioxins is through ingestion. Inhalation of dust is not a major route of exposure. Dermal 
exposure is also a potential exposure pathway as dioxins can be absorbed through the 
skin, but this pathway is generally not considered significant, except insofar as it may 
lead to accidental ingestion. 
 
Risks to Human Health and the Environment from Exposure to Dioxins 
 
Dioxins occur naturally in the environment and are found at very low levels throughout 
the natural world in soils, surface waters, sediments, and plant and animal tissues (WHO, 
2010).  These compounds are very stable and therefore extremely persistent in the 
environment.  Like chlorinated pesticides, these compounds are hydrophobic and are 
therefore stored and may accumulate in adipose tissue.   
 
More than 90% of human exposure to dioxins is believed to be dietary, with the primary 
sources of dioxins being meat, dairy products, fish and shellfish. Whether or not dioxins 
cause human health impacts is determined by dose, which depends on both the 
concentration and the duration of exposure.  Long-term, continuous exposure to trace 
levels of dioxins (such as levels found in natural food products) has not been shown to 
pose a risk to human health.  At higher levels of exposure, dioxins can cause human 
health impacts including severe acne, liver toxicity and various cancers. In animal 
studies, dioxins have been shown to cause nerve damage, birth defects, and various other 
neurological, developmental and immunological impacts. 
 
5.2 Conceptual Site Model 
 
A Conceptual Site Model (CSM) for potential human and ecological receptors has been 
prepared based on results of previous investigations summarized above in Section 4.0.  
This CSM is presented as a table in Appendix D. 
 
A CSM is a model that provides a framework for evaluation of potential exposure 
pathways based on the types of contaminants and potentially contaminated media in 
question. 
 
Based on the results of previous site investigations, the following receptors and exposure 
pathways have been identified and incorporated into the CSM for this project: 
 
• The following have been identified as potential human receptors: on-site workers, 

trespassers on the site, and off-site workers and the general public.   
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• The following potential exposure pathways for potential human receptors have been 

identified: incidental ingestion or dermal contact with soil, sediment or groundwater; 
inhalation or ingestion (possibly based on dermal contact) with airborne dust; 
incidental ingestion and/or dermal contact with groundwater (either in situ or 
following dewatering activities). 

 
• The following environmental receptors have also been identified: terrestrial 

ecological receptors, aquatic ecological receptors, and general gross contamination of 
the environment. 

 
5.3 Potential Environmental Hazards 
 
Direct exposure to contaminated soils and/or groundwater, and impacts due to gross 
contamination of terrestrial and aquatic habitats are potential environmental hazards that 
have been identified.  These potential environmental hazards are further discussed in 
Section 5.4. 
 
5.4 Targeted Environmental Hazards 
 
Direct exposure to contaminated media (soils and/or groundwater) is the most likely and 
most potentially detrimental hazard to human health.  Gross contamination from soils due 
to spills, leaching, run-off or wind-blown dust and gross contamination due to spills of 
groundwater during dewatering activities are the most likely and most potentially 
detrimental hazards to the environment. 
 
For this project. the potential for human health impacts due to direct exposure to 
contaminated media and/or environmental impacts due to gross contamination from soils 
or groundwater will be limited to potential impacts due to construction-related activities.  
Therefore, proper management procedures, including procedures for the handling and 
disposal of potentially contaminated materials (i.e., excavated soil and groundwater from 
dewatering activities) will be critically important for avoiding any such impacts.  
Detailed descriptions of the procedures to be used for management of contaminated soils 
and groundwater will be provided in the Contractor’s Contaminated Soils Management 
Plan (CSMP), as described in Sections 8.0 and 9.0.
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SECTION 6.0: INSTITUTIONAL AND ENGINEERING CONTROLS  
 
This section describes institutional and engineering controls currently in place to limit 
migration of and/or potential exposure to potentially contaminated materials within the 
proposed Project Area for the HSWAC Project within the SMA.  Institutional controls are 
legal or administrative measures designed to limit or prevent exposure to contaminants or 
contaminated media through laws, rules, permits, restrictions, warnings or advisories.  
Engineering controls are durable physical barriers designed to prevent physical contact 
with contaminants or contaminated media, such as membranes, walls, pavement, etc. 
 
6.1 Institutional Controls 
 
This section describes institutional controls at the properties to be affected by excavation 
activities during construction of HSWAC project facilities within the SMA, including 
existing institutional controls at these locations (Section 6.1.1) and additional 
institutional controls to be implemented during construction (Section 6.1.2). 
 
6.1.1 Existing Institutional Controls 
 
This section describes existing institutional controls currently in place at the properties to 
be affected by excavation activities during construction of HSWAC project facilities 
within the SMA. 
 
No existing institutional controls have been identified at these locations. 
 
6.1.2 Additional Institutional Controls To Be Implemented 
 
This section describes additional institutional controls to be implemented during 
construction and excavation activities to control exposure by limiting the potential for 
human contact with potentially contaminated materials.  
 
The following institutional controls will be implemented during construction and 
excavation activities within the SMA: 
 

• Chain-link fencing with “No Trespassing” signs will be erected to control access 
to all staging and construction areas. 
 

• A dust fence will be installed around the perimeter of the shoreline jacking shaft 
work area to control airborne dust. 

 
• Re-use of contaminated soils will be forbidden without express permission from 

the HDOH HEER office. 
 

• Only native or clean fill materials will be used as backfill for excavated areas. 
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6.2 Engineering Controls 
 
This section describes engineering controls at the properties to be affected by excavation 
activities during construction of HSWAC project facilities within the SMA, including 
existing engineering controls at these locations (Section 6.2.1) and additional engineering 
controls to be implemented during construction (Section 6.2.2). 
 
6.2.1 Existing Engineering Controls 
 
This section describes existing engineering controls currently in place at the properties to 
be affected by excavation activities during construction of HSWAC project facilities 
within the SMA. 
 
No existing engineering controls have been identified at these locations.  Although the 
historic landfill site at the Kaka’ako Waterfront Park (TML parcel # (1) 2-1-060: 008) is 
covered by synthetic liner and several feet of clean topsoil, these engineering controls do 
not extend to the proposed location of the shoreline jacking shaft and will not be 
impacted by construction or excavation activities at the site. 
 
6.2.2 Additional Engineering Controls To Be Implemented 
 
This section describes additional engineering controls to be implemented during 
construction and excavation activities to control exposure by limiting the potential for 
human contact with potentially contaminated materials. 
 

• On-site vegetation will be maintained where feasible during construction 
activities. 

 
• A 6-inch laver of gravel or base course material will be used to cover the areas 

around the edges of the excavated shaft locations to ensure that there is no 
potential exposure to site workers due to exposed historic fill materials or other 
contaminated media. 

 
6.3 Long-term Monitoring Requirements 
 
No additional long-term monitoring requirements will be necessary as a result of this 
project.  Upon completion of construction activities, the temporary shoreline jacking 
shaft location will be filled in and the site returned to its original condition.  Only clean 
fill materials will be used for this purpose.  Normal maintenance of the Kakaako 
Waterfront part area will resume.  The receiving shaft and cooling plant location will be 
covered by a building (the cooling plant).  No further potential will exist at either site for 
either direct exposure or gross contamination due to excavation or dewatering activities.  
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SECTION 7.0: EXPOSURE MANAGEMENT AND WORKER  
   PROTECTION 
 
This section describes procedures to be used to manage worker exposure to potentially 
harmful contaminants during excavation and dewatering activities within the SMA. 
 
7.1 Environmental Protection Plan and Worker Health and Safety Plan 
 
The contractor shall be required to prepare an Environmental Protection Plan (EPP), a 
Contaminated Soil Management Plan (CSMP), and a Worker Health and Safety Plan 
(HASP) that are specific to the requirements and hazards associated with excavation and 
construction activities on this project.  The EPP, CSMP and HASP will be reviewed and 
approved and a Certified Industrial Hygienist (CIH) and a Certified Safety Professional 
(CSP).  Signed, stamped copies of the approved EPP and HASP will be submitted to the 
Project Engineer and the HDOH HEER office prior to the start of any mobilization, 
excavation or construction activities for this project.  The CSMP will also address public 
health and safety, with specific attention to adverse exposures to potentially high-risk 
populations including families with children who may be residing at the Next Steps 
Homelesss Shelter (located across the drainage channel from jacking shaft location) or 
using the Kakaako Waterfront Park. 
 
7.2 Awareness Training 
 
Project specific Health & Safety and Awareness Training covering relevant aspects of 
this EHMP and all aspects of the contractor’s site specific EPP and HASP will be 
conducted by the prime contractor’s designated Safety Officer for all personnel working 
on or having access to the project Work Area, including the contractor’s employees as 
well as subcontractors and their employees, visitors to the site, etc.  This Health & Safety 
Awareness Training will be conducted prior to the employee being allowed onto the job 
site and prior to the employee being allowed to perform of any work at the jobsite.  A 
written record of all training sessions will kept by the designated Safety Officer, who will 
sign and date the record for each session.  The employees receiving training will also sign 
and date the record. 
 
7.3 Construction Worker Notification 
 
Copies of the approved EPP and HASP, and a copy of this EHMP, will be kept at the job 
site and will be accessible to all employees and subcontractor’s employees as part of the 
contractor’s OSHA-compliant Hazard Communication Program (as required under 29 
CFR 1910 and 29 CFR 1926).  
 
7.4 Construction Worker Protection 
 
Construction workers will not come into direct contact with contaminated or potentially 
contaminated materials.  This includes ash and landfill debris as well as other potentially 
contaminated excavated materials, as well as potentially contaminated groundwater.  
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Adequate Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) will be issued to all employees working 
in areas where potentially contaminated materials have been exposed.  Specific 
requirements for PPE will be detailed in the contractor’s site specific HASP and shall be 
approved by the CIH and CSP that review and approve those plans. 
 
7.5 Public Health and Safety 
 
The Contractor’s CSMP will address public health and safety, with specific attention to 
adverse exposures that might affect potentially high-risk populations, including families 
with children who may be residing at the Next Steps Homelesss Shelter (located across 
the drainage channel from jacking shaft location) as well as families or homeless 
individuals using or living in the Kakaako Waterfront Park area.  Containment and 
engineering controls including BMPs and on-site monitoring will be established to ensure 
that any potential exposures to hazardous materials that may be encountered during 
excavation at the shoreline jacking shaft location are limited to the designated work area, 
and that access to this area is tightly controlled. 
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SECTION 8.0: SOIL MANAGEMENT PLAN  
 
This section describes methods and procedures to be used for management of excavated 
materials during construction-related excavation activities within the SMA. 
 
8.1 Consultation with the HDOH HEER Office 
 
This EHMP has been submitted to the HDOH HEER office for review and approval.  
Additional documentation (to be provided by the contractor) may be required by the 
HDOH HEER office prior construction as a condition for approval of this EHMP.  
Required documentation may include the plans described below in Section 8.2. The 
HEER office project manager for this project is Melody Calisay; any required 
documentation should be submitted directly to her, unless another project manager is 
designated by the HEER office. 
 
8.2 Environmental Protection Plan, Contaminated Soil Management Plan and Worker 
Health and Safety Plan 
 
The contractor shall be required to prepare an Environmental Protection Plan (EPP), a 
Contaminated Soil Management Plan (CSMP), and a Worker Health and Safety Plan 
(HASP) that are specific to the requirements and hazards associated with excavation and 
construction activities on this project.  The EPP, CSMP and HASP will be reviewed and 
approved and a Certified Industrial Hygienist (CIH) and a Certified Safety Professional 
(CSP).  Signed, stamped copies of the approved EPP and HASP will be submitted to the 
Project Engineer and the HDOH HEER office prior to the start of any mobilization, 
excavation or construction activities for this project. 
 
The contractor’s site specific EPP shall contain specific procedures to be used to ensure 
that any contaminated or potentially contaminated materials excavated during this project 
are handled, stored, and (if necessary) transported and disposed of safely and in 
compliance with all applicable State and Federal regulations.  The EPP will also contain 
erosion control and dust control measures to be used to ensure that contaminated 
materials are not spread or transported off-site via wind or water. 
 
The contractor’s site specific CSMP shall contain specific procedures to be used to 
ensure that any contaminated or potentially contaminated materials generated during 
excavation activities within the SMA are managed, handled and disposed of in 
accordance with all applicable State and Federal regulations, HDOH requirements and 
recommendations, project specifications and the requirements of this EHMP.  This 
CSMP will include a detailed description of handling procedures for re-use and disposal 
including: sampling and analysis for disposal characterization; landfill acceptance 
requirements; and criteria for re-use of excavated materials. 
 
The contractor’s site specific HASP shall contain specific procedures to be used to ensure 
that any workers who could potentially be exposed to contaminated or potentially 
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contaminated materials as a result of their work activities are adequately trained and are 
provided with adequate PPE to allow them to perform their work safely. 
 
8.3 Soil Excavation and Handling Procedures 
 
Soil excavation and handling procedures will be detailed in the contractor’s site specific 
EPP and/or CSMP.  At a minimum, the following requirements will be observed: 
 
• Initial excavation of surface materials at both the jacking shaft location and the 

receiving shaft location will be monitored by an independent industrial hygiene 
technician using a photo-ionization detector (PID).  Any soils that show visual 
(discoloration) or olfactory (odor) indications of petroleum, or trigger elevated PID 
readings, will segregated and managed as petroleum contaminated materials pending 
results of characterization for COPC as listed in Table 2 per requirements and 
recommendations outlined in the HDOH Technical Guidance Manual (HDOH, 2009). 

 
• Any materials excavated at either the jacking shaft location OR the receiving shaft 

location that shows signs of ash or other debris, which may indicate the historic use of 
landfill materials as fill materials, will be segregated and managed as contaminated 
materials pending results of characterization for COPC as listed in Table 2 per 
requirements and recommendations outlined in the HDOH Technical Guidance 
Manual (HDOH, 2009). 

 
• Surface soils from the jacking shaft location that DO NOT show signs of either ash or 

debris will be segregated and managed separately, as potentially contaminated 
materials, pending results of results of characterization for COPC listed in Table 2 
per requirements and recommendations outlined in the HDOH Technical Guidance 
Manual (HDOH, 2009).  

 
• All imported fill materials will be certified as clean fill materials per HDOH guidance 

(HDOH, 2009). Native materials that show no signs of contamination may be re-used 
on site as fill materials.  In the event that these materials are transported off-site for 
temporary storage pending eventual re-use as fill materials, the materials will be 
tested and characterized for re-use as clean fill materials per HDOH guidance 
(HDOH, 2009). 

 
8.4 Storage of Excavated Materials 
 
Excavated materials will be handled and stored in compliance with all applicable State 
and Federal regulations, and in such a manner as to prevent potential escape, leakage or 
transport off-site of contaminated or potentially contaminated materials.  Specific details 
for handling and storage of excavated materials will be provided by the contractor in the 
site specific EPP, or in a separate Contaminated Soils Management Plan (CSMP). 
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8.5 Re-use and/or Disposal of Excavated Materials 
 
Excavated materials that do not show any sign of petroleum contamination (including 
visual or olfactory indications or elevated PID readings), and which do not contain any 
visible sign of ash or debris that might indicate the presence of historic landfill materials, 
may be re-used on site without prior characterization provided that these materials are not 
transported off site and are covered with at least two feet of clean material. 
 
Excavated materials that are characterized for COPC as described above in Section 7.3 
may be re-used on site with HDOH HEER office approval. 
 
All materials not re-used on site or transported off site for temporary storage, re-use or 
disposal must be characterized prior to re-use or disposal in accordance with HDOH 
requirements, landfill requirements, and applicable State and Federal regulations.  
Characterization and disposal procedures will be outlined in the contractor’s approved 
EPP and/or CSMP. 
 
8.6 Specific Consideration of Public Health and Safety 
 
The Contractor’s CSMP will specifically address issues related to public health and 
safety, with specific attention to adverse exposures that might affect potentially high-risk 
populations, including families with children who may be residing at the Next Steps 
Homelesss Shelter (located across the drainage channel from jacking shaft location) as 
well as families or homeless individuals using or living in the Kakaako Waterfront Park 
area.  Containment and engineering controls including BMPs and on-site monitoring will 
be established to ensure that any potential exposures to hazardous materials that may be 
encountered during excavation at the shoreline jacking shaft location are limited to the 
designated work area, and that access to this area is tightly controlled. 
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SECTION 9.0: GROUNDWATER MANAGEMENT PLAN 
 
This section describes methods and procedures to be used for management of 
groundwater during construction dewatering activities within the SMA. 
 
9.1 Consultation with the HDOH HEER Office 
 
This EHMP has been submitted to the HDOH HEER office for review and approval.  
Additional documentation (to be provided by the contractor) may be required by the 
HDOH HEER office prior construction as a condition for approval of this EHMP. 
Required documentation may include the plans described below in Section 9.2. The 
HEER office project manager for this project is Melody Calisay; any required 
documentation should be submitted directly to her, unless another project manager is 
designated by the HEER office. 
 
9.2 Groundwater Management During Construction 
 
Dewatering activities will generate groundwater that will require management during 
each phase of construction with the SMA.  Construction methods and procedures will be 
implemented to minimize groundwater infiltration into excavated areas.  Excess 
groundwater generated during construction activities will be managed according to the 
following options: 
 
1. If possible, all excess groundwater generated during this project will be returned to 

the water table via recharge into one or more specially constructed recharge basins 
that will be constructed in the immediate vicinity of the dewatering location(s).  
Excess groundwater may be pumped directly from the active work site(s) (i.e., 
excavation or slurry separator) into the recharge basin(s), or it may be pumped into a 
mobile storage container designed for that purpose pending recharge at a later date. 

 
2. If excess groundwater quantities are such that recharge, for whatever reason, is not 

feasible, then excess groundwater pumped into temporary storage containers may be 
removed from the site for off site disposal by a waste disposal contractor.  The waste 
disposal contractor would be required to dispose of the excess groundwater in full 
compliance with all applicable State and Federal regulations. 

 
3. In the event that subsurface petroleum contamination is encountered to such an extent 

that a sheen is observed on groundwater being dewatered, then this water will be 
pumped directly into an oil, water separator.  Once the petroleum product has 
separated from the water, the water may be recharged as described above while any 
petroleum product will be characterized and disposed of by a waste disposal 
contractor. 
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9.3 Environmental Protection Plan and Worker Health and Safety Plan 
 
The contractor shall be required to prepare an Environmental Protection Plan (EPP), a 
Contaminated Soil Management Plan (CSMP), and a Worker Health and Safety Plan 
(HASP) that are specific to the requirements and hazards associated with excavation and 
construction activities on this project.  The EPP, CSMP and HASP will be reviewed and 
approved and a Certified Industrial Hygienist (CIH) and a Certified Safety Professional 
(CSP).  Signed, stamped copies of the approved EPP and HASP will be submitted to the 
Project Engineer and the HDOH HEER office prior to the start of any mobilization, 
excavation or construction activities for this project. 
 
In addition to requirements described above in Sections 7.1 and 8.2, the contractor’s site 
specific EPP and/or CSMP shall contain specific procedures to be used to ensure that any 
groundwater disturbed during this project will be handled, stored, transported and (if 
necessary) disposed of safely and in compliance with all applicable State and Federal 
regulations, and without impacting the surrounding area or leaking into storm drains (see 
Figure 4-19 in SMA Permit Application, Appendix C), the drainage canal (see Figures 5-
4 and 5-5 in SMA Permit Application, Appendix C), or the Pacific Ocean. 
 
In addition to requirements described above in Sections 7.1 and 8.2, the contractor’s site 
specific HASP shall contain specific procedures to be used to ensure that any workers 
who could potentially be exposed to contaminated or potentially contaminated 
groundwater as a result of their work activities are adequately trained and provided with 
adequate PPE to allow them to perform their work safely.
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Figure 1:  Site Location Map

Source: USGS Quad Topo Map
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Figure 2: Relative Locations of Shoreline Jacking
Shaft and Landfill Boundary

Source: Client Documents
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Conceptual Site Model for Potential Exposure pathways, HSWAC Project within SMA
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

     Honolulu Sea Water Air Conditioning, LLC (HSWAC) proposes to bring deep cold seawater
ashore via a pipeline and indirectly use this seawater to cool office buildings in downtown
Honolulu.  This project will develop and use an alternative means of air conditioning for many of
Honolulu’s office buildings which will realize a substantial savings in electrical costs, thus oil. 
HSWAC proposes to have this pipeline enter the ocean along the Kaka‘ako Waterfront Park
placing the intake and discharge pipes in a tunnel beneath the shallow limestone reef platform
fronting the waterfront park.  This tunneling strategy results in largely avoiding disturbance to the
shallow coral reefs and the pipes would “daylight” at a depth ~10 m near the seaward edge of the
reef (~0.5 km offshore).  Seaward of this, the pipes would be placed on concrete collars or
saddles keeping them elevated above the substratum and the intake will extend roughly 7.2 km
seaward terminating at a depth of ~540 m where water temperatures are ~6 C.  The cold seawatero

will be pumped to a shore-based heat exchanger and used (~11 C) seawater will be returned too

the ocean via a diffuser at a distance of ~1.06 km offshore at depths between 36 and 45 m.  This
study focuses on the impacts that may be created with the development and operation of this
system on the biota found between the breakout point where the pair of pipes exits the tunnel and
crosses the substratum in a seaward direction to the end of the seawater return pipe (at the end of
the diffuser) which is a distance of ~580 m.

     Underwater surveys have noted the presence of four different ecological zones or biotopes
present from the breakout point to the lower end of the diffuser; seven stations each centered in
the middle of the proposed pipeline alignment at different depths were established to
quantitatively sample marine communities present in each of these biotopes.  At each of the four
shallowest stations (at 9. 5m, 10 m, 13.7 m and 18 m) two 25 m long transects were established
perpendicular to the pipeline alignment both at the same depth thus sampling from the midline of
the pipeline to the east and west of it.  Due to bottom time constraints at the three deeper stations
(at 27, 35 and 40 m), a single 25 m long transect was established again centered on the pipeline
alignment with sampling to the east and west of it.  On each transect fish species, numbers of
individuals and estimates of standing crop were made; coral communities were assessed using
both measures of coverage by species as well as estimates of individual maximum colony
diameters.  For diurnally-exposed macroinvertebrates, both the species and their abundance were
noted.  Using coral coverage as a simple measure of marine community development, marine
community development is greatest in the shallow biotope of scattered corals, especially along its
seaward edge where a series of channels and ridges (spur and groove formations) occur that are
naturally cut into the limestone substratum; overall mean coral coverage in this area is 7.5%. 
The breakout point where the pair of pipes come to the surface of the seafloor (thus exiting the
tunnel) is in a limestone channel at the seaward edge of the biotope of scattered corals.  This
channel was selected for the microtunnel exit because of near complete absence of coral in the
channel floor.  The shallowest sampling station was established just inshore of that point.  Within
25 m seaward of this point is the biotope of shallow dredged rubble where the second sampling
station was established and overall mean coral coverage is 3.2%.  The biotope of shallow
dredged rubble slopes away to the biotope of sand and the third station at 13.7 m depth was in a



zone of transition between the biotope of shallow rubble and the biotope of sand as was the
fourth station established in 18 m of water.  Quantitative sampling was carried out in both of
these biotopes at these two depths; at the 13.7 m depth overall mean coral coverage is 1.0 % and
at the 18 m depth station, it is 0.5%.  The biotope of deep dredged rubble is present at the three
deep stations established at 27, 35 and 40 m where overall mean coral coverage among these
stations is 1.1%. 

     The diversity of species, numbers of individuals and sizes of corals appear to decrease with
depth.  Within 25 m seaward of the proposed pipeline breakout point, marine community
development is poor and remains this way in a seaward direction relative to many other Hawaiian
marine communities at similar depths elsewhere.  The probable agents responsible for this low
diversity are a combination of substratum characteristics (here primarily dredge tailings from
development and early maintenance of Honolulu Harbor but also the presence of sand) as well as
the fact that the deeper portions of the studied marine communities are exposed to occasional
physical damage due to tug and barge operations where just prior to entry into Honolulu Harbor,
tugs drop their tow lines to shorten the distances between the tug and barge for better
maneuvering within the harbor. If the distance between the tug and barge is greater than twice the
depth, the heavy cable falls to the bottom and drags across it, destroying sessile species in its
path.  Since many Hawaiian corals have slow growth rates, these events do not have to occur
more than once a decade to keep benthic communities at an early point in succession.  Tug and
barge operations have been ongoing for at least the last 80 years.  

     Since the marine communities along the majority of the shallow pipeline alignment are not
well developed, the deployment and operation of the HSWAC system will have a minimal
negative impact.  Assuming a conservative approach where all coral resources within a 10 m
radius of the receiving pit (where the HSWAC pipes daylight) are lost due to construction
activities, approximately 23.6 m  of coral will be negatively impacted.  The concrete anchor2

collars that cradle the pair of pipes above the substratum when deployed will result in loss of an
additional 6.7 m  of living coral over the 580 m distance to the end of the discharge diffuser. 2

During operations, low temperature of the discharge water will probably have the greatest
negative impact to sessile species such as corals resident to the area.  Mixing model results
suggest that ambient temperatures will be attained within 12.2 m (most conservative) to about
one meter (average) of the discharge plume centerline depending upon current flow.  Assuming
all corals within the conservative envelope formed by the diffuser succumb, there will be an
additional estimated loss of 27 m  of coral.  To offset these losses, the 91 combination concrete2

collars as well as the two HDPE pipes will provide more than 7,800 m  of elevated hard surfaces2

over the 580 m distance from breakout to the end of the discharge diffuser.  Settlement on
elevated hard substratum decreases chances of scouring during periods of high surf.  Both HDPE
pipes and concrete collars are highly suitable for recruitment by benthic species including corals. 
HDPE pipes at the Natural Energy Laboratory of Hawai‘i at Keahole Point on Hawai‘i Island are
heavily colonized by Hawaiian corals.  If recruitment and growth of corals to the HDPE pipes
and collars occurs at rates similar to those at the Natural Energy Laboratory (~25% coverage after
~12 years) more than 1,950 m  of corals should be present on the HSWAC pipes following a ten2

to twelve year period over the 580 m length of the pipeline between breakout and the discharge
diffuser.  
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1.   INTRODUCTION

     Purpose:

     Honolulu Seawater Air Conditioning, LLC (HSWAC) proposes to bring deep cold seawater
ashore via a pipeline and indirectly use this seawater to cool office buildings in downtown
Honolulu.  HSWAC will use an alternative means of air conditioning for many of Honolulu’s
office buildings which will realize a substantial savings in electrical costs (i.e., oil).  HSWAC
proposes to have this pipeline enter the ocean along the Kaka‘ako Waterfront Park placing the
intake and discharge pipes in a tunnel beneath the shallow limestone reef platform fronting
Kaka‘ako Waterfront Park.  This tunneling strategy results in largely avoiding disturbance to the
shallow coral reefs and the pipes would “daylight” at a depth of ~10 m near the seaward edge of
the reef.  Seaward of this the pipes would be placed on concrete trestles or saddles keeping them
elevated above the substratum and the intake will extend roughly 7.5 km seaward terminating at
540 m deep where water temperatures are ~6 C.  The cold seawater will be pumped to a shore-o

based heat exchanger and used (~11 C) seawater will be returned to the ocean via a diffuser ato

depths from 36 to 45 m.
  
     Comments to a draft environmental impact statement (dEIS) have been received from both the
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and the National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) that
require addressing in the final EIS.  Comments related to shallow water marine communities that
are pertinent to this study are summarized as follows:

     EPA Comments:

     1.  More comprehensive aquatic resource surveys and impact assessment data are needed; 

     2.  The distribution of corals and coral reefs through the proposed project area is needed,
including mapping of habitats as well as quantitative data on corals and other macro-invertebrate
species, coverage, density and condition;  

     3.  The impact of turbidity and physical disturbance on both hard and soft substratum
communities during deployment as well as during operations must be addressed.            

     NMFS Comments:

     1.  Quantitative current data on water quality and benthic resources where potential impacts
may occur should be included.  Data needed should include coral size frequency, density of non-
coral invertebrates and biomass of fish;
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     2.  Expected impacts to resources should be quantified;

     3.  Maps of the pipeline route should be superimposed on maps of the biological resources
and these benthic maps should be up-to-date and of high resolution;

     4.  Impacts to all Essential Fish Habitats (EFH) should be characterized and described in more
detail;

     5.  Quantitative and detailed comprehensive benthic survey data should be provided.

     Less than 8% of the proposed exposed pipeline route lies at depths where conventional diving
gear can be safely used in conducting underwater quantitative biological surveys.  This study was
undertaken to address the EPA and NMFS questions posed above for the marine communities
present at depths less than 40 m (~130 feet) in the area of the proposed HSWAC pipeline
alignment.  

     Background:   

     Honolulu Harbor lies just west of the Kaka‘ako Waterfront Park and has been the primary
commercial port for the State of Hawai‘i since before 1900 (Scott 1968).  The harbor is the result
of dredging what was originally the drainage basin of Nu‘uanu Stream.  Dredging began before
1900, and periodic maintenance dredging still occurs.  Until about 1960, spoils were dropped at a
variety of locations outside of the harbor and in the early years apparently just east of the Waikiki
Entrance Channel of the Harbor fronting Kaka‘ako Waterfront Park.  Besides shipping, the
Harbor is ringed with industry; pineapple canneries, gas and oil storage, and numerous other
businesses have operated or are still operating there.  Storm drainage into the Harbor and nearby
Ke‘ehi Lagoon carries runoff from Honolulu’s streets and suburbs into the ocean.  Pollution is
well known in the Harbor; poor conditions are described as early as 1920 in references cited in
Cox and Gordon (1970).  Sewage has been pumped into the ocean offshore of the Kaka‘ako
Waterfront Park and Sand Island since the early 1930's.  The early inputs were all raw sewage
released in water not exceeding 20 m in depth.  The actual points of release varied through time
as different pipes were constructed and used.  The multitude of perturbations that occurred in
shallow water (less than 20 m) from these early sewage inputs continued until the construction of
the present deepwater outfall in 1978 (Brock 1998).

     The present-day Kaka‘ako Waterfront Park is built on a former Honolulu dump that was
closed in the early 1960's.  The seaward (or makai) side of the landfill is contained by placement
of a boulder riprap which was constructed on a limestone bench in water from 2 to 5 m in depth. 
As noted above, the eastern entrance to Honolulu Harbor lies just west of the Kaka‘ako
Waterfront Park and just east of the Park is the entrance to Kewalo Basin which was constructed
in the 1920's and 1930's to serve Honolulu’s fishing fleet and former commercial tuna cannery
(built in 1917).  Water circulation seaward of the old Kewalo Landfill is good with waves
breaking directly on the boulder riprap during periods when surf is emanating out of the SE
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through SW directions.  Surfers utilize the breaking waves in the eastern portion of the limestone
platform offshore of the Kaka‘ako Waterfront Park.  While in operation, the dump received both
burned and unmodified wastes from urban Honolulu (personal observations) at a period of time
when concern over pollution from anthropogenic sources was less than now; since the landfill
filled in a section of old coastline to a point greater than 100 m seaward, the landfill materials
along the seaward side are exposed to seawater with possible potential leaching of pollutants.  

     Similarly, Sand Island which is situated seaward of Honolulu Harbor initially was an isolated
sandbar located on the Harbor’s seaward reef.  This area was expanded during the 1900 - 1940
period using dredge spoils from inside as well as from subtidal areas to the west of Honolulu
Harbor.  The present boundaries of Sand Island were delineated using boulder riprap set on the
shallow reef fronting the Harbor and spoils placed within this riprap.  In the late 1800's through
early 1900's Sand Island served as an immigration station.  Later the land was occupied by
businesses including auto wreaking yards and today the mauka (inner) part of Sand Island serves
to receive trans-Pacific shipping, a Coast Guard station and shoreline park.  Since the 1950's the
City and County of Honolulu has operated sewage treatment facilities on the makai side of the
island.  Thus from a historical perspective, the lands around Honolulu Harbor have received
considerable modification and industrial use and in the past the waters seaward of the Harbor
have been a repository for unwanted materials.  However, despite the long history of
environmental insult, marine communities seaward of the Kaka‘ako landfill continue to persist as
detailed below.  

     Ecologists have long recognized that physical disturbance in both terrestrial and aquatic
communities is a major force in determining the structure and function in natural communities. 
Thus fire is very important in the structure of temperate forests as are storm winds (e.g.,
hurricanes, cyclones, etc.) in tropical forests and on coral reefs where waves impact benthic
communities.  In the case of marine communities fronting the western part of the Kaka‘ako
Waterfront Park, not only have impacts from natural events (i.e., seasonal and occasional storm
waves resulting in the scouring of benthic sessile species and habitats by sand and rubble)
occurred, it is surmised that there have been impacts caused by human shipping activities through
Honolulu Harbor over the last ~80 years.  Since the 1930's interisland shipping has utilized tugs
and barges.  At sea, tugs usually pay out sufficient cable to keep the tug well separated from its
cargo (on the barge).  Often several hundred feet of cable will be used in this manner.  On
approach to the harbor, the tug slows its speed but due to inertia,  the barge continues to move
forward and the tow cable slackens, often falling to the bottom where it drags across the
substratum destroying benthic communities in its path.  Slackening a tow cable allows the tug to
retrieve the excess cable thus decreasing the distance between the tug and barge which facilitates
safe handling of the barge on entering the harbor.  Tug and barge operations occur daily in
Honolulu Harbor and on every entry into the harbor, a tug must slacken its tow cable.  If the
depth of water is less than one half of the initial open-ocean length between the tug and barge,
the cable will fall to the bottom and drag across the substratum.  Falling and dragging across a
sand bottom probably causes less physical damage to benthic communities than dragging across
hard bottom communities colonized by corals.  Because many Hawaiian corals have relatively
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slow growth characteristics, a cable dragging through an area does not have to occur more than
once every ten years or so in order to keep that community in a relatively early stage of
succession and growth. The impact of tug and barge operations on benthic communities are
readily apparent offshore of the western portion of Kaka‘ako Waterfront Park and fronting Sand
Island and this source of disturbance may be largely responsible for the relatively low coverage
by corals noted in this study at depths below 20-25 m.  

     Past Qualitative Studies

     Early marine biological studies in support of the HSWAC project were focused on
qualitatively examining the shallow water communities fronting the Kaka‘ako Waterfront Park
with the objective of delineating the major ecological zones or biotopes present as well as to
determine the degree of development of the communities in these biotopes.  This work was done
to find possible pipeline alignments that would have the least environmental damage within the
general constraints given by construction methodologies that were being considered at that time. 
These methodologies included possibly placing the pipeline in a trench dug across the shallow
reef areas or use of microtunneling beneath much of the shallow reef area, thereby avoiding
direct disturbance to the marine communities present mauka (landward) of the breakout point.  
Because of the presence of coral reefs, microtunneling became the method of choice and at least
three different locations were considered for the seaward breakout point.  However, as with all
marine construction work, there are limitations and constraints with any method of choice; in the
case of microtunneling, the distance at which such tunneling can be performed is limited due to
substratum type and as distance increases, the ability to keep the tunneling within the desired
alignment becomes more difficult.           

     Thus in completing the initial qualitative marine biological work, Brock (2005) used several
methods which included towing a diver behind the support vessel over much of the study area. 
Where water clarity would permit, this diver made observations from the surface and verbally
reported these observations to personnel on the vessel who noted these comments and also
marked the location of these observations using a hand-held GPS.  This exercise allowed a rough
delineation of benthic communities and ecological zonation in the path of the diver.  Other than
towing a diver behind the support vessel, all underwater work was completed using self
contained diving gear.  Coral community development was assessed by determining species
present and estimating their coverage on the bottom.  Photographs were taken of representative
sections of the substratum.  Despite having preliminary preselected locations for possible
pipeline alignment, much of the shallow water fronting the Kaka‘ako Waterfront Park at depths
ranging from 2 to 20 m was examined for determining the geographic extent of the biotopes (or
ecological zones) found in this study.       

     The proposed point of departure from land was just west of an open drainage canal that lies
along the western boundary of the Kaka‘ako Waterfront Park.  This point of departure defined
the primary study area in an approximate equilateral triangle with the apex at the boulder riprap
and the base offshore at roughly the 20 m (60-foot) isobath.  This rough triangle enclosed a study
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area of about 17 hectares (42 acres) which assisted in defining the major biotopes present in the
area.  To obtain data at a finer scale, a 730-meter (2,400 foot) line was laid from the 20 m isobath
commencing in the possible pipeline alignment towards the shore using the shoreline entry point
as the target endpoint.  The line ended in water from 2.4 to 3 m (8 to 12 feet) in depth close to the
shoreline.  The coral and benthic communities were examined by diving along the line to provide
data on the status of the communities present in the alignment.  

     Irrespective of the subtidal construction methods used for pipeline deployment, turbidity will
be generated and may impact sessile corals if it occurs at high concentrations or if the exposure is
for extended periods of time.  In general, currents offshore of the Kaka‘ako Waterfront Park flow
towards the southwest which is similar to the tradewind flow (personal observations).  Thus coral
communities occurring in waters less than 20 m of depth were examined in the early study.
   
     The early work noted four major biotopes present in the study area offshore of the Kaka‘ako
Waterfront Park; these are the biotope of scoured limestone, the biotope of scattered corals, the
biotope of dredged rubble and the deep offshore biotope of sand.  As noted above, HSWAC
proposed microtunneling beneath the shallow reef platform to avoid impact to the marine
resources present on the platform.  Thus all of the biotope of scoured limestone as well as almost
all of the biotope of scattered corals will be avoided using this approach.  The pipeline emerges
from the microtunnel approximately 547 m (1,796 feet) offshore in a limestone channel where
coral coverage is very low.  The general characteristics of the three most seaward biotopes
examined in the early qualitative study through which the proposed HSWAC pipeline will pass
are described below.   

          The Biotope of Scattered Corals

     This biotope is situated seaward of the biotope of scoured limestone from about 50 to over
100 m from the shoreline at depths commencing in 4 to 6 m and ending in depths from about 12
to 18 m.  This biotope is the most common feature of the Kaka‘ako limestone platform and
occupies a band about 300m in width and about 900 m in length between the Waikiki Entrance
Channel for Honolulu Harbor on the west and the abandoned sewer line near the Kewalo Basin
Entrance Channel on the east.  Thus the biotope encompasses about 30 ha or 75 acres.  However,
the proposed microtunnel for the HSWAC pipeline will pass beneath most of this biotope,
emerging at the seaward edge of the biotope in a natural channel cut in the limestone about 547
m (1,796 feet) from the shoreline.  

     Along the inner reaches of this biotope the smooth limestone of the shallower, more inshore
areas transitions to a series of limestone ridges (or spurs) separated by channels (or grooves). 
The spurs may rise as much as 1.5 to 2 m above the general substratum and are separated by
channels often filled with sand and/or coralline rubble.  These spurs and grooves have a general
orientation that is perpendicular to shore and the ridges or “spurs” are from 2 to 25 m in width,
up to 1.5 to 2 m in height and have lengths up to about 60 m.  Channels are from one to 12 m in
width and are up to 40-50 m in length.
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     Along the shallower inner reaches of this biotope corals are scattered but with increasing
depth (8 to 12 m) and distance from shore, corals and their coverage increases such that over
areas of 20 to 150 m , coverage may approach 75%.  A gross overall mean estimate of coral2

coverage in this biotope is 5%.  Corals are commonly seen on the ridges which lie above the
sand-scour that occurs during periods of high surf.  Common species include the cauliflower
coral (Pocillopora meandrina), antler coral (Pocillopora eydouxi), rice corals (Montipora
capitata, M. patula), lobate coral (Porites lobata), mound coral (Porites lutea) as well as other
usually less dominant species (Porites compressa, Montipora verrilli, Pavond varians, P.
duerdeni, Letastrea purpurea, etc.).  Most of the other invertebrates and fishes seen in this area
are all species common to Hawaii’s reefs.  Diurnally-exposed macroinvertebrates seen include
the pearl oyster or pâ (Pinctada margaritifera), octopus or he‘e (Octopus cyanea), sea cucumbers
(Holothuria atra, H. edulis, Actinopyge mauritana), starfishes (Linckia multiflora, L. diplax,
Acanthaster planci), cone shells (Conus imperialis, C. leopardus, C. lividus, C. ebreus, C. miles
and C. distans), cowry (Cypraea maculifera), spindle shell (Latirus nodus), Christmas tree worm
(Spirobranchus gigantea), polychaete (Loimia medusa), boring bivalve (Arca ventricosa), mantis
shrimp (Gonodactylus spp.), occasional slipper lobsters or ula’pâpa (Paribaccus antarcticus) and
small xanthid crabs.  Fishes commonly seen include surgeonfishes (manini - Acanthurus
triostegus, na‘ena‘e - A. olivaceus, pualo - A. xanthopterus and A. blochi, palani - A. dussumieri,
maiko‘iko - A. leucoparieus, ma‘i‘i‘i - A. nigrofuscus, kole - Ctenochaetus strigosus, lau‘ipala -
Zebrasoma flavescens, kala - Naso unicornis, umaumalei - N. lituratus, kala holo - N.
hexacanthus, kala lolo - N. brevirostris, kihikihi - Zanclus cornutus, lauwiliwili - Chaetodon
miliaris, C. multicinctus, C. ornatissimus, lauhau - C. quadrimaculatus, lauwiliwili
nukunuku‘oi‘oi - Forcipiger flavissimus, mamo - Abudefduf abdominalis, piliko‘a -
Paracirrhites arcatus, toby - Canthigaster jactator, and damselfishes (Chromis hanui, C.
vanderbilti, C. agilis).  Fish species of commercial importance that are seen include goatfishes
such as the moano - Parupeneus multifasciatus, malu - P. pleurostigma, weke - Mulloidichthys
flavolineatus, weke‘ula - Mulloides vanicolensis, roi - Cephalopholis argus, po‘opa‘a - Cirrhitus
pinnulatus, rarely the omilu - Caranx melampygus, opelu - Decapterus pinnulatus, palukaluka -
Scarus rubroviolaceus and uhus - Chlorurus spilurus and Scarus psittacus.

          The Biotope of Dredged Rubble

     Seaward of the spur and groove formations that are common elements of the biotope of
scattered corals, the ridges become less obvious often sloping seaward and coalescing with sand
and rubble floors of adjacent channels thus creating a relatively open bottom largely covered with
coralline rubble.  Much of this rubble appears to be quite angular and ranges from several
centimeters to about 0.75 m in diameter, but the majority of it is small.  This coral rubble is what
remains from the dredging activities in Honolulu Harbor and these tailings were deposited in the
area probably from about 1920 through about 1960.  With sufficient material, the old seaward
face of the limestone platform fronting Kaka‘ako Waterfront Park was extended seaward
probably adding anywhere from 10 to 40 m to the outer edge of the platform.  This biotope is
recognizable at depths from about 9 to 12 m and extends seaward sometimes as a relatively steep
slope or otherwise as a gentle slope from 20 to 60 m in width and at its deepest point is found at
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depths up to about 24 to 29 m where a sand/rubble bottom is encountered.  The distance between
the most obvious spur and groove formations with reasonable coral coverage to the top of the
more offshore rubble slope ranges from 20 to over 50 m.

     In the zone of coral rubble dredge tailings, benthic and fish communities are not well-
developed.  The relatively unstable nature of the substratum does not promote coral growth; most
corals seen in this biotope (zone) are small.  Coral species seen include the cauliflower coral
(Pocillopora meandrina), antler coral (Pocillopora eydouxi), lobate coral (Porites lobata), and
rice corals (Montipora capitata and M. patula).  Corals are best developed on the larger pieces of
limestone.  Mean coral coverage in this biotope is less than 0.1% (overall mean estimated cover
is 0.01% in this biotope) and species commonly seen include the cauliflower coral (Pocillopora
meandrina), the lobate coral (Porites lobata), the rice corals (Montipora capitata and M. patula)
and less frequently the antler coral (Pocillopora eydouxi).

     Fishes met with in this area are usually small (either juveniles) or species that do not attain
large sizes (gobies, some labrids, etc.) probably due to the lack of shelter.  Where larger
limestone/dead coral pieces or metal/concrete debris are found, the fish communities are better
developed probably due to the shelter afforded by these materials.  Most fishes encountered in
this biotope are around available shelter; species commonly seen include the moano (Parupeneus
multifasciatus), lauwiliwili (Chaetodon miliaris), butterfly fish (Chaetodon kleini), mamo
(Abudefduf abdominalis), alo‘ilo‘i (Dascyllus albisella), dartfish (Ptereleotris heteroptera),
piliko‘a (Paracirrhites arcatus), toby (Canthigaster jactator), puhi laumilo (Gymnothorax
undulatus), ‘o‘opu hue (Arothron hispidus), ala‘ihi (Sargocentron xantherythrum), surgeonfishes
(pualo - Acanthurus blochi, A.  xanthopterus, palani - A. dussumieri) ma‘i‘i‘i (A. nigrofuscus),
kala holo (Naso hexacanthus), kala lolo (N. brevirostris), humuhumu lei (Sufflamen bursa),
humuhumu mimi (S. fraenatus) and wrasses, the a‘awa - Bodianus bilunulatus, hinalea ‘i‘iwi -
Gomphosus varius, small wrasses - Macropharyngodon geoffroy, Pseudocheilinus octotaenia, P.
evanidus, Oxycheilinus bimaculatus as well as the ‘omaka - Stethojulis balteata and hinalea
lauwili - Thalassoma duperrey. 

     Commonly seen diurnally-exposed macroinvertebrates in this biotope include sea urchins
(Echinothrix diadema, E. calamaris, Diadema paucispinum, Tripneustes gratilla), boring bivalve
(Arca ventricosa), rock oyster (Spondylus tenebrosus), sponges including Mycale armata,
Suberites zeteki, Chondrosia chucalla, Spirastrella coccinea, Tethya diploderma, Mycale cecilia,
Halichondria coerulea, Iotrochota protea, Halichondria dura and Tedania macrodactyla, sea
cucumbers (Holothuria atra, H. hilla, H. verrucosa), polychaete (Loimia medusa), he‘e (Octopus
cyanea) and cushion starfish (Culcita novaeguineae).

          The Biotope of Sand

     Below and seaward of the rubble slope, the substratum flattens out and is comprised of sand
and coral rubble.  Offshore (within 100 m of the rubble slope and to the east of the proposed
pipeline alignment) are several mounds of coral/limestone rubble that rise up to 5-8 m above the
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surrounding substratum that probably represent one or more barge loads of dredge tailings.  The
diversity of life on the sand/rubble plain seaward of the 20 m isobath is not well-developed and
was not examined in the 2005 preliminary description of biotopes present in the vicinity of the
proposed HSWAC pipeline alignment due to diver bottom time constraints using conventional
diving gear.

          Recent Studies

     Comments received from the regulatory community (noted above) pointed out the necessity of
carrying out quantitative studies in the proposed HSWAC pipeline alignment from the
microtunneling receiving pit (where the pipes come to the surface of the seafloor) on down to the
deep seawater intake at 540 m depth.  Concerns addressed herein include the quantitative studies
carried out from the breakout point of the pipes to the return water diffuser located at depths
between 36 and 46 m (120 to 150 feet).  To meet this objective, transects were established to
quantify biota present.  Relative to the general configuration of biotopes present, the studies
carried out at depths below 20 m show that from the base of the rubble slope where the
sand/rubble plain commences, the slope becomes and remains gradual to a depth of 23-24 m (75-
80 feet) at which point the slope again increases and remains this way to the 40 m isobath (130
feet, the depth limit of this study).  As shown below, the substratum on both the initial or
shallower  slope as well as the slope met with at 23-24 m is comprised primarily of rubble which
continues from the 23-24 m isobath to the 40 m isobath.  This rubble substratum appears to be
largely comprised of dredge tailings which continues to depths below the diffuser.  Thus in
summary the relatively flat biotope of sand (above) is sandwiched between the biotope of
dredged rubble both on the mauka (landward) and makai (seaward ) sides in the vicinity of the
proposed HSWAC pipeline route. 

      
2.   MATERIALS AND METHODS

          Strategy

     Marine environmental surveys are usually performed to evaluate feasibility of and ecosystem
response to specific proposed activities.  Appropriate survey methodologies reflect the nature of
the proposed activities.  An acute potential impact (such as channel dredging) demands a
quantitative survey designed to determine the route of least harm and the projected rate and
degree of ecosystem recovery.  Impacts that are more chronic or progressive require different
strategies for measurement.  Management of chronic stress to a marine ecosystem demands
identification of system perturbations which exceed boundaries of natural fluctuations.  Thus a
thorough understanding of normal ecosystem variability is required in order to separate the
impact signal from background “noise”.

     The proposed deployment of the HSWAC pipeline as well as its operation (i.e., the release of
returning seawater via a diffuser) encompass a wide array of potential impacts to the resident
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marine communities.  Impacts associated with the construction and deployment of the pipeline
are direct, i.e., such as disturbance to and loss of the marine communities in the proposed
pathway of the pipe system.  Indirect impacts may occur with the operation of the HSWAC
system where relatively cold, previously used seawater is returned back to the marine
environment where it may impinge on the resident benthic communities.  Initially, release of the
returning cold seawater will undoubtedly cause shifts in benthic community structure and
function.  However, once these impacts have been imposed and shifts in community structure
have occurred, the indirect impact of a continuing, non-changing volume and narrow range of
temperature of discharge water should result in a relatively permanent shift in community
structure and function.   

     Monitoring strategies for assessing both direct and indirect impacts to marine communities
rely on comparative spatial and temporal evaluations of ecosystem structure and function in
relation to ambient conditions.  Usually in order to reliably detect system perturbations, detailed
quantitative descriptions of the pre-development environment are necessary as a “benchmark”
against which later studies may be comparatively analyzed.  This approach has been used in this
study.

          Field Methods

     In order to insure that sampling stations are positioned to provide sufficient quantitative
information on the marine communities present, a knowledge of the geographic extent of the
major ecological zones or biotopes present in the study area is necessary.  Once defined,
sampling stations are placed in each biotope and these reflect the marine communities
representative of the biotope.  Biotopes are defined by the major structural elements present such
as the dominant substratum type(s), visually important species as well as the degree to which
communities are exposed to or influenced by physical factors such as wave energy (which is
usually related to depth) and inputs from land (freshwater, pollutants, etc.).  As noted above,
early qualitative work found four major biotopes present in the area proposed for the HSWAC
pipeline alignment.  Sampling stations were established for quantitative studies in representative
areas of the identified biotopes.     

     Following station identification, divers equipped with conventional diving gear carried out the
collection of data.  The sampling protocol occurred in the following sequence: on arrival at a
given station, a visual fish census was undertaken first to estimate the abundance of fishes. 
These censuses were conducted over a 4 x 25 m corridor and all fishes within this area to the
water’s surface or upper visual range of the diver were counted.  Data collected included species,
numbers of individuals and an estimate of the length of each fish; the length data were later
converted to standing crop estimates using linear regression techniques (Ricker 1975).  A diver
carrying a transect line, slate and pencil would enter the water, count and note all fishes in the
prescribed area (method modified from Brock 1954).  The 25 m transect line was paid out as the
census progressed, thereby avoiding any previous underwater activity in the area which could
frighten wary fishes.
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     Fish abundance and diversity is often related to small-scale topographical relief over short
linear distances.  A long transect may bisect a number of topographical features (e.g., cross coral
mounds, sand flats and algal beds), thus sampling more than one community and obscuring
distinctive features of individual communities.  To alleviate this problem, a short transect (25 m
in length) has proven adequate in sampling many Hawaiian benthic communities (Brock and
Norris 1989).

     Besides frightening wary fishes, other problems with the visual census technique include the
underestimation of cryptic species such as moray eels (family Muraenidae) and nocturnal species,
e.g., squirrelfishes (family Holocentridae), aweoweos or bigeyes (family Priacanthidae), etc. 
This problem is compounded in areas of high relief and coral coverage affording numerous
shelter sites.  Species lists and abundance estimates are more accurate in areas of low relief,
although some fishes with cryptic habits or protective coloration (e.g., the nohus, family
Scorpaenidae; the flatfishes, family Bothidae) might still be missed.  Obviously, the effectiveness
of the visual census technique is reduced in turbid water and species of fishes which move
quickly and/or are very numerous may be difficult to count and to estimate sizes.  Additionally,
bias related to the experience of the diver conducting counts should be considered in making any
comparisons between surveys.  In spite of these drawbacks, the visual census technique probably
provides the most accurate nondestructive method available for the assessment of diurnally
active fishes (Brock 1982).

     After the assessment of fishes, an enumeration of epibenthic invertebrates (excluding corals
and sponges) was undertaken using the same transect line as established for fishes; this
assessment was carried out only at the shallowest pair of stations sampled in this study.  In this
case, exposed invertebrates usually greater than 2 cm in some dimension (without disturbing the
substratum) were censused in the 4 x 25 m area.  At other deeper stations, the assessment of
epibenthic diurnally-active invertebrates was completed by the examination of photographs taken
of five one-meter square quadrats randomly placed on each transect as well as in photographs
taken as general views showing the degree of development in benthic communities present at
each station.  As with the fish census technique, this sampling methodology is quantitative for
only a few invertebrate groups, e.g., some of the echinoderms (some echinoids and holothurians). 
Most coral reef invertebrates (other than corals and some sponges) are cryptic or nocturnal in
their habits making accurate assessment of them in areas of topographical complexity very
difficult.  This, coupled with the fact that the majority of these cryptic invertebrates are small,
necessitates the use of methodologies that are beyond the scope of this study (e.g., see Brock and
Brock 1977).  Recognizing constraints on time and the scope of this study, the invertebrate
censusing technique used here attempted only to assess those few macroinvertebrate species that
are large and diurnally exposed.      

     Exposed sessile benthic forms such as corals, sponges and macrothalloid algae were
quantitatively surveyed by use of quadrats.  Quadrat sampling consisted of recording benthic
organisms, algae and substratum type present as a percent cover in five, one-meter square frames
randomly placed on the transect line established for fish censusing.  Besides visually noting the
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percent contribution of species or substratum type present, a photograph was taken of each
quadrat for later use in the laboratory.  Photographs were examined to ascertain and confirm data
visually collected in the field as well as to serve as a source for the determination of the greatest
lengths of all coral colonies found within each quadrat.  In this case, the greatest lengths of all
colonies that were both totally in and/or only partially inside of a quadrat were also estimated. 
Photographs taken to provide general views of the status of benthic and fish communities in the
vicinity of each transect were also examined to determine the greatest lengths of each coral
colony seen in the foreground of the photographs.  Because photographs were used in making the
estimates of coral colony size, size estimates were made in centimeters and colonies less than one
centimeter were not generally visible creating a lower cutoff size of 1 cm or greater.  Besides
these estimates of colony size, the area examined in each photograph for the collection of these
data was also estimated providing some estimate of colony sizes per unit area.  

     The reason for not having carried out all measurements of coral colony size in the field was
due to the limitation of bottom time which became a critical factor at those stations completed at
greater depths (27-40 m or 90-130 feet).  Related to this was the number of transects performed
at each station representative of each biotope; at shallower stations (9.5 to 18 m or 30 to 60 feet),
a pair of 25 m transects were carried out with one transect commencing at the midline of the
proposed pipeline alignment and sampling to the east along the isobath (120  orientation) and theo

second commencing at the same start point (i.e., middle of the pipeline alignment at the same
depth) and sampling for a distance of 25 m to the west (270  orientation).  Because of bottomo

time constraints, only a single 25 m long transect was established and sampled at the 27 m (90-
foot), 35 m (115-foot) and 40 m (130-foot) stations (See Figure 1).  Every effort was made to
perform the quantitative studies in the same manner at all transect sites to make the data
comparable.      

3.   RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

     In summary, along the western part of the limestone platform that fronts all of the Kaka‘ako
Waterfront Park, the biotope of scattered corals terminates in a series of limestone ridges (or
“spurs”) and channels (or “grooves”).  Coral communities are relatively well-developed on the
limestone ridges.  The channels or grooves may have a veneer of sand and rubble; in a seaward
direction  the limestone spurs merge into the surrounding deeper sand/rubble substratum; further
seaward, this sand and rubble veneer merges with the rubble substratum comprising the biotope
of dredged rubble.  The dredged rubble is obvious being angular and sharp-edged rather than
rounded and smooth as is most naturally-derived coralline reef rubble.  The proposed exposed
portion of the HSWAC pipeline route was selected to avoid areas of coral and thus emerges from
the microtunnel in a natural channel and continues seaward across areas having little marine
community development as given below.  

      In total seven stations were established to sample marine communities in the different
biotopes and at different depths through which the shallow water portion of the proposed
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HSWAC pipeline alignment is to cross.  The location of each sampling station was determined
by examining all qualitative data that had been previously collected as well as observations made
during the current quantitative work.  Station locations were placed to sample biotopes present in
the proposed pipeline alignment.  These sample sites were selected as being representative of the
marine communities present at given depths.  The exposed portion of the pipeline alignment
commencing at 9.5 m (31 feet) depth (at the microtunnel exit point) down to roughly the
midpoint of the proposed discharge diffuser (at a depth of 40 m or 130 feet) was qualitatively
examined prior to selecting representative areas for sampling.  The distance from the receiving
pit (the exit point for the intake and discharge pipes ) to the seaward end of the diffuser (at a
depth of 46 m or 150 feet) is approximately 580 m (1,900 feet); this study examined about 468 m
or about 81 percent of the pipeline alignment from the breakout point to the seaward end of the
discharge diffuser.  Bottom time limitations prevented working at greater depths with
conventional diving gear.

     Station Locations

     Once qualitative observations were made through the study area that defined the approximate
boundaries of each major biotope present in the vicinity of the proposed HSWAC pipeline
alignment, careful examination along the proposed alignment allowed us to select seven sites
representative of the biotopes present at different depths.  These sites were fixed using a hand-
held GPS which allowed quantitative sampling at a later date.  At all seven stations, once arriving
at the designated coordinates, a weighted line and float were used to mark the site to insure that
quantitative sampling was centered on the middle of the pipeline alignment.  Station coordinates
were determined by (1) being located on the midline of the proposed pipeline alignment as well
as (2) being representative of the communities present in that biotope(s) present at that depth.  
 
     As noted above to avoid much of the shallow coral reef ecosystem, HSWAC has proposed to
microtunnel beneath much of the shallow limestone platform commencing close to the shoreline
and extending about ~547 m (~1,796 feet) seaward at which point the pipeline emerges above the
substratum (through a receiving pit) and continues seaward with the pipes set into a series of
concrete collars or saddles designed to keep the pipeline in place.  It is proposed that the 12.2 x
12.2 m (40 x 40-foot) receiving pit (excavated to a depth of 6 m or 20 feet where the intake and
discharge pipes emerge from the substratum) is to be located in the outer portion of the spur and
groove formation that defines the seaward side of the biotope of scattered corals.  The proposed
receiving pit is located in a channel approximately 14 m in width at a depth of 9.5 m (~31 feet). 
A marine biological sampling station was established centered close to the middle of the inshore
wall of the receiving pit (21 17.410' N, 157 52.125' W) with Transect A established ando o

sampling to the east (compass bearing 120 ) and Transect B to the west (compass bearing 270 ). o o

All transects are 25 m in length and thus sample both in the channel (the area proposed for
disturbance) as well as outside and lateral to it.  A second station located approximately 24 m (80
feet) seaward was established at 21 17.395' N, 157 52.127' W where the depth was 10.9 m (36o o

feet) to sample the seaward end of the same channel and limestone ridges; Transect C sampled
the channel floor and limestone ridge on the east (compass heading 120 ) and Transect Do
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sampled the same channel as well as the west limestone ridge (compass heading 270 ).  This pairo

of transects sampled at the seaward edge of the biotope of scattered corals where the biotope of
dredged rubble is first encountered.  The locations of the seven stations sampled in this study are
given in Figure 1 along with the approximate boundaries of the different ecological zones or
biotopes in the vicinity of the proposed pipeline route.   

     The receiving pit is centered in the bottom of the channel to avoid coral colonies present on
the nearby limestone spurs or ridges.  Similarly, the midline of the pipeline at Station 2 is
centered on the sand and rubble substratum; it is on the shoreward edge of the biotope of shallow
dredged rubble.  The biotope of dredged rubble derived from early development and maintenance
of Honolulu Harbor (above) is recognizable at depths from 9 to 12 m and extends seaward 20 to
60 m, often forming a relatively steep slope that terminates on the relatively flat sandy bottom
(the biotope of sand) at depths from 20 to 24 m along much of the western end of the Kaka‘ako
limestone platform.  However, in the vicinity of the proposed HSWAC pipeline alignment, the
slope of the rubble is less and the sand biotope starts at a depth of about 15 m.  The relatively flat
biotope of sand continues seaward to a depth between 23-24 m  (75-80 feet) at which point in the
vicinity of the proposed HSWAC pipeline alignment again becomes a steep slope comprised
largely of dredge tailings that continue seaward to depths below 40 m (130 feet; the lower limit
of this study).  There are isolated areas of dredge tailings situated in the biotope of sand; where
met with these areas of dredge material usually rise no more than 0.5-0.75 m above the
surrounding sand bottom and occupy areas up to 50 m or more across.

     The third marine biological sampling station was established to sample the ecotone (or zone 
of transition) between the biotope of shallow dredge tailings and the biotope of sand.  This
station was again located on the centerline of the proposed pipeline alignment at 21 17.352' N,o

157 52.139' W at a depth of 13.7 m (45 feet).  Transect E (compass heading 100 ) sampled theo o

area to the east and Transect F (compass heading 270 ) sampled the marine communities situatedo

to the west of the alignment centerline.  The fourth station was established on the midline of the
pipeline alignment at 21 17.266' N, 157 52.168' W at a depth of 18 m (60 feet) in the biotope ofo o

sand.  Transect G sampled the benthic community on the east (compass heading 120 ) whicho

crosses dredge tailings that to the east form a near continuous habitat type from 12 m down into
deeper waters (See Figure 1).  Transect H sampled communities from the centerline of the
alignment to the west (compass heading 270 ) which was located primarily on a sand substratum. o

     The fifth, sixth and seventh marine biological stations were all established in the deeper
portion of the biotope of dredge tailings.  Since minimizing bottom time is more critical at
greater depths, only one 25-m transect was established at each of these stations.  In these cases
the transect was centered at the station coordinates on the center line of the pipeline alignment
keeping it on the same isobath, with 12.5 m of the transect line extending to the east (compass
heading 120 ) and 12.5 m heading west (compass heading 270 ).  The fifth station was located ato o

21 17.186' N, 157 52.191' W at a depth of 27 m (90 feet) where Transect I was carried out.  Theo o

sixth station was located at 21 17.157' N, 157 52.200' W at a depth of 35 m (115 feet) whereo o

Transect J was completed.  The seventh station was established at a depth of 40 m (130 feet) at 
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FIGURE 1.    Map showing the reef area offshore of the Kaka‘ako Waterfront Park with the
boundaries of four of the five ecological zones or biotopes given in the vicinity of the proposed
pipeline route.  Note that Station 1 is located at the breakout point (receiving pit) for the
proposed pipeline.  At greater depths the intake and discharge pipes will rest in a series of
concrete collars or saddles set on the surface of the seafloor in a seaward direction to the lower
end of the discharge diffuser at 46 m (150 feet) depth.  Also shown on the proposed pipeline
alignment are seven stations where quantitative studies of the marine communities were carried
out.  Station 1 is in 9.5 m of water, Station 2 at 10 m depth, Station 3 at 13.7 m depth, Station 4
at 18 m, Station 5 at 27 m, Station 6 at 35 m and Station 7 at 40 m depth.  
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21 17.139' N, 157 52.205' W where Transect K was conducted.     o o

     Quantitative Results

     Due to the greater depths of some stations sampled in this study, we did not have sufficient
bottom time to carry out all of the benthic sampling that is usually completed in coral reef
quantitative studies.  A decision was made to focus field quantitative studies on the collection of
data that can only be obtained while on station; data on other benthic groups that could be
quantified in the laboratory from photographs was collected in this manner at each station.  Thus
sampling over the 4 x 25 census area focused on enumerating all fishes seen in the area (by
species as well as the number of individuals of each and an estimate of individual fish lengths for
later standing crop determination) and conducting a field assessment of benthic species and
substratum characteristics present (as well as photographs of each) of the five randomly-placed 
one-square-meter quadrats along each transect line.  In addition, photographs were taken of the
surrounding benthic community to provide a general overview of the status of these
communities.  Bottom time constraints dictated that field measurement of the length frequencies
of corals was not possible; thus greatest lengths of all coral colonies as well as the enumeration
of diurnally-exposed macroinvertebrates was completed using field-generated photographs.  In an
effort to make data comparable, the same methods were used at all stations sampled in this study. 

     Appendix 1 (Parts 1 through 11) present the quantitative data collected on each of the eleven
transects established commencing at the proposed receiving pit in 9.5 m of water to the middle of
the diffuser at 40 m depth.  In Appendix 1, information on the benthic communities is presented 
as percent cover for sessile forms (i.e., algae, corals and sponges) as well as substratum type
based on five randomly-selected square meter quadrats of sampled substratum along each
transect line.  In addition, the greatest lengths of each coral colony found partially or fully within
each quadrat was estimated in cm from these photographs and these data are also included in
Appendix 1.  Each quadrat was photographed so field-generated estimates of benthic cover could
be checked in the laboratory which greatly reduced unnecessary accumulation of bottom time in
the field.  All of these photographs are given in Appendix 2.

     Since the quadrats each sample only a square meter of substratum, additional effort was made
to utilize photographs that were taken in the general area around each of the transects.  The
primary purpose of these photographs is to provide the reader with a visual picture of the degree
of marine community development in the area around each transect site and these photographs
are usually shot in a horizontal view plain.  Many of these photographs show a larger area of
substratum than just a square meter, thus allowing one to carry out rough estimates of size
frequency of coral colonies at “sampling” scales greater than a square meter.  In this case, the
approximate area examined in each photograph (usually in the foreground) was also estimated;
both the size frequency of each coral species identified in these photographs as well as any
diurnally-exposed macroinvertebrates present were noted.   In addition, an estimate of the area
examined in the photograph was also made.  The size frequency data for corals and estimated
areas examined are given in Appendix 3 and the data on the species and numbers of diurnally-
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exposed macroinvertebrates are presented in Appendix 4.  During the fieldwork an effort was
made to note any unusual diurnally-exposed macroinvertebrate that may have been present in the
4 x 25 m transect area; these “unusual” species encountered are also given in Appendix 4.  The
photographs used in this work are identified in Appendices 3 and 4 and are presented in the text. 

     Appendix 5 presents the results of the census of fishes at each of the eleven transects.  The
number of species, number of individuals and estimate of standing crops (g/m ) for each of the2 

eleven transects are given at the foot of the appendix.  Other than the fish community present at
Station 1, Transect B in the biotope of scattered corals, the numbers of species, individuals and
standing crop estimates are all quite low relative to estimates made in many Hawaiian fish
community studies (Brock and Norris 1989) which is probably related to the lack of adequate
local shelter space.       

     Table 1 presents a summary of the biological parameters measured in this study.  Referring to
Table 1, in general all parameters show a decrease with depth; thus the number of coral species,
the percent cover by corals, coral colony size, the number of invertebrate species and individuals
as well as the number of fish species, individuals and standing crop all show a decline with
increasing depth.  In general the diversity and abundance in many coral reef communities is
greater in areas where greater shelter space is present.  Shelter space may be provided by
geological structure as well as by the growth of sessile benthic marine species such as corals. 
Coral development as given by the parameters measured here is greatest at the shallow stations
located in the channels and ridges of limestone (the “spur and groove” formation) that is present
along the seaward edge of the Kaka‘ako reef platform.   

     Physical disturbance from occasional storm surf is one of the most important parameters in
determining the structure of Hawaiian coral communities (Dollar 1982).  Numerous studies have
shown that occasional storm generated surf may keep coral reefs in a non-equilibrium or sub-
climax state (Grigg and Maragos 1974, Connell 1978, Woodley et al. 1981, Grigg 1983).

     Coral communities that receive some level of natural disturbance as from occasional wave
impact often over time develop a greater species diversity (the intermediate disturbance
hypothsis; Connell 1978).  Furthermore, corals found in areas that receive disturbance from
occasional wave impact often are better developed (i.e., larger colony size and greater coverage)
in locations elevated above surrounding relatively flat substratum where sessile species present
are subject to greater abrasion and scour that occurs during periods of high surf.  The south shore
of O‘ahu is annually exposed to surf emanating from the south usually during the summer
months and the seaward edge of the shallow reef fronting the Kaka‘ako Waterfront Park is
exposed to this impact.  The result is that in the present study area, topographical complexity is
greater in the shallow stations relative to those situated further offshore in deeper water.  

     Table 2 presents the means for the parameters measured in this study by biotope.  In this case,
the most shoreward station (represented by Transects A and B) sampled near the seaward edge of
the biotope of scattered corals at 9.5 m (31 feet) depth.  The second station located just 24 m
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seaward was established in the shoreward side of the shallow biotope of dredged rubble
(Transects C and D) at a depth of 10 m (33 feet).  The station established at 13.7 m (45 feet)
sampled the zone of transition between the biotope of shallow dredged rubble and the deeper
biotope of sand (Transects E and F).  The biotope of sand as well as some isolated dredge tailings
were  sampled at 18 m (60 feet) depth (Transects G and H) and the biotope of dredged rubble in
deeper waters was sampled at three stations situated at 27 m (90 feet, Transect I), 35 m (115 feet,
Transect J) and 40 m (130 feet, Transect K).  The results from Table 2 clearly show the decrease
in all measured parameters with increasing depth.  These general findings are discussed further
below.   

          Biotope of Scattered Corals

     HSWAC proposes to develop a microtunnel commencing on the shoreline and boring in a
seaward direction beneath most of the limestone platform fronting Kaka‘ako Waterfront Park. 
The proposed 12.2 x 12.2 m (40 x 40 feet) receiving pit where the intake and discharge pipes of
the HSWAC pipeline would emerge from the bore is situated ~547 m (1,796 feet) offshore at a
depth of 9.5 m (31 feet) in a  natural limestone channel.  At the point of emergence, the channel
width is about 14 m.  The first station for quantitative sampling was established at a point that
would be in the middle of the shoreward boundary of the receiving pit.  As given above one 4 x
25 m transect commenced at this point (21 17.410' N, 157 52.125'W) and sampled from ao o

compass heading of 120  (Transect A, to the east) and the second 25 m line commenced at theo

same point but sampled at a compass heading of 270  (Transect B, to the west).  The middle ofo

the channel where the proposed receiving pit is to be located is shown in Figures 2 (looking
seaward down the channel) and 3 (looking shoreward up the channel).

     The proposed location of the receiving pit is close to the seaward edge of the biotope of
scattered corals in the spur and groove formation that is well-developed in this area.  The results 
of the census work at Transect A are given in Appendix 1 Part 1 and for Transect B (to the west)
data are given in Appendix 1, Part B.  Other data from this pair of transects are given in
Appendices 2, 3, 4 and 5.  Mean coral coverage on Transect A is estimated at 4.3% and on
Transect B it is 10.7%.  If these two transects had been oriented in a mauka-makai (landward-
seaward) direction on each of the two limestone ridges separating the channel proposed for the
receiving pit, the coral coverage is estimated to be approximately 15% on the eastern spur and
21% on the western spur.  However, since the transects also incorporated the channel floor where
coral coverage is close to zero, the mean coverage was less as given in Appendix 1 Parts 1 and 2. 
Measured coral colony sizes are given in Appendix 1 Parts 1 and 2 and are summarized in Table
1.  Estimated colony sizes (from the 5 m sample area) show that colonies are not particularly2 

large.  However, a better estimate of coral colony size may be obtained from the photographs
taken on each of these two adjacent limestone ridges.  Figure 4 is an example of one of the larger
Porites lobata colonies on the eastern spur; a more common spacing and size of colonies on the
eastern spur is seen in Figures 5 and 6.  
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Figure 2.  Photo taken from the center of the proposed receiving pit at Station 1, 
depth 9.5m on 24 August 2011 looking in a seaward direction down the channel. 

 

                    
Figure 3.  Photo taken from the center of the proposed receiving pit at Station 1, 
depth 9.5m on 24 August 2011 looking towards shore. 
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Figure 4.  Photo of a Porites lobata colony in the vicinity of Transect A (Station1). 

 

                           

Figure 5.  Photo taken on the limestone ridge east of the proposed receiving pit on 
24 August 2011 showing the typical coral coverage in the vicinity of Transect A 
(Station 1). Depth ~ 8.5m. 
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 Figure 6.  Photo taken on the limestone ridge east of the proposed receiving pit on 
24 August 2011 showing local coral coverage in the vicinity of Transect A (Station 
1).  Depth ~ 8.5m. 

 

                            

Figure 7.  Photo of a Porites lobata colony located west of the proposed receiving 
pit (Station 1) along the western channel wall on 24 August 2011.  Depth ~ 9.8m. 
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     Photographs taken of the substratum on the limestone ridge in the vicinity of Transect B are
shown in Figure 7 at a depth of 9.6 m along the edge of the channel west of the proposed
receiving pit.  As noted above on the west limestone ridge, coral coverage is estimated to be
about 21% and Figure 8 provides some idea of the density of living corals in this area.  Finally,
Figure 9 depicts the single largest coral colony found in the area sampled by Transect B on the
western limestone spur.  This colony is west and slightly shoreward of the proposed receiving pit
and is approximately 120 cm in diameter.

          Biotope of Shallow Dredged Rubble

     Because of the local-high diversity/coverage coral community in proximity to the proposed
receiving pit, a second station was established 24 m (80 feet) seaward of the receiving pit (as
measured from the center of the pit) situated at the midline of the proposed pipeline alignment (at
21 17.395' N, 157 52.127'W) at a depth of 10 m (33 feet).  This station is again in the middle ofo o

the same channel at a point where the two limestone ridges (to the east and west of the channel)
merge with the rubble that comprises the biotope of shallow dredged rubble.  Transect C sampled
marine communities present to the east (compass heading 120 ) and Transect D sampled those too

the west (compass heading 270 ).  This station sampled emergent limestone, sand and corallineo

rubble; where the limestone substratum continues to be present, some corals are found (Figures
10 and 11) but mean coverage is only 3.2% and the fish community was not well developed
(mean number of species/transect = 10, mean number of individuals/transect = 27 individuals,
mean standing crop = 31 g/m  , Appendix 5).  The relatively poor development in the coral2

community may be related to scour and abrasion that probably impacts this area during high surf
events.  The quantitative data for this transect pair are given in Appendix 1 Parts 3 and 4 as well
as in Appendices 2, 3, 4 and 5.  

          Ecotone Between the Biotope of Shallow Dredged Rubble and the Biotope of Sand

    The third station was established at a depth of 13.7 m (45 feet) at 21 17.352' N, 157 52.139' Wo o

in an area of transition (or ecotone) from the biotope of shallow dredged rubble to the biotope of 
sand; the 4 x 25 m transects sampled to the east (compass heading 100 ) and west (compass o

heading 270 ) of this point.  Quantitative data are presented in Appendix 1, Part 5 for Transect Eo

and Appendix 1, Part 6 for Transect F and other data are in Appendices 2, 3, 4 and 5.  Again,
coral coverage and mean colony sizes were less than found in shallower water probably related to
the lack of appropriately-scaled hard substratum available for settlement and growth.  As with the
previous station, where emergent limestone substratum is encountered, corals are present.  The
eastern transect (Transect E) crossed one area of hard substratum (Figure 12) which was sampled
but such substratum is rare in the area.  Figure 13 shows the common substratum (a mix of
dredge tailings and sand) present in the area sampled at this station.

          Biotope of Sand

     The fourth station was established on the midline of the proposed pipeline alignment at a 



                               

Figure 8.  Photo of the typical local coral coverage on the limestone ridge just west 
of the receiving pit near Transect B (Station 1) on 24 August 2011.  Depth ~ 8.5m. 

 

                         

Figure 9.  Photo of a Porites lobata colony sampled on Transect B (Station 1).  
Date 24 August 2011, depth ~ 9m. 
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Figure 10.  Photo showing hard substratum and debris in the vicinity of Transect C 
(Station2) showing small Porites lobata colonies.  Depth 10.5m, 11 August 2011.        

 

                                  

Figure 11.  Photo showing limestone substratum and corals in the vicinity of 
Transect D (Station 2), depth 10.5m, 11 August 2011. 
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Figure 12.  Photo showing diver censusing fishes on Transect E (Station 3) depth 
13.7m on 10 August 2011.  Note the open nature of the limestone substratum. 
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�������������ker placed west of the center of the proposed 
pipeline alignment on Transect F (Station 3), 13.7m deep 10 August 2011. 
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depth of 18 m (60 feet) at 21 17.266' N, 157 52.168' W.  Transect G (compass heading 120 )o o o

sampled to the east and the results are given in Appendix 1, Part 7 and Transect H (compass
heading 270 ) sampled to the west and these data are presented in Appendix 1, Part 8).  Othero

quantitative data are given in Appendices 2, 3, 4 and 5.  The two transects sampled different
substrata types; to the east, the 4 x 25 m transect was situated on dredge tailings which were
colonized by some coral (Figures 14 and 15) and where larger pieces of limestone were
encountered, more coral was seen (Figures 16 and 17).  Overall mean coral coverage on Transect
G (to the east) was 0.9% and to the west on Transect H which sampled an area of sand, no corals
were sampled in the five, one square meter quadrats.  Figure 18 shows the sand substratum at
Transect H where little hard substratum is present.  The fish communities sampled on Transects
G and H were not well-developed having a mean number of species = 4, 7 individuals and
standing crop = 5.5 g/m  (see Appendix 5) which is probably related to the lack of appropriately2

scaled shelter space.  Where shelter space is available such as that provided by an isolated antler
coral colony (Pocillopora eydouxi; Figure 19) small reef fishes may be present.            

          Biotope of Deeper Dredged Rubble

     Figure 1 shows the approximate boundaries in the vicinity of the proposed HSWAC pipeline
route of the major biological zones (or biotopes) identified in this study.  Between the receiving
pit where the proposed HSWAC pipeline emerges from the substratum and the terminus of the
outfall diffuser at 46 m (150 feet) most of the exposed pipeline passes through the biotope of
dredged rubble.  To the east of the proposed pipeline alignment, the biotope of dredged rubble
appears to be a near-continuous feature from about 12 m to 46 m in depth.  This rubble has
probably covered considerable areas that were comprised of limestone, sand and coral.  Viewing
videotapes from a remotely operated video camera shows that the dredged rubble is a near
continuous feature along the proposed pipeline route from about 24 m (80 feet) to at least 61 m
(200 feet).  Because the quantitative data collected at Transects I (27 m or 90 feet), J (35 m or
115 feet) and K (40 m or 130 feet) were similar these stations are considered together.  

     Quantitative data from Transect I (27 m) located at 21 17.186' N, 157 52.191' W is presentedo o

in Appendix 1, Part 9 as well as in Appendices 2, 3, 4 and 5.  The transect was carried out on a
rubble substratum (Figure 20) where mean coral coverage was 2.5%.  Besides dredge tailings 
much old debris is also present (Figures 20, Figure 21) as well as modern refuse (Figure 22).  As 
found elsewhere in this study, where larger pieces of dredged limestone are encountered, corals
and other biota are found (Figure 23).  Earlier survey work for the HSWAC project placed a
series of PVC pipe “darts” to the west of the approximate proposed midline of the pipeline route. 
Figure 24 shows the dart placed at the 27 m depth and also shows the common characteristics of
the substratum at this transect site.  Development of most coral reef species is minimal and this is
reflected in the quantitative data collected at this and the other two deep transect sites.  

     Transect J was situated at 21 17.157' N, 157 52.200'W located on substratum at a depth of 35o o

m (115 feet) again on the midline of the proposed pipeline alignment.  Data from the quantitative
survey carried out at Transect J are given in Appendix 1, Part 10 as well as in Appendices 2, 3, 4 



                                

Figure 14.  Photo taken on Transect G (Station 4) showing the rubble substratum 
present in the area.  Photo date 10 August 2011, depth 18m. 

 

                         

Figure 15.  A second photo taken in the vicinity of Transect G (Station 4) on 10 
August 2011, depth 18m showing the typical coralline rubble present in the area. 
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Figure 16.  Photo of a larger piece of coralline rubble showing the growth of corals 
on it in the vicinity of Transect G (Station 4), 10 August 2011, depth 18m. 

 

                          

Figure 17.  Photo shot in the vicinity of Transect G (Station 40 again showing the 
coralline rubble substratum and sea urchins (Tripneustes gratilla ), depth 18m, 10 
August 2011. 
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 Figure 18.  Photo showing sand substratum present at Transect H (Station 4) on 10 
August 2011.  Depth 18m. 

 

                     

Figure 19.  Where hard substratum is present in the otherwise sand substratum at 
Transect H (Station 4), corals such as this antler coral (Pocillopora eydouxi) are 
seen.  10 August 2011, depth 18m. 
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Figure 20.  Photo of typical coralline rubble substratum present at Transect I 
(Station 5).  Note the metal debris (pipe) in the background, 10 August 2011, depth 
27m. 

                     

Figure 21.  Photo showing debris at Transect I (Station 5) with some coral 
recruitment occurring on the debris.  Date 10 August 2011, depth 27m. 
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Figure 22.  Photo showing modern debris at Transect I (Station 5) with coral 
recruits on adjacent limestone rubble.  Depth 27m, 10 August 2011. 

 

                                 

Figure 23.  Where rubble is of sufficient size corals successfully recruit to it.  
Transect I (Station5), 10 August 2011, 27m depth. 
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Transect I (Station 5), 27m depth, 10 August 2011. 

 

                       

Figure 25.  Photo showing square meter quadrat and typical coralline rubble 
present at Transect J (Station 6) in the Biotope of Deep Dredged Rubble on 9 
August 2011, depth 35m. 
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and 5.  Mean coral coverage at this location was 0.6% and again the photographs show that the
benthic community at this location appears to be depauperate (Figures 25, 26 and 27).  

     Transect K was located at 21 17.139' N, 157 52.205'W again situated on the midline of theo o

proposed pipeline route at a depth of 40 m (130 feet).  The quantitative data from this transect are
given in Appendix 1, Part 11 as well as in Appendices 2, 3, 4 and 5.  Again like the two
preceding transects, the benthic and fish communities are poorly developed.  Photographs
(Figures 28 and 29) show the mix of dredge tailings and sand present at this location.  

4.   ANALYSIS OF IMPACTS

     If the proposed HSWAC project proceeds there are both direct and indirect impacts that may
occur to the marine communities in the affected area.  Direct impacts are those associated with
the construction of the pipeline that includes those due to obliteration which will occur in the
footprint of the proposed receiving pit due to removal of substratum as well as possibly due to
placement of anchors, cables, etc. used in the construction of the receiving pit.  Other direct
impacts include those that will occur with the deployment of the pipeline across the surface of
the substratum when benthic species in the footprint of each concrete collar or saddle are
obliterated when collars are placed on the substratum as well as those that will occur from the
generation of turbidity during the construction and pipe deployment process which may impact
resident benthic and fish resources in the area.  Additional direct impacts include those that may
occur with the operation of the HSWAC system; of primary concern would be potential impacts
that may occur with the discharge of seawater with lower temperatures and oxygen
concentrations as well as higher nutrient concentrations that will comprise the seawater return. 
This discharge water will impinge on benthic communities in the vicinity of the diffuser.  These
potential impacts are assessed using data from the quantitative studies as given below and
possible mitigation is proposed. 

          Impacts Due to Receiving Pit Construction

     The proposed location of the receiving pit is in the middle of a limestone channel (at
21 17.410' N, 157 52.125'W); this pit is 12.2 x 12.2 m (40 x 40 feet) in dimensions and will beo o

constructed by removing material from within this area to a depth of 6 m (20 feet) and driving 
sheet piling into the substratum to eliminate slumping of loose material back into the pit.  The
current plan is to utilize these sheet piles that will be driven into the substratum to define the
walls of the receiving pit to a point above the sea surface thus containing most of the sediment
generated by the excavation.  Materials from within the structure would be removed using a clam
shell dredge and transferred to a barge for transport to land.  Such a strategy would greatly reduce
the possibility of high local turbidity loading in the surrounding waters.  Once completed the
steel sheet piling would be cut off below grade and removed from the area.  Similarly, to reduce
the potential for anchor/line impact it has been proposed that anchor locations will be selected
which are free of or have little  benthic community development present.  At the selected 



                                              

Figure 26.  Another view of the rubble substratum present at Transect J (Station 6) 
on 9 August 2011, depth 35m. looking shoreward. 

                            

Figure 27.  View of rubble substratum at Transect J (Station 6) looking seaward, 9 
August 2011, depth 35m. 
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Figure 28.  Substratum on the proposed pipeline alignment on Transect K (Station 
7) showing typical mix of sand and rubble present. 9 August 2011, depth 40m. 

 

                   

Figure 29.  Photo showing sand and rubble substratum around Transect K (Station 
7), 9 August 2011, depth 40m. 
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sites, piles will be driven into the substratum with a portion remaining upright and above the
surrounding benthic communities.  Vessels can be held in position using tautline moorings to
these vertical anchor points which keep moorings off the substratum.  Once work has been
completed, these vertical moorings will be removed.  These strategies will reduce the generation
of turbidity thus its potential negative impact to surrounding benthos.    

     The proposed receiving pit will occupy most of the 14 m width of the limestone channel
which suggests that benthic species located on the adjacent limestone ridges (to the east and
west) could also be subject to impact.  The question, “What will this impact be and over what
distance will it occur?” needs to be addressed.  The greatest coral development in the proposed
project area occurs as a band along the seaward edge of the biotope of scattered corals in the spur
and groove system that is present in the area.  The width of the band of high coral coverage
varies along the reef edge but it approximately follows the width of the spur and groove
formations.  In the general area of the proposed receiving pit the width ranges from 40 to 80 m
thus the mean width is 40+80/2 = 60 m.  Mean coral coverage is 0.9% on the channel floor
occupied by the receiving pit and more coral is found surrounding it on the limestone ridges at a
mean coverage of 7.5%.  Assume a conservative approach where all corals within a 10 m radius
centered on the middle of the receiving pit will succumb with the construction of the receiving
pit from both physical impact (breakage, etc) as well as from turbidity thus the total area
impacted is: 

                    Area = 3.14 x (10 m ) = 314.0 m  2 2

With mean coverage over the entire area being 7.5%, coral loss would be: 

314.0 m  x 0.075 = 23.6 m  of living coral lost with construction of the receiving pit.2 2

     This value does not necessarily represent what will occur but is used for purposes of
illustrating the level of impact that could occur.  The proposed construction measures as given
above should reduce the extent of negative impacts occurring outside of the receiving pit
footprint.    

     Turbidity is an issue that should be examined relative to the construction of the receiving pit. 
In general currents fronting the Kaka‘ako Waterfront Park roughly follow the tradewind flow and
hence move water from the east towards the southwest (See also Laevastu et al. 1964, Bathen
1978).  Thus, any sediment generated by the construction/deployment of the HSWAC pipeline
would probably have a greater impact on benthic communities present in a southwest direction
rather than on communities in locations upcurrent (to the east).  The receiving pit and the above-
grade portion of the proposed pipeline route are located at the seaward edge of the biotope of
scattered corals where the highest coral diversity and coverage occurs.  If turbidity is generated in
this shallow area, most of it would flow to the southwest where the biotopes of dredged rubble
and sand are found having a low diversity and coverage by corals, thus reducing potential impact. 
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     Sedimentation has been implicated as a major environmental problem for coral reefs. 
Increases in turbidity may decrease light levels resulting in a lowering of primary productivity. 
Perhaps a greater threat would be the simple burial of benthic communities that may occur with
high sediment loading.  Many benthic species including corals are capable of removing sediment
settling on them but there are threshold levels of deposition where cleaning mechanisms may be
overwhelmed and the individual colony becomes buried.  Dollar and Grigg (1981) studied the
fate of benthic communities at French Frigate Shoals in the Northwest Hawaiian Islands
following the accidental spill of 2000 tons of kaolin clay.  These authors found that there was no
damage to the reef corals and associated communities except where organisms were actually
buried by the clay deposits for a period of more than two weeks.  Similarly, coral communities
along the southern shoreline of Lana‘i Island were exposed to prolonged high turbidity due to a
series of high rainfall events (29 January 2002 - 7.75 inches, 12-13 May 2002 - 4.10 inches, 14-
17 October 2002 - 13.10 inches).  The high turbidity conditions persisted for an 18-month period
(up to August 2003) due to unusually poor coastal circulation.  Despite the prolonged period of
extreme turbidity in permanently marked transects,  mortality in the monitored coral
communities was low (grand mean across all stations: April 2002 - 1.1%, May - 0.7%, November
- 0.6% with no subsequent mortality).  Mortality was restricted primarily to one species, the
cauliflower coral (Pocillopora menadrina).  These data are a testimony to the resiliency of these
communities in the face of this natural perturbation (Brock 2011).  These results suggest that
despite some level of turbidity that could be generated by the proposed HSWAC construction,
the impact may be much less than otherwise expected especially if mitigation measures are in
place.   
    
     Construction of the receiving pit will generate noise; besides the digging and removal of
materials from within the pit, the driving of sheet piles to reduce slumping will generate noise as
will the percussion hammering of piles that will serve to anchor the combination collars (cradling
the pair of HSWAC pipes) to the substratum between the receiving pit and the end of the
discharge diffuser.  This noise may temporarily cause motile species to leave or in the case of
large predators may serve to attract them.  However, these impacts are transitory and once the
construction activities are completed the impact of noise ceases.  Green sea turtles (Chelonia
mydas) are known to frequent the waters fronting the Kaka‘ako Waterfront Park particularly in
proximity to Kewalo Basin; if past observations are the norm, concerns over noise generated by
underwater construction having a negative impact on green turtle behavior suggests that such
noise may not be a problem but there are no unequivocal answers to the question of noise
generated by underwater construction creating a negative impact to resident green turtles. 
However, drawing on past observations regarding green turtles and their response to construction
activities may provide some reasonable insight as to what negative impacts may occur.

     The first relevant observation comes from the work of Brock (1990) and citing the executive
summary,

     “From April 1987 through July 1990 we examined the stability of the green turtle population
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in nearshore waters fronting a 2.1 km section of coastline at West Beach, Oahu...This study has
been undertaken to address the question ‘Have the shoreline construction activities at West
Beach had any discernable impact on the resident green turtle population?’”.

     By way of background, the construction activities developed four large swimming lagoons
that are connected to the adjacent ocean.  These lagoons were initially dug “in the dry” shoreward 
of the beachrock bench that fronts the entire West Beach coastline.  The construction included
the use of dynamite, bulldozers and large cranes.  Dredging was necessary to connect the lagoons
with the ocean and resulted in considerable transitory turbidity.  The noise levels in the ocean
were readily discernable to divers up to one kilometer seaward observing green turtles in their
resident habitat.  Because of heightened concern over the welfare and status of the resident
turtles, a representative from the National Marine Fisheries Service Honolulu Laboratory (Mr.
John Naughton) accompanied the author on all of the field surveys carried out over the 13-month
period of the study.

     “Underwater surveys were conducted to census the green turtles in their resting habitat
offshore of West Beach.  Our data show that in the time between preconstruction surveys (June
1987) and the commencement of shoreline construction (June 1988), green turtle numbers
decreased.  Once construction started remaining individuals appeared to abandon an offshore
diurnally used resting site which is more than one kilometer from shore in favor of a resting area
about 250 m offshore of the construction area.  A 90-day construction moratorium appeared to
have little impact on resident turtles; during this time many turtles dispersed along the coast,
having a diurnal distribution along the entire project site about 400 m of the shore.  This
distribution changed little during the subsequent 13-month period of construction of three
additional lagoons.  As an unbiased measure of abundance, the time necessary for an observer to
sight a turtle increased but did not statistically change through the period of this study.

     There has been a decrease in the mean size of turtles sighted in the project area since the
commencement of construction.  Using visual estimates of size, prior to construction, 49 percent
of the turtles were adults; seven months following the termination of construction, it is estimated
that eleven percent of the turtles sighted were adults.  These changes in the size of turtles
encountered at West Beach may be related to migration of the adults to the Northwest Hawaiian
Islands for reproductive purposes.  

     The construction activities do not adequately explain the changes in the apparent abundance
of green turtles.  Despite the changes to the shoreline, subtidal algal species appropriate as
turtle forage increased in abundance adjacent to the construction sites.  The movement of turtles
to a new resting site within 250 m of the actual ‘in water’ construction activities and the
appearance of juveniles in these same waters where they had not been seen previously suggest
that the observed changes may not be construction related.

     In short, we know little of the small-scale and short term movement patterns or resting habitat
requirements of Hawaiian green turtles.  Furthermore, we are unaware if long term cycles of
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local abundance do occur; lacking this knowledge hampers the interpretations of data.  Until we
have a better understanding of the population structure and local movement patterns of green
turtles over a much broader area than the West Beach site, any conclusion as to the impact of
lagoon construction on green turtles is difficult to unequivocally ascertain.”

     The primary point to be gleaned from the above information is that green turtles were
apparently unaffected by the considerable construction noise and in fact moved from a resting
site located more than a kilometer offshore to a new resting area within 250 m of the ongoing
construction activities.  This suggests that the ambient construction noise and resulting high
turbidity were unimportant to these turtles.  If this is correct, noise and turbidity generated by the
HSWAC underwater construction and pipeline deployment (including percussion hammering of 
steel pipe piles used to provide additional stability to the combination collars used from breakout
to the end of the discharge diffuser) will probably have little negative impact on the green turtles
utilizing resting sites and forage areas in the vicinity of the HSWAC project site.   

          Impacts Due to Deployment of the Shallow Portion of the HSWAC Pipeline
                 
     The HSWAC pipeline will be constructed in sections elsewhere and floated to the site for
final deployment on the seafloor.  The shallow portion of the exposed pipeline considered here is
that part of the system from the breakout point at the receiving pit (at 9.5 m depth) down through
the discharge diffuser which ends at a depth of 46 m (150 feet).  This section of the pipeline is
~580 m (1,916 feet) in length and carries both the 63-inch HDPE intake pipe as well as the 54-
inch HDPE seawater return discharge pipe.  This pair of 580 m long pipes will be held in place
on the substratum using a series of concrete combination collars or saddles which cradle both
pipes.  These collars are simply gravity anchors, many of which in the shallow section considered
here will be further secured to the bottom using steel pipe approximately two feet in diameter
that would be driven through sleeves in the collars using a percussion hammer and once in place
the upper portions of the steel pipes would be filled with tremie concrete.  In total from the
breakout at the receiving pit to the end of the diffuser, 91 combination collars will be deployed to
hold the system in place.            

     The shallow water collars occupy a footprint of 76 square feet (or 7.06 m ) so the total area of2

contact with the seafloor in the shallow water section of the pipeline (i.e., from breakout to the
end of the discharge diffuser) is:

        (1)   7.06 m  per combination collar x 91 collars = 642.5 m  of substratum covered2 2

     The impact of pipeline deployment in the shallow section between the receiving pit and the
end of the discharge diffuser with respect to collars covering benthic communities should be
addressed.  Assuming that the 91 combination collars are given an equidistant spacing that
translates to:
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        (1)   Each combination collar has a width of 23.3 inches (=59 cm) thus collars occupy: 

59 cm x 91 collars = 53.7 m of the pipeline length

Thus,

        (2)   580 m pipeline length - ~54 m occupied by collars = 526 m for spacing between
collars.

Hence,

        (3)   526 m of pipeline / 91 combination collars = 5.78 m spacing between each collar.  

     For the purpose of computations, a collar is 59 cm wide plus the 5.78 m distance occupied by
pipes (to the next collar) thus the total is 6.37 m so to simplify computations below this is
rounded to 6.4 m.

     Since the pipeline alignment leaves the receiving pit in an area with low coral coverage (see
Appendix 1, Part 1 quadrat at 5 m no coral coverage, Part 2 quadrat at 2 m with coverage at 1.7%
thus channel bottom mean = 1.7% / 2 = 0.9%) and within 24-25 m is in the biotope of shallow
dredged rubble where Station 2 has a mean coral coverage = 3.2% and Station 3 has a mean coral
coverage = 1.0% which results in an overall coral coverage of:

        (1)   0.9% + 3.2% + 1.0% = 5.1% / 3 = 1.7% coral coverage through this area.   

     This 1.7% mean coverage applies to the first 99 m of the pipeline which lies between the
receiving pit and Station 3 (at 13.7 m depth).  Assuming a spacing of 6.4 m between combination
collars, results in 99 m / 6.4 m = ~15 collars deployed in this area.  As given above, each
combination collar is deployed on the substratum and occupies 7.06 m  thus the 15 collars used2

in this area occupy:

        (1)   15 collars x 7.06 m  /collar = 105.9 rounded to 106 m  of substratum covered2 2

With mean coverage being 1.7 % the loss of coral by collar pad placement is:

        (2)   1.7% x 106 m  = 1.80 m  of coral loss in the first 99 m long segment of the pipeline2 2

     Approximately 100 m down the pipeline from the receiving pit the biotope of sand
commences; mean coral coverage in the biotope of sand is 0.5% (Table 2) and approximately a
148 m length of pipeline crosses the biotope of sand.  In this section there will be:

       (1)   148 m length / 6.4 m spacing = 23.1 or 23 collars used
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     If 23 collars are deployed with each having a footprint of 7.06 m  then:2

       (2)   23 collars x 7.06 m  = 162 m  total area covered and2 2

       (3)   162 m  x 0.5% mean coral coverage = 0.81 m  2 2

Thus 0.81 m  of live coral will be lost due to the placement of collar pads in the biotope of sand.2

     The remaining 333 m of pipeline between the seaward edge of the biotope of sand and the end
of the diffuser crosses the biotope of deep dredged rubble.  Mean coral coverage in this area is
1.1% (Table 2).  With the required 6.4 m spacing between collars, there will be     

       (1)   333 m length / 6.4 m spacing = ~53 collars used and with 7.06 m   footprint,  2

       (2)   53 collars x 7.06 m  = 374.2 m   and,2 2

       (3)   374.2 m  x 1.1% mean coral coverage = 4.12 m  2 2

Thus 4.12 m  of live coral will be lost due to the collars deployed in the biotope of deep dredged2

rubble.  Summing these losses up results in a total loss of 1.80 + 0.81 + 4.12 = 6.73 m  of coral. 2

This loss does not include loss that may occur from anchors or by divers assisting in the
deployment process where anchors and/or divers trample or break coral as well as other resident
benthic species.  Since the deployment strategy utilizes a gradual sinking of the entire length of
the pipeline with collars attached (see the dEIS) commencing from the shallow end and ending
with the deep end, losses due to anchors and/or divers assisting with the deployment in the
shallow section from the breakout point to the end of the discharge diffuser are expected to be
minimal.  

          Positive Impacts Due to Pipeline Deployment

     Not all marine construction activities result in a permanent loss of environmental quality; for
example, the construction and deployment of designed artificial reefs may have a positive
influence on the species composition, abundance and biomass of resulting fish communities that
develop due to the presence of appropriate foraging and shelter space (Brock et al. 1985).  The
presence of the HSWAC pipes from the point where they “daylight” and continue seaward across
the substratum on concrete collars, would create an elevated hard substratum as well as some
shelter space in an otherwise relatively featureless sand and rubble bottom habitat.  Previous
biological studies of marine community development around similar pipes and deployment
methods (Smith et al. 2006) have noted the development and persistence of a considerably
diverse, high biomass fish community along pipes.  In this case, a sewage outfall was constructed
by tunneling beneath much of the limestone reef platform with trenching seaward of this finally
“daylighting” at an approximate 26 m depth, close to the eastern edge of the Pearl Harbor
Entrance Channel (approximately 8.7 km west of the Kaka‘ako Waterfront Park).  The Pearl
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Harbor sewage disposal pipe continues seaward across a sand and rubble substratum similar to
that found fronting parts of Kaka‘ako Waterfront Park.  Past studies of fish communities on these
deeper sand areas has found fish community standing crops in the 0.2 to ~2 g/m  range;2

following pipe deployment at Pearl Harbor, the resident fish community standing crop was 126
g/m  (Smith et al. 2006) which is an increase of 63 times over predeployment standing crops. 2

Thus it is expected that the deployment of the HSWAC pipelines will enhance local fish
communities.  

     Each of the 91 combination concrete collars proposed for deployment over the 580-m long
area between the receiving pit and the seaward end of the discharge diffuser has an estimated
surface area of 313 ft  or 29.1 m  that would potentially be available for recruitment by benthic2 2

species once the combination collars have been deployed.  Concern has been voiced regarding
the recruitment of benthic species (especially corals) to both concrete and the HDPE pipe that
will be used for both intake and discharge in this proposed system.  Comments were received on
the dEIS stating that neither concrete nor the HDPE pipe are suitable surfaces for the recruitment
of corals due to the antifouling properties of each.  Published studies have shown that concrete
structures provide a surface that is preferred by many coral reef species colonizing hard substrata
(including corals).  Preference in substratum types found that both natural dead coral and
concrete received the greatest recruitment (both in terms of the diversity of species as well as
their abundance) and survival of recruits was better relative to other tested substrata (e.g., metal
and tires; Fitzhardinge and Bailey-Brock 1989).  Other studies have found that corals will settle
on natural and artificial substrata within four months of immersion (Birkeland et al. 1982,
Harriott and Fisk 1987, Sammarco and Carleton 1982, Wallace 1985, Wallace and Bull 1982).  

     The HDPE pipe will also provide a substratum that will be situated well above the substratum
and away from much of  the sand scour that occurs across the flat limestone in the shallows
during periods of high surf.  The comment that corals will not recruit to the HDPE pipes because
of antifouling properties of this pipe is incorrect.  Figure 30 is a photograph of one of the HDPE
pipes at the Natural Energy Laboratory of Hawai‘i at Keahole Point, Hawai‘i and corals have
obviously been successful at recruiting to and growing on this HDPE pipe.  This photograph was
taken in 2008 and the pipe pictured was deployed about twelve years earlier.  Thus HDPE pipe
does provide a suitable habitat for the settlement and growth of Hawaiian corals and it is
expected that the HDPE pipe used in the proposed HSWAC system will likewise be a suitable
surface for the recruitment and growth of benthic species.  

     How much habitat could the 91 combination collars provide for coral and other sessile benthic
species recruitment?  As noted above each combination collar has an approximate outer surface
area of 29.1 m  thus the total area of concrete available for settlement is 29.1 m  x 91 = 2,648 m  2 2 2

through the 580 m long distance between the breakout point of the pipeline and the end of the
discharge diffuser.  There are two HDPE pipes; the intake is 63 inches (or 1.60 m) in diameter
and is 580 m in length between the receiving pit where it first “daylights” above grade to the end
of the discharge diffuser thus this pipe provides the following surface area:



             

 

Figure 30.  Photo of one HDPE coldwater pipeline at the Natural Energy 
Laboratory of Hawaii at Keahole Point, Hawaii.  The three most abundant corals 
on this pipe at this depth (8m) are Pocillopora meandrina, Porites lobata and 
Montipora capitata.  Photo taken in 2008 and this pipeline had been place about 
twelve years. 
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        (1)   Area = 3.14 x 1.60 m x 580 m = 2,914 m  2

and for the 54-inch (or 1.37 m) diameter seawater return pipe, the area is:

        (2)   Area = 3.14 x 1.37 m x 580 m = 2,495 m  2

thus the total HDPE pipe surface available is:

        (3)   Area = 2,914 m  + 2,495 m  = 5,409 m  2 2 2

but subtracting the area of pipe resting on the 91 collars (total area = 250 m ) results in2

        (4) 5,409 m  - 250 m  = 5,159 m  of pipe surfaces available for recruitment. 2 2 2

Finally the total combined surface area available for benthic recruitment with the deployment of
the HSWAC system between the breakout point at the receiving pit and the seaward end of the
discharge diffuser is:

        (5)   Area = 2,648 m  + 5,159 m  = 7,807 m2 2 2

     In summary deployment of the proposed HSWAC system will provide a considerable increase
in available hard surfaces for the successful recruitment of benthic species such as corals
requiring such substratum for growth and reproduction.   

          Impacts Due to the Operation of the HSWAC System

     The 1.37 m diameter seawater return pipe will be deployed with and lie adjacent to the 1.60 m
diameter intake pipe.  The seawater return pipe will run from the shaft breakout and 580 m
seaward to a depth of 46 m (150 feet).  The seawater return pipe will be constructed of the same
material (HDPE) using the same techniques as the intake pipe, but has a smaller diameter (1.37
m) relative to the intake pipe.  This is possible because the return flow will be under pressure. 
The temperature of the return seawater would vary between 53 F and 58 F (11.6 - 14.4 C)o o o

depending on system demand.  The seawater return pipe terminates in a 25-port diffuser that
commences at a depth of 36.5 m (120 feet) and ends at 46 m (150 feet).  HSWAC has proposed
the delineation of a zone of mixing (ZOM) around the diffuser.  Computer simulations using
CORMIX software were used in determining the boundaries of the ZOM where a dilution factor
of 100 is necessary to meet water quality standards at the ZOM boundary.  

     The rationale for establishing a ZOM around a discharge into an aquatic environment is made
in recognition by regulatory agencies that an input of a material may exceed state and/or federal
water quality standards over some area and/or volume of the receiving water.  A ZOM allows for
a variance in the concentration of constituents that are at levels outside of ambient or normally
allowed ranges within the ZOM but at the ZOM boundary due to dilution, the constituent
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concentrations should be at ambient and/or in compliance with applicable state and federal
standards.  Thus granting the establishment of a ZOM infers that the regulatory community
recognizes that some area and/or volume will be impacted by the applicant’s activity.  However,
in granting such permits, the applicant must monitor the status of parameters as well as impacts
to determine that physical and biological conditions at and outside of the ZOM boundary are
within applicable standards or at ambient and are not impacting biota outside of the area.  

     The return seawater is not only colder, but has a lower concentration of dissolved oxygen and
has a higher concentration of dissolved nutrients than the ambient seawater into which it is
discharged.  The physical properties of the discharge water could have a negative impact on the
resident marine communities.  The question “What will the impact be on the resident biota in the
vicinity of the return seawater discharge?” should be addressed.  Higher nutrient concentrations
could serve to stimulate phytoplankton and/or benthic algal production.  If dissolved oxygen
concentrations were significantly below ambient, this could serve to inhibit species that require
higher dissolved oxygen content in the water and lower temperatures could cause the elimination
of species that cannot tolerate the lower temperatures in the area immediately around the
discharge diffuser.  Species susceptible to the lower temperatures would be those that are sessile
such as corals.  Hawaiian corals have not shown any negative impact due to increased nutrient
loading as from the discharge of treated sewage wastes in marine habitats with reasonable
currents and mixing (Grigg 1994).  In contrast, studies of coral growth (or carbonate accreation)
finds decreases in growth of the same species subject to lower mean water temperatures (Grigg
1981, 1982).  Thus, water temperature is a parameter of primary concern with respect to potential
impacts to corals resident to the area of the HSWAC diffuser.  

     Thus low temperatures rather than nutrients would probably impose the greatest impact to
sessile species such as corals.  The minimum temperature of the discharge water is 11.7 C (oro

53 F) and the surrounding ambient water temperature at the diffuser is 25 C (or 77 F).  Theo o o

CORMIX model found that ambient temperatures are attained within 0.5 m of the diffuser
centerline under high natural current flow.   Under worst case low current flow, ambient
temperatures are attained within 12.2 m (or 40 feet) of the diffuser centerline.  Under average
current flow conditions ambient temperature is attained in about one meter as measured
horizontally from the plume centerline.  As the plume is denser than the receiving water, it will
tend to sink and would not approach the surface.

     If the mixing model studies are correct, there should not be a discernible biological impact
due to temperature at a distance greater than 12.2 m from the plume centerline.  Assume that the
maximum calculated distance from the center of the discharge plume to the distance at which
discharged water is at ambient temperature is 12.2 m (40 feet) which occurs only under low
current flow and assume the lowest discharge temperature (here 11.7 C).  Further assume that theo

ZOM will form an envelope around the entire diffuser and the diffuser length is 76 m (250 feet)
long, the rectangle forming the ZOM boundaries would be:

         (1) total length = 76 m + 2(12.2 m) = 100.4 m long and: 
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         (2) total width = 12.2 m + 12.2 m = 24.4 m in width   

Thus the total maximum area impacted by decreased temperatures in the proposed ZOM is:

         (3) 24.4 m x 100.4 m = 2,450 m  2

     The diffuser is in the biotope of deep dredged rubble which has a mean coral coverage of
1.1%.  Assuming that the lower temperatures within the ZOM would be the primary source of
mortality to corals and that this mortality would occur to all corals within the maximum areal
extent of temperatures less than ambient, the loss of coral cover would be:

         (1) Maximum Affected Area = 2,450 m  x 1.1% Mean Coral Cover = ~27 m  of coral loss2 2

     However the temperatures of the discharge water are in the range of 11.6 to 14.4 C (53-58 F)o o

when they exit the diffuser but warm with ongoing mixing that occurs within the ZOM.  Sea
surface temperatures at Midway Atoll in the Papahanaumokuakea Marine National Monument
where many Hawaiian coral species flourish has winter ocean temperatures down to 17.8 Co

(64 F) thus some of corals in the ZOM may adapt to the lower temperatures that they are exposedo

to in the ZOM.  It should also be realized that under normal or average current flow, ambient
temperatures within state standards are attained only about one meter away from the centerline of
the plume; assuming average current conditions and using the lowest discharge temperature (here
11.7 C), the maximum affected area is 156 m  and the loss of coral is calculated to be 1.7 m .o 2 2

     If a ZOM is accepted by the regulatory community, the benthic and fish resources that will
remain and/or recruit to the area within the ZOM will be those with that can tolerate the physical
conditions found within the ZOM.  Theoretically, species from deeper benthic communities
could colonize within the ZOM thus increasing local biodiversity.   
    
     In summary and assuming the most conservative approach for impact to corals with the 
construction and operation of the proposed HSWAC system, the impact to coral coverage will
be: during construction (loss around receiving pit = 23.6 m  ; loss due to collar deployment = 6.72

m ) and loss due to the operation of the ZOM = 27 m  resulting in a total estimated loss of ~572 2

m  of coral in the area between the receiving pit to the end of the discharge diffuser 580 m2

seaward.  In contrast, the HDPE pipes and concrete collars over this same distance provide 7,807
m  of surfaces for the recruitment of benthic species including corals.  If coral recruitment2

occupies ~25% of this substratum as it does on the HDPE pipes at Keahole Point, Hawai‘i, then
coverage should be:

         (1)   7,807 m  x 25% = 1,952 m  of coral    2 2

thus the 57 m  of loss is just 3% of what replaces it.  Assuming a “worst case” scenario of 2.5%2

coverage on the pipeline, the coverage would be: 
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         (2)   7,807 m x 2.5% = 195 m  of coral2 2

which is still greater than the loss caused by deployment and operation of the HSWAC system. 
These calculations ignore the gains made in energy savings by the operation of this proposed
system.  
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TABLE 1.   Summary of the biological parameters measured at each of eleven transects sampled
in this study.  Note that the number of coral species, percent coral cover, number of coral
colonies measured, mean coral colony size, number of motile macroinvertebrate species and the
number of motile invertebrate individuals are based on data from the five square meters sampled
with a quadrat and photography on each transect.  Fish data from 100 m  transect area.  Pl =2

Porites lobata, Mc = Montipora capitata, Mp = Montipora patula, Pm = Pocillopora meandrina,
Pd = Pavona duerdeni, Pe = Pocillopora eydouxi, Lp = Leptastrea sp. and Ls = Leptoseris sp.

                                               No. of
                        No.       %     Colonies                  Mean Coral Colony Size (cm)           No.        No.      Fish
Transect No. Coral    Coral    in 5 m                                By Species                          Invert       Fish     Biomass2

  & Depth       Spp    Cover   Sampled              Pl      Mc    Mp     Pm     Pd    Pe     Spp Ind   Spp Ind   (g/m )2

_________________________________________________________________________________________

 A   9.5 m         4        4.3           21                  8.8      1.5    5.0     16.6                       3     7     24    77     23

 B   9.5 m         5      10.7           42                17.4    10.2  23.4       6.7                       1   10     32  178   224

 C   10 m          5        2.1           23                  6.4      5.3    3.0       9.8   10.0             2   10     11    28     53

 D   10 m          5        4.2           14                13.9    13.3  14.5     12.0           25.0     0     0       9    25       8

 E   13.7 m       4        1.9           30                  4.5      2.3                5.5            21.0    1     1     18    77     23

 F   13.7 m       1        0.02           1                             3.0                                            0     0       3      4       0.3  

 G  18 m          2        0.9           32                  3.1      3.8                                            2   10       7    12     11

 H  18 m          0         0              0                                                                                0    0       1      1       0.03

 I    25 m         3        2.5           32                  6.6     4.5         Lp = 3.0                       2     2       4       6      1

 J   35 m          1        0.6           17                  3.9                                                       1      4      3       5       0.6

 K 40 m          2        0.3          21                  1.4                    Ls = 4.0                       1      1      7    29       4
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TABLE 2.   Summary of the mean number of coral species, mean coral cover and colony size by
biotope based on the five square meters sampled at each transect site.  Note that mean colony
size is computed for coral species where more than one individual was measured in that biotope. 
Thus mean colony sizes are given for Pl = Porites lobata, Mc = Montipora capitata, Mp =
Montipora patula, Pm = Pocillopora meandrina.
  
                                                 Mean 
                                                   No.      Total No.        Mean
  Transect                                 Coral      of Corals        Coral            Mean Colony Size (cm)
No. & depth    Biotope              Spp      Measured     Cover (%)       Pl      Mc      Mp       Pm      
______________________________________________________________________________

  A 9.5 m     Biotope of
  B 9.5 m  Scattered Corals         4.5             63                7.5          13.1     5.9     14.2     11.7        

  C 10 m     Biotope of 
  D 10 m   Dredged Rubble         5.0             37                3.2          10.2     9.3       8.8     10.9
                    (Shallow)

               Ecotone between
  E 13.7 m   Biotope of
  F 13.7m Dredged Rubble &     2.5             31                1.0                       2.7
               Sand Biotope

  G 18 m    Biotope of                 1.0             32                0.5
  H 18 m       Sand

   I  27 m   Biotope of
   J 35 m     Dredged                  2.0             70                 1.1            4.0
  K 40 m  Rubble (Deep)  
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APPENDIX 1.  PART 1.   Summary of the benthic survey conducted at Transect A at 21 17.410'o

N, 157 52.125' W on the 9.5 m isobath following a compass heading of 120  on 24 August 2011.o o

Results of the 5 m  quadrat sampling of the benthic community are expressed as a percent cover2

in Part A and length frequencies for corals in Part B.  Part C presents counts of motile
invertebrates seen in the 5 m  of substratum photographed on this transect  Part D presents counts2

of motile invertebrates seen in the 100 m  of substratum sampled on this transect.  A short2

summary of the fish census is given in Part E.  Mean coral cover = 4.3% (quadrat method).

A.   Quadrat Survey
                                                         Quadrat Random Placement
Species                                         5m       11m       17m      21m       24m      
___________________________________________________________
Algae
   Lyngbya majuscula                   0.8                                     0.1         0.3
Sponges
   Spirastrella coccinea                                            0.5
Corals
   Porites lobata                                        1.9        10.0
   Montipora capitata                                0.1  
   Montipora patula                                                  1.8
   Pocillopora meandrina                          3.4          4.4
Colonial Anemones
   Palythoa caesia                                                     0.7
Sand                  6.0        1.5                     90.9       68.7
Rubble                                         7.0      10.0                       9.0       12.0
Hard Substratum                        86.2      83.1        82.6                    19.0 

B.  Length Frequencies of Coral Colonies In Five 1 x 1 m  Quadrats 2

Porites lobata   Montipora capitata    M. patula   Pocillopora meandrina 
     2 cm - 1               1 cm - 1                4 cm - 1              12 cm - 1             
     3 cm - 2               2 cm - 1                6 cm - 1              13 cm - 1  
     4 cm - 1                                                                       18 cm - 2
     5 cm - 1                                                                       22 cm - 1
     6 cm - 2                                                           
     8 cm - 1                
   11 cm - 1
   15 cm - 1
   18 cm - 1
   24 cm - 1
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APPENDIX 1.  PART 1.   Continued.

C.  Invertebrate Census (from 5 m  quadrats)2

           Species                        Number
Phylum Echinodermata
   Echinothrix diadema                 5
   Echinometra mathaei                1
   Holothuria atra                         1

D.  Invertebrate Census (Present in 100 m  area)2

           Species                        Number
Phylum Mollusca
   Streptopinna saccata                1
   Conus leopardus                       1
Phylum Annelida
   Spirobranchus gigantea          23
Phylum Echinodermata
   Echinostrephus aciculatum       3
   Echinothrix diadema               79
   Echinothrix calamaris               3
   Echinometra mathaei                 7

E.   Fish Census (4 x 25 m)

             24 Species
             77 Individuals
             Estimated Standing Crop = 23 g/m  2
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APPENDIX 1.  PART 2.   Summary of the benthic survey conducted at Transect B at 21 17.410'o

N, 157 52.125' W on the 9.5 m isobath following a compass heading of 270  on 24 August 2011.o o

Results of the 5 m  quadrat sampling of the benthic community are expressed as a percent cover2

in Part A and length frequencies for corals in Part B.  Part C presents counts of motile
invertebrates seen in the 5 m  of substratum photographed on this transect.  Part D presents2

counts of motile invertebrates seen in the 100 m  of substratum sampled on this transect.  A short2

summary of the fish census is given in Part E.  Mean coral cover = 10.7% (quadrat method).

A.   Quadrat Survey
                                                         Quadrat Random Placement
Species                                         2m       7m       9m      13m       19m      
___________________________________________________________
Algae
   Lyngbya majuscula                   0.5
   Amansia glomerata                               0.6
   Pneophyllum conicum                           1.5                                  1.4
Sponges
   Microciona maunaloa              0.2
   Spirastrella coccinea                            0.3        0.2                      1.3
Corals
   Porites lobata                           1.7       9.0        4.5        2.7   
   Montipora capitata                               3.0        1.0        2.3  
   Montipora patula                                             20.0        4.5
   Pocillopora meandrina                         1.2        0.7        0.7
   Pocillopora eydouxi                                                                      2.3
Sand                62.6                                                9.0
Rubble                                       21.0                                  3.0        36.3
Hard Substratum                        14.0     85.0      73.6      86.8        52.0 

B.  Length Frequencies of Coral Colonies In Five 1 x 1 m  Quadrats 2

   Porites lobata          Montipora capitata    M. patula   Pocillopora meandrina   
2 cm - 1   21 cm - 1             1 cm - 1              14 cm - 2                3 cm - 1               
5 cm - 1   22 cm - 1             3 cm - 1              21 cm - 1                4 cm - 2 
6 cm - 1   25 cm -1              4 cm - 1              24 cm - 1                5 cm - 1                 
7 cm - 1 120 cm -1              6 cm - 1              30 cm - 2                8 cm - 1              
8 cm - 2                             23 cm - 1              31 cm - 1              11 cm - 1                 
10 cm - 2                           24 cm - 1                                           12 cm - 1  
11 cm - 2
12 cm - 2
13 cm - 1
14 cm - 1
15 cm - 3
20 cm - 1
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APPENDIX 1.  PART 2.   Continued.
    

C.  Invertebrate Census (from 5 m  quadrats)2

           Species                        Number
Phylum Echinodermata
   Echinothrix diadema               10  

D.  Invertebrate Census (Present in 100 m  area)2

           Species                        Number
Phylum Mollusca
   Spondylus tenebrosus               2
Phylum Annelida
   Spirobranchus gigantea          31
Phylum Echinodermata
   Echinothrix diadema               76
   Echinostrephus aciculatum     16
   Heterocentrotus mammillatus   1
   Echinometra mathaei              19 

E.   Fish Census (4 x 25 m)

             32 Species
             178 Individuals
             Estimated Standing Crop = 224 g/m  2
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APPENDIX 1.  PART 3.   Summary of the benthic survey conducted at Transect C at 21 17.395'o

N, 157 52.127' W on the 10 m isobath following a compass heading of 120  on 11 August 2011.o o 

Results of the 5 m  quadrat sampling of the benthic community are expressed as a percent cover2

in Part A and length frequencies for corals in Part B.  Part C presents counts of motile
invertebrates seen in the 5 m  of substratum photographed on this transect.  A short summary of2

the fish census is given in Part D.  Mean coral cover = 2.1% (quadrat method).

A.   Quadrat Survey
                                                         Quadrat Random Placement
Species                                         2m       8m       13m      21m       24m      
___________________________________________________________
Algae
   Ralfsia expansa                         0.4
   Lyngbya majuscula                                             0.9
   Pneophyllum conicum                                                                    0.1
Sponges
   Spirostrella vagabunda            0.1         0.1                                   0.3
   Spirostrella coccinea                                                                      1.0
Corals
   Porites lobata                           1.5         0.8                                   1.3
   Pavona duerdeni                                                                            0.7
   Montipora capitata                  0.7         0.4                                   1.2  
   Montipora patula                                                                           0.1
   Pocillopora meandrina            3.8
Sand                               4.0     33.1      30.0           0.5
Rubble                                       13.0       12.7                 40.0           1.5
Hard Substratum                       80.5       82.0    66.0       30.0         93.1 

B.  Length Frequencies of Coral Colonies In Five 1 x 1 m  Quadrats 2

Porites lobata   Montipora capitata    M. patula   Pocillopora meandrina   Pavona duerdeni
     2 cm - 1               1 cm - 1                3 cm - 1                3 cm - 1                      10 cm - 1
     3 cm - 2               2 cm - 2                                             5 cm - 1
     5 cm - 1               4 cm - 1                                             6 cm - 1 
     6 cm - 2               7 cm - 1                                           11 cm - 1
     7 cm - 1               8 cm - 1                                           24 cm - 1
   12 cm - 1             13 cm - 1
   14 cm - 1

C.  Invertebrate Census (from 5 m  quadrats)2

           Species                        Number
Phylum Echinodermata
   Echinothrix diadema                 3
   Echinostrephus aciculatum       7
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APPENDIX 1.  PART 3.   Continued.

D.   Fish Census (4 x 25 m)

             11 Species
             28 Individuals
             Estimated Standing Crop = 53 g/m  2
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APPENDIX 1.  PART 4.   Summary of the benthic survey conducted at Transect D at 21 17.395'o

N, 157 52.127' W on the 10 m isobath following a compass heading of 270  on 11 August 2011.o o

Results of the 5 m  quadrat sampling of the benthic community are expressed as a percent cover2

in Part A and length frequencies for corals in Part B.  Part C presents counts of motile
invertebrates seen in the 5 m  of substratum photographed on this transect.  A short summary of2

the fish census is given in Part D.  Mean coral cover = 4.2% (quadrat method).

A.   Quadrat Survey
                                                         Quadrat Random Placement
Species                                         5m       8m       13m      17m       23m      
___________________________________________________________
Algae
   Lyngbya majuscula                                0.7        0.3         1.2
Sponges
   Chondrosia chucalla                 0.1
Corals
   Porites lobata                           1.4                                               14.0
   Montipora capitata                   0.5                                                 0.4  
   Montipora patula                      0.3                                                 1.3
   Pocillopora meandrina                                                                   0.7
   Pocillopora eydouxi                                                                        2.3
Sand                  0.7      96.3     95.7       91.8          2.0
Rubble                                       12.0                    2.0         2.0           9.0
Hard Substratum                        85.0        3.0      2.0         5.0          70.3 

B.  Length Frequencies of Coral Colonies In Five 1 x 1 m  Quadrats 2

Porites lobata   Montipora capitata    M. patula   Pocillopora meandrina   P. eydouxi
     2 cm - 2               6 cm - 1                8 cm - 1              12 cm - 1                25 cm - 1
     3 cm - 1             17 cm - 2              21 cm - 1                
     4 cm - 1                                                              
     6 cm - 1                                                           
   20 cm - 1                                                           
   60 cm - 1                
   14 cm - 1

C.  Invertebrate Census (from 5 m  quadrats)2

           Species                        Number
           None seen
D.   Fish Census (4 x 25 m)
             9 Species
             25 Individuals
             Estimated Standing Crop = 8 g/m  2
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APPENDIX 1.  PART 5.   Summary of the benthic survey conducted at Transect E at 21 17.352'o

N, 157 52.139' W on the 13.7 m isobath following a compass heading of 100  on 10 Augusto o

2011. Results of the 5 m  quadrat sampling of the benthic community are expressed as a percent2

cover in Part A and length frequencies for corals in Part B.  Part C presents counts of motile
invertebrates seen in the 5 m  of substratum photographed on this transect.  A short summary of2

the fish census is given in Part D.  Mean coral coverage = 1.9% (quadrat method).

A.   Quadrat Survey
                                                         Quadrat Random Placement
Species                                         6m      13m       19m      22m       25m      
___________________________________________________________
Algae
   Plocamium sandvicense (?)       1.2
   Lyngbya majuscula                    1.1                     2.0
   Padina australis                                     0.1         0.1         0.1         0.1
Sponges
   Chondrosia chucalla                  0.1                                   0.1         0.4
Corals
   Porites lobata                            0.5        1.0        0.3          1.3         1.5
   Montipora capitata                    0.3                    0.1           0.3         0.1  
   Pocillopora meandrina              0.2                                    0.9         0.2
   Pocillopora eydouxi                                                                          3.0
Sand                 43.5       7.0      27.5         20.3        18.0
Rubble                                        30.0      63.9     30.0            5.0       41.7
Hard Substratum                         23.0     28.0     40.0          72.0        35.0 

B.  Length Frequencies of Coral Colonies In Five 1 x 1 m  Quadrats 2

Porites lobata   Montipora capitata    Pocillopora meandrina   P. eydouxi
     1 cm - 3               1 cm - 1                        3 cm - 1                   21 cm - 1
     2 cm - 4               2 cm - 7                        4 cm - 1
     4 cm - 2               3 cm - 3                        5 cm - 1 
     5 cm - 1               4 cm - 1                      10 cm - 1
     6 cm - 1                                                      
   14 cm - 1
   15 cm - 1 

C.  Invertebrate Census (from 5 m  quadrats)2

           Species                        Number
Phylum Echinodermata
   Pseudoboletia indiana             1
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APPENDIX 1.  PART 5.   Continued.

D.   Fish Census (4 x 25 m)

             18 Species
             77 Individuals
             Estimated Standing Crop = 23 g/m  2
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APPENDIX 1.  PART 6.   Summary of the benthic survey conducted at Transect F at 21 17.352'o

N, 157 52.139' W on the 13.7 m isobath following a compass heading of 270  on 10 Augusto o

2011. Results of the 5 m  quadrat sampling of the benthic community are expressed as a percent2

cover in Part A and length frequencies for corals in Part B.  Part C presents counts of motile
invertebrates seen in the 5 m  of substratum photographed on this transect.  A short summary of2

the fish census is given in Part D.  Mean coral coverage = 0.02% (quadrat survey).

A.   Quadrat Survey
                                                         Quadrat Random Placement
Species                                         2m       5m       12m      16m       19m      
___________________________________________________________
Algae
   Padina australis                        0.3       0.4         0.1        0.8         0.5  
   Lyngbya majuscula                                             1.3        0.2         0.1
   Pneophyllum conicum                           0.3         0.2                           
Sponges
   Chondrosia chucalla                 0.4       0.1         0.1
Corals
   Montipora capitata                               0.1                                     
Sand                63.3     43.1       45.3      44.0        24.4
Rubble                                       30.0     41.0       49.0       55.0        65.0
Hard Substratum                          6.0     15.0         4.0                     10.0 

B.  Length Frequencies of Coral Colonies In Five 1 x 1 m  Quadrats 2

 Montipora capitata   
     3 cm - 1            

C.  Invertebrate Census (from 5 m  quadrats)2

           Species                        Number
       None Seen

D.   Fish Census (4 x 25 m)

             3 Species
             4 Individuals
             Estimated Standing Crop = 0.3 g/m  2
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APPENDIX 1.  PART 7.   Summary of the benthic survey conducted at Transect G at 21 17.266'o

N, 157 52.168' W on the 18 m isobath following a compass heading of 120  on 10 August 2011.o o

Results of the 5 m  quadrat sampling of the benthic community are expressed as a percent cover2

in Part A and length frequencies for corals in Part B.  Part C presents counts of motile
invertebrates seen in the 5 m  of substratum photographed on this transect.  A short summary of2

the fish census is given in Part D.  Mean coral coverage = 0.9% (quadrat method).

A.   Quadrat Survey
                                                         Quadrat Random Placement
Species                                         8m       10m       12m      17m       21m      
___________________________________________________________
Algae
   Pneophyllum conicum                                                                       0.7
Sponges
   Chondrosia chucalla                 0.2                       0.5        0.3
Corals
   Porites lobata                            0.5         0.3         2.3        0.2          0.5
   Montipora capitata                                 0.2         0.3         0.3  
Sand                 13.3      76.5       54.9       78.2        43.5
Rubble                                        80.0       23.0       38.0       21.0        32.0
Hard Substratum                           6.0                      4.0                       24.0

B.  Length Frequencies of Coral Colonies In 5 m  Quadrats 2

Porites lobata   Montipora capitata  
     1 cm - 3               2 cm - 1             
     2 cm - 15             4 cm - 2             
     3 cm - 4               5 cm - 1              
     4 cm - 2                                         
     5 cm - 2                                         
   10 cm - 1             
   15 cm - 1

C.  Invertebrate Census (from 5 m  quadrats)2

           Species                        Number
Phylum Echinodermata
   Pseudobolecia indiana              6
   Tripneustes gratilla                   4

D.   Fish Census (4 x 25 m)
             7 Species
             12 Individuals
             Estimated Standing Crop = 11 g/m  2
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APPENDIX 1.  PART 8.   Summary of the benthic survey conducted at Transect H at 21 17.266'o

N, 157 52.168' W on the 18 m isobath following a compass heading of 270  on 10 August 2011.o o

Results of the 5 m  quadrat sampling of the benthic community are expressed as a percent cover2

in Part A and length frequencies for corals in Part B.  Part C presents counts of motile
invertebrates seen in the 5 m  of substratum photographed on this transect.  A short summary of2

the fish census is given in Part D.  Mean coral coverage = 0% (quadrat method).

A.   Quadrat Survey
                                                         Quadrat Random Placement
Species                                         6m       9m       16m      19m       25m      
___________________________________________________________
Algae
   Padina australis                        0.2       0.3         0.1
   Lyngbya majuscula                                            28.0        4.5         3.0
   Haliophila decipiens               20.0     28.0
Sand                67.8     61.7        66.9      94.5        96.5
Rubble                                       12.0     10.0          5.0         1.0         0.5

B.  Length Frequencies of Coral Colonies In Five 1 x 1 m  Quadrats 2

        No corals present in quadrats

C.  Invertebrate Census (from 5 m  quadrats)2

           Species                        Number
        None seen

D.   Fish Census (4 x 25 m)

             1 Species
             1 Individual
             Estimated Standing Crop = 0.03 g/m  2
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APPENDIX 1.  PART 9.   Summary of the benthic survey conducted at Transect I at 21 17.186'o

N, 157 52.191' W on the 27 m isobath on 10 August 2011.  Results of the 5 m  quadrat samplingo 2

of the benthic community are expressed as a percent cover in Part A and length frequencies for
corals in Part B.  Part C presents counts of motile invertebrates seen in the 5 m  of substratum2

photographed on this transect.  A short summary of the fish census is given in Part D.  Mean
coral coverage = 2.5% (quadrat method).

A.   Quadrat Survey
                                                         Quadrat Random Placement
Species                                         3m       11m       16m      21m       24m      
___________________________________________________________
Algae
   Lyngbya majuscula                                                             0.8
Sponges
   Spirastrella coccinea                                             0.1                      1.0
Corals
   Porites lobata                            9.5        0.2          0.7         0.3        0.3  
   Leptastrea sp.                            0.2  
   Montipora capitata                   0.4        0.6                        0.1         0.1 
Sand                46.9      54.2        24.2       78.8         8.6
Rubble                                        15.0     45.0        60.0       20.0        70.0
Hard Substratum                        28.0                    15.0                      20.0 

B.  Length Frequencies of Coral Colonies In Five 1 x 1 m  Quadrats 2

      Porites lobata           Montipora capitata    Leptastrea sp.
  2 cm - 5    10 cm - 1             2 cm - 1                    3 cm - 1
  3 cm - 2    12 cm - 4             3 cm - 1              
  4 cm - 2    15 cm - 1             5 cm - 1
  5 cm - 4                                8 cm - 1
  6 cm - 1                             
  8 cm - 7
 
C.  Invertebrate Census (from 5 m  quadrats)2

           Species                        Number
Phylum Echinodermata
   Pseudoboletia indiana              1
   Holothuria atra                         1

D.   Fish Census (4 x 25 m)
             4 Species
             6 Individuals
             Estimated Standing Crop = 1 g/m  2
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APPENDIX 1.  PART 10.   Summary of the benthic survey conducted at Transect J at
21 17.157' N, 157 52.200' W on the 35 m isobath on 9 August 2011.  Results of the 5 m  quadrato o 2

sampling of the benthic community are expressed as a percent cover in Part A and length
frequencies for corals in Part B.  Part C presents counts of motile invertebrates seen in the 5 m2

of substratum photographed on this transect.  A short summary of the fish census is given in Part
D.  Mean coral coverage = 0.6% (quadrat method).

A.   Quadrat Survey
                                                         Quadrat Random Placement
Species                                         4m       9m       13m      19m       21m      
___________________________________________________________
Sponges
   Spirastella coccinea                  1.5       1.5                       1.0         0.4
   Microciona maunaloa                           0.4         0.1              
Corals
   Porites lobata                            2.1                     0.8                       0.3
Colonial Anemones
   Zoanthus sp?                                                        0.3   
Sand                 43.4     54.6       18.8       19.0       15.0
Rubble                                        53.0     41.0       80.0       80.0        80.8
Hard Substratum                                      2.5                                      3.5

B.  Length Frequencies of Coral Colonies In Five 1 x 1 m  Quadrats 2

Porites lobata     
     1 cm - 2                     
     2 cm - 5                   
     3 cm - 2                     
     5 cm - 3                                         
     6 cm - 3                                         
     7 cm - 1             
     8 cm - 1

C.  Invertebrate Census (from 5 m  quadrats)2

           Species                        Number
Phylum Echinodermata
   Pseudobolecia indiana              4

D.   Fish Census (4 x 25 m)

             3 Species
             5 Individuals
             Estimated Standing Crop = 0.6 g/m  2
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APPENDIX 1.  PART 11.   Summary of the benthic survey conducted at Transect K at
21 17.139' N, 157 52.205' W on the 40 m isobath on 9 August 2011.  Results of the 5 m  quadrato o 2

sampling of the benthic community are expressed as a percent cover in Part A and length
frequencies for corals in Part B.  Part C presents counts of motile invertebrates seen in the 5 m2

of substratum photographed on this transect.  A short summary of the fish census is given in Part
D.  Mean coral coverage = 0.3% (quadrat method).
 
A.   Quadrat Survey
                                                         Quadrat Random Placement
Species                                         3m       6m       11m      17m       23m      
___________________________________________________________
Algae
   Peyssonellia rubra?                                                          0.2
Sponges
   Spirastella coccinea                  0.1                     0.1                       0.1
   Chondrosia chucalla                 0.3       0.3         0.5                       0.1              
Corals
   Porites lobata                            0.8       0.3
   Leptoseris sp?                                        0.2   
Sand                 36.8     55.2      64.4       59.8       84.8
Rubble                                        39.0     44.0      35.0       40.0       15.0
Hard Substratum                         23.0

B.  Length Frequencies of Coral Colonies In Five 1 x 1 m  Quadrats 2

Porites lobata   Leptoseris sp?    
     1 cm - 16           4 cm - 1          
     2 cm - 1                   
     3 cm - 3                     

C.  Invertebrate Census (from 5 m  quadrats)2

           Species                        Number
Phylum Mollusca
   Streptopinna saccata                 1

D.   Fish Census (4 x 25 m)

             7 Species
             29 Individuals
             Estimated Standing Crop = 4 g/m  2
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APPENDIX 2.   Photographs from each of five randomly-placed square meter quadrats on each
of the eleven transects established to sample marine communities in this study.  Note that where
two transects were completed at each of the four shallower stations (Stations 1 thorough 4) the
photographs for that station are given on a single page.  On the three deeper Stations (5, 6 and 7) 
only a single transect was carried out (Transects I - 27 m, J - 35 m and K - 40 m)  and the
photographs for these stations are given on separate pages.  



!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!STATION 1 � 9.5m 

!!!!!! !!!!!! !

                    A-5m                                    A-11m                                    A-17m 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !

                                    A-21m                                       A-24m                                  

!!!!!! !!!!!! !

                  B-2m                                    B-7m                                    B-9m 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!! !

                                                 B-13m                                   B-19m 

                                                                   67 

 

            Missing 



!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!STATION 2 -10m 

!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !

             C-2m                                      C-8m                                     C-13m 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !

                                      C-21m                                C-24m 

!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !

                 D-5m                                    D-8m                                    D-13m 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!! !

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!D-17m                                      D-23m 
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                                             STATION 3 � 13.7m 

!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !

              E-6m                                   E-13m                                    E-19m 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !

                                         E-22m                                   E-25m 

!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !

             F-2m                                    F-5m                                      F-12m 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!F-16m                                      F-19m 
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                                              STATION 4 � 18m 

!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !

              G-8m                                     G-10m                                G-12m 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !

                                             G-17m                                G-21m 

!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !

              H-6m                                  H-9m                                      H-16m 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !

                                  H-19m                                H-25m 
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! ! ! ! ! STATION 5-27m 

!!!!!! !!!!!! !

                 I-3m                                      I-11m                                    I-16m 

!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!! !

                                                    I-21m                                 I-24m 
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     STATION 6 � 35m 

!!!!!! !!!!!! !

                 J-4m                                     J-9m                                     J-13m 

!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!! !

                                                    J-19m                                  J-21m 
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     STATION 7 - 40m 

!!!!!! !!!!!! !

                 K-3m                                     K-6m                                  K-11m 

!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!! !

                                                 K-17m                                    K-23m 
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APPENDIX 3.  Summary of estimated greatest lengths of coral colonies from photographs taken
in the vicinity of each of the seven transect sites.  The approximate area examined in each
photograph is also given (as an estimated area); photographs are presented in the text. 

                                                     Photo# &
                  Transect      Depth   Estimated         Coral        Coral          Numbers  
Date               No.              m          Area             Species    Sizes (cm)    of Individuals
__________________________________________________________________________
24Aug11     A (east)      8-9.5       Figure 4          P. lobata       18                  1  
                                                        1.85 m                              120                 12

                                                                         P. compressa     15                 1
                                                                                                   18                  1
                                                                         P. meandrina     13                 1
                                                                                                    15                  1
                                                      Figure 5          P. lobata          5                  1
                                                        2.20 m                                 23                  22

                                                                                                    35                  1
                                                                                                    38                  1
                                                                          M. capitata          5                  1
                                                                            M. patula         33                  1
                                                                                                    35                   1
                                                                         P. meandrina        5                  1
                                                      Figure 6          P. lobata        10                   4
                                                        1.85 m                                 13                   12

                                                                                                     20                  1
                                                                                                     25                  1
                                                                                                     75                  1
                                                                        P. meandrina         5                  2
                                                                                                     13                  3
                                                                                                     15                  2
                                                                                                     18                  1
                                                                                                     25                  1
                                                                                                     30                  1    
24Aug11     B (west)   7.5-9.5      Figure 7          P. lobata         10                  2
                                                        2.31 m                                  13                  22

                                                                                                     20                  1
                                                                                                   130                  1
                                                                            M. patula         46                  1
                                                                        P. meandrina       10                  1
                                                                                                     13                  1
                                                                                                     20                  2
                                                                                                     23                  1
                                                                                                     33                  3
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APPENDIX 3.  Continued.

                                                     Photo# &
                  Transect      Depth   Estimated         Coral        Coral          Numbers  
Date               No.              m          Area             Species    Sizes (cm)    of Individuals
__________________________________________________________________________

                                                     Figure 8         P. lobata         10                   1  
                                                       0.56 m                                 15                   12

                                                                                                   18                   2
                                                                                                   62                    1
                                                                          M. patula          25                   1
                                                                       P. meandrina         8                   1
                                                                                                    18                   1
                                                                                                    23                   2
                                                     Figure 9        P. lobata             8                   1
                                                       2.31 m                                  10                   12

                                                                                                    13                   1
                                                                                                    18                   1
                                                                                                    20                   2
                                                                                                    23                   2   
                                                                                                    25                   1
                                                                                                    46                   1
                                                                                                  130                   1
                                                                          M. patula           36                   1   
                                                                      P. meandrina           8                   1
                                                                                                     12                   1
                                                                                                     18                   1
                                                                                                     23                   1
                                                                                                     38                   1  

11Aug11     C (east)        10        Figure 10        P. lobata           13                   2    
                                                      0.27 m                                   15                   12

                                                                                                    18                    2
                                                                                                    23                   1
                                                                           M. capitata       25                   1
                                                                           M. patula          15                   1

11Aug11     D (west)      10        Figure 11       P. eydouxi          41                   1
                                                      1.08 m        P. meandrina     10                   12

                                                                                                    13                   1
                                                                                                    15                   1
                                                                                                    18                   1
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APPENDIX 3.  Continued.

                                                     Photo# &
                  Transect      Depth   Estimated         Coral        Coral          Numbers  
Date               No.              m          Area             Species    Sizes (cm)    of Individuals
__________________________________________________________________________
                                                                             P. lobata         10                   2
                                                                                                     13                   1
                                                                                                     18                   2
                                                                                                     33                   1
                                                                                                     41                   1
                                                                          M. patula           13                   1

10Aug11    E (east)       14         Figure 12         P. lobata         200                   1 
                                                    3.83 m            P. eydouxi         21                   12

10Aug11    F (west)      14         Figure 13        No Coral
                                                     0.54 m2 

10Aug11    G (east)      18         Figure 14          P. lobata             8                   1
                                                    3.83 m         P. meandrina         6                   12

                                                  Figure 15         P. lobata              2                   4 
                                                     2.70 m                                       4                   42

                                                                                                        6                   5
                                                                                                      10                   1

                                                                        P. meandrina         25                   1
                                                   Figure 16       P. lobata                 2                   8
                                                     2.78 m                                        5                    62

                                                                                                         7                   3
                                                                                                      10                    3
                                                                                                      13                    6
                                                                                                      15                    4
                                                                                                      20                    2
                                                                                                      25                    3
                                                                                                      30                    1
                                                                                                      36                    1
                                                                        P. lutea                 20                    1
                                                                       M. capitata              8                    1
                                                                      P. meandrina            5                    1   
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APPENDIX 3.  Continued.

                                                     Photo# &
                  Transect      Depth   Estimated         Coral        Coral          Numbers  
Date               No.              m          Area             Species    Sizes (cm)    of Individuals
__________________________________________________________________________

                                          18      Figure 17
                                                    5.49 m           P. lobata            5                    32

                                                                                                     8                    1
                                                                                                   10                  13
                                                                                                   13                  14 
                                                                                                   15                  13
                                                                                                   18                    8
                                                                                                   20                  13 
                                                                                                   25                    8
                                                                                                   30                    1

10Aug11        H(west)               Figure 19      P. lobata             30                    1
                                                   0.56 m       P. eydouxi            51                    12

                                                  Figure 18     No Coral
                                                  4.64 m  2

10Aug11        I                 27     Figure 20     P. lobata                2                    3
                                                 13.94 m                                       8                    42

                                                                                                   10                    4
                                                                                                   15                    1
                                                 Figure 23      P. lobata                 2                    5
                                                 2.23 m                                       10                    42

                                                                                                   15                    4
                                                                                                   20                    4
                                                                                                   25                    1
                                                Figure 22     P. lobata                  2                    1  
                                                 0.09 m                                         3                    32

                                                                                                     5                    2
                                                                                                     8                    1
                                                                  P. compressa              8                    1
                                                Figure 21    P. lobata                   1                    2
                                                 0.56 m                                         2                    42

                                                                                                     3                    2
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APPENDIX 3.  Continued.

                                                     Photo# &
                  Transect      Depth   Estimated         Coral        Coral          Numbers  
Date               No.              m          Area             Species    Sizes (cm)    of Individuals
__________________________________________________________________________

                                                     Figure 24       P. lobata         10                     1 
                                                      0.56 m                                  15                     22

                                                                         M. capitata          3                     1
                                                                        Leptastrea sp.    15                      1
                                                                        P. meandrina       6                      1

09Aug11          J               35        Figure 25     No corals
                                                       2.78 m  2

                                                     Figure 26      P. lobata          10                    1
                                                       3.72 m2 

                                                     Figure 27      No corals
                                                      5.58 m  2

09Aug11         K              40        Figure 29      P. lobata          14                    1 
                                                      2.91 m2

                                                     Figure 28       P. lobata           4                    1
                                                      1.85 m       P. meandrina       4                    1  2
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APPENDIX 4.   List of macroinvertebrates other than corals seen in photographs taken in the
vicinity of each of the eleven transects.  Photographs are presented in Appendix 4.  
       
                     Figure       Photo                     Invertebrate Species
Transect         No.     Area (m )         # Individuals & Common Name 2

_______________________________________________________________________
  
      A                4          1.85                Pinctado margaritifera (1; Pa or pearl oyster)
                                                            Echinothrix diadema (1; wana)
                         5          2.20                Echinothrix diadema (4; wana)
                         6          1.85                Echinothrix diadema (2; wana)
                                                            Echinostrephus aciculatum (1; boring urchin)
   
      B                7          2.31                Echinothrix diadema (5; wana)
                         8          0.56                Echinothrix diadema (1; wana)
                         9          2.31                Echinothrix diadema (1; wana)

      C               10         0.27                No macroinverts
      
      D               11        1.08                 No macroinverts
                          Note: 1 juvenile Panulirus marginatus seen

      E               12        3.83                 No macroinverts

      F               13        0.54                 No macroinverts

      G              14        3.83                 Tripneustes gratilla (14, collector urchin)
                                                            Echinothrix diadema (1; wana)
                       15        2.70                 Tripneustes gratilla (8; collector urchin)
                       17        5.49                 Tripneustes gratilla (19; collector urchin)
                                                            Echinothrix diadema (1; wana)
                       16        2.78                 Echinothrix diadema (2; wana)
                                                            Tripneustes gratilla (10; collector urchin)
                                                            Echinostrephus aciculatum (1; boring urchin) 
      H              19        0.56                 No macroinverts
                       18        4.64                 No macroinverts

(See Next Page)
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APPENDIX 4.   Continued.

       
                     Figure      Photo                      Invertebrate Species
Transect         No.     Area (m )         # Individuals & Common Name 2

_______________________________________________________________________

       I                20       13.94                 Pseudoboletia indiana (1; pebble collector urchin)
                        23         2.23                Echinothrix diadema (2; wana)
                        22         0.09                Tripneustes gratilla (1; collector urchin)
                        21         0.56                No macroinverts
                        24         0.56                Echinothrix diadema (1; wana)
                    Note: one Scyllarides squamosus ~30 cm long seen

      J                25         2.78               No macroinverts
                        26         3.72               No macroinverts
                        27         5.58               No macroinverts
              Note: 8 Pseudoboletia indiana and 1 Echinothrix diadema recorded

     K                29         2.91               No macroinverts 
                        28         1.85               No macroinverts 



APPENDIX 5. List of the fish species and their abundance on each of eleven transects carried out over seven stations.  
Transects A and B were done at Station 1 (9.5m deep) , C and D at Station 2 (10m deep), E and F at Station 3 (13.7 m deep),
G and H at Station 4 (18m deep), Transect I at Station 5 (27m deep), J at Station 6 (35m deep) and K at Station 7 (40 m deep).
At the foot of the table are given the totals for each transect and the estimated standing crop.

SPECIES A B C D E F G H I J K

SYNODONTIDAE
Synodus ulae 1

HOLOCENTRIDAE
Myripristis amaenus 6

APOGONIDAE
Pristiapogon kallopterus 9

MALACANTHIDAE
Malacanthus hoedti 2

LUTJANIDAE
Aprion virescens 1

SPARIDAE
Monotaxis grandoculis 8

MULLIDAE
Mulloides vanicolensis 3
Parupeneus pleurostigma 4 8
Parupeneus multifasciatus 4 5 8 7

CHAETODONTIDAE
Chaetodon multicinctus 2 2
Chaetodon miliaris 1

POMACENTRIDAE
Dascyllus albisella 13 1 21 1 9
Plectroglyphidodon johnstonianus 2 3 2
Chromis vanderbilti 14 17 1
Chromis ovalis 14
Chromis hanui 2 1 1
Stegastes fasciolatus 4
Stegastes marginatus 1 1

CIRRHITIDAE
Paracirrhites arcatus 1 2 1
Cirrhitops fasciatus 1

LABRIDAE
Labroides phthirophagus 1 2
Bodianus albotaeniatus 1 1
Bodianus bilunulatus 1
Oxycheilinus bimaculatus 1 3 6 2 1 5
Pseudocheilinus evanidus 2 3
Pseudocheilinus octotaenia 1 1 2
Cirrhilabrus jordani 1 1 1 2
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TABLE 6. Continued.

SPECIES A B C D E F G H I J K

LABRIDAE
Novaculichthys taeniourus 1
Cymolutes sp. 1
Thalassoma duperrey 10 24 3 8
Coris venusta 4 3 2 1
Coris gaimard 1 1 1
Pseudojuloides cerasinus 1 1 1 4 4 1 3
Stethojulis balteata 4
Macropharyngodon geoffroy 1 1
Anampses chrysocephalus 1
Anampses cuvier 1

SCARIDAE
Calotomus carolinus 7
Scarus rubroviolaceus 1 1 2

PARAPERCIDAE
Parapercis schaunslandi 1 2 1 2

ACANTHURIDAE
Acanthurus triostegus 19
Acanthurus nigrofuscus 2 9 1 2
Acanthurus nigroris 1
Acanthurus blochi 1
Acanthurus olivaceus 2 6 9 2
Acanthurus dussumieri 1
Naso hexacanthus 19
Naso lituratus 4
Naso unicornis 2

ZANCLIDAE
Zanclus cornutus 1

BALISTIDAE
Rhinecanthus rectangulus 1 1
Melichthys niger 19
Sufflamen bursa 1

MONACANTHIDAE
Pervagor melanocephalus 1

TETRAODONTIDAE
Canthigaster coronata 1
Canthigaster jactator 3 5 2 1 2 2

Number of Species 24 32 11 9 18 3 7 1 4 3 7

Number of Individuals 77 178 28 106 77 4 12 1 6 5 29

Biomass (g/m2) 23 224 53 8 23 0.3 11 0.03 1 1 4
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Appendix D:  Sand Island WWTP Ocean Outfall Water Quality Monitoring Data 
 

Units are µg/L except turbidity, which is in Nephelometric Turbidity Units (NTU) 
Station Date NO2+NO3 NH4 TN TP Turb Chl 
C4 
(surface) 

3/30/2006 19.00 6.00 106.00 11.00 1.14 0.47 

 5/17/2006 1.00 1.00 103.00 7.00 0.25 0.22 
 8/1/2006 1.00 1.00 73.00 7.00 0.21 0.17 
 10/24/2006 1.00 2.00 98.00 6.00 0.14 0.15 
 1/24/2007 4.00 2.00 97.00 7.00 0.50 0.27 
 4/10/2007 2.00 1.00 85.00 7.00 0.19 0.17 
 7/11/2007 1.00 1.00 136.00 6.00 0.20 0.17 
 10/3/2007 2.00 3.00 82.00 5.00 0.23 0.13 
 2/4/2008 2.00 1.00 118.00 8.00 0.33 0.17 
 4/16/2008 1.00 3.00 90.00 8.00 0.38 0.09 
 7/9/2008 2.00 2.00 87.00 7.00 0.20 0.21 
 10/1/2008 1.00 1.00 86.00 6.00 0.16 0.16 
 2/18/2009 2.00 1.00 88.00 5.00 0.26 0.22 
 4/7/2009 2.00 1.00 74.00 8.00 0.28 0.17 
 7/28/2009 1.00 1.00 101.00 7.00 0.23 0.18 
 11/17/2009 1.00 1.00 74.00 6.00 0.17 0.17 
 2/17/2010 1.00 1.00 78.00 7.00 0.14 0.16 
 7/7/2010 2.00 1.00 109.00 9.00 0.26 0.10 
 11/4/2010 3.00 1.00 128.00 7.00 0.21 0.22 
 2/8/2011 1.00 3.00 77.00 7.00 0.26 0.34 
 GM 1.67 1.43 92.97 6.94 0.25 0.18 
        
C4 (mid) 3/30/2006 1.00 1.00 77.00 7.00 0.38 0.18 
 5/17/2006 1.00 1.00 89.00 6.00 0.23 0.22 
 8/1/2006 1.00 1.00 74.00 7.00 0.18 0.18 
 10/24/2006 2.00 2.00 96.00 5.00 0.18 0.17 
 1/24/2007 1.00 2.00 88.00 6.00 0.30 0.30 
 4/10/2007 2.00 1.00 98.00 7.00 0.22 0.19 
 7/11/2007 1.00 1.00 120.00 7.00 0.22 0.17 
 10/3/2007 2.00 3.00 85.00 5.00 0.24 0.13 
 2/4/2008 2.00 1.00 133.00 7.00 0.38 0.16 
 4/16/2008 1.00 3.00 89.00 8.00 0.44 0.11 
 7/9/2008 2.00 3.00 77.00 7.00 0.14 0.23 
 10/1/2008 1.00 1.00 89.00 8.00 0.28 0.18 
 2/18/2009 1.00 1.00 90.00 6.00 0.41 0.22 
 4/7/2009 2.00 1.00 77.00 8.00 0.27 0.19 
 7/28/2009 1.00 1.00 101.00 7.00 0.23 0.18 

Frederic Georges Berg

Frederic Georges Berg
F
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Station Date NO2+NO3 NH4 TN TP Turb Chl 
 11/17/2009 1.00 1.00 75.00 6.00 0.20 0.16 
 2/17/2010 1.00 1.00 79.00 7.00 0.13 0.21 
 7/7/2010 1.00 1.00 106.00 9.00 0.22 0.23 
 11/4/2010 1.00 1.00 98.00 7.00 0.11 0.18 
 2/8/2011 0.50 4.00 75.00 7.00 0.20 0.36 
 GM 1.19 1.35 89.64 6.78 0.23 0.19 
        
C4 
(bottom) 

3/30/2006 2.00 1.00 78.00 7.00 0.24 0.19 

 5/17/2006 1.00 1.00 85.00 6.00 0.17 0.23 
 8/1/2006 1.00 2.00 77.00 8.00 0.43 0.29 
 10/24/2006 2.00 1.00 126.00 5.00 0.16 0.18 
 1/24/2007 1.00 2.00 83.00 6.00 0.15 0.29 
 4/10/2007 2.00 1.00 94.00 8.00 0.25 0.18 
 7/11/2007 1.00 1.00 121.00 6.00 0.25 0.17 
 10/3/2007 1.00 4.00 81.00 5.00 0.41 0.16 
 2/4/2008 4.00 1.00 135.00 7.00 0.37 0.16 
 4/16/2008 1.00 4.00 89.00 8.00 0.18 0.15 
 7/9/2008 1.00 1.00 86.00 8.00 0.22 0.26 
 10/1/2008 2.00 1.00 90.00 8.00 0.30 0.18 
 2/18/2009 2.00 1.00 96.00 6.00 0.55 0.26 
 4/7/2009 2.00 1.00 78.00 9.00 0.36 0.18 
 7/28/2009 1.00 1.00 92.00 7.00 0.24 0.25 
 11/17/2009 2.00 1.00 89.00 7.00 0.43 0.19 
 2/17/2010 1.00 1.00 78.00 7.00 0.16 0.20 
 7/7/2010 1.00 1.00 114.00 9.00 0.27 0.15 
 11/4/2010 2.00 1.00 93.00 7.00 0.16 0.16 
 2/8/2011 1.00 2.00 80.00 8.00 0.33 0.80 
 GM 1.41 1.27 91.92 7.00 0.26 0.21 
        
D4 
(surface) 

3/30/2006 1.00 1.00 79.00 5.00 0.18 0.16 

 5/17/2006 1.00 1.00 95.00 6.00 0.14 0.18 
 8/1/2006 1.00 4.00 79.00 7.00 0.24 0.23 
 10/24/2006 1.00 1.00 83.00 6.00 0.09 0.13 
 1/24/2007 1.00 1.00 84.00 6.00 0.21 0.21 
 4/10/2007 1.00 1.00 111.00 8.00 0.22 0.18 
 7/11/2007 1.00 1.00 117.00 6.00 0.10 0.12 
 10/3/2007 1.00 1.00 112.00 5.00 0.14 0.07 
 2/4/2008 1.00 1.00 96.00 7.00 0.22 0.19 
 4/16/2008 1.00 3.00 102.00 8.00 0.26 0.08 
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Station Date NO2+NO3 NH4 TN TP Turb Chl 
 7/9/2008 1.00 3.00 84.00 5.00 0.12 0.11 
 10/1/2008 1.00 1.00 62.00 7.00 0.20 0.30 
 2/18/2009 1.00 5.00 85.00 5.00 0.24 0.19 
 4/7/2009 1.00 1.00 55.00 5.00 0.24 0.09 
 7/28/2009 1.00 1.00 81.00 6.00 0.24 0.07 
 11/17/2009 1.00 1.00 68.00 6.00 0.12 0.11 
 2/17/2010 1.00 4.00 118.00 7.00 0.11 0.21 
 4/6/2010 1.00 2.00 92.00 8.00 0.12 0.14 
 7/7/2010 1.00 1.00 98.00 8.00 0.19 0.12 
 11/4/2010 1.00 1.00 80.00 7.00 0.11 0.16 
 2/8/2011 1.00 4.00 88.00 7.00 0.21 0.27 
 GM 1.00 1.51 87.40 6.34 0.17 0.15 
        
D4 (mid) 3/30/2006 1.00 1.00 72.00 5.00 0.21 0.17 
 5/17/2006 1.00 1.00 103.00 6.00 0.12 0.13 
 8/1/2006 1.00 6.00 77.00 7.00 0.14 0.27 
 10/24/2006 1.00 1.00 109.00 6.00 0.11 0.14 
 1/24/2007 1.00 1.00 101.00 6.00 0.22 0.23 
 4/10/2007 1.00 1.00 84.00 7.00 0.18 0.18 
 7/11/2007 1.00 1.00 124.00 6.00 0.17 0.13 
 10/3/2007 1.00 1.00 99.00 5.00 0.13 0.08 
 2/4/2008 1.00 1.00 85.00 7.00 0.22 0.20 
 4/16/2008 1.00 3.00 136.00 8.00 0.32 0.11 
 7/9/2008 1.00 4.00 89.00 8.00 0.14 0.11 
 10/1/2008 1.00 1.00 79.00 8.00 0.26 0.27 
 2/18/2009 1.00 1.00 75.00 6.00 0.22 0.22 
 4/7/2009 1.00 1.00 58.00 5.00 0.26 0.08 
 7/28/2009 1.00 1.00 80.00 6.00 0.18 0.08 
 11/17/2009 1.00 1.00 72.00 6.00 0.14 0.23 
 2/17/2010 1.00 3.00 128.00 8.00 0.10 0.24 
 4/6/2010 1.00 2.00 93.00 8.00 0.11 0.15 
 7/7/2010 1.00 1.00 90.00 7.00 0.20 0.13 
 11/4/2010 1.00 1.00 84.00 6.00 0.11 0.19 
 2/8/2011 1.00 3.00 96.00 7.00 0.18 0.09 
 GM 1.00 1.41 90.18 6.49 0.17 0.15 
        
D4 
(bottom) 

3/30/2006 2.00 1.00 102.00 6.00 0.20 0.19 

 5/17/2006 2.00 4.00 88.00 6.00 0.14 0.21 
 8/1/2006 1.00 5.00 73.00 6.00 0.21 0.28 
 10/24/2006 1.00 1.00 94.00 6.00 0.10 0.15 
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Station Date NO2+NO3 NH4 TN TP Turb Chl 
 1/24/2007 1.00 10.00 120.00 7.00 0.28 0.21 
 4/10/2007 1.00 1.00 113.00 7.00 0.26 0.26 
 7/11/2007 1.00 1.00 135.00 6.00 0.17 0.15 
 10/3/2007 1.00 1.00 77.00 5.00 0.12 0.11 
 2/4/2008 1.00 1.00 85.00 7.00 0.22 0.18 
 4/16/2008 1.00 3.00 108.00 7.00 0.56 0.13 
 7/9/2008 3.00 12.00 107.00 11.00 1.20 0.43 
 10/1/2008 1.00 1.00 103.00 6.00 0.36 0.21 
 2/18/2009 1.00 2.00 100.00 5.00 0.60 0.25 
 4/7/2009 1.00 1.00 68.00 6.00 0.23 0.13 
 7/28/2009 1.00 1.00 84.00 11.00 1.63 0.62 
 11/17/2009 3.00 2.00 76.00 6.00 0.17 0.22 
 2/17/2010 2.00 1.00 129.00 6.00 0.12 0.30 
 4/6/2010 1.00 2.00 96.00 8.00 0.16 0.16 
 7/7/2010 1.00 1.00 99.00 8.00 0.26 0.13 
 11/4/2010 1.00 1.00 83.00 6.00 0.11 0.25 
 2/8/2011 1.00 1.00 77.00 7.00 0.10 0.21 
 GM 1.23 1.69 94.41 6.66 0.24 0.21 
        
E4 
(surface) 

3/30/2006 1.00 1.00 73.00 5.00 0.14 0.16 

 5/17/2006 1.00 1.00 82.00 6.00 0.18 0.05 
 8/1/2006 1.00 3.00 74.00 7.00 0.11 0.16 
 10/24/2006 1.00 1.00 116.00 6.00 0.15 0.12 
 1/24/2007 1.00 1.00 84.00 6.00 0.14 0.18 
 4/10/2007 1.00 1.00 93.00 7.00 0.18 0.21 
 7/11/2007 1.00 1.00 123.00 7.00 0.15 0.15 
 10/3/2007 1.00 1.00 89.00 6.00 0.19 0.08 
 2/4/2008 1.00 3.00 89.00 7.00 0.22 0.21 
 4/16/2008 1.00 3.00 158.00 14.00 0.30 0.10 
 7/9/2008 1.00 2.00 87.00 7.00 0.11 0.07 
 10/1/2008 1.00 4.00 58.00 6.00 0.15 0.29 
 2/18/2009 1.00 4.00 84.00 6.00 0.26 0.32 
 4/7/2009 1.00 1.00 59.00 4.00 0.42 0.07 
 7/28/2009 1.00 3.00 100.00 7.00 0.17 0.05 
 11/17/2009 1.00 1.00 68.00 6.00 0.28 0.09 
 2/17/2010 1.00 1.00 108.00 7.00 0.14 0.13 
 4/6/2010 1.00 1.00 101.00 8.00 0.16 0.12 
 7/7/2010 1.00 5.00 117.00 9.00 0.22 0.14 
 11/4/2010 1.00 1.00 95.00 7.00 0.11 0.17 
 2/8/2011 1.00 6.00 96.00 8.00 0.23 0.34 
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Station Date NO2+NO3 NH4 TN TP Turb Chl 
 GM 1.00 1.71 90.48 6.75 0.18 0.13 
        
E4 (mid) 3/30/2006 1.00 1.00 81.00 5.00 0.12 0.20 
 5/17/2006 1.00 1.00 88.00 6.00 0.18 0.06 
 8/1/2006 1.00 5.00 83.00 8.00 0.15 0.32 
 10/24/2006 1.00 1.00 77.00 6.00 0.93 0.13 
 1/24/2007 1.00 6.00 89.00 7.00 0.24 0.18 
 4/10/2007 1.00 10.00 96.00 9.00 0.21 0.23 
 7/11/2007 1.00 2.00 139.00 7.00 0.24 0.14 
 10/3/2007 1.00 1.00 79.00 7.00 0.16 0.13 
 2/4/2008 2.00 2.00 113.00 8.00 0.24 0.20 
 4/16/2008 1.00 3.00 91.00 7.00 0.36 0.13 
 7/9/2008 1.00 16.00 97.00 9.00 0.24 0.59 
 10/1/2008 1.00 4.00 75.00 6.00 0.16 0.17 
 2/18/2009 1.00 1.00 63.00 6.00 0.24 0.19 
 4/7/2009 1.00 1.00 58.00 5.00 0.13 0.07 
 7/28/2009 1.00 2.00 71.00 7.00 0.23 0.19 
 11/17/2009 2.00 9.00 78.00 8.00 0.25 0.25 
 2/17/2010 2.00 1.00 137.00 7.00 0.12 0.29 
 4/6/2010 1.00 3.00 85.00 8.00 0.09 0.13 
 7/7/2010 1.00 4.00 95.00 7.00 0.15 0.17 
 11/4/2010 1.00 2.00 77.00 6.00 0.09 0.22 
 2/8/2011 1.00 2.00 89.00 6.00 0.12 0.08 
 GM 1.10 2.48 86.63 6.82 0.19 0.17 
        
E4 
(bottom) 

3/30/2006 4.00 1.00 78.00 6.00 0.23 0.20 

 5/17/2006 7.00 1.00 85.00 5.00 0.11 0.12 
 8/1/2006 3.00 4.00 85.00 5.00 0.15 0.22 
 10/24/2006 1.00 1.00 99.00 6.00 0.10 0.17 
 1/24/2007 3.00 2.00 87.00 6.00 0.16 0.16 
 4/10/2007 6.00 11.00 115.00 8.00 0.23 0.19 
 7/11/2007 1.00 2.00 134.00 6.00 0.16 0.22 
 10/3/2007 9.00 1.00 85.00 7.00 0.16 0.14 
 2/4/2008 7.00 1.00 134.00 7.00 0.15 0.17 
 4/16/2008 1.00 2.00 143.00 6.00 0.25 0.26 
 7/9/2008 9.00 4.00 110.00 9.00 0.20 0.24 
 10/1/2008 2.00 7.00 107.00 6.00 0.19 0.19 
 2/18/2009 4.00 3.00 91.00 6.00 0.26 0.23 
 4/7/2009 4.00 4.00 69.00 6.00 0.14 0.21 
 7/28/2009 5.00 3.00 77.00 6.00 0.21 0.26 
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Station Date NO2+NO3 NH4 TN TP Turb Chl 
 11/17/2009 8.00 1.00 76.00 6.00 0.16 0.11 
 2/17/2010 4.00 1.00 144.00 7.00 0.15 0.29 
 4/6/2010 8.00 1.00 100.00 8.00 0.16 0.25 
 7/7/2010 4.00 4.00 103.00 8.00 0.32 0.25 
 11/4/2010 11.00 3.00 90.00 7.00 0.08 0.11 
 2/8/2011 10.00 2.00 99.00 7.00 0.08 0.08 
 GM 4.25 2.14 98.29 6.50 0.16 0.18 

GM = Geometric Mean 
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+*IIB3,.")0")<,"*()/V,"*3"/T0B)"!\7:99"I,,)7"/(+"30")<,"E03)"C0B1+"T,"/T0B)"w!\>:"
A*11*0(>"^*3E</.-*(-"/)")<,"*()/V,"+,6)<7"<0C,4,.7"C0B1+".,DB*.,"3,6/./)*0("0I")<,"
6*6,1*(,3")0"/40*+".,E*.EB1/)*(-")<,"+*3E</.-,"C/),."*()0")<,"*()/V,>";<*3"C0B1+",()/*1"
/"3B*),"0I"/++*)*0(/1"E03)3"/330E*/),+"C*)<"3B.4,2*(-"/(0)<,.".0B),"/(+"E0(+BE)*(-"/"
3,6/./),"+,6102A,()"T,E/B3,")<,"6*6,3"E0B1+(M)"T,"+,6102,+")0-,)<,."*("
E0AT*(/)*0("E011/.3>"&(0)<,."6,.</63"A0.,".,/30(/T1,"06)*0("C0B1+"T,")0"
+*3E</.-,"/)"/"+,6)<"C<,.,")<,"),A6,./)B.,"0I")<,"+*3E</.-,"/66.0S*A/),12"
A/)E<,3")<,"),A6,./)B.,"0I")<,"/AT*,()"C/),.>"G.0A"A,/3B.,A,()3"*(")<,"6.0d,E)"
/.,/7")</)"C0B1+"0EEB."/)"/"+,6)<"0I"/T0B)"!7999"I,,)>";<,"/++*)*0(/1"1,(-)<"0I"6*6,"
)0".,/E<")<*3"+,6)<"C0B1+"T,"/T0B)"L7L99"I,,)7".,6.,3,()*(-"/"E03)"0I"/T0B)"wL>L"
A*11*0(>"UI")<,"*(),()"C,.,")0"1*A*)")<,"60),()*/1"I0."3)*AB1/)*0("0I"6.*A/.2"6.0+BE,.3"
T2")<,",1,4/),+"(B).*,()"E0(),()7"/(0)<,."3)./),-2"C0B1+"T,")0"+*3E</.-,"T,10C")<,"
,B6<0)*E"c0(,7"C<*E<".,/E<,3"/T0B)"f99"I,,)"*(")<,3,"01*-0).06<*E"C/),.3>"&)"f99"
I,,)7")<,"/AT*,()"),A6,./)B.,"*3"/T0B)"fLqG7"30")<,"+*3E</.-,"C0B1+"T,"E01+,.")</("
)<,".,E,*4*(-"C/),."/(+"C0B1+"1*V,12"3*(V"IB.)<,.>";<*3"/1),.(/)*4,"C0B1+".,DB*.,"
/T0B)"87fL9"I,,)"0I"/++*)*0(/1"+*3E</.-,"6*6,"/(+")<B3"E03)"/T0B)"/("/++*)*0(/1"
w8>fL"A*11*0(>"t,)"/(0)<,."/1),.(/)*4,"C0B1+"T,")0"+*3E</.-,")<,"C/),."T,10C")<,"
)<,.A0E1*(,7"TB)"T,E/B3,")<,"#$%&'"+*3E</.-,"C0B1+"T,"(,-/)*4,12"TB02/()7")<,.,"
+0,3(M)"3,,A")0"T,"/"E0A6,11*(-".,/30(")0"+*3E</.-,"T,10C")<,")<,.A0E1*(,>"

E>! ?(4*.0(A,()/1"T,(,I*)3"W";<,"6.0603,+"6.0d,E)"C0B1+"</4,"3BT3)/()*/1"
,(4*.0(A,()/1"T,(,I*)3")0")<,"E0AAB(*)2>"?(4*.0(A,()/1"T,(,I*)3"0I")<,"#$%&'"
323),A"*(E1B+,")<,"I0110C*(-]"
�! H,+BE)*0("0I"!5j7999"T/..,13"0I"*A60.),+"I033*1"IB,13"B3,+"0("l/<B"6,."2,/.Y"
�! H,+BE)*0("0I"/330E*/),+",A*33*0(3"0I"/*."6011B)/()3"T2")<,"I0110C*(-"/A0B()3]"
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�! $/4*(-3"0I"55>L"A*11*0("V%<X2,/.Y"
�! $/4*(-3"0I"5L"6,.E,()"0I",(,.-2"B3,"E0A6/.,+")0"E0(4,()*0(/1"E<*11,."

,DB*6A,()Y"
�! H,+BE)*0("0I")<,.A/1"6011B)*0("0I")<,",(4*.0(A,()"T2"/T0B)"F9m"E0A6/.,+")0"

E0(4,()*0(/17",1,E).*E*)2K60C,.,+"/*."E0(+*)*0(*(-"323),A3Y"
�! $/4*(-3"0I"/T0B)"8f9"A*11*0("-/110(3X2,/."0I"60)/T1,"C/),.Y"
�! H,+BE)*0("0I"B6")0"jF"A*11*0("-/110(3X2,/."0I"C/3),C/),.Y"
�! ?1*A*(/)*0("0I"E001*(-")0C,.").,/)A,()"E<,A*E/13"I0."E0((,E),+"TB*1+*(-3Y"/(+"
�! ?1*A*(/)*0("0I"B6")0"!F"A,-/C/))3"0I"(,C"-,(,./)*(-"E/6/E*)2"Q,DB*4/1,()")0"

0(,"2,/."0I"#/C/**/("?1,E).*E"'0A6/(2M3"6.0d,E),+"10/+"-.0C)<R>"
"

4)3?&E&@&/"H:$(+(&7#+(,1"P(,#H(#+)$&/"",0.#)+."#&)#0&L%O$.8&L),+.8.:)+."#&
"
H,4*,C"0I")<,"/661*E/)*0(3"I0.")<,".,DB*.,+"6,.A*)3"C*11"T,"E0(+BE),+"/)"T0)<"3)/),"/(+"I,+,./1"1,4,13>"
;<,.,"C*11"T,"T0)<"6BT1*E"(0)*I*E/)*0("0I")<,"6.0603,+"6,.A*)3"/(+")<,"0660.)B(*)2"I0."6BT1*E"<,/.*(-3>"
;<,"#/C/**"^,6/.)A,()"0I"#,/1)<"C*11"6.04*+,")<,".,DB*.,+"E00.+*(/)*0(>"
"

K.+(,)+%,(&/.+(0&
"
`.0EV7"H>?>"!\\j>"N'0AAB(*)2"3).BE)B.,"0I"I*3<"/(+"A/E.0T,()<03"/)"3,1,E),+"3*),3"I.0()*(-"$/(+"U31/(+7"
l/<B7"#/C/**7"*(".,1/)*0(")0")<,"$/(+"U31/(+"0E,/("0B)I/117"2,/."\"K"!\\j>P"@.0d,E)".,60.)"@HK\\K95>"%/),."
H,30B.E,3"H,3,/.E<"',(),.7"=(*4,.3*)2"0I"#/C/**7"#0(01B1B>"F!66>"
"
'1/.V7"v>H>o>"899L>":'!&5';)#<)=>!5$"QH,4*3,+"?+*)*0(R>"=(*4>"0I"#/C/*x*"@.,33>"#0(01B1B>"!\9"6>"
"
'0+,"0I"G,+,./1"H,-B1/)*0(37";*)1,"F9]"@.0),E)*0("0I"?(4*.0(A,()>"'</6),."!]"?(4*.0(A,()/1"@.0),E)*0("
&-,(E2"QE0()*(B,+R7"$BTE</6),."^]"%/),."@.0-./A3>"@/.)"!:!]"%/),."_B/1*)2"$)/(+/.+3>"$BT6/.)"`]"
?3)/T1*3<A,()"0I"%/),."_B/1*)2"$)/(+/.+3>"!:!>!8"W"&()*+,-./+,/)*0("@01*E2>"
"
#/C/**"&+A*(*3)./)*4,"HB1,37"'</6),."!!KLF7"%/),."_B/1*)2"$)/(+/.+3>"
"
#/C/**"^,6/.)A,()"0I"#,/1)<"Q#^l#R>"899j>"899f"$)/),"0I"#/C/**"%/),."_B/1*)2"[0(*)0.*(-"/(+"
&33,33A,()"H,60.)]"U(),-./),+"H,60.)")0")<,"=>$>"?(4*.0(A,()/1"@.0),E)*0("&-,(E2"/(+")<,"=>$>"
'0(-.,33"@B.3B/()")0"$,E)*0(3"J:9:Q^R"/(+"J:9LQ`R7"'1,/("%/),."&E)"Q@>a>"\5K!!5R>"
"
#^l#>"89!8>"899jX89!9"$)/),"0I"#/C/**"%/),."_B/1*)2"[0(*)0.*(-"/(+"&33,33A,()"H,60.)]"U(),-./),+"
H,60.)")0")<,"=>$>"?(4*.0(A,()/1"@.0),E)*0("&-,(E2"/(+")<,"=>$>"'0(-.,33"@B.3B/()")0"J:9:Q+R"/(+"
J:9LQTR7"'1,/("%/),."&E)"Q@>a>"\5K!!5R>"
"
=>$>"?@&7"H,-*0("\>"!\j5>"OB*+/(E,"0("UA61,A,()*(-")<,"&()*+,-./+/)*0("@.04*3*0(3"0I"F9"'GH"!:!>!8>"
"
"
"
" "
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'F"
Q3B.I/E,R"

:X:9X899f" !\>99" f>99" !9f>99" !!>99" !>!F" 9>F5"

" LX!5X899f" !>99" 9>L9" !9:>99" 5>99" 9>8L" 9>88"
" jX!X899f" !>99" 9>L9" 5:>99" 5>99" 9>8!" 9>!5"
" !9X8FX899f" !>99" 8>99" \j>99" f>99" 9>!F" 9>!L"
" !X8FX8995" F>99" 8>99" \5>99" 5>99" 9>L9" 9>85"
" FX!9X8995" 8>99" 9>L9" jL>99" 5>99" 9>!\" 9>!5"
" 5X!!X8995" !>99" !>99" !:f>99" f>99" 9>89" 9>!5"
" !9X:X8995" 8>99" :>99" j8>99" L>99" 9>8:" 9>!:"
" 8XFX899j" 8>99" 9>L9" !!j>99" j>99" 9>::" 9>!5"
" FX!fX899j" !>99" :>99" \9>99" j>99" 9>:j" 9>9\"
" 5X\X899j" 8>99" 8>99" j5>99" 5>99" 9>89" 9>8!"
" !9X!X899j" !>99" 9>L9" jf>99" f>99" 9>!f" 9>!f"
" 8X!jX899\" 8>99" !>99" jj>99" L>99" 9>8f" 9>88"
" FX5X899\" 8>99" !>99" 5F>99" j>99" 9>8j" 9>!5"
" 5X8jX899\" !>99" 9>L9" !9!>99" 5>99" 9>8:" 9>!j"
" !!X!5X899\" !>99" 9>L9" 5F>99" f>99" 9>!5" 9>!5"
" 8X!5X89!9" !>99" 9>L9" 5j>99" 5>99" 9>!F" 9>!f"
" 5X5X89!9" 8>99" 9>L9" !9\>99" \>99" 9>8f" 9>!9"
" !!XFX89!9" :>99" 9>L9" !8j>99" 5>99" 9>8!" 9>88"
" 8XjX89!!" !>99" :>99" 55>99" 5>99" 9>8f" 9>:F"
" O[" !>f5" !>9!" \8>\5" f>\F" 9>8L" 9>!j"
" " " " " " " "
'F"QA*+R" :X:9X899f" !>99" 9>L9" 55>99" 5>99" 9>:j" 9>!j"
" LX!5X899f" !>99" 9>L9" j\>99" f>99" 9>8:" 9>88"
" jX!X899f" !>99" 9>L9" 5F>99" 5>99" 9>!j" 9>!j"
" !9X8FX899f" 8>99" 8>99" \f>99" L>99" 9>!j" 9>!5"
" !X8FX8995" !>99" 8>99" jj>99" f>99" 9>:9" 9>:9"
" FX!9X8995" 8>99" 9>L9" \j>99" 5>99" 9>88" 9>!\"
" 5X!!X8995" !>99" 9>L9" !89>99" 5>99" 9>88" 9>!5"
" !9X:X8995" 8>99" :>99" jL>99" L>99" 9>8F" 9>!:"
" 8XFX899j" 8>99" !>99" !::>99" 5>99" 9>:j" 9>!f"
" FX!fX899j" !>99" :>99" j\>99" j>99" 9>FF" 9>!!"
" 5X\X899j" 8>99" :>99" 55>99" 5>99" 9>!F" 9>8:"
" !9X!X899j" !>99" 9>L9" j\>99" j>99" 9>8j" 9>!j"
" 8X!jX899\" !>99" 9>L9" \9>99" f>99" 9>F!" 9>88"
" FX5X899\" 8>99" !>99" 55>99" j>99" 9>85" 9>!\"
" 5X8jX899\" !>99" 9>L9" !9!>99" 5>99" 9>8:" 9>!j"
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" !!X!5X899\" !>99" 9>L9" 5L>99" f>99" 9>89" 9>!f"
" 8X!5X89!9" !>99" 9>L9" 5\>99" 5>99" 9>!:" 9>8!"
" 5X5X89!9" !>99" 9>L9" !9f>99" \>99" 9>88" 9>8:"
" !!XFX89!9" !>99" 9>L9" \j>99" 5>99" 9>!!" 9>!j"
" 8XjX89!!" 9>L9" F>99" 5L>99" 5>99" 9>89" 9>:f"
" O[" !>!\" 9>j\" j\>fF" f>5j" 9>8:" 9>!\"
" " " " " " " "
'F"
QT0))0AR"

:X:9X899f" 8>99" 9>L9" 5j>99" 5>99" 9>8F" 9>!\"

" LX!5X899f" !>99" 9>L9" jL>99" f>99" 9>!5" 9>8:"
" jX!X899f" !>99" 8>99" 55>99" j>99" 9>F:" 9>8\"
" !9X8FX899f" 8>99" !>99" !8f>99" L>99" 9>!f" 9>!j"
" !X8FX8995" !>99" 8>99" j:>99" f>99" 9>!L" 9>8\"
" FX!9X8995" 8>99" 9>L9" \F>99" j>99" 9>8L" 9>!j"
" 5X!!X8995" !>99" 9>L9" !8!>99" f>99" 9>8L" 9>!5"
" !9X:X8995" !>99" F>99" j!>99" L>99" 9>F!" 9>!f"
" 8XFX899j" F>99" 9>L9" !:L>99" 5>99" 9>:5" 9>!f"
" FX!fX899j" !>99" F>99" j\>99" j>99" 9>!j" 9>!L"
" 5X\X899j" !>99" !>99" jf>99" j>99" 9>88" 9>8f"
" !9X!X899j" 8>99" 9>L9" \9>99" j>99" 9>:9" 9>!j"
" 8X!jX899\" 8>99" 9>L9" \f>99" f>99" 9>LL" 9>8f"
" FX5X899\" 8>99" !>99" 5j>99" \>99" 9>:f" 9>!j"
" 5X8jX899\" !>99" 9>L9" \8>99" 5>99" 9>8F" 9>8L"
" !!X!5X899\" 8>99" 9>L9" j\>99" 5>99" 9>F:" 9>!\"
" 8X!5X89!9" !>99" 9>L9" 5j>99" 5>99" 9>!f" 9>89"
" 5X5X89!9" !>99" 9>L9" !!F>99" \>99" 9>85" 9>!L"
" !!XFX89!9" 8>99" 9>L9" \:>99" 5>99" 9>!f" 9>!f"
" 8XjX89!!" 9>L9" 8>99" j9>99" j>99" 9>::" 9>j9"
" O[" !>:5" 9>jF" \!>\8" 5>99" 9>8f" 9>8!"
" " " " " " " "
^F"
Q3B.I/E,R"

:X:9X899f" 9>L9" 9>L9" 5\>99" L>99" 9>!j" 9>!f"

" LX!5X899f" 9>L9" 9>L9" \L>99" f>99" 9>!F" 9>!j"
" jX!X899f" !>99" F>99" 5\>99" 5>99" 9>8F" 9>8:"
" !9X8FX899f" 9>L9" !>99" j:>99" f>99" 9>9\" 9>!:"
" !X8FX8995" !>99" 9>L9" jF>99" f>99" 9>8!" 9>8!"
" FX!9X8995" 9>L9" 9>L9" !!!>99" j>99" 9>88" 9>!j"
" 5X!!X8995" 9>L9" 9>L9" !!5>99" f>99" 9>!9" 9>!8"
" !9X:X8995" 9>L9" 9>L9" !!8>99" L>99" 9>!F" 9>95"
" 8XFX899j" !>99" !>99" \f>99" 5>99" 9>88" 9>!\"
" FX!fX899j" 9>L9" :>99" !98>99" j>99" 9>8f" 9>9j"
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" 5X\X899j" 9>L9" :>99" jF>99" L>99" 9>!8" 9>!!"

" !9X!X899j" 9>L9" 9>L9" f8>99" 5>99" 9>89" 9>:9"

" 8X!jX899\" !>99" L>99" jL>99" L>99" 9>8F" 9>!\"

" FX5X899\" 9>L9" 9>L9" LL>99" L>99" 9>8F" 9>9\"

" 5X8jX899\" 9>L9" 9>L9" j!>99" f>99" 9>8F" 9>95"

" !!X!5X899\" 9>L9" !>99" fj>99" f>99" 9>!8" 9>!!"

" 8X!5X89!9" 9>L9" F>99" !!j>99" 5>99" 9>!!" 9>8!"

" FXfX89!9" 9>L9" 8>99" \8>99" j>99" 9>!8" 9>!F"

" 5X5X89!9" 9>L9" 9>L9" \j>99" j>99" 9>!\" 9>!8"

" !!XFX89!9" 9>L9" 9>L9" j9>99" 5>99" 9>!!" 9>!f"

" 8XjX89!!" 9>L9" F>99" jj>99" 5>99" 9>8!" 9>85"

" O[" 9>L5" !>9L" j5>F9" f>:F" 9>!5" 9>!L"

" " " " " " " "

^F"QA*+R" :X:9X899f" !>99" 9>L9" 58>99" L>99" 9>8!" 9>!5"

" LX!5X899f" 9>L9" 9>L9" !9:>99" f>99" 9>!8" 9>!:"

" jX!X899f" 9>L9" f>99" 55>99" 5>99" 9>!F" 9>85"

" !9X8FX899f" 9>L9" 9>L9" !9\>99" f>99" 9>!!" 9>!F"

" !X8FX8995" 9>L9" !>99" !9!>99" f>99" 9>88" 9>8:"

" FX!9X8995" 9>L9" 9>L9" jF>99" 5>99" 9>!j" 9>!j"

" 5X!!X8995" 9>L9" 9>L9" !8F>99" f>99" 9>!5" 9>!:"

" !9X:X8995" 9>L9" 9>L9" \\>99" L>99" 9>!:" 9>9j"

" 8XFX899j" !>99" !>99" jL>99" 5>99" 9>88" 9>89"

" FX!fX899j" !>99" :>99" !:f>99" j>99" 9>:8" 9>!!"

" 5X\X899j" 9>L9" F>99" j\>99" j>99" 9>!F" 9>!!"

" !9X!X899j" !>99" !>99" 5\>99" j>99" 9>8f" 9>85"

" 8X!jX899\" 9>L9" L>99" 5L>99" f>99" 9>88" 9>88"

" FX5X899\" 9>L9" 9>L9" Lj>99" L>99" 9>8f" 9>9j"

" 5X8jX899\" 9>L9" 9>L9" j9>99" f>99" 9>!j" 9>9j"

" !!X!5X899\" 9>L9" 9>L9" 58>99" f>99" 9>!F" 9>8:"

" 8X!5X89!9" 9>L9" :>99" !8j>99" j>99" 9>!9" 9>8F"

" FXfX89!9" 9>L9" 8>99" \:>99" j>99" 9>!!" 9>!L"

" 5X5X89!9" 9>L9" 9>L9" \9>99" 5>99" 9>89" 9>!:"

" !!XFX89!9" 9>L9" 9>L9" jF>99" f>99" 9>!!" 9>!\"

" 8XjX89!!" 9>L9" :>99" \f>99" 5>99" 9>!j" 9>9\"

" O[" 9>L5" !>9f" \9>!j" f>F\" 9>!5" 9>!L"

" " " " " " " "

^F"
QT0))0AR"

:X:9X899f" 8>99" !>99" !98>99" f>99" 9>89" 9>!\"

" LX!5X899f" 8>99" F>99" jj>99" f>99" 9>!F" 9>8!"

" jX!X899f" !>99" L>99" 5:>99" f>99" 9>8!" 9>8j"

" !9X8FX899f" 9>L9" !>99" \F>99" f>99" 9>!9" 9>!L"
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" !X8FX8995" !>99" !9>99" !89>99" 5>99" 9>8j" 9>8!"
" FX!9X8995" !>99" !>99" !!:>99" 5>99" 9>8f" 9>8f"
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Analysis of Organisms Recorded on Submersible Video Along the HSWAC Pipe Route 
 

Christopher Kelley, Program Biologist 
Hawaii Undersea Research Laboratory 

University of Hawaii at Manoa 
Honolulu, Hawaii 96822 

 
 
Summary 
 
This report provides an analysis of organisms recorded on video from four Pisces submersible 
dives conducted by the Hawaii Undersea Research Laboratory (HURL) along the Honolulu 
Seawater Air Conditioning, LLC (HSWAC) pipe route.  Two test dives were conducted in 2009 
starting at 40m and 70m near the shallow end of the route extending down to approximately 
400m and 200m, respectively.  Two additional dives were contracted by HSWAC in 2011 that 
began at approximately 540m and extended up to a depth of 250m.  All organisms observed on 
the video from these dives were counted and identified to the lowest taxonomic level using 
VARS (Video Annotation and Reference System) developed by the Monterrey Bay Aquarium 
Research Institute (MBARI).  The data, which included substrate information, depths, locations, 
and environmental factors, were extracted and imported into ArcGIS.  Based on the depth ranges 
of individual species as well as substrate types along the pipe route, 3 habitat zones were 
identified: 50-200m, 200-400m, and 400-550m.  The calculated densities of all organisms for 
each zone were determined from the length of the submersible dive tracks multiplied by the 
average width (3m) of the video camera field.  In addition to densities, the locations of the 
organisms in the water column (i.e., benthic or benthopelagic) were noted along with the 
substrate type benthic organisms were in contact with.  These data are discussed with respect to 
the comments HSWAC received on their draft Environment Impact Statement (dEIS) and the 
potential impacts of the HSWAC pipe on the biological communities present along the proposed 
route. 
 
Introduction 
 
Honolulu Seawater Air Conditioning, LLC (HSWAC) is in the process of designing and 
permitting a deep seawater pipe for the purpose of providing large-scale air conditioning services 
to downtown Honolulu.  A pipe approximately 7 kilometers long will be installed along the 
seafloor from the shoreline down to a depth of 540m.  Seawater with a temperature of 
approximately 7°C will be pumped up the pipe to a large land-based heat exchanger and 
subsequently discharged offshore at an approximate depth of 35 to 45m.  A Federal 
Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) is being prepared for this project subsequent to a draft 
document (dEIS) submitted earlier this year.  Both the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) 
and NOAA Fisheries replied with comments that will be addressed in the final document (FEIS). 
The comments pertinent to this present report can be summarized as follows: 
 
EPA Comments 

1) More comprehensive aquatic resource surveys and impact assessment data are needed for 
the Army Corps of Engineers 
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2) The potential occurrence of mesophotic coral reef ecosystems needs to be included.  FEIS 

should describe more recent HURL survey data and include mapping of habitat sites, and 
quantitative data on coral cover, density, size, condition, and species. 

 
3) Increased turbidity and physical disturbance to soft and hard sea bottoms during 

installation should be described. 
 

4) Biological assessments along pipeline sites should include coral density, size, species 
richness, and condition. 

 
5) Deep benthos should be assessed, particularly mesophotic coral reef ecosystems along 

pipe route and near discharge site. 
 
NOAA Fisheries Comments 
 

1) Quantitative current water quality and benthic resource data where potential impact may 
occur should be provided.  These include coral size frequency, density of non-coral 
invertebrates, and biomass of fish.  The presence and distribution of mesophotic coral 
along pipe up to 200m depths should be described. 

 
2) Expected impacts to resources should be quantified including species, densities, and size 

classes of corals and densities of non-coral invertebrates. 
 

3) The expected species and numbers of individuals that may be entrained at the deep 
seawater intake should be identified.   The significance of this entrainment should be 
described. 

 
4) A map(s) of the pipe route superimposed on a map of biological resources should be 

provided.  These benthic maps should be up-to-date and high resolution. 
 

5) Impact to all Essential Fish Habitats (EFH) should be characterized and described in 
more detail. 

 
6) Quantitative and detailed comprehensive benthic survey data should be provided. 

 
 
Approximately 84% of the pipe route is located below SCUBA depths where data on the 
biological resources can only be obtained by deepwater vehicles.  The Hawaii Undersea 
Research Laboratory (HURL) operates two such vehicles, the Pisces 4 and Pisces 5 
submersibles, both having a maximum operating depth of 2000m.  HURL along with the 
Monterrey Bay Aquarium Research Institute (MBARI) are presently the only two deepwater 
research facilities that routinely annotate video recorded during dive operations.  Both facilities 
also maintain extensive databases on the deepwater animals observed within their operating 
areas, which for HURL is primarily the Hawaiian Archipelago.  Identification of deepwater 
animals from video is a core responsibility of HURL’s Biology program.  Their expertise in this 
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area prompted HSWAC to request assistance from HURL’s program biologist in addressing the 
comments from the dEIS.  Specifically, HSWAC requested a detailed annotation be carried out 
on HURL submersible dives conducted in the vicinity of its pipe route.  This report provides the 
results of that study and discusses its findings in the context of the FEIS requirements. 
 
Methods 
 
HURL has conducted a total of seven submersible dives in the vicinity of HSWAC’s pipe route: 
 
P5-711 test dive conducted February 10, 2009 to survey the pipe route 
P4-207 test dive conducted February 10, 2009 to survey the pipe route 
P5-748 contract dive conducted October 5, 2010 to recover a glider 
P4-242 test dive conducted February 24, 2011 
P5-753 test dive conducted February 24, 2011  
P4-243 contract dive conducted March 28, 2011 to survey the pipe route 
P5-767 contract dive conducted March 28, 2011 to survey the pipe route 
 
Dives P4-242 and P5-753 began at the HSWAC pipe intake location, but subsequently moved 
south away from the pipe route and therefore were excluded from this study.  Furthermore, after 
discussion with HSWAC, it was decided that the area covered during dive P5-748 was surveyed 
more carefully during dives P4-243 and P5-767 and video analysis from this dive would also not 
be necessary.  This study therefore involved the detailed annotation of video from the four 
remaining dives.  Table 1 provides information regarding dive times, depth ranges, and the 
number of hours of video examined for each dive.   
 
Table 1: Dive times and hours of video annotated for each dive. 
 

Dive # Dive Times Hrs of Video Depth Range (m) 
P5-711 11:38-13:43 2 75-209
P4-207 10:43-16:37 6 40-408
P5-767 09:18-16:18 7 250-559
P4-243 09:36-15:20 6 250-559
Total 09:18-16:37 21 40-559

 
P5-711 was aborted approximately 2 hours after reaching the seafloor because of a mechanical 
malfunction.  A total of 21 hours of submersible video in the vicinity of the HSWAC pipe route 
were annotated, which covered depths of 40-559m.  The annotations were carried out using 
VARS (Video Annotation and Reference System), which was developed by MBARI and 
provided to HURL at no cost.  HURL acquired HD camera systems in 2009 for its submersibles 
and is in the process of converting over to VARS, which was designed specifically for annotating 
MBARI’s HD videotapes and files.  VARS includes custom scripts that automate the process of 
merging tracking, CTD, and depth data with animal observation records.  Upon receiving VARS, 
HURL updated the VARS taxonomic knowledgebase for all deepwater Hawaiian fishes and 
invertebrates, using the World Register of Marine Species (WoRMS) as its taxonomic reference.  
The identifications in this study are therefore completely up to date.  The VARS annotation 
interface provides “association buttons” which allowed detailed substrate descriptions to be 
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included with each animal record.  Finally, the VARS query interface allowed the extraction of 
all records in txt format, which was subsequently converted to Microsoft Excel format and 
imported into ArcGIS for mapping purposes. 
 
The HD cameras were generally set to their widest field of view while the submersibles were 
moving along the pipe route.   Lasers mounted on the cameras provided measurement scales for 
determining the size of objects recorded on video but also for estimating the width of the 
cameras’ field of view.  Frame grabs taken and analyzed at various points during the dives 
determined that the average HD camera covered a swath 3m wide.  GIS analysis of the tracking 
data from all of the dives determined that the total distance covered during the dives was 18.8 
kilometers and the total area of seafloor recorded on video (based on a 3m video swath) was 5.6 
hectares (Table 2).  These estimates were used to determine the densities of animals found along 
the pipe route.  
 
Table 2: Dive length and area covered by video for each of the 4 dives. 

 
 
Results and Discussion 
 
Figure 1 provides the submersible dive tracks superimposed over the pipe route.  The total length 
of the pipe route starting from the shoreline and extending south to the intake is 8 km.  The dives 
covered the lower 6.7 km or approximately 84%.  The portion of the pipe route from 50m down 
to the proposed intake at 540m was adequately surveyed during the dives.  However, dive P4-
207 began 170m east of the pipe route at a depth of 40m.  The habitat from this location to the 
pipe route appeared to be quite uniform based on the similarity between the submersible video 
data and the 39m diver transect data on the pipe route.   Consequently, the submersible 
observations from 40-50m, while slightly to the east of the pipe route, were considered to be 
representative of the habitat on the actual route.   These data however, will be treated separately 
at the end of this report and the data from 50-540m will be primarily used to address potential 
impacts during pipe installation on communities within those depths, potential consequences of 
the pipe and anchors changing substrate composition, and potential entrainment of deepwater 
species.   
 
A total of 1,741 biological observations were recorded from the 4 dives, which represent every 
organism that could be extracted from the dive video.  Most observations represent single 
individuals, however in some cases, multiple individuals were observed in the same frame or in 
very close proximity.  In these cases, a single record was created in VARS, to which was added a 
count of the individuals observed.  Therefore within the 1,741 records, a total of 2,530 animals 
were counted. 

Dive Length (m)Area (m2) Area (ha)
P5-711 937 2811 0.2811
P4-207 5116 15348 1.5348
P4-243 5989 17967 1.7967
P5-767 6742 20226 2.0226
Total 18784 56352 5.6352
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Figure 1: Map showing the tracks of the 4 Pisces submersible dives (pink and purple dots) along 
the HSWAC pipe route (white).  The pipe route and tracks are overlaying 20m resolution 
multibeam sonar data (hillshaded bathymetry and backscatter) obtained from the Hawaii 
Mapping Research Group at the University of Hawaii at Manoa.  Note that the backscatter only 
extends up to a depth of approximately 70m and dark areas indicated high reflectivity associated 
with rocks and dredge spoil. 
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Depth Zonation Along the Pipe Route. 
 
Organisms were observed along the entire length of the surveyed pipe route.  A total of 159 
different “organism types” along with 2 algae types were identified, some only generally while 
others, to species.  A depth range analysis indicated that animal types/species could be 
segregated into 3 depth zones: 50-200m, 200-400m, and 400-550m (Fig 2).  These zones, labeled 
1,2, and 3 starting with the shallowest, coincided with noticeable differences in substrate 
composition and slope (Fig. 3).   In zone 1, the slope was fairly gradual from 50m down to a 
depth of 110m and the substrate was predominantly exposed carbonate bedrock interspersed with 
sediment pockets, pebbles, cobbles, boulders, and manmade debris such as discarded tires, trash, 
and metal objects (Fig. 4a).  Many of the cobbles and boulders appeared to be dredge spoil 
deposits.  A break-in-slope was found at 110m (Fig. 4b) where the terrain changed abruptly into 
a steep carbonate slope extending down to zone 1’s 200m boundary.  The break-in-slope is the 
well-known edge of an old reef feature that is believed to have drowned during the last glacial 
melt phase approximately 20,000-30,000 years ago (Clague, pers comm.). 
 
Zone 2 (200-400m) was characterized by a transition from steep carbonate bedrock to sediment 
covered by pebbles, cobbles, boulders, and manmade debris (Fig. 5a).  The more gradual slope 
between 200-400m presumably allowed for increased deposition of sediment, while the majority 
of the larger grain sizes (i.e., cobbles and boulders) were clearly dredge spoil deposits (Fig. 5b) 
that were likely masking a smaller amount of natural landslide debris.  The large amount of 
dredge spoil is primarily responsible for the high backscatter return throughout most of this zone.  
Manmade objects were numerous and included trash, shipwrecks, discarded vehicles, 
miscellaneous metal debris, and a small amount of disposed ordnance.  This zone had been 
subjected to considerable disturbance. 
 
The substrate in zone 3 was primarily rippled sediment with pebbles, occasional cobbles, 
boulders, and blocks, and a considerable number of manmade objects (Fig. 6).  The slope was far 
more gradual than either of the other two zones with virtually no exposed bedrock present.  
Large blocks and boulders that were occasionally encountered were believed to be natural 
landslide debris.  Dredge spoil was far less prevalent than that observed in either zone 1 or 2.  
However, a significantly larger amount of disposed ordnance was encountered, which included 
small World War I-II era chemical weapons (M1 30 lb and MK47 100 lb bombs), both large 
artillery and small mortar projectiles, an aerially-deployed rocket, and a small number of 500 lb 
bombs with their shipping collars still attached.  With the exception of the rocket and 500 lb 
bombs, all of the ordnance was clearly old and highly corroded.  Other manmade debris included 
vehicles, airplane debris, large pieces of unidentified metal framing, 55 gal drums, and piles of 
what appeared to be discarded fuses.  Similar to zone 2, the habitat in zone 3 has clearly been 
highly disturbed. 
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Figure 2: The location of animal records obtained from the dive video.  Following a depth range 
analysis, animal types/species were segregated into 3 zones: zone 1 (50-200m, yellow dots), zone 
2 (200-400m, green dots), and zone 3 (400-550m, blue dots). 
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Figure 3: The three habitat zones (zone 1 yellow, zone 2 green, and zone 3 blue) shown in 
relationship to multibeam backscatter values greater than 187 (red areas).  Note the upper part 
of zone 1 was outside of the backscatter data coverage, but from submersible observations, 
consists primary of hard substrate similar to it’s lower half and zone 2. 
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Fig 4: Zone 1 (50-200m): a) upper terrace of bedrock covered by sediment pockets interspersed 
pebbles, cobbles, boulders, b) the break-in-slope at 110m. 
 
 

 
 
Fig. 5: Zone 2 (200-400m): a) bedrock, sediment pebbles, cobbles, boulders, and manmade 
debris found on upper section, b) dredge spoil on sediment found further down the slope. 
 
 

 
 
Fig. 6: Zone 3 (400-550m): rippled sediment and pebbles with manmade debris including a) 
disposed ordnance and b) discarded metal framework. 
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In addition to substrate, the 3 zones differed significantly with regard to light intensity and water 
quality.  Off the coast of Oahu, down-welling natural light reaches a depth of approximately 
300m.  Zone 1 was therefore mesophotic, zone 2 was transitional between mesophotic and 
aphotic, and zone 3 was aphotic.  Pressure, while changing from 90 to 817 psi, is generally not 
considered a major factor in structuring marine communities above 500m.   Salinity was 
relatively constant for all zones, ranging between 34.0-35.1 ppt while temperature and dissolved 
oxygen ranged from 11-16 C� and 1.7-2.9 ml/l, respectively (Table 3). 
   
Table 3: Depth range and environmental factors for each habitat zone.   
 

 
 
In general, the water in zone 1 was still relatively warm, lit, and oxygenated in contrast to the 
water in zone 3, which was cold, dark, and poorly oxygenated, typical of depths below 400m 
throughout Hawaii and the rest of the Pacific.  These differences in substrate, light intensity, and 
water quality are most likely responsible for the observed changes in species composition along 
the pipe route.   
 
 
Animal Identifications and Densities Within Depth Zones.  
 
The identifications, counts, and estimated densities of animals observed in zone 1 are provided in 
Table 4.  Densities are based on an estimated total survey area of 0.791 hectares for this zone.  
Five hundred fifty-one organisms were counted, yielding a density of 766 organisms per hectare.   
 
 
Table 4: Animals identified from submersible video in zone 1: 50-200m. 
 

Animal Category Name Counts Density (ha) Density (m2)
algae Rhodophyta 5 6.95 0.001

Halimeda opuntia 1 1.39 0.000
cnidarians Leptoseris sp 41 57.02 0.006

Hydrozoa 3 4.17 0.000
sponges Pseudoceratina sp 383 532.61 0.053

Porifera 11 15.30 0.002
urchins Asterostomatidae cf 55 76.48 0.008

unidentified 2 2.78 0.000
Prionocidaris thomasi 1 1.39 0.000

seastars unidentified 1 1.39 0.000
fishes unidentified 21 29.20 0.003

Seriola dumerili 5 6.95 0.001
Bodianus albotaeniatus 4 5.56 0.001
Chaetodon miliaris 3 4.17 0.000
Dasyatis sp 3 4.17 0.000
Parapercis schauinslandii 3 4.17 0.000
Dascyllus albisella 2 2.78 0.000
Scaridae 2 2.78 0.000
Apolemichthys arcuatus 1 1.39 0.000
Balistidae 1 1.39 0.000
Canthigaster jactator 1 1.39 0.000
Heniochus diphreutes 1 1.39 0.000
Labridae 1 1.39 0.000

Zone 1 Total 551 766.24 0.077

Zone Depth Range (m) Temp Range (C) Salinity Range (ppt) Oxygen Range (ml/l)
1 50-200 18.1-24.5 34.8-35.1 3.9-4.8
2 200-400 8.4-18.1 34.0-34.9 2.8-4.4
3 400-550 6.3-8.6 34.1-34.1 1.0-3.1
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Of these, twenty-three organism types were identified in this zone, 13 of which were fishes.  
With three exceptions, Seriola dumerili, Parapercis schauinslandii, and Dasyatis sp, these 
species are all typically observed in shallower depths associated with coral reefs.  The three 
exceptions are less common on shallow reefs and more commonly seen in mesophotic depths on 
deep reefs as well as sediment flats.  The relatively few invertebrates should not be construed as 
comprehensive because small individuals are difficult to identify from video, particularly in 
mesophotic depths.  The presence of down-welling sunlight creates a dark blue filter on the 
image even in the presence of artificial lighting from the submersible.  As a result, algae, 
cnidarians, sponges, and echinoderms are undercounted with the species here being those that 
were large enough and exposed enough to be seen. 
 
Noteworthy invertebrate species were Leptoseris sp, a well-known mesophotic scleractinian 
coral, Pseudoceratina sp, which is a tentative identification for a large yellow demosponge, and 
the skunk urchin whose taxonomic standing is presently being reviewed (Mooi, pers comm.) and 
is therefore identified only as Asteroschematidae cf  (Fig. 7).   These urchins were only seen in a 
single aggregation at the break-in-slope while the other two species were only seen above the 
break (Fig 8).  Pseudoceratina sp had the highest density (533/ha) of all organisms observed in 
this zone followed by Leptoseris sp (57/ha).  Leptoseris sp was only observed as individual 
colonies and not as large dense biohermes that have been found off Maui and Kauai. 
 
Plate like Leptoseris sp colonies were estimated to be around 30-45 cm across making them the 
largest invertebrates seen in this zone, followed by the more spherical Pseudoceratina sp 
sponges that reached no more than 30 cm in diameter.  The largest fishes were Seriola dumerili 
(60-90 cm FL) and Dasyatis sp (60 cm in width). 
 

 
 
Fig 7: a) Leptoseris sp colony (lower right) and colonies of Pseudoceratina sp (yellow) along the 
pipe route, and b) an image of Asteroschematidae cf from the HURL gallery.  
 
In order to put these observations into context, HURL database records were extracted to 
determine the total number of different organism types ever identified from submersible video in 
the main Hawaiian Islands for each of the three depth zones.  The results of the extraction for 
zone 1 are provided in Table 5.  HURL has documented 447 different organism types within 50-
200m, with fishes being the most abundant (242), followed by cnidarians (66), sponges (20), 
urchins (19), and other invertebrates.  Only 5.1% of all organism types from the database were 
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observed along the HSWAC pipe route within zone 1.  Due to the EPA’s and NOAA Fisheries’ 
particular concern about corals, it’s also worth noting here that only 2 of the 66 cnidarians in the 
HURL database were observed.  In comparison to other 50-200m areas HURL submersibles 
have been in the main islands, zone 1 of the pipe route has a very low number of species. 

 
 
Fig 8: Locations of organisms observed in zone 1.  Leptoseris sp is shown as red dots, 
Pseudoceratina sp as orange dots, Asteroschematidae cf as black dots, and all other animals as 
yellow dots. 
 
 
Table 5: Number of different organism types found between 50-200m in HURL database records 
and the proportion of those observed during the pipe route surveys.   
 

Category HURL HSWAC % species on pipe route
algae 18 2 11.1
cnidarians 66 2 3.0
ctenophores 0 0
sponges 20 2 10.0
urchins 19 3 15.8
seastars 14 1 7.1
brittlestars 1 0 0.0
crinoids 1 0 0.0
sea cucumbers 11 0 0.0
barnacles 2 0 0.0
crabs 8 0 0.0
shrimps 6 0 0.0
other crustaceans 4 0 0.0
octopods 3 0 0.0
squids 0 0
gastropods 9 0 0.0
other mollusks 4 0 0.0
worms 5 0 0.0
other invertebrates 13 0 0.0
fishes 242 13 5.4
unidentified animals 1 0 0.0
Total 447 23 5.1
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The identifications, counts, and estimated densities of animals observed in zone 2 are provided in 
Table 6.  Densities are based on an estimated total survey area of 2.0058 hectares for this zone.  
Two hundred ninety-seven animals were counted at a density of 148 organisms per hectare. 
 
Table 6: Animals identified from submersible video in zone 2: 200-400m. 
 

Animal Category Name Counts Density (ha) Density (m2)
cnidarians Scleractinia single polyp 26 12.96 0.001

Aphanipathes sp1 20 9.97 0.001
Hydrozoa 12 5.98 0.001
Pennatulacea 3 1.50 0.000
Stichopathes sp 3 1.50 0.000
Gardineria hawaiiensis 2 1.00 0.000
Antipatharia 1 0.50 0.000
Swiftia sp cf 1 0.50 0.000
unidentified 1 0.50 0.000

ctenophores Lyrocteis sp 4 1.99 0.000
sponges Sericolophus hawaiicus 2 1.00 0.000

Regadrella sp 1 0.50 0.000
urchins Stylocidaris calacantha 4 1.99 0.000

Cidaridae 1 0.50 0.000
unidentified 1 0.50 0.000
Stylocidaris rufa 1 0.50 0.000

seastars Goniasteridae 1 0.50 0.000
crinoids Antedon sp yellow 1 0.50 0.000
barnacles Cirripedia 3 1.50 0.000
crabs Brachyura 1 0.50 0.000

Galatheidae 1 0.50 0.000
Homola dickinsoni 1 0.50 0.000
Paguridae 1 0.50 0.000
Paramunida hawaiiensis 1 0.50 0.000

shrimps Decapoda shrimp 1 0.50 0.000
Plesionika sp 1 0.50 0.000

unid crustaceans unidentified 1 0.50 0.000
fishes Symphysanodon maunaloae 38 18.95 0.002

unidentified 32 15.95 0.002
Myctophidae 30 14.96 0.001
Etelis carbunculus 28 13.96 0.001
Pontinus macrocephalus 14 6.98 0.001
Scorpaenidae 9 4.49 0.000
Chlorophthalmus proridens 6 2.99 0.000
Roa excelsa 6 2.99 0.000
Chrionema chryseres 5 2.49 0.000
Etelis coruscans 4 1.99 0.000
Holocentridae 3 1.50 0.000
Ophichthidae 3 1.50 0.000
Seriola dumerili 3 1.50 0.000
Symphysanodon typus 3 1.50 0.000
Congridae 2 1.00 0.000
Odontanthias elizabethae 2 1.00 0.000
Plectranthias kelloggi 2 1.00 0.000
Anguilliformes 1 0.50 0.000
Bothidae 1 0.50 0.000
Canthigaster inframacula 1 0.50 0.000
Epigonus sp 1 0.50 0.000
Gymnothorax nuttingi 1 0.50 0.000
Parapercis roseoviridis 1 0.50 0.000
Physiculus sp 1 0.50 0.000
Satyrichthys engyceros 1 0.50 0.000
Squalus mitsukurii 1 0.50 0.000

worms Annelida 1 0.50 0.000
Zone 2 Total 297 148.07 0.015
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Even though the overall density was significantly lower than zone 1, the number of different 
organisms (55) recorded in zone 2, was significantly higher.  Similar to zone 1, fishes 
predominated with 26 types, followed by cnidarians (9), crabs (5), urchins (4) and other 
invertebrates.  Only 2 types of sponges were observed, Regadrella sp and Sericolophus 
hawaiicus, both of which are more commonly seen at deeper depths.  Unlike zone 1, no shallow 
reef fishes or invertebrates were observed in this zone.  The 200-400m depth range has been 
thoroughly surveyed by submersible during studies on the deepwater bottomfish fishery (see 
Kelley & Ikehara, 2006 as an example report).  With the exception of one cnidarian tentatively 
identified as Swiftia sp cf (Fig 9a), the invertebrates and fishes observed in this zone are all 
common members of the bottomfish habitat community.  The genus Swiftia is in a family of sea 
fans, but the animal may in fact be the black coral Aphanipathes sp1 (Fig. 9b) since the two can 
be very difficult to differentiate visually.  Aphanipathes sp1 can be found in relatively dense beds 
off the east coast of Oahu, but was observed at a density of only 10/ha along the pipe route.  
Most of the two commercially harvested species of bottomfish, Etelis coruscans and E. 
carbunculus, were not actually on the pipe route but rather on large pieces of metal wreckage 
further to the west.  The only other animal of particular note was a single polyp scleractinian 
coral that could not be identified further from the video.  Given the depth range, appearance, and 
small size, it was likely Desmophyllum dianthus (Fig. 10a), which occurs in relatively dense 
aggregations north of Kahoolawe.  Along the pipe route, only one small group was encountered 
at a density of 13/ha. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 9: a) Swiftia sp cf and b) Aphanipathes sp1, both images from the HURL gallery.  
 
 
Benthic animals in zone 2 included species commonly observed on both hard and soft substrates.  
Sediment specialists included sea pens (Pennatulacea), the sponge Sericolophus hawaiicus, two 
of the crabs, one shrimp, and various fish species that included Chlorophthalmus proridens, 
Chrionema chryseres (Fig 10b), an unidentified left-eyed flatfish (Bothidae), the puffer, 
Canthigaster inframacula, Parapercis roseoviridis, and Satyrichthys engyceros. The other 
benthic fishes and invertebrates were observed in association with hard substrate that included 
dredge spoil cobbles and boulders as well as manmade debris.  Fig 11 shows the locations of 
zone 2 animals along the pipe route.  The largest invertebrates found in zone 2 were the 
Aphanipathes sp1 (Fig. 9b above), which can reach up to 60 cm in height.  Seriola dumerili (60-
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90 cm FL) was the largest fish species.  The scleractinian corals in this zone were all small, 
reaching no more than 10 cm in height. 
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 10: a) the single polyp scleractinian Desmophyllum dianthus and b) benthic fish Chrionema 
chryseres, both images from the HURL gallery.  
 
 

 
 
Fig 11: Locations of organisms observed in zone 2.  The single polyp scleractinian shown as red 
dots, Swiftia sp cf and the several antipatharians as black dots, Etelis carbunculus and E. 
coruscans as orange dots, and all other animals as green dots.   
 
The results of the HURL database extraction for zone 2 are provided in Table 7.  HURL has 
documented 592 different organism types within 200-400m, with fishes being the most abundant 
(198), followed by cnidarians (181), crabs (35) seastars (33) and sponges (26).  Only 9.3% of all 
organism types from the database were observed along the HSWAC pipe route within zone 2.  
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Only 9 of 181 cnidarians (5%) in the HURL database were observed.  In comparison to other 
200-400m areas HURL submersibles have been in the main islands, zone 2 of the pipe route 
again has a very low number of species. 
 
 
Table 7: Number of different organism types found between 200-400m in HURL database 
records and the proportion of those observed during the pipe route surveys. 

 
 
 
The identifications, counts, and estimated densities of animals observed in zone 3 are provided in 
Table 8.  Densities are based on an estimated total survey area of 2.9103 hectares for this zone.  
A total of 1,483 organisms were counted, yielding 510 organisms per hectare.  One hundred 
different types of organisms were recorded in zone 3, which is almost double the number of zone 
2. As with the other zones, fishes had the most number of species (40), followed by cnidarians 
(22), urchins (7), shrimps (6), seastars (6), sponges (5) crabs (5), and other invertebrates.  In 
terms of density, fishes were the most numerous group, followed by cnidarians, shrimps, and 
seastars.  The seastar, Brisinga panopla, had the highest density (70/ha) of any animal in this 
zone and was observed mostly in association with large pieces of metal debris, carbonate 
boulders, and blocks (Fig 12a).  Unlike most seastars, this species is a filter feeder, inverting its 
arms into the water column where it presumably catches small plankton and POM (particulate 
organic matter).  This animal prefers to perch on hard objects in order to gain greater height 
above the bottom, a behavior also seen in the filter-feeding sponge, Regadrella sp (Fig 12b). 
 
Unidentified species of shrimp in the genus Plesionika (Fig. 13a) were the next most numerous 
animals in this zone.  These shrimp are considered benthopelagic, being observed both 
swimming in the water column as well as walking on the bottom.  While on the bottom, they are 
generally seen on the sediment close to small hard objects such as ordnance and cobbles, which 

Category HURL HSWAC % species on pipe route
algae 6 0 0.0
cnidarians 181 9 5.0
ctenophores 1 1 100.0
sponges 26 2 7.7
urchins 21 4 19.0
seastars 33 1 3.0
brittlestars 6 0 0.0
crinoids 5 1 20.0
sea cucumbers 3 0 0.0
barnacles 2 1 50.0
crabs 35 5 14.3
shrimps 19 2 10.5
other crustaceans 9 1 11.1
octopods 7 0 0.0
squids 3 0 0.0
gastropods 17 0 0.0
other mollusks 4 0 0.0
worms 7 1 14.3
other invertebrates 8 0 0.0
fishes 198 26 13.1
unidentified animals 1 1 100.0
Total 592 55 9.3
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may offer shelter against predation.  The same behavior was also seen in another larger species 
of shrimp, the pandalid Heterocarpus ensifer (Fig 13b), which is commercially harvested from 
time to time, mostly off the island of Niihau.  The densities of this shrimp south of Honolulu are 
not high enough to support a regular fishery.  
 
Table 8: Animals identified from submersible video in zone 3: 400-550m. 
 

 
 

Animal Category Name Counts Density (ha) Density (m2)
cnidarians Kophobelemnon stelliferum 55 18.90 0.002

Pennatulacea white 46 15.81 0.002
Protoptilum sp 46 15.81 0.002
Hormathiidae sp2 44 15.12 0.002
Pennatulacea 30 10.31 0.001
Pennatula flava cf 25 8.59 0.001
Actiniaria orange 17 5.84 0.001
Actiniaria gray 9 3.09 0.000
Primnoidae 5 1.72 0.000
Actiniaria brown 4 1.37 0.000
Antipatharia 3 1.03 0.000
unidentified cnidaria 3 1.03 0.000
Acanthogorgia sp 2 0.69 0.000
Actiniaria 2 0.69 0.000
Actiniaria white 2 0.69 0.000
Hydrozoa 2 0.69 0.000
Keroeides mosaica 2 0.69 0.000
Narella muzikae 2 0.69 0.000
Gardineria hawaiiensis 1 0.34 0.000
Plexauridae 1 0.34 0.000
Scleractinia single polyp 1 0.34 0.000
Swiftia sp cf 1 0.34 0.000

ctenophores Lyrocteis sp 44 15.12 0.002
sponges Regadrella sp 52 17.87 0.002

Sericolophus hawaiicus 31 10.65 0.001
Hexactinellida ribbon 13 4.47 0.000
Hexactinellida white 2 0.69 0.000
Porifera 2 0.69 0.000

urchins Aspidodiadema hawaiiense 20 6.87 0.001
Histocidaris variabilis 10 3.44 0.000
Diadematidae 9 3.09 0.000
Echinoidea 8 2.75 0.000
Stereocidaris hawaiiensis 8 2.75 0.000
Echinothuriidae 1 0.34 0.000
Laganum fudsiyama 1 0.34 0.000

seastars Brisinga panopla 203 69.75 0.007
Goniasteridae 4 1.37 0.000
Henricia robusta 1 0.34 0.000
Mediaster ornatus 1 0.34 0.000
Plinthaster ceramoidea 1 0.34 0.000
Sphaeriodiscus ammophilus 1 0.34 0.000

brittlestars unidentified 7 2.41 0.000
crinoids Comatulida 1 0.34 0.000

Thalassometridae 1 0.34 0.000
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Table 8 cont. 

Animal Category Name Counts Density (ha) Density (m2)
barnacles Heteralepas sp 7 2.41 0.000
crabs Sympagurus dofleini 9 3.09 0.000

Cyrtomaia smithi 4 1.37 0.000
Brachyura 2 0.69 0.000
Chirostylidae 1 0.34 0.000
Galatheidae 1 0.34 0.000

shrimps Plesionika sp 107 36.77 0.004
Benthesicymus laciniatus 52 17.87 0.002
Decapoda shrimp 25 8.59 0.001
Heterocarpus ensifer 18 6.18 0.001
Heterocarpus laevigatus 17 5.84 0.001
Heterocarpus sp 8 2.75 0.000

fishes Hymenocephalus antraeus 89 30.58 0.003
Malacocephalus boretzi 51 17.52 0.002
Chlorophthalmus proridens 47 16.15 0.002
Macrouridae 43 14.78 0.001
Synagrops sp 42 14.43 0.001
Polymixia berndti 26 8.93 0.001
Ventrifossa atherodon 26 8.93 0.001
Actinopterygii 20 6.87 0.001
Coelorinchus aratrum 16 5.50 0.001
Setarches guentheri 16 5.50 0.001
Satyrichthys hians 12 4.12 0.000
Myctophidae 11 3.78 0.000
Coelorinchus spilonotus 9 3.09 0.000
Satyrichthys engyceros 9 3.09 0.000
Ophichthidae 8 2.75 0.000
Chascanopsetta crumenalis 7 2.41 0.000
Ventrifossa ctenomelas 7 2.41 0.000
Plesiobatis daviesi 6 2.06 0.000
Ventrifossa sp 6 2.06 0.000
Chrionema chryseres 5 1.72 0.000
Anguilliformes 4 1.37 0.000
Epigonus atherinoides 4 1.37 0.000
Scorpaenidae 4 1.37 0.000
Beryx sp 3 1.03 0.000
Chascanopsetta sp 3 1.03 0.000
Satyrichthys sp 3 1.03 0.000
Stethopristes eos 3 1.03 0.000
Chascanopsetta prorigera 2 0.69 0.000
Chaunax umbrinus 2 0.69 0.000
Cyttomimus stelgis 2 0.69 0.000
Ijimaia plicatellus 2 0.69 0.000
Squalus mitsukurii 2 0.69 0.000
Synagrops argyreus 2 0.69 0.000
Bembrops filifera 1 0.34 0.000
Bembrops sp1 1 0.34 0.000
Congridae 1 0.34 0.000
Coryphaenoides marginatus cf 1 0.34 0.000
Lophiodes miacanthus 1 0.34 0.000
Nezumia burragei 1 0.34 0.000
Nezumia or Kumba 1 0.34 0.000

octopus Octopus sp 3 1.03 0.000
squid Nototodarus hawaiiensis 3 1.03 0.000
gastropod Pleurobranchidae 2 0.69 0.000
animal unidentified 1 0.34 0.000
Zone 3 Total 1483 509.57 0.051
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Rattail fishes (family Macrouridae) followed in abundance, particularly the benthopelagic 
Hymenocephalus antraeus (Fig. 14a) and the more benthic Malacocephalus boretzi (Fig. 14b).  
Both are associated with sediment substrates, with H. antraeus often seen swimming well up in 
the water column and may therefore be a component of the deep backscatter layer. 
 
Not surprisingly, the most abundant cnidarians were sediment associated sea pens, particularly 
Kophobelemnon stelliferum (Fig 15a), an unidentified white species, and a species in the genus 
Protoptilum (Fig 15b).  The anemone identified as Hormathiidae sp2 was the most common 
cnidarian observed on hard substrates such as ordnance, other metal debris, and boulders.  
Hormathiid anemones are identified only as sp1, sp2, etc in the HURL gallery because the 
various genera can only be differentiated by examination of their internal mesenteries (Foutin, 
pers comm.).  However this particular as yet “un-named” species (sp2) is both distinctive and 
well known, commonly seen on submersible dives at zone 3 depths throughout the islands. 
 
The largest invertebrates seen in zone 3 were deepwater corals, most being attached to a single 
large boulder.  These included Keroeides mosaica (90 cm),  Narella muzikae (30 cm), an 
unidentified primnoid (30 cm), and an unidentified plexaurid (30 cm).  The two types of 
scleractinians were both single polyp species that did not exceed 10 cm in height.  All of the sea 
pens observed were small (< 30 cm high) as were the sponges.  The largest fishes in this zone 
were the ray, Plesiobatis daviesi (90 cm wide at most), and the dogfish shark, Squalus mitsukurii  
(90-120 cm FL).   
 
Fig 16 shows the locations of animals found along the pipe route in zone 3.  Brisinga panopla, 
most of the macrourids, and shrimps were found within the lower half of this zone.  The latter 
two groups that include Hymenocephalus antraeus, Plesionika sp, and Heterocarpus ensifer, 
were all relatively small (5-30 cm in length) and will therefore be quite difficult to keep from 
entering the intake.  These, along with other small fishes tentatively identified as myctophids, 
will likely be among those animals that become entrained after the pipe is installed and is 
operating. 
 
 
 

 
 
Fig 12: a) Brisinga panopla seastars (orange) on airplane wing with a Hormathiidae sp2 
anemone (center) and b) Regadrella sp sponges (white upper left and foreground).  
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Fig 13: Zone 3 shrimps. a) Plesionika sp, and b) Heterocarpus ensifer. Images from the HURL 
gallery. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 14: Zone 3 fishes. a) Hymenocephalus antraeus and b) Malacocephalus boretzi. Images from 
the HURL gallery. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 15: Zone 3 sea pens. a) Kophobelemnon stelliferum and b) Protoptilum sp.  Images from the 
HURL gallery. 
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Fig 16: Locations of organisms in zone 3.  Brisinga panopla is shown as red dots, the shrimps 
Plesionika sp and Heterocarpus ensifer as orange dots, the fishes Hymenocephalus antraeus and 
Malacocephalus boretzi as black dots, the sea pens Kophobelemnon stelliferum and Prototilum 
sp as purple dots, and all others as blue dots. 
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The results of the HURL database extraction for zone 3 are provided in Table 9.  HURL has 
documented 415 different organism types within 400-550m, with cnidarians being the most 
abundant (145), followed by fishes (106), sponges (27) seastars (27), urchins (22), as well as 
other invertebrates.  Approximately 24% of all organism types from the database were observed 
along the HSWAC pipe route within zone 3, which included 15% of the cnidarians. 
 
Table 9: Number of different organism types found between 400-550m in HURL database 
records and the proportion of those observed during the pipe route surveys. 

 
 
Submersible Data From the 40-50m Depth Range East of the Pipe Route 
 
As mentioned earlier, dive P4-207 began east of the pipe route at a depth of 40m.  The data 
extracted from this depth to 50m was not included in the analysis above but instead is briefly 
discussed here.  The submersible moved 115m in this depth range, which yielded a survey area 
of 345 m2.  A total of 15 organisms were recorded on video for an overall density of 435 per 
hectare.  These included 1 colony of algae (Halimeda opuntia), 2 colonies of the scleractinian 
coral Porites lobata, and 12 fishes, 9 of which were unidentified due to their small size.  The 
three that were identified included the cleaner wrasse Labroides pthirophagus, the spiny puffer, 
Chilomycterus reticulatus, and a goatfish (Mullidae).  With the exception of the algae, all of 
these organisms are typical members of the shallow reef community in Hawaii. 
  
For context, these data were compared to those from 1) the 39m diver transect data collected for 
the shallow report section and 2) the submersible data from zone 1 that started at 50m.  Halimeda 
opuntia was not observed on the 39m diver transect but was recorded in zone 1 so it likely is 

Category HURL HSWAC % species on pipe route
algae 3 0 0.0
cnidarians 145 22 15.2
ctenophores 2 1 50.0
sponges 27 5 18.5
urchins 22 7 31.8
seastars 27 6 22.2
brittlestars 5 1 20.0
crinoids 11 2 18.2
sea cucumbers 6 0 0.0
barnacles 3 1 33.3
crabs 17 5 29.4
shrimps 15 6 40.0
other crustaceans 1 0 0.0
octopods 4 1 25.0
squids 2 1 50.0
gastropods 6 1 16.7
other mollusks 2 0 0.0
worms 4 0 0.0
other invertebrates 6 0 0.0
fishes 106 40 37.7
unidentified animals 1 1 100.0
Total 415 100 24.1
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present in low densities on the pipe route between 40-50m.  The coral Porites lobata was not 
recorded in zone 1 but was present on the diver transect and therefore is also likely to be present.  
The coral Leptoseris sp was present on the diver transect and in zone 1 so therefore should be 
present as well in the 40-50m range.  No other corals were recorded in any of these data sets.  
Sponges, particularly the yellow Pseudoceratina sp, and skunk urchins were only observed in 
zone 1, the latter at the bottom of the break in slope.   It should be assumed that at least some 
colonies of the sponge may be present in the 40-50m segment of the pipe route. 
  
With respect to fish, four of the species recorded on the diver transect were also recorded in zone 
1.  Therefore, it seems prudent to assume all of the species recorded on the diver transect and 
zone 1 are likely present in the 40-50m depth range as well.  With the exception of the small 
benthic sea perch, Parapercis schaunslandi, all 19 species are benthopelagic” and should have 
little difficulty in avoiding the pipe and weights during installation.  
 
Potential Impacts of the Pipe in the 3 Depth Zones 
 
The HSWAC pipe is expected to have three different types of impacts on the animals living 
between 50-550m along the pipe route: 
 

1) Disturbance to benthic species in each zone during installation 
2) Entrainment of benthopelagic species in zone 3 at the 540m intake location 
3) Addition of a large hard substrate feature to each zone 

 
An evaluation of the first type of impact can be made by considering the dimensions of the pipe 
footprint to the observed densities of animals.  There will be two types of weights in contact with 
the substrate between 50-550m, Type B (142 units) and Type C (762 units).  Type B weights are 
4.826m long by 0.61m wide, yielding a benthic footprint of 2.942m2.  Type C weights are 
3.251m long by 0.254m wide creating a footprint of 0.826m2.  Table 10a provides the number of 
weights that will be deployed in each zone and Table 10b provides the total weight footprints for 
each zone.   
 
Table 10: a) Number of weights of each type that will be deployed in each zone, and b) the 
benthic footprint of the weights for each zone. 
 

a) 
Wt Type 50-200m 201-400m 401-550m Total

B 136 6 142
C 275 487 762

Total 136 281 487 904  
 
 
 b) 

 

Wt Type 50-200m 201-400m 401-550m Total
B 400.1 17.7 417.8
C 227.2 402.3 629.4

Total 400.1 244.8 402.3 1047.2  
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The footprints in hectares can be obtained by simply moving the decimal places of the values in 
Table 10b four places to the left.  The weights will only cover natural hard substrate in zones 1 
and 2, the total footprints being 0.04 and 0.024 ha, respectively.  Only the upper half of zone 2 
has natural hard substrate so a more accurate estimate is 0.012 ha.  The total hard substrate area 
displaced by the “artificial” hard substrate provided by the weights and pipe will therefore be 
0.064 ha.  
 
The numbers of each organism that the weights would potential land on can then be calculated 
by multiplying this value with their density per hectare.  Table 11 provides the results of this 
analysis. 
 
Table 11: Types and numbers of organisms potentially impacted by the pipe during installation. 
 

Zone Group Identification # Impacted
1 Cnidarians Leptoseris sp 2

Sponges Pseudoceratina sp 21
unidentified 1

Urchins Asterostomatidae cf 3
Fishes unidentified 1

2 Fishes Symphysanodon maunaloae 1
3 Cnidarians Kophobelemnon stelliferum 1

Pennatulacea white 1
Protoptilum sp 1

Ctenophores Lyrocteis sp 1
Sponges Regadrella sp 1
Seastars Brisinga panopla 3
Shrimps Plesionika sp 2

Benthesicymus laciniatus 1
Fishes Hymenocephalus antraeus 1

Malacocephalus boretzi 1
Chlorophthalmus proridens 1
Macrouridae 1
Synagrops sp 1  

 
All values were rounded to the closest whole number so the summed total for each of zones 1, 2, 
and 3 were 31, 4, and 21, respectively.  For the entire length of pipe from 50-550m, the total 
number of all organisms estimated to be impacted by the pipe weights is therefore 56.  This table 
however is conservative and does not exclude the highly mobile fishes and shrimps that should 
easily be able to avoid the pipe and weights as they settle on the bottom.  If those animals are 
excluded, then the total number of animals affected by the installation decreases to 46. 
 
The transient increase in turbidity that will occur when the weights settle on the seafloor will be 
low in zone 1 and the upper part of zone 2 due to the predominance of hard substrate.  This 
turbidity will be higher in the lower part of zone 2 and in zone 3, where sediment is the 
predominant substrate type.   This temporary condition will not affect benthopelagic species that 
can easily avoid the disturbance as well as benthic animals with relatively high mobility such as 
crabs, shrimps, and fishes.  Animals that will be affected include attached cnidarians, sponges, 
and benthic ctenophores (Lyrocteis sp) as well as unattached animals with low mobility such as 
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seastars, crinoids, and urchins.  However, all of these animals should be able to endure a very 
short-lived sedimentation event and most, if not all have mechanisms such as mucus secretion by 
which to remove the excess sediment from their exterior surfaces.   
 
The second projected impact, entrainment of animals at the intake site, cannot be adequately 
addressed from only the results of this survey.  Nevertheless, the animals recorded in zone 3 do 
provide data relevant to this issue.  At the intake, the pipe curves upward placing the opening 
approximately 3 meters above the substrate.  Marine animals are typically classified into three 
basic zones that describe their proximity to the seafloor (Gage & Tyler, 1996).  Benthic animals 
are those that live on or in the seafloor.  Benthopelagic animals live in the water column but 
generally within a few to 100 meters of the seafloor.  Finally, pelagic animals are those that live 
in the water column either near the surface or well above the seafloor.  Most pelagic animals will 
not come close to the seafloor on a regular basis and therefore will rarely be sucked into the pipe.  
Benthopelagic animals are the most at risk.  Often, this community exhibits a diurnal migration 
pattern, moving upslope (or shallower over flat substrates) at night and returning downslope or 
deeper during the day.  One such community is known to spend daylight hours at the depth 
where the intake is located and is referred to as a deep scattering or backscatter layer.  The 
composition of this community near the intake is unknown, but is assumed to consist of the same 
general animal groups as backscatter layers investigated elsewhere.  The community typically 
consists of small, actively swimming adult as well as larval phases of fishes, squids, and 
crustaceans that provide prey for nocturnal predators who feed further up the slope. 
 
Entrainment of backscatter layer animals by the pipe will likely reflect their vertical migration 
patterns, occurring more often during the day and less often at night.  Benthopelagic animals 
observed during the daytime submersible dives included small, unidentified fishes, myctophids 
(i.e., lantern fishes), macrourids, particularly Hymenocephalus antraeus, and several species of 
shrimp, particularly Plesionika sp, and Heterocarpus ensifer.  The small sizes of these animals 
may preclude effective filtering at the intake.  Entrainment of small fishes and shrimps occurs 
almost daily at the NELH-a facility on the Big Island and may simply have to be considered an 
unavoidable consequence of bringing up cold water from these depths.  Assuming some loss of 
animals is unavoidable, the impact to the overall community should be insignificant since the 
extent of zone 3 habitat off Honolulu and Pearl Harbor alone is over 9,779 ha. 
 
NELH-a has recently begun a program whereby students from a nearby school regularly check 
and recover entrained animals that have been trapped in the sump.  Many of these animals are 
alive and in excellent condition because the ambient temperatures from their natural environment 
have been maintained.  At least two species of larger animals, a small shark and a squid were 
found to be new species.  However, the HSWAC and NELHa pipes are two completely different 
systems and the condition of the animals that reach the surface in the HSWAC pipe may be quite 
different.  If some of the animals do come up alive, then we are open to the possibility of 
creating a similar recovery program here, perhaps in collaboration with the Waikiki Aquarium 
who for years have been interested in establishing a deepwater exhibit but have not had the 
means to routinely collect deepwater animals in good condition. 
 
The third potential impact is the long-term effect of the pipe as an additional artificial substrate 
feature.  In essence, the pipe and weights will create the equivalent of a relatively low, 
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continuous, very porous ridge several meters high that is oriented perpendicular to the prevailing 
east-west current flow.  As such, it is reasonable to expect some small degree of current 
acceleration along the top of the pipe and in the spaces between the weights, which will likely 
attract filter- feeding invertebrates as well as small planktivorous fishes that will use the structure 
for shelter against predation.  Based on the substrate and animal surveys described above, the 
effect of this new ridge feature on the communities along the pipe route is expected to be zone 
dependent. For example, the pipe will likely have the least effect on zone 1 where hard bedrock 
and boulder substrate already predominate and the break-in-slope already provides substantial 
vertical relief.  Based on a diameter of 63 in, the pipe will add an estimated 0.42 ha of hard 
surface.   It is reasonable to expect it will be eventually colonized by species already present such 
as Pseudoceratina sp and Leptoseris sp on the top of the terrace where the additional height off 
the bottom may reduce sedimentation events.  Small reef fishes observed there will also find 
shelter around the weights.  However, the expected impact of the pipe in this zone will be 
relatively minor since the pipe will not be providing a substantial increase to the proportion of 
hard substrate present. 
 
The pipe will provide a more significant change to the substrate composition in zones 2 and 3 
where there is less bedrock, more sediment, and more gradual slopes.  With the exception of 
single polyp scleractinians and a benthic ctenophore, Lyrocteis sp, the dredge spoil deposits 
found in zone 2 were not colonized by attached invertebrates.  Furthermore, these loose piles of 
deposits do not seem to be providing shelter to small fishes.  As a result, this zone had by far the 
lowest density of both fishes and invertebrates in comparison to the other zones.  The most 
concentrated observations of animals were made around a large manmade structure that had 
numerous cavities clearly being used by a variety of fishes.  For lack of other more suitable 
options, the pipe and weights in zone 2 may attract small fish species as well as bottomfish such 
as E. carbunculus and E. coruscans.  The estimated increase in hard surface area the pipe alone 
will provide is 0.92 ha so the increase in species abundance and diversity will likely be modest. 
  
In zone 3, the pipe will provide a structure quite different than anything else currently found at 
those depths along the route.  Without manmade debris, the substrate in this zone would be 
predominantly sediment with small pebbles.  The dumping of manmade debris, particularly 
metal objects such as ordnance and framework, has provided the majority of hard substrate found 
at these depths.  It follows that the density of hard substrate filter-feeders such as Brisinga 
panopla and Regadrella sp, is undoubtedly much higher than it was prior to human perturbation.  
Most of these hard objects were relatively small, whereas the pipe alone will provide 2.11 ha of 
continuous hard surface.  The pipe will be made of high density polyethylene similar to the 
NELA pipe, which has been colonized by a large number of attached as well as unattached 
invertebrates (Fig 17).  The HSWAC pipe and weights should experience similar high 
colonization rates by hard substrate specialists including deep water corals, anemones, and 
sponges.  Given that the total amount of similar habitat within the zone 3 depths of 400-550m 
south of Honolulu and Pearl Harbor is almost 10,000 ha, the increase in hard substrate by the 
pipe will be extremely localized and therefore should be insignificant to the community as a 
whole.  
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Fig 17: Photos from NELHa pipe survey dives conducted in 2007 a) zoanthids (a type of colonial 
cnidarians and b)hormathiid anemones. 
 
Potential Impacts on EFH 
 
Table 12 provides the current Essential Fish Habitat (EFH) designations for the Hawaiian 
Islands.  First, the current designation for precious corals is site specific, focusing on locations 
off Maui and therefore does not apply the area of the pipe route.  With respect to the others, two 
categories of designations are provided for each fishery, one for their pelagic egg and larval 
stages, and the other for the juvenile and adult phases which may be either benthic or pelagic.  
 
Table 12: EFH Designations for the Hawaiian Islands 
 
Fishery Eggs/Larvae Juveniles/Adults
Coral Reefs 0-100m from shore to EEZ 0-100m
Crustaceans 0-150m from shore to EEZ 0-150m
Bottomfish 0-400m from shore to EEZ 0-400m
Pelagics 0-500m from shore to EEZ 0-500m
Precious Corals Specific to sites off Maui and therefore not applicable  
 
 
It’s reasonable to assume that the egg and larval stages will only be potentially impacted at the 
intake (i.e., they can be sucked into the pipe) or the discharge (they can be subjected to lower 
than normal temperatures and oxygen levels).  The intake depth is 540m, which is below the egg 
and larval EFH depths for all of the fisheries listed.  It can therefore be concluded it will have no 
impact on these stages.  The discharge, located at a depth of 45m, is within the egg and larval 
EFH designation for all 4 fisheries and therefore does need to be evaluated for potential effects, 
which as mentioned earlier, is outside of the depth range of this report.  With that said, the eggs 
of most pelagic spawning species are positively buoyant and are typically found relatively high 
in the water column.  Assuming the discharge is located on the seafloor, then the cold water 
should stay close to the bottom and therefore have a minimal effect on eggs and larvae near the 
surface.  However, juveniles and adults of attached invertebrates living on the bottom in or near 
the discharge will be disturbed.  The discharge plume will probably create two disturbance 
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zones.  The first zone will be closest to the pipe opening where the temperature will kill all of the 
attached animals that cannot tolerate the expected 14 C drop in temperature.  The second or outer 
zone where mixing has partially elevated the temperature will have less lethal effects on the 
benthos, but may cause a suppression or inhibition on maturation and spawning, both of which 
are temperature dependent.  The size of the plume will of course determine the magnitude of this 
disturbance.   
 
The intake is also below the designated depth ranges for juveniles and adults and therefore is 
again not a consideration for EFH.  The pipe and weights however are within the designations 
for all 4 fisheries.   First, the height of the pipe and weights is expected to be 3 meters off the 
bottom and therefore is unlikely to have a significant effect on juvenile or adult pelagic species 
which are generally higher in the water column.  Some species (tunas for example) are known to 
dive to relatively deep depths to forage; however, this deep water feeding is likely taking place 
more than 3 meters from the bottom.  The pipe should therefore not have an impact on the 
pelagic EFH.  The pipe will potentially impact the 50-100m range of the coral reef juvenile and 
adult EFH.  The species and their densities between these depths have already been detailed 
above.  Due to the low numbers of cnidarians, sponges, and other animals found in the surveys, 
and the already present hard substrate consisting of both natural bedrock and dredge spoil 
deposits, the impact of the pipe on the coral reef EFH should be minimal.  Furthermore, both 
Leptoseris sp and Pseudoceratina sp were primarily observed on larger substrate features such as 
outcrops and boulders which HSWAC is already intending to avoid during the installation. 
 
No crustaceans of any kind were recorded within the 50-150m depth range along the pipe route, 
although at least some small benthic species as well as larger cryptic species must be present at 
those depths.  In any case, the pipe weight footprint is only 400m2 within the 50-200m zone 1, 
the total extent of which is over 1,451 ha south of Honolulu.   The pipe and weights are therefore 
not expected to have a significant impact on this EFH. 
 
Finally, the bottomfish juvenile and adult EFH ranges between 0-400m, encompassing both 
zones 1 and 2.  The juveniles of Pristipomoides filamentosus are the only stage and species in 
this fishery that prefer sediment substrates.  All others prefer hard substrates which the pipe 
provides and have been found in association with manmade objects both in this survey as well as 
other surveys elsewhere.  The author has personally observed E. carbunculus and E. coruscans 
using old cars, shipwrecks, dumped refrigerators, and airplanes as shelter.  Given the low amount 
of suitable natural habitat for these species observed along the pipe route, the pipe will likely 
become populated with the more benthic species in this fishery. 
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Appendix A: Scientific and Common Names by Zone 
 

Zone Animal Category Name Common Name 
1 algae Rhodophyta red algae 

  Halimeda opuntia green algae 
cnidarians Leptoseris sp plate coral 
  Hydrozoa hydroid 
sponges Pseudoceratina sp yellow sponge 
  Porifera sponge 
urchins Asterostomatidae cf skunk urchin 

unidentified urchin 
  Prionocidaris thomasi pencil urchin 
seastars unidentified seastar 
fishes unidentified fish 

Seriola dumerili amberjack, kahala 
Bodianus albotaeniatus black spot wrasse 
Chaetodon miliaris millet seed butterflyfish 
Dasyatis sp sting ray 
Parapercis schauinslandii sea perch 
Dascyllus albisella damselfish 
Scaridae parrotfish 
Apolemichthys arcuatus angelfish 
Balistidae triggerfish 
Canthigaster jactator puffer 
Heniochus diphreutes flagfin butterflyfish 

    Labridae wrasse 
2 cnidarians Scleractinia single polyp cup coral 

Aphanipathes sp1 black coral sp1 
Hydrozoa hydroid 
Pennatulacea sea pen 
Stichopathes sp black coral sp2 
Gardineria hawaiiensis cup coral 
Antipatharia black coral 
Swiftia sp cf sea fan 

  unidentified cnidarian 
ctenophores Lyrocteis sp comb jelly 
sponges Sericolophus hawaiicus catcher's mitt sponge 
  Regadrella sp glass vase sponge 
urchins Stylocidaris calacantha white pencil urchin 

Cidaridae pencil urchin 
unidentified urchin 

  Stylocidaris rufa red pencil urchin 
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Zone Animal Category Name Common Name 
seastars Goniasteridae five armed seastar 
crinoids Antedon sp yellow yellow sea lily 
barnacles Cirripedia barnacle 
crabs Brachyura crab 

Galatheidae squat lobster 
Homola dickinsoni decorator crab 
Paguridae hermit crab 

  Paramunida hawaiiensis squat lobster 
shrimps Decapoda shrimp shrimp 
  Plesionika sp glass shrimp 
unid crustaceans unidentified crustacean 
fishes Symphysanodon maunaloae slopefish 

unidentified fish 
Myctophidae lantern fish 
Etelis carbunculus red snapper, ehu 
Pontinus macrocephalus scorpionfish, hogo 
Scorpaenidae scorpionfish 
Chlorophthalmus proridens shortnose greeneye fish 
Roa excelsa butterflyfish 
Chrionema chryseres sand diver fish 
Etelis coruscans longtail snapper 
Holocentridae squirrelfish 
Ophichthidae snake eel 
Seriola dumerili amberjack, kahala 
Symphysanodon typus slopefish 
Congridae conger eel 
Odontanthias elizabethae elisabeth's grouper 
Plectranthias kelloggi Kellogg's grouper 
Anguilliformes eel 
Bothidae left-eye flounder, flatfish 
Canthigaster inframacula puffer 
Epigonus sp deepwater cardinal fish 
Gymnothorax nuttingi moray eel 
Parapercis roseoviridis rosy green sea perch 
Physiculus sp deepwater cod 
Satyrichthys engyceros armored sea robin 

  Squalus mitsukurii dogfish shark 
  worms Annelida worm 
3 cnidarians Kophobelemnon stelliferum rock pen 

Pennatulacea white unidentified white sea pen 
Protoptilum sp red sea pen 
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Zone Animal Category Name Common Name 
Hormathiidae sp2 venus flytrap anemone 
Pennatulacea sea pen 
Pennatula flava cf white sea pen 
Actiniaria orange orange anemone 
Actiniaria gray gray anemone 
Primnoidae white sea fan 
Actiniaria brown brown anemone 
Antipatharia black coral 
unidentified cnidaria cnidarian 
Acanthogorgia sp yellow sea fan 
Actiniaria anemone 
Actiniaria white white anemone 
Hydrozoa hydroid 
Keroeides mosaica sea fan 
Narella muzikae sea fan 
Gardineria hawaiiensis cup coral 
Plexauridae sea fan 
Scleractinia single polyp cup coral 

  Swiftia sp cf sea fan 
ctenophores Lyrocteis sp comb jelly 
sponges Regadrella sp glass vase sponge 

Sericolophus hawaiicus catcher's mitt sponge 
Hexactinellida ribbon ribbon sponge 
Hexactinellida white white glass sponge 

  Porifera sponge 
urchins Aspidodiadema hawaiiense deepwater urchin 

Histocidaris variabilis pencil urchin 
Diadematidae deepwater urchin 
Echinoidea urchin 
Stereocidaris hawaiiensis pencil urchin 
Echinothuriidae deepwater urchin 

  Laganum fudsiyama sand dollar 
seastars Brisinga panopla seastar 

Goniasteridae five armed seastar 
Henricia robusta seastar 
Mediaster ornatus seastar 
Plinthaster ceramoidea seastar 

  Sphaeriodiscus ammophilus seastar 
brittlestars unidentified brittlestar 
crinoids Comatulida sea lily 
  Thalassometridae sea lily 
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Zone Animal Category Name Common Name 
barnacles Heteralepas sp gooseneck barnacle 
crabs Sympagurus dofleini anemone crab 

Cyrtomaia smithi crab 
Brachyura crab 
Chirostylidae squat lobster 

  Galatheidae squat lobster 
shrimps Plesionika sp glass shrimp 

Benthesicymus laciniatus shrimp 
Decapoda shrimp shrimp 
Heterocarpus ensifer shrimp 
Heterocarpus laevigatus shrimp 

  Heterocarpus sp shrimp 
fishes Hymenocephalus antraeus rattail fish 

Malacocephalus boretzi rattail fish 
Chlorophthalmus proridens shortnose greeneye fish 
Macrouridae rattail fish 
Synagrops sp Lanternbelly fish 
Polymixia berndti deepwater threadfin fish 
Ventrifossa atherodon rattail fish 
Actinopterygii fish 
Coelorinchus aratrum rattail fish 
Setarches guentheri  scorpionfish 
Satyrichthys hians armored sea robin 
Myctophidae lantern fish 
Coelorinchus spilonotus rattail fish 
Satyrichthys engyceros armored sea robin 
Ophichthidae snake eel 
Chascanopsetta crumenalis left-eye flounder, flatfish 
Ventrifossa ctenomelas rattail fish 
Plesiobatis daviesi sting ray 
Ventrifossa sp rattail fish 
Chrionema chryseres sand diver fish 
Anguilliformes eel 
Epigonus atherinoides deepwater cardinal fish 
Scorpaenidae scorpionfish 
Beryx sp alfonsino 
Chascanopsetta sp left-eye flounder, flatfish 
Satyrichthys sp armored sea robin 
Stethopristes eos John Dory fish 
Chascanopsetta prorigera left-eye flounder, flatfish 
Chaunax umbrinus angler fish 
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Zone Animal Category Name Common Name 
Cyttomimus stelgis John Dory fish 
Ijimaia plicatellus jelly nose eel 
Squalus mitsukurii dogfish shark 
Synagrops argyreus Splitfin fish 
Bembrops filifera sand diver fish 
Bembrops sp1 sand diver fish 
Congridae conger eel 
Coryphaenoides marginatus cf rattail fish 
Lophiodes miacanthus goosefish 
Nezumia burragei rattail fish 

  Nezumia or Kumba rattail fish 
octopus Octopus sp octopus 
squid Nototodarus hawaiiensis squid 
gastropod Pleurobranchidae sea slug 

  animal unidentified animal 
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APPENDIX J 
USACE ESSENTIAL FISH HABITAT ASSESSMENT AND CONSULTATION 
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IMPACT OF NITRATE NITROGEN FROM THE PROPOSED
HSWAC DISCHARGE ON CORAL REEF BIOTA

R. Brock 
6 February 2012

PURPOSE

     Concerns have been raised regarding the release of HSWAC return water at depths from 36 to
46 m depth offshore of Kaka’ako Waterfront Park and the impact this high-nutrient water may
have on resident biota.  This summary first presents water quality data pertinent to understanding
the problem which includes data from the area HSWAC has proposed for use as well as from the
the Kailua Wastewater Treatment Plant (WWTP).  A short literature review of impact that high
nutrient water may have on corals reefs is given followed by the results of biological studies
carried out around the Kailua WWTP.  If the HSWAC project moves forward, this information
should assist in understanding the possible impacts that nutrients may have on the coral reefs
offshore of Kaka’ako Waterfront Park.  

     Water Chemistry

     Table 1 presents means of water quality data collected from three locations; (1) a station
sampled by the City & County located about 400 m southwest of the proposed HSWAC return
water diffuser(49 m depth), (2) further offshore at three deep ocean sites in the vicinity of the
proposed HSWAC intake (536 m deep) and (3) the secondary treated effluent generated by the
Kailua WWTP (depth 32 m).  The City & County samples representing ten years of data and
were collected at a comparable depth as the proposed HSWAC diffuser thus provide information
on the quality of the ambient water into which the proposed discharge would occur.  The three
deep ocean water quality samples provide information as to the inorganic nutrient content of the
intake water thus are representative of the quality of proposed discharge water and the Kailua
WWTP samples (collected over a three year period) lend insight to the nutrient load of the
treated wastes discharged in outer Kailua Bay.  

     Referring to Table 1, data from the long term City & County monitoring program at Station
D-4 shows the typical relatively low concentrations of nitrate nitrogen, ammonia nitrogen, total
nitrogen and total phosphorus in near shore Hawaiian waters.  Concern has focused on nitrate
nitrogen and the long term mean (0.91 ug/l) from this location is well below the Hawai’i State
Department of Health open coastal water quality standard which is 5.00 ug/l for “wet” coastlines. 
Deep ocean water has a considerably higher nitrrate concentration (~472 ug/l) while the treated
effluent discharging from the Kailua WWTP has a mean nitrate nitrogen concentration of
(15,000 ug/l).  If higher concentrations of nitrate nitrogen are a problem on coral reefs, one might
expect that the release of the deep sea water with concentrations close to 500 times greater than
ambient in proximity to corals could cause an impact but the concentration of nitrate nitrogen in
the treated sewage effluent is approximately 32 times greater in concentration than the deep
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ocean water and more than 16,600 times greater than the ambient near shore water.      

     Coral Growth Under High Nutrient Conditions

     Atkinson et al. (1995) reported on the growth of reef corals held at the Waikiki Aquarium
utilizing high nutrient seawater drawn from an on-site well.  Aquarium water is characterized by
concentrations of inorganic nutrients that are high relative to most natural reef systems; mean
concentrations were as follows: orthophosphorous ~19.20 ug/l, nitrate+nitrite nitrogen ~ 70.00
ug/l and ammonia nitrogen ~28.00 ug/l.  Rates of nutrient uptake into aquaria coral communities
were similar to nutrient uptake by natural reef communities.  Coral growth rates were near the
upper rates reported from the field, demonstrating coral can and does flourish in relatively high
nutrient water.  Furthermore as noted in this paper, “Statements implying that corals can only
grow in low nutrient oligotrophic seawater are therefore oversimplifications of processes that
govern growth of these organisms.”

     These conclusions were again reiterated by Atkinson and Falter (2003) where they noted the
following:

          “Nutrient loading and its subsequent impact is one of the more important issues
concerning conservation and protection of coral reefs.  It is widely believed that any nutrient
input to coral reefs is deleterious.  The argument is actually based on an incorrect, historical
view of how coral reefs recycle nutrients.  Nutrient concentrations were observed to change very
little across the relatively narrow reef flats of the Indo-Pacific (100-300m).  Scientists chose to
believe that nutrients were recycled rapidly through the water column, on scales of several
meters (see Hearn el al. 2001).  The notion developed that reefs recycle their nutrients through
biologically-mediated mechanisms, and any input of nutrients altered, or perturbed, these
processes.  Corroborating this view were early results that nutrients, in particular phosphate,
affected community metabolism (Kinsey and Davies 1979); and elevated nitrate and ammonia
retard coral growth.  More recently, nutrient loading appears to alter the reproductive patterns
in corals (Ward and Harrison 2000; Koop et al. 2001).  Furthermore nutrients actually stimulate
the specific growth rate of many macro-algae, so sustained nutrients add to algal growth, with
the possible overgrowth of coral.  Thus nutrients are presently recognized as deleterious.  
   
          The above conclusion, that nutrients are deleterious to a reef ecosystem, is simply
incorrect.  First, it is now known, based on the rate constants for mass-transfer limitation of
nutrient uptake, that nutrients can not be recycled through the water column on such small
scales of a reef flat; it is simply physically impossible.  Thus, it is very difficult to perturb any
biogeochemical cycles or biologically mediated mechanism with relatively small additions of
nutrients to the water column.  The reef barely can take up these nutrients.  Reef communities
must also take up very large quantities of nutrients to change the amount of nutrients in the
biomass... 

          Impacts to coral reefs from nutrients are probably indirect and long-term, on an ecosystem
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scale (Smith and Buddemeier 1992).  Higher nutrient loading probably stimulates net
production, creating ever-increasing pools of organic matter and detritus.  If not removed from
the system by waves and currents, it is plausible that nutrients encourage a bacterial fauna that
promotes disease vectors, increasing susceptibility and spread of disease...Some reefs experience
high nutrients, high net production and high transport of organic matter to the shelf (notably
fringing reefs of Japan and Western Australia) whereas other reef tracts receiving large amounts
of nutrients collect organic matter (Florida Keys).  Thus, the effects of nutrients must be
interpreted on a local scale with respect to local biogeochemical and hydrodynamic budgets;
and making sweeping conclusions that all nutrient input is deleterious is simply irresponsible.”    

     Summarizing the above, high nutrient concentrations may not cause the negative impacts to
coral reefs as formerly thought.  However, there will be concentrations above which impacts will
occur.  As noted by Atkinson and Falter (2003) in their last sentence above, key to understanding
effects that elevated nutrient concentrations may have on coral reef biota requires an
understanding of the local hydrodynamics and some knowledge of the local biogeochemical
budgets.  The current data in the vicinity of the proposed HSWAC diffuser suggests that mixing
is relatively high.  However, in the absence of detailed information about local hydrodynamics
and biogeochemical budgets in the area of the proposed HSWAC diffuser, we must rely on
empirical information from other Hawaiian coral reefs to address concerns on the possible
negative impacts from nutrient loading that may occur to the biota with the deployment and
operation of the HSWAC discharge.    

     Sewage Outfall Studies

     A possible proxy for addressing some of these concerns may be through an examination of
existing data collected around Oahu’s sewer outfalls.  Information from the Kailua Wastewater
Treatment Plant (WWTP) is discussed below.  The rationale for utilizing information from the
Kailua WWTP discharge established in water approximately 32 m deep rather than use
information from either of the two deep (70 m +) ocean discharges (Barbers Point or Sand Island)
is given below:

     1.  The deep ocean diffusers are established at or below the average thermocline depth and the
proposed depth of the HSWAC discharge (from 36 to 46 m deep) is above the thermocline.  The
Kailua WWTP discharge is located at a depth of ~32 m, again above the thermocline.   

     2.  The two deep ocean diffusers discharge a either advanced primary treated effluent (Sand
Island) or a mix of advanced primary treated material along with some secondary treated effluent
(Barbers Point).  Sewage effluent treated to the advanced primary level has a higher particulate
load which serves as an important source of food for both deposit feeding invertebrates and a
large number of particulate feeding fishes and invertebrates.  Sewage treated to a secondary level
has a lower particulate (but high nutrient) load which is more comparable to HSWAC’s proposed
discharge of deep high-nutrient seawater comprised largely of dissolved nutrients (i.e., lesser
particulate load). 
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     3.  Finally, acquisition of quantitative biological information is more difficult to obtain from
the marine communities around the deep outfalls because of the greater depth requiring the use of
indirect sampling methodologies relative to the shallow outfalls (here Kailua) where divers may
make direct in-water observations.       

     The Kailua WWTP has been operational since 1977, releases a little more than 13 mgd of
secondary treated sewage through a 1.55 km-long discharge pipe at a depth of 32 m offshore and
east of the Mokapu Peninsula in outer Kailua Bay.  Brock (1999) studied the fish and coral
communities on and away from the Kailua WWTP diffuser.  The working hypothesis in the study
was that impacts are greater to the coral reef communities in proximity to the diffuser relative to
those occurring at more distant locations.  To discern impacts, stations were established on
(Transect T-1; see Figure 2) and 15 m away from the diffuser and parallel to it (Transect T-2; see
Figure 1) in water from 29.6 to 32 m depth, a second pair of transects (T-3 and T-4) about 2.7 km
south-southwest and 400 m south of Mokolea Rock at a depth of 20 m (approximately 1.8 km
from shore) and a single station (T-5) located about halfway between Mokolea Rock and the
shore of Kailua Bay in water ranging from 5.2 to 6.7 m in depth. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

     1.  Coral Growth Around the Kailua Outfall

     In summarizing the results Brock (1999) noted the following:

          “The results...indicate that the marine communities in the study area are diverse, with
well-developed fish and coral components.  This is particularly evident on the Mokapu Ocean
Outfall diffuser where a high-biomass, diverse fish community occurs.  This well-developed fish
community is related to the shelter created by the diffuser pipe and basalt armor rock, as well as
to the release of organic particles in the treated effluent which serve as a food resource for some
fish (and invertebrate) species.  The development of corals as measured in terms of live coverage
in the diffuser pipe community is about half that found at more distant sampling sites.  However,
a second sampling site located parallel to and 15 m away from the diffuser has coral coverage
very similar to that found elsewhere in Kailua Bay.  These data suggest that if the operation of
the Kailua Regional WWTP is having an impact on marine communities, it is very limited in
scope and scale.”

     The quantitative data from this study are summarized in Table 2.  Algae encountered on
transects T-1, T-2 and T-4 were all encrusting coralline species (see Figure 3); the only
macrothalloid algae were encountered on Transect T-5.  As noted above, coral coverage on the
diffuser was about one-half of that measured at other locations but the biomass and number of
individual fish were considerably higher than at the other transect sites.  The better development
in the fish community is probably related to the significantly greater cover afforded by the basalt
armor rock on the diffuser (see Figures 2, 3, 4) as well as to the food resource present (particulate
materials from the discharge; see Figures 4 and 5).  The lower coral coverage seen on the diffuser
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was not seen at Transect T-2, which is located within 15 m of the discharge (see Figure 1). 
Instead, coral coverage at T-2 is similar to that seen at the more distant transect sites, suggesting
that the discharge is having little negative impact on corals in the immediate vicinity.  On the
discharge, coral coverage is less suggesting that either the high nutrient loading or the freshwater
that comprise the WWTP discharge is having a negative impact on the success of corals in the
near vicinity.  Furthermore, it is important to note that the diversity of coral species is greatest on
transects located away from the diffuser (Transect T-3, 7 species; Transect T-4, 7 species and
Transect T-5, 8 species) relative to the two transects on the diffuser (Transect T-1, 2 species) and
15 m away (Transect T-2, 4 species).  On the diffuser (Transect T-1 where mean coverage is
16.1%) the dominant coral is the lobe coral (Porites lobata) comprising 99% of the cover which
suggests that this species is probably the most tolerant of the high nutrient loading as well as
discharge of freshwater from the diffuser.  However just 15 m away from the discharge (Transect
T-2), four coral species are present having a mean overall coverage of 40.3% and Porites lobata
comprises 14% of this coral cover, the cauliflower coral (Pocillopora meandrina) makes up 1%
of the cover, the rice coral Montipora capitata adds 29% to the coverage and the sandpaper rice
coral (Montipora patula) contributes 56% to the total coverage on Transect T-2.  The greater
coral coverage at Transect T-2 relative to the diffuser suggests that local mixing is high which
serves to dilute nutrient loading but more importantly, lessen the negative impact of freshwater
on coral growth.  Coles and Jokiel (1992) summarize the deleterious effects and high mortality to
corals caused by freshwater entering the coral reef ecosystem.  The experimental results on
salinity tolerances of corals suggest that salinities at about one-half of normal (~15 ppt) with
exposure times of days to weeks will cause mortality.  Since the Kailua WWTP outfall has been
in continuous operation for 35 years and corals are growing within about one meter of the
discharge ports, the mixing processes at this outfall must be substantial.     

     2.  Expected Outcome at the HSWAC Diffuser

     The empirical information above has application to understanding the expected biological
response to the operation and discharge of deep, high nutrient water through the proposed
HSWAC diffuser located between 36 to 46 m depth.        

     Three transects sampled the deeper waters on the proposed HSWAC pipeline alignment
offshore of Kaka’ako Waterfront Park.  These transects were established at 27, 35 and 40 m
depths.  Utilizing the transect data from these sample sites, overall coral coverage is 1.1% (Brock
2011).  Four coral species were noted; these were Porites lobata which comprises 92% of the
coverage present, Montipora capitata contributes 6% to this coverage and Leptastrea sp. as well
as Leptoseris sp. each making up 1% of the coral coverage present.  Albeit overall coral coverage
is low at these deeper stations (1.1%), the dominant coral species is Porites lobata which is the
most abundant (by coverage) and tolerant of high nutrient water at the Kailua WWTP outfall. 
These data suggest that deployment of the HSWAC return-water diffuser at depths from 36 to 46
m and discharging high nutrient seawater (with nitrate concentrations ~32 times lower than found
at the Kailua outfall) will have little negative impact to the dominant coral present in the area. 
Indeed, the presence of a stable hard substratum (HDPE pipes and concrete collars) will provide
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suitable substratum for the recruitment of corals.  Furthermore, corals recruiting anywhere on this
substratum other than the exposed top of the pipes would not be subject to the rare negative
impact of cables dragging across the seafloor as tug and barge operators prepare to enter
Honolulu Harbor.  Thus with reduced physical disturbance, coral colonies protected from
dragging cables would presumably be able to attain greater sizes and make a greater contribution
to the ecological services in the area than presently occurs.      
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TABLE 1.   Water quality data presented as means (all in ug/l unless otherwise noted) from three
locations: Station D-4 located in proximity to the proposed HSWAC diffuser in Mamala Bay
routinely sampled by the City & County thus representing ambient conditions at the proposed
HSWAC return water discharge, deep ocean samples collected in proximity to the proposed
HSWAC intake representing the nutrient loading of the proposed for discharge water and the
Kailua WWTP data from the effluent waste stream showing the nutrient loading of this
discharge.  

                   Depth         Location                                                                       Turb   Salinity  
3 4Station         (m)        (N= #Samples)           NO       NH        TN      TP         (NTU)     ppt

______________________________________________________________________________

  D-4             49           406 m SW of              0.91     1.34      94.41     6.66        0.24    unknown     
                                 proposed diffuser
                                    (10 yrs data)

Deep          536            Vicinity of              472.36     0.21    517.44   70.58        0.18     34.182
Ocean                       HSWAC Intake
                                         (n=3)

 Kailua        32               Outfall                  15,000    9,900   22,000                  13.10       ~0.0
WWTP                           (n=36)
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TABLE 2.  Summary of biological parameters measured at five transects in Kailua Bay, O’ahu. 
Transect T-1 is located on the midline of the Kailua WWTP diffuser pipe, T-2 is located 15 m
north of but parallel to the diffuser in an area of natural hard substratum elevated no more than 1
m above the otherwise sand/rubble substratum, T-3 and T-4 are located along the base of a large
area of hard substratum and corals and T-5 in an area of hard bottom and corals inshore of T-3
and T-4.  Each transect samples 80 m  of substratum for fishes and invertebrates other than2

corals.  Coral and algal data (given in percent cover) are from 5 m  of substratum sampled on2

each transect.  Table is from Brock 1999, Table 6.

                                                                            TRANSECT
                                                            T-1     T-2     T-3     T-4     T-5
                                                      ________________________________

Distance From Diffuser (m)                0        15     2700   2700    2,200

Depth (m)                                       29-30   31-32     20       20      5-6     

No. Algal Species*                              2          0         2         2        2

% Algal Cover                                   19.2       0       12.2    10.8     0.2

No. Coral Species                                2          4         7         7        8

% Coral Cover                                   16.1     40.3    40.6    50.4   53.7

No. Diurnally Exposed
   Macroinvertebrate Species               5          4         4         3         5

No. Diurnally Exposed 
   Macroinvertebrate Individuals       39        15       12       15         5

No. Fish Species                               34         28       28       23      32

No. Fish Individuals                      1481      184     212     206     151

Fish Biomass (g/m )                      1124        62     140     127     1382

     *NOTE: all algae sampled were encrusting coralline species except those found at Station 5. 
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Below are photographs taken in 2008 at the Kailua WWTP diffuser.
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ED!JFPJDNCOKG_!OE!DNPRCN!MTTDNCJMUKG!OWN!KJ[NKJWEEP!EQ!UEOW!OWN!IRDSJSMK!MFP!DNCESNDG!EQ!M!KJIONP!
ITNCJNI!JF!OWN!\JKP!UG!DNPRCJFL!OWN!DNTDEPRCOJEF_!FRHUNDI_!ED!PJIODJUROJEF!EQ!OWMO!ITNCJNId!X92!
-A'!>2"02"Y0!!)!ANPNDMK!MLNFCG!JI!DNZRJDNP!OE!CEFIRKO!QEDHMKKG!\JOW!OWN!$MOJEFMK!5MDJFN!
AJIWNDJNI!/NDSJCN!X$5A/Y!QED!HMDJFN!ITNCJNI!ED!OWNJD!PNIJLFMONP!CDJOJCMK!WMUJOMO!ED!\JOW!OWN!
4FJONP!/OMONI!AJIW!MFP!8JKPKJQN!/NDSJCN!X4/A8/Y!QED!ONDDNIODJMK!MFP!QDNIW\MOND!ITNCJNI!ED!OWNJD!
PNIJLFMONP!CDJOJCMK!WMUJOMO!\WNF!OWMO!MLNFCGeI!MCOJEF!cHMG!MQQNCOd!MF!&/)]KJIONP!ITNCJNI0!!
ANPNDMK!MLNFCJNI!MDN!NbNHTO!QDEH!OWN!DNZRJDNHNFO!QED!QEDHMK!CEFIRKOMOJEF!JQ!OWNG!WMSN!DNCNJSNP!
QDEH!$5A/!ED!4/A8/!\DJOONF!CEFCRDDNFCN!\JOW!M!PNONDHJFMOJEF!OWMO!MF!MCOJEF!cHMG!MQQNCO_!URO!
JI!FEO!KJ[NKG!OE!MPSNDINKG!MQQNCOd!&/)]KJIONP!ITNCJNI!ED!OWNJD!PNIJLFMONP!CDJOJCMK!WMUJOMO!XINN!&/)!
/NCOJEF!^!#HTKNHNFOJFL!'NLRKMOJEFI`!92!-A'!>2"Y0!!
!
%WJI!PECRHNFO!DNTDNINFOI!$5A/e!UJEKELJCMK!ETJFJEF!X.TJFJEFY!EQ!OWN!NQQNCOI!EF!HMDJFN!ITNCJNI!
TDEONCONP!RFPND!OWN!&/)!OWMO!HMG!DNIRKO!QDEH!OWN!JHTKNHNFOMOJEF!EQ!OWN!3EFEKRKR!/NM\MOND!)JD!
-EFPJOJEFJFL!,DEaNCO_!MO!7M[MM[E_!3EFEKRKR_!3M\MJJ0!!%WJI!.TJFJEF!JI!UMINP!EF!OWN!DNSJN\!EQf!!
OWN!*NTMDOHNFO!EQ!OWN!)DHG!-EDTI!EQ!&FLJFNNDIe!gRFN!"21"_!)PHJFJIODMOJSN!*DMQO!AJFMK!
&FSJDEFHNFOMK!#HTMCO!/OMONHNFO!X)*A&#/Y!QED!OWN!TDEaNCO!X4/)-&!"21"Y`!OWN!4/)-&!
*NCNHUND!"_!"211_!6JEKELJCMK!)IINIIHNFO!X6)Y!QED!OWJI!MCOJEF`!OWN!gRKG!">_!"21"_!,DETEINP!
#FCJPNFOMK!3MDMIIHNFO!)ROWEDJVMOJEF!X#3)Y!QED!OWN!TDEaNCO!X^^!A'!><"9?Y`!DNCESNDG!TKMFI!QED!
40/0!,MCJQJC!TETRKMOJEFI!EQ!KJIONP!HMDJFN!HMHHMKI!MFP!INM!ORDOKNI`!TRUKJIWNP!MFP!RFTRUKJIWNP!
ICJNFOJQJC!JFQEDHMOJEF!EF!OWN!UJEKELG!MFP!NCEKELG!EQ!OWDNMONFNP!MFP!NFPMFLNDNP!HMDJFN!ITNCJNI_!
MI!\NKK!MI!EQ!EOWND!ITNCJNI!EQ!CEFCNDF!JF!OWN!MCOJEF!MDNM`!HEFJOEDJFL!DNTEDOI!MFP!DNINMDCW!JF!OWN!
DNLJEF`!UJEKELJCMK!ETJFJEFI!EF!IJHJKMD!MCOJEFI`!MFP!DNKNSMFO!ICJNFOJQJC!MFP!LDMG!KJONDMORDN!XINN!
(JONDMORDN!-JONPY0!
!

1 Consultation History 
3EFEKRKR!/NM\MOND!)JD!-EFPJOJEFJFL_!((-!X3/8)-Y!QJDIO!MTTDEMCWNP!OWN!$5A/!,MCJQJC!#IKMFPI!
'NLJEFMK!.QQJCN!X,#'.Y!JF!"22?!OE!DNZRNIO!ERD!ONCWFJCMK!MIIJIOMFCN!CEFCNDFJFL!OWN!PNSNKETHNFO!
EQ!OWN!TDEaNCO0!!.F!5MDCW!1;_!"211_!OWN!4/)-&!JIIRNP!M!ITNCJMK!TRUKJC!FEOJCN!OE!MFFERFCN!OWMO!
3/8)-!WMP!MTTKJNP!QED!M!TNDHJO!MFP!OWMO!OWN!PDMQO!&#/!\MI!MSMJKMUKN!QED!TRUKJC!DNSJN\!MFP!
CEHHNFO0!!#F!$ESNHUND!"211_!OWN!4/)-&!,DETEINP!A&#/!\MI!HMPN!MSMJKMUKN!OE!QNPNDMK!DNSJN\!
MFP!DNIERDCN!MLNFCJNI!QED!JFQEDHMOJEF!MFP!CEFIRKOMOJEF!TRDTEINI0!!.F!*NCNHUND!"_!"211_!$5A/!
,#'.!DNCNJSNP!OWN!4/)-&!DNZRNIO!QED!QEDHMK!CEFIRKOMOJEF_!\WJCW!IOMONP!OWNJD!PNONDHJFMOJEF!OWMO!
OWN!TDETEINP!MCOJEF!\ERKP!UN!KJ[NKG!OE!MPSNDINKG!MQQNCO!WRHTUMC[!\WMKNI!XMegaptera 
novaeangliaeY`!3M\MJJMF!HEF[!INMKI!XMonachus schauinslandiY`!LDNNF!INM!ORDOKNI!XChelonia 
mydasY`!MFP!WM\[IUJKK!INM!ORDOKNI!XEretmochelys imbricataY_!URO!\ERKP!UN!FEO!KJ[NKG!OE!MPSNDINKG!
MQQNCO_!ED!WMSN!FE!NQQNCO_!EF!OWN!DNHMJFJFL!&/)]KJIONP!HMDJFN!ITNCJNI!JF!OWN!DNLJEF0!!6NO\NNF!
*NCNHUND!"211!MFP!5MDCW!"21"_!FRHNDERI!HNNOJFLI!\NDN!WNKP!UNO\NNF!OWN!MTTKJCMFO!MFP!OWN!
DNLRKMOEDG!MLNFCJNI!OE!PJICRII!MFP!DNQJFN!TDEaNCO!PNOMJKI!MFP!TDESJPN!MIINIIHNFOI!EQ!NbTNCONP!
JHTMCOI0!!.F!ED!MUERO!5MDCW!1_!"21"_!,#'.!JFQEDHNP!3/8)-!OWMO!MF!#FCJPNFOMK!3MDMIIHNFO!
)ROWEDJVMOJEF!X#3)Y!RFPND!OWN!5MDJFN!5MHHMK!,DEONCOJEF!)CO!X55,)Y!\MI!DNZRJDNP!QED!OWN!
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TDETEINP!MCOJEF_!MFP!3/8)-!UNLMF!OWN!MTTKJCMOJEF!TDECNII!\JOW!$5A/!.QQJCN!EQ!,DEONCONP!
'NIERDCNIe!,NDHJOI!MFP!-EFINDSMOJEF!*JSJIJEF!X.,'Y!EF!5MDCW!1"0!!.F!ED!MUERO!)TDJK!12_!"21"_!
3/8)-!MFFERFCNP!OWMO_!UMINP!EF!OWN!DNCEHHNFPMOJEFI!EQ!IOMON!MFP!QNPNDMK!DNIERDCNI!MLNFCJNI_!
OWNJD!TDETEINP!MCOJEF!\ERKP!UN!HEPJQJNP!JF!OWMO!OWN!PJICWMDLN!TJTN!\ERKP!UN!JFIOMKKNP!MO!M!PNTOW!
\NKK!UNKE\!OWN!PNTOW!EDJLJFMKKG!TDETEINP0!!6NO\NNF!5MDCW!MFP!OWN!NFP!EQ!5MG_!"21"_!3/8)-!
NbTDNIINP!SMDJMOJEFI!OE!OWNJD!TKMFFNP!\ED[!ICWNPRKN!MFP!HJOJLMOJEF!TKMF_!\WJCW!\NDN!QJFMKJVNP!EF!
ED!MUERO!5MG!<2_!"21"0!!,#'.!PNONDHJFNP!MO!OWMO!OJHN!OWMO!JO!WMP!OWN!JFQEDHMOJEF!DNZRJDNP!OE!
CEHTKNON!&/)!CEFIRKOMOJEF_!MFP!AEDHMK!CEFIRKOMOJEF!\MI!JFJOJMONP!EF!OWMO!PMON!QED!WRHTUMC[!
\WMKNI_!3M\MJJMF!HEF[!INMKI_!MFP!LDNNF!MFP!WM\[IUJKK!INM!ORDOKNI_!DNIRKOJFL!JF!OWJI!.TJFJEF0!!
$5A/!,#'.!MFP!.,'!CEEDPJFMONP!OWNJD!NQQEDOI!OWDERLWERO!OWN!CEFIRKOMOJEF!TDECNII!OE!NFIRDN!
OWMO!JHTMCOI!EF!HMDJFN!HMHHMKI!\NDN!TDETNDKG!MIINIINP!RFPND!UEOW!OWN!&/)!MFP!OWN!55,)!
MFP!OWMO_!\JOW!DNLMDP!OE!MKK!&/)]KJIONP!HMDJFN!ITNCJNI_!JIIRMFCN!EQ!OWN!#3)!\ERKP!WMSN!FE!
JHTMCOI!OWMO!\NDN!FEO!CEFIJPNDNP!JF!OWJI!ETJFJEF0!
!

2 Description of the Proposed Action and Action Area 
%WN!TDETEINP!MCOJEF!CEFIJIOI!EQ!OWN!4/)-&!JIIRJFL!M!TNDHJO!OE!3/8)-!OE!MROWEDJVN!OWN!
JFIOMKKMOJEF!EQ!M!INM\MOND!MJD!CEFPJOJEFJFL!TDEaNCO!MO!7M[MM[E_!3EFEKRKR_!3M\MJJ0!!%WN!TDEaNCO!JI!
PNICDJUNP!JF!OWN!)*A&#/_!OWN!6)_!MFP!JF!OWN!,DETEINP!#3)0!!#F!IRHHMDG_!OWN!TDEaNCO!CEFIJIOI!EQ!
OWN!ETNDMOJEF!EQ!KMFP]UMINP!MFP!UMDLN]HERFONP!WNMSG!NZRJTHNFO!OEf!JFIOMKK!M!;<]JFCW!PJMHNOND!
INM\MOND!JFOM[N!TJTN!OWMO!\ERKP!NbONFP!MUERO!"9_222!QNNO!X^_;"2!HY!EQQIWEDN!MFP!M!9>]JFCW!
PJMHNOND!INM\MOND!DNORDF!TJTN!OWMO!\ERKP!NbONFP!MUERO!9_""9!QNNO!X1_9?<!HY!EQQIWEDN`!CEFIODRCO!M!
KMFP]UMINP!TRHT!IOMOJEF`!MFP!CEFIODRCO!M!CWJKKNP!\MOND!PJIODJUROJEF!IGIONH!UNO\NNF!OWN!TRHT!
IOMOJEF!MFP!CRIOEHND!URJKPJFLI0!!%WN!JFOM[N!TJTN!\ERKP!ONDHJFMON!MO!M!PNTOW!EQ!MUERO!1_^99!QNNO_!
MFP!NFP!JF!MF!NKUE\_!IRCW!OWMO!OWN!ETNF]NFPNP!XRFICDNNFNPY!;<]JFCW!PJMHNOND!JFOM[N!\ERKP!UN!
EDJNFONP!OE\MDP!OWN!IRDQMCN!MUERO!1>!QNNO!MUESN!OWN!INMQKEED0!!%WN!INM\MOND!DNORDF!TJTN!\ERKP!
ONDHJFMON!JF!M!"9]TEDO!PJQQRIND!OWMO!\ERKP!UN!PNTKEGNP!EF!M!IONNT!IRUHMDJFN!IKETN!UNO\NNF!OWN!
PNTOWI!EQ!<<2!MFP!>"9!QNNO0!!.Q!CEFCNDF!QED!OWJI!CEFIRKOMOJEF!\ERKP!UN!OWN!JF]\MOND!\ED[!OE!
JFIOMKK!OWN!TJTNKJFNI_!MI!\NKK!MI!OWN!ETNDMOJEF!EQ!OWN!IGIONH0!
!
3/8)-!\ERKP!UNLJF!EQQIWEDN!\ED[!UG!JFIOMKKJFL!MUERO!19!"2]JFCW!X91]CHY!PJMHNOND!IONNK!TJTN!
cONIO!TJKNId!MKEFL!OWN!MKJLFHNFO!UNO\NNF!OWN!TKMFFNP!DNCNJSJFL!TJO!MFP!PJQQRIND!KECMOJEF_!ERO!OE!M!
PNTOW!EQ!MUERO!192!QNNO!X>;!HY_!MUERO!<_^22!QNNO!X1_1"B!HY!IEROW!EQ!OWN!IWEDN0!!!3/8)-eI!
CEFODMCOEDI!\ERKP!RIN!M!UMDLN]HERFONP!JHTMCO!WMHHND!OE!PDJSN!OWN!ONIO!TJKNI_!MFP!NMCW!TJKN!JI!
NbTNCONP!OE!OM[N!MUERO!19!HJFRONI!OE!PDJSN0!!)KK!ONIO!TJKNI!\ERKP!UN!DNHESNP!XTRKKNP!EROY!
JHHNPJMONKG!MQOND!JFIOMKKMOJEF0!!%WN!ONIO]TJKN!CEHTEFNFO!\ERKP!UNLJF!PRDJFL!.COEUND!"21"_!MFP!JI!
NbTNCONP!OE!OM[N!1!OE!"!\NN[I!OE!CEHTKNON0!!!
!
AEKKE\JFL!ONIO]TJKN!\ED[_!3/8)-eI!CEFODMCOEDI!\ERKP!PJL!MF!EFIWEDN!aMC[JFL!TJO!MI!\NKK!
EQQIWEDN!DNCNJSJFL!TJO0!!%WN!DNCNJSJFL!TJO!\ERKP!UN!KECMONP!JF!MUERO!<2]QEEO!X?]HY!PNNT!\MOND!
MUERO!1_;22!QNNO!X>BB!HY!QDEH!IWEDN0!!8ED[!\ERKP!JFCKRPN!OWN!RIN!EQ!M!UMDLN]HERFONP!SJUDMOEDG!
TJKN!PDJSND!OE!JFIOMKK!MUERO!B2!">]JFCW!X;1]CHY!IONNK!IWNNO!TJKNI!MDERFP!OWN!TNDJHNOND!EQ!OWN!>2]
QEEO!X1"]HY!UG!>2]QEEO!X1"]HY!UG!"2]QEEO!X;]HY!PNNT!DNCNJSJFL!TJO_!MI!\NKK!MI!M!UMDLN]HERFONP!
NbCMSMOED!OE!PJL!OWN!TJO0!!)!CEHUJFMOJEF!EQ!OWN!IWNNO!TJKNI!MFP!M!QKEMOJFL!IJKO!CRDOMJF!\ERKP!UN!
RINP!OE!CEFOMJF!IRITNFPNP!INPJHNFOI!NbTNCONP!OE!DNIRKO!QDEH!OWN!PJLLJFL!OWN!TJO!MFP!OWN!QEKKE\]
EF!ORFFNKJFL0!!*DNPLN!ITEJKI!\ERKP!UN!UMDLNP!OE!IWEDN!QED!PJITEIMK0!!'NCNJSJFL!,JO!\ED[!JI!
NbTNCONP!OE!IOMDO!JF!$ESNHUND!"21"_!KMIO!MUERO!EFN!HEFOW_!MFP!JFCKRPN!MUERO!1;!12]WERD!PMGI!EQ!
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TJKN!PDJSJFL0!!3E\NSND_!OWJI!\ED[!HMG!UN!PNKMGNP!RFOJK!)TDJK!"21<0!!%E!MSEJP!TNM[!WRHTUMC[!
\WMKN!INMIEF_!FE!SJUDMOEDG!TJKN!PDJSJFL!\ERKP!UN!PEFN!UNO\NNF!*NCNHUND!1_!"21"!MFP!5MDCW!<1_!
"21<0!!
!
3/8)-eI!CEFODMCOED!\ERKP!ETNDMON!M!HJCDE]ORFFNKJFL!HMCWJFN!OE!UEDN!ORFFNKI!QED!EFIWEDN!
TJTNKJFNI_!MI!\NKK!MI!EQQIWEDN!ORFFNKI!QED!OWN!JFOM[N!MFP!DNORDF!TJTNKJFNI0!!%WN!EQQIWEDN!ORFFNKI!
\ERKP!DRF!QDEH!OWN!EFIWEDN!aMC[JFL!TJO!ERO!OE!OWN!DNCNJSJFL!TJO!\WNDN!OWN!HMCWJFN!\ERKP!UN!
DNCESNDNP0!!)KONDFMOJSNKG_!M!IJFLKN!ORFFNK!CMTMUKN!EQ!MCCEHHEPMOJFL!UEOW!TJTNKJFNI!HMG!UN!
PDJKKNP0!!%RFFNK!ITEJKI!\ERKP!UN!NbODMCONP!SJM!OWN!aMC[JFL!TJO!MFP!PJITEINP!EQ!EF!KMFP0!!8ED[JFL!
QDEH!OWN!aMC[JFL!TJO`!DNJFQEDCNP!CEFCDNON!XED!IONNKY!TJTN!EROND!CMIJFLXIY!\ERKP!UN!JFIOMKKNP!
OWDERLW!OWN!ORFFNKXIY_!QJUNDLKMII!TJTNKJFNI!\ERKP!UN!JFIOMKKNP!JFIJPN!OWN!CMIJFLXIY_!MFP!OWN!
DNIRKOJFL!MFFRKJ!MDERFP!OWN!TJTNI!\ERKP!UN!LDERONP0!!5JCDE!ORFFNKJFL!MFP!JFIOMKKMOJEF!EQ!OWN!EROND!
CMIJFLXIY!\ERKP!OM[N!;!OE!^!HEFOWI0!!#FIOMKKMOJEF!EQ!OWN!CMDDJND!TJTNKJFNI!MFP!MFFRKRI!LDEROJFL!
\ERKP!OM[N!MF!MPPJOJEFMK!1!OE!"!HEFOWI0!
!
*RDJFL!MUERO!OWN!IMHN!OJHN_!38/)-eI!CEFODMCOEDI!\ERKP!CEFIODRCO!OWN!WJLW!PNFIJOG!
TEKGNOWGKNFN!X3*,&Y!TJTNKJFNI!OWMO!\ERKP!NbONFP!INM\MDP!QDEH!OWN!DNCNJSJFL!TJO0!!8ED[JFL!EF!
KMFP_!MPaMCNFO!OE!OWN!INMTKMFN!DRF\MG!MO!7NNWJ!(MLEEF_!OWN!MTTKJCMFO!\ERKP!ETNDMON!MF!3*,&!
QRIJEF!HMCWJFN!OWMO!RINI!WNMO!MFP!TDNIIRDN!XFE!LKRNIY!OE!aEJF!OWN!NFPI!EQ!TJTN!INCOJEFI!OE!CDNMON!
INCOJEFI!OWMO!MDN!OGTJCMKKG!MUERO!<_<22!QO!X1_22;!HY!KEFL0!!%WN!TJTN!INCOJEFI!\ERKP!UN!ONHTEDMDJKG!
CKEINP!\JOW!M!UKJFP!QKMFLN!EF!NMCW!NFP_!MFP!\ERKP!QKEMO0!!%WN!INCOJEFI!\ERKP!UN!PNTKEGNP!EFOE!
OWN!\MOND!EQ!OWN!INMTKMFN!DRF\MG!MI!OWNG!MDN!CEFIODRCONP0!!.TNDMOJFL!QDEH!M!UMDLN_!IOJQQNFNDI!MFP!
CEFCDNON!CEKKMDI!\ERKP!UN!MOOMCWNP!OE!OWN!TJTNI!\WJKN!OWNG!QKEMO_!MFP!OWN!QJFJIWNP!TJTN!INCOJEFI!
\ERKP!UN!IOEDNP!JF!7NNWJ!(MLEEF!RFOJK!JFIOMKKMOJEF!OJHN0!!
!
.QQIWEDN!TJTNKJFN!JFIOMKKMOJEF!\ERKP!UN!OJHNP!OE!MSEJP!OWN!IRHHND!IEROW!IWEDN!IRDQ!INMIEF0!!#Q!
CEFIODRCOJEF!TDECNNPI!ZRJC[KG!NFERLW_!OWN!TJTNKJFN!\ERKP!UN!PNTKEGNP!UNO\NNF!5MDCW!MFP!)TDJK!
"21<0!!/WERKP!\ED[!UN!PNKMGNP_!OWJI!CEHTEFNFO!\ERKP!UN!CEHTKNONP!PRDJFL!.COEUND!"21<0!!gRIO!
TDJED!OE!PNTKEGHNFO!EQ!OWN!EQQ!IWEDN!TJTNKJFNI_!HRKOJTKN!UMDLNI!MFP!\ED[!UEMOI!\ERKP!UNLJF!
aEJFJFL!OWN!QKEMOJFL!TJTN!INCOJEFI!JFOE!M!IJFLKN!MIINHUKG0!!%WN!IWEDN\MDP!NFP!EQ!OWN!TJTN!KJFNI!
\ERKP!CEFIJIO!EQ!OWN!JFOM[N!MFP!PJICWMDLN!TJTNI!WNKP!OELNOWND_!JF!TMDMKKNK_!UG!IWMDNP!CEFCDNON!
CEKKMDI0!!%WN!DNHMJFJFL!KNFLOW!EQ!JFOM[N!TJTN!\ERKP!CEFIJIO!EQ!OWN!JFOM[N!TJTN!MFP!JOI!CEFCDNON!
CEKKMDI0!
!
.FCN!MKK!INLHNFOI!MDN!aEJFNP_!OWN!NFOJDN!KNFLOW!EQ!TJTN!\ERKP!UN!OE\NP!JFOE!TKMCN!PRDJFL!M!IJFLKN!
PMG0!!%WN!TJTN!\ERKP!UN!IRF[!MO!FJLWO!OE!MSEJP!OWN!NQQNCOI!EQ!IRFKJLWO]JFPRCNP!PJQQNDNFOJMK!WNMOJFL!
EQ!OWN!TJTN0!!4IJFL!CEFODEKKNP!QKEEPJFL_!OWN!IWEDN\MDP!NFP!EQ!OWN!TJTNKJFN!\ERKP!UN!IRF[!CKEIN!OE!
OWN!DNCNJSJFL!TJO!\WNDN!JO!\ERKP!UN!WNKP!JF!TKMCN!\JOW!MFCWEDI!ED!TJKNI!\WJKN!OWN!INM\MDP!NFP!JI!
WNKP!RFPND!ONFIJEF!UG!M!HJFJHRH!EQ!OWDNN!ORLUEMOI0!!%WN!TJTNKJFN!\ERKP!UN!KE\NDNP!OE!OWN!
INMQKEED_!IWMKKE\!OE!PNNT_!UG!CEFOJFRNP!CEFODEKKNP!QKEEPJFL0!!%WN!UKJFP!QKMFLN!\ERKP!UN!DNHESNP!
QDEH!OWN!INM\MDP!NFP!EQ!OWN!JFOM[N!TJTN_!MFP!OWN!TJTN!\ERKP!UN!KE\NDNP!OE!OWN!UEOOEH!\JOW!M!
KE\NDJFL!CMUKN!OWDNMPNP!OWDERLW!OWN!KMIO!CEKKMD0!!)!DNHEONKG!ETNDMONP!SNWJCKN!X'.@Y!\ERKP!
HEFJOED!OWN!TJTNeI!PNTKEGHNFO!EF!OWN!INMQKEED!OE!CEFQJDH!JOI!TDETND!KECMOJEF!MFP!CEFPJOJEF!TDJED!
OE!OWN!DNODJNSMK!EQ!OWN!KE\NDJFL!CMUKN0!
!
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*JSNDI!\ERKP!UEKO!cITEEK!TJNCNId!UNO\NNF!OWN!FNMDIWEDN!NFPI!EQ!OWN!EQQIWEDN!TJTNKJFNI!MFP!OWN!
TJTN!NFPI!JF!OWN!DNCNJSJFL!TJO!OE!CEHTKNON!OWN!CEFFNCOJEF0!!%WN!IWNNO!TJKNI!MDERFP!OWN!TJO!\ERKP!
UN!NbODMCONP!ED!CRO]EQQ!aRIO!UNKE\!OWN!NbJIOJFL!INMQKEED0!!%WN!TJO!\ERKP!UN!UMC[QJKKNP!\JOW!TDN]
\MIWNP!CDRIWNP!UMIMKO!LDMSNK_!MFP!CMTTNP!UG!TERDJFL!ODNHJN]CEFCDNON0!!%WJI!\ED[!\ERKP!OM[N!
MUERO!M!\NN[!OE!CEHTKNON0!
!
ADEH!OWN!DNCNJSJFL!TJO_!ERO!OE!M!PNTOW!EQ!MUERO!192!QNNO!X>;!HY_!OWN!TJTNKJFN!\ERKP!UN!WNKP!PE\F!
UG!M!CEHUJFMOJEF!EQ!OWN!\NJLWO!EQ!MUERO!?1!CEFCDNON!CEKKMDI!MFP!OWN!JFIOMKKMOJEF!EQ!11<!"2]JFCW!
PJMHNOND!IONNK!TJTN!TJKNI!OWMO!\ERKP!UN!JHTMCO!PDJSNF!OWERLW!OWN!IKNNSNI!EQ!IEHN!EQ!OWN!CEFCDNON!
CEKKMDI0!!AJQOG]O\E!CEKKMDI!\ERKP!WMSN!"!TJKNI!NMCW0!!$JFN!HEDN!CEKKMDI!\ERKP!WMSN!M!IJFLKN!TJKN0!!
)F!MJDKJQO!IJTWEF!\ERKP!UN!RINP!OE!DNHESN!OWN!OET!;!QNNO!EQ!IRUIODMON!QDEH!JFIJPN!OWN!TJKNI0!!/TEJKI!
\ERKP!UN!UMDLNP!OE!IWEDN!QED!TDETND!PJITEIMK0!!%DNHJN!CEFCDNON!\ERKP!UN!RINP!OE!QJKK!MFP!CMT!
NMCW!TJKN0!!&MCW!TJKN!\ERKP!OM[N!MUERO!19!HJFRONI!OE!PDJSN_!MFP!OWN!MTTKJCMFO!NIOJHMONI!OWMO!>!
TJKNI!\ERKP!UN!PDJSNF!TND!PMG!ESND!>!OE!;!\NN[I0!!6NGEFP!OWN!192]QEEO!PNTOW_!OWN!TJTNKJFN!\ERKP!
UN!WNKP!JF!TKMCN!UG!OWN!\NJLWO!EQ!MUERO!B^<!CEFCDNON!CEKKMDI!MKEFN0!
!
%WN!JIIRMFCN!EQ!MF!#3)!OE!3/8)-!JI!M!QNPNDMK!MCOJEF!OE!UN!OM[NF!UG!$.))!.,'_!HRCW!MI!OWN!
4/)-&!MROWEDJVMOJEF!EQ!OWN!TDETEINP!MCOJEF!JI0!!)I!IRCW_!OWMO!MCOJEF!JI!IRUaNCO!OE!CEHTKJMFCN!
DNZRJDNHNFOI!RFPND!/NCOJEF!^!EQ!OWN!&/)!JF!OWMO!$5A/!.,'!HRIO!NFIRDN!OWMO!JOI!JIIRMFCN!EQ!MF!
#3)!RFPND!OWN!55,)!\ERKP!FEO!aNETMDPJVN!OWN!CEFOJFRNP!NbJIONFCN!EQ!MFG!&/)]KJIONP!ITNCJNI0!!!
%WN!JIIRMFCN!EQ!OWN!#3)!\ERKP!UN!M!TRDNKG!MPHJFJIODMOJSN!MCOJEF!OWMO!\ERKP!TMDMKKNK!OWN!JIIRMFCN!
EQ!MF!JFCJPNFOMK!OM[N!IOMONHNFO!X#%/Y!RFPND!OWN!&/)_!\JOW!OWN!PJQQNDNFCN!UNJFL!OWMO!OWN!#3)!
QECRINI!EF!HMDJFN!HMHHMKI!MKEFN_!MFP!\ERKP!JFCKRPN!&/)]KJIONP!HMDJFN!HMHHMKI!MI!\NKK!MI!
CNDOMJF!EOWND!HMDJFN!HMHHMKI!OWMO!MDN!FEO!KJIONP!MI!OWDNMONFNP!ED!NFPMFLNDNP!RFPND!OWN!&/)0!!
6NCMRIN!OWN!TKMFFNP!JIIRMFCN!EQ!OWN!#3)!\ERKP!MROWEDJVN!FE!MCOJEFI!OWMO!MDN!FEO!CEFIJPNDNP!JF!
OWJI!UJEKELJCMK!ETJFJEF_!OWMO!JIIRMFCN!\ERKP!WMSN!FE!MQQNCOI!EF!&/)]KJIONP!ITNCJNI!RFPND!$5A/!
aRDJIPJCOJEF!OWMO!MDN!FEO!CEFIJPNDNP!WNDNJF0!!)I!IRCW_!OWJI!ETJFJEF!JI!JFONFPNP!OE!CESND!OWN!
JIIRMFCN!EQ!OWN!#3)!MI!\NKK!MI!OWN!TNDHJOOJFL!EQ!OWN!MCOJEF!UG!OWN!4/)-&0!
!
)TTDETDJMON!CEFPJOJEFI_!CEFINDSMOJEF!HNMIRDNI_!MFP!UNIO!HMFMLNHNFO!TDMCOJCNI!X65,Y!OWMO!
\ERKP!UN!MTTKJNP!OE!OWJI!MCOJEF!MDN!PNOMJKNP!JF!OWN!)*A&#/_!OWN!6)_!MFP!OWN!,DETEINP!#3)0!!
%WNIN!TDEONCOJSN!HNMIRDNI!\ERKP!JFCKRPN!DNZRJDNHNFOI!OE!HMJFOMJF!CEFIOMFO!SJLJKMFCN!QED!OWN!
TDNINFCN!EQ!&/)]KJIONP!HMDJFN!ITNCJNI!PRDJFL!MKK!MITNCOI!EQ!OWN!TDETEINP!MCOJEF_!OE!TEIOTEFN!ED!
WMKO!\ED[!XTMDOJCRKMDKG!TJKN!PDJSJFLY!\WNF!TDEONCONP!ITNCJNI!MDN!\JOWJF!92!GMDPI!X>;!HY!EQ!OWN!
\ED[_!OE!TDETNDKG!JFIOMKK!MFP!HMJFOMJF!IJKO!CRDOMJFI!MFP!NDEIJEF!CEFODEKI_!OE!NHTKEG!DMHT]RT!
ONCWFJZRNI!QED!TJKN!PDJSJFL!XIEQO]IOMDOY_!OE!HJFJHJVN!OWN!JFODEPRCOJEF!EQ!TEKKROMFOI!JFOE!OWN!HMDJFN!
NFSJDEFHNFO_!MFP!OE!CEFPRCO!MCERIOJC!HEFJOEDJFL!EQ!TJKN!PDJSJFL!ETNDMOJEFI!OE!SMKJPMON!ED!CEDDNCO!
MCERIOJC!NIOJHMONI_!MFP!OE!MPaRIO!IMQNOG!DMFLNI!MCCEDPJFLKG0!!)PPJOJEFMK!HNMIRDNI!DNIRKONP!PRDJFL!
OWN!CEFIRKOMOJEF!\JOW!.,'!QED!OWN!JIIRMFCN!EQ!OWN!#3)0!!%WEIN!HNMIRDNI!JFCKRPN!OWN!ONHTEDMK!
NbCKRIJEF!MLMJFIO!ETNDMOJEF!EQ!OWN!SJUDMOEDG!TJKN!PDJSND!UNO\NNF!*NCNHUND!1!MFP!5MDCW!<1!OE!
MSEJP!OWN!TNM[!WRHTUMC[!\WMKN!INMIEF_!MFP!OE!NHTKEG!MPPJOJEFMK!UEMO]UMINP!EUINDSNDI!PRDJFL!
OWN!ETNDMOJEF!EQ!OWN!SJUDMOEDG!WMHHND0!!%WN!NbCKRIJEF!VEFN!QED!HMDJFN!HMHHMKI!\ERKP!UN!
NbONFPNP!OE!122!GMDPI!X?1!HY!MDERFP!JHTMCO!TJKN!PDJSJFL_!NbCNTO!PRDJFL!*NCNHUND!1!OWDERLW!
5MDCW!<1_!\WNF!JO!\ERKP!UN!QRDOWND!NbONFPNP!OE!1_2?>!GMDPI!X1_222!HY!OE!NFIRDN!OWMO!FE!KMDLN!
\WMKNI!NFOND!OWMO!VEFN0!
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2.1 Interrelated/Interdependent Actions  
%WN!TDETEINP!MCOJEF!\ERKP!DNIRKO!JF!OWN!JFIOMKKMOJEF!MFP!ETNDMOJEF!EQ!M!FN\!INM\MOND!MJD!
CEFPJOJEFJFL!IGIONH!OWMO!\ERKP!TDESJPN!INDSJCN!OE!M!CRDDNFOKG!WNMSJKG!PNSNKETNP!MDNM0!!)KOWERLW!
IEHN!EQ!OWN!CRDDNFOKG!NbJIOJFL!URJKPJFLI!JF!OWN!INDSJCN!MDNM!CERKP!CEFCNJSMUKG!UN!DNTKMCNP!UG!FN\!
CEFIODRCOJEF_!OWN!TDETEINP!MCOJEF!JI!FEO!NbTNCONP!OE!CMRIN!ED!NFCERDMLN!MFG!FN\!CEFIODRCOJEF!ED!
PNSNKETHNFO!JF!OWN!MDNM0!!#O!JI!TEIIJUKN!OWMO!OWN!FNMDIWEDN!INCOJEF!EQ!OWN!TJTNKJFN!CERKP!UNCEHN!M!
PNIOJFMOJEF!QED!DNCDNMOJEFMK!PJSNDI!MFP!QJIWNDHNF!MI!OWN!IODRCORDN!UNCEHNI!TETRKMONP!UG!HMDJFN!
EDLMFJIHI0!!%WJI!CERKP!JFCDNMIN!DNCDNMOJEFMK!MFP!CWMDOND!UEMO!ETNDMOJEF!JF!OWN!MDNM_!MFP!CERKP!
MKIE!DNIRKO!JF!JFCDNMINP!MFCWED!PMHMLN!OE!OWN!IRDDERFPJFL!IRUIODMON0!!)KOWERLW!OWN!FN\!
IRUHMDJFN!IODRCORDN!CERKP!TDESJPN!MF!MPPJOJEFMK!ETOJEF!QED!PJSNDI!MFP!QJIWNDHNF_!JO!JI!FEO!
NbTNCONP!OE!CMRIN!JFCDNMINP!PJSJFL!ED!QJIWJFL!MCOJSJOG!MO!KMDLN0!!)FG!JFCDNMINP!MCOJSJOG!JF!OWJI!MDNM!
\ERKP!KJ[NKG!UN!OWN!DNIRKO!EQ!DNPJIODJUROJEF!EQ!MCOJSJOJNI!OWMO!MDN!MKDNMPG!OM[JFL!TKMCN!JF!OWN!
MPaMCNFO!\MONDI!MKEFL!OWN!IEROW!IWEDN!EQ!OWN!JIKMFP0!!)FG!QRORDN!JFCDNMIN!JF!SNIINK!ODMQQJC_!PJSJFL_!
ED!QJIWJFL!MKEFL!OWN!IEROW!IWEDN!EQ!.MWR!\ERKP!UN!DNIRKO!QDEH!TETRKMOJEF!JFCDNMINI!EF!OWN!JIKMFP!
OWMO!JI!RFDNKMONP!OE!OWN!MCOJEF!RFPND!CEFIJPNDMOJEF!WNDN0!!6MINP!EF!OWJI_!$5A/!NbTNCOI!FE!
IJLFJQJCMFO!JFONDDNKMONP!ED!JFONDPNTNFPNFO!MCOJEFI!OE!DNIRKO!QDEH!OWN!TDETEINP!MCOJEF0!
!!

2.2 Action Area 
8JOW!DNLMDP!OE!&/)]KJIONP!HMDJFN!ITNCJNI!RFPND!$5A/!aRDJIPJCOJEF_!OWN!MCOJEF!MDNM!QED!OWJI!
TDEaNCO!JI!KJHJONP!OE!OWN!HMDJFN!\MONDI!IEROW!EQ!.MWR_!3M\MJJ!XAJLRDN!1Y0!!AED!MKK!\ED[_!EOWND!OWMF!
TJKN!PDJSJFL_!OWN!MCOJEF!MDNM!JI!NIOJHMONP!OE!UN!OWN!JF]\MOND!MDNM!\JOWJF!92!GMDPI!X>;!HY!EQ!TDEaNCO!
MCOJSJOJNI_!MFP!OWN!PE\F]CRDDNFO!NbONFO!EQ!MFG!TKRHNI!OWMO!HMG!DNIRKO!QDEH!HEUJKJVNP!INPJHNFOI!
ED!PJICWMDLNI!EQ!\MIONI!ED!OEbJC!CWNHJCMKI!IRCW!MI!QRNKI!MFP!KRUDJCMFOI!MIIECJMONP!\JOW!OWN!
HMCWJFNDG!RINP!QED!OWJI!MCOJSJOG0!!*RDJFL!OWN!TDETEINP!TJKN!PDJSJFL_!OWN!MCOJEF!MDNM!JI!NbONFPNP!
INM\MDP!ERO!OE!>_^22!HNONDI!QDEH!OWN!TDETEINP!HMDJFN!DNCNJSJFL!TJO_!OE!JFCKRPN!OWN!\MONDI!OWMO!
HMG!UN!NFIEFJQJNP!UG!TJKN]PDJSJFL!FEJIN!CMTMUKN!EQ!NKJCJOJFL!UNWMSJEDMK!DNITEFIN!JF!&/)]KJIONP!
HMDJFN!ITNCJNI0!!*RDJFL!OWN!ETNDMOJEF!EQ!OWN!TDETEINP!INM\MOND!MJD!CEFPJOJEFJFL!IGIONH_!OWN!
MCOJEF!MDNM!\ERKP!JFCKRPN!OWN!JF]\MOND!NbONFO!EQ!OWN!TJTNKJFN_!MFP!MKIE!JFCKRPN!OWN!PE\F]CRDDNFO!

NbONFO!EQ!OWN!PJICWMDLN!
TKRHN!\WNDN!OWN!
ONHTNDMORDN_!FRODJNFOI_!MFP!
EbGLNF!CEFCNFODMOJEF!PJQQND!
QDEH!MHUJNFO!KNSNKI_!
NbTNCONP!OE!UN!\JOWJF!;22!
QNNO!EQ!OWN!PJQQRIND0!
!
!
!
!

!
AJLRDN!10!!)COJEF!)DNMf!!
/EROW!IWEDN!EQ!.MWR_!\JOW!
OWN!TJTNKJFN!JF!\WJON_!MFP!OWN!
JF]\MOND!MDNMI!NbTNCONP!OE!UN!
NFIEFJQJNP!UG!TJKN!PDJSJFL0!

!
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3 Status of the Species 
%WN!4/)-&!PNONDHJFNP!OWMO!OWN!TDETEINP!MCOJEF!JI!KJ[NKG!OE!MPSNDINKG!MQQNCO!LDNNF!MFP!
WM\[IUJKK!INM!ORDOKNI_!WRHTUMC[!\WMKNI_!MFP!3M\MJJMF!HEF[!INMKI_!URO!JI!FEO!KJ[NKG!OE!MPSNDINKG!
MQQNCO!MFG!EOWND!HMDJFN!ITNCJNI!RFPND!$5A/!aRDJIPJCOJEF!X%MUKN!1Y0!!:DNNF!MFP!WM\[IUJKK!INM!
ORDOKNI_!WRHTUMC[!\WMKNI_!MFP!3M\MJJMF!HEF[!INMKI!MDN!OWN!IRUaNCO!EQ!OWJI!.TJFJEF0!
!

Table 1.  ESA-listed marine species that may be affected by proposed action. 
Species Scientific Name ESA Status Listed  Federal Register  

Species not likely to be adversely affected by the proposed action. 
6KRN!8WMKN! Balaenoptera musculus! &FPMFLNDNP! 1"+2"+1?^2! <9!A'!1B<1?!
AJF!8WMKN! Balaenoptera physalus! &FPMFLNDNP! 1"+2"+1?^2! <9!A'!1B<1?!
/NJ!8WMKN! Balaenoptera borealis! &FPMFLNDNP! 1"+2"+1?^2! <9!A'!1B<1?!
/TNDH!8WMKN! Physeter macrocephalus! &FPMFLNDNP! 1"+2"+1?^2! <9!A'!1B<1?!
(NMOWNDUMC[!/NM!%RDOKN! Dermochelys coriacea! &FPMFLNDNP! 2;+2"+1?^2! <9!A'!B>?1!
(ELLNDWNMP!/NM!%RDOKN! Caretta caretta! %WDNMONFNP! 2^+"B+1?^B! ><!A'!<"B22!
.KJSN!'JPKNG!/NM!%RDOKN! Lepidochelys olivacea! ! ! !
!!!!!$NIOJFL!MLLDNLMOJEFI!EF!\NIO!CEMIO!EQ!5NbJCE! &FPMFLNDNP! 2^+"B+1?^B! ><!A'!<"B22!
!!!!!)KK!EOWND!.KJSN!'JPKNG!/NM!%RDOKNI! %WDNMONFNP! 2^+"B+1?^B! ><!A'!<"B22!

Species likely to be adversely affected by the proposed action. 
3RHTUMC[!8WMKN! Megaptera novaeangliae! &FPMFLNDNP! 1"+2"+1?^2! <9!A'!1B<1?!
3M\MJJMF!5EF[!/NMK! Monachus schauinslandi &FPMFLNDNP! 11+"<+1?^;! >1!A'!91;11!
:DNNF!/NM!%RDOKN! Chelonia mydas! ! ! !
!!!!!$NIOJFL!MLLDNLMOJEFI!JF!AKEDJPM!MFP!5NbJCE! &FPMFLNDNP! 2^+"B+1?^B! ><!A'!<"B22!
!!!!)KK!EOWND!:DNNF!/NM!%RDOKNI! %WDNMONFNP! 2^+"B+1?^B! ><!A'!<"B22!
3M\[IUJKK!/NM!%RDOKN! Eretmochelys imbricata! &FPMFLNDNP! 2^+"B+1?^B! ><!A'!<"B22!

 
%WJI!INCOJEF!TDNINFOI!UJEKELJCMK!ED!NCEKELJCMK!JFQEDHMOJEF!QED!WRHTUMC[!\WMKNI!MFP!3M\MJJMF!
HEF[!INMKI_!MI!\NKK!MI!LDNNF!MFP!WM\[IUJKK!INM!ORDOKNI!MQQNCONP!UG!OWN!TDETEINP!MCOJEF!DNKNSMFO!OE!
QEDHRKMOJFL!OWN!.TJFJEF0!!/RUINCOJEFI!<01!OWDERLW!<0>!TDESJPN!ITNCJNI]ITNCJQJC!PNICDJTOJEFI!EQ!
PJIODJUROJEF!MFP!MURFPMFCN_!KJQN!WJIOEDG!CWMDMCONDJIOJCI!XNITNCJMKKG!OWEIN!MQQNCOJFL!SRKFNDMUJKJOG!OE!
OWN!TDETEINP!MCOJEFY_!OWDNMOI!OE!OWN!ITNCJNI_!HMaED!CEFINDSMOJEF!NQQEDOI_!MFP!EOWND!DNKNSMFO!
JFQEDHMOJEF0!!AMCOEDI!MQQNCOJFL!OWEIN!ITNCJNI!\JOWJF!OWN!MCOJEF!MDNM!MDN!PNICDJUNP!JF!HEDN!PNOMJK!JF!
OWN!&FSJDEFHNFOMK!6MINKJFN!X/NCOJEF!>Y0!!$E!CDJOJCMK!WMUJOMO!WMI!UNNF!PNIJLFMONP!QED!MFG!EQ!OWNIN!
ITNCJNI!JF!OWN!MCOJEF!MDNM0!!%WNDNQEDN_!OWJI!TDEaNCO!\ERKP!WMSN!FE!NQQNCO!EF!PNIJLFMONP!CDJOJCMK!
WMUJOMO!RFPND!$5A/!aRDJIPJCOJEF0!
!

3.1 Humpback Whales 
%WN!:KEUMK!'NSJN\!EQ!3RHTUMC[!8WMKNI!X$5A/!"211MY_!OWN!WRHTUMC[!\WMKN!/OEC[!
)IINIIHNFO!'NTEDOI!X$5A/!"211UY_!MFP!OWN!WRHTUMC[!\WMKN!DNCESNDG!TKMF!X$5A/!1??1Y!
DNTEDO!OWMO!WRHTUMC[!\WMKNI!MDN!PJIODJURONP!JF!MKK!ECNMF!UMIJFI!EQ!OWN!\EDKP0!!)I!IWE\F!MUESN!JF!
%MUKN!1_!JF!1?^2_!MKK!WRHTUMC[!\WMKNI!\NDN!KJIONP!MI!NFPMFLNDNP!RFPND!OWN!&/)0!
!
3.1.1 Distribution and Abundance 
3RHTUMC[!\WMKNI!JF!OWN!FEDOW!,MCJQJC!HJLDMON!INMIEFMKKG!UNO\NNF!\MDHND_!ODETJCMK!ED!IRU]
ODETJCMK!\MONDI!JF!\JFOND!HEFOWI!X\WNDN!OWNG!IECJMKJVN_!LJSN!UJDOW_!MFP!HMONY!MFP!CEEKND_!
ONHTNDMON!ED!IRU])DCOJC!\MONDI!JF!IRHHND!HEFOWI!X\WNDN!OWNG!QNNPY0!!#F!OWNJD!IRHHND!QEDMLJFL!
MDNMI!MFP!\JFOND!CMKSJFL!MDNMI_!WRHTUMC[!\WMKNI!ONFP!OE!ECCRTG!IWMKKE\ND_!CEMIOMK!\MONDI`!
PRDJFL!OWNJD!INMIEFMK!HJLDMOJEFI_!WE\NSND_!WRHTUMC[!\WMKNI!PJITNDIN!\JPNKG!JF!PNNT_!TNKMLJC!
\MONDI0!!6DNNPJFL!MDNMI!JF!OWN!$EDOW!,MCJQJC!.CNMF!JFCKRPN!DNLJEFI!EQQIWEDN!EQ!HMJFKMFP!-NFODMK!
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)HNDJCM`!HMJFKMFP!6MaM!-MKJQEDFJM_!MFP!OWN!'NSJKKMLJLNPEI!#IKMFPI_!5NbJCE`!3M\MJJ`!MFP!)IJM_!
JFCKRPJFL!.LMIM\MDM!MFP!.[JFM\M!#IKMFPI_!MFP!OWN!,WJKJTTJFNI0!!)UERO!WMKQ!EQ!OWN!WRHTUMC[!
\WMKNI!JF!OWN!$EDOW!,MCJQJC!.CNMF!UDNNP!MFP!CMKSN!JF!OWN!40/0!ONDDJOEDJMK!\MONDI!EQQ!3M\MJJ_!MFP!
HEDN!OWMF!WMKQ!QNNP!JF!40/0!ONDDJOEDJMK!\MONDI!X$5A/!"211MY0!!#F!OWN!$EDOW!,MCJQJC!.CNMF_!
TETRKMOJEF!IODRCORDN!JI!CEHTKNb!\JOW!HJbJFL!UNO\NNF!QNNPJFL!LDERFPI!MFP!UDNNPJFL!LDERFPI0!
4FOJK!DNCNFOKG_!WRHTUMC[!\WMKNI!JF!OWN!FEDOW!,MCJQJC!\NDN!CEFIJPNDNP!OE!UN!EFN!TETRKMOJEF0!!
3E\NSND_!UMINP!EF!CEHTKNbJOJNI!EUINDSNP!OWDERLW!OWN!/ODRCORDN!EQ!,ETRKMOJEFI_!(NSNKI!EQ!
)URFPMFCN!MFP!/OMORI!EQ!3RHTUMC[!8WMKNI!JF!OWN!FEDOW!,MCJQJC!X/,()/3Y!IORPG_!\WJCW!
MFMKGVNP!LNFNOJCI!MFP!TWEOELDMTWI_!JO!MTTNMDI!OWMO!OWNDN!JI!KJ[NKG!HEDN!OWMF!EFN!TETRKMOJEF!
X$5A/!"211MY0!!/OEC[!IODRCORDN!EQ!WRHTUMC[!\WMKNI!JI!PNQJFNP!UMINP!EF!QNNPJFL!MDNMI_!MFP!MO!
KNMIO!OWDNN!IOEC[I!HM[N!RT!OWN!FEDOW!,MCJQJC!TETRKMOJEFXIY0!!%WNG!MDNf!!1Y!OWN!-MKJQEDFJM_!.DNLEF_!
8MIWJFLOEF_!MFP!5NbJCE!IOEC[_!CEFIJIOJFL!EQ!\JFOND+ITDJFL!TETRKMOJEFI!JF!CEMIOMK!-NFODMK!
)HNDJCM!MFP!5NbJCE!\WJCW!HJLDMON!OE!-MKJQEDFJM!MFP!6DJOJIW!-EKRHUJM`!"Y!OWN!CNFODMK!$EDOW!
,MCJQJC!X-$,Y!IOEC[!OWMO!HJLDMONI!UNO\NNF!OWN!3M\MJJMF!#IKMFPI!MFP!FEDOWNDF!6DJOJIW!
-EKRHUJM+/EROWNMIO!)KMI[M_!:RKQ!EQ!)KMI[M_!MFP!OWN!6NDJFL!/NM+)KNROJMF!#IKMFPI`!MFP!<Y!OWN!
\NIONDF!$EDOW!,MCJQJC!IOEC[_!CEFIJIOJFL!EQ!\JFOND+ITDJFL!TETRKMOJEFI!EQQ!)IJM!\WJCW!HJLDMON!
TDJHMDJKG!OE!'RIIJM!MFP!OWN!6NDJFL!/NM+)KNROJMF!#IKMFPI!X$5A/!"211UY0!!
!
%WN!MFFRMK!LDE\OW!DMON!QED!OWN!$EDOW!,MCJQJC!TETRKMOJEF!ESND!OWN!KMIO!INSNDMK!PNCMPNI!JI!NIOJHMONP!
MO!>0?!OE!;0B!TNDCNFO_!PNTNFPJFL!EF!\WJCW!MDNM!MFP!OJHN!QDMHN!MDN!CEFIJPNDNP!X-MKMHUE[JPJI!NO!
MK0!"22BY0!!#F!"212_!OWN!$EDOW!,MCJQJC!TETRKMOJEF!\MI!NIOJHMONP!MO!MUERO!"1_222!JFPJSJPRMKI_!\JOW!
^_>;?!OE!12_12<!WRHTUMC[!\WMKNI!JF!OWN!CNFODMK!$EDOW!,MCJQJC!IOEC[!X$5A/!"211MY0!
!
3.1.2 Life History Characteristics Affecting Vulnerability to Proposed Action 
#F!3M\MJJ_!WRHTUMC[!\WMKNI!WMSN!UNNF!IJLWONP!MI!NMDKG!JF!OWN!INMIEF!MI!.COEUND!MFP!MI!KMON!MI!
gRFN_!\JOW!HEIO!HMOJFL!MFP!CMKSJFL!ECCRDDJFL!QDEH!*NCNHUND!OE!)TDJK0!!%WNG!MDN!LNFNDMKKG!
QERFP!JF!\MOND!KNII!OWMF!;22!QO!X1B"!HY!PNNT_!MFP!CE\]CMKQ!TMJDI!MTTNMD!OE!TDNQND!NSNF!IWMKKE\ND!
\MOND0!!)PRKO!WRHTUMC[!\WMKNI!EQ!UEOW!INbNI_!MI!\NKK!MI!CMKSNI!MDN!ECCMIJEFMKKG!EUINDSNP!JF!OWN!
MCOJEF!MDNM!IEROW!EQ!3EFEKRKR_!.MWR0!!3E\NSND_!WRHTUMC[!\WMKN!IRDQMCN!IJLWOJFL!PMOM!QDEH!
1??<!OWDERLW!"22<_!IRLLNIOI!OWMO!OWNJD!PNFIJOG!JI!KE\!JF!OWN!MCOJEF!MDNM!XAJLRDN!"Y!X3#38$5/!
"21"Y_!TDNQNDDJFL!EOWND!MDNMI!MDERFP!OWN!53#_!TMDOJCRKMDKG!OWN!>]#IKMFP!MDNM!EQ!7MWEeEKM\N_!
(MFMJ_!5MRJ_!MFP!5EKE[MJ_!MFP!,NFLRJF!6MF[I!IEROW\NIO!EQ!5EKE[MJ0!!%WN!TDETEINP!MCOJEF!MDNM!
JI!FEO!NbTNCONP!OE!ESNDKMT!\JOW!OWN!3M\MJJMF!#IKMFPI!3RHTUMC[!8WMKN!$MOJEFMK!5MDJFN!

/MFCORMDG!EF!OWN!IEROW!IWEDN!EQ!.MWR0!
!
AJLRDN!"0!!3RHTUMC[!\WMKN!IRDQMCN!
IJLWOJFLI!MFP!NIOJHMONP!IRDQMCN!
PNFIJOG!MDERFP!.MWR!XJFINOY0!!
/MFCORMDG!UERFPMDJNI!MDN!EROKJFNP!JF!
UKRN0!!*NFIJOG!JI!DMONP!KE\!OE!WJLW_!
GNKKE\!OE!DNP_!MFP!JI!UMINP!EF!IRDSNG!
PMOM!CEKKNCONP!UNO\NNF!1??<!MFP!
"22<0!%M[NF!QDEH!OWN!3M\MJJMF!
#IKMFPI!3RHTUMC[!8WMKN!$MOJEFMK!
5MDJFN!/MFCORMDGeI!/RDQMCN!/JLWOJFLI!
MFP!&IOJHMONP!/RDQMCN!*NFIJOG!5MT0!
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3RHTUMC[!\WMKNI!OWMO!TMII!OWDERLW!OWN!MCOJEF!MDNM!HMG!UN!NbTEINP!OE!NKNSMONP!FEJIN!PRN!OE!OWN!
TDETEINP!TJKN!PDJSJFL!QED!OWJI!MCOJEF0!!)I!\JOW!EOWND!CNOMCNMFI_!WRHTUMC[!\WMKNI!DNKG!WNMSJKG!EF!
OWN!MCERIOJC!NFSJDEFHNFO!OE!CEHHRFJCMON_!MSEJP!TDNPMOEDI_!MFP!OE!KECMON!TDNG0!!%WN!DMFLN!EQ!OWNJD!
MCERIOJC!INFIJOJSJOG_!^!3V!OE!""![3V!X/EROWMKK!et. al.!"22^Y_!ESNDKMTI!\JOW!OWN!NbTNCONP!QDNZRNFCG!
DMFLN!EQ!OWN!TKMFFNP!TJKN!PDJSJFL!IJLFMKI0!!)I!IRCW_!$5A/!CEFIJPNDI!JO!KJ[NKG!OWMO!WRHTUMC[!
\WMKNI!CMF!WNMD!MFP!DNITEFP!OE!TJKN!PDJSJFL!FEJIN0!

3.1.3 Threats to the Species 
,DJED!OE!1?;9_!CEHHNDCJMK!\WMKJFL!\MI!OWN!HEIO!INDJERI!OWDNMO!OE!OWN!ITNCJNI!X$5A/!"211M_!
$5A/!1??1_!$5A/!"211U_!MFP!-MKMHUE[JPJI!et al.!"22BY0!!$NMDKG!<2_222!WRHTUMC[!\WMKNI!
\NDN!OM[NF!JF!,MCJQJC!.CNMF!\WMKJFL!ETNDMOJEFI!UNO\NNF!1?22!MFP!1?;90!!3RFOJFL!WRHTUMC[!
\WMKNI!WMI!UNNF!TDEWJUJONP!JF!OWN!)OKMFOJC!IJFCN!1?;9!MFP!JF!OWN!,MCJQJC!IJFCN!1?;;0!!-RDDNFO!
OWDNMOI!JFCKRPN!WEE[JFLI!MFP!NFOMFLKNHNFO!JF!QJIWJFL!LNMD_!IWJT!IODJ[NI_!OERDJIH_!FEJIN_!MFP!
TEONFOJMKKG!OWN!NQQNCOI!EQ!MFOWDETELNFJC!CKJHMON!CWMFLN0!
!
3RHTUMC[!\WMKNI!MDN!KJ[NKG!WEE[NP!ED!NFOMFLKNP!UG!QJIWJFL!LNMD!OWDERLWERO!OWNJD!LKEUMK!DMFLN_!
URO!PMOM!MDN!ICMDCN!EROIJPN!OWN!40/0_!NITNCJMKKG!JF!OWN!,MCJQJC0!!'NTEDOI!EQ!NFOMFLKNP!WRHTUMC[!
\WMKNI!QERFP!I\JHHJFL_!QKEMOJFL_!ED!IODMFPNP!\JOW!QJIWJFL!LNMD!MOOMCWNP!WMSN!JFCDNMINP!JF!DNCNFO!
GNMDI!JF!UEOW!)KMI[MF!MFP!3M\MJJMF!\MONDI0!!)!OEOMK!EQ!?9!NFOMFLKNHNFO!DNTEDOI!\NDN!CEFQJDHNP!
JF!3M\MJJ!QDEH!"22"!OE!"2110!!%WJDOG]NJLWO!CEFQJDHNP!DNTEDOI!ECCRDDNP!PRDJFL!OWN!"22B]"22?!MFP!
"22?]"212!QJNKP!INMIEFI!MKEFN!X(GHMF!"211Y0!!5MFG!EQ!OWN!NFOMFLKNP!\WMKNI!OWMO!MDN!DNTEDONP!JF!
3M\MJJMF!\MONDI!HEIO!KJ[NKG!UDERLWO!OWN!LNMD!\JOW!OWNH!QDEH!WJLWND!KMOJORPN!QNNPJFL!LDERFPI0!!!
!
8WJKN!OWN!\WMKNI!MDN!FEO!OGTJCMKKG!MO!DJI[!QDEH!PDE\FJFL!ED!JHHNPJMON!PNMOW_!OWNG!MDN!MO!
JFCDNMINP!DJI[!EQ!IOMDSMOJEF_!JFQNCOJEF_!TWGIJCMK!ODMRHM!QDEH!OWN!LNMD_!MFP!IWJT!IODJ[NI!MI!M!DNIRKO!
EQ!NFOMFLKNHNFO0!!)SMJKMUKN!NSJPNFCN!QDEH!NFOMFLKNP!WRHTUMC[!\WMKNI!JFPJCMONI!OWMO!\WJKN!JO!JI!
FEO!TEIIJUKN!OE!TDNPJCO!\WNOWND!MF!MFJHMK!\JKK!QDNN!JOINKQ!EQ!LNMD_!HMFG!MDN!UNKJNSNP!OE!NbODJCMON!
OWNHINKSNI!UMINP!EF!ICMDDJFL!EUINDSNP!MHEFL!MTTMDNFOKG!WNMKOWG!MFJHMKI0!!)!IORPG!EQ!OWN!-$,!
WRHTUMC[!\WMKN!IOEC[!JF!IEROWNMIO!)KMI[M!NIOJHMONP!OWMO!MUERO!^1h!IWE\NP!NSJPNFCN!EQ!TMIO!
NFOMFLKNHNFO!OWMO!\MI!IRDSJSNP_!\WJCW!NbCNNPI!OWN!FRHUND!EQ!DNTEDONP!PJINFOMFLKNHNFOI!
X$NJKIEF!et al.!"22?Y0!
!
ADEH!"22<!OWDERLW!"22^_!M!OEOMK!EQ!1^!CEFQJDHNP!INDJERI!JFaRDJNI!MFP!HEDOMKJOJNI!X1;!JF!)KMI[M_!1!
JF!3M\MJJY!DNIRKONP!QDEH!JFONDMCOJEFI!UNO\NNF!CEHHNDCJMK!QJIWJFL!ETNDMOJEFI!MFP!OWN!-$,!IOEC[_!
DNIRKOJFL!JF!MF!MFFRMK!MSNDMLN!OM[N!EQ!<0;!MFJHMKI0!!#F!MPPJOJEF_!FJFN!\WMKNI!\NDN!EUINDSNP!
NFOMFLKNP!JF!3M\MJJMF!\MONDI!\JOW!JFaRDJNI!OWMO!CERKP!UN!INDJERI_!\WJCW!JI!MF!MFFRMK!HNMF!EQ!10B!
ESND!OWN!9]GNMD!TNDJEP0!!%WN!LNMD!NFOMFLKJFL!OWNIN!\WMKNI!PJP!FEO!EDJLJFMON!JF!3M\MJJMF!\MONDI`!
OWNDNQEDN_!IEHN!EQ!OWNIN!\WMKNI!HMG!UN!JFCKRPNP!MHEFL!OWN!NFOMFLKNP!WRHTUMC[!\WMKNI!INNF!MFP!
PECRHNFONP!JF!)KMI[M0!!6MINP!EF!OWJI!JFQEDHMOJEF!JO!JI!NIOJHMONP!OWMO!OWNDN!\NDN!90;!CEHHNDCJMK!
QJIWNDG]CMRINP!HEDOMKJOJNI!ED!INDJERI!JFaRDJNI!EQ!-$,!WRHTUMC[!\WMKNI!TND!GNMD!ESND!OWN!TNDJEP!
"22<]"22^!X$5A/!"212MY0!!#FONDMCOJEFI!\JOW!WRHTUMC[!\WMKNI!JF!OWN!3M\MJJ]UMINP!IWMKKE\]INO!
QJIWNDG!MCCERFONP!QED!20"!EQ!OWN!90;!HEDOMKJOJNI!PRDJFL!OWMO!OJHN!TNDJEP!X$5A/!"211UY0!!!
!
5MFG!WRHTUMC[!\WMKNI!MDN![JKKNP!UG!IWJT!IODJ[NI!OWDERLWERO!OWN!\EDKP_!JFCKRPJFL!MKEFL!UEOW!
CEMIOI!EQ!OWN!40/0!!.F!OWN!,MCJQJC!CEMIO_!EFN!WRHTUMC[!\WMKN!JI![JKKNP!MUERO!NSNDG!EOWND!GNMD!UG!
IWJT!IODJ[NI0!!8EDKP\JPN!DNCEDPI!EQ!SNIINK!CEKKJIJEFI!MFP!IODMFPJFL!JFQEDHMOJEF!JFPJCMON!OWMO!
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WRHTUMC[!\WMKNI!MDN!EFN!EQ!OWN!ITNCJNI!HEDN!CEHHEFKG!IODRC[!UG!IWJTI!XgNFINF!MFP!/JKUND!
"22<_!(MJIO!et al.!"221Y0!!3RHTUMC[!\WMKNI_!NITNCJMKKG!CMKSNI!MFP!aRSNFJKNI_!MDN!WJLWKG!
SRKFNDMUKN!OE!IWJT!IODJ[NI!MFP!EOWND!JFONDMCOJEFI!\JOW!FEF]QJIWJFL!SNIINKI0!!iERFLND!\WMKNI!ONFP!
OE!UN!CKEIND!OE!IWEDN_!ITNFP!HEDN!OJHN!MO!OWN!IRDQMCN_!MFP!MDN!KNII!SJIJUKN!OWMF!MPRKOI_!OWNDNUG!
HM[JFL!OWNH!HEDN!IRICNTOJUKN!OE!CEKKJIJEFI0!!3RHTUMC[!\WMKN!PJIODJUROJEF!ESNDKMTI!IJLFJQJCMFOKG!
\JOW!OWN!ODMFIJO!DERONI!EQ!KMDLN!CEHHNDCJMK!SNIINKI!JF!)KMI[MF!\MONDI0!!'NCEDPI!EQ!SNIINK!
CEKKJIJEFI!\JOW!KMDLN!\WMKNI!JF!)KMI[M!JFPJCMON!OWMO!IODJ[NI!WMSN!JFSEKSNP!CDRJIN!IWJTI_!
DNCDNMOJEFMK!CDRJINDI_!\WMKN!\MOCWJFL!CMOMHMDMFI_!QJIWJFL!SNIINKI_!MFP!I[JQQI0!!@NIINK!KNFLOWI!
MIIECJMONP!\JOW!OWNIN!DNCEDPI!DMFLNP!QDEH!MTTDEbJHMONKG!"2!QNNO!OE!ESND!"92!QNNO_!JFPJCMOJFL!OWMO!
MKK!OGTNI!MFP!IJVNI!EQ!\MONDCDMQO!TEIN!M!OWDNMO!EQ!CEKKJIJEF!QED!\WMKNI0!!6NO\NNF!"221!MFP!"229_!
DNTEDOI!EQ!SNIINK!CEKKJIJEFI!\JOW!WRHTUMC[!\WMKNI!JFPJCMON!MF!MSNDMLN!EQ!QJSN!\WMKNI!IODRC[!TND!
GNMD!JF!)KMI[M_!\WNDNMI!JF!3M\MJJ!OWDNN!OE!QERD!SNIINK!CEKKJIJEFI!\JOW!WRHTUMC[!\WMKNI!\NDN!
DNTEDONP!TND!GNMD!JF!"221!OWDERLW!"22;0!!'NTEDONP!SNIINK!CEKKJIJEFI!\JOW!WRHTUMC[!\WMKNI!JF!
3M\MJJ!UNO\NNF!"22^!MFP!"211!JFCDNMINP!OE!MF!MSNDMLN!EQ!;0B!\WMKNI!IODRC[!MFFRMKKG0!!*RDJFL!
OWN!"22?!WRHTUMC[!\WMKN!INMIEF!JF!3M\MJJ_!1<!IWJT]IODJ[NI!\JOW!WRHTUMC[I!\NDN!DNTEDONP`!ONF!
EQ!OWNIN!DNTEDOI!\NDN!CEFQJDHNP!X(GHMF!"211Y0!
!
/NSNDMK!EOWND!OWDNMOI!MQQNCO!WRHTUMC[!\WMKNI!OWDERLWERO!OWNJD!DMFLN0!AED!NbMHTKN_!OWN!-$,!
IOEC[!JI!OWN!QECRI!EQ!M!KMDLN!\WMKN!\MOCWJFL!JFPRIODG!JF!UEOW!3M\MJJ!MFP!)KMI[M0!!%WN!LDE\OW!EQ!
OWN!\WMKN!\MOCWJFL!JFPRIODG!JI!M!CEFCNDF!QED!WRHTUMC[!\WMKNI!IJFCN!WMDMIIHNFO!HMG!ECCRD_!
TDNQNDDNP!WMUJOMOI!HMG!UN!MUMFPEFNP_!MFP!QJOFNII!ED!IRDSJSMUJKJOG!HMG!UN!CEHTDEHJINP!JQ!
PJIORDUMFCN!KNSNKI!MDN!OEE!WJLW0!!)KIE!WRHTUMC[!\WMKNI!INNH!OE!DNITEFP!OE!HESJFL!IERFP!
IERDCNI_!IRCW!MI!\WMKN]\MOCWJFL!SNIINKI_!QJIWJFL!SNIINKI_!DNCDNMOJEFMK!SNIINKI_!MFP!KE\]QKGJFL!
MJDCDMQO0!!%WNJD!DNITEFINI!OE!FEJIN!MDN!SMDJMUKN!MFP!WMSN!UNNF!CEDDNKMONP!\JOW!OWN!IJVN!MFP!
UNWMSJED!EQ!OWN!\WMKNI!\WNF!OWN!FEJIN!ECCRDI0!!)FOWDETELNFJC!IERFP!WMI!JFCDNMINP!JF!MKK!ECNMFI!
ESND!OWN!KMIO!92!GNMDI!MFP!JO!JI!OWERLWO!OE!WMSN!PERUKNP!NMCW!PNCMPN!JF!IEHN!MDNMI!EQ!OWN!ECNMF!
ESND!OWN!KMIO!<2!GNMDI0!!(E\]QDNZRNFCG!IERFP!CEHTDJINI!M!IJLFJQJCMFO!TEDOJEF!EQ!OWJI!MFP!IONHI!
QDEH!M!SMDJNOG!EQ!IERDCNI!JFCKRPJFL!IWJTTJFL_!WGPDELDMTWJC!DNINMDCW_!FMSMK!MCOJSJOJNI_!MFP!EJK!MFP!
LMI!NbTKEDMOJEF!X$5A/!"22;`!$5A/!"22BU`!$5A/!"211MY0!
!
)KOWERLW!WRHTUMC[!\WMKNI!MDN!TDEUMUKG!UNLJFFJFL!OE!UN!MQQNCONP!UG!JHTMCOI!MIIECJMONP!\JOW!
MFOWDETELNFJC!CKJHMON!CWMFLN!XPNICDJUNP!JF!HEDN!PNOMJK!JF!OWN!&FSJDEFHNFOMK!6MINKJFN!INCOJEF!
UNKE\Y_!FE!IJLFJQJCMFO!CKJHMON!CWMFLN]DNKMONP!JHTMCOI!OE!WRHTUMC[!\WMKN!TETRKMOJEFI!WMSN!UNNF!
EUINDSNP!OE!PMON0!

3.1.4 Conservation of the Species 
%E!HJFJHJVN!OWN!TEIIJUJKJOG!EQ!CEKKJIJEF!MFP!OWN!TEONFOJMK!QED!WMDMIIHNFO!JF!3M\MJJ!MFP!)KMI[M_!
$5A/!JHTKNHNFONP!DNLRKMOJEFI!OWMO!TDEWJUJO!MTTDEMCWJFL!WRHTUMC[!\WMKNI!\JOWJF!122!GMDPI!
X?2!HY!\WNF!EF!OWN!\MOND!ED!\JOWJF!1_222!QNNO!X<22!HY!\WNF!ETNDMOJFL!MF!MJDCDMQO!!X92!-A'!
"">012<Y0!!%WN!DNLRKMOJEFI!MKIE!HM[N!JO!RFKM\QRK!OE!PJIDRTO!OWN!FEDHMK!UNWMSJED!ED!TDJED!MCOJSJOG!
EQ!\WMKNI_!\WJCW!HMG!UN!HMFJQNIONP!JF!INSNDMK!ITNCJQJC!\MGI!OWMO!JFCKRPN!URO!MDN!FEO!KJHJONP!OE!
JFONDDRTOJEFI!OE!UDNNPJFL_!FRDIJFL_!ED!DNIOJFL!MCOJSJOJNI0!!
!
%WN!3M\MJJMF!#IKMFPI!3RHTUMC[!8WMKN!$MOJEFMK!5MDJFN!/MFCORMDG!X3#38$5/Y!MKIE!TDEONCOI!
OWN!\JFOND!UDNNPJFL_!CMKSJFL!MFP!FRDIJFL!DMFLN!EQ!OWN!KMDLNIO!,MCJQJC!TETRKMOJEF!EQ!OWN!WRHTUMC[!
\WMKN0!!%WN!40/0!-EFLDNII!PNIJLFMONP!OWN!3#38$5/!EF!$ESNHUND!>_!1??"_!MFP!OWN!3M\MJJMF!
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#IKMFPI!$MOJEFMK!5MDJFN!/MFCORMDG!)CO!PNIJLFMONP!OWN!/MFCORMDG!QED!OWN!TDJHMDG!TRDTEIN!EQ!
TDEONCOJFL!WRHTUMC[!\WMKNI!MFP!OWNJD!WMUJOMO!\JOWJF!OWN!3M\MJJMF!#IKMFPI!HMDJFN!NFSJDEFHNFO0!!
#O!JI!OWN!EFKG!$MOJEFMK!5MDJFN!/MFCORMDG!PNPJCMONP!OE!M!ITNCJNI!EQ!\WMKN!MFP!JOI!WMUJOMO0!!%WN!
/MFCORMDG!\ED[I!CEKKMUEDMOJSNKG!OE!CEFINDSN_!NFWMFCN!MFP!TDEONCO!WRHTUMC[!\WMKNI!MFP!OWNJD!
WMUJOMO!UG!TDEHEOJFL!MFP!CEEDPJFMOJFL!DNINMDCW_!NFWMFCJFL!TRUKJC!M\MDNFNII_!MFP!QEIONDJFL!
ODMPJOJEFMK!RINI!UG!FMOJSN!3M\MJJMFI0!!#O!JI!aEJFOKG!HMFMLNP!UG!OWN!IMFCORMDG!HMFMLND_!OWN!IOMON!EQ!
3M\MJJ!CE]HMFMLND_!MFP!EOWND!QJNKP!IOMQQ!SJM!M!CEETNDMOJSN!QNPNDMK]IOMON!TMDOFNDIWJT0!!%WN!
/MFCORMDG!JI!M!INDJNI!EQ!QJSN!FEFCEFOJLRERI!HMDJFN!TDEONCONP!MDNMI!PJIODJURONP!MCDEII!OWN!HMJF!
3M\MJJMF!#IKMFPI!X53#Y0!!%WN!OEOMK!MDNM!EQ!OWN!/MFCORMDG!JI!1_<^2!IZRMDN!HJKNI0!&FCEHTMIIJFL!
MUERO!WMKQ!EQ!OWN!OEOMK!/MFCORMDG!MDNM_!OWN!KMDLNIO!CEFOJLRERI!TEDOJEF!JI!PNKJFNMONP!MDERFP!5MRJ_!
(MFMJ_!MFP!5EKE[MJ0!!%WN!QERD!IHMKKND!TEDOJEFI!MDN!KECMONP!EQQ!OWN!FEDOW!IWEDN!EQ!7MRMJ_!EQQ!
3M\MJJeI!7EFM!CEMIO_!MFP!EQQ!OWN!FEDOW!MFP!IEROWNMIO!CEMIOI!EQ!.MWR!
X\\\0WM\MJJWRHTUMC[\WMKN0FEMM0LESY0!!

%WN!3M\MJJMF!#IKMFPI!*JINFOMFLKNHNFO!$NO\ED[!JI!M!CEHHRFJOG!UMINP!FNO\ED[!OWMO!\MI!QEDHNP!
JF!"22"!JF!MF!MOONHTO!OE!QDNN!NFPMFLNDNP!WRHTUMC[!\WMKNI!MFP!EOWND!HMDJFN!MFJHMKI!QDEH!KJQN!
OWDNMONFJFL!NFOMFLKNHNFOI!MFP!MO!OWN!IMHN!OJHN!LMOWND!SMKRMUKN!JFQEDHMOJEF!OWMO!\JKK!WNKT!
HJOJLMON!OWN!JIIRN!EQ!HMDJFN!PNUDJI!MFP!QRORDN!NFOMFLKNHNFOI!
X\\\0WM\MJJWRHTUMC[\WMKN0FEMM0LESY0!!ADEH!"22"!OE!"211_!OWN!FNO\ED[!DNCNJSNP!ESND!<9;!
DNTEDOI!EQ!MFJHMKI!JF!PJIODNII`!MTTDEbJHMONKG!1B;!EQ!OWEIN!DNTDNINFONP!NFOMFLKNP!MFJHMKI!
JFCKRPJFL!WRHTUMC[!\WMKNI0!!%WN!FNO\ED[!MFP!TMDOFNDJFL!MLNFCJNI!WMSN!HERFONP!MO!KNMIO!;<!XEF]
OWN]\MOND!ED!JF]OWN]MJDY!DNITEFINI!OE!OWNIN!DNTEDOI0!!%E!PMON_!ONF!WRHTUMC[I!DNTEDONP!NFOMFLKNP!JF!
3M\MJJ!WMSN!UNNF!CEFQJDHNP!OE!WMSN!LNMD!QDEH!)KMI[M`!FJFN!EQ!OWNIN!DNTDNINFO!CEHHNDCJMK!TEO!
LNMD0!!%WN!HNMF!PJIOMFCN!ODMSNKNP!\JOW!OWJI!LNMD!JI!MO!KNMIO!"_192!FH0!%WN!LDNMONIO![FE\F!IODMJLWO!
KJFN!PJIOMFCN!M!\WMKN!HMG!WMSN!CMDDJNP!LNMD!JI!"_>92!FH!XUNO\NNF!$EDOW!IWEDN!EQ!&OEKJF!#IKMFP_!
MTTDEb!?FH!/8!EQ!8DMFLNKK!)KMI[M_!\WNDN!OWN!LNMD!\MI!KEIO!MFP!OWN!JIKMFP!EQ!5MRJ!\WNDN!OWN!
MFJHMK!\MI!QJDIO!DNTEDONPY!X(GHMF!"211Y0!

3.2 Hawaiian Monk Seal 
3M\MJJMF!HEF[!INMKI!CEFIJIO!EQ!M!IJFLKN!TETRKMOJEF!OWMO!JI!PJIODJURONP!OWDERLWERO!OWN!3M\MJJMF!
)DCWJTNKMLE!MFP!gEWFIOEF!)OEKK!X^>!A'!"^?BBY0!!3E\NSND_!LDERTI!EQ!JFPJSJPRMKI!OWMO!ECCRTG!
ITNCJQJC!JIKMFPI!ED!MOEKKI!MDN!ODNMONP!MI!IRU]TETRKMOJEFI!QED!OWN!TRDTEINI!EQ!DNINMDCW!MFP!
HMFMLNHNFO!MCOJSJOG0!!%WNG!MDN!QERFP!TDJHMDJKG!JF!OWN!$EDOW\NIO!3M\MJJMF!#IKMFPI!X$83#Y_!URO!
IJLWOJFLI!MDN!UNCEHJFL!JFCDNMIJFLKG!HEDN!CEHHEF!JF!OWN!53#!MFP!UJDOWI!WMSN!UNNF!PECRHNFOI!
EF!HEIO!EQ!OWN!HMaED!JIKMFPI!X$5A/!"22^Y0!!4FCEFQJDHNP!IJLWOJFLI!EQ!3M\MJJMF!HEF[!INMKI!
WMSN!MKIE!UNNF!DNTEDONP!MO!,MKHGDM!)OEKK_!8M[N!#IKMFP_!MFP!MO!6J[JFJ!)OEKK!MFP!5NaJO!#IKMFP!JF!
OWN!DNTRUKJC!EQ!OWN!5MDIWMKK!#IKMFPI_!URO!NSJPNFCN!JI!JFIRQQJCJNFO!OE!JFCKRPN!OWNIN!IJONI!\JOWJF!OWN!
ITNCJNIe!DMFLN!X^>!A'!"^?BBY0!!)I!IWE\F!MUESN!JF!%MUKN!1_!3M\MJJMF!HEF[!INMKI!\NDN!KJIONP!MI!
NFPMFLNDNP!RFPND!OWN!&/)!JF!1?^;0!
 
3.2.1 Distribution and Abundance  
%WN!3M\MJJMF!HEF[!INMK!JI!JF!CDJIJI0!!%WN!TETRKMOJEF!WMI!UNNF!JF!PNCKJFN!QED!HEDN!OWMF!"2!GNMDI0!!
%WN!"22^!DNCESNDG!TKMF!NIOJHMONP!OWN!TETRKMOJEF!MO!MUERO!1_"22!JFPJSJPRMKI_!MFP!IOMONP!OWMO!OWNDN!
JI!CEFCNDF!QED!OWN!KEFL!ONDH!HMJFONFMFCN!EQ!LNFNOJC!PJSNDIJOG!X$5A/!"22^Y0!!%WN!DNCESNDG!TKMF!
QRDOWND!DNTEDONP!OWN!MFFRMK!DMON!EQ!PNCKJFN!MO!<0?h0!!#F!"22B_!OWN!TETRKMOJEF!\MI!NIOJHMONP!MO!
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1_1;1!INMKI_!\JOW!HJFJHRH!TETRKMOJEF!NIOJHMONI!EQ!?1<!INMKI!JF!OWN!$83#!MFP!11<!INMKI!JF!OWN!
53#!X$5A/!"22?Y0!
!
%WN!TETRKMOJEFeI!IJb!HMJF!DNTDEPRCOJSN!IJONI!MDN!ADNFCW!ADJLMON!/WEMKI_!7RDN!)OEKK_!(MGIMF!
#IKMFP_!(JIJMFI[J!#IKMFP_!5JP\MG!#IKMFPI_!MFP!,NMDK!MFP!3NDHNI!'NNQ_!MKK!JF!OWN!$83#_!\WNDN!
OWN!TETRKMOJEF!JI!PNCKJFJFL!MO!MF!MFFRMK!DMON!EQ!>09h!X$5A/!"22?Y0!!/HMKKND!UDNNPJFL!LDERTI!
MKIE!ECCRD!EF!$NC[ND!MFP!$JWEM!#IKMFP_!MFP!HEF[!INMKI!WMSN!UNNF!EUINDSNP!EF!:MDPFND!
,JFFMCKNI!MFP!5MDE!'NNQ!X$5A/!"22^Y0!!%WN!CRDDNFO!TETRKMOJEF!PNCKJFN!JF!OWN!$83#!INNHI!OE!
UN!PDJSNF!UG!QEEP!KJHJOMOJEF!MFP!EOWND!IERDCNI!EQ!HEDOMKJOG!OWMO!PJITDETEDOJEFMONKG!JHTMCO!OWN!
IRDSJSEDIWJT!EQ!aRSNFJKN!INMKI0!!%WJI!JF!ORDF!MQQNCOI!DNCDRJOHNFO!OE!OWN!UDNNPJFL!MLN!CKMIINI_!MFP!JI!
NbTNCONP!OE!DNIRKO!JF!$83#!PNCKJFNI!CEFOJFRJFL!QED!MO!KNMIO!OWN!FNbO!PNCMPN!X6M[ND!et al0!"212Y0!
!
/JLWOJFLI!CEFQJDH!MO!KNMIO!ECCMIJEFMK!TDNINFCN!JF!OWN!53#!IJFCN!1?22_!$JJWMR!DNIJPNFOI!DNTEDONP!
OWMO!INMKI!MTTNMDNP!DNLRKMDKG!MQOND!1?^2!X6M[ND!MFP!gEWMFEI!"22>Y_!MFP!UG!OWN!HJP!1??2I!M!IHMKK!
FMORDMKKG!ECCRDDJFL!3M\MJJMF!HEF[!INMK!TETRKMOJEF!WMI!NbJIONP!JF!OWN!53#0!!/JFCN!OWNF_!
PECRHNFONP!IJLWOJFLI!MFP!MFFRMK!UJDOWI!CEFOJFRN!OE!DJIN!MI!OWN!53#!TEDOJEF!EQ!OWN!TETRKMOJEF!
JFCDNMINI!X6M[ND!MFP!gEWMFEI!"22>Y0!!6MINP!EF!IGIONHMOJC!IRDSNGI!ED!IJLWOJFLI!EQ!RFJZRNKG!
JPNFOJQJNP!JFPJSJPRMKI_!OWN!NIOJHMONP!INMK!TETRKMOJEF!\JOWJF!OWN!53#!\MI!>9!JF!"222_!^^!JF!"229_!
MFP!11<!JF!"22B!X$5A/!"22^_!$5A/!"22?Y_!IRLLNIOJFL!MF!MFFRMK!JFCDNMIN!EQ!MUERO!90;h0!!
4FTRUKJIWNP!$5A/!PMOM!QED!"211_!NIOJHMONI!OWN!53#!TETRKMOJEF!MO!MUERO!192!HEF[!INMKI!
XgEWMFEI]7MH!,NDI0!-EHH0Y0!!!
!
'NCNFO!OMLLJFL!IORPJNI!WMSN!IWE\F!JFPJSJPRMKI!IEHNOJHNI!ODMSNK!UNO\NNF!UDNNPJFL!TETRKMOJEFI!
JF!OWN!$83#_!UNO\NNF!JIKMFPI!JF!OWN!53#_!MFP!EF!DMDN!ECCMIJEFI_!UNO\NNF!OWN!$83#!MFP!OWN!
53#!X$5A/!"22?_!(JOOFMF!et al0!"22;Y0!!3E\NSND_!IJFCN!DNLRKMD!OMLLJFL!\MI!IOMDONP!JF!OWN!
1?B2I_!EFKG!9!INMKI!WMSN!UNNF!PECRHNFONP!OE!HJLDMON!OE!OWN!53#!QDEH!OWN!$83#!X6M[ND!et al0!
"212Y0!!%WJI!IRTTEDOI!OWN!RFPNDIOMFPJFL!OWMO!JFCDNMINI!JF!OWN!53#!TETRKMOJEF!JI!HEIOKG!OWN!DNIRKO!
EQ!JFCDNMINP!UJDOWI!MFP!PJITNDIMK!EQ!JFPJSJPRMKI!QDEH!RFPND!PECRHNFONP!MDNMI_!IRCW!MI!$JJWMR!
X6M[ND!MFP!gEWMFEI!"22>Y_!SJCN!OWN!HJLDMOJEF!EQ!INMKI!QDEH!OWN!$83#0!!#F!LNFNDMK_!HEF[!INMKI!JF!
OWN!53#!MDN!JF!UNOOND!TWGIJCMK!CEFPJOJEF!OWMF!OWEIN!JF!OWN!$83#`!\JOW!NMDKJND!GNMDI!EQ!QJDIO!UJDOW!
MFP!WJLWND!UJDOW!DMONI!X6M[ND!et al0!"212Y_!HEDN!DEURIO!TRTI!X6M[ND!MFP!gEWMFEI!"22>_!6M[ND!et 
al0!"22;Y_!MFP!M!WJLWND!NIOJHMONP!DMON!EQ!IRDSJSMK!QDEH!\NMFJFL!OE!MLN!1!X^^h!JF!OWN!53#!SI0!>"]
9^h!JF!OWN!$83#_!6M[ND!et al0!"212Y0!!6NO\NNF!OWN!GNMDI!EQ!"22"!MFP!"211_!M!OEOMK!EQ!1_1?>!
HEF[!INMK!IJLWOJFLI!WMSN!UNNF!DNTEDONP!\JOWJF!M!12!HJKN!X1;01![HY!DMPJRI!EQ!3EFEKRKR!3MDUED_!
\JOW!B1"!X;BhY!EQ!OWEIN!IJLWOJFLI!MOODJURONP!OE!"B!RFJZRNKG!JPNFOJQJMUKN!INMKI_!MFP!ESND!WMKQ!X>B2Y!
EQ!OWEIN!MOODJURONP!OE!"!JFPJSJPRMKI!X$5A/!"21"!#FONDFMK!'NTEDOY0!!6MINP!EF!UNMCW!CERFO!
JFQEDHMOJEF_!M!HMbJHRH!EQ!QERD!HEF[!INMKI!WMSN!UNNF!DNTEDONP!MKEFL!OWN!IEROW!IWEDN!EQ!.MWR!MO!
OWN!IMHN!OJHN0!!%WN!,#A/-!NIOJHMONI!OWN!TETRKMOJEF!UG!HRKOJTKGJFL!UNMCW!CERFOI!UG!<`!MI!IRCW!
\N!NIOJHMON!OWMO!M!HMbJHRH!EQ!1"!HEF[!INMKI!HMG!UN!TDNINFO!MKEFL!OWN!IEROW!IWEDN!EQ!.MWR!MO!
MFG!LJSNF!OJHN0!
!
3.2.2 Life History Characteristics Affecting Vulnerability to Proposed Action 
3M\MJJMF!HEF[!INMKI!ITNFP!OWN!HMaEDJOG!EQ!OWNJD!OJHN!JF!OWN!ECNMF_!MFP!HMG!DNHMJF!MO!INM!QED!
INSNDMK!CEFINCROJSN!PMGI!ED!HEDN0!!%WNG!ROJKJVN!OWN!HMDJFN!MZRMOJC!NFSJDEFHNFO!OE!QEDMLN_!
IECJMKJVN_!HMON_!DNIO!MFP!ODMSNK0!!%WNG!CMF!ODMSNK!WRFPDNPI!EQ!HJKNI!JF!M!QN\!PMGI!X(JOOFMF!et al0!
"22;Y_!MFP!CMF!PJSN!OE!PNTOWI!EQ!HEDN!OWMF!1_;22!QNNO!X922!HY!X,MDDJIW!et al0!"22"Y0!!%WNG!MKIE!



!

! ! 1^

DNKG!EF!ONDDNIODJMK!WMUJOMOI!OE!DNIO_!MSEJP!TDNPMOEDI_!HEKO_!LJSN!UJDOW!XTRTY_!MFP!FRDIN!GERFL0!!
4FKJ[N!HMFG!EOWND!TJFFJTNPI!OWMO!EQONF!WMRK!ERO!JF!KMDLN!LDERTI_!3M\MJJMF!HEF[!INMKI!MDN!
CEFIJPNDNP!IEKJOMDG_!UEOW!EF!KMFP!MFP!JF!OWN!\MOND_!HEIO!EQONF!WMRKJFL!ERO!IJFLKG!ED!JF!IHMKK!
LDERTI0!!%WNJD!KJQN!ITMF!JF!OWN!\JKP!JI!MUERO!<2!GNMDI!X$5A/!"22^Y0!!)PRKOI!CMF!DNMCW!KNFLOWI!EQ!
^09!QNNO!X"0<!HY!MFP!\NJLWOI!EQ!;22!TERFPI!X"^<![LY_!\JOW!HMKNI!OGTJCMKKG!IHMKKND!OWMF!QNHMKNI!
X$5A/!"22^Y0!!)PRKO!HEF[!INMKI!RFPNDLE!MFFRMK!CMOMIODETWJC!HEKOI_!\WNDN!OWN!NFOJDN!TNKMLN!
KMGND!XI[JF!MFP!WMJDY!JI!IWNP0!!%WNG!IOMG!MIWEDN!QED!12!OE!1>!PMGI!PRDJFL!HEKOJFL0!!%WN!QJDIO!HEKO!
ECCRDI!QED!TRTI!MO!MUERO!OWN!IMHN!OJHN!MI!\NMFJFL0!
!
3M\MJJMF!HEF[!INMKI!HMON!MO!INM_!MFP!LNIOMOJEF!KMIOI!MUERO!11!HEFOWI0!!ANHMKNI!LJSN!UJDOW!EF!
KMFP_!UNMDJFL!IJFLKN!TRTI_!HEIO!CEHHEFKG!UNO\NNF!ANUDRMDG!MFP!)RLRIO_!URO!TRTTJFL!WMI!UNNF!
PECRHNFONP!PRDJFL!MKK!OJHNI!EQ!OWN!GNMD!XgEWMFEI!et al0!1??>Y0!!,RTI!MDN!MUKN!OE!I\JH!MO!UJDOW_!URO!
FEDHMKKG!IOMG!EF!KMFP!QED!OWN!QJDIO!QN\!PMGI0!!5EOWNDI!IOMG!JF!CKEIN!TDEbJHJOG!OE!OWNJD!TRTI!PRDJFL!
FRDIJFL_!\WJCW!ECCRDI!EF!KMFP0!!5EOWNDI!MFP!TRTI!LDMPRMKKG!UNLJF!I\JHHJFL!OELNOWND!JF!
TDEONCONP!IWMKKE\I_!MFP!HEOWNDI!MDN!TDEONCOJSN!EQ!OWNJD!GERFL0!!5EOWND]TRT!TMJDI!ITNFP!
JFCDNMIJFL!MHERFOI!EQ!OJHN!I\JHHJFL!MFP!SNFORDJFL!QMDOWND!QDEH!IWEDN!MI!\NMFJFL!MTTDEMCWNI0!!
!
8NMFJFL!JI!MUDRTO0!!)QOND!MUERO!;!\NN[I_!HEOWNDI!KNMSN!OWNJD!TRTI!MFP!DNORDF!OE!OWN!INM!OE!QEDMLN!
XgEWMFEI!et al0!1??>Y0!!5EOWNDI!\JKK!HMON!MUERO!<!OE!>!\NN[I!MQOND!\NMFJFL_!MFP!WMRK!ERO!OE!HEKO!
MUERO!9!OE!;!\NN[I!MQOND!OWMO!X$5A/!"22^Y0!!,RTI!OGTJCMKKG!ITNFP!INSNDMK!HEDN!\NN[I!FNMD!OWN!
FRDIJFL!MDNM!UNQEDN!OWNG!SNFORDN!ERO!JFOE!PNNTND!QEDMLN!MDNMI0!!8NMFNP!TRTI!KJSN!EQQ!OWNJD!QMO!
IOEDNI!\WJKN!OWNG!KNMDF!OE!QEDMLN!QED!OWNHINKSNI_!PRDJFL!\WJCW!OJHN!OWNG!NbTNDJNFCN!CEFIJPNDMUKN!
\NJLWO!KEII0!!gRSNFJKNI!JF!OWN!$83#!MDN!OGTJCMKKG!"!GNMDI!EKP!UNQEDN!OWNG!DNLMJF!OWNJD!TEIO]
\NMFJFL!\NJLWO!XgEWMFEI!et al0!1??>Y0!
!
3M\MJJMF!HEF[!INMKI!MDN!CEFIJPNDNP!QEDMLJFL!LNFNDMKJIOI_!CEFIRHJFL!M!\JPN!DMFLN!EQ!TDNG!
ITNCJNI0!!,DNQNDDNP!QEDMLN!CEFIJIOI!EQ!IHMKK!NNKI_!\DMIINI_!CNTWMKETEPI_!MFP!EOWND!UNFOWJC!ITNCJNI!
OWMO!MDN!RIRMKKG!KNII!OWMF!B!JFCWNI!KEFL!X"2!CHY0!!%WNG!QEDMLN!MO!PNTOWI!MFG\WNDN!QDEH!EFN!HNOND!
OE!922!HNONDI!ED!HEDN0!!)!KMDLN!TEDOJEF!EQ!OWNJD!NQQEDO!JI!ITNFO!JF!UMF[!MFP!IKETN!WMUJOMOI!UNO\NNF!
1;>!MFP!?B>!QNNO!X92!MFP!<22!HY0!!,DNQNDDNP!QEDMLN!WMUJOMO!MTTNMDI!OE!UN!KE\!DNKJNQ!IRUIODMONI!
IRCW!MI!IMFP!MFP!OMKRI!MDNMI!\WNDN!TDNG!MDN!MQQEDPNP!KJHJONP!IWNKOND!EFCN!QKRIWNP!X,MDDJIW!MFP!
(JOOFMF!"22^Y0!!)PRKO!INMKI!WMSN!UNNF!EUINDSNP!QKJTTJFL!KMDLN_!KEEIN!OMKRI!QDMLHNFOI!OE!QKRIW!TDNG!
X,MDDJIW!et al0!"222Y0!!)PRKOI!HMG!QEDMLN!MO!1_222!OE!1_;22!QNNO!X<22!OE!922!HY_!URO!MDN!NbTNCONP!
OE!UN!MUKN!OE!NbCNNP!1_B22!QNNO!X992!HY0!!gRSNFJKNI!MTTNMD!OE!QNNP!JF!IWMKKE\!MOEKK!KMLEEFI!MO!<2!
OE!122!QNNO!X12!OE!<2!HY_!MI!\NKK!MI!EF!IMFPG!PNNT!DNNQ!IKETNI!UNO\NNF!1;2!MFP!<"9!QNNO!X92!OE!
122!HY0!!gRSNFJKNI!MDN!CMTMUKN!EQ!IJHJKMD!PJSN!PNTOWI!MI!MPRKOI_!URO!INNH!OE!KMC[!OWN!IODNFLOW!MFP!
NbTNDJNFCN!OE!IRCCNIIQRKKG!NFLMLN!JF!OWN!KMDLN!OMKRI!QEDMLN!UNWMSJEDI!EQ!MPRKOI!X,MDDJIW!et al0!
"229Y0!!6NCMRIN!MPRKO!3M\MJJMF!HEF[!INMKI!MDN![FE\F!OE!PJSN!OE!MFP!QEDMLN!FNMD!OWN!INM!QKEED!MO!
PNTOWI!NZRMK!OE!ED!LDNMOND!OWMF!OWEIN!TKMFFNP!QED!OWN!JFOM[N!MFP!NbWMRIO!TJTNI_!$5A/!CEFIJPNDI!JO!
KJ[NKG!OWMO!MPRKO!HEF[!INMKI!HMG!NFCERFOND!OWN!TJTNI!MKEFL!OWNJD!NFOJDN!KNFLOW_!MFP!MI!IRCW!HMG!
UN!NbTEINP!OE!OWN!NQQKRNFO!TKRHN!MI!\NKK!MI!OE!JFQKE\!MO!OWN!JFOM[N0!
!
%WN!JFQEDHMOJEF!EF!OWN!WNMDJFL!CMTMUJKJOJNI!EQ!3M\MJJMF!HEF[!INMKI!JI!IEHN\WMO!KJHJONP0!!
/EROWMKK!et al.!X"22^Y!DNTEDO!OWMO!JF]MJD!WNMDJFL!INFIJOJSJOG!JI!UNO\NNF!^9!3V!MFP!<2![3V!QED!
TJFFJTNPI!JF!LNFNDMK_!\WJKN!JF]\MOND!WNMDJFL!JI!UNO\NNF!^9!3V!MFP!^9![3V0!!%WEHMI!et al.!X1??2Y!
DNTEDONP!OWN!DNIRKOI!EQ!RFPND\MOND!MRPJELDMHI!QED!M!IJFLKN!3M\MJJMF!HEF[!INMK!OWMO!IRLLNIO!OWNJD!



!
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JF]\MOND!WNMDJFL!DMFLN!HMG!UN!FMDDE\ND!OWMF!EOWND!TJFFJTNPI0!!%WN!JF]\MOND!WNMDJFL!DMFLN!EQ!OWN!
ONIONP!HEF[!INMK!\MI!MUERO!"![3V!OE!>B![3V0!!%WN!HEIO!INFIJOJSN!WNMDJFL!\MI!UNO\NNF!1"![3V!
MFP!"B![3V_!\JOW!INFIJOJSJOG!PDETTJFL!EQQ!IWMDTKG!UNKE\!B![3V!MFP!MUESN!<2![3V0!!3E\NSND_!JF!
OWN!MUINFCN!EQ!HEDN!JFQEDHMOJEF!OE!IRTTEDO!OWN!TEIIJUJKJOG!OWMO!HEF[!INMK!WNMDJFL!JI!MI!IRLLNIONP!
UG!%WEHMI!et al.!X1??2Y_!$5A/!MIIRHNI!QED!OWJI!CEFIRKOMOJEF!OWMO!OWN!WNMDJFL!DMFLN!EQ!3M\MJJMF!
HEF[!INMKI!JI!CKEIND!OE!OWMO!IRLLNIONP!UG!/EROWMKK!et al.!X"22^Y0!!6NCMRIN!OWMO!DMFLN!ESNDKMTI!\JOW!
OWN!NbTNCONP!QDNZRNFCG!DMFLN!EQ!OWN!TJKN!PDJSJFL!IJLFMKI_!$5A/!CEFIJPNDI!JO!TEIIJUKN!OWMO!
3M\MJJMF!HEF[!INMKI!CMF!WNMD!MFP!DNITEFP!OE!TJKN!PDJSJFL!FEJIN0!
!
6MINP!EF!OWN!PNICDJTOJEF!EQ!OWN!TDETEINP!MCOJEF!MFP!EF!OWN!KJQN!WJIOEDG!CWMDMCONDJIOJCI!EQ!
3M\MJJMF!HEF[!INMKI_!MKK!KJQN!IOMLNI!NbCNTO!TDN]\NMFNP!TRTI!CERKP!UN!MQQNCONP!UG!OWN!WJLW!
JFONFIJOG!FEJIN!NbTNCONP!QDEH!OWN!TDETEINP!TJKN!PDJSJFL!PRDJFL!CEFIODRCOJEF_!\WNDNMI!aRSNFJKNI!
MFP!MPRKOI!CERKP!UN!MQQNCONP!UG!OWN!JFOM[N!MFP!NbWMRIO!PRDJFL!OWN!ETNDMOJEF!EQ!OWN!IGIONH0!
!
3.2.3 Threats to the Species 
*RN!OE!OWNJD!SNDG!IHMKK!TETRKMOJEF_!3M\MJJMF!HEF[!INMKI!MDN!INSNDNKG!SRKFNDMUKN!OE!FMORDMK!MFP!
MFOWDETELNFJC!OWDNMO!QMCOEDI0!!%WN!"22^!DNCESNDG!TKMF!LDERTNP!OWDNMOI!MCCEDPJFL!OE!OWNJD!INSNDJOG0!!
AEEP!KJHJOMOJEF_!NFOMFLKNHNFO_!MFP!IWMD[!TDNPMOJEF!MDN!CEFIJPNDNP!CDRCJMK0!!#FQNCOJERI!PJINMINI_!
WMUJOMO!KEII_!QJIWNDG!JFONDMCOJEFI_!HMKN!MLLDNIIJEF_!MFP!WRHMF!JFONDMCOJEF!MDN!CEFIJPNDNP!INDJERI`!
MFP!UJEOEbJFI_!SNIINKI!LDERFPJFLI_!MFP!CEFOMHJFMFOI!MDN!CEFIJPNDNP!HEPNDMON!OWDNMO!SNCOEDI0!
!
)I!HNFOJEFNP!MUESN_!QEEP!KJHJOMOJEF!TKMGI!M!TDJHMDG!DEKN!JF!OWN!TETRKMOJEF!PNCKJFN!JF!OWN!$83#_!
HEIO!JHTEDOMFOKG!OWDERLW!OWN!QMJKRDN!EQ!IRQQJCJNFO!FRHUNDI!EQ!TRTI!IRDSJSJFL!OE!DNCDRJO!JFOE!OWN!
DNTDEPRCOJSN!MLN!CKMIINI0!!5EF[!INMKI!MKIE!WMSN!EFN!EQ!OWN!WJLWNIO!DMONI!EQ!NFOMFLKNHNFO0!!
*NDNKJCO!QJIWJFL!LNMD_!IRCW!MI!FNOI_!KJFNI_!IODMTI_!MFP!DJFLI!MDN!OWN!HMONDJMK!HEIO!CEHHEFKG!
JFSEKSNP!\JOW!HEF[!INMK!NFOMFLKNHNFO_!URO!HMFG!EOWND!IERDCNI!EQ!HMDJFN!PNUDJI!MKIE!CMRIN!
NFOMFLKNHNFO0!!5JFJHMKKG_!NFOMFLKNHNFO!\ERKP!DNIRKO!JF!NFNDLNOJC!CEIOI!PRN!OE!JFCDNMINP!PDML0!!
3E\NSND_!JFaRDG!MFP!PNMOW_!UEOW!PJDNCO!MFP!JFPJDNCO_!MDN!KJ[NKG!OE!DNIRKO!RFKNII!M!INMK!CMF!QDNN!
JOINKQ0!!,DETEDOJEFMKKG_!FN\KG!\NMFNP!TRTI!MDN!OWN!MLN!CKMII!HEIO!CEHHEFKG!EUINDSNP!NFOMFLKNP!
X$5A/!"22^Y0!!#FaRDJNI!MFP!ICMDI!EQ!TMIO!IWMD[!MOOMC[I!WMSN!UNNF!EUINDSNP!EF!INMKI!EQ!MKK!MLN!
CKMIINI_!MFP!ECCMIJEFMKKG_!MCOJSN!TDNPMOJEF!WMI!UNNF!EUINDSNP!PJDNCOKG0!!5EIO!EQ!OWN!MOOMC[I!WMSN!
UNNF!MOODJURONP!OE!OJLND!IWMD[I0!!3E\NSND_!JF!DNCNFO!GNMDI_!OWNDN!WMI!UNNF!M!HMD[NP!JFCDNMIN!JF!OWN!
EUINDSNP!OMDLNOJFL!EQ!TDN]\NMFNP!TRTI!UG!:MKMTMLEI!IWMD[I!MO!ADNFCW!ADJLMON!/WEMKI!XAA:Y0!!
,RT!HEDOMKJOG!TNM[NP!UNO\NNF!1??^!MFP!1???_!MO!1B!OE!"B!TDEUMUKN!MFFRMK!HEDOMKJOJNI0!!%WJI!HMG!
UN!M!cKNMDFNP!UNWMSJEDd_!MFP!MTTNMDI!OE!UN!KJHJONP!OE!AA:!X$5A/!"22^Y0!
!
*JINMIN!NQQNCOI!EF!3M\MJJMF!HEF[!INMK!PNHELDMTWJC!ODNFPI!MDN!RFCNDOMJF_!MFP!FE!JFQNCOJERI!
PJINMIN!NTJPNHJCI!WMSN!GNO!UNNF!PECRHNFONP0!!3E\NSND_!OWNDN!JI!CEFCNDF!OWMO!HEF[!INMKI!HMG!UN!
SRKFNDMUKN!OE!JFQNCOJERI!PJINMINI!QED!\WJCW!OWNG!HMG!WMSN!FE!FMORDMK!MFOJUEPJNI0!!*JINMINI!EQ!
HEIO!CEFCNDF!JFCKRPN!KNTOEITJDEIJI_!OEbETKMIHEIJI_!MFP!8NIO!$JKN!SJDRI_!MKK!EQ!\WJCW!HMG!UN!
ITDNMP!UG!PEHNIOJC!MFP!QNDMK!MFJHMKI!MFP!UG!WRHMFI!X$5A/!"22^Y0!!#FQNCOJERI!PJINMINI!CERKP!
MKIE!UN!ITDNMP!OE!3M\MJJMF!HEF[!INMKI!OWERLW!EOWND!TJFFJTNPI!ITNCJNI!\JOW!PECRHNFONP!
NTJPNHJCI_!IRCW!MI!$EDOWNDF!NKNTWMFO!INMKI_!\WJCW!WMSN!UNNF!TNDJEPJCMKKG!PECRHNFONP!JF!OWN!
3M\MJJMF!#IKMFPI0!!&bTEIRDN!OE!FRHNDERI!SJDRINI!MFP!EOWND!TMOWELNFI!WMI!UNNF!CEFQJDHNP!JF!
3M\MJJMF!HEF[!INMKI_!JFCKRPJFL!CMKJCJSJDRINI_!WNDTNISJDRINI_!Toxplasma gondii_!Salmonella spp0!



!

! ! 1?

MFP!Escherichia coli0_!\WJKN!LMIODEJFONIOJFMK!OMTN!\EDHI!MFP!FNHMOEPNI!MDN!OWN!TDNPEHJFMFO!
IERDCNI!EQ!TMDMIJOJC!JFQNCOJEF!JF!OWNIN!INMKI!X$5A/!"22^Y0!!
!
(EII!EQ!ONDDNIODJMK!WMUJOMO!JI!MF!JIIRN!EQ!CEFCNDF0!!5MFG!EQ!OWN!JIKMFPI_!MOEKKI_!MFP!IMFP!UMDI!RINP!
UG!HEF[!INMKI!MDN!KE\]KGJFL!MFP!SRKFNDMUKN!OE!NDEIJEF0!!'NCNFO!KEII!EQ!8WMKNI[MON!#IKMFP!JF!AA/!
DNPRCNP!MSMJKMUKN!TMDORDJOJEF!IJONI_!PDMHMOJCMKKG!JFCDNMIJFL!OWN!PNFIJOG!EQ!HEOWND]TRT!TMJDI!MO!
%DJL!#IKMFP0!!#O!WMI!UNNF!ITNCRKMONP!OWMO!OWN!QDNZRNFO!QNHMKN!OE!QNHMKN!JFONDMCOJEFI!OWMO!DNIRKONP!
EF!%DJL!#IKMFP_!HMG!WMSN!CEFODJURONP!OE!OWN!WJLW!KNSNKI!EQ!TRT!TDNPMOJEF!UG!:MKMTMLEI!IWMD[I!
OWMO!ECCRDDNP!OWNDN0!!&FSJDEFHNFOMK!QMCOEDI!IRCW!MI!IOEDHI!MFP!INM!KNSNK!DJIN!CERKP!QRDOWND!
NbMCNDUMON!OWJI!TDEUKNH!X$5A/!"22^Y0!!5EIO!EQ!OWN!53#!UNMCWNI!OWMO!\ERKP!UN!RINP!UG!HEF[!
INMKI!MDN!FE\!RINP!OE!IEHN!PNLDNN!UG!WRHMFI!QED!DNCDNMOJEFMK!TRDTEINI0!!)PPJOJEFMKKG_!HMFG!
CEMIOMK!MDNMI!MDN!UNJFL!PNSNKETNP!ED!MDN!RFPND!CEFIJPNDMOJEF!QED!PNSNKETHNFO0!!)KOWERLW!M!IHMKK!
FRHUND!EQ!HEF[!INMKI!WMSN!IRCCNIIQRKKG!TRTTNP!MO!TETRKMD!53#!UNMCWNI_!3M\MJJMF!HEF[!INMKI!
OGTJCMKKG!MSEJP!MDNMI!\WNDN!WRHMF!PJIORDUMFCN!ECCRDI!EQONF0!!%WJI!CERKP!KJHJO!MSMJKMUKN!TDNQNDDNP!
WMUJOMO!QED!HEF[!INMKI!JF!OWN!53#_!MFP!PJITKMCN!OWNH!OE!KNII!ETOJHMK!MDNMI!X$5A/!"22^Y0!
!
5EF[!INMKI!MDN!JFaRDNP!MFP![JKKNP!MI!OWN!DNIRKO!EQ!PJDNCO!JFONDMCOJEFI!\JOW!QJIWNDJNI_!TDNPEHJFMFOKG!
JF!OWN!53#_!MFP!MKOWERLW!OWN!JHTMCOI!EQ!JFPJDNCO!JFONDMCOJEFI!MDN!RFTDESNF!OE!PMON_!OWNG!CMFFEO!
UN!DRKNP!ERO0!!6NO\NNF!1?B"!MFP!"22;_!>B!WEE[JFLI_!9!LJKKFNO!NFOMFLKNHNFOI_!1!NFOMFLKNHNFO!
\JOW!M!KEUIOND!TEO_!MFP!1!UMJO!IONMKJFL!\NDN!DNCEDPNP!OWDERLWERO!OWN!3M\MJJMF!MDCWJTNKMLE0!!
%WJDOG]NJLWO!WEE[JFLI!MFP!MKK!9!LJKKFNO!NFOMFLKNHNFOI!ECCRDDNP!JF!OWN!53#_!MFP!IJFCN!OWN!CDNMOJEF!
EQ!OWN!,MTMW
FMRHE[R
[NM!5MDJFN!$MOJEFMK!5EFRHNFO!X,5$5Y!JF!"22;_!SJDORMKKG!MKK!
CEHHNDCJMK!MFP!DNCDNMOJEFMK!QJIWJFL!WMI!UNNF!NKJHJFMONP!JF!OWN!$83#0!!)!DNITEFIN!IGIONH!JI!JF!
TKMCN!OE!DNITEFP!OE!WEE[NP!MFP!NFOMFLKNP!INMKI!JF!OWN!53#0!!3E\NSND_!JFaRDG!MFP!HEDOMKJOG!PRN!
WEE[JFL!MFP!FNO!NFOMFLKNHNFO!CEFOJFRNI!OE!ECCRD!JF!OWN!53#!X$5A/!"22^Y0!
!
5MKN!MLLDNIIJEF!WMI!CMRINP!OWN!JFaRDG!MFP!PNMOW!EQ!MPRKO!QNHMKNI!MFP!TRTI!EQ!UEOW!INbNI!JF!OWN!
$83#0!!5RKOJTKN]HMKN]MLLDNIIJEF!ED!cHEUUJFLd!JI!OWERLWO!OE!DNIRKO!QDEH!OWN!JHUMKMFCN!JF!OWN!
MPRKO!INb!DMOJE_!\WNDN!HMKNI!EROFRHUND!QNHMKNI0!!%WN!MOOMC[I!JFSEKSN!M!FRHUND!EQ!HMKNI!
DNTNMONPKG!MOONHTOJFL!OE!HERFO!MFP!HMON!\JOW!M!IJFLKN!INMK!XMF!MPRKO!QNHMKN!ED!M!aRSNFJKN!EQ!
NJOWND!INbY_!EQONF!DNIRKOJFL!JF!OWN!PNMOW!EQ!OWN!MIIMRKONP!MFJHMK0!!)OOMC[I!UG!IJFLKN!MPRKO!HMKNI!
DMFLN!QDEH!FEDHMK!MPRKO!HMKN!TJFFJTNP!WMDMIIHNFO!EQ!GERFLND!MFJHMKI!OE!MUNDDMFO!KNSNKI!EQ!
QECRINP!MLLDNIIJEF!PJDNCONP!OE\MDP!\NMFNP!TRTI_!MFP!WMSN!DNIRKONP!JF!INSNDMK!HEDOMKJOJNI_!HEIO!
FEOMUKG!MO!AA/!X$5A/!"22^Y0!
!
3RHMF!JFONDMCOJEFI!WMSN!DMFLNP!QDEH!RFJFONFOJEFMK!PJIORDUMFCNI!MO!WMRK]ERO!IJONI_!OE!OWN!
PNKJUNDMON!JFaRDJFL!MFP![JKKJFL!EQ!3M\MJJMF!HEF[!INMKI0!!%WNG!\NDN!UDJNQKG!URO!WNMSJKG!
CEHHNDCJMKKG!NbTKEJONP!JF!OWN!1B22I_!MFP!\NDN!WMDSNIONP!QED!QEEP!UG!IWJT\DNC[!SJCOJHI!MFP!
EOWND!ODMFIJNFO!SJIJOEDI!OE!OWN!$83#!MO!KNMIO!OWERLW!8EDKP!8MD!##0!!%WN!ANPNDMK!LESNDFHNFO!
HMJFOMJFNP!QMCJKJOJNI!X4/!-EMIO!:RMDP!MFP!4/!$MSGY!MO!AA/!OWDERLW!1?^?_!MO!7RDN!OWDERLW!
1??"_!MFP!MO!5JP\MG!OWDERLW!1??^0!!%WN!4/!AJIW!MFP!8JKP!(JQN!/NDSJCN!FE\!HMFMLNI!5JP\MG_!
MFP!DNINMDCW!MCOJSJOJNI!CEFOJFRN!EF!INSNDMK!$83#0!!)I!HNFOJEFNP!MUESN_!HEF[!INMKI!MDN!TDEFN!OE!
MUMFPEF!ED!MSEJP!TDNQNDDNP!WMRK]ERO!ED!TRTTJFL!MDNMI!JQ!IRQQJCJNFOKG!PJIORDUNP!X$5A/!"22^Y0!!#F!
OWN!53#_!RFJFONFOJEFMK!PJIORDUMFCN!JI!JFCDNMIJFLKG!CEHHEF!PRN!OE!CE]ECCRDDNFCN!MO!UNMCWNI!RINP!
MI!WMRK]ERO!ED!TRTTJFL!WMUJOMO_!MFP!FRHNDERI!HMKJCJERI!JFONDMCOJEFI!JFCKRPJFL!IWEEOJFLI!WMSN!
UNNF!PECRHNFONP!MFP!CEFOJFRN0!!)KOWERLW!RFCEHHEF_!SNIINK!IODJ[NI!EQ!HEF[!INMKI!WMSN!MKIE!
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UNNF!PECRHNFONP!JF!OWN!53#0!!6JEOEbJF]JFPRCNP!HEDOMKJOG!WMI!FEO!UNNF!CEFQJDHNP!JF!HEF[!INMKI_!
MFP!JI!CEFIJPNDNP!M!KNII!INDJERI!OWDNMO0!!3E\NSND_!CJLRMOEbJF_!HMJOEOEbJF_!MFP!PEHJC!MCJP!MDN!MKK!
[FE\F!OE!CMRIN!HEDOMKJOG!JF!TJFFJTNPI_!MFP!MDN!PECRHNFONP!OE!ECCRD!JF!3M\MJJMF!\MONDI_!MFP!
UEOW!CJLRMOEbJF!MFP!HMJOEOEbJF!WMSN!UNNF!PNONCONP!JF!OWN!OJIIRNI!EQ!PNMP!HEF[!INMKI!X$5A/!
"22^Y0!
!
3.2.4 Conservation of the Species 
%WN!DNCELFJVNP!DMFLN!EQ!3M\MJJMF!HEF[!INMKI!JI!CEHTKNONKG!\JOWJF!OWN!aRDJIPJCOJEF!EQ!OWN!4FJONP!
/OMONI_!MFP!HEDN!ITNCJQJCMKKG!KJHJONP!OE!OWN!3M\MJJMF!)DCWJTNKMLE!MFP!gEWFIEF!)OEKK0!!5RCW!
NQQEDO!WMI!UNNF!HMPN!OE!CEFINDSN!3M\MJJMF!HEF[!INMKI!IJFCN!OWNJD!KJIOJFL!RFPND!OWN!&/)!JF!1?^;0!!
-DJOJCMK!WMUJOMO!\MI!QJDIO!PNIJLFMONP!QED!HEF[!INMKI!JF!1?B;_!MFP!\MI!JFJOJMKKG!KJHJONP!OE!INSNDMK!
JIKMFPI!JF!OWN!$83#_!OE!JFCKRPN!WMUJOMO!QDEH!OWN!JFKMFP!NbONFO!EQ!UNMCW!CDNIO!SNLNOMOJEF_!ERO\MDP!
OE!OWN!12!H!PNTOW!CEFOERD0!!%WN!QJDIO!DNCESNDG!TKMF!\MI!CEHTKNONP!JF!1?B<_!MFP!JF!1?BB_!
PNIJLFMONP!CDJOJCMK!WMUJOMO!\MI!NbTMFPNP!OE!JFCKRPN!HEDN!$83#!JIKMFPI_!MFP!OE!KMONDMKKG!NbONFP!
OWN!DMFLN!ERO!OE!OWN!"2!H!PNTOW!CEFOERD0!
!!!
5JOJLMOJEF!EQ![FE\F!OWDNMOI!JFCKRPNI!OWN!DNHESMK!EQ!NFOMFLKNHNFO!WMVMDPI_!HMDJFN!PNUDJI_!MFP!
PNDNKJCO!QJIWJFL!LNMD!XHMDJFN!PNUDJIY!QDEH!OWN!IWEDNI!MFP!DNNQI!EQ!OWN!$83#!IJFCN!1?B20!!
6NO\NNF!1??;!MFP!"22;_!ESND!911!HNODJC!OEFI!EQ!HMDJFN!PNUDJI!\MI!DNHESNP!UG!OWN!HRKOJ]
MLNFCG!ONMH!OWMO!JI!KNMP!UG!,MCJQJC!#IKMFPI!AJIWNDG!/CJNFCN!-NFONDeI!X,#A/-Y!-EDMK!'NNQ!
&CEIGIONH!*JSJIJEF!X-'&*Y0!!6NO\NNF!"222!MFP!"22<_!,#A/-!QJNKP!IOMQQ!DNHESNP!12!:MKMTMLEI!
IWMD[I!QDEH!%DJL!#IKMFP_!AA/0!!/RUINZRNFOKG_!OWN!OM[N!EQ!TRTI!\MI!DNPRCNP!QDEH!M!WJLW!EQ!"B!JF!
1??^!OE!KE\I!EQ!<!QED!UEOW!"22"!MFP!"22<0!!%WN!,#A/-!DNSJN\NP!OWN!MSMJKMUKN!KJONDMORDN!MFP!
CEFPRCONP!NTJPNHJEKELJCMK_!WNHMOEKELJCMK_!MFP!UJECWNHJIODG!IORPJNI!EQ!HEF[!INMKI_!DNIRKOJFL!JF!M!
CEHTDNWNFIJSN!NTJPNHJEKELJCMK!TKMF!JF!1???_!MFP!OWN!"22>!CEFOJFLNFCG!TKMF!QED!HEF[!INMK!
RFRIRMK!HEDOMKJOG!NSNFOI0!!
!
#F!MPPJOJEF!OE!PNIJLFMOJFL!CDJOJCMK!WMUJOMO_!MI!PNICDJUNP!MUESN_!JF!"222_!&bNCROJSN!.DPND!X&.Y!
1<1^B!NIOMUKJIWNP!OWN!$83#!-EDMK!'NNQ!&CEIGIONH!'NINDSN!JF!OWN!ANPNDMK!\MONDI!UNO\NNF!<!MFP!
92!FMROJCMK!HJKNI!XFHY!MDERFP!OWN!$83#0!!%WN!:ESNDFED!EQ!3M\MJJ!OWNF!PNIJLFMONP!OWN!$83#!
MI!M!IOMON!DNQRLN!JF!"2290!!#F!"22;_!OWN!,5$5!\MI!NIOMUKJIWNP0!!#F!OWN!53#_!ERODNMCW_!
\ED[IWETI_!MFP!HEF[!INMK!TDELDMH!CEEDPJFMOEDI!MDN!NHTKEGNP!EF!PJQQNDNFO!JIKMFPI!OE!NFIRDN!OWMO!
WMRK]ERO!UNMCWNI!MDN!MSMJKMUKN0!!)PPJOJEFMKKG_!JF!gRFN!"211_!$5A/!TDETEINP!DNSJIJFL!HEF[!INMK!
PNIJLFMONP!CDJOJCMK!WMUJOMO!OE!JFCKRPN!ECCRTJNP!WMUJOMO!OWDERLWERO!OWN!MDCWJTNKMLE!X\JOW!CNDOMJF!
NbCKRIJEFIY_!MFP!OE!NbONFP!QDEH!9!H!JFKMFP!QDEH!OWN!WJLWNIO!\MSN!\MIW!MO!WJLW!OJPN_!ERO!OE!OWN!
922]H!PNTOW!CEFOERD0!
!
%E!DNPRCN!QJIWNDJNI!JFONDMCOJEF!\JOW!OWN!3M\MJJ]UMINP!KEFLKJFN!QJIWNDG_!$5A/!NIOMUKJIWNP!OWN!
,DEONCONP!/TNCJNI!jEFN!JF!1??1_!\WJCW!TNDHMFNFOKG!TDEWJUJONP!KEFLKJFN!QJIWJFL!\JOWJF!92!FH!EQ!
OWN!$83#!MFP!OWN!CEDDJPEDI!UNO\NNF!OWN!JIKMFPI0!!%WN!/OMONeI!"229!DNQRLN!PNIJLFMOJEF!UMFFNP!MKK!
QJIWJFL!JF!IOMON!\MONDI!XQDEH!OWN!IWEDN!ERO!OE!<FHY!MDERFP!OWN!$83#_!MFP!OWN!NIOMUKJIWHNFO!EQ!
OWN!,5$5!JF!"22;_!DNZRJDNP!OWN!TWMIN!ERO!EQ!CEHHNDCJMK!QJIWJFL!JF!ANPNDMK!\MONDI!MDERFP!OWN!
$83#_!\WJCW!WMI!IRUINZRNFOKG!ECCRDDNP0!!'NCDNMOJEFMK!QJIWNDJNI!MDERFP!OWN!53#!CEFOJFRN!OE!
JHTMCO!HEF[!INMKI_!HEIO!TMDOJCRKMDKG!OWN!IKJPN!UMJO!FNMDIWEDN!RKRM!QJIWNDG!MFP!OWN!KMG!LJKKFNO!
QJIWNDG0!!%WN!JPNFOJQJCMOJEF!MFP!ODNMOHNFO!EQ!WEE[NP!INMKI!WMI!UNCEHN!JFCDNMIJFLKG!IRCCNIIQRK_!
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MFP!JF!"22^_!OWN!/OMON!MHNFPNP!OWN!DRKNI!OWMO!DNLRKMOJEFI!KMG!LJKKFNO!QJIWJFL0!!3E\NSND_!HEF[!INMK!
JFONDMCOJEFI!\JOW!OWNIN!QJIWNDJNI!CEFOJFRN0!
!
/JFCN!1?B>_!$5A/!WMI!OM[NF!MCOJEF!EF!M!OEOMK!EQ!>2!MPRKO!HMKNI!OWMO!\NDN!EUINDSNP!MOOMC[JFL!
QNHMKNI!ED!TRTI0!!%WJDOG]O\E!\NDN!ODMFIKECMONP!OE!gEWFIEF!)OEKK!ED!OE!OWN!53#`!9!\NDN!TKMCNP!JF!
TNDHMFNFO!CMTOJSJOG`!"!PJNP!PRDJFL!ODMFIKECMOJEF`!MFP!1!\MI!NROWMFJVNP0!!%WNIN!NQQEDOI!WMSN!
IRCCNIIQRKKG!DNPRCNP!OWN!QDNZRNFCG!EQ!HMKN!MLLDNIIJEF]DNKMONP!JFaRDJNI!MFP!PNMOWI!EQ!QNHMKNI!MFP!
TRTI!X$5A/!"22^Y0!!3RHMF!JFONDMCOJEF!JF!OWN!$83#!WMI!UNNF!LDNMOKG!DNPRCNP!\JOW!OWN!CKEIRDN!
EQ!OWN!QEDHND!-EMIO!:RMDP!MFP!$MSMK!QMCJKJOJNI!JF!OWN!MDNM0!!.RODNMCW!JI!EFLEJFL!MDERFP!OWN!53#!
OE!JFCDNMIN!HEF[!INMK!M\MDNFNII_!MFP!M!LDE\JFL!SEKRFONND!FNO\ED[!TDESJPNI!MDERFP!OWN!CKEC[!
HEFJOEDJFL_!TDEONCOJEF!EQ!INMKI!EF!OWN!UNMCW_!MFP!CEHHRFJCMOJEF!\JOW!UNMCW!LENDI!X$5A/!
"22^Y0!!&QQEDOI!MDN!EFLEJFL!RFPND!OWN!CRDDNFO!HEF[!INMK!DNCESNDG!TKMF_!MI!\NKK!MI!JF!OWN!,#A/-!OE!
JFSNIOJLMON!OWN!TDNINFCN!EQ!UJEOEbJFI!JF!HEF[!INMK!TDNG!MFP!OE!DNITEFP!OE!RFRIRMK!HEDOMKJOG!
NSNFOI!IWERKP!OWNG!ECCRD0!!%WN!$MSG!MFP!-EMIO!:RMDP!TNDQEDHNP!CKNMF]RT!ETNDMOJEFI!MO!OWNJD!
$53#!QMCJKJOJNI0!!AED!NbMHTKN_!OWN!$MSG!ITNFO!k?2!HJKKJEF!EF!CEFOMHJFMOJEF!DNHNPJMOJEF!MO!
5JP\MG!)OEKK!MI!TMDO!EQ!OWN!UMIN!CKEIRDN0!!3E\NSND_!,-6!CEFOMHJFMOJEF!DNHMJFI!JF!KMFPQJKKI!MO!
5JP\MG!MFP!MO!OWN!QEDHND!4/-:!/OMOJEF!MO!%NDF!#IKMFP!AA/0!!%WNIN!IJONI!MDN!UNJFL!HEFJOEDNP_!
MFP!HMG!DNZRJDN!QRDOWND!DNHNPJMOJEF!MCOJEFI0!!)F!)DNM!-EFOJFLNFCG!,KMF!JI!JF!TKMCN!QED!EJK!ITJKK!
DNITEFIN!\JOWJF!3M\MJJMF!HEF[!INMK!DMFLN_!JFCKRPJFL!OWN!$83#!X$5A/!"22^Y0!!
!
)PPJOJEFMKKG_!FRHNDERI!NQQEDOI!PNIJLFNP!OE!JHTDESN!OWN!IRDSJSMK!EQ!QNHMKN!TRTI!JF!OWN!$83#!
WMSN!UNNF!EFLEJFL!IJFCN!OWN!1?B2I0!!!%WN!ITNCJQJC!LEMK!EQ!OWNIN!NQQEDOI!JI!OE!JFCDNMIN!OWN!FRHUND!
EQ!QNHMKNI!OWMO!IRUINZRNFOKG!DNCDRJO!JFOE!OWN!MPRKO!UDNNPJFL!TETRKMOJEF0!!)!OEOMK!EQ!12>!TRTI!WMSN!
RFPNDLEFN!IEHN!KNSNK!EQ!CMDN!RFPND!OWNIN!HMFMLNHNFO!NQQEDOI_!MFP!HMFG!EQ!OWNIN!MFJHMKI!WMSN!
IRCCNIIQRKKG!IRDSJSNP!OE!DNTDEPRCN0!!AED!NbMHTKN_!PRDJFL!OWN!"221!UNMCW!CERFO!MO!7RDN!)OEKK_!?!
EQ!OWN!12!JPNFOJQJNP!TMDORDJNFO!QNHMKNI!WMP!DNCNJSNP!CMDN_!ED!\NDN!OWN!TDELNFG!EQ!TRTI!OWMO!
DNCNJSNP!CMDN!X$5A/!"22^Y0!
!

3.3 Green Sea Turtles 
%WN!HEIO!DNCNFO!LDNNF!ORDOKN!9]GNMD!IOMORI!DNSJN\!X$5A/!l!4/A8/!"22^MY!DNTEDOI!OWMO!LDNNF!
ORDOKNI!MDN!PJIODJURONP!MCDEII!OWN!,MCJQJC_!#FPJMF_!MFP!)OKMFOJC!.CNMFI!MI!\NKK!MI!JF!OWN!
5NPJONDDMFNMF!/NM0!!)I!IWE\F!MUESN!JF!%MUKN!1_!JF!1?^B_!MKK!LDNNF!ORDOKNI!\NDN!KJIONP!MI!
OWDNMONFNP!RFPND!OWN!&/)_!NbCNTO!QED!OWN!UDNNPJFL!TETRKMOJEFI!JF!AKEDJPM!MFP!EF!OWN!,MCJQJC!CEMIO!
EQ!5NbJCE_!\WJCW!\NDN!KJIONP!MI!NFPMFLNDNP0!
!
3.3.1 Distribution and Abundance  
:KEUMKKG_!HEIO!LDNNF!INM!ORDOKN!FNIOJFL!TETRKMOJEFI!PNCKJFNP!IRUIOMFOJMKKG!PRDJFL!OWN!"2OW!CNFORDG0!!
-EFINDSMOJEF!NQQEDOI!ESND!OWN!TMIO!"9!GNMDI!ED!HEDN!MTTNMD!OE!WMSN!WMP!IEHN!TEIJOJSN!DNIRKOI_!MI!
JFPJCMONP!UNKE\0!!3E\NSND_!OWDNMOI!MFP!JHTMCOI!TNDIJIO!QED!HMFG!LDNNF!INM!ORDOKN!TETRKMOJEFI!
X$5A/!l!4/A8/!"22^MY0!!AEKKE\JFL!MDN!UDJNQ!PNICDJTOJEFI!EQ!PJIODJUROJEF!MFP!MURFPMFCN!EQ!
LDNNF!ORDOKNI!JF!OWN!OWDNN!HMaED!ECNMF!UMIJFI_!\JOW!HEDN!PNOMJK!TDESJPNP!QED!.CNMFJM!JF!OWN!,MCJQJC!
6MIJF!\WNDN!OWN!MCOJEF!MDNM!JI!KECMONP0!!%WNIN!PNICDJTOJEFI!MDN!UMINP!EF!OWN!FRHUNDI!EQ!FNIOJFL!
QNHMKNI_!ED!OWNJD!FNIOI_!UNCMRIN!OWEIN!MDN!OWN!UNIO!MSMJKMUKN!HNOWEPI!QED!CEFQJDHJFL!INM!ORDOKN!
PJIODJUROJEF!ED!QED!NIOJHMOJFL!PNFIJOG!MFP!TETRKMOJEF!ODNFPI0!
!
!!
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#FPJMF!.CNMF!
%WNDN!MDN!FRHNDERI!FNIOJFL!IJONI!QED!LDNNF!INM!ORDOKNI!JF!OWN!#FPJMF!.CNMF0!!.FN!EQ!OWN!KMDLNIO!
FNIOJFL!IJONI!QED!LDNNF!INM!ORDOKNI!\EDKP\JPN!ECCRDI!EF!OWN!UNMCWNI!EQ!.HMF!\WNDN!MF!NIOJHMONP!
"2_222!LDNNF!INM!ORDOKNI!FNIO!MFFRMKKG0!!6MINP!EF!M!DNSJN\!EQ!<"!JFPNb!IJONI_!PNCKJFNI!JF!LDNNF!
ORDOKN!FNIOJFL!\NDN!NSJPNFO!QED!HMFG!EQ!OWN!#FPJMF!.CNMF!JFPNb!IJONI!X/NHJFEQQ!"22>Y0!!8WJKN!
INSNDMK!EQ!OWNIN!WMP!FEO!PNHEFIODMONP!QRDOWND!PNCKJFNI!JF!OWN!HEDN!DNCNFO!TMIO_!-EHEDEI!#IKMFP!
MFP!OWN!/NGCWNKKNI!MDN!OWN!EFKG!JFPNb!IJONI!JF!OWN!\NIONDF!#FPJMF!.CNMF!OWMO!IWE\NP!NSJPNFCN!EQ!
JFCDNMINP!FNIOJFL!X$5A/!l!4/A8/!"22^MY0!
!
)OKMFOJC!.CNMF!+!5NPJONDDMFNMF!/NM!!
%WN!9]GNMD!IOMORI!DNSJN\!QED!OWN!ITNCJNI!JPNFOJQJNP!FJFN!LNELDMTWJC!MDNMI!CEFIJPNDNP!OE!UN!
TDJHMDG!IJONI!QED!LDNNF!INM!ORDOKN!FNIOJFL!JF!OWN!)OKMFOJC+-MDJUUNMF_!MFP!QERD!JF!OWN!5NPJONDDMFNMF!
MFP!DNSJN\NP!OWN!ODNFP!JF!FNIO!CERFO!PMOM!QED!NMCW!X$5A/!MFP!4/A8/!"22^MY0!!)OKMFOJC!MDNMI!
JFCKRPNf!!X1Y!AKEDJPM_!4/)`!X"Y!iRCMOmF!,NFJFIRKM_!5NbJCE`!X<Y!%EDORLRNDE_!-EIOM!'JCM`!X>Y!)SNI!
#IKMFP_!@NFNVRNKM`!X9Y!:MKJUJ!'NINDSN_!/RDJFMHN`!X;Y!#IKM!%DJFPMPN_!6DMVJK`!X^Y!)ICNFIJEF!#IKMFP_!
4FJONP!7JFLPEH`!XBY!6JE[E!#IKMFP_!&ZRMOEDJMK!:RJFNM`!MFP!X?Y!6JaMLEI!)DCWJTNKMLE!X:RJFNM]
6JIIMRY0!!5NPJONDDMFNMF!IJONI!JFCKRPNf!!X1Y!%RD[NG`!X"Y!-GTDRI`!X<Y!#IDMNK+,MKNIOJFN`!MFP!X>Y!/GDJM0!!
$NIOJFL!MO!MKK!EQ!OWN!)OKMFOJC!IJONI!\MI!CEFIJPNDNP!OE!UN!IOMUKN!ED!JFCDNMIJFL!\JOW!OWN!NbCNTOJEF!EQ!
6JE[E!#IKMFP!MFP!OWN!6JaMLEI!)DCWJTNKMLE!\WNDN!OWN!KMC[!EQ!IRQQJCJNFO!PMOM!TDNCKRPNP!M!
HNMFJFLQRK!ODNFP!MIINIIHNFO!QED!NJOWND!IJON0!!(MC[!EQ!IRQQJCJNFO!PMOM!MKIE!TDNCKRPNP!HNMFJFLQRK!
ODNFP!MIINIIHNFOI!QED!OWN!5NPJONDDMFNMF!IJONI0!!%WN!HEIO!JHTEDOMFO!FNIOJFL!CEFCNFODMOJEF!QED!
LDNNF!ORDOKNI!JF!OWN!)OKMFOJC!JI!MO!%EDORLRNDE_!-EIOM!'JCM_!\WNDN!FNIOJFL!WMI!JFCDNMINP!IJFCN!OWN!
1?^2I0!!$NIO!CERFO!PMOM!QDEH!1???]"22<!IRLLNIO!FNIOJFL!UG!1^_>2"]!<^_"?2!QNHMKNI!TND!GNMD0!!
%WNIN!IJONI!MDN!FEO!JFCKRIJSN!EQ!MKK!LDNNF!INM!ORDOKN!FNIOJFL!JF!OWN!)OKMFOJC!ED!5NPJONDDMFNMF0!!
3E\NSND_!EOWND!IJONI!IRTTEDO!KE\ND!KNSNKI!EQ!FNIOJFL!MFP!CEFODJURON!M!HRCW!IHMKKND!TDETEDOJEF!OE!
OWN!OEOMK!FRHUND!EQ!LDNNF!ORDOKNI!JF!OWNIN!MDNMI!X$5A/!MFP!4/A8/!"22^MY0!
!
,MCJQJC!.CNMF!
:DNNF!ORDOKNI!ECCRD!JF!OWN!NMIONDF_!CNFODMK_!MFP!\NIONDF!,MCJQJC0!!AEDMLJFL!MDNMI!MDN!QERFP!
OWDERLWERO!OWN!,MCJQJC_!JFCKRPJFL!MKEFL!OWN!IEROW\NIONDF!40/0!CEMIO!X$5A/!MFP!4/A8/!1??BMY0!!
$NIOJFL!JI![FE\F!OE!ECCRD!MO!WRFPDNPI!EQ!IJONI!OWDERLWERO!OWN!,MCJQJC_!\JOW!HMaED!FNIOJFL!
ECCRDDJFL!JF!#FPEFNIJM_!5MKMGIJM_!OWN!,WJKJTTJFNI_!)RIODMKJM_!5JCDEFNIJM_!3M\MJJ_!$N\!
-MKNPEFJM_!5NbJCE_!OWN!:MKMTMLEI!#IKMFPI_!MFP!EOWND!IJONI!X$5A/!l!4/A8/!"22^MY0!!.CNMFJM!
JI!M!IRUINO!EQ!OWN!,MCJQJC_!MFP!JFCKRPNI!5JCDEFNIJM_!5NKMFNIJM_!MFP!,EKGFNIJM0!!#F!OWJI!ETJFJEF_!
.CNMFJM!JI!PNQJFNP!MI!MKIE!JFCKRPJFL!)RIODMKJMeI!:DNMO!6MDDJND!'NNQ!X:6'Y_!UNCMRIN!M!WJLW!
TDETEDOJEF!EQ!LDNNF!ORDOKNI!ECCRDDJFL!JF!.CNMFJM!FNIO!EF!OWN!:6'0!!6MINP!EF!OWN!UNIO!JFQEDHMOJEF!
CRDDNFOKG!MSMJKMUKN_!MUERO!1B_222!OE!<B_222!LDNNF!ORDOKNI!FNIO!MFFRMKKG!JF!.CNMFJM!XAJLRDN!<Y!
X$5A/!"212UY0!
!
3E\NSND_!MUERO!?2h!EQ!FNIOJFL!OM[NI!TKMCN!MHEFL!O\E!)RIODMKJMF!FNIOJFL!MLLDNLMOJEFI!X$)Y!
X$EDOWNDF!:6'!MFP!/EROWNDF!:6'!\WJCW!JFCKRPNI!OWN!-EDMK!/NM!,KMOQEDHY_!\JOW!ESND!WMKQ!EQ!MKK!
OWN!FNIOJFL!ECCRDDJFL!EF!M!IJFLKN!JIKMFP`!'MJFN!#IKMFP!JF!OWN!$EDOWNDF!:6'!X-WMKERT[M!et al0!
"22BM_!(JHTRI!"22?Y0!!$NIOJFL!ODNFPI!MTTNMD!IOMUKN!MO!'MJFN!#IKMFP_!MFP!MDN!JFCDNMIJFL!MO!3NDEF!
#IKMFP!JF!OWN!/EROWNDF!:6'_!MI!\NKK!MI!MO!-WJCWJ]aJHM!JF!OWN!.LMIM\MDM!#IKMFPI!X-WMKERT[M!et al0!
"22BMY0!!3E\NSND_!OWNIN!ODNFPI!PE!FEO!FNCNIIMDJKG!CEDDNKMON!\JOW!M!IOMUKN!ED!JFCDNMIJFL!OEOMK!
FRHUND!EQ!ORDOKNI!UNCMRIN!EQ!KE\!FNIOJFL!IRCCNII!MFP!WMOCWKJFL!TDEPRCOJEF!MO!'MJFN!#IKMFP_!\WNDN!
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OWN!HMaEDJOG!EQ!FNIOJFL!QED!.CNMFJM!ECCRDI!X(JHTRI!et al0!"22<`!(JHTRI!"22?Y0!!)KIE_!$)!\JOW!
IHMKK!FRHUNDI!EQ!FNIOJFL!QNHMKNI_!KJ[N!OWEIN!OWDERLWERO!OWN!JIKMFPI!MFP!MOEKKI!EQ!CNFODMK!MFP!
IEROW!,MCJQJC_!HMG!UN!EQ!LDNMOND!JHTEDOMFCN!OWMF!OWNJD!TDETEDOJEFMK!FRHUNDI!JFPJCMON0!!5MFG!EQ!
OWNIN!$)!MDN!LNELDMTWJCMKKG!JIEKMONP_!MFP!KJ[NKG!WMDUED!RFJZRN!LNFNOJC!PJSNDIJOG_!\WJCW!HMG!UN!
KEIO!JQ!OWNIN!IHMKK!$)!ED!OWNJD!CEHTEFNFOI!UNCEHN!NbOJDTMONP!X)SJIN!l!6E\NF!1??>Y0!

!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

AJLRDN!<0!!:DNNF!ORDOKN!FNIOJFL!MLLDNLMOJEFI!JF!.CNMFJM0!
!
3M\MJJMF!)DCWJTNKMLE!
:DNNF!ORDOKNI!EQ!OWN!3M\MJJMF!$)!FNIO!NbCKRIJSNKG!\JOWJF!OWN!3M\MJJMF!)DCWJTNKMLE_!\JOW!ESND!
?2!TNDCNFO!EQ!OWN!FNIOJFL!ECCRDDJFL!MO!ADNFCW!ADJLMON!/WEMKI!XAA/Y!JF!OWN!$EDOW\NIONDF!3M\MJJMF!
#IKMFPI!X$83#Y0!!)PRKOI!HJLDMON!HEDN!OWMF!;"1!HJKNI!X1_222![HY!UNO\NNF!QEDMLJFL!MDNMI!JF!OWN!
5MJF!3M\MJJMF!#IKMFPI!X53#Y!MFP!OWN!AA/!FNIOJFL!MDNM!X6MKMVI!et al0!1??>Y0!!(EFL]ONDH!
HEFJOEDJFL!MFP!OMLLJFL!IORPJNI!WMSN!IWE\F!OWMO!ORDOKNI!FNIOJFL!MO!AA/!CEHN!QDEH!FRHNDERI!
QEDMLJFL!MDNMI!OWDERLWERO!OWN!3M\MJJMF!)DCWJTNKMLE_!\WNDN!OWNG!DNIJPN!\JOW!M!IODEFL!PNLDNN!EQ!
JIKMFP!QJPNKJOG!X6MKMVI!1?^;_!1?B2_!1?B<`!*ROOEF!et al.!"22BY0!!%WJI!KJF[MLN!WMI!UNNF!QJDHKG!
NIOMUKJIWNP!OWDERLW!LNFNOJCI_!IMONKKJON!ONKNHNODG_!QKJTTND!OMLLJFL!MFP!PJDNCO!EUINDSMOJEF!X6MKMVI!
1?B<_!6MKMVI!et al.!1??>`!(NDERb!et al.!"22<`!*ROOEF!et al.!"22BY0!!!
!
)FFRMK!FNIOJFL!MCOJSJOG!WMI!UNNF!SMDJMUKN!MO!OWN!AA/!JFPNb!UNMCW!IJFCN!JFJOJMK!FNIOJFL!IRDSNGI!
UNLMF!JF!1?^<!XMI!JI!OGTJCMK!EQ!LDNNF!ORDOKN!FNIOJFL!PGFMHJCIY_!URO!WMI!HMD[NPKG!JFCDNMINP!QDEH!M!
KE\!EQ!;^!FNIONDI!JF!1?^<!OE!M!WJLW!EQ!B2B!FNIONDI!EUINDSNP!PRDJFL!OWN!"211!IMHTKJFL!TNDJEP!
X$5A/],#A/-!RFTRUKJIWNPY0!!-WMKERT[M!NO!MK0!X"22BMY!DNTEDONP!M!FNMD]KJFNMD!MFFRMK!JFCDNMIN!EQ!
MUERO!90^!TNDCNFO0!!%WN!KEFL]ONDH!TEIJOJSN!ODNFP!JF!FNIOJFL!WMI!UNNF!MOODJURONP!OE!JFCDNMINP!
IRDSJSEDIWJT!XIJFCN!WMDSNIOJFL!EQ!ORDOKNI!JF!QEDMLJFL!LDERFPI!\MI!TDEWJUJONP!JF!OWN!HJP]1?^2IY!
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MFP!CNIIMOJEF!EQ!WMUJOMO!PMHMLN!MO!OWN!AA/!DEE[NDG!IJFCN!OWN!NMDKG!1?92I!X6MKMVI!MFP!-WMKERT[M_!
"22>Y0!!#F]\MOND!MURFPMFCN!EQ!LDNNF!ORDOKNI!JI!CEFIJIONFO!\JOW!OWN!JFCDNMINP!FNIOJFL!X6MKMVI!1??;`!
6MKMVI!MFP!-WMKERT[M!"22>`!-WMKERT[M!NO!MK0!"22^Y_!MFP!OWNDN!WMI!UNNF!M!PDMHMOJC!JFCDNMIN!JF!
OWN!FRHUND!EQ!UMI[JFL!ORDOKNI!JF!OWN!53#!MFP!OWDERLWERO!OWN!$83#!X6MKMVI!1??;`!6MKMVI!MFP!
8WJOOE\!1?B"`!,MD[ND!MFP!6MKMVI!"211Y0!!)KOWERLW!OWN!FRHUND!EQ!LDNNF!INM!ORDOKNI!MDERFP!OWN!
53#!MTTNMDI!OE!UN!JFCDNMIJFL_!MFP!DNIJPNFO!aRSNFJKNI!MFP!MPRKOI!MDN!CEFIJPNDNP!RUJZRJOERI!JF!
KECMK!\MONDI_!PMOM!MDN!JFIRQQJCJNFO!OE!NIOJHMON!OWNJD!PNFIJOG!\JOWJF!OWN!MCOJEF!MDNM0!
!
3.3.2 Life History Characteristics Affecting Vulnerability to Proposed Action 
AEKKE\JFL!WMOCWJFL!MO!OWNJD!FMOMK!UNMCWNI_!LDNNF!ORDOKN!WMOCWKJFLI!ITNFP!INSNDMK!GNMDI!EQ!NMDKG!
PNSNKETHNFO!JF!OWN!ECNMFJC!XTNKMLJCY!VEFN!QEKKE\NP!UG!DNCDRJOHNFO!OE!CEMIOMK!MDNMI!\WNDN!TEIO]
DNCDRJOHNFO!aRSNFJKNI!MFP!MPRKOI!QEDMLN!MFP!HMORDN!JF!IWMKKE\!CEMIOMK!MDNMI_!QNNPJFL!TDJHMDJKG!EF!
MKLMN!MFP!INMLDMII0!!8WNF!EF!OWNJD!QEDMLJFL!LDERFPI_!TEIO]DNCDRJOHNFO!LDNNF!ORDOKNI!MDN!EQONF!
DNQNDDNP!OE!MI!DNIJPNFOI0!!5EIO!DNIJPNFO!LDNNF!ORDOKNI!IWE\!IODEFL!KEFL]ONDH!IJON!QJPNKJOG!XESND!
GNMDIY!OE!TDNQNDDNP!FNMDIWEDN!QEDMLJFL!MFP!IWNKONDJFL!WMUJOMOI_!EQONF!RFOJK!OWN!WMUJOMO!CMF!FE!
KEFLND!IRTTEDO!OWNJD!JFCDNMIJFL!IJVN!X6MKMVI!MFP!-WMKERT[M!"22>`!6MKMVI!et al0!1?B^!MFP!1??B`!
-WMKERT[M!MFP!(JHTRI!"221`!:EPKNG!et al0!"22<`!:DMFO!et al0!1??^`!/NHJFEQQ!et al0!"22<Y0!!%WN!
HMaEDJOG!EQ!INM!ORDOKNI!JF!CEMIOMK!MDNMI!ITNFP!OWNJD!OJHN!MO!PNTOWI!KNII!OWMF!1;!QNNO!X9!HY!UNKE\!OWN!
IRDQMCN!X/CWEQJNKP!et al.!"212_!3MVNK!et al.!"22?Y0!!4TEF!DNMCWJFL!INbRMK!HMORDJOG_!MPRKO!LDNNFI!
OGTJCMKKG!RFPNDOM[N!KEFL!HJLDMOJEFI!UNO\NNF!OWNJD!DNIJPNFO!QEDMLJFL!LDERFPI!MFP!OWNJD!FMOMK!
FNIOJFL!MDNMI!XAA/!QED!?2!TNDCNFO!EQ!OWN!3M\MJJMF!$)Y_!\WNDN!OWNG!HMON!MFP!QNHMKNI!FNIO0!!
$NIOJFL!QNHMKNI!MDN!DNQNDDNP!OE!MI!cFNIONDId_!\WJCW!PJIOJFLRJIWNI!OWNH!QDEH!cDNIJPNFOd!ORDOKNI!
OWMO!DNLRKMDKG!QEDMLN!JF!OWMO!MDNM0!!)KOWERLW!HMKNI!MKIE!HM[N!HMOJFL!HJLDMOJEFI_!UNCMRIN!OWNG!PE!
FEO!CDM\K!ERO!EF!OWN!UNMCW!MI!OWN!QNHMKNI!PE_!OWEIN!HMKNI!MDN!FNMDKG!JHTEIIJUKN!OE!PJIOJFLRJIW!
QDEH!OWN!DNIJPNFO!HMKNI0!!
!
/NM!ORDOKN!WNMDJFL!DNINMDCW!JI!KJHJONP_!URO!MSMJKMUKN!JFQEDHMOJEF!MUERO!INM!ORDOKN!INFIEDG!UJEKELG!
IRLLNIOI!OWMO!OWNG!MDN!KE\!QDNZRNFCG!ITNCJMKJIOI_!\JOW!LDNNFI!OWERLWO!OE!UN!HEIO!MCERIOJCMKKG!
INFIJOJSN!UNO\NNF!"22!MFP!^22!WNDOV!X3VY!X'JPL\MG!et al.!1?;?Y0!!6NCMRIN!OWN!WNMDJFL!DMFLN!EQ!
LDNNF!ORDOKNI!ESNDKMTI!\JOW!OWN!NbTNCONP!QDNZRNFCG!DMFLN!EQ!OWN!TJKN!PDJSJFL!IJLFMKI_!$5A/!
CEFIJPNDI!JO!KJ[NKG!OWMO!LDNNFI!CMF!WNMD!MFP!DNITEFP!OE!TJKN!PDJSJFL!FEJIN0!!&bJIOJFL!JFQEDHMOJEF!
MKIE!IRLLNIOI!OWMO!INM!ORDOKNI!DNKG!HEDN!WNMSJKG!EF!SJIRMK!CRNI_!DMOWND!OWMF!MRPJOEDG_!OE!JFJOJMON!
OWDNMO!MSEJPMFCN!X3MVNK!et al0!"22^Y0!
!!!
6MINP!EF!OWN!PNICDJTOJEF!EQ!OWN!TDETEINP!MCOJEF!MFP!EF!LDNNF!ORDOKN!KJQN!WJIOEDG!CWMDMCONDJIOJCI_!
TEIO]DNCDRJOHNFO!aRSNFJKN!MFP!MPRKO!LDNNF!ORDOKNI!IWNKONDJFL!MFP!QEDMLJFL!FNMD!3EFEKRKR!3MDUED!
MDN!OWN!KJQN!IOMLNI!HEIO!KJ[NKG!OE!UN!MQQNCONP!UG!OWN!NbTNCONP!WJLW!JFONFIJOG!FEJIN!QDEH!TJKN!
PDJSJFL0!!6NCMRIN!OWN!LDNNF!ORDOKNI!QERFP!MDERFP!.MWR!MDN!RFKJ[NKG!OE!HJLDMON!EROIJPN!EQ!OWN!
MDCWJTNKMLE_!OWN!TDETEINP!MCOJEF!JI!NbTNCONP!MQQNCO!OWN!3M\MJJMF!$)!MKEFN!XAJLRDN!"Y0!
!
3.3.3 Threats to the Species 
:KEUMK!OWDNMOI!OE!LDNNF!ORDOKNI!MDN!PNICDJUNP!JF!OWN!9]GNMD!DNSJN\!X$5A/!l!4/A8/!"22^MY0!!%WN!
HMaED!OWDNMOI!OE!OWN!ITNCJNI!MDN!MKONDMOJEF!EQ!FNIOJFL!MFP!QEDMLJFL!WMUJOMO_!QJIWJFL!UGCMOCW_!MFP!
PJDNCO!WMDSNIO_!\WJCW!MDN!UDJNQKG!PNICDJUNP!UNKE\0!!-KJHMON!CWMFLN!MKIE!MTTNMDI!OE!UN!M!LDE\JFL!
OWDNMO!OE!OWJI!ITNCJNI_!MFP!JI!MKIE!HNFOJEFNP!UNKE\0!
!
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*NIODRCOJEF!MFP!MKONDMOJEF!EQ!LDNNF!ORDOKN!FNIOJFL!MFP!QEDMLJFL!WMUJOMOI!JI!ECCRDDJFL!OWDERLWERO!
OWN!ITNCJNIe!LKEUMK!DMFLN_!NITNCJMKKG!OWDERLW!CEMIOMK!PNSNKETHNFO_!UNMCW!MDHEDJFL_!UNMCWQDEFO!
KJLWOJFL_!SNWJCRKMD+!TNPNIODJMF!ODMQQJC_!JFSMIJSN!ITNCJNI_!MFP!TEKKROJEF!QDEH!PJICWMDLNI!MFP!DRFEQQ0!!
4FPND!FMORDMK!CEFPJOJEFI_!UNMCWNI!CMF!HESN!KMFP\MDP!ED!INM\MDP!\JOW!QKRCORMOJEFI!JF!INM!KNSNK0!
3E\NSND_!NbONFIJSN!IWEDNKJFN!WMDPNFJFL!XN0L0_!INM\MKKIY!JFWJUJOI!OWJI!FMORDMK!TDECNII0!!6NMCW!
MDHEDJFL!JI!OGTJCMKKG!PEFN!OE!TDEONCO!OWN!CEMIOMK!PNSNKETHNFO!QDEH!NDEIJEF!PRDJFL!IOEDHI_!URO!
MDHEDJFL!UKEC[I!ORDOKN!FNIOJFL!MFP!EQONF!KNMPI!OE!UNMCW!KEII0!!-EMIOMK!PNSNKETHNFO!MKIE!JFCDNMINI!
MDOJQJCJMK!KJLWOJFL_!\WJCW!HMG!PJIEDJNFO!NHNDLJFL!WMOCWKJFLI_!CMRIJFL!OWNH!OE!CDM\K!JFKMFP!
OE\MDPI!OWN!KJLWOI!JFIONMP!EQ!INM\MDP0!!-EMIOMK!PNSNKETHNFO!MKIE!JHTDESNI!UNMCW!MCCNII!QED!
WRHMFI_!DNIRKOJFL!JF!HEDN!SNWJCRKMD!MFP!QEEO!ODMQQJC!EF!UNMCWNI_!CMRIJFL!CEHTMCOJEF!EQ!FNIOI!MFP!
OWNDNUG!DNPRCJFL!NHNDLNFCN!IRCCNII0!!)PRKO!LDNNF!ORDOKNI!MDN!ETTEDORFJIOJC!QNNPNDI_!URO!MDN!
CEFIJPNDNP!TDJHMDJKG!WNDUJSEDNI!OWMO!QEDMLN!EF!INMLDMII!MFP!MKLMN!JF!IWMKKE\!FNMDIWEDN!MDNMI!MFP!
CEDMK!DNNQI0!!-EFOMHJFMOJEF!QDEH!NQQKRNFO!PJICWMDLNI!MFP!DRFEQQ!WMI!PNLDMPNP!OWNIN!WMUJOMOI_!MFP!
JFSMIJSN!ITNCJNI!HMG!DNPRCN!FMOJSN!MKLMN!ITNCJNI!TDNQNDDNP!UG!LDNNF!ORDOKNI!ED!CERKP!NbMCNDUMON!
IRICNTOJUJKJOG!OE_!ED!PNSNKETHNFO!EQ!PJINMIN!X$5A/!l!4/A8/!"22^M`!:RJHMDMNI!PEI!/MFOEI!et 
al0!"212Y0!
!
:DNNF!ORDOKNI!MDN!IRICNTOJUKN!OE!QJIWNDJNI!UGCMOCW_!TMDOJCRKMDKG!JF!FNMDIWEDN!MDOJIMFMK!QJIWNDJNI0!!
%WNIN!QJIWNDJNI!RIN!M!PJSNDIN!SMDJNOG!EQ!LNMDI_!JFCKRPJFL!KEFL]KJFJFL_!PDJQO!LJKKFNOI_!INO]FNOI_!
TERFP]FNOI_!ODM\KI_!MFP!EOWNDI0!!*NITJON!ETNDMOJFL!JF!OWN!MDNMI!\JOW!OWN!LDNMONIO!PNFIJOG!EQ!MPRKO!
LDNNF!ORDOKNI_!MDOJIMFMK!QJIWNDJNI!MDN!OGTJCMKKG!OWN!KNMIO!DNLRKMONP!EQ!MKK!QJIWNDJNI!X$5A/!l!
4/A8/!"22^MY0!!#FPRIODJMK!QJIWNDJNI!IRCW!MI!OWN!3M\MJJ]UMINP!PNNT]INO!MFP!)HNDJCMF!/MHEM!
KEFLKJFN!QJIWNDJNI!MKIE!JFONDMCO!\JOW!LDNNF!ORDOKNI_!NITNCJMKKG!aRSNFJKNI0!!3MDSNIO!EQ!LDNNF!ORDOKNI!
QED!OWNJD!HNMO_!IWNKKI_!MFP!NLLI!WMI!UNNF!M!HMaED!QMCOED!JF!OWN!TMIO!PNCKJFNI!EQ!LDNNF!ORDOKNI0!!
)KOWERLW!DNPRCNP!QDEH!TDNSJERI!KNSNKI_!KNLMK!MFP!JKKNLMK!WMDSNIO!EQ!MPRKOI!MFP!NLLI!CEFOJFRNI!JF!
HEIO!EQ!OWN!$)!PNICDJUNP!MUESN_!MFP!DNHMJFI!M!HMaED!QMCOED!JF!IEHN!TMDOI!EQ!OWN!ITNCJNIe!DMFLN_!
JFCKRPJFL!JF!OWN!5MDJMFMI0!
!
)KOWERLW!LDNNF!INM!ORDOKNI!MDN!TDEUMUKG!UNLJFFJFL!OE!UN!MQQNCONP!UG!JHTMCOI!MIIECJMONP!\JOW!
MFOWDETELNFJC!CKJHMON!CWMFLN!XPNICDJUNP!JF!HEDN!PNOMJK!JF!OWN!&FSJDEFHNFOMK!6MINKJFN!INCOJEF!
UNKE\Y_!FE!IJLFJQJCMFO!CKJHMON!CWMFLN]DNKMONP!JHTMCOI!OE!WM\[IUJKK!ORDOKN!TETRKMOJEFI!WMSN!UNNF!
EUINDSNP!OE!PMON0!
!
3.3.4 Conservation of the Species 
:DNNF!ORDOKNI!FNIOJFL!JF!OWN!4/!WMSN!UNFNQJONP!QDEH!UEOW!/OMON!MFP!ANPNDMK!KM\I!TMIINP!JF!OWN!
NMDKG!1?^2I!UMFFJFL!OWN!WMDSNIO!EQ!ORDOKNI!MFP!OWNJD!NLLI0!!,DEONCOJEF!MFP!HMFMLNHNFO!MCOJSJOJNI!
IJFCN!1?^>!OWDERLWERO!OWN!3M\MJJMF!)DCWJTNKMLE!MFP!WMUJOMO!TDEONCOJEF!MO!OWN!ADNFCW!ADJLMON!
/WEMKI!FNIOJFL!MDNM!IJFCN!OWN!1?92eI!WMSN!DNIRKONP!JF!JFCDNMINP!TETRKMOJEF!ODNFPI!EQ!UEOW!FNIOJFL!
MFP!QEDMLJFL!ORDOKNI!X6MKMVI!MFP!-WMKERT[M!"22>Y0!!&KIN\WNDN_!OWN!TDEONCOJEF!EQ!FNIOJFL!UNMCWNI!
MLMJFIO!KMDLN]ICMKN!NLL!WMDSNIO!MTTNMDI!OE!WMSN!DNSNDINP!IEHN!PE\F\MDP!FNIOJFL!ODNFPI0!!4IJFL!
KEFL]ONDH!PMOM!INOI_!NFCERDMLJFL!ODNFPI!JF!LDNNF!ORDOKN!FNIOND!ED!FNIO!MURFPMFCN!ESND!OWN!TMIO!"9!
GNMDI!WMI!UNCEHN!MTTMDNFO!JF!MO!KNMIO!IJb!KECMOJEFI!JFCKRPJFL!3M\MJJ_!)RIODMKJM_!gMTMF_!-EIOM!
'JCM!MFP!AKEDJPM!X-WMKERT[M!et al0!"22BMY0!
!
&QQEDOI!OE!DNPRCN!QJIWNDJNI!UGCMOCW_!IRCW!MI!OWN!JHTDESNHNFOI!HMPN!JF!OWN!3M\MJJ]UMINP!KEFLKJFN!
QJIWNDG!IJFCN!OWN!1??2I_!WMI!DNPRCNP!LDNNF!ORDOKN!JFONDMCOJEFI!X$5A/!l!4/A8/!"22^MY0!!



!
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#FONDFMOJEFMKKG_!OWN!CEFINDSMOJEF!MFP!DNCESNDG!EQ!LDNNF!ORDOKNI!JI!QMCJKJOMONP!UG!M!FRHUND!EQ!
DNLRKMOEDG!HNCWMFJIHI!MO!JFONDFMOJEFMK_!DNLJEFMK_!FMOJEFMK!MFP!KECMK!KNSNKI_!IRCW!MI!OWN!AEEP!MFP!
)LDJCRKORDMK!.DLMFJVMOJEF!EQ!OWN!4FJONP!$MOJEFI!XA).Y!%NCWFJCMK!-EFIRKOMOJEF!EF!/NM!%RDOKN]
AJIWNDG!#FONDMCOJEFI_!OWN!#FOND])HNDJCMF!-EFSNFOJEF!QED!OWN!,DEONCOJEF!MFP!-EFINDSMOJEF!EQ!/NM!
%RDOKNI_!OWN!-EFSNFOJEF!EF!#FONDFMOJEFMK!%DMPN!JF!&FPMFLNDNP!/TNCJNI!EQ!8JKP!AMRFM!MFP!AKEDM!
X-#%&/Y_!MFP!EOWNDI0!!)I!M!DNIRKO!EQ!OWNIN!PNIJLFMOJEFI!MFP!MLDNNHNFOI_!HMFG!EQ!OWN!JFONFOJEFMK!
JHTMCOI!EF!INM!ORDOKNI!WMSN!UNNF!DNPRCNPf!!WMDSNIO!EQ!NLLI!MFP!MPRKOI!WMSN!UNNF!IKE\NP!MO!INSNDMK!
FNIOJFL!MDNMI!OWDERLW!FNIOJFL!UNMCW!CEFINDSMOJEF!NQQEDOI!MFP!MF!JFCDNMIJFL!FRHUND!EQ!
CEHHRFJOG]UMINP!JFJOJMOJSNI!MDN!JF!TKMCN!OE!IKE\!OWN!OM[N!EQ!ORDOKNI!JF!QEDMLJFL!MDNMI!X:JKHMF!et 
al0!"22^`!$5A/!l!4/A8/!"22^MY0!
!

3.4 Hawksbill Sea Turtles 
3M\[IUJKK!ORDOKNI!MDN!PJIODJURONP!MDERFP!OWN!\EDKP_!MFP!CMF!UN!QERFP!JF!OWN!,MCJQJC_!#FPJMF_!MFP!
)OKMFOJC!.CNMFI_!URO!FEO!JF!OWN!5NPJONDDMFNMF!/NM_!MI!PNICDJUNP!JF!OWN!HEIO!DNCNFO!WM\[IUJKK!
ORDOKN!9]GNMD!IOMORI!DNSJN\!X$5A/!l!4/A8/!"22^UY0!!)I!IWE\F!MUESN!JF!%MUKN!1_!JF!1?^B_!MKK!
WM\[IUJKK!ORDOKNI!MDN!KJIONP!MI!NFPMFLNDNP!RFPND!OWN!&/)0!!3M\[IUJKKI!MDN!OWN!HEIO!ODETJCMK!INM!
ORDOKN!ITNCJNI_!DMFLJFL!QDEH!MTTDEbJHMONKG!<2n!$!KMOJORPN!OE!<2n!/!KMOJORPN0!!%WNG!MDN!CKEINKG!
MIIECJMONP!\JOW!CEDMK!DNNQI!MFP!EOWND!WMDP]UEOOEH!WMUJOMOI_!URO!MDN!MKIE!QERFP!JF!EOWND!WMUJOMOI!
JFCKRPJFL!JFKNOI_!UMGI_!MFP!CEMIOMK!KMLEEFI0!!%WNDN!MDN!EFKG!QJSN!DNHMJFJFL!FNIOJFL!MLLDNLMOJEFI!
\JOW!HEDN!OWMF!1_222!QNHMKNI!FNIOJFL!MFFRMKKG0!!%WNIN!FNIOJFL!MLLDNLMOJEFI!MDN!JF!OWN!
/NGCWNKKNI_!5NbJCE_!#FPEFNIJM_!MFP!O\E!JF!)RIODMKJM!X$5A/!MFP!4/A8/!"22^UY0!!%WN!LKEUMK!
TETRKMOJEF!WMI!PNCKJFNP!UG!HEDN!OWMF!B2!TNDCNFO!ESND!OWN!KMIO!OWDNN!LNFNDMOJEFI0!!3M\[IUJKKI!QMCN!
HMFG!EQ!OWN!IMHN!OWDNMOI!MQQNCOJFL!LDNNF!INM!ORDOKNI0!!#F!MPPJOJEF_!OWNDN!CEFOJFRNI!OE!UN!M!
CEHHNDCJMK!HMD[NO!QED!WM\[IUJKK!IWNKK!TDEPRCOI_!PNITJON!TDEONCOJEFI!MQQEDPNP!OE!OWN!ITNCJNI!RFPND!
40/0!KM\!MFP!JFONDFMOJEFMK!CEFSNFOJEFI!X$5A/!MFP!4/A8/!"22^UY0!!
!
3.4.1 Distribution and Abundance 
:KEUMKKG_!HEIO!EQ!OWN!JHTEDOMFO!WM\[IUJKK!INM!ORDOKN!FNIOJFL!TETRKMOJEFI!PNCKJFNP!IRUIOMFOJMKKG!
PRDJFL!OWN!"2OW!CNFORDG0!!3M\[IUJKK!ORDOKNI!MDN!PJIODJURONP!MCDEII!OWDNN!HMaED!ECNMF!UMIJFI`!OWN!
)OKMFOJC_!OWN!#FPJMF_!MFP!OWN!,MCJQJC0!!AEKKE\JFL!MDN!UDJNQ!PNICDJTOJEFI!EQ!PJIODJUROJEF!MFP!
MURFPMFCN!EQ!WM\[IUJKK!INM!ORDOKNI!JF!OWN!OWDNN!HMaED!ECNMF!UMIJFI_!\JOW!HEDN!PNOMJK!TDESJPNP!QED!
OWN!,MCJQJC!6MIJF!MFP!OWN!3M\MJJMF!)DCWJTNKMLE!\WNDN!OWN!MCOJEF!MDNM!JI!KECMONP0!
!!!!
)OKMFOJC!.CNMF!
#F!OWN!\NIONDF!)OKMFOJC_!OWN!KMDLNIO!WM\[IUJKK!FNIOJFL!TETRKMOJEF!ECCRDI!EF!OWN!iRCMOmF!,NFJFIRKM!
EQ!5NbJCE0!!$NIOJFL!MKIE!ECCRDI!JF!)FOJLRM_!6MDUMPEI_!-EIOM!'JCM_!-RUM_!MFP!gMHMJCM0!!8JOWJF!
OWN!40/0_!FNIOJFL!ECCRDI!JF!,RNDOE!'JCE_!OWN!40/0!@JDLJF!#IKMFPI_!MFP!MKEFL!OWN!IEROWNMIO!CEMIO!EQ!
AKEDJPM0!!)O!OWN!O\E!TDJFCJTMK!FNIOJFL!UNMCWNI!JF!OWN!40/0!-MDJUUNMF!\WNDN!KEFL]ONDH!HEFJOEDJFL!
WMI!UNNF!CMDDJNP!ERO_!TETRKMOJEFI!MTTNMD!OE!UN!JFCDNMIJFL!X5EFM!#IKMFP_!,RNDOE!'JCEY!ED!IOMUKN!
X6RC[!#IKMFP!'NNQ!$MOJEFMK!5EFRHNFO_!/O0!-DEJb_!4/@#Y!X$5A/!MFP!4/A8/!"22^UY0!
!
#FPJMF!.CNMF!
.Q!OWN!MTTDEbJHMONKG!B<!FNIOJFL!DEE[NDJNI!OWMO!WMSN!UNNF!JPNFOJQJNP!QED!WM\[IUJKK!INM!ORDOKNI_!<1!
ECCRD!JF!OWN!#FPJMF!.CNMF0!!5MFG!EQ!OWEIN!FNIOJFL!MDNMI!MDN!DNKMOJSNKG!IHMKK!WEIOJFL!122!ED!QN\ND!
FNIOJFL!QNHMKNI!MFFRMKKG0!!3E\NSND_!IEHN!FNIOJFL!DEE[NDJNI!JF!5MPMLMICMD_!#DMF_!MFP!8NIONDF!
)RIODMKJM!HMG!WMSN!MI!HMFG!MI!1_222!OE!"_222!FNIOJFL!QNHMKNI!MFFRMKKG0!!6MINP!EF!OWN!FRHUND!EQ!
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FNIOJFL!QNHMKNI!OWN!TETRKMOJEF!ODNFPI!MO!OWN!<1!FNIOJFL!DEE[NDJNI!ESND!OWN!DNCNFO!TMIO!XKMIO!"2!
GNMDIY!WMSN!DNHMJFNP!IOMUKN!JF!O\E!KECMOJEFI_!PNCKJFNP!MO!QJSN_!MFP!MDN!RF[FE\F!QED!">0!!
3JIOEDJCMKKG!X"2!OE!122!GNMDI!MLEY_!TETRKMOJEF!ODNFPI!MO!OWNIN!FNIOJFL!DEE[NDJNI!\NDN!JF!PNCKJFN!MO!
1^!IJONI!MFP!MDN!RF[FE\F!QED!1>!X$5A/!MFP!4/A8/!"22^UY0!
!
,MCJQJC!.CNMF!
3M\[IUJKK!ORDOKNI!FNIO!UDEMPKG!JF!OWN!,MCJQJC_!JFCKRPJFL!EF!OWN!JIKMFPI!MFP!HMJFKMFP!EQ!/EROWNMIO!
)IJM_!QDEH!-WJFM!OE!gMTMF_!MFP!OWDERLWERO!OWN!,WJKJTTJFNI_!5MKMGIJM_!#FPEFNIJM_!,MTRM!$N\!
:RJFNM!X,$:Y_!OWN!/EKEHEF!#IKMFPI_!MFP!)RIODMKJM_!\JOW!OWN!KMDLNIO!FNIOJFL!CEFCNFODMOJEF!
ECCRDDJFL!EF!DNHEON!JIKMFPI!JF!OWN!:6'!MDNM0!!3E\NSND_!MKEFL!OWN!NMIONDF!,MCJQJC!'JH!\WNDN!
FNIOJFL!\MI!CEHHEF!JF!OWN!1?<2I_!WM\[IUJKKI!MDN!FE\!DMDN!ED!MUINFO!X$5A/!MFP!4/A8/!
"22^UY0!!3M\[IUJKK!FNIOJFL!JFQEDHMOJEF!JI!MSMJKMUKN!QED!NJLWO!KECMOJEFI!\JOWJF!.CNMFJMf!!:6'_!
,$:_!/EKEHEF!#IKMFPI_!@MFRMOR_!AJaJ_!5JCDEFNIJM!XANPNDMONP!/OMONI!EQ!5JCDEFNIJM!XA/5Y!MFP!
,MKMRY_!OWN!/MHEMF!#IKMFPI!X8NIONDF!/MHEM!MFP!)HNDJCMF!/MHEMY_!MFP!OWN!5MDJMFM!#IKMFPI0!!
3M\[IUJKK!FNIOJFL!HMG!ECCRD!NKIN\WNDN!\JOWJF!OWN!DMFLN!EQ!OWJI!TETRKMOJEF_!URO!KJOOKN!OE!FE!
JFQEDHMOJEF!JI!MSMJKMUKN_!MFP!FNIOJFL!MCOJSJOG!MO!OWEIN!IJONI!JI!OWERLWO!OE!UN!SNDG!KE\0!!6MINP!EF!
OWN!UNIO!JFQEDHMOJEF!CRDDNFOKG!MSMJKMUKN_!MUERO!9_>22!OE!;_122!WM\[IUJKK!ORDOKNI!FNIO!MFFRMKKG!JF!
.CNMFJM_!X$5A/!"212UY!MFP!OWN!ESNDMKK!ODNFP!JI!PE\F\MDP!X$5A/!l!4/A8/!"22^UY0!!
!
3M\MJJMF!)DCWJTNKMLE!
$NMDKG!MKK!WM\[IUJKK!FNIOJFL!MFP!QEDMLJFL!JF!3M\MJJ!ECCRDI!JF!OWN!53#0!!)KOWERLW!OWNDN!WMI!UNNF!
FE!PJDNCONP!HEFJOEDJFL!QED!WM\[IUJKKI!JF!OWN!$83#_!OWNDN!WMSN!UNNF!MO!KNMIO!IJb!DNCEDPNP!
EUINDSMOJEFI!EQ!WM\[IUJKKI!MFP!O\E!TEONFOJMK!WJIOEDJC!DNCEDPI!EQ!WM\[IUJKK!FNIOJFL!QDEH!OWMO!MDNM!
X@MF!3EROMF!et al0!"21"Y0!!#O!JI!PJQQJCRKO!OE!PNONDHJFN!OWN!QRKK!NbONFO!EQ!WM\[IUJKK!FNIOJFL!JF!
3M\MJJ_!JFCKRPJFL!OWN!JPNFOJQJCMOJEF!EQ!FN\!FNIOJFL!UNMCWNI0!!ANHMKNI!FNIO!JF!M!SMDJNOG!EQ!WMUJOMOI!
JFCKRPJFL!UKMC[!MFP!\WJON!IMFP!UNMCWNI_!IHMKK!TEC[NO!CESNI!CESNDNP!JF!CEUUKNI!ED!DRLLNP!KMSM_!
MFP!RT!JF!UNMCW!SNLNOMOJEF0!!%DMC[I!MDN!EQONF!PJQQJCRKO!OE!PNONCO!EF!IEHN!EQ!OWN!UNMCW!IRUIODMONI!
QMSEDNP!UG!3M\MJJeI!WM\[IUJKKI_!MFP!FNIOJFL!HMG!ECCRD!MO!IJONI!OWMO!MDN!PJQQJCRKO!OE!MCCNII0!!)KIE_!
FEO!MKK!IJONI!MDN!MCOJSN!NSNDG!GNMD_!MFP!OWN!MFFRMK!FNIOJFL!MCOJSJOG!MO!NMCW!IJON!QKRCORMONI0!
!
/JFCN!HEFJOEDJFL!UNLMF!JF!1?B?_!WM\[IUJKK!FNIOJFL!MCOJSJOG!WMI!UNNF!CEFQJDHNP!MO!""!IJONI!JF!OWN!
53#`!1<!EF!OWN!#IKMFP!EQ!3M\MJJ_!B!EF!5MRJ_!MFP!1EF!5EKE[MJ0!!%WNDN!MKIE!HMG!UN!ECCMIJEFMK!
FNIOJFL!EF!OWN!\JFP\MDP!CEMIO!EQ!.MWR0!!/JFCN!QKJTTND!OMLLJFL!UNLMF!JF!1??1_!ESND!122!
JFPJSJPRMK!FNIOJFL!QNHMKNI!WMSN!UNNF!OMLLNP!EF!3M\MJJ!MFP!INSNF!EF!5MRJ0!!.SND!?2h!EQ!OWN!
PECRHNFONP!WM\[IUJKK!FNIOJFL!MCOJSJOG!JF!3M\MJJ!ECCRDI!MKEFL!OWN!7MR!-EMIO!EQ!OWN!#IKMFP!EQ!
3M\MJJ0!!6NO\NNF!9!MFP!19!QNHMKNI!KJ[NKG!FNIO!MFFRMKKG!EF!3M\MJJeI!UNMCWNI0!!'NLRKMD!FNIOJFL!
MKIE!ECCRDI!EF!5MRJ!MFP!5EKE[MJ0!#F!3M\MJJ_!OWN!MSNDMLN!WM\[IUJKK!CKROCW!IJVN!JI!1^9!NLLI_!MFP!
JFCRUMOJEF!OGTJCMKKG!KMIOI!MUERO!O\E!HEFOWI!X/NJOV!NO!MK0!"21"Y0!!)CCEDPJFL!OE!IMONKKJON!ODMC[JFL_!
OWN!3MHM[RM!-EMIO!EQ!OWN!#IKMFP!EQ!3M\MJJ!MTTNMDI!OE!UN!MF!JHTEDOMFO!QEDMLJFL!MDNM!QED!
WM\[IUJKK!INM!ORDOKNI!OWMO!FNIO!EF!3M\MJJeI!UNMCWNI0!
!
)KOWERLW!HEDN!IMHTKNI!MDN!DNZRJDNP!OE!NIOMUKJIW!M!CEFCKRIJSN!UMINKJFN_!LNFNOJC!IMHTKNI!CEKKNCONP!
MFP!MFMKGVNP!OWRI!QMD!XF!o!>^Y!IRLLNIO!OWMO!3M\MJJeI!WM\[IUJKK!INM!ORDOKNI!HMG!UN!LNFNOJCMKKG!MFP!
LNELDMTWJCMKKG!PJIOJFCO!QDEH!EOWND!TETRKMOJEFI!JF!OWN!,MCJQJC!X*ROOEF!MFP!(NDERb!"22BY0!!,MD[ND!
et al0!X"22?Y!DNTEDO!OWMO!OWN!ODMC[I!EQ!FJFN!TEIO]FNIOJFL!OMLLNP!QNHMKNI!WMSN!MKK!DNHMJFNP!\JOWJF!
OWN!53#_!QRDOWND!IRTTEDOJFL!OWN!TEIIJUJKJOG!OWMO!3M\MJJeI!WM\[IUJKK!INM!ORDOKNI!HMG!UN!M!PJICDNON!
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CNFODMK!,MCJQJC!TETRKMOJEF0!!*MOM!MDN!JFIRQQJCJNFO!OE!NIOJHMON!WM\[IUJKK!PNFIJOG!JF!3M\MJJMF!
\MONDI!MFP!\JOWJF!OWN!MCOJEF!MDNM0!!3E\NSND_!WM\[IUJKK!INM!ORDOKNI!MDN!HRCW!KNII!CEHHEF!OWMF!
LDNNFI0!
!
3.4.2 Life History Characteristics Affecting Vulnerability to Proposed Action 
)I!\JOW!LDNNF!ORDOKNI_!WM\[IUJKKI!WMOCW!MO!OWNJD!FMOMK!UNMCWNI_!WMOCWKJFLI!ITNFP!INSNDMK!GNMDI!EQ!
NMDKG!PNSNKETHNFO!JF!OWN!ECNMFJC!XTNKMLJCY!VEFN0!!)O!MUERO!<9!CH!CMDMTMCN!KNFLOW_!aRSNFJKNI!
DNCDRJO!OE!CEMIOMK!MDNMI!\WNDN!TEIO]DNCDRJOHNFO!aRSNFJKNI!MFP!MPRKOI!QEDMLN!MFP!HMORDN!JF!IWMKKE\!
CEMIOMK!MDNMI_!QNNPJFL!TDJHMDJKG!EF!ITEFLNI_!URO!MKIE!EF!EOWND!UNFOWJC!JFSNDONUDMONI_!CEDMK_!MFP!
MKLMN0!!3M\[IUJKKI!JF!3M\MJJ!WMSN!UNNF!PECRHNFONP!QEDMLJFL!EF!M!SMDJNOG!EQ!TDNG!JFCKRPJFL!
ECOETRI_!SMDJERI!MKLMK!ITNCJNI_!QJDN!\EDHI_!UKMC[!ITEFLNI_!QJIW!DEN_!MFP!RDCWJFI!X7JFL!"211Y0!!
8WNF!EF!OWNJD!QEDMLJFL!LDERFPI_!TEIO]DNCDRJOHNFO!WM\[IUJKK!ORDOKNI!MDN!EQONF!DNQNDDNP!OE!MI!
cDNIJPNFOId0!!8WJKN!JF!CEMIOMK!MDNMI_!OWN!HMaEDJOG!EQ!INM!ORDOKNI!ITNFP!OWNJD!OJHN!MO!PNTOWI!KNII!OWMF!
1;!QNNO!X9!HY!UNKE\!OWN!IRDQMCN!X/CWEQJNKP!et al.!"212_!3MVNK!et al.!"22?Y0!
!
4TEF!DNMCWJFL!INbRMK!HMORDJOG_!MPRKO!WM\[IUJKKI!OGTJCMKKG!RFPNDOM[N!KEFL!HJLDMOJEFI!UNO\NNF!
OWNJD!DNIJPNFO!QEDMLJFL!LDERFPI!MFP!OWNJD!FMOMK!FNIOJFL!MDNMI_!\WNDN!OWNG!HMON!MFP!QNHMKNI!FNIO0!!
)I!\JOW!LDNNFI_!FNIOJFL!QNHMKNI!MDN!DNQNDDNP!OE!MI!cFNIONDId_!\WJCW!PJIOJFLRJIWNI!OWNH!QDEH!
cDNIJPNFOd!ORDOKNI!OWMO!DNLRKMDKG!QEDMLN!JF!OWMO!MDNM0!!)KOWERLW!HMKNI!MKIE!HM[N!HMOJFL!
HJLDMOJEFI_!UNCMRIN!OWNG!PE!FEO!CDM\K!ERO!EF!OWN!UNMCW!MI!OWN!QNHMKNI!PE_!OWEIN!HMKNI!MDN!FNMDKG!
JHTEIIJUKN!OE!PJIOJFLRJIW!QDEH!OWN!DNIJPNFO!HMKNI0!!)I!\JOW!LDNNF!ORDOKNI_!WM\[IUJKK!QEDMLN!
LDERFPI!MFP!FMOMK!FNIOJFL!MDNMI!MDN!QDNZRNFOKG!KECMONP!JF!PJQQNDNFO!JIKMFP!LDERTI_!MFP!DNIJPNFOI!MO!
M!LJSNF!JIKMFP!LDERT!HMG!EDJLJFMON!QDEH!HRKOJTKN!FMOMK!FNIOJFL!MDNMI!X$5A/!l!4/A8/!"22^UY0!!
%\E!TEIO]FNIOJFL!WM\[IUJKKI!\NDN!QJOONP!\JOW!IMONKKJON!OMLI!EF!%RORJKM_!)HNDJCMF!/MHEM`!EFN!
HJLDMONP!INSNDMK!WRFPDNP![H!OE!8NIONDF!/MHEM_!MFP!OWN!EOWND!HJLDMONP!HEDN!OWMF!1_222![H!OE!
OWN!-EE[!#IKMFPI!X%MLMDJFE!et al0!"22BY0!!,EIO]FNIOJFL!WM\[IUJKKI!EF!OWN!:6'!MDN!DNTEDONP!OE!
HJLDMON!HEDN!OWMF!"_222![H!X5JKKND!et al0!1??BY0!!3E\NSND_!MI!PJICRIINP!MUESN!JF!OWN!3M\MJJMF!
)DCWJTNKMLE!IRUINCOJEF_!OMLLJFL!IORPJNI!IRLLNIO!OWMO!WM\[IUJKKI!FNIOJFL!JF!3M\MJJ!DNHMJF!\JOWJF!
OWN!53#!OE!QEDMLN0!!)I!IRCW!WM\[IUJKKI!JF!OWN!3M\MJJMF!)DCWJTNKMLE!HMG!UN!M!PJICDNON!CNFODMK!
,MCJQJC!TETRKMOJEF!OWMO!PENI!FEO!RFPNDOM[N!OWN!KEFL!HJLDMOJEFI!UNO\NNF!DNIJPNFO!QEDMLJFL!LDERFPI!
MFP!FMOMK!FNIOJFL!MDNMI!OWMO!MDN!CEHHEF!QED!EOWND!TETRKMOJEFI!X,MD[ND!et al0!"22?Y0!
!
'NINMDCW!JFOE!ORDOKN!WNMDJFL!JI!KJHJONP_!MFP!FE!ITNCJQJC!JFQEDHMOJEF!JI!MSMJKMUKN!QED!WM\[IUJKKI0!!
3E\NSND_!UMINP!EF!OWN!IJHJKMDJOG!JF!WNMDJFL!UNO\NNF!LDNNFI!MFP!KELLNDWNMPI_!MFP!OWN!
WM\[IUJKKeI!CKEIN!OMbEFEHJC!DNKMOJEFIWJT!OE!OWNIN!ITNCJNI_!$5A/!CEFIJPNDI!JO!KJ[NKG!OWMO!
WM\[IUJKK!WNMDJFL!JI!MKIE!IJHJKMDKG!ITNCJMKJVNP!QED!KE\!QDNZRNFCJNI0!!)I!PNICDJUNP!MUESN_!LDNNF!
ORDOKNI!MDN!OWERLWO!OE!UN!HEIO!MCERIOJCMKKG!INFIJOJSN!UNO\NNF!"22!MFP!^22!3V!X'JPL\MG!et al.!
1?;?Y0!!(ELLNDWNMP!XCaretta carretaY!WNMDJFL!JI!SNDG!IJHJKMD!OE!OWMO!EQ!LDNNFI_!UNJFL!HEIO!
INFIJOJSN!UNO\NNF!"92!MFP!1_222!3V!X6MDOEK!et al0!1???Y0!!6NCMRIN!OWN!WNMDJFL!DMFLN!EQ!WM\[IUJKK!
INM!ORDOKNI!KJ[NKG!ESNDKMTI!\JOW!OWN!NbTNCONP!QDNZRNFCG!DMFLN!EQ!OWN!TJKN!PDJSJFL!IJLFMKI_!$5A/!
CEFIJPNDI!JO!KJ[NKG!OWMO!WM\[IUJKKI!CMF!WNMD_!MFP!DNITEFP!OE!TJKN!PDJSJFL!FEJIN0!!&bJIOJFL!
JFQEDHMOJEF!MUERO!INM!ORDOKN!INFIEDG!UJEKELG!MKIE!IRLLNIOI!OWMO!INM!ORDOKNI!DNKG!HEDN!WNMSJKG!EF!
SJIRMK!CRNI_!DMOWND!OWMF!MRPJOEDG_!OE!JFJOJMON!OWDNMO!MSEJPMFCN!X3MVNK!et al0!"22^Y0!
!
6MINP!EF!OWN!PNICDJTOJEF!EQ!OWN!TDETEINP!MCOJEF!MFP!EF!WM\[IUJKK!ORDOKN!KJQN!WJIOEDG!
CWMDMCONDJIOJCI_!TEIO]DNCDRJOHNFO!aRSNFJKN!MFP!MPRKO!WM\[IUJKK!ORDOKNI!IWNKONDJFL!MFP!QEDMLJFL!FNMD!
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3EFEKRKR!3MDUED!MDN!OWN!KJQN!IOMLNI!HEIO!KJ[NKG!OE!UN!MQQNCONP!UG!OWN!NbTNCONP!WJLW!JFONFIJOG!
FEJIN!QDEH!TJKN!PDJSJFL0!!#O!JI!CRDDNFOKG!RFCNDOMJF!JQ!OWN!WM\[IUJKK!ORDOKNI!QERFP!MDERFP!.MWR!
\ERKP!HJLDMON!EROIJPN!EQ!OWN!MDCWJTNKMLE0!!3E\NSND_!$5A/!NbTNCOI!OWMO!OWNG!\ERKP!DNHMJF!
\JOWJF!OWN!3M\MJJMF!)DCWJTNKMLE0!
!
3.4.3 Threats to the Species 
:KEUMK!OWDNMOI!OE!ORDOKNI!MDN!PNICDJUNP!JF!OWN!9]GNMD!DNSJN\0!!)I!PJICRIINP!QED!LDNNF!ORDOKNI!
X/NCOJEF!<010<Y_!PNIODRCOJEF!MFP!MKONDMOJEF!EQ!WMUJOMO_!MI!\NKK!MI!PJDNCO!WMDSNIO!MDN!CEFIJPNDNP!OWN!
HMaED!OWDNMOI!OE!WM\[IUJKKI0!!-KJHMON!CWMFLN!MKIE!MTTNMDI!OE!UN!M!LDE\JFL!OWDNMO0!!*NIODRCOJEF!
MFP!MKONDMOJEF!EQ!WM\[IUJKK!FNIOJFL!MFP!QEDMLJFL!WMUJOMOI!JI!ECCRDDJFL!OWDERLWERO!OWN!ITNCJNIe!
LKEUMK!DMFLN_!NITNCJMKKG!OWDERLW!CEMIOMK!PNSNKETHNFO_!UNMCW!MDHEDJFL_!UNMCWQDEFO!KJLWOJFL_!
SNWJCRKMD+!TNPNIODJMF!ODMQQJC_!JFSMIJSN!ITNCJNI_!MFP!TEKKROJEF!QDEH!PJICWMDLNI!MFP!DRFEQQ0!!%WN!
MPSNDIN!JHTMCOI!EQ!OWNIN!OWDNMOI!PNICDJUNP!QED!LDNNFI_!MDN!SJDORMKKG!OWN!IMHN!QED!WM\[IUJKKI!
X$5A/!l!4/A8/!"22^UY_!IE!OWNG!MDN!FEO!DNTNMONP!WNDN0!!)KOWERLW!WM\[IUJKKI!JFONDMCO!\JOW!
IEHN!QJIWNDJNI_!OWNJD!UGCMOCW!DMONI!MDN!HRCW!KE\ND!OWMF!QED!OWN!EOWND!INM!ORDOKN!ITNCJNI_!
TMDOJCRKMDKG!\JOW!JFPRIODJMK!QJIWNDJNI0!
!
3MDSNIO!EQ!WM\[IUJKK!IWNKKI!MFP!NLLI!CEFOJFRNI!OE!UN!M!HMaED!OWDNMO0!!*RN!OE!OWN!UNMROG!EQ!OWNJD!
IWNKKI_!WM\[IUJKK!MPRKOI!HMG!UN!WMDSNIONP!HEDN!WNMSJKG!OWMF!EOWND!INM!ORDOKN!ITNCJNI0!!*NITJON!
TDEONCOJEFI!RFPND!-#%&/_!OWN!cOEDOEJINIWNKKd!ODMPN!CEFOJFRNI!JF!HMFG!MDNMI0!!)I!\JOW!EOWND!INM!
ORDOKN!ITNCJNI_!NLL!WMDSNIO!CEFOJFRNI!RFMUMONP!JF!TMDOI!EQ!OWN!,MCJQJC_!JFCKRPJFL!/EROWNMIO!)IJM_!
5NKMFNIJM_!MFP!,EKGFNIJM!X$5A/!l!4/A8/!"22^UY0!!7JFCW!X"22^Y!NIOJHMONI!OWMO!MUERO!"92!
WM\[IUJKK!ORDOKNI!MDN!IEKP!MFFRMKKG!JF!,EDO!5EDNIUG_!URO!OWJI!HMG!DNTDNINFO!EFKG!M!IHMKK!QDMCOJEF!
EQ!OWN!ESNDMKK!IRUIJIONFCN!MFP!INHJ]CEHHNDCJMK!OM[N!EQ!WM\[IUJKKI!JF!,$:0!!#O!JI!NIOJHMONP!OWMO!
KMDLN!FRHUNDI!EQ!WM\[IUJKK!ORDOKNI!QDEH!)RIODMKJMF!DEE[NDJNI!MDN!UNJFL!WMDSNIONP!JF!FNJLWUEDJFL!
CERFODJNI!JFCKRPJFL!#FPEFNIJM_!,$:_!/EKEHEF!#IKMFPI!MFP!AJaJ!OE!IRTTKG!HNMO!MFP+ED!OEDOEJINIWNKK!
QED!RIN!KECMKKG!ED!QED!NbTEDO0!
!
)KOWERLW!WM\[IUJKK!INM!ORDOKNI!MDN!TDEUMUKG!UNLJFFJFL!OE!UN!MQQNCONP!UG!JHTMCOI!MIIECJMONP!\JOW!
MFOWDETELNFJC!CKJHMON!CWMFLN!XPNICDJUNP!JF!HEDN!PNOMJK!JF!OWN!&FSJDEFHNFOMK!6MINKJFN!INCOJEF!
UNKE\Y_!FE!IJLFJQJCMFO!CKJHMON!CWMFLN]DNKMONP!JHTMCOI!OE!WM\[IUJKK!ORDOKN!TETRKMOJEFI!WMSN!UNNF!
EUINDSNP!OE!PMON0!
!
3.4.4 Conservation of the Species 
$RHNDERI!CEFINDSMOJEF!TDELDMHI!MDN!UNJFL!JHTKNHNFONP!MDERFP!OWN!\EDKP!OE!TDEONCO!FNIOJFL!
WMUJOMO!MFP!DNPRCN!WMDSNIOJFL!MFP!QJIWNDJNI!UGCMOCW!EQ!MKK!INM!ORDOKN!ITNCJNI_!MFP!FRHNDERI!
DNLRKMOEDG!HNCWMFJIHI!MDN!JF!TKMCN!MO!JFONDFMOJEFMK_!DNLJEFMK_!FMOJEFMK!MFP!KECMK!KNSNKI!OE!TDEONCO!
INM!ORDOKNI!X/NCOJEF!<0<0>!MUESNY0!!5MFG!EQ!OWNIN!TDELDMHI!KJ[NKG!UNFNQJO!WM\[IUJKKI0!!3E\NSND_!
WM\[IUJKKI!CEFOJFRN!OE!PNCKJFN!DMTJPKG!JF!OWN!,MCJQJC!MFP!#FPJMF!.CNMF!MDNMI!X$5A/!l!4/A8/!
"22^UY0!
!

4 Environmental Baseline 
%WN!NFSJDEFHNFOMK!UMINKJFN!QED!M!UJEKELJCMK!ETJFJEF!JFCKRPNIf!!TMIO!MFP!TDNINFO!JHTMCOI!EQ!MKK!
/OMON_!ANPNDMK_!ED!TDJSMON!MCOJEFI!MFP!MCOJSJOJNI!JF!OWN!MCOJEF!MDNM`!OWN!MFOJCJTMONP!JHTMCOI!EQ!MKK!
TDETEINP!ANPNDMK!TDEaNCOI!JF!OWN!MCOJEF!MDNM!OWMO!WMSN!MKDNMPG!RFPNDLEFN!/NCOJEF!^!CEFIRKOMOJEF`!
MFP!OWN!JHTMCO!EQ!/OMON!ED!TDJSMON!MCOJEFI!\WJCW!MDN!CEFONHTEDMFNERI!\JOW!OWN!CEFIRKOMOJEF!JF!
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TDECNII!X92!-A'!>2"02"Y0!!%WN!-EFIRKOMOJEF!3MFPUEE[!QRDOWND!CKMDJQJNI!OWMO!OWN!NFSJDEFHNFOMK!
UMINKJFN!JI!MF!MFMKGIJI!EQ!OWN!NQQNCOI!EQ!TMIO!MFP!EFLEJFL!WRHMF!MFP!FMORDMK!QMCOEDI!KNMPJFL!OE!OWN!
CRDDNFO!IOMORI!EQ!OWN!ITNCJNI_!JOI!WMUJOMO!XJFCKRPJFL!PNIJLFMONP!CDJOJCMK!WMUJOMOY_!MFP!NCEIGIONH_!
\JOWJF!OWN!MCOJEF!MDNM!X4/A8/!l!$5A/!1??BY0!!%WN!TRDTEIN!EQ!PNICDJUJFL!OWN!NFSJDEFHNFOMK!
UMINKJFN!JF!OWJI!HMFFND!\JOWJF!M!UJEKELJCMK!ETJFJEF!JI!OE!TDESJPN!OWN!CEFONbO!QED!OWN!NQQNCOI!EQ!OWN!
TDETEINP!MCOJEF!EF!OWN!KJIONP!ITNCJNI0!!)I!PNICDJUNP!JF!/NCOJEF!"!MUESN_!OWN!MCOJEF!MDNM!QED!OWJI!
CEFIRKOMOJEF!CEFIJIOI!EQ!OWN!FNMDIWEDN!\MONDI!\JOWJF!>0^![JKEHNONDI!EQ!3EFEKRKR!3MDUED!EF!.MWR!
XAJLRDN!1Y0!!%WN!TMIO!MFP!TDNINFO!JHTMCOI!EQ!WRHMF!MFP!FMORDMK!QMCOEDI!KNMPJFL!OE!OWN!IOMORI!EQ!
WRHTUMC[!\WMKNI_!3M\MJJMF!HEF[!INMKI_!MI!\NKK!MI!LDNNF!MFP!WM\[IUJKK!INM!ORDOKNI!\JOWJF!OWN!
MCOJEF!MDNM!JFCKRPN!CEMIOMK!PNSNKETHNFO_!QJIWJFL!JFONDMCOJEFI_!SNIINK!IODJ[NI_!PJDNCO!OM[N_!HMDJFN!
PNUDJI_!MFP!CKJHMON!CWMFLN0!!!
!
.MWR!JI!M!IRUODETJCMK!JIKMFP!EQ!SEKCMFJC!EDJLJF!OWMO!JI!IRDDERFPNP!UG!CEDMK!DNNQI0!!#O!JI!OWN!OWJDP!
KMDLNIO!JIKMFP!JF!OWN!3M\MJJMF!#IKMFPI_!\JOW!M!KMFP!MDNM!EQ!MUERO!;22!HJKNI"!X1_99>![H"Y_!MFP!JI!
OWN!HEIO!TETRKMONP_!\JOW!M!TETRKMOJEF!EQ!MUERO!1!HJKKJEF!DNIJPNFOI_!MFP!MUERO!9!HJKKJEF!SJIJOEDI!
MFFRMKKG0!!#F!JOI!LDNMONIO!PJHNFIJEFI_!JO!JI!MUERO!>>!HJKNI!X^1![HY!KEFL!UG!MUERO!<2!HJKNI!X>B![HY!
MCDEII_!\JOW!MUERO!11"!HJKNI!X1B2![HY!EQ!IWEDNKJFN0!!%WN!JIKMFP!WMI!O\E!HERFOMJF!CWMJFI`!OWN!
7EeEKMR!MKEFL!OWN!NMIONDF!X\JFP\MDPY!CEMIO_!MFP!OWN!8MJMFMN!MKEFL!OWN!\NIONDF!XKNN\MDPY!CEMIO_!
\WNDN!OWN!WJLWNIO!TEJFO_!>_222!QO!X1_""2!HY!5O0!7MMKM!JI!KECMONP0!!6NO\NNF!OWNIN!CWMJFI!KMGI!M!
IMPPKN!EQ!DJC[!SEKCMFJC!IEJK!XDNP!PJDOY0!
!
3EFEKRKR!JI!KECMONP!FNMD!OWN!HJPPKN!EQ!.MWReI!IEROWNDF!IWEDN0!!%WN!CJOG!JI!OWN!/OMONeI!-MTJOEK!MFP!
URIJFNII!CNFOND0!!%WN!IRDDERFPJFL!MDNM!JI!WJLWKG!PNSNKETNP_!MFP!JI!WEHN!OE!MUERO!^9h!EQ!OWN!
JIKMFPeI!TETRKMOJEF0!!5RCW!EQ!OWN!NbJIOJFL!MPaMCNFO!IWEDNKJFN_!QDEH!,NMDK!3MDUED!EF!OWN!\NIO!OE!
*JMHEFP!3NMP!EF!OWN!NMIO_!JI!HMFHMPN`!OWN!DNIRKO!EQ!HMIIJSN!PDNPLN!MFP!QJKK!ETNDMOJEFI!OWMO!
IOMDONP!UNQEDN!1?220!!&SJPNFCN!EQ!OWJI!\ED[!JI!CKNMDKG!SJIJUKN!JF!MNDJMK+IMONKKJON!JHMLNDG!EQ!OWN!
MDNM_!MFP!JFCKRPNI!3EFEKRKR!3MDUED_!OWN!DNNQ!DRF\MG!MO!3EFEKRKR!#FONDFMOJEFMK!)JDTEDO_!MFP!OWN!
QMHERI!8MJ[J[J!MDNM0!!!
!
%WN!FNMDIWEDN!HMDJFN!NFSJDEFHNFO!EQQ!3EFEKRKR_!5MHMKM!6MG_!WMI!UNNF!PNLDMPNP!UG!JHTMCOI!
QDEHf!IWEDNKJFN!PNSNKETHNFO`!INPJHNFO]KMPNF!DRFEQQ`!MFP!TEKKROJEF!QDEH!DRF]EQQ!MFP!GNMDI!EQ!
TEEDKG!ODNMONP!\MION\MOND!NQQKRNFO0!!/N\MLN!WMI!UNNF!TRHTNP!JFOE!5MHMKM!6MG!IJFCN!OWN!1?<2I0!!
%WN!NMDKG!NQQKRNFOI!CEFIJIONP!EQ!DM\!IN\MLN!DNKNMINP!JF!IWMKKE\!\MOND!XMUERO!"2!QNNO!JF!PNTOWY0!!
-RDDNFOKG_!OWDNN!HMJF!\MION\MOND!ODNMOHNFO!TKMFOI!X88%,Y!X/MFP!#IKMFP_!AEDO!7MHNWMHNWM_!
MFP!3EFERKJRKJY!PJICWMDLN!NQQKRNFO!JFOE!5MKMHM!6MG0!!%WN!TDNINFO!/MFP!#IKMFP!PNNT]\MOND!EROQMKK!
\MI!CEFIODRCONP!JF!1?^B`!PJICWMDLJFL!MF!MSNDMLN!EQ!MUERO!^2!HJKKJEF!LMKKEFI!TND!PMG_!MO!M!PNTOW!
EQ!MUERO!"<9!QNNO_!MUERO!?_222!QNNO!QDEH!IWEDN0!!)KK!OWDNN!88%,!PJICWMDLN!JFOE!PNNT!\MOND!FE\_!
URO!TDESJPN!EFKG!TDJHMDG!KNSNK!ODNMOHNFO!EQ!\MION\MONDI0!!.OWND!FEOMUKN!PJICWMDLNI!OE!5MHMKM!
6MG!JFCKRPN!DRFEQQ!QDEH!OWN!)KM!8MJ!-MFMK!XJFOE!\WJCW!5MFEM!/ODNMH!PJICWMDLNIY`!$RRMFR_!
7MTMKMHM_!7MKJWJ_!MFP!5EMFMKRM!/ODNMHI`!EOWND!IHMKK!IODNMHI!MFP!PDMJFMLN!CWMFFNKI`!MFP!,NMDK!
3MDUED_!\WJCW!DNCNJSNI!DRFEQQ!QDEH!QJSN!TNDNFFJMK!MFP!OWDNN!JFONDHJOONFO!IODNMHI0!!%WN!IEROW!
IWEDN!JI!MKIE!INMIEFMKKG!JHTMCONP!UG!WJLW!IRDQ!OWMO!JI!LNFNDMONP!UG!IEROWNDF!WNHJITWNDN!IOEDHI!
PRDJFL!OWN!IRHHND0!!3JLW!IRDQ!HEUJKJVNI!DRUUKN!MFP!IMFP!DNIRKOJFL!JF!OWN!ICERD!EQ!UNFOWJC!INIIJKN!
ITNCJNI!IRCW!MI!CEDMKI0!!
!
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5MHMKM!6MG!WMI!UNNF!RINP!MI!M!PRHTJFL!LDERFP!QED!PDNPLNP!HMONDJMKI!QDEH!UEOW!,NMDK!3MDUED!
MFP!3EFEKRKR!3MDUED0!!4FOJK!MUERO!1?;2_!PDNPLN!ITEJKI!\NDN!PRHTNP!MO!M!SMDJNOG!EQ!KECMOJEFI!aRIO!
EROIJPN!EQ!3EFEKRKR!3MDUED!X6DEC[!"211Y0!!%WN!DNHMJFJFL!MCOJSN!PRHT!IJON!QED!PDNPLNP!HMONDJMKI!
JF!5MHMKM!6MG!JI!OWN!/EROW!.MWR!/JON_!\WJCW!\MI!MTTDESNP!QED!RIN!UG!OWN!40/0!&,)!JF!1?B20!!
%WMO!IJON!JI!MUERO!109!HJKNI!\NIO!EQ!OWN!TDETEINP!3/8)-!INM\MOND!JFOM[N!IJON0!!#F!MPPJOJEF!OE!
PJITEIMK!EQ!PDNPLNP!ITEJKI_!TMDOI!EQ!5MHMKM!6MG!WMSN!UNNF!RINP!MI!PNNT]\MOND!HRFJOJEFI!
PJITEIMK!IJONI!QED!PJICMDPNP!HJKJOMDG!HRFJOJEFI!X*55Y0!
!
%WN!MCOJEF!MDNM!CEFOJFRNI!OE!UN!JHTMCONP!UG!SNIINK!ODMQQJC!MFP!CEHHNDCJMK!IWJTTJFL0!!)I!OWN!
IOMONeI!HMJF!CEHHNDCJMK!WMDUED_!KMDLN!QDNJLWONDI_!ORLI!MFP!UMDLNI_!CEHHNDCJMK!QJIWJFL!UEMOI_!MFP!
4/!-EMIO!:RMDP!SNIINKI!DNLRKMDKG!NFOND!MFP!KNMSN!3EFEKRKR!3MDUED0!!(MDLN!CEHHNDCJMK!IWJTI!
DNLRKMDKG!MFCWED!MO!OWN!EQQ!IWEDN!MFCWEDMLNI!IEROW!EQ!OWN!NFODMFCN!CWMFFNK0!!-EHHNDCJMK!QJIWJFL!
UEMOI_!CWMDOND!SNIINKI_!MFP!DNCDNMOJEFMK!CDMQO!ETNDMON!ERO!EQ!OWN!7N\MKE!6MIJF!5MDJFM!XOE!OWN!NMIOY_!
MFP!4/!$MSG!SNIINKI!QDEH!,NMDK!3MDUED!XOE!OWN!\NIOY!DNLRKMDKG!ODMFIJO!OWN!MDNM0!!%E\!CMUKNI!
UNO\NNF!ORLI!MFP!UMDLNI!PDEET!MFP!DNLRKMDKG!PDML!MCDEII!OWN!INMQKEED!MI!MO!OWN!WMDUEDeI!NFODMFCN_!
ICERDJFL!OWN!UNFOWJC!NFSJDEFHNFO!X6DEC[!"211Y0!!/JHJKMDKG_!OWN!INMQKEED!JI!DNLRKMDKG!ICERDNP!UG!
HEEDJFL!CWMJFI!MI!SNIINKI!MFCWEDNP!EQQ!IWEDN!I\JFL!MDERFP!OWNJD!MFCWEDI0!!%WN!TDETRKIJEF!MFP!
HMCWJFNDG!FEJIN_!MI!\NKK!MI!OWN!QMOWEHNONDI!QDEH!OWN!FNMD!CEFIOMFO!SNIINK!ODMQQJC!JFCDNMINI!OWN!JF]
\MOND!UMC[LDERFP!FEJIN!KNSNK!EQ!5MKMHM!6MG0!
!
%WN!IWEDNKJFN!MO!7M[MM[E_!RFPND!\WJCW!OWN!HJCDEORFFNKND!\ERKP!UEDN_!CEFIJIOI!EQ!DEC[!DJTDMT0!!
ADEH!OWN!IWEDNKJFN_!ERO!OE!UNO\NNF!92!MFP!122!H!QDEH!IWEDN!XERO!OE!M!PNTOW!EQ!MUERO!;!HY_!OWN!
INMQKEED!CEFIJIOI!TDJHMDJKG!EQ!ICERDNP!KJHNIOEFN0!!6NGEFP!OWN!ICERDNP!VEFN_!OWN!INMQKEED!IRTTEDOI!
ICMOONDNP!KJSN!CEDMKI!JF!M!UMFP!OWMO!NFPI!UNO\NNF!MUERO!922!MFP!1_222!H!QDEH!IWEDN_!MO!M!PNTOW!EQ!
MUERO!<<!QNNO!X12!HY0!!(JHNIOEFN!DJPLNI!MFP!CWMFFNKI!XITRD!MFP!LDEESN!WMUJOMOY_!EDJNFONP!DERLWKG!
TNDTNFPJCRKMD!OE!OWN!IWEDN_!CWMDMCONDJVNI!OWN!JFFND!DNMCWNI!EQ!OWJI!VEFN_!\JOW!IMFP!MFP!DRUUKN!JF!
OWN!LDEESNI0!!-EDMKI!MDN!CEHHEFKG!INNF!EF!OWN!DJPLNI!MFP!EOWND!WMDP!IODRCORDNI!MFP!EROCDETI!OWMO!
MDN!MUESN!OWN!IMFP]ICERD!OWMO!ECCRDI!PRDJFL!WJLW!IRDQ0!!-EDMK!CESND!ONFPI!OE!JFCDNMIN!\JOW!PNTOW!
MFP!PJIOMFCN!QDEH!IWEDN_!MFP!HMG!DNMCW!MI!WJLW!MI!^9h!JF!IEHN!MDNMI_!URO!JI!NIOJHMONP!OE!UN!
MUERO!19!OE!"2h!EF!OWN!DJPLNI!CKEIN!OE!OWN!TDETEINP!DNCNJSJFL!TJO0!!.COETRI_!LMIODETEP!MFP!
UJSMKSN!HEKKRI[I_!INM!IOMDI!MFP!INM!CRCRHUNDI_!\EDHI_!MFP!CDRIOMCNMFI_!MKEFL!\JOW!CEHHEF!
3M\MJJMF!DNNQ!QJIWNI_!IRCW!MI!TMDDEOQJIW_!aMC[I!MFP!LEMOQJIW!MDN!CEHHEFKG!QERFP!JF!OWJI!VEFN0!
!
%WN!ITRD!MFP!LDEESN!WMUJOMO!UNCEHNI!KNII!TDEFERFCNP!\JOW!PJIOMFCN!QDEH!IWEDN_!OGTJCMKKG!
IKETJFL!INM\MDP!OE!CEMKNICN!\JOW!OWN!IKETJFL!INMQKEED_!LJSJFL!\MG!OE!ETNF!NbTMFINI!EQ!PDNPLNP!
CEDMKKJFN!DRUUKN!MFP!IMFP!OWMO!IOMDOI!MO!M!PNTOW!EQ!MUERO!<<!QNNO!X12!HY_!NbONFPI!MI!M!FNMD]
CEFOJFRERI!QNMORDN!OE!M!PNTOW!EQ!MO!KNMIO!"22!QNNO!X;1!HY0!!-EDMK!MFP!UNFOWJC!CEHHRFJOJNI!MDN!
HRCW!KNII!PNSNKETNP!JF!OWJI!VEFN_!\JOW!HNMF!CEDMK!CESNDMLN!MO!KNII!OWMF!201h!X6DEC[!"211Y0!!
/CMOONDNP!CEFCDNON!DRUUKN!MFP!HNOMKKJC!PNUDJI!TDESJPN!ITEDMPJC!MDNMI!EQ!IWNKOND!\WNDN!QJIW!
CEHHRFJOJNI!MDN!UNOOND!PNSNKETNP0!!5MCDE!JFSNDONUDMONI!JFCKRPN!INM!RDCWJFI_!INM!IOMDI_!EGIONDI_!
MFP!IEHN!ITEFLNI0!!)O!M!PNTOW!EQ!MUERO!;2!OE!^2!QNNO_!OWN!IKETN!EQ!OWN!INMQKEED!IONNTNFI_!QEDHJFL!
KNPLN!OWMO!NFPI!MO!MUERO!1220!!%WN!INMQKEED!IKETNI!LNFOKG!UNGEFP!OWMO!RFOJK!JO!DNMCWNI!M!PNTOW!EQ!
MUERO!<"2!QNNO_!\WNDN!JO!MLMJF!UDNM[I!IONNTKG_!PE\F!OE!M!PNTOW!EQ!MUERO!;22!QNNO!UNQEDN!JO!MLMJF!
IKETNI!LNFOKG!PE\F\MDP0!!!
!
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$NMDIWEDN!QJIWNDJNI!EF!.MWR!CEFIJIO!EQ!M!HJb!EQ!IRUIJIONFCN!MFP!DNCDNMOJEFMK!QJIWJFL_!MFP!
DNKMOJSNKG!IHMKK]ICMKN!CEHHNDCJMK!QJIWNDJNI!QED!CEDMK!DNNQ_!UEOOEHQJIW_!MFP!TNKMLJC!ITNCJNI0!!
-EFONHTEDMDG!HNOWEPI!JFCKRPNf!UEMO]UMINP!MFP!KMFP]UMINP!WEE[]MFP]KJFN!QJIWJFL!XWMFPKJFN!ED!
DEP]MFP]DNNKY_!FNO!QJIWJFL!XCMIO_!LJKK_!PDML_!MFP!IRDDERFP!FNOY_!ITNMD!QJIWJFL_!WEE[!MFP!LMQQ_!MFP!
LKNMFJFL!X3NFIKNG!MFP!/WND\EEP!1??<Y0!!$NMDIWEDN!QJIWNDJNI!ECCMIJEFMKKG!DNIRKO!JF!OWN!WEE[JFL!
ED!NFOMFLKNHNFO!EQ!HEF[!INMKI!MFP!INM!ORDOKNI0!!:JKKFNOI!MDN!OWN!HEIO!TDEUKNHMOJC!QED!INMKI!MFP!
ORDOKNI_!UNCMRIN!OWN!FNOI!MDN!KNQO!RFONFPNP_!MFP!NFOMFLKNP!MFJHMKI!EQONF!PDE\F0!!3EE[]MFP]KJFN!
QJIWJFL!MKIE!WEE[I!ED!NFOMFLKNI!HEF[!INMKI!MFP!ORDOKNI_!URO!OWN!CWMFCN!EQ!IRDSJSMK!JI!WJLWND!OWMF!JQ!
CMRLWO!JF!M!LJKKFNO0!!)I!PNICDJUNP!JF!OWN!IOMORI!EQ!OWN!ITNCJNI!INCOJEF!MUESN_!<B!WEE[JFLI!MFP!9!
LJKKFNO!NFOMFLKNHNFOI!JFSEKSJFL!HEF[!INMKI!\NDN!DNTEDONP!JF!OWN!53#!UNO\NNF!1?B"!MFP!"22;0!!
#F!M!IORPG!EQ!IODMFPNP!LDNNF!ORDOKNI!JF!3M\MJJ!XIODMFPNP!ORDOKNI!MDN!JFaRDNP_!IJC[_!ED!PNMP!ORDOKNI!
QERFP!EF!IWEDNY_!OWN!INCEFP!MFP!OWJDP!HEIO!CEHHEF![FE\F!CMRINI!EQ!IODMFPJFL!\NDN!QJIWJFL!
DNKMONP0!!3EE[]MFP]KJFN!QJIWJFL!LNMD]JFPRCNP!ODMRHM!MCCERFONP!QED!^h_!MFP!LJKKFNO!QJIWJFL!LNMD]
JFPRCNP!ODMRHM!\MI!DNITEFIJUKN!QED!9h!X-WMKERT[M!et al0!"22BUY0!!3E\NSND_!UNCMRIN!HEIO!
ORDOKNI!PDE\FNP!JF!QJIWJFL!LNMD!TDEUMUKG!IJF[!DMOWND!OWMF!IODMFP_!JO!JI!SNDG!PJQQJCRKO!OE!NIOJHMON!OWN!
OEOMK!FRHUND!EQ!LDNNF!ORDOKNI![JKKNP!MFFRMKKG!UG!FNMDIWEDN!QJIWJFL!JFONDMCOJEFI!X$5A/!"22BMY0!
!
)I!PNICDJUNP!JF!OWN!IOMORI!EQ!OWN!ITNCJNI!INCOJEF_!HMFG!WRHTUMC[!\WMKNI!MDN![JKKNP!NMCW!GNMD!UG!
IWJT!IODJ[NI!MDERFP!OWN!\EDKP_!\JOW!CMKSNI!MFP!aRSNFJKNI!UNJFL!NITNCJMKKG!SRKFNDMUKN0!!@NIINK!
CEKKJIJEFI!\JOW!WRHTUMC[!\WMKNI!JF!3M\MJJ!MDN!EF!OWN!DJIN0!!-EKKJIJEFI!JF!3M\MJJ!WMSN!DJINF!QDEH!
MUERO!<!ED!>!CEKKJIJEFI!MFFRMKKG!JF!"221_!OE!MF!MSNDMLN!EQ!aRIO!RFPND!^!JF!"211_!\JOW!M!WJLW!EQ!1<!
CEKKJIJEFI!DNTEDONP!PRDJFL!OWN!"22?!WRHTUMC[!\WMKN!INMIEF!X(GHMF!"211Y0!!3MVNK!et al0!X"22^Y!
DNTEDO!OWMO!SNIINK!CEKKJIJEF!JI!M!IJLFJQJCMFO!IERDCN!EQ!MFOWDETELNFJC!HEDOMKJOG!QED!HMDJFN!ORDOKNI0!!
6MINP!EF!PMOM!QED!OWN!TNDJEP!EQ!1??B!OE!"22^_!$5A/!X"22BMY!NIOJHMONP!OEOMK!FRHUND!EQ!LDNNF!
ORDOKNI![JKKNP!MFFRMKKG!UG!UEMO!CEKKJIJEFI!JF!OWN!53#!\MI!UNO\NNF!"9!MFP!920!!%WN!NIOJHMONP!
FRHUND!EQ!WM\[IUJKKI!IJHJKMDKG![JKKNP!\MI!HRCW!KE\ND`!UNO\NNF!20"!MFP!20>!ORDOKNI!MFFRMKKG0!!
5MDJFN!PNUDJI!CEFOJFRNI!OE!MCCRHRKMON!JF!OWN!ECNMF!MFP!MKEFL!IWEDNKJFNI!\JOWJF!OWN!MCOJEF!MDNM0!!
%RDOKNI!HMG!UNCEHN!NFOMFLKNP!MFP!PDE\F_!MFP!JFLNIONP!ODMIW!HMG!CMRIN!JFONIOJFMK!UKEC[MLN!MFP!
PNMOW0!!6NO\NNF!.COEUND!"22>!MFP!/NTONHUND!"22B_!OWN!)HNDJCMF!/MHEM!*NTMDOHNFO!EQ!5MDJFN!
MFP!8JKPKJQN!'NIERDCNI!X*58'Y!FNCDETIJNP!>!LDNNF!ORDOKNI!OWMO!IODMFPNP!EF!%RORJKM0!!%\E!EQ!
OWEIN!ORDOKNI!WMP!TKMIOJC!MFP!MKRHJFRH!JF!OWNJD!LROI!X%MLMDJFE!et al0!"22BY0!!3E\NSND_!UNCMRIN!
EFKG!M!IHMKK!TNDCNFO!EQ!PNMP!ED!PGJFL!INM!ORDOKNI!IODMFP_!KJOOKN!JFQEDHMOJEF!JI!MSMJKMUKN!OE!
MPNZRMONKG!ZRMFOJQG!OWN!JHTMCOI!EF!LDNNF!MFP!WM\[IUJKK!ORDOKNI!OWMO!HMG!DNIRKO!QDEH!JFLNIOJEF!EQ!
HMDJFN!PNUDJI0!!#O!JI!DNMIEFMUKN!OE!NbTNCO!OWMO!ORDOKNI!WNDN!MFP!NKIN\WNDN!MDN!NZRMKKG!KJ[NKG!OE!
JFLNIO!HMDJFN!PNUDJI!OWNG!NFCERFOND!MI!MDN!ORDOKNI!JF!)HNDJCMF!/MHEM0!!)CCRHRKMONP!HMDJFN!
PNUDJI!EF!FNIOJFL!UNMCWNI!CMF!MKIE!JHTNPN!FNIOJFL!IRCCNII!UG!MKONDJFL!FNIO!NbCMSMOJEF!MFP!
OWDERLW!TEONFOJMK!NFODMTHNFO!EQ!WMOCWKJFLI!RFPND!PNUDJI!OWMO!JI!JFMPSNDONFOKG!URDJNP!ESND!OWNH!
\WNF!OWN!FNIOJFL!QNHMKN!CESNDI!OWN!CKROCW0!!)KOWERLW!OWN!$83#!JI!EROIJPN!EQ!OWN!MCOJEF!MDNM_!
HMDJFN!PNUDJI!EQONF!MCCRHRKMONI!WNMSJKG!EF!OWN!FNIOJFL!UNMCWNI!MO!AA/!MFP!EOWND!KECMOJEFI!JF!OWN!
$83#_!\WJCW!CMF!PJDNCOKG!JHTMCO!OWN!LDNNF!ORDOKN!TETRKMOJEF!QERFP!JF!MCOJEF!MDNM0!
!
-KJHMON!DNQNDI!OE!MSNDMLN!\NMOWND!CEFPJOJEFI!\JOWJF!M!CNDOMJF!DMFLN!EQ!SMDJMUJKJOG0!!%WN!ONDH!
CKJHMON!CWMFLN!DNQNDI!OE!PJIOJFCO!KEFL]ONDH!CWMFLNI!JF!HNMIRDNI!EQ!CKJHMON_!IRCW!MI!ONHTNDMORDN_!
DMJFQMKK_!IFE\_!ED!\JFP!TMOONDFI!KMIOJFL!QED!PNCMPNI!ED!KEFLND0!!-KJHMON!CWMFLN!HMG!DNIRKO!QDEHf!!
FMORDMK!QMCOEDI_!IRCW!MI!CWMFLNI!JF!OWN!/RFeI!NFNDLG!ED!IKE\!CWMFLNI!JF!OWN!&MDOWeI!EDUJO!MDERFP!
OWN!/RF`!FMORDMK!TDECNIINI!\JOWJF!OWN!CKJHMON!IGIONH!XN0L0_!CWMFLNI!JF!ECNMF!CJDCRKMOJEFY`!MFP!
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WRHMF!MCOJSJOJNI!OWMO!CWMFLN!OWN!MOHEITWNDNeI!HM[NRT!XN0L0_!URDFJFL!QEIIJK!QRNKIY!MFP!OWN!KMFP!
IRDQMCN!XN0L0_!CROOJFL!PE\F!QEDNIOI_!TKMFOJFL!ODNNI_!URJKPJFL!PNSNKETHNFOI!JF!CJOJNI!MFP!IRURDUI_!
NOC0Y_!MKIE![FE\F!MI!MFOWDETELNFJC!CKJHMON!CWMFLN!X40/0!&FSJDEFHNFOMK!,DEONCOJEF!)LNFCGY0!!
%WN!LKEUMK!HNMF!ONHTNDMORDN!WMI!DJINF!20^;n-!ESND!OWN!KMIO!192!GNMDI_!MFP!OWN!KJFNMD!ODNFP!ESND!
OWN!KMIO!92!GNMDI!JI!FNMDKG!O\JCN!OWMO!QED!OWN!KMIO!122!GNMDI!X/EKEHEF!et al.!"22^Y0!!/NM!KNSNK!DEIN!
MTTDEbJHMONKG!1^!CH!PRDJFL!OWN!"2OW!CNFORDG!X/EKEHEF!et al.!"22^Y!MFP!QRDOWND!JFCDNMINI!MDN!
NbTNCONP0!!-KJHMON!CWMFLN!JI!M!LKEUMK!TWNFEHNFEF!IE!DNIRKOMFO!JHTMCOI!WMSN!KJ[NKG!UNNF!
ECCRDDJFL!JF!OWN!MCOJEF!MDNM0!!3E\NSND_!ICJNFOJQJC!PMOM!PNICDJUJFL!JHTMCOI!JF!OWN!MCOJEF!MDNM!MDN!
KMC[JFL_!MFP!FE!CKJHMON!CWMFLN]DNKMONP!JHTMCOI!EF!&/)]KJIONP!HMDJFN!ITNCJNI!\JOWJF!OWN!MCOJEF!
MDNM!WMSN!UNNF!DNTEDONP!OE!PMON0!
!
-KJHMON!CWMFLN!JI!KJ[NKG!UNLJFFJFL!OE!MQQNCO!HMDJFN!HMHHMKI!QERFP!JF!OWN!MCOJEF!MDNM!OWDERLW!
OWN!JHTMCOI!EQ!CWMFLNI!JF!ECNMF!ONHTNDMORDN!MFP!CWNHJIODG_!MFP!TEIIJUKG!UG!DJIJFL!INM!KNSNK0!!!
%WN!DMFLNI!EQ!CNOMCNMFI!MFP!TJFFJTNPI!HMG!UN!MQQNCONP!UG!OWN!DNIRKOJFL!CWMFLNI!JF!\MOND!
ONHTNDMORDN_!MFP!OWNG!HMG!NFCERFOND!CWMFLNI!JF!TDNG!MSMJKMUJKJOG!JF!CRDDNFO!QEDMLJFL!MDNMI0!!
3JLWKG!HEUJKN!ITNCJNI_!IRCW!MI!ECNMFJC!CNOMCNMFI_!CMF!DNITEFP!OE!NQQNCOI!EQ!CKJHMON!CWMFLN!HEDN!
DMTJPKG!OWMF!OWNJD!ONDDNIODJMK!CERFONDTMDOI!X3MD\EEP!"221Y0!!%WN!HEIO!KJ[NKG!JHTMCO!EQ!CKJHMON!
CWMFLN!EF!CNOMCNMFI!\JKK!UN!CWMFLNI!JF!DMFLN!DNKMONP!OE!HJLDMOJEF_!NbTMFIJEF_!ED!CEFODMCOJEF!EQ!
OWN!LNELDMTWJC!OWNDHMK!FJCWN!TETRKMOJEFI!CRDDNFOKG!ECCRTG_!ED!CWMFLNI!JF!OWN!PJIODJUROJEF!EQ!TDNG!
ITNCJNI!\JOW!TMDOJCRKMD!OWNDHMK!DNZRJDNHNFOI_!ED!CWMFLNI!JF!TDNG!MSMJKMUJKJOG!PRN!OE!CWMFLNI!JF!
ECNMF!TDEPRCOJSJOG0!!5MC(NEP!X"22?Y!IRLLNIOI!OWMO!OWNDHMK!MFP!TDNG!KJHJOMOJEFI!DNKMONP!OE!
MFOWDETELNFJC!CKJHMON!CWMFLN!MDN!RFKJ[NKG!OE!JHTMCO!OWN!DMFLN!EQ!WRHTUMC[!\WMKNI!OWDERLWERO!
OWN!\EDKPeI!ECNMFI0!!!
!
.CNMFJC!CNOMCNMFI!MDN!RFKJ[NKG!OE!UN!PJDNCOKG!MQQNCONP!UG!INM!KNSNK!DJIN0!!3E\NSND_!JHTEDOMFO!
WMUJOMOI!QED!CEMIOMK!ITNCJNI!MFP!ITNCJNI!OWMO!DNZRJDN!CEMIOMK!UMGI!MFP!KMLEEFI!QED!UDNNPJFL_!IRCW!
MI!WRHTUMC[!\WMKNI_!CERKP!UN!MQQNCONP!JF!OWN!QRORDN!X/JHHEFPI!MFP!&KKJEO!"22?Y0!!%WN!KEII!EQ!
IWEDNKJFN!MFP!IWMKKE\!CEMIOMK!WMUJOMOI!CERKP!JHTMCO!3M\MJJMF!HEF[!INMK!DNTDEPRCOJEF!OWDERLW!
OWNJD!PNTNFPNFCN!EF!KE\]KGJFL!UNMCW!MDNMI!MFP!IWMKKE\!JFIWEDN!\MONDI!OE!LJSN!UJDOW!MFP!\NMF!
OWNJD!GERFL0!!)I!PNICDJUNP!JF!OWN!IOMORI!EQ!OWN!ITNCJNI!INCOJEF!MUESN_!KEII!EQ!ONDDNIODJMK!WMUJOMO!JF!
OWN!$83#!JI!MF!JIIRN!EQ!CEFCNDF0!!5MFG!EQ!OWN!JIKMFPI_!MOEKKI_!MFP!IMFP!UMDI!RINP!UG!HEF[!INMKI!
MDN!KE\]KGJFL!MFP!SRKFNDMUKN!OE!NDEIJEF!PRN!OE!JFCDNMINP!IOEDHI!MFP!INM!KNSNK!DJIN!X$5A/!"22^Y0!!
!
-KJHMON!CWMFLN!JI!KJ[NKG!UNLJFFJFL!OE!MQQNCO!LDNNF!MFP!WM\[IUJKK!INM!ORDOKNI!QERFP!JF!OWN!MCOJEF!
MDNM!OWDERLW!OWN!JHTMCOI!EQ!DJIJFL!IMFP!ONHTNDMORDNI_!DJIJFL!INM!KNSNK_!MFP!CWMFLNI!JF!ECNMF!
ONHTNDMORDN!MFP!CWNHJIODG0!!%RDOKN!LNFPND!PNONDHJFMOJEF!JI!MQQNCONP!UG!FNIO!ONHTNDMORDNI`!\JOW!
WJLWND!ONHTNDMORDNI!TDEPRCJFL!HEDN!QNHMKNI_!MFP!KE\ND!ONHTNDMORDNI!TDEPRCJFL!HEDN!HMKNI0!!
8WJKN!INb!DMOJEI!SMDG!FMORDMKKG!\JOWJF!MFP!MHEFL!INMIEFI!MFP!FNIOJFL!KECMOJEFI_!INSNDMK!ORDOKN!
ITNCJNI!NbWJUJO!QNHMKN!UJMI!OWDERLWERO!OWNJD!HMaED!DEE[NDJNI!\EDKP\JPN!X-WMF!MFP!(JN\!1??9`!
:EPQDNG!et al.!1??;`!5MDCESMKPJ!et al.!1??^`!6JFC[KNG!et al.!1??B`!:EPQDNG!et al.!1???`!:EPKNG!et 
al.!"221`!.V!et al.!"22>`!7MI[M!et al.!"22;Y0!!3E\NSND_!HEFJOEDJFL!PMOM!ESND!M!KEFL!NFERLW!
OJHNICMKN!OE!PJICNDF!CKJHMON!CWMFLN!DNKMONP!ODNFPI!JF!INb!DMOJE!WMSN!FEO!UNNF!CEKKNCONP!JF!OWN!
MCOJEF!MDNM0!!%WNDN!MDN!INSNDMK!TDNPJCOJEFI!QED!TEONFOJMK!QRORDN!INM!ORDOKN!FNIOJFL!WMUJOMO!KEII!PRN!
OE!INM!KNSNK!DJIN!XAJIW!et al0!"229`!6M[ND!et al0!"22;`!ARNFONI!"22?Y0!!3E\NSND_!MSMJKMUKN!PMOM!MDN!
JFIRQQJCJNFO!OE!PNONDHJFN!MF!NbJIOJFL!CEDDNKMOJEF!UNO\NNF!TMIO!INM!KNSNK!DJIN!MFP!INM!ORDOKN!
TETRKMOJEF!PGFMHJCI!X@MF!3EROMF!"212Y0!
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-KJHMON!CWMFLN]JFPRCNP!NKNSMONP!\MOND!ONHTNDMORDNI_!MKONDNP!ECNMFJC!CWNHJIODG_!MFP!DJIJFL!INM!
KNSNK!HMG!UN!CEFODJUROJFL!OE!CWMFLNI!OE!CEDMK!DNNQ!MFP!INMLDMII!NCEIGIONHI!OWMO!TDESJPN!DNIOJFL!
MFP!QEDMLJFL!WMUJOMO!QED!IEHN!INM!ORDOKNI_!MKOWERLW!JO!JI!PJQQJCRKO!OE!PJIOJFLRJIW!JHTMCOI!EQ!CKJHMON]
DNKMONP!IODNIINI!QDEH!EOWND!IODNIINI!OWMO!TDEPRCN!HEDN!TDEHJFNFO!IWEDO!ONDH!NQQNCOI!X,MDDG!et al0!
"22^Y0!!-KJHMON!CWMFLN]JFPRCNP!IWJQOI!JF!ECNMF!TDEPRCOJSJOG!KJF[NP!OE!ONHTNDMORDN!CWMFLNI!
X3MD\EEP!"221`!&P\MDPI!MFP!'JCWMDPIEF!"22>`!3MGI!et al0!"229Y!HMG!MQQNCO!QEDMLJFL!IODMONLJNI!
MFP!OWNDNQEDN!DNTDEPRCOJSN!CMTMCJOG!QED!INM!ORDOKNI!X/EKE\!et al0!"22"`!-WMKERT[M!et al0!"22BC_!
@MF!3EROMF!MFP!3MKKNG!"211`!@MF!3EROMF!"212Y_!IJHJKMD!OE!\WMO!WMI!UNNF!EUINDSNP!PRDJFL!&K!
$JFE!NSNFOI!JF!OWN!,MCJQJC!X(JHTRI!MFP!$JCWEKKI!1??>`!-WMKERT[M!"221`!/MUM!et al0!"22^`!'NJFM!
et al0!"22BY0!!%WNIN!IWJQOI!JF!MURFPMFCN!EQ!QEDMLJFL!DNIERDCNI!MDN!MKIE!PJDNCOKG!KJF[NP!OE!EUINDSNP!
HEPJQJCMOJEFI!JF!TWNFEKELG!QED!INM!ORDOKNI!IRCW!MI!KEFLND!DN]HJLDMOJEF!JFONDSMKI!MFP!ONHTEDMK!
IWJQOI!JF!FNIOJFL!MCOJSJOG!X8NJIWMHTNK!et al0!"22>`!3M\[NI!et al0!"22^Y0!!3E\NSND_!MO!OWJI!OJHN!JO!
JI!EFKG!TEIIJUKN!OE!ITNCRKMON!MI!OE!OWN!JHTKJCMOJEFI!EQ!IRCW!JHTMCOI_!MI!QJFPJFLI!DMJIN!FRHNDERI!
QEKKE\!RT!ZRNIOJEFI!X8NJIWMHTNK!et al0!"22>Y!JFCKRPJFL!\WNOWND!NMDKJND!FNIOJFL!\JKK!MQQNCO!
ESNDMKK!QNCRFPJOG_!CKROCW!IJVN_!JFCRUMOJEF!KNFLOW_!WMOCW!IRCCNII_!HMOJFL!IGFCWDEFG_!MFP!INb!DMOJE0!!
-WMFLNI!JF!DNTDEPRCOJSN!CMTMCJOG!MFP!ONHTEDMK!IWJQOI!EQ!FNIOJFL!MCOJSJOG!MIIECJMONP!\JOW!
CWMFLJFL!NFSJDEFHNFOMK!CEFPJOJEFI!WMSN!FEO!UNNF!IORPJNP!ITNCJQJCMKKG!JF!OWN!MCOJEF!MDNM0!!
!
-KJHMON!CWMFLN!HMG!MQQNCO!INM!ORDOKNI!OWDERLW!DMFLN!NbTMFIJEF!ED!DNPRCOJEF!MFP!CWMFLNI!JF!
HJLDMOJEF!DERONI!X'EUJFIEF!NO!MK0!"22BY0!!AED!NbMHTKN_!KNMOWNDUMC[I!WMSN!NbONFPNP!OWNJD!FEDOWNDF!
DMFLN!JF!OWN!)OKMFOJC!UG!<<2![H!JF!OWN!KMIO!1^!GNMDI!MI!\MDHJFL!WMI!CMRINP!OWN!FEDOWNDKG!
HJLDMOJEF!EQ!OWN!19n-!INM!IRDQMCN!ONHTNDMORDN!X//%Y!JIEOWNDH_!OWN!KE\ND!KJHJO!EQ!OWNJD!OWNDHMK!
OEKNDMFCN!X5C5MWEF!MFP!3MGI!"22;Y0!!/JHJKMD!IORPJNI!EF!CWMFLNI!JF!HJLDMOJEF!DERONI!WMSN!FEO!
UNNF!PEFN!QED!LDNNFI!MFP!WM\[IUJKKI!JF!OWN!,MCJQJC0!!%WNDNQEDN_!JO!JI!FEO!TEIIJUKN!OE!IMG!\JOW!MFG!
PNLDNN!EQ!CNDOMJFOG!\WNOWND!ED!FEO_!ED!OE!\WMO!PNLDNN!OWNJD!HJLDMOJEF!DERONI!MFP!DMFLNI!WMSN!UNNF!
ED!HMG!UN!MQQNCONP0!!
!
)OONHTOJFL!OE!PNONDHJFN!\WNOWND!DNCNFO!UJEKELJCMK!ODNFPI!MDN!CMRIMKKG!DNKMONP!OE!MFOWDETELNFJC!
CKJHMON!CWMFLN!JI!CEHTKJCMONP!UNCMRIN!FEF]CKJHMOJC!JFQKRNFCNI!PEHJFMON!KECMK_!IWEDO]ONDH!
UJEKELJCMK!CWMFLNI0!!3E\NSND_!OWN!HNOM]MFMKGINI!EQ!<<>!ITNCJNI!MFP!OWN!LKEUMK!MFMKGINI!EQ!1_9^2!
ITNCJNI!IWE\!WJLWKG!IJLFJQJCMFO_!FEFDMFPEH!TMOONDFI!EQ!CWMFLN!JF!MCCEDP!\JOW!EUINDSNP!CKJHMON!
\MDHJFL!JF!OWN!O\NFOJNOW!CNFORDG0!!#F!EOWND!\EDPI_!JO!MTTNMDI!OWMO!OWNIN!ODNFPI!MDN!UNJFL!
JFQKRNFCNP!UG!CKJHMON!CWMFLN]DNKMONP!TWNFEHNFM_!DMOWND!OWMF!UNJFL!NbTKMJFNP!UG!FMORDMK!
SMDJMUJKJOG!ED!EOWND!QMCOEDI!X,MDHNIMF!MFP!iEWN!"22<Y0!!3E\NSND_!OWN!JHTKJCMOJEFI!EQ!OWNIN!
CWMFLNI!MDN!FEO!CKNMD!JF!ONDHI!EQ!TETRKMOJEF!KNSNK!JHTMCOI_!MFP!PMOM!ITNCJQJC!OE!OWN!MCOJEF!MDNM!MDN!
KMC[JFL0!!.SND!OWN!KEFL]ONDH_!CKJHMON!CWMFLN]DNKMONP!JHTMCOI!CERKP!JFQKRNFCN!OWN!UJEKELJCMK!
ODMaNCOEDJNI!EQ!&/)]KJIONP!ITNCJNI!EF!M!CNFORDG!ICMKN!X,MDHNIMF!MFP!iEWN!"22<Y0!!3E\NSND_!PRN!
OE!M!KMC[!EQ!ICJNFOJQJC!PMOM_!OWN!ITNCJQJC!NQQNCOI!CKJHMON!CWMFLN!CERKP!WMSN!EF!OWNIN!ITNCJNI!JF!OWN!
QRORDN!MDN!FEO!TDNPJCOMUKN!ED!ZRMFOJQJMUKN!OE!MFG!PNLDNN!OWMO!\ERKP!MKKE\!QED!HEDN!PNOMJKNP!
MFMKGIJI!JF!OWJI!CEFIRKOMOJEF0!
!

5 Effects of the Action 
#F!OWJI!INCOJEF!EQ!M!UJEKELJCMK!ETJFJEF_!$5A/!MIINIINI!OWN!TDEUMUKN!NQQNCOI!EQ!OWN!TDETEINP!MCOJEF!
EF!OWDNMONFNP!MFP!NFPMFLNDNP!ITNCJNI0!!&QQNCOI!EQ!OWN!)COJEF!DNQNDI!OE!OWN!PJDNCO!MFP!JFPJDNCO!
NQQNCOI!EQ!MF!MCOJEF!EF!OWN!ITNCJNI!ED!CDJOJCMK!WMUJOMO_!OELNOWND!\JOW!OWN!NQQNCOI!EQ!EOWND!MCOJSJOJNI!
OWMO!MDN!JFONDDNKMONP!ED!JFONDPNTNFPNFO!\JOW!OWMO!MCOJEF!OWMO!\ERKP!UN!MPPNP!OE!OWN!NFSJDEFHNFOMK!
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UMINKJFN0!!*JDNCO!NQQNCOI!MDN!CMRINP!UG!NbTEIRDN!OE!OWN!MCOJEF!DNKMONP!IODNIIEDI!OWMO!ECCRD!MO!OWN!
OJHN!EQ!OWN!MCOJEF0!!#FPJDNCO!NQQNCOI!MDN!OWEIN!OWMO!MDN!KJ[NKG!OE!ECCRD!KMOND!JF!OJHN!X92!-A'!
>2"02"Y0!!%WN!NQQNCOI!EQ!OWN!MCOJEF!MDN!CEFIJPNDNP!\JOWJF!OWN!CEFONbO!EQ!OWN!/OMORI!EQ!OWN!/TNCJNI_!
OELNOWND!\JOW!OWN!&FSJDEFHNFOMK!6MINKJFN!MFP!-RHRKMOJSN!&QQNCOI!INCOJEFI!EQ!OWJI!.TJFJEF!OE!
PNONDHJFN!JQ!OWN!TDETEINP!MCOJEF!CMF!UN!NbTNCONP!OE!WMSN!PJDNCO!ED!JFPJDNCO!NQQNCOI!EF!OWDNMONFNP!
MFP!NFPMFLNDNP!ITNCJNI!OWMO!MTTDNCJMUKG!DNPRCN!OWNJD!KJ[NKJWEEP!EQ!IRDSJSJFL!MFP!DNCESNDJFL!JF!
OWN!\JKP!UG!DNPRCJFL!OWNJD!DNTDEPRCOJEF_!FRHUNDI_!ED!PJIODJUROJEF!X92!-A'!>2"02"Y_!EOWND\JIN!
[FE\F!MI!OWN!aNETMDPG!PNONDHJFMOJEF0!!/JFCN!FE!CDJOJCMK!WMUJOMO!WMI!UNNF!PNIJLFMONP!QED!HMDJFN!
ITNCJNI!JF!OWN!53#_!CDJOJCMK!WMUJOMO!\JKK!UN!PJICRIINP!FE!QRDOWND!JF!OWJI!MFMKGIJI0!
!
Approach0!!$5A/!PNONDHJFNI!OWN!NQQNCOI!EQ!OWN!MCOJEF!RIJFL!M!INZRNFCN!EQ!IONTI0!!%WN!QJDIO!IONT!
JPNFOJQJNI!TEONFOJMK!IODNIIEDI!MIIECJMONP!\JOW!OWN!TDETEINP!MCOJEF!\JOW!DNLMDP!OE!KJIONP!ITNCJNI0!!
$5A/!HMG!PNONDHJFN!OWMO!IEHN!TEONFOJMK!IODNIIEDI!DNIRKO!JF!JFIJLFJQJCMFO_!PJICERFOMUKN_!ED!
UNFNQJCJMK!NQQNCOI!OE!KJIONP!ITNCJNI_!JF!\WJCW!CMIN!OWNIN!TEONFOJMK!IODNIIEDI!MDN!CEFIJPNDNP!FEO!
KJ[NKG!OE!MPSNDINKG!MQQNCO!KJIONP!ITNCJNI_!MFP!IRUINZRNFOKG!MDN!CEFIJPNDNP!FE!QRDOWND!JF!OWN!
ETJFJEF0!!%WEIN!IODNIIEDI!OWMO!MDN!NbTNCONP!OE!DNIRKO!JF!IJLFJQJCMFO!FNLMOJSN!XJ0N0_!MPSNDINY!NQQNCOI!
OE!KJIONP!ITNCJNI!MDN!MFMKGVNP!SJM!OWN!INCEFP_!OWJDP_!MFP!QERDOW!IONTI!PNICDJUNP!UNKE\0!
!
%WN!INCEFP!IONT!JPNFOJQJNI!OWN!HMLFJORPN!EQ!OWN!IODNIIEDI!XN0L0_!WE\!HMFG!JFPJSJPRMKI!EQ!M!KJIONP!
ITNCJNI!\ERKP!UN!NbTEINP!OE!OWN!IODNIIEDI`!exposure analysisY0!!#F!OWJI!IONT!EQ!ERD!MFMKGIJI_!\N!ODG!
OE!JPNFOJQG!OWN!FRHUND_!MLN!XED!KJQN!IOMLNY_!MFP!LNFPND!EQ!OWN!JFPJSJPRMKI!OWMO!MDN!KJ[NKG!OE!UN!
NbTEINP!OE!M!TDETEINP!MCOJEFeI!NQQNCOI_!MFP!OWN!TETRKMOJEFI!ED!IRUTETRKMOJEFI!OWEIN!JFPJSJPRMKI!
DNTDNINFO0!!
!
%WN!OWJDP!IONT!PNICDJUNI!WE\!OWN!NbTEINP!JFPJSJPRMKI!MDN!KJ[NKG!OE!DNITEFP!OE!OWN!IODNIIEDI!
Xresponse analysisY0!!#F!OWJI!IONT_!$5A/!PNONDHJFNI!JQ!OWN!IODNIIEDI!MDN!KJ[NKG!OE!DNIRKO!JF!MFG!EQ!
OWN!CEHTEFNFOI!EQ!OM[N!MI!PNQJFNP!RFPND!OWN!&/)!XN0L0_!WMDMII_!WMDH_!TRDIRN_!WRFO_!IWEEO_!\ERFP_!
[JKK_!ODMT_!CMTORDN_!ED!CEKKNCO!ED!MOONHTO!OE!NFLMLN!JF!MFG!IRCW!CEFPRCOY0!!
!
%WN!QJFMK!IONT!JF!PNONDHJFJFL!OWN!NQQNCOI!EQ!OWN!MCOJEF!JI!OE!NIOMUKJIW!OWN!DJI[I!OWEIN!DNITEFINI!
TEIN!OE!KJIONP!DNIERDCNI!Xrisk analysisY0!!%WN!DJI[!MFMKGIJI!JI!PJQQNDNFO!QED!KJIONP!ITNCJNI!MFP!
PNIJLFMONP!CDJOJCMK!WMUJOMO0!!3E\NSND_!OWN!MCOJEF!MDNM!PENI!FEO!JFCKRPN!PNIJLFMONP!CDJOJCMK!WMUJOMO_!
OWRI!JO!JI!FEO!CEFIJPNDNP!JF!OWJI!ETJFJEF0!!.RD!aNETMDPG!PNONDHJFMOJEFI!HRIO!UN!UMINP!EF!MF!
MCOJEFeI!NQQNCOI!EF!OWN!CEFOJFRNP!NbJIONFCN!EQ!OWDNMONFNP!ED!NFPMFLNDNP!ITNCJNI!MI!OWEIN!
cITNCJNId!WMSN!UNNF!KJIONP_!\WJCW!CMF!JFCKRPN!ODRN!UJEKELJCMK!ITNCJNI_!IRUITNCJNI_!ED!PJIOJFCO!
TETRKMOJEF!INLHNFOI!EQ!SNDONUDMON!ITNCJNI0!!6NCMRIN!OWN!CEFOJFRNP!NbJIONFCN!EQ!KJIONP!ITNCJNI!
PNTNFPI!EF!OWN!QMON!EQ!OWN!TETRKMOJEFI!OWMO!CEHTDJIN!OWNH_!OWN!SJMUJKJOG!XTDEUMUJKJOG!EQ!NbOJFCOJEF!
ED!TDEUMUJKJOG!EQ!TNDIJIONFCNY!EQ!KJIONP!ITNCJNI!PNTNFPI!EF!OWN!SJMUJKJOG!EQ!OWNJD!TETRKMOJEFI0!!
%WRI_!OWJI!QJFMK!IONT!QJDIO!PNONDHJFNI!OWN!DJI[!OE!MQQNCONP!TETRKMOJEFI!TEINP!UG!OWN!TDETEINP!
MCOJEF_!OWNF!DNKMONI!OWMO!DJI[!OE!OWN!ITNCJNI!MI!KJIONP0!
!

5.1 Stressors 
%WN!QEKKE\JFL!B!TEONFOJMK!IODNIIEDI!HMG!ECCRD!PRN!OE!OWN!TDETEINP!MCOJEFf!!NbTEIRDN!OE!NKNSMONP!
FEJIN!KNSNKI`!NFODMJFHNFO`!CEKKJIJEF!\JOW!SNIINKI`!PJDNCO!JHTMCO!UG!WNMSG!NZRJTHNFO`!PJIORDUMFCN!
QDEH!WRHMF!MCOJSJOG!MFP!NZRJTHNFO!ETNDMOJEF`!KEII!ED!PNLDMPMOJEF!EQ!IWNKONDJFL!MFP!QEDMLN!
WMUJOMO`!NbTEIRDN!OE!NKNSMONP!ORDUJPJOG`!MFP!NbTEIRDN!OE!\MIONI!MFP!PJICWMDLNI0!!$5A/!WMI!
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DNSJN\NP!NMCW!EQ!OWN!IODNIIEDI!OE!PNONDHJFN!JQ!OWNJD!NQQNCOI!MDN!NbTNCONP!OE!UN!IJLFJQJCMFO!XN0L0!
JFONFIJOG!EQ!OWN!JHTMCOY_!PJICERFOMUKN!XWE\!KJ[NKG!JO!JI!OE!ECCRDY_!ED!UNFNQJCJMK!XTEIJOJSN!NQQNCOY0!!
%WEIN!OWMO!MDN!JFIJLFJQJCMFO_!PJICERFOMUKN_!ED!UNFNQJCJMK!\JKK!FEO!UN!PJICRIINP!QRDOWND!JF!OWJI!
ETJFJEF0!
!
5.1.1 Elevated Noise Levels 
,DEaNCO!CEFIODRCOJEF!JI!NbTNCONP!OE!JFSEKSN!MUERO!12!\NN[I!EQ!JF]\MOND!TJKN!PDJSJFL!OWMO!\ERKP!
CMRIN!WJLW]JFONFIJOG!JF]\MOND!FEJIN0!!&bTEIRDN!OE!OWJI!FEJIN!HMG!JHTMCO!HMDJFN!HMHHMK!MFP!
ORDOKN!WNMDJFL!MFP!HMG!DNIRKO!JF!UNWMSJEDMK!JHTMCOI0!!%WNIN!JHTMCOI!MDN!CEFIJPNDNP!MPSNDIN!
NQQNCOI0!!6NCMRIN!OWN!TEONFOJMK!QED!MPSNDIN!NQQNCOI!QDEH!NbTEIRDN!OE!TJKN!PDJSJFL!FEJIN!JI!
CEFIJPNDNP!LDNMOND!OWMF!PJICERFOMUKN_!OWN!NQQNCOI!EQ!OWJI!IODNIIED!\JKK!UN!MPPDNIINP!UNKE\!JF!OWN!
NbTEIRDN]DNITEFIN]DJI[!MFMKGINI0!!.TNDMOJEF!OE!OWN!3/8)-!\ERKP!DNZRJDN!OWN!ETNDMOJEF!EQ!
TRHTI!OWMO!MDN!NbTNCONP!OE!WMSN!M!CEHUJFNP!IERDCN!KNSNK!EQ!12>!P6!DN!1!�,M!X6NDL!TNDI0!-EHH0!
"21"Y0!!6NCMRIN!OWN!TRHTI!\ERKP!UN!KECMONP!\NKK!JFKMFP_!MFP!OWN!CEHUJFNP!IERDCN!KNSNK!JI!\NKK!
UNKE\!OWN!OWDNIWEKP!QED!UNWMSJEDMK!MQQNCOI!JF!HMDJFN!HMHHMKI_!$5A/!NbTNCOI!OWMO!NbTEIRDN!OE!
ETNDMOJEFMK!FEJIN!QDEH!OWN!3/8)-!\ERKP!WMSN!JFIJLFJQJCMFO!MQQNCOI!EF!HMDJFN!HMHHMKI!MFP!
INM!ORDOKNI0!!)I!IRCW_!ETNDMOJEFMK!FEJIN!\JKK!UN!PJICRIINP!FE!QRDOWND!JF!OWJI!ETJFJEF0!
!
5.1.2 Entrainment 
%WN!TDETEINP!MCOJEF!\ERKP!JFCKRPN!OWN!JFIOMKKMOJEF!EQ!MF!ETNF]NFPNP!XRFICDNNFNPY!;<]JFCW!
PJMHNOND!TJTN!OWMO!\ERKP!JFOM[N!\MOND!MO!MUERO!1_^99!QNNO!UNKE\!OWN!IRDQMCN0!!%WN!JFOM[N!\ERKP!
UN!EDJNFONP!SNDOJCMKKG!\JOW!MTNDORDN!MUERO!1>!QNNO!MUESN!OWN!INM!QKEED0!!%WN!HMbJHRH!JFOM[N!QKE\!
SNKECJOG!\ERKP!UN!MUERO!9!QNNO!TND!INCEFP!X<0>!HJKNI!TND!WERDY!X4/)-&!"21"Y0!!6MINP!EF!WMUJOMO!
TDNQNDNFCNI!MFP!PJSJFL!MUJKJOJNI_!$5A/!CEFIJPNDI!JO!PJICERFOMUKN!OWMO!LDNNF!ED!WM\[IUJKK!INM!
ORDOKNI!MI!\NKK!MI!WRHTUMC[!\WMKNI!\ERKP!NFCERFOND!OWN!JFOM[N0!!3E\NSND_!3M\MJJMF!HEF[!INMKI!
MDN![FE\F!OE!PJSN!OE!MFP!QEDMLN!MO!PNTOWI!NZRMK!OE!ED!LDNMOND!OWMF!OWN!TKMFFNP!JFOM[NeI!PNTOW0!!)I!
IRCW_!HEF[!INMKI!HMG!NFCERFOND!OWN!JFOM[N0!
!!
%WN!MTTKJCMFOeI!JFJOJMK!PNIJLF!TKMFFNP!QED!MF!ETNF!XRFICDNNFNPY!JFOM[N0!!3E\NSND_!PRN!OE!JFTRO!
QDEH!$5A/!MFP!EOWND!IOM[NWEKPNDI_!OWN!MTTKJCMFO!CEFIJPNDNP!OWN!JFIOMKKMOJEF!EQ!M!ICDNNFJFL!
PNSJCN_!MFP!NFLMLNP!$5A/!,DEONCONP!'NIERDCNI!*JSJIJEF!MFP!OWN!$5A/!,#A/-!HEF[!INMK!ONMH!
OE!MIINII!OWN!JIIRN0!!%WN!IJVN!EQ!OWN!ICDNNF!ETNFJFLI!\MI!M!IJLFJQJCMFO!CEFCNDF0!!/CDNNF!ETNFJFLI!
\ERKP!FNNP!OE!UN!QMJDKG!KMDLN_!EOWND\JIN!QKE\!\ERKP!UN!DNIODJCONP_!URO!JQ!OWN!WEKNI!MDN!KMDLN!
NFERLW_!INMKI!CERKP!LNO!OWNJD!WNMPI!IORC[!JF!OWN!ICDNNF0!!/HMKKND!WEKNI!\ERKP!DNIODJCO!QKE\_!MFP!
CKEL!QMIOND!PRN!OE!QERKJFL0!!!-EFIODJCONP!QKE\!MCDEII!OWN!ICDNNF!\ERKP!DNZRJDN!TRHTI!OE!ETNDMON!
WMDPND_!JFCDNMIJFL!CEIOI!MFP!DNPRCJFL!IGIONH!NQQJCJNFCG0!!#O!\ERKP!MKIE!JFCDNMIN!OWN!IRCOJEF!NQQNCO!
MO!OWN!ICDNNF!UNCMRIN!OWN!\MOND!\ERKP!WMSN!OE!HESN!QMIOND!OWERLW!OWN!CEFIODJCOJEF!JF!EDPND!OE!
HMJFOMJF!PNIJDNP!QKE\!SEKRHNI0!!6MINP!EF!OWN!UNIO!JFQEDHMOJEF!MSMJKMUKN_!$5A/!CEFIJPNDI!JO!
KJ[NKG!OWMO!OWN!TDNINFCN!EQ!M!ICDNNF!CERKP!JFCDNMIN!OWN!TDEUMUJKJOG!EQ!M!INMK!UNCEHJFL!JHTJFLNP!
XTJFFNP!MLMJFIO!OWN!ICDNNFY!UG!OWN!JFQKE\_!MI!CEHTMDNP!OE!UNJFL!MUKN!OE!QDNNKG!I\JH!ERO!EQ!OWN!
JFQKE\!EQ!MF!ETNF]NFPNP!JFOM[N0!!$5A/!MKIE!UNKJNSNI!OWMO!QERKJFL!EDLMFJIHI!EF!OWN!ICDNNF!CERKP!
NFOJCN!INMKI!OE!JFSNIOJLMON!OWN!JFOM[N!HEDN!CKEINKG!OWMF!OWNG!HMG!WMSN!EOWND\JIN0!
!
$5A/!NbTNCOI!OWMO!NbTEIRDN!OE!JFQKE\!\ERKP!PJICERDMLN!INMKI!QDEH!CKEIND!MTTDEMCW_!MFP!OWMO!
UMINP!EF!OWN!HMbJHRH!NbTNCONP!QKE\!SNKECJOG_!MI!\NKK!MI!HEF[!INMK!I\JHHJFL!ITNNP!MFP!
MLJKJOG_!MFG!HEF[!INMK!OWMO!HJLWO!NFCERFOND!OWN!JF]QKE\!\ERKP!UN!MUKN!OE!I\JH!M\MG!QDEH!OWN!
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ETNF!JFOM[N0!!%WRI_!$5A/!CEFIJPNDI!OWMO!OWN!DJI[!EQ!HEF[!INMK!NFODMJFHNFO!JF!OWN!JFOM[N!JI!
PJICERFOMUKN_!MFP!OWJI!IODNIIED!\JKK!UN!PJICRIINP!FE!QRDOWND!JF!OWJI!ETJFJEF0!
!
5.1.3 Collision with vessels 
%WN!TDETEINP!MCOJEF!\ERKP!JFSEKSN!OWN!RIN!SNIINK!ETNDMOJEFI!JF!OWN!FNMDIWEDN!\MONDI!IEROW!EQ!
.MWR0!!5MDJFN!HMHHMKI!MFP!INM!ORDOKNI!HRIO!IRDQMCN!OE!UDNMOWN_!MFP!OWNG!MDN![FE\F!OE!DNIO!ED!
UMI[!MO!OWN!IRDQMCN0!!%WNDNQEDN_!\WNF!MO!ED!FNMD!OWN!IRDQMCN_!OWNG!MDN!MO!DJI[!EQ!UNJFL!IODRC[!UG!
SNIINKI!ED!OWNJD!TDETNKKNDI!MI!TDEaNCO]DNKMONP!SNIINKI!ODMFIJO!OE!MFP!QDEH!OWN!TDEaNCO!IJON0!!,EONFOJMK!
JFaRDJNI!MFP!OWNJD!INSNDJOG!\JKK!PNTNFP!EF!OWN!ITNNP!EQ!OWN!SNIINK_!OWN!TMDO!EQ!OWN!SNIINK!OWMO!
IODJ[NI!OWN!MFJHMK_!MFP!OWN!UEPG!TMDO!JHTMCONP0!!#FaRDJNI!QDEH!UEMO!IODJ[NI!HMG!JFCKRPN!UDRJIJFL_!
UDE[NF!UEFNI!ED!CMDMTMCNI_!MFP!KMCNDMOJEFI0!!%WN!DNCESNDG!TKMF!QED!WRHTUMC[!\WMKNI!DNTEDOI!OWMO!
CEKKJIJEF!\JOW!IWJTI!JI!MF!JFCDNMIJFL!OWDNMO!QED!OWNIN!\WMKNI_!MFP!OWMO!OWN!JFCJPNFCN!EQ!CEKKJIJEF!JI!
NbTNCONP!OE!JFCDNMIN!MI!SNIINK!IJVN_!ITNNP_!MFP!ODMQQJC!PNFIJOG!JFCDNMINI_!ED!MI!MFJHMK!PNFIJOG!
JFCDNMINI!X$5A/!1??1Y0!!%WN!\NUIJON!QED!OWN!3M\MJJMF!#IKMFPI!3RHTUMC[!8WMKN!$MOJEFMK!
5MDJFN!/MFCORMDG!X3#38$5/Y!DNTEDOI!<B!CEFQJDHNP!SNIINKI!IODJ[NI!EQ!WRHTUMC[!\WMKNI!JF!
3M\MJJMF!\MONDI!QDEH!1?^9!OE!"22^_!\JOW!1<!EQ!OWEIN!ECCRDDJFL!PRDJFL!OWN!"22;!MFP!"22^!\WMKN!
INMIEFI!MKEFN!X3#38$5/!"21"Y0!!%WN!DNCESNDG!TKMF!QED!LDNNF!INM!ORDOKNI!MKIE!DNTEDOI!OWMO!UEMO!
CEKKJIJEF!JI!M!HMaED!OWDNMO!MDERFP!OWN!53#!X$5A/!l!4/A8/!1??BMY0!!)KOWERLW!FEO!JPNFOJQJNP!
MI!M!IJLFJQJCMFO!DJI[!QED!HEF[!INMKI!ED!WM\[IUJKK!INM!ORDOKNI_!OWN!DNCESNDG!TKMFI!QED!UEOW!MFJHMKI!
DNTEDO!OWMO!CEKKJIJEFI!WMSN!ECCRDDNP!X$5A/!l!4/A8/!1??BU_!$5A/!"22^Y0!
!
@MFPNDKMMF!MFP!%MLLMDO!X"22^Y!DNTEDO!OWMO!OWN!INSNDJOG!EQ!JFaRDG!OE!KMDLN!\WMKNI!JI!PJDNCOKG!
DNKMONP!OE!SNIINK!ITNNP0!!%WNG!QERFP!OWMO!OWN!TDEUMUJKJOG!EQ!KNOWMK!JFaRDG!JFCDNMINP!QDEH!"1h_!QED!
SNIINKI!ODMSNKJFL!MO!B0;![OI_!OE!ESND!^?h!QED!SNIINKI!HESJFL!MO!19![OI!ED!HEDN0!!)PPJOJEFMKKG_!
IJFCN!CEKKJIJEFI!\JOW!\WMKNI!WMSN!UNNF!DNTEDONP!QED!UEOW!IKE\!MFP!QMIO!HESJFL!CDMQO_!JO!MTTNMDI!
OWMO_!JF!MO!KNMIO!IEHN!IJORMOJEFI_!\WMKNI!HMG!NJOWND!UN!RFM\MDN!EQ!M!SNIINKeI!TDNINFCN!ED!RFMUKN!OE!
DNIEKSN!JOI!TDEbJHJOG!MFP+ED!SNCOED!EQ!ODMSNK!UMINP!EF!MSMJKMUKN!MCERIOJC!CRNI0!!&bJIOJFL!
JFQEDHMOJEF!MUERO!INM!ORDOKN!INFIEDG!UJEKELG!IRLLNIOI!OWMO!INM!ORDOKNI!DNKG!HEDN!WNMSJKG!EF!SJIRMK!
CRNI_!DMOWND!OWMF!MRPJOEDG_!OE!JFJOJMON!OWDNMO!MSEJPMFCN0!!'NINMDCW!MKIE!IRLLNIOI!OWMO!INM!ORDOKNI!
CMFFEO!UN!NbTNCONP!OE!CEFIJIONFOKG!FEOJCN!MFP!MSEJP!SNIINKI!OWMO!MDN!ODMSNKJFL!QMIOND!OWMF!"![FEOI!
X[OIY!X3MVNK!NO!MK0_!"22^Y0!!-EFINZRNFOKG_!SNIINK!ETNDMOEDI!HRIO!UN!DNITEFIJUKN!OE!MCOJSNKG!\MOCW!
QED!MFP!MSEJP!HMDJFN!HMHHMKI!MFP!INM!ORDOKNI_!MFP!OE!MPaRIO!OWNJD!ITNNP!UMINP!EF!NbTNCONP!
MFJHMK!PNFIJOG!MFP!EF!SJIJUJKJOG!CEFPJOJEFI!OE!MKKE\!MPNZRMON!DNMCOJEF!OJHN!OE!MSEJP!HMDJFN!
MFJHMKI0!!6MINP!EF!OWN!NbTNCOMOJEF!OWMO!OWN!TDEaNCO!\ERKP!DNZRJDN!M!DNKMOJSNKG!KE\!FRHUND!EQ!
SNIINK!ODJTI_!MFP!EF!OWN!NbTNCOMOJEF!OWMO!OWN!SNIINKI!\ERKP!UN!ETNDMONP!JF!MCCEDPMFCN!\JOW!65,!
OWMO!DNZRJDN!SNIINK!ETNDMOEDI!\MOCW!QED!MFP!MSEJP!TDEONCONP!HMDJFN!ITNCJNI!MFP!OE!ETNDMON!MO!
DNPRCNP!ITNNPI_!$5A/!CEFIJPNDI!OWMO!OWN!DJI[!EQ!CEKKJIJEFI!UNO\NNF!TDEaNCO]DNKMONP!SNIINKI!MFP!
HMDJFN!HMHHMKI!MFP!INM!ORDOKNI!JI!PJICERFOMUKN_!MFP!OWJI!IODNIIED!\JKK!UN!PJICRIINP!FE!QRDOWND!JF!
OWJI!ETJFJEF0!
!
5.1.4 Direct Impact by Heavy Equipment 
/WERKP!M!HMDJFN!HMHHMK!ED!M!INM!ORDOKN!UN!PJDNCOKG!UNFNMOW!TJKN!PDJSJFL!NZRJTHNFO_!MF!MFCWED_!ED!
OWN!TJTNKJFN!MI!JO!JI!PNTKEGNP_!OWNG!CERKP!UN!IODRC[!UG!OWMO!NZRJTHNFO!\WNF!JO!JI!INFO!OE!OWN!
INMQKEED0!!,EONFOJMK!JFaRDJNI!MFP!OWNJD!INSNDJOG!\ERKP!PNTNFP!EF!OWN!MFJHMKeI!TDEbJHJOG!OE!OWN!
UEOOEH!\WNF!IODRC[_!OWN!MFLKN!EQ!OWN!IODJ[N_!MFP!OWN!UEPG!TMDO!JHTMCONP0!!#FaRDJNI!CERKP!JFCKRPN!
CROI_!UDRJINI_!UDE[NF!UEFNI_!CDMC[NP!ED!CDRIWNP!CMDMTMCNI_!MFP!MHTROMOJEFI_!MFG!EQ!\WJCW!CERKP!
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DNIRKO!JF!OWN!MFJHMKeI!PNMOW0!!3E\NSND_!OWN!TDETEINP!\ED[!\ERKP!JFSEKSN!DNKMOJSNKG!IOMOJEFMDG!
MCOJSJOG!OWMO!\ERKP!UN!DNIODJCONP!OE!M!IHMKK!MDNM!ED!\ERKP!TDECNNP!IKE\KG!MI!OWN!TJTNKJFN!\MI!
CMDNQRKKG!KE\NDNP!OE!OWN!INMQKEED0!!$5A/!NbTNCOI!OWMO!HMDJFN!HMHHMKI!MFP!INM!ORDOKNI!JF!OWN!
SJCJFJOG!EQ!TDEaNCO!MCOJSJOJNI!\ERKP!HEIO!KJ[NKG!MSEJP!OWN!MDNM!PRN!OE!OWN!WJLW!KNSNK!EQ!JF]\MOND!
FEJIN!MFP!WRHMF!MCOJSJOG0!!6MINP!EF!OWN!JFQEDHMOJEF!MUESN_!$5A/!UNKJNSNI!OWMO!HMDJFN!
HMHHMKI!MFP!INM!ORDOKNI!MDN!UEOW!CMTMUKN!MFP!KJ[NKG!OE!MSEJP!OWN!MDNM_!MFP!\N!MDN!RFM\MDN!EQ!
MFG!JFQEDHMOJEF!OWMO!CEFODMPJCOI!OWJI!CEFCKRIJEF0!!)KIE_!OWN!MTTKJCMFO!WMI!CEHHJOONP!OE!\MOCW!QED!
HMDJFN!HMHHMKI!MFP!INM!ORDOKNI_!IOMDOJFL!<2!HJFRONI!TDJED!OE!CEHHNFCJFL!\ED[_!\JOW!\ED[!
UNJFL!TEIOTEFNP!ED!WMKONP!\WNF!OWEIN!MFJHMKI!MDN!\JOWJF!92!GMDPI!X>;!HY0!!)I!IRCW_!\N!WMSN!
PNONDHJFNP!OWMO!OWN!KJ[NKJWEEP!EQ!M!HMDJFN!HMHHMK!ED!INM!ORDOKN!UNJFL!MQQNCONP!UG!PJDNCO!JHTMCO!
\JOW!WNMSG!NZRJTHNFO!JI!PJICERFOMUKN_!MFP!OWJI!IODNIIED!\JKK!UN!PJICRIINP!FE!QRDOWND!JF!OWJI!
ETJFJEF0!
!
5.1.5 Disturbance from Human Activity and Equipment Operation 
%WJI!IODNIIED!DNQNDI!OE!CEFIODRCOJEF]DNKMONP!PJIORDUMFCNI!EOWND!OWMF!NbTEIRDN!OE!NKNSMONP!FEJIN!
KNSNKI0!!&bTEIRDN!OE!CEFIODRCOJEF!MCOJSJOJNI!HMG!IOMDOKN!HMDJFN!HMHHMKI!MFP!INM!ORDOKNI!IWERKP!
OWNG!NFCERFOND!OWNH0!!)I!PNICDJUNP!MUESN_!HMDJFN!HMHHMKI!MFP!INM!ORDOKNI!OGTJCMKKG!MSEJP!
WRHMF!MCOJSJOG0!!$5A/!NbTNCOI!OWMO!OWN!HEIO!KJ[NKG!NQQNCO!EQ!OWJI!JFONDMCOJEF!\ERKP!UN!M!
ONHTEDMDG!MSEJPMFCN!UNWMSJED!KNMPJFL!OE!MF!NbTEINP!MFJHMK!KNMSJFL!OWN!TDEaNCO!MDNM!\JOWERO!
JFaRDG0!!)PPJOJEFMKKG_!OWN!CEFODMCOED!\ERKP!DNPRCN!OWN!KJ[NKJWEEP!EQ!OWJI!JFONDMCOJEF!UG!\MOCWJFL!
QED!MFP!MSEJPJFL!HMDJFN!HMHHMKI!MFP!INM!ORDOKNI!UNQEDN!CEHHNFCJFL!\ED[!MFP!UG!TEIOTEFJFL!ED!
WMKOJFL!ETNDMOJEFI!\WNF!TDEONCONP!ITNCJNI!MDN!\JOWJF!92!GMDPI!X>;!HY0!!6MINP!EF!OWN!JFQEDHMOJEF!
MUESN_!\N!NbTNCO!OWMO!PJIORDUMFCNI!QDEH!WRHMF!MCOJSJOG!MFP!NZRJTHNFO!ETNDMOJEF!\ERKP!UN!
JFQDNZRNFO!MFP!FEF]JFaRDJERI_!DNIRKOJFL!JF!JFIJLFJQJCMFO!MQQNCOI!EF!HMDJFN!HMHHMKI!MFP!INM!
ORDOKNI0!!)I!IRCW_!OWJI!IODNIIED!\JKK!UN!PJICRIINP!FE!QRDOWND!JF!OWJI!ETJFJEF0!
!
5.1.6 Loss or Degradation of Sheltering and Forage Habitat 
3RHTUMC[!\WMKNI!DNIO!MO!ED!FNMD!OWN!\MONDeI!IRDQMCN0!!%WNG!QNNP!JF!OWN!\MOND!CEKRHF_!MFP!OWNJD!
QNNPJFL!MCOJSJOG!JF!3M\MJJMF!\MONDI!JI!OWERLWO!OE!UN!JFIJLFJQJCMFO0!!:DNNF!MFP!WM\[IUJKK!INM!
ORDOKNI!QEDMLN!MFP!IWNKOND!JF!DNKMOJSNKG!IWMKKE\!\MOND!JF!MDNMI!\JOW!WMDP!IRUIODMON_!IRCW!MI!CEDMK!
DNNQI!MFP!DEC[G!IWEDNKJFNI!OWMO!IRTTEDO!QEDMLN!DNIERDCNI!MFP!TDESJPN!IHMKK!CMSNI!MFP!ESNDWMFLI!
OE!IWNKOND!\JOWJF`!OGTJCMKKG!MO!PNTOWI!KNII!OWMF!192!QNNO!X>;!HY0!!-EFSNDINKG_!3M\MJJMF!HEF[!INMKI!
EQONF!QEDMLN!JF!PNNT!\MOND!WMUJOMOI!IRCW!MI!EQQIWEDN!OMKRI!QJNKPI!MFP!IMFPG!MDNMI0!
!
%WN!TDETEINP!HMDJFN!DNCNJSJFL!TJO!\ERKP!DNIRKO!JF!OWN!NbCMSMOJEF!EQ!MUERO!1_;22!QO"!X1>?!H"Y!EQ!
HMDJFN!IRUIODMON!OWMO!JI!TDNPEHJFMFOKG!PDNPLNP!CEDMKKJFN!DRUUKN!MO!M!PNTOW!EQ!MUERO!<2!QNNO!X?!HY0!!
%WJI!\ERKP!UN!DNTKMCNP!\JOW!M!CEFCDNON!CMT!OWDERLW!\WJCW!OWN!JFOM[N!MFP!PJICWMDLN!TJTNI!\ERKP!
NHNDLN0!!)UERO!?;>!CEFCDNON!CEKKMD!TNPNIOMKI!\ERKP!UN!TKMCNP!EF!OWN!INM!QKEED!OE!IRTTEDO!MFP!
MFCWED!OWN!TJTNKJFNI!UNO\NNF!OWN!DNCNJSJFL!TJO!MFP!OWN!NFP!EQ!OWN!JFOM[N!TJTN0!!%WN!CEFCDNON!
CEKKMDI!\ERKP!CESND!MUERO!"2_9>1!QO"!X1_?2B!H"Y!EQ!UNFOWJC!WMUJOMO0!!.Q!OWMO!MDNM_!MUERO!;_?1<!QO"!
X;><!H"Y!\ERKP!UN!JHTMCONP!MO!PNTOWI!EQ!192!QNNO!ED!KNII_!\JOW!1_1>1!QO"!X12;!H"Y!ECCRDDJFL!JF!
ICMOONDNP!CEDMK!WMUJOMO_!MFP!OWN!DNHMJFPND!JF!PDNPLNP!CEDMKKJFN!DRUUKN!MFP+ED!IMFP0!!8JOW!OWN!
NbCNTOJEF!EQ!OWN!UDNM[]JF]IKETN!UNO\NNF!<;2!MFP!;9;!QNNO!X112!MFP!"22!HY_!OWN!TJTNKJFN!\ERKP!
ODMFISNDIN!DNKMOJSNKG!QKMO!MFP!QNMORDNKNII!MDNMI0!!
!
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AEDMLN!DNIERDCNI!\JOWJF!OWN!QEEOTDJFO!EQ!OWN!DNCNJSJFL!TJO!MFP!RFPND!OWN!QEEOTDJFO!EQ!OWN!CEFCDNON!
CEKKMDI_!IRCW!MI!NTJUNFOWJC!HMCDEMKLMN!MFP!ITEFLNI_!MFP!IHMKK!QJIW!MFP!JFSNDONUDMONI!OWMO!HMG!UN!
RFPND!DRUUKN_!\ERKP!UN!KEIO0!!3E\NSND_!OWEIN!DNIERDCNI!CRDDNFOKG!ECCRD!MO!KE\!PNFIJOJNI!JF!OWN!
HMaEDJOG!EQ!OWN!MQQNCONP!MDNM!X6DEC[!"211_!7NKKNG!"211Y0!!)KIE_!ERO!OE!OWN!PNTOW!EQ!MUERO!192!
QNNO_!OWN!TJTNI!MFP!CEKKMDI!\ERKP!TDESJPN!HEDN!OWMF!B>_222!QO"!X^_B22!H"Y!EQ!FN\!WMDP!IRUIODMON!
MSMJKMUKN!QED!UNFOWJC!DNCDRJOHNFO0!!%WN!TJTNI!MFP!CEKKMDI!\ERKP!TDESJPN!M!OEOMK!EQ!MUERO!;2>_222!
QO"!X9;_122!H"Y!EQ!FN\!WMDP!IRUIODMON!MKEFL!OWN!TJTNKJFNeI!NFOJDN!KNFLOW0!!)KEFL!HRCW!EQ!JOI!
KNFLOW_!OWN!TJTNKJFN!\ERKP!MKIE!JFCDNMIN!IODRCORDMK!CEHTKNbJOG!MFP!TDESJPN!JFCDNMINP!IWNKOND!QED!
IHMKK!QJIW!MFP!JFSNDONUDMON!ITNCJNI!JF!MF!MDNM!OWMO!CRDDNFOKG!TDESJPNI!KJHJONP!SNDOJCMK!IODRCORDN0!!
6MINP!EF!OWN!UNIO!JFQEDHMOJEF!MSMJKMUKN_!\N!NbTNCO!OWMO!OWN!KEII!ED!PNLDMPMOJEF!EQ!IWNKONDJFL!MFP!
QEDMLN!WMUJOMO!PRN!OE!OWN!CEFIODRCOJEF!EQ!OWN!TJTNKJFN!\ERKP!UN!DNKMOJSNKG!IHMKK!JF!ICETN!MFP!
ONHTEDMDG!JF!PRDMOJEF0!
!
.TNDMOJEF!EQ!OWN!IGIONH!\ERKP!DNIRKO!JF!DNORDFJFL!INM\MOND!JF!OWN!DNLJEF!EQ!OWN!PJICWMDLN!PJQQRIND!
OWMO!\ERKP!UN!CEKPND_!WJLWND!JF!FRODJNFOI_!MFP!KE\ND!JF!PJIIEKSNP!EbGLNF!X."Y!OWMF!OWN!DNCNJSJFL!
\MOND0!!%WN!MTTKJCMFO!RINP!OWN!4/&,)]MTTDESNP!-.'5#=!HEPNK!OE!TDNPJCO!TKRHN!UNWMSJEDI0!!
%WN!OWNDHMK!TKRHN!HEPNK!\MI!UMINP!EF!OWN!HMbJHRH!PJICWMDLN!DMON_!OWN!CEEKNIO!NbTNCONP!
PJICWMDLN!ONHTNDMORDN!X9<�!A+110^�!-Y_!MFP!MF!NIOJHMONP!HJFJHRH!CRDDNFO!SNKECJOG!EQ!9!
CNFOJHNONDI!TND!INCEFP!XCTIY!X12!QNNO!TND!HJFRONY!XQED!IKMC[!OJPN!TNDJEPIY_!MFP!MF!MHUJNFO!
ONHTNDMORDN!EQ!^>09�!A!MO!M!PNTOW!EQ!<22!QNNO!XPNNTNIO!PNTOW!HEPNKNPY0!!4FPND!OWNIN!CEFPJOJEFI_!
OWN!-.'5#=!HEPNKJFL!IRLLNIOI!OWMO!OWN!PJICWMDLN!TKRHN!\ERKP!\MDH!OE!;^01�!A!UNQEDN!JO!
CEFOMCOI!OWN!INMQKEED0!!%WN!TKRHN!\ERKP!DNMCW!^"0^�!A!\JOWJF!""!QNNO!EQ!OWN!TEDOI_!MFP!MCWJNSN!
^>0>�!A!\JOWJF!;22!QNNO!X6NDL!"21"Y0!!4FPND!HNMF!CRDDNFO!CEFPJOJEFI_!OWN!TKRHN!\ERKP!DNMCW!
^"0^�!A!\JOWJF!"!QNNO!EQ!OWN!TEDOI_!URO!\ERKP!IOJKK!DNZRJDN!MUERO!;22!QNNO!OE!MCWJNSN!MHUJNFO!
ONHTNDMORDN0!
!
%WN!MTTKJCMFO!MKIE!HEPNKNP!OWN!PJKROJEF!EQ!OWN!NKNSMONP!FRODJNFOI!MFP!DNPRCNP!."_!URO!PJP!IE!
UMINP!EF!OWN!TNDCNJSNP!FNNP!OE!HNNO!/OMON!\MOND!ZRMKJOG!IOMFPMDPI!QED!IRDQMCN!\MONDI!\JOWJF!M!
ITNCJQJNP!VEFN!EQ!HJbJFL_!MFP!\JOW!OWN!PJQQRIND!MO!M!PNTOW!UNO\NNF!1>9!MFP!192!QNNO!XQEDHND!
TDNQNDDNP!MKONDFMOJSNY0!!)I!IRCW_!FE!ITNCJQJC!JFQEDHMOJEF!JI!MSMJKMUKN!OE!PNICDJUN!PJIOMFCNI!QDEH!
OWN!PJQQRIND!\WNDN!TMDOJCRKMD!TMDMHNONDI!EQ!OWN!NQQKRNFO!\ERKP!MTTDEMCW!MHUJNFO!CEFCNFODMOJEFI!
MO!OWN!TDETEINP!PJQQRIND!KECMOJEF`!EF!M!IONNT!IKETN!UNO\NNF!OWN!PNTOWI!EQ!<";!MFP!>"<!QNNO0!!AED!
OWN!TKRHN!MO!192!QNNO!MFP!M!9!CTI!CRDDNFO_!OWN!-.'5#=!HEPNK!IRLLNIOI!OWMO!FJODMONpFJODJON!
FJODELNF!XOWN!QMCOED!OWMO!\ERKP!DNZRJDN!OWN!LDNMONIO!PJKROJEFY!\ERKP!DNMCW!DNZRJDNP!PJKROJEF!\JOWJF!
9"9!QNNO!EQ!OWN!PJQQRIND0!!%WN!PJIOMFCN!JI!DNPRCNP!OE!"B9!QNNO!QED!HNMF!CRDDNFO!SNKECJOG0!!!
!
#F!IRHHMDG_!OWN!TDETEINP!MCOJEF!\ERKP!TKMCN!OWN!PJICWMDLN!EF!M!IONNT!IKETN_!MO!M!PNTOW!FNMD!OWN!
UEOOEH!EQ!OWN!HJbJFL!KMGND_!MFP!\NKK!M\MG!QDEH!HEIO![FE\F!QEDMLN!DNIERDCNI0!!%WN!TKRHN!\ERKP!
ONFP!OE!IJF[!OE\MDP!HEDN!IJHJKMD!\MOND!PRDJFL!JOI!PJKROJEF0!!)O!JOI!LDNMONIO!PJIOMFCN_!OWN!TKRHN!JI!
NbTNCONP!OE!PJKRON!OE!MHUJNFO!KNSNKI!\JOWJF!;22!QNNO!EQ!OWN!PJQQRIND_!URO!\ERKP!HEDN!EQONF!DNMCW!
MHUJNFO!KNSNKI!\NKK!\JOWJF!OWMO!DMFLN0!!6MINP!EF!OWN!UNIO!JFQEDHMOJEF!MSMJKMUKN_!OWN!QEEOTDJFO!EQ!
JHTMCO!PRN!OE!OWN!ETNDMOJEF!EQ!OWN!3/8)-!\ERKP!UN!OWN!UNFOWJC!MDNM!\JOWJF!;22!QNNO!EQ!OWN!
PJQQRIND0!!8JOWJF!OWMO!MDNM_!KE\!PNFIJOJNI!EQ!HMDJFN!EDLMFJIHI!\ERKP!UN!NbTEINP!OE!M!LDMPJNFO!EQ!
NKNSMONP!FRODJNFO!CEFCNFODMOJEFI_!MFP!DNPRCNP!."!IMORDMOJEF!MFP!ONHTNDMORDNI!OWMO!\ERKP!UN!HEIO!
JFONFIN!MO!OWN!PJQQRIND0!!#O!JI!FEO!TEIIJUKN!OE!TDNPJCO!NbMCOKG!WE\!UNFOWJC!DNIERDCNI!\ERKP!DNITEFP!
OE!OWJI!NbTEIRDN!ESND!OJHN_!URO!$5A/!NbTNCOI!OWMO!PNONCOMUKN!JHTMCOI!\ERKP!UN!KJHJONP!OE!OWN!
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MDNM!JHHNPJMONKG!MPaMCNFO!OE!OWN!PJQQRIND0!!)I!IRCW_!MFG!PNLDMPMOJEF!ED!DNPRCOJEF!EQ!QEDMLN!
DNIERDCNI!PRN!OE!3/8)-!ETNDMOJEF!\ERKP!UN!KJHJONP!OE!MF!JFIJLFJQJCMFOKG!IHMKK!MDNM0!!
!
6MINP!EF!OWN!JFQEDHMOJEF!MUESN_!\N!NbTNCO!OWMO!OWN!JHTMCOI!EQ!3/8)-!EF!IWNKONDJFL!MFP!QEDMLN!
WMUJOMO!\ERKP!WMSN!JFIJLFJQJCMFO!MQQNCOI!EF!LDNNF!MFP!WM\[IUJKK!ORDOKNI_!MI!\NKK!MI!3M\MJJMF!
HEF[!INMKI_!MFP!FE!NQQNCO!EF!WRHTUMC[!\WMKNI0!!)I!IRCW_!OWJI!IODNIIED!\JKK!UN!PJICRIINP!FE!
QRDOWND!JF!OWJI!ETJFJEF0!
!
5.1.7 Increased Turbidity 
/JFCN!INM!ORDOKNI!MFP!HMDJFN!HMHHMKI!UDNMOWN!MJD!JFIONMP!EQ!\MOND_!NbTEIRDN!OE!JFCDNMINP!
ORDUJPJOG!IWERKP!FEO!MPSNDINKG!MQQNCO!OWNJD!DNITJDMOJEF!ED!EOWND!UJEKELJCMK!QRFCOJEFI0!!)KOWERLW!JO!JI!
JHTEIIJUKN!OE!TDNPJCO!WE\!JFPJSJPRMK!MFJHMKI!HJLWO!DNMCO!OE!TKRHNI!EQ!NKNSMONP!ORDUJPJOG_!IEHN!
HMG!MSEJP!PNFIN!ORDUJPJOG!TKRHNI!JF!QMSED!EQ!CKNMDND!\MOND0!!%WN!MTTKJCMFO!\ERKP!JFIOMKK!M!
CEHUJFMOJEF!EQ!M!IWNNO!TJKN!\MKK!MFP!IJKO!CRDOMJFI!MDERFP!OWN!HMDJFN!DNCNJSJFL!TJO!OE!CEFOMJF!
INPJHNFOI!HEUJKJVNP!UG!OWN!JF]\MOND!NbCMSMOJEF!MFP!UMC[QJKK!EQ!OWN!TJO0!!)I!IRCW_!\N!NbTNCO!OWMO!
ORDUJPJOG!TKRHNI!\ERKP!UN!IHMKK!XKJHJONP!OE!OWN!MDNM!JHHNPJMONKG!MPaMCNFO!OE!OWN!\ED[Y!MFP!
SJDORMKKG!RFPNONCOMUKN!EROIJPN!EQ!OWN!IJKO!CRDOMJFI0!!)DNMK!MSEJPMFCN!PRN!OE!EOWND!TDEaNCO!MCOJSJOJNI!
\ERKP!KJ[NKG!NbONFP!UNGEFP!OWN!NbONFO!EQ!PNONCOMUKN!TKRHNI!EQ!NKNSMONP!ORDUJPJOG_!MFP!JO!JI!
RFKJ[NKG!OWMO!MFG!INM!ORDOKNI!ED!HMDJFN!HMHHMKI!\ERKP!MTTDEMCW!CKEIN!NFERLW!OE!OWN!\ED[!MDNM!
OE!UN!NbTEINP!OE!TDEaNCO]DNKMONP!NKNSMONP!ORDUJPJOG0!!6MINP!EF!OWJI!JFQEDHMOJEF_!\N!NbTNCO!OWMO!
NbTEIRDN!OE!NKNSMONP!ORDUJPJOG!\ERKP!WMSN!JFIJLFJQJCMFO!JHTMCOI!EF!INM!ORDOKNI!MFP!HMDJFN!
HMHHMKI_!MFP!OWJI!IODNIIED!\JKK!UN!PJICRIINP!FE!QRDOWND!JF!OWJI!ETJFJEF0!
!
5.1.8 Wastes and Discharges 
-EFIODRCOJEF!\MIONI!HMG!JFCKRPN!TKMIOJC!ODMIW!MFP!UMLI!OWMO!HMG!UN!JFLNIONP!MFP!CMRIN!PJLNIOJSN!
UKEC[MLN!ED!IRQQECMOJEF_!ED!JQ!KMDLN!NFERLW_!MKEFL!\JOW!PJICMDPNP!INCOJEFI!EQ!DETNI!MFP!KJFNI_!HMG!
NFOMFLKN!HMDJFN!KJQN0!!&ZRJTHNFO!ITJKKI_!PJICWMDLNI_!MFP!DRF]EQQ!QDEH!OWN!TDEaNCO!MDNM!CERKP!
CEFOMJF!WGPDECMDUEF]UMINP!CWNHJCMKI!IRCW!QRNK!EJKI_!LMIEKJFN_!KRUDJCMFOI_!WGPDMRKJC!QKRJPI!MFP!
EOWND!OEbJCMFOI_!\WJCW!CERKP!NbTEIN!TDEONCONP!ITNCJNI!OE!OEbJC!CWNHJCMKI0!!*NTNFPJFL!EF!OWN!
CWNHJCMKI!MFP!OWNJD!CEFCNFODMOJEF_!OWN!NQQNCOI!EQ!NbTEIRDN!HMG!DMFLN!UNO\NNF!MFJHMKI!
ONHTEDMDJKG!MSEJPJFL!MF!MDNM_!OE!PNMOW!EQ!OWN!NbTEINP!MFJHMKI0!!(ECMK!MFP!ANPNDMK!DNLRKMOJEFI!
TDEWJUJO!OWN!JFONFOJEFMK!PJICWMDLN!EQ!OEbJC!\MIONI!MFP!TKMIOJCI!JFOE!OWN!HMDJFN!NFSJDEFHNFO0!!
)PPJOJEFMKKG_!OWN!MTTKJCMFO!WMI!JFCEDTEDMONP!JFOE!OWNJD!TDETEINP!MCOJEF!CEFINDSMOJEF!HNMIRDNI!
JFONFPNP!OE!TDNSNFO!OWN!JFODEPRCOJEF!EQ!\MIONI!MFP!OEbJCMFOI!JFOE!OWN!HMDJFN!NFSJDEFHNFO0!!6MINP!
EF!OWN!JFQEDHMOJEF!MUESN_!\N!NbTNCO!OWMO!CEFIODRCOJEF]DNKMONP!PJICWMDLNI!MFP!ITJKKI!\ERKP!UN!
JFQDNZRNFO_!IHMKK_!MFP!ZRJC[KG!CKNMFNP!JQ!OWNG!PE!ECCRD0!!%WNDNQEDN_!\N!WMSN!PNONDHJFNP!OWMO!
NbTEIRDN!OE!CEFIODRCOJEF]DNKMONP!\MIONI!MFP!PJICWMDLNI!\ERKP!DNIRKO!JF!JFIJLFJQJCMFO!NQQNCOI!EF!
INM!ORDOKNI!MFP!HMDJFN!HMHHMKI_!MFP!OWJI!IODNIIED!\JKK!UN!PJICRIINP!FE!QRDOWND!JF!OWJI!ETJFJEF0!
!
#F!IRHHMDG_!1!EQ!OWN!B!IODNIIEDI!MIIECJMONP!\JOW!OWN!TDETEINP!MCOJEF!XNbTEIRDN!OE!NKNSMONP!FEJIN!
KNSNKIY!JI!CEFIJPNDNP!KJ[NKG!OE!MPSNDINKG!MQQNCO!WRHTUMC[!\WMKNI_!3M\MJJMF!HEF[!INMKI_!LDNNF!
INM!ORDOKNI_!MFP!WM\[IUJKK!INM!ORDOKNI0!!%WJI!IODNIIED!JI!MPPDNIINP!JF!OWN!NbTEIRDN]DNITEFIN]DJI[!
MFMKGINI!UNKE\0!!%WN!EOWND!^!IODNIIEDI!XNFODMJFHNFO_!CEKKJIJEF!\JOW!SNIINKI_!PJDNCO!JHTMCO!UG!
WNMSG!NZRJTHNFO_!PJIORDUMFCN!QDEH!WRHMF!MCOJSJOG!MFP!NZRJTHNFO!ETNDMOJEF_!KEII!ED!PNLDMPMOJEF!
EQ!IWNKONDJFL!MFP!QEDMLN!WMUJOMO_!NbTEIRDN!OE!JFCDNMINP!ORDUJPJOG_!MFP!NbTEIRDN!OE!\MIONI!MFP!
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PJICWMDLNIY!\NDN!PNONDHJFNP!OE!UN!FEO!KJ[NKG!OE!MPSNDINKG!MQQNCO!MFG!EQ!OWNIN!ITNCJNI!MFP!MDN!
MPPDNIINP!FE!QRDOWND!JF!OWJI!ETJFJEF0!
!

5.2 Exposure 
%WJI!INCOJEF!MFMKGVNI!OWN!TDETEINP!MCOJEFeI!TEONFOJMK!QED!NbTEIJFL!LDNNF!MFP!WM\[IUJKK!INM!
ORDOKNI_!WRHTUMC[!\WMKNI_!MFP!3M\MJJMF!HEF[!INMKI!OE!MPSNDIN!KNSNKI!EQ!IERFP!NFNDLG!PRDJFL!
TJKN!PDJSJFL!ETNDMOJEFI0!
!
5.2.1 Exposure to Elevated Noise Levels during Pile Driving 
%WJI!MFMKGIJI!JI!UMINP!EF!OWN!TJKN!OGTNI_!OWN!HNOWEP!EQ!PDJSJFL_!OWN!NbTNCONP!IRUIODMON_!MFP!OWN!
PRDMOJEF!EQ!\ED[!MI!PNICDJUNP!JF!OWN!)*A&#/!QED!OWN!TDETEINP!MCOJEF!X4/)-&!"21"Y!MFP!OWN!
NbTNCONP!IERDCN!KNSNKI!QED!IJHJKMD!TJKN!PDJSJFL!MCOJEFI_!UMINP!EF!OWN!-MKJQEDFJM!*NTMDOHNFO!EQ!
%DMFITEDOMOJEFeI!X-)(%')$/Y!-EHTNFPJRH!EQ!,JKN!*DJSJFL!/ERFP!*MOM!X-EHTNFPJRHY!
X-)(%')$/!"22^Y0!%WN!NbTEIRDN!MFMKGIJI!JI!EDLMFJVNP!MI!QEKKE\If!

1f!!&IOJHMON!OWN!JF]\MOND!IERDCN!KNSNK!QED!OWN!TJKN!OGTN0!
"f!!&IOJHMON!OWN!DMFLNI!\WNDN!JF]\MOND!IERFP!NFNDLG!\ERKP!QMKK!OE!CRDDNFO!OWDNIWEKPI!QED!
NbTNCONP!NQQNCOI0!
<f!!&IOJHMON!OWN!FRHUND!EQ!WRHTUMC[!\WMKNI_!HEF[!INMKI_!MFP!INM!ORDOKNI!TEONFOJMKKG!
NbTEINP!OE!MPSNDIN!KNSNKI!EQ!IERFP!NFNDLG0!
!
90"0101!&IOJHMON!OWN!JF]\MOND!IERDCN!KNSNK!QED!NMCW!TJKJFL!OGTNf!

)I!PNICDJUNP!JF!/NCOJEF!"_!OWN!TDEaNCO!\ERKP!JFCKRPN!OWDNN!PJIOJFCO!TNDJEPI!EQ!TJKN!PDJSJFL0!!4T!OE!
"!\NN[I!EQ!JHTMCO!TJKN!PDJSJFL!\ERKP!ECCRD!PRDJFL!.COEUND!"21"!OE!ONIO!PDJSN!RT!OE!1"!"2]JFCW!
X91]CHY!PJMHNOND!IONNK!TJTN!TJKNI0!!)UERO!1;!PMGI!EQ!SJUDMOEDG!TJKN!PDJSJFL!\ERKP!UN!PEFN!PRDJFL!
$ESNHUND!"21"!ED!)TDJK!"21<_!OE!JFIOMKK!B2!">]JFCW!IONNK!IWNNO!TJKNI!MDERFP!OWN!HMDJFN!DNCNJSJFL!
TJO0!!*RDJFL!5MDCW!OE!)TDJK!"21<_!RT!OE!IJb!\NN[I!EQ!JHTMCO!TJKN!PDJSJFL!\ERKP!PEFN!JFIOMKK!11<!
"2]JFCW!PJMHNOND!IONNK!TJTN!TJKNI!JFOE!CEFCDNON!CEKKMDI!MKEFL!OWN!TJTNKJFN!UNO\NNF!OWN!DNCNJSJFL!
TJO!MFP!OWN!192]QEEO!PNTOW!CRDSN0!!%WN!MTTKJCMFO!NIOJHMONI!MUERO!19!OE!;2!HJFRONI!EQ!MCORMK!
JHTMCO!PDJSJFL!TND!PMG_!\JOW!OWN!DNIO!EQ!OWN!OJHN!ITNFO!HESJFL!UNO\NNF!KECMOJEFI!MFP!INOOJFL]RT0!!
@JUDMOEDG!TJKN!PDJSJFL!JI!NbTNCONP!OE!DNZRJDN!INSNDMK!WERDI!TND!NMCW!\ED[!PMG0!
!
)CERIOJCI!6MC[LDERFP0!!/ERFP!JI!M!HNCWMFJCMK!PJIORDUMFCN!CEFIJIOJFL!EQ!HJFRON!SJUDMOJEFI!OWMO!
ODMSNK!OWDERLW!M!HNPJRH_!IRCW!MI!MJD!ED!\MOND_!MFP!JI!LNFNDMKKG!CWMDMCONDJVNP!UG!INSNDMK!SMDJMUKNI0!
ADNZRNFCG!PNICDJUNI!OWN!IERFPeI!TJOCW!MFP!JI!HNMIRDNP!JF!WNDOV!X3VY!ED![JKEWNDOV!X[3VY_!\WJKN!
IERFP!KNSNK!PNICDJUNI!OWN!IERFPeI!KERPFNII!MFP!JI!HNMIRDNP!JF!PNCJUNKI!XP6Y0!!/ERFP!KNSNK!
JFCDNMINI!ED!PNCDNMINI!NbTEFNFOJMKKG!\JOW!NMCW!P6!EQ!CWMFLN0!!AED!NbMHTKN_!12!P6!GJNKPI!M!IERFP!
KNSNK!12!OJHNI!HEDN!JFONFIN!OWMF!1!P6_!\WJKN!M!"2!P6!KNSNK!NZRMONI!OE!122!OJHNI!HEDN!JFONFIN_!
MFP!M!<2!P6!KNSNK!JI!1_222!OJHNI!HEDN!JFONFIN0!!/ERFP!KNSNKI!MDN!CEHTMDNP!OE!M!DNQNDNFCN!IERFP!
TDNIIRDN_!UMINP!EF!OWN!HNPJRH_!MFP!OWN!RFJO!EQ!HNMIRDN!JI!OWN!HJCDE],MICMK!Xq,MY0!!%WN!DNQNDNFCN!
TDNIIRDNI!MDN!"2!q,M!MFP!1!q,M_!DNITNCOJSNKG!QED!MJD!MFP!\MOND0!!'EEO!HNMF!IZRMDN!X'5/Y!JI!OWN!
ZRMPDMOJC!HNMF!IERFP!TDNIIRDN!ESND!OWN!PRDMOJEF!EQ!MF!JHTRKIN0!!'5/!JI!RINP!OE!MCCERFO!QED!UEOW!
TEIJOJSN!MFP!FNLMOJSN!SMKRNI!IE!OWMO!OWNG!HMG!UN!MCCERFONP!QED!JF!OWN!IRHHMOJEF!EQ!TDNIIRDN!
KNSNKI!X3MIOJFLI!MFP!,ETTND!"229Y0!!%WJI!HNMIRDNHNFO!JI!EQONF!RINP!JF!OWN!CEFONbO!EQ!PJICRIIJFL!
UNWMSJEDMK!NQQNCOI_!JF!TMDO!UNCMRIN!UNWMSJEDMK!NQQNCOI_!\WJCW!EQONF!DNIRKO!QDEH!MRPJOEDG!CRNI_!HMG!
UN!UNOOND!NbTDNIINP!OWDERLW!MSNDMLNP!RFJOI!DMOWND!OWMF!UG!TNM[!TDNIIRDNI0!!AED!UDNSJOG_!MKK!QRDOWND!
DNQNDNFCNI!OE!IERFP!KNSNK!MIIRHN!P6DHI!DN!1!�,M_!RFKNII!ITNCJQJNP!PJQQNDNFOKG0!



!
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/ERFP!%DMFIHJIIJEF!JF!8MOND0!!%DMFIHJIIJEF!KEII!XMOONFRMOJEF!EQ!IERFP!JFONFIJOG!ESND!PJIOMFCNY!

SMDJNI!MCCEDPJFL!OE!INSNDMK!QMCOEDI!JF!\MOND_!IRCW!MI!\MOND!PNTOW_!UEOOEH!OGTN_!INM!IRDQMCN!

CEFPJOJEF_!IMKJFJOG_!MFP!OWN!MHERFO!EQ!IRITNFPNP!IEKJPI!JF!OWN!\MOND0!!/ERFP!NFNDLG!PJIIJTMONI!

OWDERLW!HNCWMFJIHI!IRCW!MI!ITDNMPJFL_!ICMOONDJFL_!MFP!MUIEDTOJEF!X6DMPKNG!MFP!/ONDF!"22BY0!!

/TDNMPJFL!DNQNDI!OE!OWN!MTTMDNFO!PNCDNMIN!JF!IERFP!NFNDLG!MO!MFG!LJSNF!TEJFO!EF!OWN!\MSN!QDEFO!

UNCMRIN!OWN!IERFP!NFNDLG!JI!ITDNMP!MCDEII!MF!JFCDNMIJFL!MDNM!MI!OWN!\MSN!QDEFO!DMPJMONI!ERO\MDP!

QDEH!OWN!IERDCN0!!#F!RFUERFPNP!WEHELNFERI!\MOND_!IERFP!ITDNMPI!ERO!ITWNDJCMKKG_!KEIJFL!MI!

HRCW!MI!^!P6!\JOW!NMCW!PERUKJFL!EQ!DMFLN0!!%E\MDP!OWN!EOWND!NFP!EQ!OWN!ITNCODRH_!IERFP!HMG!

NbTMFP!CGKJFPDJCMKKG!\WNF!SNDOJCMKKG!UERFPNP_!IRCW!MI!UG!OWN!IRDQMCN!MFP!IRUIODMON_!KEIJFL!EFKG!

MUERO!<!P6!\JOW!NMCW!PERUKJFL!EQ!DMFLN0!!#F!MPPJOJEF!OE!ITDNMPJFL_!IERFP!NFNDLG!CMF!UN!KEIO!

OWDERLW!ICMOONDJFL!MFP!MUIEDTOJEF0!!/CMOONDJFL!DNQNDI!OE!OWN!IERFP!NFNDLG!OWMO!KNMSNI!OWN!\MSN!

QDEFO!\WNF!JO!cUERFCNId!EQQ!EQ!MF!JDDNLRKMD!IRDQMCN!ED!TMDOJCKNI!JF!OWN!\MOND0!!)UIEDTOJEF!DNQNDI!OE!

OWN!NFNDLG!OWMO!JI!KEIO!OWDERLW!CEFSNDIJEF!OE!WNMO!PRN!OE!QDJCOJEF0!!#DDNLRKMD!IRUIODMONI_!DERLW!

IRDQMCN!\MONDI_!MFP!TMDOJCRKMONI!MFP!URUUKNI!JF!OWN!\MOND!CEKRHF!JFCDNMIN!ICMOONDJFL!MFP!

MUIEDTOJEF!KEII0!!/EQO!IRUIODMONI_!IRCW!MI!HRP!MFP!IJKO!MKIE!JFCDNMIN!MUIEDTOJEF!KEII0!!/WMKKE\!

FNMDIWEDN!\MONDI_!IRCW!MI!OWEIN!IEROW!EQ!3EFEKRKR!\WNDN!TJKN!PDJSJFL!\ERKP!UN!PEFN_!MDN!

CEFIJPNDNP!TEED!NFSJDEFHNFOI!QED!MCERIOJC!TDETMLMOJEF!UNCMRIN!IERFP!OGTJCMKKG!PJIIJTMONI!

DMTJPKG!PRN!OE!JFCDNMINP!ICMOONDJFL!MFP!MUIEDTOJEF0!

!

)CCRDMONKG!TDNPJCOJFL!DNCNJSNP!FEJIN!KNSNKI!MO!M!LJSNF!DMFLN!XJIETKNOWY!DNZRJDNI!CEHTKNb!

NZRMOJEFI!MFP!PNOMJKNP!JFQEDHMOJEF!OWMO!JI!DMDNKG!MSMJKMUKN0!!%WN!NZRMOJEF!'(!o!/(!r!"2(EL'!

NIOJHMONI!ITWNDJCMK!ITDNMPJFL!KEII_!MFP!'(!o!/(!r!12(EL'!NIOJHMONI!CGKJFPDJCMK!ITDNMPJFL!KEII!

X'(!o!DNCNJSNP!KNSNK`!/(!o!IERDCN!KNSNK`!MFP!'!o!DMFLN!JF!HNONDI!XHYY0!!)CORMK!ITDNMPJFL!KEII!JI!

OWERLWO!OE!UN!IEHN\WNDN!UNO\NNF!OWN!O\E_!\JOW!MUIEDTOJEF!MFP!ICMOONDJFL!JFCDNMIJFL!OWN!KEII0!!#F!

OWN!MUINFCN!EQ!IJON!ITNCJQJC!ODMFIHJIIJEF!KEII!PMOM_!OWN!TDMCOJCMK!ITDNMPJFL!KEII!NZRMOJEF_!'(!o!/(!

r!19(EL'_!JI!EQONF!RINP!OE!NIOJHMON!OWN!'(!QED!MCOJEFI!JF!IWMKKE\!FNMDIWEDN!HMDJFN!\MONDI0!!%WMO!

QEDHRKM!\MI!RINP!JF!OWJI!MFMKGIJI!OE!MCCERFO!QED!OWN!MCERIOJC!NFSJDEFHNFO!NbTNCONP!MKEFL!OWN!

IEROW!IWEDN!EQ!.MWR0!!6NGEFP!OWN!IWNKQ!EQQ!EQ!.MWR_!OWN!INM!QKEED!PDETI!M\MG!ZRJC[KG!MFP!

ODMFIHJIIJEF!KEII!KJ[NKG!MTTDEMCWNI!OWMO!EQ!ITWNDJCMK!ITDNMPJFL0!

!

,JKN!*DJSJFL!$EJIN0!!%WN!JF]\MOND!/(!JI!OWN!IERFP!NFNDLG!MO!1!H!QDEH!OWN!IERDCN0!!%WN!/(!EQ!

JHTMCO!TJKN!PDJSJFL!JI!OGTJCMKKG!WJLW_!IEHNOJHNI!JF!NbCNII!EQ!"22!P6!X-)(%')$/!"22^Y0!!

ADNZRNFCJNI!SMDG!MCCEDPJFL!OE!INSNDMK!QMCOEDI_!JFCKRPJFL!OWN!TJKN!OGTN_!OWN!IRUIODMON_!MFP!OWN!

JFONFIJOG!EQ!JHTMCO0!!%WN!/(!JI!MKIE!MQQNCONP!UG!TJKN!OGTN!MFP!OWN!IRUIODMON!XOGTJCMKKG_!OWN!WMDPND!

MFP!KMDLND!OWN!TJKJFL_!OWN!KERPND`!OWN!WMDPND!OWN!UEOOEH_!OWN!KERPNDY_!MI!\NKK!MI!OWN!JHTMCO!NFNDLG!

XOWN!WMDPND!OWN!JHTMCO_!OWN!KERPNDY0!!3E\NSND_!HNMIRDNP!IERFP!KNSNKI!QED!JFPJSJPRMK!TJKN!PDJSJFL!

NSNFOI!HMG!SMDG!ESND!OJHN0!

!

$NJOWND!OWN!4/)-&!FED!$5A/!WMI!IJON]ITNCJQJC!FEJIN!HNMIRDNHNFOI!QED!TJKN]PDJSJFL!MKEFL!OWN!

IEROW!IWEDN!EQ!.MWR0!!-EFINZRNFOKG_!UEOW!MLNFCJNI!DNQNDDNP!OE!OWN!-)(%')$/!-EHTNFPJRH_!

\JOW!OWN!NbTNCOMOJEF!OWMO!DNTEDONP!IERFP!KNSNKI!MFP!IJLFMK!MFMKGINI!\ERKP!CKEINKG!MTTDEbJHMON!

OWN!MCERIOJC!IJLFMORDNI!EQ!IJHJKMD!TJKNI_!PDJSNF!JF!M!IJHJKMD!HMFFND!QED!OWJI!MCOJEF0!!/JLFMK!MFMKGIJI!

JFQEDHMOJEF!QED!JHTMCO!PDJSJFL!"2]JFCW!TJTN!TJKNI!JI!KJHJONP0!!3E\NSND_!JHTMCO!PDJSJFL!">]!MFP!

<;]JFCW!TJTN!TJKNI!TDEPRCNP!DNKMOJSNKG!UDEMPUMFP!IJLFMORDNI!\JOW!OWN!HMaEDJOG!EQ!OWN!NFNDLG!

ECCRDDJFL!UNKE\!"_222!3V_!MFP!DNCNJSNP!KNSNKI!EQ!1?2!P6!MO!12!H0!!/JLFMK!MFMKGIJI!EQ!SJUDMOEDG]

PDJSJFL!">]JFCW!IONNK!IWNNO!TJKNI!JFPJCMONI!CEFOJFRERI!UDEMPUMFP!IERFP!UNO\NNF!>22!MFP!"_922!



!
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3V_!MFP!M!DNCNJSNP!KNSNK!EQ!1;2!P6!MO!12!H!X-)(%')$/!"22^Y0!!6MC[]CMKCRKMOJEFI!QDEH!OWN!
KNSNKI!HNMIRDNP!MO!12!H!QDEH!DNTDNINFOMOJSN!TJKN!OGTNI!MFP!PDJSNDI!XUMINP!EF!'(!o!/(!]19KEL'Y_!
IRLLNIO!OWN!IERDCN!KNSNKI!MFP!JIETKNOW!DMFLNI!LJSNF!UNKE\!JF!%MUKN!"0!
!

90"010"!&IOJHMON!OWN!DMFLNI!\WNDN!JF]\MOND!IERFP!NFNDLG!\ERKP!QMKK!OE!CRDDNFO!OWDNIWEKP!
QED!NbTNCONP!NQQNCOIf!

%WN!NQQNCOI!EF!HMDJFN!KJQN!QDEH!NbTEIRDN!OE!WJLW!JFONFIJOG!FEJINI!SMDG!\JOW!OWN!QDNZRNFCG_!
JFONFIJOG_!MFP!PRDMOJEF!EQ!OWN!IERFP!IERDCN_!MFP!OWN!WNMDJFL!CWMDMCONDJIOJCI!EQ!OWN!NbTEINP!MFJHMK0!!
&bTEIRDN!OE!SNDG!WJLW!KNSNKI!EQ!IERFP!CMF!CMRIN!IEQO!OJIIRN!JFaRDJNI!OWMO!CERKP!PJDNCOKG!DNIRKO!JF!
QMOMKJOG0!!&bTEIRDN!OE!KE\ND!KNSNKI!HMG!CMRIN!JFaRDG!JF!OWN!QEDH!EQ!TNDHMFNFO!WNMDJFL!PMHMLN_!
MKIE!DNQNDDNP!OE!MI!TNDHMFNFO!OWDNIWEKP!IWJQO!X,%/Y0!!&bTEIRDN!OE!NSNF!KE\ND!KNSNKI!HMG!CMRIN!
UNWMSJEDMK!NQQNCOI!OWMO!HMG!JFCKRPN!ONHTEDMDG!OWDNIWEKP!IWJQOI!X%%/Y_!ONHTEDMDJKG!HMI[NP!
CEHHRFJCMOJEFI!MFP+ED!MCERIOJC!NFSJDEFHNFOMK!CRNI_!MKONDMOJEF!EQ!EFLEJFL!UNWMSJEDI_!MFP!MDNMK!
MSEJPMFCN0!!%WN!CNOMCNMF!,%/!OWDNIWEKP!QED!NbTEIRDN!OE!JF]\MOND!IERFPI!JI!�!1B2!P60!!%WN!IMHN!
OWDNIWEKP!QED!TJFFJTNPI!JI!�!1?2!P60!!&bTEIRDN!OE!JHTRKIJSN!JF]\MOND!IERFPI!MO!�!1;2!P6!JI!OWN!
%%/!OWDNIWEKP!QED!MKK!HMDJFN!HMHHMKI_!\WNDNMI!OWN!%%/!OWDNIWEKP!QED!NbTEIRDN!OE!FEF]
JHTRKIJSN!IERFP!XCEFOJFRERI!FEJINY!JI!�!1"2!P60!
!
3RHTUMC[!\WMKNI_!3M\MJJMF!HEF[!INMKI_!MFP!LDNNF!MFP!WM\[IUJKK!INM!ORDOKNI!MDN!OWN!EFKG!&/)]
KJIONP!HMDJFN!MFJHMKI!NbTNCONP!OE!ECCRD!\JOWJF!OWN!MCOJEF!MDNM!\WNDN!TJKN!PDJSJFL!FEJIN!HMG!
DNMCW!KNSNKI!CMTMUKN!EQ!CMRIJFL!MPSNDIN!NQQNCOI0!!)I!PNICDJUNP!MUESN!JF!/NCOJEF!<_!$5A/!NbTNCOI!
OWMO!OWN!WNMDJFL!DMFLNI!EQ!OWNIN!MFJHMKI!ESNDKMT!\JOW!OWN!NbTNCONP!QDNZRNFCG!DMFLN!EQ!OWN!IERFPI!
NbTNCONP!OE!DNIRKO!QDEH!TJKN!PDJSJFL0!!-EFINZRNFOKG_!$5A/!NbTNCOI!OWMO!OWEIN!MFJHMKI!CMF!WNMD!
MFP!DNITEFP!OE!TJKN!PDJSJFL!FEJIN0!!-RDDNFOKG_!FE!MCERIOJC!OWDNIWEKPI!WMSN!UNNF!NIOMUKJIWNP!QED!
INM!ORDOKNI0!!3E\NSND_!NbJIOJFL!DNINMDCW!JFOE!INM!ORDOKN!INFIEDG!UJEKELG!IRLLNIOI!OWMO!INM!ORDOKNI!
MDN!KNII!MCERIOJCMKKG!INFIJOJSN!OWMF!CNOMCNMFI_!DNKGJFL!HEDN!WNMSJKG!EF!SJIRMK!CRNI_!DMOWND!OWMF!
MRPJOEDG!JFTRO!X3MVNK_!et al0!"22^_!'JPLN\MG!et al0!1?;?Y0!!%WN!40/0!$MSG!PNICDJUNP!DNCNFO!
IRDSNGI!MO!:RMH!\WNDN!EFN!EQ!JOI!UJEKELJIOI!DNTEDONP!LDNNF!ORDOKNI!UNWMSJFL!FEDHMKKG!EF!M!DNNQ!
\JOWJF!s122!H!EQ!PDNPLJFL]DNKMONP!CWJINKJFL!EQ!M!QEIIJKJVNP!DNNQ!X4/$!"211Y0!!)KOWERLW!FE!IERFP!
KNSNKI!\NDN!DNCEDPNP_!OWN!UJEKELJIO!DNTEDONP!OWMO!WN!CERKP!QNNK!WJI!UEPG!TWGIJCMKKG!SJUDMON!PRN!OE!
OWN!CEFCRIIJEF!EQ!OWN!CWJINK!PDET0!!*NITJON!OWJI_!OWN!ORDOKNI!MTTNMDNP!RFPJIORDUNP!UG!OWN!MCOJSJOG0!!
%WJI!MFNCPEOMK!NSJPNFCN!IRTTEDOI!OWN!JPNM!OWMO!INM!ORDOKNI!HMG!UN!DNKMOJSNKG!RFDNITEFIJSN!OE!IEHN!
MCERIOJC!IOJHRKJ_!TMDOJCRKMDKG!\WNF!CEHTMDNP!OE!HMDJFN!HMHHMKI0!!%WRI_!$5A/!CEFIJPNDI!
MTTKJCMOJEF!EQ!OWN!HMDJFN!HMHHMK!OWDNIWEKPI!CEFINDSMOJSN!QED!INM!ORDOKNI0!
!
&IOJHMOJFL!MOONFRMOJEF!UMINP!EF!'(!o!/(!]!19KEL'!IRLLNIOI!OWMO!OWN!KEFLNIO!DMFLNI!OE!OWN!1B2_!
1;2_!MFP!1"2!P6!JIETKNOWI!\ERKP!ECCRD!MO!DMFLNI!EQ!>^_!1_222_!MFP!>_^22!HNONDI_!DNITNCOJSNKG!QED!
OWN!TDETEINP!TJKN!OGTNI!X%MUKN!"Y0!
!

Table 2. Estimated source levels and ranges to effects threshold isopleths for proposed pile driving.
,JKJFL! *DJSND! /(! 1?2!P6!! 1B2!P6! 1;2!P6! 1"2!P6!
"2d!,JTN! #HTMCO! "29!P6! 12!H! >^!H! 1_222!H! $+)!
">d!/WNNO! @JUDMOEDG! 1^9!P6! $+)! $+)! $+)! >_^22!
!
!
!
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90"010<0!&IOJHMON!OWN!FRHUND!EQ!WRHTUMC[!\WMKNI_!HEF[!INMKI_!MFP!INM!ORDOKNI!TEONFOJMKKG!
NbTEINP!OE!MPSNDIN!KNSNKI!EQ!IERFP!NFNDLGf!

%WN!TDEaNCO!65,!DNZRJDN!OWMO!TJKN!PDJSJFL!UN!TEIOTEFNP!ED!WMKONP!\WNF!HMDJFN!HMHHMKI!MFP+ED!
INM!ORDOKNI!MDN!\JOWJF!92!GMDPI!X>;!HY0!!)I!PNICDJUNP!MUESN_!IERFP!KNSNKI!MTTDEMCWJFL!1B2!P6!
CERKP!ECCRD!aRIO!UNGEFP!OWMO!DMFLN!X>^!HY!QED!JHTMCO!PDJSJFL!TJTN!TJKNI!X%MUKN!"Y0!!%WN!NIOJHMONP!
DNCNJSNP!KNSNK!MO!92!GMDPI!\ERKP!UN!1B202;!P60!!5MDJFN!HMHHMKI!MDN!SNDG!NMIG!OE!PNONCO_!MFP!MDN!
RFKJ[NKG!OE!UN!CKEIN!OE!OWN!92!GMDP!IOMFP]EQQ!DMFLN_!MI!IRCW!INM!ORDOKNI!MDN!OWN!EFKG!&/)]KJIONP!
ITNCJNI!OWMO!$5A/!OWJF[I!HJLWO!ECCRD!MO!DMFLNI!MTTDEMCWJFL!92!GMDPI0!!6NCMRIN!ORDOKNI!MDN!
RFPNDIOEEP!OE!UN!KNII!MCERIOJCMKKG!INFIJOJSN!OWMF!HMDJFN!HMHHMKI_!MFP!UNCMRIN!OWN!NbTNCONP!
NbCNNPMFCN!EQ!OWN!OWDNIWEKP!MO!92!GMDPI!JI!KNII!OWMF!201!P6_!$5A/!NbTNCOI!OWMO!FE!HMDJFN!
HMHHMKI!ED!INM!ORDOKNI!\ERKP!UN!NbTEINP!OE!JFaRDJERI!IERFP!KNSNKI0!
!
)I!PNICDJUNP!JF!/NCOJEF!<!MUESN_!OWN!UNIO!HEPNK!NIOJHMONI!OWN!CNFODMK!$EDOW!,MCJQJC!WRHTUMC[!
\WMKN!IOEC[!MO!12_12<_!MFP!PMOM!QDEH!HRKOJTKN!IORPJNI!IRLLNIO!OWMO!OWN!CRDDNFO!TETRKMOJEF!ODNFP!
QED!OWN!IOEC[!JI!JFCDNMIJFL!X5EUKNG!et al0!"221`!5JVDECW!et al0!"22>`!-MKMHUE[JPJI!et al0!"22BY0!!
(E\]KNSNK!IECJMKJVJFL_!UDNNPJFL!MFP+ED!CMKSJFL_!MFP!IEHN!HJLDMOJEF!OWDERLW!OWN!MDNM!ECCRDI!EQQ!
OWN!IEROW!IWEDN!EQ!.MWR0!!6MINP!EF!$5A/e!DNCEHHNFPMOJEF_!3/8)-!\ERKP!FEO!CEFPRCO!MFG!
SJUDMOEDG!TJKN!PDJSJFL!PRDJFL!OWN!TNM[!WRHTUMC[!\WMKN!INMIEF!QED!3M\MJJ!X*NCNHUND!1!OWDERLW!
5MDCW!<1Y0!!%WN!JFONFO!EQ!OWJI!JI!OE!HJFJHJVN!NbTEIRDN!EQ!WRHTUMC[!\WMKNI!OE!FEF]JHTRKIJSN!
IERFP!KNSNKI!�!1"2!P6_!\WJCW!CERKP!NbONFP!ERO!>_^22!H!QDEH!OWN!HMDJFN!DNCNJSJFL!TJO0!!3E\NSND_!
OWNDN!JI!M!TEIIJUJKJOG!OWMO!KE\!FRHUNDI!EQ!WRHTUMC[!\WMKNI!HMG!UN!JF!OWN!53#!PRDJFL!$ESNHUND!
ED!)TDJK0!!$5A/!NIOJHMONI!OWMO!EF!MSNDMLN`!FE!HEDN!OWMF!EFN!WRHTUMC[!\WMKN!\ERKP!UN!\JOWJF!
ED!FNMD!OWN!>_^22]HNOND!NbCKRIJEF!VEFN!EF!MFG!LJSNF!PMG!PRDJFL!OWEIN!HEFOWI0!!%WJI!JI!UMINP!EF!
OWN!NbTNCOMOJEF!OWMO!WRHTUMC[!\WMKN!PNFIJOG!JF!OWN!53#!\ERKP!UN!KE\!PRDJFL!OWEIN!HEFOWI_!OWMO!
WRHTUMC[!\WMKN!PNFIJOG!JF!OWN!MCOJEF!MDNM!JI!KE\!NSNF!PRDJFL!OWN!TNM[!INMIEF_!OWMO!WRHTUMC[!
\WMKNI!EROIJPN!EQ!OWN!VEFN!\ERKP!ONFP!OE!MSEJP!OWN!MDNM!SJCN!HESJFL!OE\MDP!OWN!IERFP_!EF!OWN!
RIN!EQ!SNIINK]UEDFN!EUINDSNDI!OE!HEFJOED!OWN!>_^22]HNOND!NbCKRIJEF!VEFN_!MFP!EF!OWN!DNZRJDNHNFO!
OE!IWRO]PE\F!SJUDMOEDG!TJKN!PDJSJFL!\WNF!MFG!KMDLN!CNOMCNMF!JI!EUINDSNP!\JOWJF!ED!FNMD!OWN!
>_^22]HNOND!NbCKRIJEF!VEFN0!!:JSNF!OWMO!OWNDN!\ERKP!UN!M!HMbJHRH!EQ!1;!PMGI!EQ!SJUDMOEDG!TJKN!
PDJSJFL_!$5A/!NIOJHMONI!OWMO!RT!OE!1;!WRHTUMC[!\WMKNI!HMG!UN!NbTEINP!OE!IJFLKN!NbTEIRDNI!EQ!
FEF]JHTRKIJSN!IERFP!KNSNKI!�!1"2!P6!PRN!OE!SJUDMOEDG!TJKN!PDJSJFL0!!)KOWERLW!3/8)-!HMG!
CEFPRCO!JHTMCO!TJKN!PDJSJFL!PRDJFL!OWN!WRHTUMC[!\WMKN!INMIEF_!OWNG!\ERKP!NIOMUKJIW!MFP!
CMDNQRKKG!HEFJOED!M!1_222]HNOND!NbCKRIJEF!VEFN!MDERFP!OWMO!\ED[!X,DETEINP!#3)Y0!!)I!IRCW_!
$5A/!NbTNCOI!OWMO!FE!WRHTUMC[!\WMKNI!\ERKP!UN!NbTEINP!OE!JHTRKIJSN!IERFP!KNSNKI!�!1;2!P6!
PRDJFL!OWN!JHTMCO!PDJSJFL!EQ!TJTN!TJKNI0!!
!
)I!PNICDJUNP!MUESN!JF!/NCOJEF!<_!MO!MFG!LJSNF!OJHN_!M!HMbJHRH!EQ!1"!HEF[!INMKI!MDN!NIOJHMONP!
OE!UN!TDNINFO!\JOWJF!12!HJKNI!X1;01![HY!EQ!3EFEKRKR!3MDUED0!!%WN!JF]\MOND!MDNM!\JOWJF!M!12]HJKN!
MDC!QDEH!OWN!CNFOND!EQ!OWN!7M[MM[E!\MONDQDEFO!\ERKP!WMSN!MF!MDNM!EQ!1;<09!HJKN"!X>"<09![H"Y0!!
8JOW!1"!HEF[!INMKI!\JOWJF!OWMO!MDNM_!OWN!PNFIJOG!\ERKP!UN!202^!INMKI!TND!HJKN"!X202<!INMKI+[H"Y0!!
@JUDMOEDG!TJKN!PDJSJFL!\ERKP!NFIEFJQG!MF!MDNM!EQ!MUERO!1;0B!HJKN"!X><0;![H"Y0!!5RKOJTKGJFL!OWN!
MDNM!UG!OWN!PNFIJOG!GJNKPI!10"!INMKI!TND!PMG_!\WJCW!$5A/!\ERKP!DERFP!RT!OE!"!INMKI0!!%WNDNQEDN_!
$5A/!NIOJHMONI!OWMO!FE!HEDN!OWMF!O\E!HEF[!INMKI!\ERKP!UN!\JOWJF!OWN!MCOJEF!MDNM!QED!SJUDMOEDG!
TJKN!PDJSJFL!EF!MFG!LJSNF!PMG0!!:JSNF!OWMO!OWNDN!\ERKP!UN!M!HMbJHRH!EQ!1;!PMGI!EQ!SJUDMOEDG!
TJKN!PDJSJFL_!$5A/!NIOJHMONI!OWMO!RT!OE!<"!NbTEIRDNI!EQ!3M\MJJMF!HEF[!INMKI!OE!FEF]JHTRKIJSN!
IERFP!KNSNKI!�!1"2!P6!HMG!ECCRD!PRN!OE!SJUDMOEDG!TJKN!PDJSJFL0!!/JHJKMDKG_!JHTMCO!PDJSJFL!TJTN!
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TJKNI!JI!NbTNCONP!OE!NFIEFJQG!MF!MDNM!EQ!10>!HJKN"!X<0;![H"Y0!!5RKOJTKGJFL!OWN!MDNM!UG!OWN!PNFIJOG!
GJNKPI!201!INMKI!TND!PMG!\WJCW!$5A/!\ERKP!DERFP!RT!OE!1!INMK0!!%WNDNQEDN_!$5A/!NIOJHMONI!OWMO!
FE!HEDN!OWMF!EFN!HEF[!INMK!\ERKP!UN!\JOWJF!OWN!MCOJEF!MDNM!QED!JHTMCO!TJKN!PDJSJFL!EF!MFG!LJSNF!
PMG0!!:JSNF!OWMO!OWNDN!\ERKP!UN!M!HMbJHRH!EQ!B!\NN[I!X9;!PMGIY!EQ!JHTMCO!TJKN!PDJSJFL_!$5A/!
NIOJHMONI!OWMO!RT!OE!9;!NbTEIRDNI!EQ!3M\MJJMF!HEF[!INMKI!OE!JHTRKIJSN!IERFP!KNSNKI!�!1;2!P6!
HMG!ECCRD!PRN!OE!JHTMCO!TJKN!PDJSJFL0!
!
:DNNF!MFP!WM\[IUJKK!INM!ORDOKNI!DNIJPN!GNMD]DERFP!OE!DNIO!MFP!QEDMLN!JF!FNMDIWEDN!\MONDI!MKEFL!
OWN!IEROW!IWEDN!EQ!.MWR0!!/JLWOJFLI!CEFQJDH!OWMO!LDNNF!INM!ORDOKNI!MDN!FRHNDERI!MFP!\JPNITDNMP!
JF!OWN!MCOJEF!MDNM_!TMDOJCRKMDKG!JF!\MOND!PNTOWI!KNII!OWMF!192!QNNO!X>;!HY0!!(E\!FRHUNDI!EQ!
WM\[IUJKKI!MDN!MKIE!NbTNCONP!OE!ECCMIJEFMKKG!ECCRD!JF!OWN!MCOJEF!MDNM!MO!IJHJKMD!PNTOWI!MI!OWN!
LDNNFI0!!3E\NSND_!MSMJKMUKN!JFQEDHMOJEF!JI!JFIRQQJCJNFO!OE!NIOJHMON!OWN!PNFIJOG!EQ!NJOWND!ITNCJNI!JF!
OWN!53#!ED!OWN!MCOJEF!MDNM0!!*RN!OE!OWN!CRDDNFO!JFMUJKJOG!OE!ZRMFOJQG!OWN!FRHUND!EQ!ORDOKNI!KJ[NKG!OE!
UN!\JOWJF!OWN!MCOJEF!MDNM_!$5A/!NbTNCOI!OWMO!RFPNONDHJFMUKN!FRHUNDI!EQ!LDNNF!MFP!WM\[IUJKK!
INM!ORDOKNI!\ERKP!UN!\JOWJF!9_1>2!GMDPI!X>_^22!HY!EQ!SJUDMOEDG!TJKN!PDJSJFL_!MFP!MI!IRCW!NbTEINP!
OE!FEF]JHTRKIJSN!IERFP!KNSNKI!�!1"2!P60!!$5A/!NbTNCOI!OWMO!LDNNF!MFP!WM\[IUJKK!INM!ORDOKNI!
\JOWJF!1_2?>!GMDPI!X1_222!HY!EQ!JHTMCO!TJKN!PDJSJFL!\ERKP!UN!NbTEINP!OE!JHTRKIJSN!IERFP!KNSNKI!
�!1;2!P60!!%WEIN!FRHUNDI!MDN!MKIE!RFPNONDHJFMUKN_!URO!KJ[NKG!UN!MUERO!1+<!OWN!FRHUND!EQ!
MFJHMKI!NbTEINP!OE!OWN!IERFP!EQ!SJUDMOEDG!TJKN!PDJSJFL0!!!
!

5.3 Response 
%WJI!INCOJEF!MFMKGVNI!OWN!DNITEFINI!EQ!WRHTUMC[!\WMKNI_!3M\MJJMF!HEF[!INMKI_!MI!\NKK!MI!LDNNF!
MFP!WM\[IUJKK!ORDOKNI!NbTEINP!OE!MPSNDIN!KNSNKI!EQ!IERFP!NFNDLG!PRDJFL!TJKN!PDJSJFL!ETNDMOJEFI0!!
)I!PNICDJUNP!MUESN!JF!/NCOJEF!"_!OWN!TDETEINP!MCOJEF!JFSEKSNI!OWDNN!TNDJEPI!EQ!PMGKJLWO!TJKN!
PDJSJFL0!!%WN!QJDIO!TNDJEP!\ERKP!UN!1!OE!"!\NN[I!EQ!JHTMCO!PDJSJFL!ONIO]TJKNI!PRDJFL!.COEUND!"21"0!!
%WN!MTTKJCMFO!NIOJHMONI!OWMO!NMCW!ONIO]TJKN!\ERKP!DNZRJDN!MUERO!19]HJFRONI!OE!PDJSN0!!)KOWERLW!
RFITNCJQJNP_!$5A/!NbTNCOI!OWMO!1!OE!>!ONIO]TJKNI!HJLWO!UN!PDJSNF!PRDJFL!MFG!LJSNF!\ED[!PMG_!
UNCMRIN!OWN!TKMF!CMKKI!QED!19!ONIO]TJKNI_!\JOW!NMCW!TJKN!UNJFL!TRKKNP_!MFP!OWN!UMDLN!UNJFL!
DNTEIJOJEFNP!OE!M!FN\!ONIO!TEJFO!MQOND!NMCW!PDJSN0!!%WN!MTTKJCMFO!\ERKP!PDJSN!IONNK!IWNNO!TJKNI!\JOW!
M!SJUDMOEDG!WMHHND!ESND!1;!12]WERD!PMGI!PRDJFL!$ESNHUND!"21"!ED!)TDJK!"21<!OE!MSEJP!OWN!
TNM[!WRHTUMC[!\WMKN!INMIEF0!!%WN!MTTKJCMFO!JFONFPI!OE!JHTMCO!PDJSN!TJTN!TJKNI_!OE!MFCWED!OWN!
RTTND!DNMCWNI!EQ!OWN!TJTNKJFN_!UNO\NNF!5MDCW!MFP!)TDJK!"21<0!!/WERKP!\ED[!UN!PNKMGNP_!OWJI!
CEHTEFNFO!\ERKP!UN!CEHTKNONP!PRDJFL!.COEUND!"21<0!!&MCW!TJTN!TJKN!\ERKP!OM[N!MUERO!19!
HJFRONI!OE!PDJSN_!MFP!OWN!MTTKJCMFO!NIOJHMONI!OWMO!>!TJKNI!\ERKP!UN!PDJSNF!TND!PMG!ESND!>!OE!;!
\NN[I0!!)I!PNICDJUNP!MUESN_!JHTMCO!TJKN!PDJSJFL!JI!NbTNCONP!OE!CMRIN!TEONFOJMKKG!MPSNDIN!KNSNKI!EQ!
JF]\MOND!IERFP!OWMO!HMG!DMPJMON!ERO\MDP!OE!MUERO!1_222!H_!\WNDNMI!OWN!SJUDMOEDG!WMHHND!JI!
NbTNCONP!OE!CMRIN!TEONFOJMKKG!MPSNDIN!KNSNKI!EQ!JF]\MOND!IERFP!OWMO!HMG!DMPJMON!ERO\MDP!OE!MUERO!
>_^22!H0!
!
5.3.1 Response of Marine Mammals to Elevated Noise Levels during Pile Driving 
%WN!TEONFOJMK!DNITEFINI!EQ!HMDJFN!HMHHMKI!NbTEINP!OE!TJKN!PDJSJFL!FEJIN!MDN!NbTNCONP!OE!UN!
CEFONbO]ITNCJQJC!MFP!WJLWKG!SMDJMUKN0!5MDJFN!HMHHMK!WNMDJFL!TKMGI!M!CDJOJCMK!DEKN!JF!
CEHHRFJCMOJEF!\JOW!CEFITNCJQJCI!MFP!JF!JFONDTDNOMOJEF!EQ!NFSJDEFHNFOMK!CRNI!QED!TRDTEINI!IRCW!
MI!TDNPMOED!MSEJPMFCN!MFP!TDNG!CMTORDN0!!5MDJFN!HMHHMKI!HMG!NbTNDJNFCN!WNMDJFL!JHTMJDHNFO!
\WNF!NbTEINP!OE!KERP!IERFPI0!!,%/!JI!CEFIJPNDNP!MRPJOEDG!JFaRDG!X/EROWMKK!et al.!"22^Y!MFP!
ECCRDI!JF!M!ITNCJQJC!QDNZRNFCG!DMFLN!MFP!MHERFO0!!#DDNTMDMUKN!PMHMLN!OE!OWN!JFFND!ED!EROND!
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CECWKNMD!WMJD!CNKKI!HMG!CMRIN!,%/`!WE\NSND_!EOWND!HNCWMFJIHI!MDN!MKIE!JFSEKSNP_!IRCW!MI!
NbCNNPJFL!OWN!NKMIOJC!KJHJOI!EQ!CNDOMJF!OJIIRNI!MFP!HNHUDMFNI!JF!OWN!HJPPKN!MFP!JFFND!NMDI!MFP!
DNIRKOMFO!CWMFLNI!JF!OWN!CWNHJCMK!CEHTEIJOJEF!EQ!OWN!JFFND!NMD!QKRJPI!X/EROWMKK!et al.!"22^Y0!!
%WNDN!MDN!FE!NHTJDJCMK!PMOM!QED!\WNF!,%/!QJDIO!ECCRDI!JF!HMDJFN!HMHHMKI`!OWNDNQEDN_!JO!HRIO!UN!
NIOJHMONP!QDEH!\WNF!%%/!QJDIO!ECCRDI!MFP!QDEH!OWN!DMON!EQ!%%/!LDE\OW!\JOW!JFCDNMIJFL!NbTEIRDN!
KNSNKI0!!,%/]EFINO!JI!MIIRHNP!OE!ECCRD!RFPND!CEFPJOJEFI!CMRIJFL!M!OWDNIWEKP!IWJQO!EQ!!�!>2!P6!
UNGEFP!OWN!EFINO!EQ!%%/!X/EROWMKK!et al.!"22^Y0!!)I!IOMONP!MUESN!MO!90"010"_!,%/!JI!NbTNCONP!QED!
CNOMCNMFI!NbTEINP!OE!JF]\MOND!IERFP!KNSNKI!EQ!�!1B2!P6_!MFP!QED!TJFFJTNPI!NbTEINP!OE!JF]\MOND!
IERFP!KNSNKI!EQ!�!1?2!P60!!6MINP!EF!OWN!NbTNCONP!IERDCN!KNSNKI!MFP!TDETEINP!HJOJLMOJEF!
HNMIRDNI_!$5A/!NbTNCOI!OWMO!FE!HMDJFN!HMHHMKI!\ERKP!UN!NbTEINP!OE!IERFP!JFONFIJOG!MO!ED!
MUESN!OWN!KNSNK!DNZRJDNP!QED!OWN!EFINO!EQ!,%/0!
!
%%/!JI!OWN!HJKPNIO!QEDH!EQ!WNMDJFL!JHTMJDHNFO!OWMO!CMF!ECCRD!MI!OWN!DNIRKO!EQ!NbTEIRDN!OE!M!KERP!
IERFP_!MFP!$5A/!CEFIJPNDI!%%/!M!FEF]JFaRDJERI!JHTMCO0!!8WJKN!NbTNDJNFCJFL!%%/_!M!IERFP!
HRIO!UN!KERPND!JF!EDPND!OE!UN!WNMDP_!URO!OWN!NQQNCO!JI!ONHTEDMDG0!!%%/!JI!WJLWKG!SMDJMUKN0!!#O!
OGTJCMKKG!ECCRDI!JF!ITNCJQJC!QDNZRNFCG!DMFLNI_!SMDJNI!JF!PNLDNN!EQ!JHTMJDNP!INFIJOJSJOG_!MFP!CMF!
KMIO!HJFRONI_!WERDI_!ED!PMGI0!!AED!IERFP!NbTEIRDNI!MO!ED!aRIO!MUESN!OWN!%%/]EFINO!OWDNIWEKP_!
WNMDJFL!INFIJOJSJOG!DNCESNDI!DMTJPKG!MQOND!NbTEIRDN!OE!OWN!IERFP!NFPI0!!AN\!PMOM!EF!IERFP!KNSNKI!
MFP!PRDMOJEFI!FNCNIIMDG!OE!NKJCJO!HJKP!%%/!WMSN!UNNF!EUOMJFNP!QED!HMDJFN!HMHHMKI0!!/EROWMKK!et 
al.!X"22^Y!CEFIJPNDI!M!;!P6!NKNSMOJEF!EQ!OWN!UMINKJFN!OWDNIWEKP!IRQQJCJNFO!OE!UN!DNCELFJVNP!MI!MF!
RFNZRJSECMK!PNSJMOJEF!MFP!OWRI!M!IRQQJCJNFO!PNQJFJOJEF!EQ!%%/]EFINO0!!*NTNFPJFL!EF!OWN!PNLDNN!EQ!
OWDNIWEKP!NKNSMOJEF_!OWN!PRDMOJEF_!MFP!QDNZRNFCG!DMFLN!MQQNCONP!MFP!OWN!CEFONbO!JF!\WJCW!JO!JI!
NbTNDJNFCNP_!%%/!CMF!WMSN!NQQNCOI!EF!HMDJFN!HMHHMKI!DMFLJFL!QDEH!PJICERFOMUKN!OE!INDJERI0!!
AED!NbMHTKN_!M!HMDJFN!HMHHMK!HMG!UN!MUKN!OE!DNMPJKG!CEHTNFIMON!QED!M!UDJNQ_!DNKMOJSNKG!IHMKK!
MHERFO!EQ!%%/!JF!M!FEF]CDJOJCMK!QDNZRNFCG!DMFLN!OWMO!OM[NI!TKMCN!PRDJFL!M!OJHN!\WNF!OWN!MFJHMK!
JI!ODMSNKJFL!OWDERLW!OWN!ETNF!ECNMF_!\WNDN!MHUJNFO!FEJIN!JI!KE\ND!MFP!OWNDN!MDN!FEO!MI!HMFG!
CEHTNOJFL!IERFPI!TDNINFO0!!)KONDFMOJSNKG_!M!KMDLND!MHERFO!MFP!KEFLND!PRDMOJEF!EQ!%%/!IRIOMJFNP!
PRDJFL!M!OJHN!\WNF!CEHHRFJCMOJEF!JI!CDJOJCMK!QED!IRCCNIIQRK!HEOWND+CMKQ!JFONDMCOJEFI!CERKP!WMSN!
HEDN!INDJERI!JHTMCOI!JQ!JO!\NDN!JF!OWN!IMHN!QDNZRNFCG!UMFP!MI!OWN!FNCNIIMDG!SECMKJVMOJEFI!MFP!EQ!
M!INSNDJOG!OWMO!JO!JHTNPNP!CEHHRFJCMOJEF0!!%WN!QMCO!OWMO!MFJHMKI!NbTEINP!OE!KNSNKI!MFP!PRDMOJEFI!
EQ!IERFP!OWMO!\ERKP!UN!NbTNCONP!OE!DNIRKO!JF!OWJI!TWGIJEKELJCMK!DNITEFIN!\ERKP!MKIE!UN!NbTNCONP!
OE!WMSN!UNWMSJEDMK!DNITEFINI!EQ!M!CEHTMDMOJSNKG!HEDN!INSNDN!ED!IRIOMJFNP!FMORDN!JI!MKIE!FEOMUKN!
MFP!TEONFOJMKKG!EQ!HEDN!JHTEDOMFCN!OWMF!OWN!IJHTKN!NbJIONFCN!EQ!M!%%/0!
!
6NWMSJEDMK!PJIORDUMFCN!JFCKRPNI!M!SMDJNOG!EQ!NQQNCOI_!JFCKRPJFL!IRUOKN!OE!CEFITJCRERI!CWMFLNI!JF!
UNWMSJED_!HESNHNFO_!MFP!PJITKMCNHNFO0!!5MDJFN!HMHHMK!DNMCOJEFI!OE!IERFP_!JQ!MFG_!PNTNFP!EF!
ITNCJNI_!IOMON!EQ!HMORDJOG_!NbTNDJNFCN_!CRDDNFO!MCOJSJOG_!DNTDEPRCOJSN!IOMON_!OJHN!EQ!PMG_!MFP!HMFG!
EOWND!QMCOEDI!X'JCWMDPIEF!et al0!1??9`!8MDOVE[!et al0!"22>`!/EROWMKK!et al0!"22^Y0!!#Q!M!HMDJFN!
HMHHMK!DNMCOI!UDJNQKG!OE!MF!RFPND\MOND!IERFP!UG!CWMFLJFL!JOI!UNWMSJED!ED!HESJFL!M!IHMKK!
PJIOMFCN_!OWN!JHTMCOI!EQ!OWN!CWMFLN!MDN!RFKJ[NKG!OE!UN!IJLFJQJCMFO!OE!OWN!JFPJSJPRMK_!KNO!MKEFN!OWN!
IOEC[!ED!TETRKMOJEF0!!3E\NSND_!JQ!M!IERFP!IERDCN!PJITKMCNI!HMDJFN!HMHHMKI!QDEH!MF!JHTEDOMFO!
QNNPJFL!ED!UDNNPJFL!MDNM!QED!M!TDEKEFLNP!TNDJEP_!JHTMCOI!EF!JFPJSJPRMKI!MFP!TETRKMOJEFI!CERKP!UN!
IJLFJQJCMFO0!
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5.3.1.1 Response of Humpback Whales to Elevated Noise Levels during Pile Driving 
%WNDN!MDN!FE!PMOM_!PJDNCO!ED!JFPJDNCO_!EF!KNSNKI!ED!TDETNDOJNI!EQ!IERFP!OWMO!MDN!DNZRJDNP!OE!JFPRCN!
%%/!JF!UMKNNF!\WMKNI0!!%WN!QDNZRNFCJNI!OE!\WJCW!UMKNNF!\WMKNI!MDN!HEIO!INFIJOJSN!MDN!MIIRHNP!
OE!UN!KE\ND!OWMF!OWEIN!OE!\WJCW!EPEFOECNONI!MDN!HEIO!INFIJOJSN_!MFP!FMORDMK!UMC[LDERFP!FEJIN!
KNSNKI!MO!OWEIN!KE\!QDNZRNFCJNI!ONFP!OE!UN!WJLWND0!!)I!M!DNIRKO_!MRPJOEDG!OWDNIWEKPI!EQ!UMKNNF!
\WMKNI!\JOWJF!OWNJD!QDNZRNFCG!UMFP!EQ!UNIO!WNMDJFL!MDN!UNKJNSNP!OE!UN!WJLWND!XKNII!INFIJOJSNY!OWMF!
MDN!OWEIN!EQ!EPEFOECNONI!MO!OWNJD!UNIO!QDNZRNFCJNI0!!ADEH!OWJI_!JO!JI!IRITNCONP!OWMO!DNCNJSNP!KNSNKI!
CMRIJFL!%%/!EFINO!HMG!MKIE!UN!WJLWND!JF!UMKNNF!\WMKNI!X/EROWMKK!et al0!"22^Y0!
!
/EROWMKK!et al0!X"22^Y!IRHHMDJVNI!OWN!UNWMSJEDMK!DNITEFINI!EQ!KE\]QDNZRNFCG!CNOMCNMFI!OE!
JHTRKIJSN!MFP!FEF]!JHTRKIJSN!MFOWDETELNFJC!FEJIN!MI!DNTEDONP!MCDEII!CRDDNFO!KJONDMORDN0!!AED!
UE\WNMP!\WMKNI_!OWN!EFINO!EQ!UNWMSJEDMK!PJIORDUMFCN!QDEH!HRKOJTKN!TRKINI!ECCRDDNP!MO!DNCNJSNP!
KNSNKI!EQ!MUERO!1"2!P6_!\WJKN!OWN!EFINO!QED!MKK!EOWND!KE\]QDNZRNFCG!CNOMCNMFI!\MI!UNO\NNF!1>2!
MFP!1;2!P60!!%WN!HEIO!INSNDN!UNWMSJEDI!DNTEDONP!OWMO!HJLWO!ECCRD!QDEH!NbTEIRDN!OE!OWN!TDETEINP!
MCOJEFeI!NbTNCONP!MCERIOJC!IJLFMKI!\MI!EFN!CMIN!\WNDN!NbTEIRDN!OE!JHTRKIJSN!XIJFLKN!MJDLRFY!
IERFPI!MO!DNCNJSNP!KNSNKI!UNO\NNF!192!MFP!1;2!P6!NKJCJONP!NbONFIJSN!ED!TDEKEFLNP!MLLDNIIJSN!
UNWMSJED!JF!M!HJLDMOJFL!WRHTUMC[!\WMKN0!!%WN!DNIO!\NDN!HJKP!OE!HEPNDMON!MSEJPMFCN!EQ!OWN!
IERFP!IERDCN`!UDJNQ!ED!HJFED!INTMDMOJEF!EQ!QNHMKNI!QDEH!EQQITDJFL`!NbONFPNP!CNIIMOJEF!ED!
HEPJQJCMOJEF!EQ!SECMK!UNWMSJEDI`!SJIJUKN!IOMDOKN!DNITEFINI`!MFP!UDJNQ!CNIIMOJEF!EQ!DNTDEPRCOJSN!
UNWMSJED0!!:NFNDMKKG_!OWN!PMOM!IRLLNIOI!FE!ED!KJHJONP!DNITEFINI!OE!FEF]JHTRKIJSN!IERFPI!MO!
DNCNJSNP!KNSNKI!EQ!?2!OE!1"2!P6!MFP!MF!JFCDNMIJFL!TDEUMUJKJOG!EQ!UNWMSJEDMK!NQQNCOI!JF!OWN!1"2!OE!
1;2!P6!DMFLN0!!3E\NSND_!PJQQNDNFCNI!JF!IERDCN!TDEbJHJOG_!FESNKOG!EQ!OWN!IERFP_!ETNDMOJEFMK!
QNMORDNI_!NOC0!INNH!OE!UN!MO!KNMIO!MI!JHTEDOMFO!MI!NbTEIRDN!KNSNK!\WNF!TDNPJCOJFL!UNWMSJEDMK!
DNITEFIN!X/EROWMKK!et al0!"22^Y0!
!
#O!JI!TEIIJUKN!OWMO!WRHTUMC[!\WMKNI!CERKP!NbTNDJNFCN!IEHN!KE\]KNSNK!EQ!%%/!MI!OWN!DNIRKO!EQ!
NbTEIRDN!OE!OWN!TDEaNCOeI!TJKN!PDJSJFL!FEJIN0!!3E\NSND_!UMINP!EF!OWN!UNIO!JFQEDHMOJEF!MSMJKMUKN_!
OWN!KJHJONP!MHERFO!EQ!TJKN!PDJSJFL!ESND!M!1]GNMD!TNDJEP`!OWN!HEOJKJOG!EQ!QDNN]DMFLJFL!HMDJFN!
HMHHMKI!JF!OWN!\MOND!CEKRHF`!OWN!TDETNFIJOG!QED!HMDJFN!HMHHMKI!OE!MSEJP!EUODRIJSN!IERFPI`!
MFP!OWN!MTTKJCMFOeI!TDETEINP!HJOJLMOJEF!HNMIRDNI_!$5A/!NbTNCOI!OWMO!WRHTUMC[!\WMKN!%%/!JI!
JHTDEUMUKN_!MFP!OWMO!MFG!JHTMCO!EF!WNMDJFL!INFIJOJSJOG!\ERKP!DNCESND!DMTJPKG!MQOND!NbTEIRDN!OE!
OWN!IERFP!NFPI0!!$5A/!QRDOWND!NbTNCOI!OWMO!UNWMSJEDMK!DNITEFINI!JF!OWN!QEDH!EQ!HJKP!MKNDO!MFP!
IOMDOKN!DNITEFINI_!MSEJPMFCN!EQ!OWN!TDEaNCO!MDNM_!MFP!UDJNQ!ED!HJFED!HEPJQJCMOJEF!EQ!SECMK!
UNWMSJEDI!MDN!OWN!HEIO!TDEUMUKN!WRHTUMC[!\WMKN!DNITEFINI!OE!NbTEIRDN!OE!OWN!JF]\MOND!IERFPI!
EQ!TJKN!PDJSJFL_!\JOW!FE!HNMIRDMUKN!JHTMCOI!NbTNCONP!OE!ECCRD!EF!OWNJD!MUJKJOG!OE!QEDMLN_!IWNKOND_!
FMSJLMON_!DNTDEPRCN_!MFP!MSEJP!TDNPMOEDI!MFP!EOWND!OWDNMOI!IRCW!MI!SNIINKI0!

5.3.1.2 Response of Hawaiian Monk Seals to Elevated Noise Levels during Pile Driving 
#FQEDHMOJEF!OE!PNICDJUN!JF]\MOND!IERFP!NbTEIRDNI!DNZRJDNP!OE!NKJCJO!%%/!JF!TJFFJTNPI!JI!KJHJONP0!!
.FKG!EFN!IORPG!WMI!UNNF!PEFN!EF!JF]\MOND!%%/]EFINO!JF!TJFFJTNPI!NbTEINP!OE!JHTRKIJSN!IERFPI0!!
AJFFNDMF!et al0!X"22<Y!IWE\NP!FE!HNMIRDNMUKN!%%/!JF!O\E!-MKJQEDFJM!INM!KJEFI!QEKKE\JFL!
NbTEIRDNI!OE!M!ODMFIPRCND0!!&bTEIRDNI!OE!FEF]JHTRKIJSN!IERFP!IWE\NP!M!PJQQNDNFCN!JF!%%/]EFINO_!
\JOW!WMDUED!INMKI!NbTNDJNFCJFL!%%/!MO!M!KE\ND!IERFP!NbTEIRDN!KNSNK!OWMF!EOWND!TJFFJTNPI0!!*MOM!
IRLLNIO!OWMO!%%/]EFINO!ECCRDI!JF!WMDUED!INMKI!MO!M!DNCNJSNP!KNSNK!EQ!1B<!P6!IERFP!NbTEIRDN!KNSNKI!
X/&(`!P6!DN!1!�,M"]IY_!\WJKN!%%/]EFINO!QED!-MKJQEDFJM!INM!KJEFI!MFP!FEDOWNDF!NKNTWMFO!INMKI!
ECCRDDNP!MO!/&(!SMKRNI!12!OE!"2!P6!WJLWND!X7MIOM[!et al0!1???_!"229Y0!
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tRMFOJOMOJSN!PMOM!EF!DNMCOJEFI!EQ!TJFFJTNPI!OE!JHTRKIJSN!JF]\MOND!IERFPI!JI!KJHJONP_!URO!JFCKRPN!
PMOM!DNKMONP!OE!INSNDMK!IERDCNI_!JFCKRPJFLf!IHMKK!NbTKEIJSNI_!JHTMCO!TJKN!PDJSJFL_!MFP!MJDLRF!
MDDMGI0!!%WN!LNFNDMK!QJFPJFL!JI!OWMO!NbTEIRDNI!UNO\NNF!192!MFP!1B2!P6!WMSN!KJHJONP!TEONFOJMK!OE!
JFPRCN!MSEJPMFCN!UNWMSJED!X/EROWMKK!et al0!"22^Y0!!(JHJONP!PMOM!MDN!MSMJKMUKN!EF!OWN!UNWMSJEDMK!
NQQNCOI!EQ!FEF]JHTRKIJSN!JF]\MOND!IERFP!XN0L0_!SJUDMOEDG!TJKN!PDJSJFLY!EF!TJFFJTNPI0!!3E\NSND_!
QJNKP!MFP!CMTOJSN!IORPJNI!OE!PMON!CEKKNCOJSNKG!IRLLNIO!OWMO!TJFFJTNPI!NbWJUJO!IRUOKN!UNWMSJEDMK!
CWMFLNI!XJ0N0!HJKP!MSEJPMFCN!MFP!IKJLWO!CWMFLNI!JF!PJSJFL!TMDMHNONDIY!\WNF!NbTEINP!OE!FEF]
JHTRKIJSN!IERFP!UNO\NNF!?2!MFP!1>2!P6!X/EROWMKK!et al0!"22^Y0!
!
#O!JI!TEIIJUKN!OWMO!3M\MJJMF!HEF[!INMKI!CERKP!NbTNDJNFCN!IEHN!KE\]KNSNK!EQ!%%/!MI!OWN!DNIRKO!EQ!
NbTEIRDN!OE!OWN!TDEaNCOeI!TJKN!PDJSJFL!FEJIN0!!3E\NSND_!UMINP!EF!OWN!UNIO!JFQEDHMOJEF!MSMJKMUKN_!
OWN!KJHJONP!MHERFO!EQ!TJKN!PDJSJFL!ESND!M!1]GNMD!TNDJEP`!OWN!HEOJKJOG!EQ!QDNN]DMFLJFL!HMDJFN!
HMHHMKI!JF!OWN!\MOND!CEKRHF`!OWN!TDETNFIJOG!QED!HMDJFN!HMHHMKI!OE!MSEJP!EUODRIJSN!IERFPI`!
MFP!OWN!MTTKJCMFOeI!TDETEINP!HJOJLMOJEF!HNMIRDNI_!$5A/!NbTNCOI!OWMO!%%/!\ERKP!UN!JHTDEUMUKN!
QED!NbTEINP!3M\MJJMF!HEF[!INMKI_!MFP!OWMO!MFG!JHTMCO!EF!WNMDJFL!INFIJOJSJOG!\ERKP!DNCESND!
DMTJPKG!MQOND!NbTEIRDN!OE!OWN!IERFP!NFPI0!!$5A/!QRDOWND!NbTNCOI!OWMO!UNWMSJEDMK!DNITEFINI!JF!OWN!
QEDH!EQ!HJKP!MKNDO!MFP!IOMDOKN!DNITEFINI_!MSEJPMFCN!EQ!OWN!TDEaNCO!MDNM_!MFP!MKONDMOJEF!JF!PJSJFL!
TMOONDFI!MDN!OWN!HEIO!TDEUMUKN!3M\MJJMF!HEF[!INMK!DNITEFINI!OE!NbTEIRDN!OE!OWN!JF]\MOND!IERFPI!
EQ!TJKN!PDJSJFL0!!$5A/!JI!RFM\MDN!EQ!ITNCJQJC!JFQEDHMOJEF!OWMO!\ERKP!IRTTEDO!MF!NIOJHMON!EQ!OWN!
KMONDMK!HESNHNFO!OWMO!\ERKP!UN!NbTNCONP!QED!HEF[!INMKI!RFPND!OWNIN!CJDCRHIOMFCNI0!!3E\NSND_!
$5A/!NbTNCOI!OWMO!OWN!HESNHNFO!\ERKP!WMSN!FE!MPSNDIN!JHTMCO!EF!OWN!ZRMFOJOG!ED!ZRMKJOG!EQ!
MSMJKMUKN!IWNKOND!ED!QEDMLN!WMUJOMO0!!)QOND!JFJOJMKKG!HESJFL!M\MG_!IEHN!NbTEINP!INMKI!HMG!HESN!
UMC[!OE\MDP!OWN!MDNM!MI!OWNG!UNCEHN!WMUJORMONP!OE!OWN!FN\!IOJHRKRI_!\JOW!FE!HNMIRDMUKN!JHTMCOI!
NbTNCONP!OE!ECCRD!EF!OWNJD!MUJKJOG!OE!QEDMLN_!IWNKOND_!FMSJLMON_!DNTDEPRCN_!MFP!MSEJP!TDNPMOEDI!MFP!
EOWND!OWDNMOI!IRCW!MI!SNIINKI0!!!
!
5.3.2 Response of Green and Hawksbill Sea Turtles to Elevated Noise Levels during Pile 

Driving 
*MOM!DNLMDPJFL!OWN!TEONFOJMK!DNITEFIN!EQ!INM!ORDOKNI!NbTEINP!OE!TJKN!PDJSJFL!FEJIN!MDN!KJHJONP0!!
)KOWERLW!INM!ORDOKNI!MDN!OWERLWO!OE!UN!KNII!PNTNFPNFO!EF!MCERIOJC!JFTRO_!MFP!KNII!INFIJOJSN!OE!
MCERIOJC!IOJHRKJ!OWMF!HMDJFN!HMHHMKI_!KJ[N!HMDJFN!HMHHMKI_!OWNJD!DNITEFINI!OE!IERFP!MDN!
NbTNCONP!OE!UN!CEFONbO]ITNCJQJC!MFP!WJLWKG!SMDJMUKN0!!AED!JFIOMFCN_!MF!NbTEINP!ORDOKN!JF!CKEIN!
TDEbJHJOG!OE!M!KERP!IERDCN!HMG!UNCEHN!IOMDOKNP!UG!EFINO!EQ!OWN!MCOJSJOG0!!)O!LDNMOND!PJIOMFCNI_!M!
DNMCOJEF!OWMO!\ERKP!UN!UNIO!PNICDJUNP!MI!M\MDNFNII!JI!KJ[NKG0!#FQEDHMOJEF!EF!OWN!EFINO!EQ!%%/!JF!
INM!ORDOKNI!JI!KJHJONP0!!5ENJF!et. al.!X1??9Y!WNKP!aRSNFJKN!KELLNDWNMP!ORDOKNI!\JOWJF!M!FNO!NFCKEIRDN_!
MFP!NbTEINP!OWNH!OE!JF]\MOND!MJDLRF!URDIOI!EQ!1^9_!1^^_!MFP!1^?!P60!!%WN!MROWEDI!DNTEDONP!
ONHTEDMDG!IWJQOI!JF!OWN!MRPJOEDG!OWDNIWEKPI!EQ!WMKQ!EQ!OWN!NbTEINP!ORDOKNI_!URO!LMSN!FE!DNCNJSNP!
KNSNKI!FED!ZRMFOJQJNP!OWN!OWDNIWEKP!IWJQO0!!%WN!WNMDJFL!CMTMUJKJOJNI!EQ!MKK!NbTEINP!ORDOKNI!DNORDFNP!
OE!FEDHMK!\JOWJF!"!\NN[I0!!%WNG!MKIE!DNTEDONP!OWMO!RTEF!QJDIO!NbTEIRDN_!OWN!ORDOKNI!PNHEFIODMONP!
MSEJPMFCN!UNWMSJEDI!OWMO!PNCDNMINP!MI!OWN!NbTNDJHNFO!TDECNNPNP_!IRLLNIOJFL!OWMO!OWN!ORDOKNI!!!!
WMUJORMON!OE!OWN!IOJHRKJ!MFP+ED!NbTNDJNFCNP!M!OWDNIWEKP!IWJQO_!\WJCW!DNPRCNP!OWNJD!INFIJOJSJOG!
X5ENJF!et. al.!1??9Y0!!5C-MRKNG!et. al.!X"222Y!QECRINP!EF!OWN!EFINO!EQ!UNWMSJEDMK!DNITEFINI0!
%WNG!DNTEDONP!OWNJD!E\F!\ED[!EF!LDNNF!MFP!KELLNDWNMP!ORDOKNI_!MFP!CEHHNFONP!EF!OWN!\ED[!EQ!
.e3MDM!X1??2Y!MFP!5ENJF!et. al.!X1??9Y_!\WJCW!UEOW!QECRINP!EF!KELLNDWNMPI0!!#F!IRHHMDG_!OWNG!
DNTEDONP!OWMO!MKK!OWDNN!\ED[I!\NDN!KMDLNKG!JF!MLDNNHNFO!OWMO!OWN!EFINO!EQ!UNWMSJEDMK!HEPJQJCMOJEF!
XJFCDNMINP!I\JHHJFL!MCOJSJOGY!ECCRDDNP!MO!DNCNJSNP!KNSNKI!�!1;;!P6_!MFP!MSEJPMFCN!UNWMSJED!
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ECCRDDNP!MO!!�!1^9!P6!X5C-MRKNG!et. al.!"222Y0!!(NFWMDPO!X"22"Y!DNTEDONP!OWMO!MPRKO!KELLNDWNMPI!
JFJOJMKKG!JFCDNMIN!I\JHHJFL!ITNNP!MFP!MSEJPNP!JHTRKIJSN!IERFPI!LNFNDMONP!UG!MJDLRFI!\WNF!

DNCNJSNP!KNSNKI!UNO\NNF!191!MFP!1^9!P6_!MFP!OWNG!NSNFORMKKG!WMUJORMONP!OE!OWN!IERFP0!!

!

#O!JI!TEIIJUKN!OWMO!LDNNF!MFP!WM\[IUJKK!INM!ORDOKNI!CERKP!NbTNDJNFCN!IEHN!KE\]KNSNK!EQ!%%/!MI!OWN!

DNIRKO!EQ!NbTEIRDN!OE!OWN!TDEaNCOeI!TJKN!PDJSJFL!FEJIN0!!3E\NSND_!UMINP!EF!OWN!UNIO!JFQEDHMOJEF!

MSMJKMUKN_!OWN!KJHJONP!MHERFO!EQ!TJKN!PDJSJFL!ESND!M!1]GNMD!TNDJEP`!OWN!HEOJKJOG!EQ!QDNN]DMFLJFL!INM!

ORDOKNI!JF!OWN!\MOND!CEKRHF`!OWN!TDETNFIJOG!QED!INM!ORDOKNI!OE!MSEJP!EUODRIJSN!IERFPI`!MFP!OWN!

MTTKJCMFOeI!TDETEINP!HJOJLMOJEF!HNMIRDNI_!$5A/!NbTNCOI!OWMO!INM!ORDOKN!%%/!JI!JHTDEUMUKN_!MFP!

OWMO!MFG!JHTMCO!EF!WNMDJFL!INFIJOJSJOG!\ERKP!DNCESND!DMTJPKG!MQOND!NbTEIRDN!OE!OWN!IERFP!NFPI0!!

$5A/!QRDOWND!NbTNCOI!OWMO!UNWMSJEDMK!DNITEFINI!JF!OWN!QEDH!EQ!HJKP!MKNDO!MFP!IOMDOKN!DNITEFINI_!

MSEJPMFCN!EQ!OWN!TDEaNCO!MDNM_!MFP!MKONDMOJEF!JF!I\JHHJFL!MFP!PJSJFL!TMOONDFI!MDN!OWN!HEIO!

TDEUMUKN!DNITEFINI!EQ!LDNNF!MFP!WM\[IUJKK!ORDOKNI!OWMO!MDN!NbTEINP!OE!OWN!JF]\MOND!IERFPI!EQ!TJKN!

PDJSJFL0!!$5A/!JI!RFM\MDN!EQ!ITNCJQJC!JFQEDHMOJEF!OWMO!\ERKP!IRTTEDO!MF!NIOJHMON!EQ!OWN!KMONDMK!

HESNHNFO!OWMO!\ERKP!UN!NbTNCONP!QED!INM!ORDOKNI!RFPND!OWNIN!CJDCRHIOMFCNI0!!3E\NSND_!$5A/!

NbTNCOI!OWMO!OWN!HESNHNFO!\ERKP!WMSN!FE!MPSNDIN!JHTMCO!EF!OWN!ZRMFOJOG!ED!ZRMKJOG!EQ!MSMJKMUKN!

IWNKOND!ED!QEDMLN!WMUJOMO0!!)QOND!JFJOJMKKG!HESJFL!M\MG_!IEHN!NbTEINP!ORDOKNI!HMG!HESN!UMC[!

OE\MDP!OWN!MDNM!MI!OWNG!UNCEHN!WMUJORMONP!OE!OWN!FN\!IOJHRKRI_!\JOW!FE!HNMIRDMUKN!JHTMCOI!

NbTNCONP!OE!ECCRD!EF!OWEIN!ORDOKNIe!MUJKJOG!OE!QEDMLN_!IWNKOND_!FMSJLMON_!DNTDEPRCN_!MFP!MSEJP!

TDNPMOEDI!MFP!EOWND!OWDNMOI!IRCW!MI!SNIINKI0!!!

!

5.4 Risk 
%WJI!INCOJEF!MFMKGVNI!WE\!OWN!NbTNCONP!DNITEFINI!EQ!WRHTUMC[!\WMKNI_!3M\MJJMF!HEF[!INMKI_!MI!

\NKK!MI!LDNNF!MFP!WM\[IUJKK!ORDOKNI!OWMO!MDN!NbTEINP!OE!OWN!NQQNCOI!EQ!OWN!TDETEINP!MCOJEF!\ERKP!

JHTMCO!OWNJD!DNITNCOJSN!TETRKMOJEFI!OE!PNONDHJFN!OWN!DJI[!TEINP!UG!OWN!TDETEINP!MCOJEF!EF!OWN!

CEFOJFRNP!NbJIONFCN!EQ!OWEIN!ITNCJNI!MI!KJIONP!RFPND!OWN!&/)0!

!

5.4.1 Risk to Humpback Whales Exposed to Elevated Noise Levels during Pile Driving 
6MINP!EF!OWN!UNIO!MSMJKMUKN!JFQEDHMOJEF_!MI!PNICDJUNP!JF!OWN!NbTEIRDN!MFP!DNITEFIN!MFMKGINI!

MUESN_!\N!NbTNCO!OWMO!RT!OE!1;!WRHTUMC[!\WMKNI!HMG!NbTNDJNFCN!UNWMSJEDMK!HEPJQJCMOJEF!JF!OWN!

QEDH!EQ!HJKP!MKNDO!MFP!IOMDOKN!DNITEFINI_!MSEJPMFCN!EQ!OWN!TDEaNCO!MDNM_!MFP!UDJNQ!ED!HJFED!

HEPJQJCMOJEF!EQ!SECMK!UNWMSJEDI!PRN!OE!NbTEIRDN!OE!TDEaNCO]DNKMONP!TJKN!PDJSJFL!FEJIN0!!ARDOWND_!

$5A/!NbTNCOI!OWMO!FEFN!OWNIN!MFJHMKI!\ERKP!UN!JFaRDNP!ED![JKKNP!UG!OWJI!IODNIIED_!MFP!NbTEIRDN!

\ERKP!WMSN!FE!HNMIRDMUKN!JHTMCO!EF!OWNJD!MUJKJOG!OE!CEHHRFJCMON_!FMSJLMON_!QEDMLN_!IWNKOND_!

DNTDEPRCN_!ED!MSEJP!TDNPMOEDI!MFP!EOWND!OWDNMOI0!!)I!PNICDJUNP!MUESN!JF!OWN!/OMORI!EQ!(JIONP!

/TNCJNI!INCOJEF_!OWN!NbTEINP!MFJHMKI!\ERKP!UNKEFL!OE!OWN!CNFODMK!$EDOW!,MCJQJC!IOEC[_!\WJCW!

FRHUNDI!^_>;?!OE!12_12<!JFPJSJPRMKI_!MFP!JI!M!IRUINO!EQ!OWN!$EDOW!,MCJQJC!WRHTUMC[!\WMKN!

TETRKMOJEF_!\WJCW!JI!NIOJHMONP!MO!MUERO!"1_222!JFPJSJPRMKI`!UEOW!EQ!\WJCW!LDERTI!MDN!LDE\JFL0!!

#F!IRHHMDG_!OWN!NbTEINP!MFJHMKI!\ERKP!DNTDNINFO!M!IHMKK!IRUINO!EQ!OWN!-$,!IOEC[!MFP!EQ!

WRHTUMC[I!JF!OWN!$EDOW!,MCJQJC_!MFP!NbTEIRDN!\ERKP!WMSN!FE!HNMIRDMUKN!JHTMCO!EF!OWN!MUJKJOG!EQ!

NbTEINP!JFPJSJPRMKI!OE!CEHHRFJCMON_!FMSJLMON_!IWNKOND_!DNTDEPRCN_!ED!MSEJP!TDNPMOEDI!MFP!EOWND!

OWDNMOI0!!%WRI_!TDEaNCO]DNKMONP!NKNSMONP!FEJIN!JI!NbTNCONP!OE!WMSN!FE!MPSNDIN!NQQNCOI!MO!OWN!KNSNK!EQ!

OWN!TETRKMOJEF0!!6MINP!EF!OWJI_!$5A/!CEFIJPNDI!OWN!DJI[!EQ!TDEaNCO]DNKMONP!NKNSMONP!FEJIN!

DNPRCJFL!OWN!KJ[NKJWEEP!EQ!IRDSJSMK!MFP!DNCESNDG!EQ!WRHTUMC[!\WMKNI!MI!M!ITNCJNI!JI!FNLKJLJUKN0!

!
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5.4.2 Risk to Hawaiian Monk Seals Whales Exposed to Elevated Noise Levels during Pile 
Driving 

6MINP!EF!OWN!UNIO!MSMJKMUKN!JFQEDHMOJEF_!MI!PNICDJUNP!JF!OWN!NbTEIRDN!MFP!DNITEFIN!MFMKGINI!
MUESN_!\N!NbTNCO!OWMO!OWN!TDETEINP!MCOJEF!HMG!DNIRKO!JF!RT!OE!BB!NSNFOI!EQ!3M\MJJMF!HEF[!INMK!
NbTEIRDN!OE!TJKN!PDJSJFL!FEJIN0!!%WNIN!NbTEIRDNI!\ERKP!UN!ITDNMP!MCDEII!OWN!1"!JFPJSJPRMKI!OWMO!
MDN!NbTNCONP!OE!ECCRD!JF!MFP!FNMD!OWN!MCOJEF!MDNM!MO!MFG!LJSNF!OJHN0!!)IIRHJFL!OWMO!OWN!NbTEIRDNI!
\ERKP!UN!RFJQEDHKG!PJIODJURONP_!EF!MSNDMLN_!NMCW!INMK!\ERKP!NbTNDJNFCN!^0<!NbTEIRDNI!ESND!OWN!
PRDMOJEF!EQ!OWN!TDETEINP!JF]\MOND!CEFIODRCOJEF!\ED[!XMUERO!EFN!GNMDY0!!6NWMSJEDMK!DNITEFINI!JF!
OWN!QEDH!EQ!HJKP!MKNDO!MFP!IOMDOKN!DNITEFINI_!MSEJPMFCN!EQ!OWN!TDEaNCO!MDNM_!MFP!MKONDMOJEF!JF!PJSJFL!
TMOONDFI!MDN!OWN!NbTNCONP!NQQNCOI!EQ!OWEIN!NbTEIRDNI0!!ARDOWND_!$5A/!NbTNCOI!OWMO!FEFN!OWNIN!
MFJHMKI!\ERKP!UN!JFaRDNP!ED![JKKNP!UG!OWJI!IODNIIED_!MFP!NbTEIRDN!\ERKP!WMSN!FE!HNMIRDMUKN!
JHTMCO!EF!OWNJD!MUJKJOG!OE!CEHHRFJCMON_!FMSJLMON_!IWNKOND_!DNTDEPRCN_!ED!MSEJP!TDNPMOEDI!MFP!EOWND!
OWDNMOI0!!)I!PNICDJUNP!MUESN!JF!OWN!/OMORI!EQ!(JIONP!/TNCJNI!INCOJEF_!OWNDN!MDN!KNII!OWMF!1_"22!
HEF[!INMKI!JF!OEOMK_!\JOW!MUERO!192!JF!OWN!5MJF!3M\MJJMF!#IKMFPI_!\WNDN!OWN!TETRKMOJEF!JI!
LDE\JFL0!!%WRI_!OWNIN!1"!MFJHMKI!\ERKP!DNTDNINFO!M!DNKMOJSNKG!IJVMUKN!IRUINO!EQ!OWN!FRHUND!EQ!
HEF[!INMKI!JF!OWN!53#!XMUERO!BhY0!!3E\NSND_!UNCMRIN!NbTEIRDN!\ERKP!WMSN!FE!HNMIRDMUKN!
JHTMCO!EF!OWN!MUJKJOG!EQ!NbTEINP!JFPJSJPRMKI!OE!CEHHRFJCMON_!FMSJLMON_!QEDMLN_!IWNKOND_!
DNTDEPRCN_!ED!MSEJP!TDNPMOEDI!MFP!EOWND!OWDNMOI_!NbTEIRDN!OE!TDEaNCO]DNKMONP!NKNSMONP!FEJIN!JI!
NbTNCONP!OE!WMSN!FE!MPSNDIN!NQQNCOI!EF!OWN!53#!TETRKMOJEF0!!6MINP!EF!OWJI_!$5A/!CEFIJPNDI!OWN!
DJI[!EQ!TDEaNCO]DNKMONP!NKNSMONP!FEJIN!DNPRCJFL!OWN!KJ[NKJWEEP!EQ!IRDSJSMK!MFP!DNCESNDG!EQ!
3M\MJJMF!HEF[!INMKI!MI!M!ITNCJNI!JI!FNLKJLJUKN0!
!
5.4.3 Risk to Green and Hawksbill Sea Turtles Exposed to Elevated Noise Levels during 

Pile Driving 
6MINP!EF!OWN!UNIO!MSMJKMUKN!JFQEDHMOJEF_!MI!PNICDJUNP!JF!OWN!NbTEIRDN!MFP!DNITEFIN!MFMKGINI!
MUESN_!\N!NbTNCO!MF!JFPNONDHJFMUKN!FRHUND!EQ!LDNNF!MFP!WM\[IUJKK!INM!ORDOKNI!HMG!UN!MQQNCONP!
PRN!OE!NbTEIRDN!OE!TJKN!PDJSJFL!FEJIN!OWDERLW!UNWMSJEDMK!HEPJQJCMOJEF!JF!OWN!QEDH!EQ!HJKP!MKNDO!
MFP!IOMDOKN!DNITEFINI_!MSEJPMFCN!EQ!OWN!TDEaNCO!MDNM_!MFP!MKONDMOJEF!JF!I\JHHJFL!MFP!PJSJFL!
TMOONDFI0!!ARDOWND_!$5A/!NbTNCOI!OWMO!FEFN!OWN!NbTEINP!ORDOKNI!\ERKP!UN!JFaRDNP!ED![JKKNP!UG!OWJI!
IODNIIED_!MFP!NbTEIRDN!\ERKP!WMSN!FE!HNMIRDMUKN!JHTMCO!EF!OWNJD!MUJKJOG!OE!QEDMLN_!IWNKOND_!
DNTDEPRCN_!ED!MSEJP!TDNPMOEDI!MFP!EOWND!OWDNMOI0!!)I!PNICDJUNP!MUESN!JF!OWN!/OMORI!EQ!(JIONP!
/TNCJNI!INCOJEF_!LDNNF!MFP!WM\[IUJKK!INM!ORDOKNI!MDERFP!.MWR!MDN!KJ[NKG!LNELDMTWJCMKKG!JIEKMONP!
MFP!LNFNOJCMKKG!PJIOJFCO!QDEH!OWN!EOWND!$)!EQ!OWNJD!ITNCJNI!KECMONP!NKIN\WNDN!JF!.CNMFJM0!!)I!
IRCW_!MFG!JHTMCOI!EF!LDNNF!MFP!WM\[IUJKK!ORDOKNI!JF!3M\MJJ!MDN!RFKJ[NKG!OE!JHTMCO!MFG!EQ!OWN!$)!
EQ!OWNIN!ITNCJNI!NKIN\WNDN!JF!.CNMFJM0!!)KOWERLW!\N!PE!FEO![FE\!OWN!NbMCO!FRHUND!EQ!ORDOKNI!OWMO!
\ERKP!UN!NbTEINP_!OWEIN!ORDOKNI!\ERKP!DNTDNINFO!M!IHMKK!IRUINO!EQ!OWNJD!DNITNCOJSN!ITNCJNI!JF!
3M\MJJMF!\MONDI_!MFP!OWN!FRHUND!EQ!NbTEINP!ORDOKNI!\ERKP!UN!NbODNHNKG!IHMKK!JF!CEHTMDJIEF!OE!
OWN!FRHUND!EQ!JFPJSJPRMKI!EQ!OWN!MQQNCONP!ITNCJNI!QERFP!MCDEII!.CNMFJM_!MFP!NSNF!IHMKKND!\WNF!
CEHTMDNP!OE!LDNNF!MFP!WM\[IUJKK!ORDOKNI!MDERFP!OWN!\EDKP0!!#F!IRHHMDG_!OWN!NbTEINP!MFJHMKI!
\ERKP!DNTDNINFO!IHMKK!IRUINOI!EQ!OWNJD!TETRKMOJEFI!JF!3M\MJJ_!MFP!NbTEIRDN!\ERKP!WMSN!FE!
HNMIRDMUKN!JHTMCO!EF!OWN!MUJKJOG!EQ!NbTEINP!JFPJSJPRMKI!OE!QEDMLN!IWNKOND_!FMSJLMON_!DNTDEPRCN_!ED!
MSEJP!TDNPMOEDI!MFP!EOWND!OWDNMOI0!!%WRI_!TDEaNCO]DNKMONP!NKNSMONP!FEJIN!JI!NbTNCONP!OE!WMSN!FE!
MPSNDIN!NQQNCOI!MO!OWN!KNSNK!EQ!OWN!TETRKMOJEF0!!6MINP!EF!OWJI_!$5A/!CEFIJPNDI!OWN!DJI[!EQ!TDEaNCO]
DNKMONP!NKNSMONP!FEJIN!DNPRCJFL!OWN!KJ[NKJWEEP!EQ!IRDSJSMK!MFP!DNCESNDG!EQ!LDNNF!MFP!WM\[IUJKK!
INM!ORDOKNI!MO!OWN!ITNCJNI!KNSNK!JI!FNLKJLJUKN0!
!
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5.5 Cumulative Impacts 
c-RHRKMOJSN!#HTMCOId!MDN!OWN!MPPJOJSN_!IGFNDLJIOJC_!HRKOJTKJCMOJSN_!MFP+ED!MFOMLEFJIOJC!NQQNCOI!
OWMO!HMG!DNIRKO!QDEH!JFONDMCOJEFI!UNO\NNF!MFP!MHEFL!OWN!IODNIIEDI!TDEPRCNP!UG!MF!MCOJEF!MFP!
EOWND!TDN]NbJIOJFL!IODNIIEDI0!!)I!PJICRIINP!JF!OWN!NFSJDEFHNFOMK!UMINKJFN!INCOJEF_!HMDJFN!
HMHHMKI!MFP!INM!ORDOKNI!\JOWJF!OWN!MCOJEF!MDNM!MFP!MPaMCNFO!HMDJFN!WMUJOMOI!MDN!DEROJFNKG!
NbTEINP!OE!FRHNDERI!NFSJDEFHNFOMK!IODNIIEDI!OWMO!JFCKRPNf!NKNSMONP!MHUJNFO!FEJIN!KNSNKI!PRN!OE!
IWJTTJFL!MFP!JF]\MOND!CEFIODRCOJEF!MFP!HMJFONFMFCN_!IWEDNKJFN!PNSNKETHNFO_!TEED!\MOND!ZRMKJOG_!
QDNZRNFO!CKEIN!TDEbJHJOG!OE!WRHMF!MCOJSJOJNI_!SNIINK!CEKKJIJEFI_!QJIWNDJNI!JFONDMCOJEFI_!NbTEIRDN!OE!
HMDJFN!PNUDJI_!MFP!CKJHMON!CWMFLN0!
!
%WN!TDETEINP!MCOJEF!\ERKP!UN!DNIRKO!JF!ONHTEDMDG!MPPJOJEFMK!WRHMF!MCOJSJOG!MFP!M!FEF]
CEFOJFRERI!ONHTEDMDG!CWMFLN!JF!OWN!MCERIOJC!NFSJDEFHNFO!MKEFL!OWN!IEROW!IWEDN!EQ!.MWR0!!
3E\NSND_!OWN!NbTNCONP!JHTMCOI!\ERKP!UN!IJHJKMD!OE!OWEIN!EQ!TMIO!MFP!EF]LEJFL!MCOJSJOJNI!JF!OWN!
MDNM0!!)I!IRCW_!OWN!NQQNCOI!EQ!OWN!TDETEINP!MCOJEF!\ERKP!CEFIOJORON!HEDN!EQ!M!CEFOJFRMOJEF!EQ!
NFSJDEFHNFOMK!UMINKJFN!CEFPJOJEFI!SJCN!M!CWMFLN!JF!OWEIN!CEFPJOJEFI0!!%WN!HEIO!IJLFJQJCMFO!
NbTNCONP!NQQNCOI!EQ!NbTEIRDN!OE!OWN!TDETEINP!MCOJEFeI!JHTMCOI!\ERKP!UN!ONHTEDMDJKG!HEPJQJNP!
UNWMSJEDI!MFP!TEIIJUKN!%%/!OWMO!MDN!NbTNCONP!OE!DNORDF!OE!FEDHMK!KNSNKI!IWEDOKG!X\JOWJF!WERDIY!
MQOND!\ED[!IOETI!NMCW!PMG_!MFP!MI!IRCW!FE!MPPJOJSN_!IGFNDLJIOJC_!HRKOJTKJCMOJSN_!MFP+ED!
MFOMLEFJIOJC!NQQNCOI!MDN!NbTNCONP!OE!DNIRKO!QDEH!JFONDMCOJEFI!\JOW!TDN]NbJIOJFL!IODNIIEDI0!!6MINP!EF!
OWN!UNIO!JFQEDHMOJEF!MSMJKMUKN_!OWN!NQQNCOI!EQ!OWN!TDETEINP!MCOJEF!MDN!FEO!NbTNCONP!OE!DNIRKO!JF!MFG!
CRHRKMOJSN!JHTMCOI!EF!&/)]KJIONP!HMDJFN!ITNCJNI0!
!

6 Cumulative Effects 
c-RHRKMOJSN!NQQNCOI_d!MI!PNQJFNP!JF!OWN!&/)!JHTKNHNFOJFL!DNLRKMOJEFI_!MDN!KJHJONP!OE!OWN!NQQNCOI!
EQ!QRORDN!/OMON_!ODJUMK_!KECMK_!ED!TDJSMON!MCOJEFI!OWMO!MDN!DNMIEFMUKG!CNDOMJF!OE!ECCRD!JF!OWN!MCOJEF!
MDNM!CEFIJPNDNP!JF!OWJI!.TJFJEF!X92!-A'!>2"02"Y0!!-RHRKMOJSN!NQQNCOI_!MI!PNQJFNP!JF!OWN!&/)_!PE!
FEO!JFCKRPN!OWN!CEFOJFRMOJEF!EQ!MCOJEFI!PNICDJUNP!RFPND!OWN!&FSJDEFHNFOMK!6MINKJFN_!MFP!QRORDN!
ANPNDMK!MCOJEFI!OWMO!MDN!RFDNKMONP!OE!OWN!TDETEINP!MCOJEF!MDN!FEO!CEFIJPNDNP!JF!OWJI!INCOJEF!
UNCMRIN!OWNG!DNZRJDN!INTMDMON!CEFIRKOMOJEF!TRDIRMFO!OE!/NCOJEF!^!EQ!OWN!&/)0!!!
!
%WN!JHTMCOI!EQ!CEMIOMK!PNSNKETHNFO_!QJIWNDJNI!JFONDMCOJEFI_!SNIINK!IODJ[NI_!PJDNCO!OM[N_!HMDJFN!
PNUDJI_!MFP!CKJHMON!CWMFLN!XMI!PNICDJUNP!JF!OWN!&FSJDEFHNFOMK!6MINKJFN!INCOJEFY!MDN!FEO!EFKG!
NbTNCONP!OE!CEFOJFRN!EF!.MWR_!URO!MDN!KJ[NKG!JFONFIJQG!ESND!OJHN_!CMRIJFL!CRHRKMOJSN!NQQNCOI!EF!
WRHTUMC[!\WMKNI_!3M\MJJMF!HEF[!INMKI_!MI!\NKK!MI!LDNNF!MFP!WM\[IUJKK!INM!ORDOKNI0!!%WN!
CEFOJFRNP!LDE\OW!EQ!OWN!WRHMF!TETRKMOJEF!EF!.MWR_!MI!\NKK!MI!MCDEII!OWN!DNIO!EQ!OWN!,MCJQJC!
DNLJEF_!\ERKP!KJ[NKG!DNIRKO!JF!JFCDNMINP!CEMIOMK!PNSNKETHNFO_!QJIWJFL!TDNIIRDN_!SNIINK!ODMQQJC_!MFP!
TEKKROJEF!EQ!OWN!HMDJFN!NFSJDEFHNFO0!!#HTMCOI!HMG!JFCKRPN!MCCNKNDMONP!PNLDMPMOJEF!ED!KEII!EQ!
QEDMLN_!DNIOJFL_!MFP!FNIOJFL!WMUJOMOI`!JFCDNMINP!OM[N!JF!QJIWNDJNI`!JFCDNMINP!SNIINK!IODJ[NI`!MFP!
JFCDNMINP!NFOMFLKNHNFO!JF_!MFP!JFLNIOJEF!EQ_!HMDJFN!PNUDJI0!
!
:KEUMK!CKJHMON!CWMFLN!JI!NbTNCONP!OE!CEFOJFRN!MFP!\JKK!OWNDNQEDN!CEFOJFRN!OE!JHTMCO!&/)]KJIONP!
HMDJFN!ITNCJNI!MFP!OWNJD!WMUJOMOI!JF!OWN!QRORDN_!NITNCJMKKG!OWEIN!ITNCJNI!OWMO!MDN!PNTNFPNFO!EF!
IWMKKE\!CEMIOMK!DNNQI!MFP!IWEDNKJFNI_!IRCW!MI!HEF[!INMKI!MFP!INM!ORDOKNI0!
!!
3RHTUMC[!\WMKNI!QERFP!JF!OWN!MCOJEF!MDNM!HJLDMON!INMIEFMKKG!UNO\NNF!3M\MJJ!MFP!FEDOWNDF!
\MONDI!FNMD!)KMI[M!MFP!FEDOW\NIONDF!-MFMPM0!!)I!IRCW!OWNG!HMG!UN!JFCDNMIJFLKG!JHTMCONP!UG!OWN!
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NQQNCOI!EQ!CKJHMON!CWMFLN!JF!UEOW!DNLJEFI_!MI!\NKK!MI!MKEFL!OWNJD!HJLDMOEDG!TMOW0!!#HTEDOMFO!

CEMIOMK!WMUJOMOI!QED!WRHTUMC[!\WMKNI_!IRCW!MI!CEMIOMK!UMGI!MFP!KMLEEFI!QED!UDNNPJFL!CERKP!UN!

MPSNDINKG!MQQNCONP!JF!OWN!QRORDN!X/JHHEFPI!MFP!&KKJEO!"22?Y_!MFP!OWNG!HMG!NFCERFOND!DNPRCNP!

TDNG0!!%WN!DMFLN!EQ!3M\MJJMF!HEF[!INMKI!JI!NQQNCOJSNKG!KJHJONP!OE!OWN!3M\MJJMF!)DCWJTNKMLE_!MFP!

MI!IRCW!OWNG!MDN!NQQNCOJSNKG!DNIODJCONP!OE!M!KJHJONP!MHERFO!EQ!IWEDNKJFN!WMUJOMO0!!)KOWERLW!OWN!

TEONFOJMK!NQQNCOI!EQ!INM!KNSNK!DJIN!MDN!RFCNDOMJF!XINN!PJICRIIJEF!UNKE\!QED!INM!ORDOKNIY_!CKJHMON!

CWMFLN!HMG!DNPRCN!MSMJKMUKN!IRJOMUKN!IWEDNKJFN!WMUJOMOI!JF!OWN!QRORDN!OWDERLW!OWN!CEHUJFNP!

NQQNCOI!EQ!DJIJFL!INM!KNSNK!MFP!CEMIOMK!PNSNKETHNFO0!!)KONDNP!ECNMF!TDEPRCOJSJOG!HMG!MKIE!DNPRCN!

QRORDN!TDNG!MSMJKMUJKJOG!QED!HEF[!INMKI0!

!

%WN!HMaEDJOG!EQ!OWN!ORDOKNI!OWMO!ECCRD!JF!OWN!MCOJEF!MDNM!MDN!cDNIJPNFOd!QEDMLNDI!OWMO!FNIO!

NKIN\WNDN0!!3E\NSND_!OWN!DMFLNI!EQ!UEOW!ITNCJNI!MDN!NQQNCOJSNKG!KJHJONP!OE!OWN!3M\MJJMF!

)DCWJTNKMLE0!!5EIO!EQ!OWN!LDNNF!ORDOKNI!OWMO!ECCRD!MO!.MWR!KJ[NKG!EDJLJFMON!QDEH!OWN!$)!MO!AA/_!

MFP!EOWND!IJONI!JF!OWN!$83#_!\WJKN!M!IHMKK!FRHUND!HMG!FNIO!JF!OWN!53#0!!3M\[IUJKKI!JF!OWN!

MCOJEF!MDNM!MDN!UNKJNSNP!OE!UN!QDEH!JIEKMONP!FNIOJFL!MDNMI!JF!OWN!53#_!KECMONP!HEIOKG!EF!OWN!

#IKMFPI!EQ!3M\MJJ!MFP!5MRJ0!!)I!IRCW_!ORDOKNI!EQQ!.MWR!HMG!UN!MQQNCONP!UG!JHTMCOI!EF!OWNJD!

FNIOJFL!WMUJOMOI!NKIN\WNDN!JF!OWN!3M\MJJMF!#IKMFPI0!!'JIJFL!ONHTNDMORDNI!MO!FNIOJFL!UNMCWNI!HMG!

NbMCNDUMON!M!QNHMKN!UJMI!MFP!CERKP!JFCDNMIN!NHUDGEFJC!HEDOMKJOG!JQ!UNMCWNI!NbCNNP!OWNDHMK!

OEKNDMFCNI!QED!INM!ORDOKN!FNIOI!X5MOIRVM\M!et al0!"22"Y0!!%WN!TEONFOJMK!NQQNCOI!EQ!INM!KNSNK!DJIN!MDN!
RFCNDOMJF0!!AJIW!et al.!X"229Y_!6M[ND!et al.!X"22;Y_!MFP!ARNFONI!X"22?Y!TDNPJCO!OWMO!INM!KNSNK!DJIN!
HMG!DNIRKO!JF!QRDOWND!KEII!EQ!MSMJKMUKN!ORDOKN!FNIOJFL!MDNM!UG!"1220!!3E\NSND_!NSJPNFCN!TDNINFONP!

UG!8NUU!l!7NFCW!X"212Y!IRLLNIOI!OWMO!CWMFLNI!\JKK!FEO!UN!RFJQEDH!ED!TDNPJCOMUKN!MFP!INM!KNSNK!

DJIN!HMG!ED!HMG!FEO!DNIRKO!JF!UNMCW!KEII0!!!

!

'NCNFO!IORPJNI!WMSN!IWE\F!OWMO!INSNDMK!INM!ORDOKN!TETRKMOJEF!ODNFPI!MDN!CEDDNKMONP!\JOW!CKJHMON!

SMDJMUJKJOG!ESND!KEFL!TNDJEPI!EQ!OJHN!X@MF!3EROMF!"212`!*NK!5EFON](RFM!NO!MK0!"211Y0!!%WN!

,MCJQJC!*NCMPMK!.ICJKKMOJEF!X,*.Y!MFP!OWN!)OKMFOJC!5RKOJPNCMPMK!.ICJKKMOJEF!X)5.Y!MDN!

CKJHMCOJC!TMOONDFI!OWMO!WMSN!UNNF!KJF[NP_!OWDERLW!ECNMF!TDEPRCOJSJOG_!OE!FNIOJFL!ODNFPI!QED!INSNDMK!

ITNCJNI!EQ!INM!ORDOKNI!X@MF!3EROMF!"212_!@MF!3EROMF!MFP!3MKKNG!"211Y0!!%WN!IORPJNI!WNKT!TDNPJCO!

WE\!TDNINFO!ED!DNCNFO!CEFPJOJEFI!HMG!MQQNCO!OWN!FRHUND!EQ!FNIOJFL!QNHMKNI!JF!OWN!QRORDN0!!

3E\NSND!\N!MDN!RFMUKN!OE!TDNPJCO!OWN!QDNZRNFCG!ED!JFONFIJOG!OWN!,*.!ED!)5.!NSNFOI!JF!OWN!

QRORDN_!MFP!\N!MDN!CRDDNFOKG!RFMUKN!OE!TDNPJCO!\WMO!JFQKRNFCN!MFOWDETELNFJC!CKJHMON!CWMFLN!MFP!

JFCDNMIJFL!ONHTNDMORDNI!HMG!WMSN!EF!OWEIN!CKJHMOJC!TMOONDFI0!!

!

)KONDMOJEFI!OE!QEDMLJFL!WMUJOMOI!MFP!TDNG!DNIERDCNI_!CWMFLNI!JF!TWNFEKELG!MFP!DNTDEPRCOJSN!

CMTMCJOG!OWMO!CEDDNKMON!\JOW!QKRCORMOJEFI!JF!//%_!MFP!TEONFOJMK!CWMFLNI!JF!HJLDMOEDG!TMOW\MGI!MFP!

DMFLN!NbTMFIJEF!XMKK!PJICRIINP!TDNSJERIKG!JF!&FSJDEFHNFOMK!6MINKJFNY!MDN!MPPJOJEFMK!\MGI!JF!

\WJCW!INM!ORDOKNI_!WRHTUMC[!\WMKNI_!MFP!3M\MJJMF!HEF[!INMKI!HMG!UN!JHTMCONP!JF!OWN!QRORDN!UG!

CKJHMON!CWMFLN0!!5MFG!HMDJFN!ITNCJNI_!JFCKRPJFL!WRHTUMC[!\WMKNI!MFP!OWN!TNKMLJC!KJQN!IOMLNI!EQ!

INM!ORDOKNI_!QEDMLN!JF!MDNMI!EQ!FRODJNFO!DJCW!ECNMFJC!RT\NKKJFL_!OWN!IODNFLOW_!KECMOJEF_!MFP!

TDNPJCOMUJKJOG!EQ!\WJCW!HMG!CWMFLN!\JOW!JFCDNMIJFL!LKEUMK!ONHTNDMORDNI!X3MD\EEP!"221Y0!

!

%WNDN!JI!RFCNDOMJFOG!MIIECJMONP!\JOW!OWN!MFMKGIJI!EQ!TEONFOJMK!JHTMCOI!EQ!CKJHMON!CWMFLN!EF!

ITNCJNI!MFP!NCEIGIONHI!X6MDFNOO!"221Y0!!&QQNCOI!EQ!CKJHMON!CWMFLN!\JKK!FEO!UN!LKEUMKKG!RFJQEDH!

X8MKOWND!et al.!"22"Y!MFP!JFQEDHMOJEF!DNLMDPJFL!OWN!HMLFJORPN!EQ!QRORDN!CKJHMON!CWMFLN!JI!
ITNCRKMOJSN!MFP!QDMRLWO!\JOW!RFCNDOMJFOJNI!X$JCWEKKI!MFP!5JHRDM!1?BBY0!!#F!TMDOJCRKMD_!OWNDN!JI!FE!
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CEHTDNWNFIJSN!MIINIIHNFO!EQ!OWN!TEONFOJMK!JHTMCOI!EQ!CKJHMON!CWMFLN!\JOWJF!OWN!MCOJEF!MDNM!ED!
ITNCJQJC!OE!&/)]KJIONP!HMDJFN!ITNCJNI0!
!
#F!MPPJOJEF!OE!OWN!RFCNDOMJFOG!EQ!OWN!DMON_!HMLFJORPN_!MFP!PJIODJUROJEF!EQ!QRORDN!CKJHMON!CWMFLN!
MFP!JOI!MIIECJMONP!JHTMCOI!EF!ONHTEDMK!MFP!ITMOJMK!ICMKNI_!OWN!MPMTOMUJKJOG!EQ!ITNCJNI!MFP!
NCEIGIONHI!MDN!MKIE!RF[FE\F0!!#HTMCO!MIINIIHNFO!HEPNKI!OWMO!JFCKRPN!MPMTOMOJEF!EQONF!UMIN!
MIIRHTOJEFI!XMUERO!\WNF_!WE\_!MFP!OE!\WMO!CEFPJOJEFI!MPMTOMOJEFI!HJLWO!ECCRDY!EF!OWNEDNOJCMK!
TDJFCJTKNI_!JFQNDNFCN!QDEH!EUINDSNP!EUINDSMOJEFI_!MFP!MDUJODMDG!INKNCOJEF_!ITNCRKMOJEF_!ED!
WGTEOWNIJI!XINN!DNSJN\!JF!/HJO!et al.!"222Y0!!#HTMCOI!EQ!CKJHMON!CWMFLN!MFP!WNFCN!JOI!
uINDJERIFNIIe!CMF!UN!HEPJQJNP!UG!MPMTOMOJEFI!EQ!SMDJERI![JFPI!X%EK!et al.!1??BY0!!&CEKELJCMK!
IGIONHI!NSEKSN!JF!MF!EFLEJFL!QMIWJEF!JF!DNITEFIN!OE!IOJHRKJ!EQ!MKK![JFPI_!JFCKRPJFL!CKJHMOJC!
IOJHRKJ!X/HJO!et al.!"222Y0!!3RHTUMC[!\WMKNI_!HEF[!INMKI_!MFP!INM!ORDOKNI!HMG!NbWJUJO!M!SMDJNOG!
EQ!MPMTOMOJEFI!OE!CETN!\JOW!CKJHMON!CWMFLN!JHTMCOI!MKOWERLW!JO!\JKK!KJ[NKG!OM[N!PNCMPNI!OE!
CNFORDJNI!QED!OWNIN!IWJQOI!OE!ECCRD!X(JHTRI!"22;Y!HM[JFL!JO!JFCDNMIJFLKG!PJQQJCRKO!OE!TDNPJCO!QRORDN!
JHTMCOI!EQ!CKJHMON!CWMFLN!EF!OWEIN!ITNCJNI!JF!OWN!MCOJEF!MDNM0!!AED!NbMHTKN_!INM!ORDOKNI!MDN!
[FE\F!OE!UN!WJLWKG!HEUJKN!MFP!JF!OWN!TMIO!WMSN!IWE\F!OWN!MUJKJOG!OE!MPMTO!OE!CWMFLNI!JF!OWNJD!
NFSJDEFHNFO!MFP!DNKECMON!OE!HEDN!IRJOMUKN!QEDMLJFL!MFP!FNIOJFL!IJONI!ESND!OWN!CERDIN!EQ!HRKOJTKN!
LNFNDMOJEFI0!!/JHJKMD!MPMTOJSN!HNCWMFJIHI!MDN!FNMDKG!CNDOMJF!OE!ECCRD!MHEFL!HMDJFN!HMHHMK!
TETRKMOJEFI0!!:JSNF!OWN!IWEDO!ONHTEDMK!ICMKN!EQ!OWN!TDETEINP!MCOJEFeI!NbTNCONP!JHTMCOI!XMUERO!"!
GNMDIY_!MFG!IGFNDLJIOJC!JHTMCOI!EQ!OWN!NQQNCOI!EQ!OWN!TDETEINP!MCOJEF!MFP!QRORDN!CKJHMON!CWMFLN!
OWMO!HJLWO!JFONDMCO!JF!OWN!MCOJEF!MDNM!\JOW!MDN!CEFIJPNDNP!JFIJLFJQJCMFO0!
!

7 Integration and Synthesis of Effects 
%WN!TRDTEIN!EQ!OWJI!.TJFJEF!JI!OE!PNONDHJFN!JQ!OWN!TDETEINP!MCOJEF!JI!KJ[NKG!OE!aNETMDPJVN!OWN!
CEFOJFRNP!NbJIONFCN!EQ!KJIONP!ITNCJNI!X92!-A'!>2"02"Y0!!cgNETMDPJVN!OWN!CEFOJFRNP!NbJIONFCN!EQd!
HNMFI!OE!NFLMLN!JF!MF!MCOJEF!OWMO!DNMIEFMUKG!\ERKP!UN!NbTNCONP_!PJDNCOKG!ED!JFPJDNCOKG_!OE!DNPRCN!
MTTDNCJMUKG!OWN!KJ[NKJWEEP!EQ!UEOW!OWN!IRDSJSMK!MFP!DNCESNDG!EQ!M!KJIONP!ITNCJNI!JF!OWN!\JKP!UG!
DNPRCJFL!OWN!DNTDEPRCOJEF_!FRHUNDI_!ED!PJIODJUROJEF!EQ!OWMO!ITNCJNI0!!%WJI!ETJFJEF!CEFIJPNDI!OWN!
&QQNCOI!EQ!OWN!)COJEF!\JOWJF!OWN!CEFONbO!EQ!OWN!/OMORI!EQ!OWN!/TNCJNI_!OWN!&FSJDEFHNFOMK!6MINKJFN_!
MFP!-RHRKMOJSN!&QQNCOI!MI!PNICDJUNP!JF!/NCOJEF!9!RFPND!c)TTDEMCW0d!
!
8N!PNONDHJFN!JQ!DNPRCOJEF!JF!QJOFNII!OE!JFPJSJPRMKI!EQ!KJIONP!ITNCJNI!DNIRKOJFL!QDEH!OWN!TDETEINP!
MCOJEF!MDN!IRQQJCJNFO!OE!DNPRCN!OWN!SJMUJKJOG!EQ!OWN!TETRKMOJEFI!OWEIN!JFPJSJPRMKI!DNTDNINFO!
XHNMIRDNP!RIJFL!CWMFLNI!JF!OWN!TETRKMOJEFIe!MURFPMFCN_!DNTDEPRCOJEF_!ITMOJMK!IODRCORDN!MFP!
CEFFNCOJSJOG_!LDE\OW!DMONI_!ED!SMDJMFCN!JF!OWNIN!HNMIRDNI!OE!HM[N!JFQNDNFCNI!MUERO!OWN!
TETRKMOJEFeI!NbOJFCOJEF!DJI[IY0!!#F!EDPND!OE!HM[N!OWMO!PNONDHJFMOJEF_!\N!RIN!OWN!TETRKMOJEFeI!UMIN!
CEFPJOJEF!XNIOMUKJIWNP!JF!OWN!/OMORI!EQ!(JIONP!/TNCJNI!MFP!&FSJDEFHNFOMK!6MINKJFN!INCOJEFI!EQ!OWJI!
ETJFJEFY_!CEFIJPNDNP!OELNOWND!\JOW!-RHRKMOJSN!&QQNCOI_!MI!OWN!CEFONbO!QED!OWN!ESNDMKK!NQQNCOI!EQ!
OWN!MCOJEF!EF!OWN!MQQNCONP!TETRKMOJEFI0!!AJFMKKG_!ERD!.TJFJEF!PNONDHJFNI!JQ!CWMFLNI!JF!TETRKMOJEF!
SJMUJKJOG!MDN!KJ[NKG!OE!UN!IRQQJCJNFO!OE!DNPRCN!OWN!SJMUJKJOG!EQ!OWN!ITNCJNI!OWEIN!TETRKMOJEFI!
CEHTDJIN!ED!JHTMJD!KEFL!ONDH!DNCESNDG!EQ!OWEIN!ITNCJNI_!CEFIJIONFO!\JOW DNCESNDG EUaNCOJSNI_!MI!
INO!QEDOW!JF!OWN!ITNCJNIe!DNCESNDG!TKMF!MFP!EOWND!IERDCNI0!!%WN!QEKKE\JFL!PJICRIIJEFI!IRHHMDJVN!
OWN!TDEUMUKN!DJI[I!OWN!TDETEINP!MCOJEF!TEINI!OE!OWN!QERD!KJIONP!ITNCJNI!MPPDNIINP!UG!OWJI!ETJFJEF0!!
!
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7.1 Humpback Whales 
)I!PNICDJUNP!JF!OWN!&QQNCOI!EQ!OWN!)COJEF!INCOJEF_!\N!NbTNCO!OWMO!RT!OE!1;!NbTEIRDNI!EQ!WRHTUMC[!
\WMKNI!OE!NKNSMONP!FEJIN!KNSNKI!CERKP!DNIRKO!PRN!OE!OWN!TDETEINP!MCOJEFeI!SJUDMOEDG!TJKN!PDJSJFL0!!
&bTEINP!\WMKNI!MDN!NbTNCONP!OE!NbTNDJNFCN!UNWMSJEDMK!DNITEFINI!JF!OWN!QEDH!EQ!HJKP!MKNDO!MFP!
IOMDOKN!DNITEFINI_!MSEJPMFCN!EQ!OWN!TDEaNCO!MDNM_!MFP!UDJNQ!ED!HJFED!HEPJQJCMOJEF!EQ!SECMK!
UNWMSJEDI0!!3E\NSND_!FE!HEDOMKJOG_!JFaRDG_!ED!DNPRCOJEF!JF!QJOFNII!ED!DNTDEPRCOJEF!JI!NbTNCONP!OE!
DNIRKO!QDEH!OWJI!NbTEIRDN0!
!
)I!PJICRIINP!JF!OWN!/OMORI!EQ!(JIONP!/TNCJNI_!OWN!$EDOW!,MCJQJC!TETRKMOJEF!EQ!WRHTUMC[!\WMKNI!JI!
NIOJHMONP!MO!MUERO!"1_222!JFPJSJPRMKI_!\JOW!^_>;?!OE!12_12<!WRHTUMC[!\WMKNI!JF!OWN!CNFODMK!
$EDOW!,MCJQJC!X-$,Y!IOEC[!OWMO!\JFONDI!JF!3M\MJJMF!\MONDI0!!%WN!MFFRMK!LDE\OW!DMON!QED!OWN!
$EDOW!,MCJQJC!TETRKMOJEF!ESND!OWN!KMIO!INSNDMK!PNCMPNI!JI!NIOJHMONP!MO!>0?!OE!;0B!TNDCNFO0!!%WN!
FRHUND!EQ!WRHTUMC[I!OWMO!ECCRD!JF!OWN!MCOJEF!MDNM!JI!CRDDNFOKG!RF[FE\F_!URO!OWERLWO!OE!UN!KE\_!
MFP!CEHTDJINP!HEIOKG!EQ!JFPJSJPRMKI!HJLDMOJFL!TMIO!OWN!MDNM!OE!TDNQNDDNP!WMUJOMOI!NKIN\WNDN!JF!
OWN!53#!MI!PNTJCONP!JF!AJLRDN!"0!
!
)I!PJICRIINP!HEDN!QRKKG!JF!OWN!&FSJDEFHNFOMK!6MINKJFN!MFP!-RHRKMOJSN!&QQNCOI!INCOJEFI_!OWN!
NQQNCOI!EQ!CEMIOMK!PNSNKETHNFO_!QJIWNDJNI!JFONDMCOJEFI_!SNIINK!IODJ[NI_!HMDJFN!PNUDJI_!MFP!CKJHMON!
CWMFLN!\JOWJF!OWN!MCOJEF!MDNM!MDN!NbTNCONP!OE!CEFOJFRN_!MFP!KJ[NKG!\EDINF_!JF!OWN!QRORDN0!!
3E\NSND_!OWN!JHTMCO!MFP!OJHN!ICMKN!EQ!OWNIN!NQQNCOI!EF!OWN!ODMaNCOEDG!EQ!OWN!-$,!IOEC[_!MFP!OWN!
$EDOW!,MCJQJC!WRHTUMC[!\WMKN!TETRKMOJEF!JI!CRDDNFOKG!RFCNDOMJF_!MFP!OWEIN!JHTMCOI!MDN!NbTNCONP!
OE!ECCRD!EF!M!OJHN!ICMKN_!MLMJFIO!\WJCW!OWN!JHTMCOI!EQ!OWN!TDETEINP!MCOJEF!\ERKP!UN!
JFPJIOJFLRJIWMUKN0!
!
6NCMRIN!OWN!TDETEINP!MCOJEF!JI!MFOJCJTMONP!OE!DNIRKO!JF!FE!HEDOMKJOG_!JFaRDG_!DNPRCOJEF!JF!QJOFNII_!
ED!DNPRCOJEF!JF!DNTDEPRCOJEF!QED!WRHTUMC[!\WMKNI!JF!OWN!MCOJEF!MDNM!XMO!OWN!KNSNK!EQ!OWN!
JFPJSJPRMKY_!OWN!JHTMCOI!EQ!OWN!TDETEINP!MCOJEF!MDN!FEO!NbTNCONP!OE!DNPRCN!OWN!MURFPMFCN!EQ!OWN!
-$,!IOEC[_!ED!EQ!WRHTUMC[!\WMKNI!JF!OWN!$EDOW!,MCJQJC!TETRKMOJEF0!!)I!IRCW_!OWN!TDETEINP!
MCOJEF!JI!FEO!NbTNCONP!OE!FNLMOJSNKG!MQQNCO!OWN!IRDSJSMK!ED!DNCESNDG!EQ!OWN!$EDOW!,MCJQJC!
WRHTUMC[!\WMKN!TETRKMOJEF0!!%WNDNQEDN_!\WNF!OM[NF!JF!CEFONbO!\JOW!OWN!IOMORI!EQ!OWN!ITNCJNI_!OWN!
NFSJDEFHNFOMK!UMINKJFN_!CRHRKMOJSN!JHTMCOI!MFP!NQQNCOI_!OWN!TDETEINP!MCOJEF!JI!FEO!KJ[NKG!OE!
MTTDNCJMUKG!DNPRCN!OWN!KJ[NKJWEEP!EQ!IRDSJSMK!MFP!DNCESNDG!EQ!OWJI!ITNCJNI_!MI!KJIONP!RFPND!OWN!
&/)0!
!

7.2 Hawaiian Monk Seals 
)I!PNICDJUNP!JF!OWN!&QQNCOI!EQ!OWN!)COJEF!INCOJEF_!\N!NbTNCO!OWMO!RT!OE!BB!NbTEIRDNI!EQ!3M\MJJMF!
HEF[I!INMKI!OE!NKNSMONP!FEJIN!KNSNKI!CERKP!DNIRKO!PRN!OE!OWN!TDETEINP!MCOJEFeI!TJKN!PDJSJFL!X<"!
PRDJFL!SJUDMOEDG!TJKN!PDJSJFL_!MFP!9;!PRDJFL!JHTMCO!PDJSJFLY0!!&bTEINP!INMKI!MDN!NbTNCONP!OE!
NbTNDJNFCN!HJKP!MKNDO!MFP!IOMDOKN!DNITEFINI_!MSEJPMFCN!EQ!OWN!TDEaNCO!MDNM_!MFP!MKONDMOJEF!JF!PJSJFL!
TMOONDFI0!!3E\NSND_!FE!HEDOMKJOG_!JFaRDG_!ED!DNPRCOJEF!JF!QJOFNII!ED!DNTDEPRCOJEF!JI!NbTNCONP!OE!
DNIRKO!QDEH!OWJI!NbTEIRDN0!
!
)I!PJICRIINP!JF!OWN!/OMORI!EQ!(JIONP!/TNCJNI_!JF!"22B_!OWN!NFOJDN!TETRKMOJEF!EQ!3M\MJJMF!HEF[!
INMKI!\MI!NIOJHMONP!MO!MUERO!1_1;1!JFPJSJPRMKI!MFP!PNCKJFJFL!MO!MF!MFFRMK!DMON!EQ!MUERO!<0?h0!!
3E\NSND_!OWMO!ODNFP!JI!DNSNDINP!JF!OWN!53#_!\WNDN!OWN!TETRKMOJEF!\MI!NIOJHMONP!MO!11<!JF!"22B_!
\JOW!MF!MFFRMK!LDE\OW!DMON!EQ!MUERO!90;h0!!4FTRUKJIWNP!$5A/!PMOM!QED!"211_!NIOJHMONI!OWN!53#!
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TETRKMOJEF!MO!MUERO!192!HEF[!INMKI0!!%\NKSN!HEF[!INMKI!MDN!NIOJHMONP!OE!ECCRD!MO!MFG!LJSNF!OJHN!
\JOWJF!12!HJKNI!EQ!OWN!TDEaNCO!IJON0!!/NMKI!OGTJCMKKG!RIN!OWN!MDNM!OE!WMRK!ERO!MKEFL!OWN!IWEDNKJFN_!
URO!OWNG!HMG!MKIE!QEDMLN!OE!IEHN!PNLDNN!MI!\NKK!MI!RIN!OWN!MDNM!MI!M!CEDDJPED!OE!I\JH!OE!MFP!QDEH!
EQQIWEDN!WMUJOMOI!MFP!EOWND!MDNMI!MDERFP!OWN!JIKMFP0!!%WN!MDNM!JI!FEO!CEFIJPNDNP!MF!JHTEDOMFO!
TRTTJFL!MDNM_!URO!EFN!TRTTJFL!WMI!UNNF!PECRHNFONP!JF!OWN!MDNM0!
!
)I!PJICRIINP!HEDN!QRKKG!JF!OWN!&FSJDEFHNFOMK!6MINKJFN!MFP!-RHRKMOJSN!&QQNCOI!INCOJEFI_!OWN!
NQQNCOI!EQ!CEMIOMK!PNSNKETHNFO_!QJIWNDJNI!JFONDMCOJEFI_!HMDJFN!PNUDJI_!MFP!CKJHMON!CWMFLN!\JOWJF!
OWN!MCOJEF!MDNM!MDN!NbTNCONP!OE!CEFOJFRN_!MFP!KJ[NKG!\EDINF_!JF!OWN!QRORDN0!!3E\NSND_!OWN!JHTMCO!
MFP!OJHN!ICMKN!EQ!OWNIN!NQQNCOI!EF!OWN!ODMaNCOEDG!EQ!OWN!3M\MJJMF!HEF[!INMKeI!TETRKMOJEF!JI!
CRDDNFOKG!RFCNDOMJF_!MFP!OWEIN!JHTMCOI!MDN!NbTNCONP!OE!ECCRD!EF!M!OJHN!ICMKN_!MLMJFIO!\WJCW!OWN!
JHTMCOI!EQ!OWN!TDETEINP!MCOJEF!\ERKP!UN!JFPJIOJFLRJIWMUKN0!
!
%WN!TDETEINP!MCOJEF!JI!MFOJCJTMONP!OE!DNIRKO!JF!FE!HEDOMKJOG_!JFaRDG_!DNPRCOJEF!JF!QJOFNII_!ED!
DNPRCOJEF!JF!DNTDEPRCOJEF!QED!3M\MJJMF!HEF[!INMKI!JF!OWN!MCOJEF!MDNM!XMO!OWN!KNSNK!EQ!OWN!
JFPJSJPRMKY0!!%WRI_!OWN!JHTMCOI!EQ!OWN!TDETEINP!MCOJEF!MDN!FEO!NbTNCONP!OE!DNPRCN!OWN!MURFPMFCN!
EQ!OWN!3M\MJJMF!HEF[!INMK!TETRKMOJEF+ITNCJNI0!!%WNDNQEDN_!\WNF!OM[NF!JF!CEFONbO!\JOW!OWN!IOMORI!
EQ!OWN!ITNCJNI_!OWN!NFSJDEFHNFOMK!UMINKJFN_!CRHRKMOJSN!JHTMCOI!MFP!NQQNCOI_!OWN!TDETEINP!MCOJEF!JI!
FEO!KJ[NKG!OE!MTTDNCJMUKG!DNPRCN!OWN!KJ[NKJWEEP!EQ!IRDSJSMK!MFP!DNCESNDG!EQ!OWJI!ITNCJNI_!MI!KJIONP!
RFPND!OWN!&/)0!
!

7.3 Green Sea Turtles 
)I!PNICDJUNP!JF!OWN!&QQNCOI!EQ!OWN!)COJEF!INCOJEF_!\N!NbTNCO!OWMO!MF!JFPNONDHJFMUKN!FRHUND!EQ!
LDNNF!ORDOKNI!CERKP!UN!NbTEINP!OE!NKNSMONP!FEJIN!KNSNKI!PRN!OE!OWN!TDETEINP!MCOJEFeI!TJKN!PDJSJFL0!
&bTEINP!LDNNF!INM!ORDOKNI!MDN!NbTNCONP!OE!NbTNDJNFCN!HJKP!MKNDO!MFP!IOMDOKN!DNITEFINI_!MSEJPMFCN!
EQ!OWN!TDEaNCO!MDNM_!MFP!TEIIJUKN!MKONDMOJEF!JF!I\JHHJFL!MFP!PJSJFL!TMOONDFI0!!3E\NSND_!FE!
HEDOMKJOG_!JFaRDG_!WMDMIIHNFO_!ED!DNPRCOJEF!JF!QJOFNII!ED!DNTDEPRCOJEF!JI!NbTNCONP!OE!DNIRKO!QDEH!
OWJI!NbTEIRDN0!
!
)I!PJICRIINP!JF!OWN!/OMORI!EQ!(JIONP!/TNCJNI_!MUERO!1B_222!OE!<B_222!LDNNF!ORDOKNI!FNIO!MFFRMKKG!
JF!.CNMFJM!XMPRKO!QNHMKNI!EFKGY0!!:DNNF!ORDOKNI!JF!3M\MJJ!MTTNMD!OE!UN!UEOW!LNELDMTWJCMKKG!
JIEKMONP_!MFP!LNFNOJCMKKG!PJIOJFCO!QDEH!EOWND!TETRKMOJEFI!JF!.CNMFJM_!\JOW!DNIJPNFOI!MKIE!FNIOJFL!
\JOWJF!OWN!MDCWJTNKMLE_!MFP!SJCN]SNDIM0!!)UERO!?2h!EQ!LDNNF!ORDOKN!FNIOJFL!JF!3M\MJJ!ECCRDI!MO!
ADNFCW!ADJLMON!/WEMKI!XAA/Y!JF!OWN!$83#0!!)FFRMK!FNIOJFL!MCOJSJOG!MO!AA/!WMI!JFCDNMINP!MO!MUERO!
90^!h!IJFCN!OWN!1?^2I!X-WMKERT[M!NO!MK0!"22^Y_!DNMCWJFL!M!WJLW!EQ!B2B!EUINDSNP!FNIONDI!JF!"2110!!
)KOWERLW!OWN!FRHUND!EQ!LDNNF!INM!ORDOKNI!MDERFP!OWN!53#!MTTNMDI!OE!UN!JFCDNMIJFL_!MFP!DNIJPNFO!
aRSNFJKNI!MFP!MPRKOI!MDN!CEFIJPNDNP!RUJZRJOERI!JF!KECMK!\MONDI_!PMOM!MDN!JFIRQQJCJNFO!OE!NIOJHMON!
OWNJD!PNFIJOG!\JOWJF!OWN!MCOJEF!MDNM0!
!
)I!PJICRIINP!HEDN!QRKKG!JF!OWN!&FSJDEFHNFOMK!6MINKJFN!MFP!-RHRKMOJSN!&QQNCOI!INCOJEFI_!OWN!
NQQNCOI!EQ!CEMIOMK!PNSNKETHNFO_!QJIWNDJNI!JFONDMCOJEFI_!SNIINK!IODJ[NI_!HMDJFN!PNUDJI_!MFP!CKJHMON!
CWMFLN!\JOWJF!OWN!MCOJEF!MDNM!MDN!NbTNCONP!OE!CEFOJFRN_!MFP!KJ[NKG!\EDINF_!JF!OWN!QRORDN0!!
3E\NSND_!OWN!JHTMCO!MFP!OJHN!ICMKN!EQ!OWNIN!NQQNCOI!EF!OWN!ODMaNCOEDG!EQ!OWN!3M\MJJMF!LDNNF!ORDOKN!
TETRKMOJEF!JI!CRDDNFOKG!RFCNDOMJF_!MFP!OWEIN!JHTMCOI!MDN!NbTNCONP!OE!ECCRD!EF!M!OJHN!ICMKN_!
MLMJFIO!\WJCW!OWN!JHTMCOI!EQ!OWN!TDETEINP!MCOJEF!\ERKP!UN!JFPJIOJFLRJIWMUKN0!
!
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%WN!TDETEINP!MCOJEF!JI!MFOJCJTMONP!OE!DNIRKO!JF!FE!HEDOMKJOG_!JFaRDG_!WMDMIIHNFO_!DNPRCOJEF!JF!
QJOFNII_!ED!DNPRCOJEF!JF!DNTDEPRCOJEF!QED!LDNNF!ORDOKNI!JF!OWN!MCOJEF!MDNM!XMO!OWN!KNSNK!EQ!OWN!
JFPJSJPRMKY0!!%WRI_!\N!NbTNCO!OWMO!OWN!JHTMCOI!EQ!OWN!TDETEINP!MCOJEF!\ERKP!FEO!DNPRCN!OWN!
DNTDEPRCOJEF_!MURFPMFCN_!PJIODJUROJEF_!ED!DNCESNDG!EQ!LDNNF!ORDOKNI!JF!OWN!3M\MJJMF!TETRKMOJEF_!
MFP!MI!IRCW_!OWN!TDETEINP!MCOJEF!JI!FEO!NbTNCONP!OE!FNLMOJSNKG!MQQNCO!OWN!IRDSJSMK!ED!DNCESNDG!EQ!
OWN!LDNNF!INM!ORDOKNI!MCDEII!.CNMFJM0!!%WNDNQEDN_!\WNF!OM[NF!JF!CEFONbO!\JOW!OWN!IOMORI!EQ!OWN!
ITNCJNI_!OWN!NFSJDEFHNFOMK!UMINKJFN_!CRHRKMOJSN!JHTMCOI!MFP!NQQNCOI_!OWN!TDETEINP!MCOJEF!JI!FEO!
KJ[NKG!OE!MTTDNCJMUKG!DNPRCN!OWN!KJ[NKJWEEP!EQ!IRDSJSMK!MFP!DNCESNDG!EQ!OWJI!ITNCJNI_!MI!KJIONP!
RFPND!OWN!&/)0!
!

7.4 Hawksbill Sea Turtles 
)I!PNICDJUNP!JF!OWN!&QQNCOI!EQ!OWN!)COJEF!INCOJEF_!\N!NbTNCO!OWMO!M!KE\!URO!JFPNONDHJFMUKN!
FRHUND!EQ!WM\[IUJKK!INM!ORDOKNI!CERKP!UN!NbTEINP!OE!NKNSMONP!FEJIN!KNSNKI!PRN!OE!OWN!TDETEINP!
MCOJEFeI!TJKN!PDJSJFL0!!&bTEINP!WM\[IUJKK!INM!ORDOKNI!MDN!NbTNCONP!OE!NbTNDJNFCN!HJKP!MKNDO!MFP!
IOMDOKN!DNITEFINI_!MSEJPMFCN!EQ!OWN!TDEaNCO!MDNM_!MFP!TEIIJUKN!MKONDMOJEF!JF!I\JHHJFL!MFP!PJSJFL!
TMOONDFI0!!3E\NSND_!FE!HEDOMKJOG_!JFaRDG_!WMDMIIHNFO_!ED!DNPRCOJEF!JF!QJOFNII!ED!DNTDEPRCOJEF!JI!
NbTNCONP!OE!DNIRKO!QDEH!OWJI!NbTEIRDN0!
!
)I!PJICRIINP!JF!OWN!/OMORI!EQ!(JIONP!/TNCJNI_!MUERO!9_>22!OE!;_122!WM\[IUJKK!INM!ORDOKNI!FNIO!
MFFRMKKG!JF!.CNMFJM!XMPRKO!QNHMKNI!EFKGY_!MFP!FNIOJFL!ODNFPI!MDN!LNFNDMKKG!PNCDNMIJFL0!!3M\[IUJKK!
ORDOKNI!JF!3M\MJJ!MTTNMD!OE!UN!UEOW!LNELDMTWJCMKKG!JIEKMONP_!MFP!LNFNOJCMKKG!PJIOJFCO!QDEH!EOWND!
TETRKMOJEFI!JF!.CNMFJM_!\JOW!DNIJPNFOI!MKIE!FNIOJFL!\JOWJF!OWN!MDCWJTNKMLE_!MFP!SJCN]SNDIM0!!%WN!
HMaEDJOG!EQ!WM\[IUJKK!FNIOJFL!MFP!QEDMLJFL!JF!3M\MJJ!ECCRDI!JF!OWN!53#_!MFP!ESND!12^!JFPJSJPRMK!
FNIONDI!WMSN!UNNF!OMLLNP!OWNDN!IJFCN!1??10!!%WN!HMaEDJOG!EQ!OWN!FNIOJFL!ECCRDI!EF!OWN!JIKMFP!EQ!
3M\MJJ_!\WNDN!MUERO!9!OE!19!QNHMKNI!FNIO!MFFRMKKG0!!'NLRKMD!FNIOJFL!MKIE!ECCRDI!EF!5MRJ!MFP!
5EKE[MJ0!!)KOWERLW!PMOM!MDN!JFIRQQJCJNFO!OE!NIOJHMON!WM\[IUJKK!PNFIJOG!JF!3M\MJJMF!\MONDI!MFP!
\JOWJF!OWN!MCOJEF!MDNM_!WM\[IUJKK!INM!ORDOKNI!MDN!HRCW!KNII!CEHHEF!OWMF!LDNNFI0!
!
)I!PJICRIINP!HEDN!QRKKG!JF!OWN!&FSJDEFHNFOMK!6MINKJFN!MFP!-RHRKMOJSN!&QQNCOI!INCOJEFI_!OWN!
NQQNCOI!EQ!CEMIOMK!PNSNKETHNFO_!QJIWNDJNI!JFONDMCOJEFI_!SNIINK!IODJ[NI_!HMDJFN!PNUDJI_!MFP!CKJHMON!
CWMFLN!\JOWJF!OWN!MCOJEF!MDNM!MDN!NbTNCONP!OE!CEFOJFRN_!MFP!KJ[NKG!\EDINF!JF!OWN!QRORDN0!!
3E\NSND_!OWN!JHTMCO!MFP!OJHN!ICMKN!EQ!OWNIN!NQQNCOI!EF!OWN!ODMaNCOEDG!EQ!OWN!3M\MJJMF!WM\[IUJKK!
ORDOKN!TETRKMOJEF!JI!CRDDNFOKG!RFCNDOMJF_!MFP!OWEIN!JHTMCOI!MDN!NbTNCONP!OE!ECCRD!EF!M!OJHN!ICMKN_!
MLMJFIO!\WJCW!OWN!JHTMCOI!EQ!OWN!TDETEINP!MCOJEF!\ERKP!UN!JFPJIOJFLRJIWMUKN0!
!
%WN!TDETEINP!MCOJEF!JI!MFOJCJTMONP!OE!DNIRKO!JF!FE!HEDOMKJOG_!JFaRDG_!WMDMIIHNFO_!DNPRCOJEF!JF!
QJOFNII_!ED!DNPRCOJEF!JF!DNTDEPRCOJEF!QED!WM\[IUJKK!ORDOKNI!JF!OWN!MCOJEF!MDNM!XMO!OWN!KNSNK!EQ!OWN!
JFPJSJPRMKY0!!%WRI_!\N!NbTNCO!OWMO!OWN!JHTMCOI!EQ!OWN!TDETEINP!MCOJEF!\ERKP!FEO!DNPRCN!OWN!
DNTDEPRCOJEF_!MURFPMFCN_!PJIODJUROJEF_!ED!DNCESNDG!EQ!WM\[IUJKK!ORDOKNI!JF!OWN!3M\MJJMF!
TETRKMOJEF_!MFP!MI!IRCW_!OWN!TDETEINP!MCOJEF!JI!FEO!NbTNCONP!OE!FNLMOJSNKG!MQQNCO!OWN!IRDSJSMK!ED!
DNCESNDG!EQ!OWN!WM\[IUJKK!INM!ORDOKNI!MCDEII!.CNMFJM0!!%WNDNQEDN_!\WNF!OM[NF!JF!CEFONbO!\JOW!OWN!
IOMORI!EQ!OWN!ITNCJNI_!OWN!NFSJDEFHNFOMK!UMINKJFN_!CRHRKMOJSN!JHTMCOI!MFP!NQQNCOI_!OWN!TDETEINP!
MCOJEF!JI!FEO!KJ[NKG!OE!MTTDNCJMUKG!DNPRCN!OWN!KJ[NKJWEEP!EQ!IRDSJSMK!MFP!DNCESNDG!EQ!OWJI!ITNCJNI_!
MI!KJIONP!RFPND!OWN!&/)0!
!
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8 Conclusion 
)QOND!DNSJN\JFL!OWN!CRDDNFO!IOMORI!EQ!OWN!&/)]KJIONP!ITNCJNI!CEFIJPNDNP!JF!OWJI!ETJFJEF_!OWN!
NFSJDEFHNFOMK!UMINKJFN!QED!OWN!MCOJEF!MDNM_!OWN!NQQNCOI!EQ!OWN!TDETEINP!MCOJEF_!MFP!OWN!CRHRKMOJSN!
NQQNCOI_!JO!JI!$5A/e!ETJFJEF!OWMO!OWN!JIIRMFCN!EQ!M!TNDHJO!UG!OWN!4/)-&!MFP!MF!#FCJPNFOMK!
3MDMIIHNFO!)ROWEDJVMOJEF!UG!$5A/!OE!MROWEDJVN!OWN!CEFIODRCOJEF!MFP!ETNDMOJEF!EQ!3EFEKRKR!
/NM\MOND!)JD!-EFPJOJEFJFL_!((-eI!TDETEINP!3EFEKRKR!/NM\MOND!)JD!-EFPJOJEFJFL!!TDEaNCO!MO!
3EFEKRKR_!3M\MJJ!JI!FEO!KJ[NKG!OE!aNETMDPJVN!OWN!CEFOJFRNP!NbJIONFCN!EQ!WRHTUMC[!\WMKNI_!
3M\MJJMF!HEF[!INMKI_!ED!EQ!LDNNF!MFP!WM\[IUJKK!INM!ORDOKNI0!
!
)I!PNICDJUNP!MUESN!JF!/NCOJEF!<_!FE!CDJOJCMK!WMUJOMO!WMI!UNNF!PNIJLFMONP!QED!MFG!&/)]KJIONP!
HMDJFN!ITNCJNI!JF!OWN!MCOJEF!MDNM0!!%WNDNQEDN_!OWN!TDETEINP!MCOJEF!\ERKP!WMSN!FE!NQQNCO!EF!
PNIJLFMONP!ED!TDETEINP!CDJOJCMK!WMUJOMO!RFPND!$5A/!aRDJIPJCOJEF0!

9 Incidental Take Statement 
/NCOJEF!?!EQ!OWN!&FPMFLNDNP!/TNCJNI!)CO!X&/)Y!MFP!TDEONCOJSN!DNLRKMOJEFI!TRDIRMFO!OE!/NCOJEF!
>XPY!EQ!OWN!&/)!TDEWJUJO!OWN!OM[N!EQ!NFPMFLNDNP!MFP!OWDNMONFNP!ITNCJNI!\JOWERO!M!ITNCJMK!
NbNHTOJEF0!!c%M[Nd!JI!PNQJFNP!MI!OE!WMDMII_!WMDH_!TRDIRN_!WRFO_!IWEEO_!\ERFP_![JKK_!ODMT_!CMTORDN_!
CEKKNCO_!ED!MOONHTO!OE!NFLMLN!JF!MFG!IRCW!CEFPRCO0!!c#FCJPNFOMK!OM[Nd!JI!PNQJFNP!MI!OM[N!OWMO!JI!
JFCJPNFOMK!OE_!MFP!FEO!OWN!TRDTEIN!EQ_!OWN!CMDDGJFL!ERO!EQ!MF!EOWND\JIN!KM\QRK!MCOJSJOG0!!4FPND!OWN!
ONDHI!EQ!/NCOJEF!^XUYX>Y!MFP!/NCOJEF!^XEYX"Y_!OM[JFL!OWMO!JI!JFCJPNFOMK!OE!MFP!FEO!JFONFPNP!MI!TMDO!
EQ!OWN!MLNFCG!MCOJEF!JI!FEO!CEFIJPNDNP!OE!UN!TDEWJUJONP!OM[JFL!RFPND!OWN!&/)!TDESJPNP!OWMO!IRCW!
OM[JFL!JI!JF!CEHTKJMFCN!\JOW!OWN!DNMIEFMUKN!MFP!TDRPNFO!HNMIRDNI!MFP!ONDHI!MFP!CEFPJOJEFI!EQ!
OWN!#FCJPNFOMK!%M[N!/OMONHNFO!X#%/Y0!
!
#F!EDPND!OE!TDESJPN!OM[N!NbNHTOJEF!RFPND!OWN!&/)!QED!NFPMFLNDNP!ED!OWDNMONFNP!HMDJFN!HMHHMK!
ITNCJNI_!/NCOJEF!^XUYX>Y!EQ!OWN!&/)!DNZRJDNI!OWMO!MFG!JFCJPNFOMK!OM[N!UN!MROWEDJVNP!TRDIRMFO!OE!
INCOJEF!121XMYX9Y!EQ!OWN!5MDJFN!5MHHMK!,DEONCOJEF!)CO!X55,)Y0!!)I!PNICDJUNP!MUESN!JF!
INCOJEF!1!EQ!OWJI!UJEKELJCMK!ETJFJEF_!CEFIRKOMOJEF!QED!OWN!TDETEINP!MCOJEF!\MI!CEFPRCONP!
IJHRKOMFNERIKG!RFPND!UEOW!OWN!&/)!MFP!OWN!55,)_!MFP!OWN!CEFCKRIJEFI!EQ!OWJI!ETJFJEF!OWMO!
CEFCNDF!HMDJFN!HMHHMKI!MDN!JF!MLDNNHNFO!\JOW!OWN!QJFPJFLI!NbTDNIINP!JF!OWN!TDETEINP!
JFCJPNFOMK!WMDMIIHNFO!MROWEDJVMOJEF!X#3)Y0!!3E\NSND_!$5A/!HMG!FEO!MROWEDJVN!OM[N!QED!HMDJFN!
HMHHMKI!\JOWERO!MF!#3)!JIIRNP!RFPND!OWN!ONDHI!EQ!OWN!55,)0!
!
.F!gRKG!">_!"21"_!$5A/!TRUKJIWNP!M!FEOJCN!JF!OWN!ANPNDMK!'NLJIOND!DNLMDPJFL!OWN!TDETEINP!
JIIRMFCN!EQ!MF!55,)!JFCJPNFOMK!OM[N!MROWEDJVMOJEF!OE!3EFEKRKR!/NM\MOND!)JD!-EFPJOJEFJFL_!
((-!X3/8)-Y!QED!OWN!WMDMIIHNFO!EQ!IHMKK!FRHUNDI!EQ!INSNDMK!ITNCJNI!EQ!HMDJFN!HMHHMKI!
JFCJPNFOMK!OE!TJKN!PDJSJFL!MCOJSJOJNI!CEFPRCONP!PRDJFL!CEFIODRCOJEF!EQ!OWN!3EFEKRKR!/NM\MOND!)JD!
-EFPJOJEFJFL!TDEaNCO!X^^!A'!><"9?Y0!!#F!OWN!TDETEINP!#3)_!$5A/!CEFCKRPNP!OWMO!OWN!OM[JFL!\JKK!
FEO!DNIRKO!JF!HEDN!OWMF!OWN!JFCJPNFOMK!WMDMIIHNFO!XMI!PNQJFNP!UG!1;!40/0C0!v!1<;"X1BYY!EQ!IHMKK!
FRHUNDI!EQ!CNDOMJF!ITNCJNI!EQ!HMDJFN!HMHHMKI!XJFCKRPJFL!WRHTUMC[!\WMKNI!MFP!3M\MJJMF!HEF[!
INMKIY_!\ERKP!WMSN!FE!HEDN!OWMF!M!FNLKJLJUKN!JHTMCO!EF!OWNIN!IOEC[I_!\ERKP!FEO!WMSN!MF!
RFHJOJLMUKN!MPSNDIN!JHTMCO!EF!OWN!MSMJKMUJKJOG!EQ!OWNIN!IOEC[I!QED!IRUIJIONFCN!RINI_!MFP!\ERKP!
DNIRKO!JF!OWN!KNMIO!TDMCOJCMUKN!JHTMCO!EF!OWN!IOEC[I0!!%WN!<2]PMG!CEHHNFO!TNDJEP!EF!OWN!
MTTKJCMOJEF!JI!FE\!CKEINP_!MFP!$5A/!NbTNCOI!OWMO!OWN!DNZRJDNHNFOI!EQ!55,)!INCOJEF!121!
XMYX9YX*Y!\ERKP!IEEF!UN!HNO_!MFP!JIIRMFCN!EQ!M!EFN]GNMD!#3)!OE!3/8)-!JI!NHJFNFO0!
!
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-EFINZRNFOKG_!OM[N!MROWEDJVMOJEF!RFPND!OWJI!#%/!JI!CEFIJPNDNP!SMKJP!EFKG!MQOND!$5A/!JIIRNI!OWN!
#3)!QED!OWN!TDETEINP!MCOJEF_!MFP!EFKG!QED!OWN!1]GNMD!TNDJEP!QEKKE\JFL!OWMO!JIIRMFCN0!!/WERKP!OWN!
TDETEINP!MCOJEF!DNZRJDN!M!IRUINZRNFO!#3)!QED!PNKMGNP!\ED[_!OWJI!#%/!\ERKP!UN!CEFIJPNDNP!SMKJP!
EFKG!MQOND!JIIRMFCN!EQ!OWN!IRUINZRNFO!#3)_!MFP!EFKG!JQ!OWN!KNSNK!EQ!NbTNCONP!OM[N!DNHMJFI!
RFCWMFLNP!ED!KNII!OWMF!NbTDNIINP!JF!OWJI!ETJFJEF0!
!

9.1 Anticipated Amount or Extent of Incidental Take 
6MINP!EF!OWN!MFMKGIJI!JF!OWN!MCCEHTMFGJFL!UJEKELJCMK!ETJFJEF!$5A/!CEFCKRPNI!OWMO!OWN!
TDETEINP!CEFIODRCOJEF!MFP!ETNDMOJEF!EQ!OWN!3EFEKRKR!/NM\MOND!)JD!-EFPJOJEFJFL!TDEaNCO!MO!
3EFEKRKR_!3M\MJJ!\ERKP!DNIRKO!JF!OM[N_!JF!OWN!QEDH!EQ!WMDMIIHNFO_!EQ!3RHTUMC[!8WMKNI!
XMegaptera novaeangliaeY!MFP!3M\MJJMF!5EF[!/NMKI!XMonachus schauinslandiY!X%MUKN!<Y0!!
$5A/!NbTNCOI!OWMO!1;!WRHTUMC[!\WMKNI!\ERKP!NbTNDJNFCN!UNWMSJEDMK!PJIORDUMFCN!MFP!TEIIJUKN!
KE\]KNSNK!%%/_!MFP!OWMO!BB!ECCRDDNFCNI!EQ!HEF[!INMK!UNWMSJEDMK!PJIORDUMFCN!MFP!TEIIJUKN!KE\]
KNSNK!%%/!\ERKP!ECCRD!MI!OWN!DNIRKO!EQ!OWN!TDETEINP!MCOJEF!X(NSNK!6!3MDMIIHNFO!RFPND!OWN!
55,)!QED!UEOWITNCJNIY0!!#F!OWN!RFKJ[NKG!NSNFO!EQ!%%/_!$5A/!NbTNCOI!QRKK!DNCESNDG!\JOWJF!WERDI!
ED!PMGI!EQ!NbTEIRDN0!
!
Table 3. Expected take of ESA-listed marine species due to the Honolulu Seawater Air Conditioning project.
-EHHEF!$MHN! /CJNFOJQJC!$MHN! %M[N!QDEH!@JUDMOEDG!,JKN!

*DJSJFL!
%M[N!QDEH!#HTMCO!,JKN!

*DJSJFL!
3RHTUMC[!8WMKN! Megaptera novaeangliae! 1;! $+)!
3M\MJJMF!5EF[!/NMK! Monachus schauinslandi! <"! 9;!
!
6MINP!EF!OWN!UNIO!JFQEDHMOJEF!MSMJKMUKN_!JHTKNHNFOMOJEF!EQ!OWN!TDETEINP!MCOJEF!JI!NbTNCONP!OE!
CMRIN!IEHN!KNSNK!EQ!UNWMSJEDMK!PJIORDUMFCN!QED!MF!JFPNONDHJFMUKN!FRHUND!EQ!LDNNF!MFP!WM\[IUJKK!
INM!ORDOKNI0!!)KOWERLW!$5A/!WMI!PNONDHJFNP!OWMO!OWNIN!JHTMCOI!CEFIOJORON!MPSNDIN!NQQNCOI!QED!
LDNNF!MFP!WM\[IUJKK!INM!ORDOKNI_!\N!WMSN!MKIE!PNONDHJFNP!OWMO!OWN!NbTNCONP!NQQNCOI!\ERKP!FEO!DJIN!
OE!OWN!KNSNK!EQ!OM[N!UNCMRIN!OWN!ORDOKNIe!NbTNCONP!DNITEFIN!OE!OWN!IODNIIEDI!MDN!NbTNCONP!OE!CMRIN!
FE!HNMIRDMUKN!WMDH!OE!ED!WMDMIIHNFO!EQ!OWEIN!MFJHMKI0!!6NCMRIN!FE!OM[N!EQ!INM!ORDOKNI!JI!
NbTNCONP_!FE!JFCJPNFOMK!OM[N!JI!MROWEDJVNP!QED!OWEIN!MFJHMKI0!
!

9.2 Effect or Impact of the Take 
#F!OWN!MCCEHTMFGJFL!UJEKELJCMK!ETJFJEF_!$5A/!PNONDHJFNP!OWMO!OWJI!KNSNK!EQ!MFOJCJTMONP!OM[N!JI!
FEO!KJ[NKG!OE!DNIRKO!JF!OWN!aNETMDPG!EQ!WRHTUMC[!\WMKNI!ED!3M\MJJMF!HEF[!INMKI_!ED!JF!OWN!
PNIODRCOJEF!ED!MPSNDIN!HEPJQJCMOJEF!EQ!CDJOJCMK!WMUJOMO0!
!

9.3 Reasonable and Prudent Measures 
$5A/!UNKJNSNI!OWN!QEKKE\JFL!DNMIEFMUKN!MFP!TDRPNFO!HNMIRDNI!X',5Y_!MI!JHTKNHNFONP!UG!OWN!
ONDHI!MFP!CEFPJOJEFI_!MDN!FNCNIIMDG!MFP!MTTDETDJMON!OE!HJFJHJVN!JHTMCOI!EQ!OWN!TDETEINP!MCOJEF!
MFP!HEFJOED!KNSNKI!EQ!JFCJPNFOMK!OM[N0!!%WN!HNMIRDNI!PNICDJUNP!UNKE\!MDN!FEF]PJICDNOJEFMDG!MFP!
HRIO!UN!RFPNDOM[NF!JF!EDPND!QED!OWN!JFCJPNFOMK!OM[N!IOMONHNFO!OE!MTTKG0!
!
10 4/)-&!IWMKK!DNPRCN!JHTMCOI!EF!&/)]KJIONP!HMDJFN!ITNCJNI!MFP!OWNJD!WMUJOMOI!OWDERLW!OWN!
NHTKEGHNFO!EQ!65,!MFP!CEFINDSMOJEF!HNMIRDNI0!

"0 4/)-&!IWMKK!HEFJOED!MFP!DNTEDO!OE!$5A/!MFG!OM[N!EQ!&/)]KJIONP!HMDJFN!ITNCJNI!OWMO!
DNIRKOI!QDEH!OWN!TDETEINP!MCOJEF0!

!
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9.4 Terms and Conditions 
4/)-&!HRIO!CEHTKG!\JOW!OWN!QEKKE\JFL!ONDHI!MFP!CEFPJOJEFI_!\WJCW!JHTKNHNFO!OWN!DNMIEFMUKN!
MFP!TDRPNFO!HNMIRDNI!PNICDJUNP!MUESN!MFP!EROKJFN!DNZRJDNP!DNTEDOJFL+HEFJOEDJFL!DNZRJDNHNFOI0!!
%WNIN!ONDHI!MFP!CEFPJOJEFI!MDN!FEF]PJICDNOJEFMDG0!
!
10 %E!HNNO!DNMIEFMUKN!MFP!TDRPNFO!HNMIRDN!1!MUESN_!4/)-&!IWMKK!NFIRDN!OWMO!3/8)-!
MFP+ED!OWNJD!CEFODMCOEDI!CEHTKG!QRKKG!\JOW!OWN!65,!MFP!CEFINDSMOJEF!HNMIRDNI!JPNFOJQJNP!
JF!OWN!)PHJFJIODMOJSN!*DMQO!&#/_!OWN!3/8)-!5JOJLMOJEF!,KMF_!MFP!OWN!5JOJLMOJEF!,KMF!
EROKJFNP!JF!OWN!,DETEINP!#3)0!
M0 )KK!\ED[NDI!MIIECJMONP!\JOW!OWJI!TDEaNCO_!JDDNITNCOJSN!EQ!OWNJD!NHTKEGHNFO!
MDDMFLNHNFO!ED!MQQJKJMOJEF!XN0L0!NHTKEGNN_!CEFODMCOED_!NOC0Y!IWMKK!UN!QRKKG!UDJNQNP!
EF!OWN!DNZRJDNP!65,!MFP!CEFPJOJEFI_!MFP!OWNJD!DNZRJDNHNFO!OE!MPWNDN!OE!OWNH!QED!
OWN!PRDMOJEF!EQ!OWNJD!JFSEKSNHNFO!JF!OWJI!TDEaNCO0!

U0 %WN!4/)-&!IWMKK!TNDJEPJCMKKG!JFITNCO!OWN!EQQ]IWEDN!TDEaNCO!IJON!OE!NFIRDN!OWMO!
MTTDETDJMON!65,!MFP!CEFINDSMOJEF!HNMIRDNI!MDN!JF!TKMCN!ED!NFMCONP0!

C0 %WN!4/)-&!IWMKK!NFIRDN!OWMO!3/8)-!NIOMUKJIWNI!MFP!CEHTKJNI!\JOW!MTTDETDJMON!
TDEONCONP!ITNCJNI!NbCKRIJEF!VEFNI!MDERFP!TJKN!PDJSJFL0!

P0 %WN!4/)-&!IWMKK!NFIRDN!OWMO!FE!SJUDMOEDG!TJKN!PDJSJFL!OM[NI!TKMCN!UNO\NNF!
*NCNHUND!1!MFP!5MDCW!<10!

!
"0 %E!HNNO!DNMIEFMUKN!MFP!TDRPNFO!HNMIRDN!"!MUESN_!4/)-&!IWMKK!NFIRDN!OWMO!3/8)-!
MFP+ED!OWNJD!CEFODMCOEDI!CEHTKG!QRKKG!\JOW!OWN!HEFJOEDJFL!MFP!DNTEDOJFL!TKMFI!JPNFOJQJNP!JF!
OWN!)PHJFJIODMOJSN!*DMQO!&#/_!OWN!3/8)-!5JOJLMOJEF!,KMF_!MFP!OWN!5JOJLMOJEF!,KMF!
EROKJFNP!JF!OWN!,DETEINP!#3)0!!
M0 %WN!4/)-&!IWMKK!NFIRDN!OWMO!3/8)-!TNDQEDHI!MCERIOJC!HEFJOEDJFL!MO!OWN!EFINO!
EQ!UEOW!TJKN!PDJSJFL!OGTNI!XJHTMCO!MFP!SJUDMOEDGY!OE!NFIRDN!OWMO!OWN!MCERIOJC!
NIOJHMONI!RINP!JF!OWN!CEFIRKOMOJEF!MDN!MTTDETDJMON0!

U0 %WN!4/)-&!IWMKK!NFIRDN!OWMO!3/8)-!DNTEDOI!OWN!TDNKJHJFMDG!DNIRKOI!EQ!MCERIOJC!
HEFJOEDJFL!JF!M!OJHNKG!HMFFND!IE!OWMO!$5A/!MFP!4/)-&!CMF!CEFQJDH!OWN!
NQQJCMCG!EQ!OWN!NbCKRIJEF!VEFNI!QED!OWN!TDEONCOJEF!EQ!HMDJFN!HMHHMKI_!ED!OE!MPaRIO!
OWNH!MI!FNCNIIMDG0!

C0 4/)-&!IWMKK!NFIRDN!OWMO!3/8)-!NHTKEGI!SNIINK]UEDFN!TDEONCONP!ITNCJNI!
EUINDSNDI!MI!PNICDJUNP!JF!OWN!#3)0!

P0 #F!MPPJOJEF!OE!CEHTKJMFCN!\JOW!OWN!HEFJOEDJFL!MFP!DNTEDOJFL!DNZRJDNHNFOI!INO!
QEDOW!JF!OWN!#3)_!OWN!4/)-&!IWMKK!DNZRJDN!3/8)-!OEf!!

J0 *ECRHNFO!MFP!JHHNPJMONKG!DNTEDO!OE!OWN!4/)-&!MKK!TDEONCONP!ITNCJNI!
JFONDMCOJEFI_!IRCW!MI!MFG!EUINDSMOJEF!EQ!WRHTUMC[!\WMKNI!\JOWJF!OWN!
>_^22]HNOND!NbCKRIJEF!VEFN!MDERFP!IWNNO!TJKN!PDJSJFL_!MFG!WRHTUMC[!
\WMKNI!ED!HEF[!INMKI!\JOWJF!OWN!1_222]HNOND!NbCKRIJEF!VEFN!MDERFP!TJTN!
TJKN!PDJSJFL_!MFP!MFG!INM!ORDOKNI!\JOWJF!OWN!>;]HNOND!VEFN!MDERFP!TJTN!TJKN!
PDJSJFL0!!!

JJ0 'NTEDO!MFG!PNMP!ED!JFaRDNP!INM!ORDOKNI!OE!OWN!/NM!%RDOKN!/ODMFPJFL!3EOKJFN!
MO!B2B]?B<]9^<20!

N0 4/)-&!\JKK!JF!ORDF!DNTEDO!JFONDMCOJEFI!OE!$5A/!,DEONCONP!'NIERDCNI!*JSJIJEF!
X,'*Y!MO!B2B]?>>]""<<+"">"!MFP!UG!N]HMJK!OE!Donald.Hubner@noaa.gov!MFP!
Patrick.Opay@noaa.gov0!!$EOJQJCMOJEF!EQ!MF!JFaRDJERI!TDEONCONP!ITNCJNI!
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JFONDMCOJEF!IWMKK!UN!PEFN!\JOWJF!">!WERDI0!!8NN[KG!FEOJQJCMOJEF!EQ!$5A/!,'*!
IWMKK!IRQQJCN!QED!FEF]JFaRDJERI!TDEONCONP!ITNCJNI!JFONDMCOJEF!DNTEDOI0!

Q0 %WN!4/)-&!IWMKK!ODMC[!MKK!JFCJPNFCNI!EQ!OM[N!JF!M!HMFFND!OWMO!\ERKP!MKKE\!OWNH!
OE!DNCELFJVN!OWN!TEONFOJMK!QED!NbCNNPJFL!OWN!KNSNK!EQ!OM[N!MROWEDJVNP!JF!OWJI!#%/_!
MFP!IE!OWMO!CEDDNCOJSN!HNMIRDNI!HJLWO!OM[NF!OE!TDNSNFO!MF!NbCNNPMFCN0!!!

L0 8JOWJF!1B2!PMGI!EQ!OWN!CEHTKNOJEF!EQ!TDEaNCO!CEFIODRCOJEF_!OWN!4/)-&!IWMKK!
IRUHJO!M!DNTEDO!OE!$5A/0!!%WMO!DNTEDO!IWMKK!JFCKRPNf!!1Y!%WN!PMONI!MFP!OJHNI!EQ!
IJON!SJIJOI_!\JOW!OWN!FMHN!MFP!OJOKN!EQ!OWN!JFITNCOJFL!TNDIEF_!OWN!QJFPJFLI!EQ!OWN!
JFITNCOJEF_!MFP!MFG!CEDDNCOJSN!HNMIRDNI!OM[NF!OE!NFIRDN!CEHTKJMFCN!\JOW!OWN!
DNZRJDNP!65,!MFP!CEFINDSMOJEF!HNMIRDNI`!"Y!%WN!DNIRKOI!EQ!MCERIOJC!HEFJOEDJFL`!
MFP!<Y!%WN!DNIRKOI!EQ!TDEONCONP!ITNCJNI!HEFJOEDJFL!NQQEDOI0!!

!

10 Conservation Recommendations 
/NCOJEF!^XMYX1Y!EQ!OWN!&/)!PJDNCOI!ANPNDMK!MLNFCJNI!OE!ROJKJVN!OWNJD!MROWEDJOJNI!OE!QRDOWND!OWN!
TRDTEINI!EQ!OWN!&/)!UG!CMDDGJFL!ERO!CEFINDSMOJEF!TDELDMHI!QED!OWN!UNFNQJO!EQ!NFPMFLNDNP!MFP!
OWDNMONFNP!ITNCJNI0!!-EFINDSMOJEF!DNCEHHNFPMOJEFI!MDN!PJICDNOJEFMDG!MLNFCG!MCOJSJOJNI!OE!
HJFJHJVN!ED!MSEJP!MPSNDIN!NQQNCOI!EQ!M!TDETEINP!MCOJEF!EF!KJIONP!ITNCJNI!ED!CDJOJCMK!WMUJOMO_!OE!
WNKT!JHTKNHNFO!DNCESNDG!TKMFI_!ED!PNSNKET!JFQEDHMOJEF0!
!
%WN!QEKKE\JFL!CEFINDSMOJEF!DNCEHHNFPMOJEFI!MDN!TDESJPNP!TRDIRMFO!OE!/NCOJEF!^XMYX1Y!EQ!OWN!
&/)f!
10 %WN!4/)-&!JI!IODEFLKG!NFCERDMLNP!OE!TNDQEDH!MCERIOJC!IORPJNI!JF!OWN!DNLJEF!OE!CEKKNCO!
PMOM!EF!KECMK!MCERIOJC!NFSJDEFHNFOI0!!%WN!LEMK!EQ!OWN!IORPG!IWERKP!JFCKRPN!OWN!
PNSNKETHNFO!EQ!M!PMOMUMIN!OWMO!PNICDJUNIf!!1Y!%WN!CWMDMCONDJIOJCI!EQ!MHUJNFO!FEJIN!JF!MFP!
FNMD!ERD!WMDUEDI_!MFP!JF!FNMDIWEDN!\MONDI`!"Y!%WN!CWMDMCONDJIOJCI!EQ!CEHHEFKG!TDMCOJCNP!
JF]\MOND!CEFIODRCOJEF!IRCW!MI!TJKN!PDJSJFL_!PDJKKJFL_!MFP!NbCMSMOJEF!JF!OWN!DNLJEF`!MFP!<Y!
IERFP!TDETMLMOJEF!ZRMKJOJNI!MO!SMDJERI!MDNMI!MDERFP!OWN!DNLJEF0!

"0 %WN!4/)-&!JI!IODEFLKG!NFCERDMLNP!OE!RIN!ERODNMCW_!IRCW!MI!IJLFMLN_!NPRCMOJEFMK!
TDELDMHI_!MFP!OWNJD!\NUTMLN!OE!JHTDESN!OWN!TRUKJC!M\MDNFNII!EQ!TDEONCONP!ITNCJNI!JF!OWND!
DNLJEF!MFP!WE\!OWNG!HJLWO!UN!JHTMCONP_!ED!WE\!OWNG!IWERKP!UN!CEFIJPNDNP!MI!TMDO!EQ!OWN!
-EDTIe!TNDHJOOJFL!TDECNIINI0!

!

11 Reinitiation Notice 
%WJI!CEFCKRPNI!QEDHMK!CEFIRKOMOJEF!EF!OWN!4/)-&!TDETEIMK!OE!MROWEDJVN!3/8)-!((-_!OE!
CEFIODRCO!MFP!ETNDMON!OWN!3EFEKRKR!/NM\MOND!)JD!-EFPJOJEFJFL!,DEaNCO_!3EFEKRKR_!3M\MJJ0!!)I!
TDESJPNP!JF!92!-A'!>2"01;_!DNJFJOJMOJEF!EQ!QEDHMK!CEFIRKOMOJEF!JI!DNZRJDNP!\WNDN!PJICDNOJEFMDG!
ANPNDMK!MLNFCG!JFSEKSNHNFO!ED!CEFODEK!ESND!OWN!MCOJEF!WMI!UNNF!DNOMJFNP!ED!JI!MROWEDJVNP!UG!KM\_!
MFP!JQf!
10 %WN!MHERFO!ED!NbONFO!EQ!MFOJCJTMONP!JFCJPNFOMK!OM[N!JI!NbCNNPNP`!!
"0 $N\!JFQEDHMOJEF!DNSNMKI!NQQNCOI!EQ!OWN!MLNFCG!MCOJEF!OWMO!HMG!MQQNCO!KJIONP!ITNCJNI!ED!
CDJOJCMK!WMUJOMO!JF!M!HMFFND!ED!OE!MF!NbONFO!FEO!CEFIJPNDNP!JF!OWJI!.TJFJEF`!!

<0 %WN!MLNFCG!MCOJEF!JI!IRUINZRNFOKG!HEPJQJNP!JF!M!HMFFND!OWMO!HMG!MQQNCO!KJIONP!ITNCJNI!ED!
CDJOJCMK!WMUJOMO!OE!MF!NbONFO_!ED!JF!M!HMFFND!FEO!CEFIJPNDNP!JF!OWJI!.TJFJEF`!ED!!

>0 )!FN\!ITNCJNI!JI!KJIONP!ED!CDJOJCMK!WMUJOMO!PNIJLFMONP!OWMO!HMG!UN!MQQNCONP!UG!OWN!MCOJEF0!
!
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h&&*1.#5(&#%.+$%8$.5%38,--$+3%().(%($#4%(&%'1&8%8,()%()$%2<++$#(6%.#4%.+$%()$+$'&+$%.13&%3<;Q$2(%

(&%$#(+.,#-$#(9%"'($#%2.($7&+,=$4%.22&+4,#7%(&%3,=$6%7$#$+.11/%.3%-,2+&=&&*1.#5(&#%.#4%

-.2+&=&&*1.#5(&#6%=&&*1.#5(&#%.13&%*1./%.%-.Q&+%+&1$%.(%()$%;.3$%&'%()$%-.+,#$%'&&4%8$;9%

@,2+&=&&*1.#5(&#%.+$%)$($+&(+&*),2%.#4%-,I&(+&*),2%&+7.#,3-3%��������������&�������"�%>$9796%2,1,.($36%

'&+.-,#,'$+.#36%2&*$*&4%#.<*1,,%.#4%3&-$%2&*$*&4,($36%.#4%3&-$%-$+&*1.#5(&#,2%1.+0.$?%().(%.+$%-.Q&+%

2&#3<-$+3%&'%*)/(&*1.#5(&#%>H.1;$(%.#4%i.#4+/6%OPPJ?6%()$+$;/%'&+-,#7%()$%1,#5%;$(8$$#%*)/(&*1.#5(&#%
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.#4%2&*$*&43%>H.1;$(6%OPPB?6%.#4%.+$%5$/%2&-*&#$#(3%,#%-.+,#$%;,&7$&2)$-,2.1%2/21$3%.#4%()$%-,2+&;,.1%

1&&*%>E)$++%.#4%E)$++6%OPPO?9%@,2+&=&&*1.#5(&#%.+$%#&(%$I*$2($4%(&%&22<+%;$1&8%()$%$<*)&(,2%=&#$%>OPP%

-?6%3&%#&%-,2+&=&&*1.#5(&#%.+$%$I*$2($4%(&%;$%$#(+.,#$4%.(%()$%*+&*&3$4%,#(.5$%1&2.(,&#9%:),3%+$3<1(3%,#%

.#%$I*$2($4%+$4<2(,&#%&'%$#(+.,#$4%-,2+&=&&*1.#5(&#%;,&-.33%'+&-%.%3).11&8%2&.3(.1%,#(.5$%(&%()$%

DEFGH%,#(.5$%4$*()%&'%!PPf9%%

@.2+&=&&*1.#5(&#%,#21<4$%($-*&+.+/%>-$+&*1.#5(&#?%.#4%*$+-.#$#(%>)&1&*1.#5(&#?%-$-;$+3%&'%

����"�������������������!������������ ��������&�������6PP��&�������"���0,3,;1$%(&%()$%#.5$4%$/$?%.#4%

,#21<4$%3<2)%&+7.#,3-3%.3%2&*$*&436%.++&88&+-36%4$2.*&4%3)+,-*6%2($#&*)&+$36%3,*)&#&*)&+$36%

.-*),*&436%-/3,436%(<#,2.($36%&3(+.2&436%.#4%21.4&2$+.#3%>U$($+3&#6%!ACA?9%@.2+&=&&*1.#5(&#%.+$%'&<#4%

;$1&8%()$%$<*)&(,2%=&#$6%;<(%.(%.%1&8$+%.;<#4.#2$%().#%.(%3).11&8$+%4$*()39%:)$%$3(,-.($4%;,&-.33%&'%

-.2+&=&&*1.#5(&#%,#%3<+'.2$%8.($+3%&''%j.)$%U&,#(%8.3%&;(.,#$4%;/%@/$+3%$(%.19%>!ABC?%;/%2&#0$+(,#7%

()$,+%-$.#%4+/%8$,7)(%'&+%()$%<**$+%OPP%-%'+&-%(8&%3$*.+.($%2+<,3$3%(&%#$.+R3<+'.2$%=&&*1.#5(&#%2.+;&#%

.22&+4,#7%(&%F,$;$%$(%.19%>!AKL?%(&%&;(.,#%!9M%-7%Hc-9%G'($+%'.2(&+,#7%,#%()$%*+&*&3$4%'1&8%+.($%'&+%()$%

DEFGH%3/3($-6%(),3%8&<14%+$3<1(%,#%!KP9CB%57%Hc/$.+%&'%$#(+.,#$4%-.2+&=&&*1.#5(&#9%`#%2&#(+.3(6%&#1/%

MJ9!J%57%Hc/$.+%&'%-.2+&=&&*1.#5(&#%8&<14%;$%$#(+.,#$4%.(%4$*()3%'+&-%KPPR!PPP%-%>.%4$*()%

$2&1&7,2.11/%3,-,1.+%(&%().(%&'%()$%*+&*&3$4%,#(.5$?%.22&+4,#7%(&%()$%+$*&+($4%.0$+.7$%-.2+&=&&*1.#5(&#%

;,&-.33%&'%P9OC%-7%Hc-
M
%;/%k2),4.%>!ABM?9%:)$+$'&+$6%$#(+.,#$4%-.2+&=&&*1.#5(&#%8&<14%;$%+$4<2$4%;/%

BPf%.#4%$#(+.,#$4%=&&*1.#5(&#%,#%7$#$+.1%>-,2+&%.#4%-.2+&?%8&<14%;$%+$4<2$4%;/%AM%*$+2$#(%'+&-%.%

3).11&8%,#(.5$%(&%()$%*+&*&3$4%,#(.5$%4$*()9%:),3%,3%2&#3,3($#(%8,()%()$%&;3$+0.(,&#%;/%^&4.%$(%.19%>!AB!?%

().(%()$+$%,3%.#%.**+&I,-.($%($#'&14%4,''$+$#2$%;$(8$$#%=&&*1.#5(&#%3<+'.2$%3.-*1$3%.#4%()&3$%'+&-%CPPR

!6PPP%-%&''%j.)$%U&,#(9%%

@,2+&#$5(&#%.+$%()$%#$I(%1.+7$3(%3,=$%21.33%(&%;$%2&#3,4$+$4%3<32$*(,;1$%(&%*&33,;1$%$#(+.,#-$#(9%

:)$/%+.#7$%'+&-%OR!P%2-%,#%3,=$%.#4%.+$%;$(8$$#%*1.#5(&#%.#4%1.+7$+%#$5(&#%,#%($+-3%&'%38,--,#7%

.;,1,(/6%-$.#,#7%()$/%38,-%.2(,0$1/%;<(%.+$%3(,11%.''$2($4%;/%2<++$#(3%>S+&4$<+%.#4%l.-.-<+.6%OPPL?9%:)$%

-,2+&#$5(&#%.+$%*+,-.+,1/%2&-*&3$4%&'%2$*).1&*&43%>3X<,4%.#4%&2(&*,?6%2+<3(.2$.#3%>1.+7$%$<*).<3,,436%

4$2.*&43%d3)+,-*e6%.#4%-/3,43?6%.#4%',3)%>-/2(&*),436%7&#&3(&-.(,436%.#4%;.()/1.7,43?%>U.5)&-&0%.#4%

l.-.-<+.6%OP!P?9%G3%-.Q&+%2&#3<-$+3%&'%=&&*1.#5(&#6%.#4%*+,-.+/%*+$/%,($-3%()$-3$10$3%'&+%(<#.6%

;,11',3)6%.#4%3*,##$+%4&1*),#3%>i.--$+3%$(%.196%OPPC?6%-,2+&#$5(&#%.+$%.%2+<2,.1%1,#5%;$(8$$#%=&&*1.#5(&#%

.#4%),7)$+%(+&*),2%1$0$13%>H1.+56%!AKM%.#4%S$#&,(RS,+4%.#4%G<6%OPPC?9%

@,2+&#$5(&#%.+$%.%*+,-.+/%2&-*&#$#(%&'%()$%-$3&*$1.7,2%;&<#4.+/%2&--<#,(/9%:)$+$'&+$6%()$%

+$3<1(3%&'%.2&<3(,2%3.-*1,#7%*$+'&+-$4%;/%S$#&,(RS,+4%$(%.19%>OPP!?%8,()%.%-&4,',$4%$2)&3&<#4$+%&''%()$%

1$$8.+4%2&.3(%&'%".)<%(&%-$.3<+$%-$3&*$1.7,2%;&<#4.+/%2&--<#,(/%&+7.#,3-%4$#3,(/%.+$%<3$4%.3%.%

*+&I/%(&%$3(,-.($%*&($#(,.11/%$#(+.,#$4%-,2+&#$5(&#%.(%4$$*%.#4%3).11&8%1&2.(,&#39%@$3&*$1.7,2%;&<#4.+/%
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2&--<#,(/%&+7.#,3-%4$#3,(/%+.#7$4%'+&-%=$+&%(&%!6BPP%&+7.#,3-3c-M%'&+%OP%3.-*1,#7%1&2.(,&#3%,#%

,#3)&+$%8.($+3%>OPRLP%-%4$*()6%!R!9M%5-%'+&-%3)&+$?%.#4%OP%1&2.(,&#3%,#%&''3)&+$%8.($+3%>!KLROPP%-%

4$*()6%O9BRM%5-%'+&-%3)&+$?%.(%#,7)(%'+&-%m<1/%LRMP6%!AAA9%:)$%-$.#%4$#3,(/%'&+%()$%-$.3<+$4%8.($+%

2&1<-#%0.+,$4%'+&-%=$+&%(&%OM%&+7.#,3-3c-M9%:)$3$%4$#3,(/%$3(,-.($3%8$+$%2.12<1.($4%'&+%()$%(&*%OPP%-%

.(%#,7)(6%;<(%()$/%,#4,2.($%*&33,;1$%4$#3,(,$3%.(%()$%4$*()%&'%()$%*+&*&3$4%,#(.5$%.3%()$%&+7.#,3-3%-,7+.($%

()$+$%'+&-%()$3$%3).11&8$+%8.($+39%%

`#%2&#(+.3(6%.%3<;-$+3,;1$%0,4$&%(+.#3$2(%2&#4<2($4%.(%()$%.2(<.1%3,($%&'%()$%*+&*&3$4%,#(.5$%

+$3<1($4%,#%.%(&(.1%&'%OK%3)+,-*%>OO%<#5#&8#%*.#.$,4%.#4%L%>%'%0.$*0=,1&3*%7"+*',1?6%M%2$*).1&*&43%>O%

3X<,46%!%&2(&*<3?6%.#4%MB%*&33,;1$%-$3&*$1.7,2%;&<#4.+/%2&--<#,(/%',3)$3%><#,4$#(,',$4%',3)%2.($7&+,=$4%

.3%J%2-%&+%1$33%dOKe%.#4%7+$.($+%().#%J%2-%d!!e?9%:).(%,3%.%(&(.1%&'%CB%*&33,;1$%-$3&*$1.7,2%;&<#4.+/%

2&--<#,(/%&+7.#,3-3%&;3$+0$4%&0$+%.%M9LK%5-%1$#7()%(+.25%2&0$+,#7%.#%.+$.%&'%.**+&I,-.($1/%!P6KPP%

-O9%V&+%.%0$+/%+&<7)%.**+&I,-.(,&#%&'%()$%4$#3,(/%&'%*&33,;1$%-$3&*$1.7,2%;&<#4.+/%&+7.#,3-3%'+&-%(),3%

4.(.6%()$%M-%;/%M-%2.-$+.%0,$8,#7%.+$.%,3%.33<-$4%.1&#7%()$%M6LKP%-%(+.25%(&%&;(.,#%.%0&1<-$%&'%MO6!MP%

-M%'&+%.%+&<7)%4$#3,(/%$3(,-.($%&'%P9PPO%*&33,;1$%-$3&*$1.7,2%;&<#4.+/%&+7.#,3-3c-M6%'.+%1$33%().#%()$%

4$#3,(/%&'%-$3&*$1.7,2%;&<#4.+/%&+7.#,3-3%-$.3<+$4%;/%()$%.2&<3(,2%3.-*1,#7%-$()&4&1&7/%4$32+,;$4%

.;&0$%&+%;/%&()$+%2.-$+.%.#4%3<;-$+3,;1$R;.3$4%3(<4,$3%&'%-$3&*$1.7,2%2&--<#,(,$3%,#%D.8.,,.#%8.($+39%

V&+%2&-*.+,3&#%*<+*&3$36%()$%-$3&*$1.7,2%;&<#4.+/%&+7.#,3-%4$#3,(/%.(%()$%4$*()%&'%()$%+$(<+#%3$.8.($+%

*,*$%&''%()$%1$$8.+4%2&.3(%&'%".)<%>.#4%.(%()$%*+&*&3$4%4$*()%&'%()$%,#(.5$%3,#2$%()$3$%&+7.#,3-3%).0$%.%

4,$1%-,7+.(,&#%;$(8$$#%()$%(8&%4$*()3?%,3%.33<-$4%(&%;$%()$%-$4,.#%&'%()$%+.#7$%7,0$#%.3%=$+&%(&%OM%

&+7.#,3-3c-M6%&+%!!9L%&+7.#,3-3c-M9%:),3%,3%.%+$4<2(,&#%&'%AA9Af%'+&-%()$%1$$8.+4%3,4$%&'%".)<%

>!6LPA6BA!6!OP%&+7.#,3-3c/$.+?%(&%()$%*+&*&3$4%3,($%&'%()$%,#(.5$%'&+%()$%DEFGH%3/3($-%>OCO6LBA%

&+7.#,3-3c/$.+?%,#%($+-3%&'%*&33,;1/%$#(+.,#$4%-,2+&#$5(&#%>.33<-,#7%-$3&*$1.7,2%;&<#4.+/%2&--<#,(/%

&+7.#,3-%4$#3,(/%,3%.#%.22<+.($%*+&I/?9%%

"()$+6%1.+7$+%',3)%8$+$%.13&%&;3$+0$4%4<+,#7%()$%3<;-$+3,;1$%0,4$&%(+.#3$2(9%"#2$%',3)%+$.2)%.%

2$+(.,#%3,=$6%()$/%.+$%7$#$+.11/%.;1$%(&%.0&,4%$#(+.,#-$#(%4<$%(&%()$%.33&2,.($4%,#2+$.3$%,#%38,--,#7%

3*$$49%D&8$0$+6%'&+%.%-&+$%2&#3$+0.(,0$%$3(,-.($6%.11%&()$+%&;3$+0$4%',3)%>$I2$*(%Q$11/#&3$%$$136%8),2)%

2.#%+$.2)%C%'$$(%,#%1$#7()%.#4%.+$%#&(%$I*$2($4%(&%;$%$#(+.,#$4?%.+$%,#21<4$4%'&+%.%(&(.1%2&<#(%&'%BP%

&+7.#,3-36%8),2)%2&++$3*&#43%(&%.#%,#2+$.3$%,#%2&#2$#(+.(,&#%&'%P9PPPM%&+7.#,3-3c-M6%8),2)%,3%.#%

.44,(,&#.1%MA6MBB%*&33,;1$%$#(+.,#$4%&+7.#,3-3c/$.+9%T0$#%8,()%(),3%-&+$%2&#3$+0.(,0$%$3(,-.($6%)&8$0$+6%

()$%DEFGH%3/3($-%8&<14%;$%$I*$2($4%(&%.2),$0$%.%AAf%+$4<2(,&#%,#%*&33,;1$%$#(+.,#$4%-,2+&#$5(&#%.#4%

',3)%'+&-%()$%1$$8.+4%3,4$%&'%".)<%(&%()$%*+&*&3$4%1&2.(,&#%&#%()$%3&<()$+#%3,4$%&'%".)<9%%

E<2)%$3(,-.($3%&'%1&8%$#(+.,#-$#(%+.($3%.+$%2&#3,3($#(%8,()%()$%1.25%&'%*+&;1$-3%.33&2,.($4%8,()%

$#(+.,#-$#(%.(%()$%^.(<+.1%T#$+7/%i.;&+.(&+/%G<()&+,(/%>^TiDG?%.(%j$.)&1$%U&,#(6%D.8.,,9%"2$.#%
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8.($+%).3%;$$#%4+.8#%'+&-%3,-,1.+%4$*()3%()+&<7)%()+$$%3$*.+.($%*,*$%3/3($-3%.(%4$*()3%'+&-%LJB%-%

>!6BPP%'(?%(&%A!L%-%>M6PPP%'(?%3,#2$%!AB!RBO6%.#4%*+&;1$-3%8,()%$I2$33,0$%$#(+.,#-$#(%.#4%,-*,#7$-$#(%

&'%&+7.#,3-3%).0$%#&(%;$$#%$#2&<#($+$49%`(%,3%.25#&81$47$46%)&8$0$+6%().(%()$%DEFGH%3/3($-%'1&8%+.($%

8&<14%;$%.;&<(%($#%(,-$3%7+$.($+%().#%()$%^TiD%'1&8%+.($39%

`#%2&#21<3,&#6%()$%$I*$2($4%$#(+.,#-$#(%&'%-.+,#$%;,&(.%8&<14%;$%+$4<2$4%'+&-%AMf%(&%!PPf%'&+%

4,''$+$#(%(.I&#&-,2%7+&<*3%8,()%.#%&0$+.11%+$4<2(,&#%+.($%&'%ABf%'+&-%&()$+%1&2.(,&#3%.+&<#4%".)<%&+%

3<+'.2$%8.($+3%(&%()$%*+&*&3$4%1&2.(,&#%&'%()$%DEFGH%,#(.5$9%%

"+>+,,+(!'/.9)*,9!&4-=+(0!'()*+,(-.()!34(,)4*,(5!6*45*+-!

F),1$%()$%.;&0$%4.(.%7,0$%.%()$&+$(,2.1%;.3,3%'&+%()$%$I*$2(.(,&#%&'%.%APf%&+%7+$.($+%+$4<2(,&#%,#%

$#(+.,#-$#(%;$(8$$#%.%#$.+3)&+$6%3).11&8%,#(.5$%.#4%()$%DEFGH%&''3)&+$6%4$$*%8.($+%,#(.5$6%D.8.,,.#%

T1$2(+,2%H&-*.#/b3%>DTH"?%,-*,#7$-$#(%.#4%$#(+.,#-$#(%-&#,(&+,#7%*+&7+.-3%.(%()$,+%()+$$%".)<%

7$#$+.(,#7%3(.(,&#3%*+&0,4$%3&-$%$-*,+,2.1%4.(.%'&+%'<(<+$%2&-*.+,3&#%&'%3).11&8%0$+3<3%4$$*%$#(+.,#-$#(%

&''%".)<9%%

`#%OPPC%D.8.,,.#%T1$2(+,2%H&-*.#/%;$7.#%.%*+&7+.-%&'%,-*,#7$-$#(%.#4%$#(+.,#-$#(%

-&#,(&+,#7%&'%()$,+%2&&1,#7%8.($+%,#(.5$%3(+<2(<+$3%.(%()$%D&#&1<1<6%F.,.<%.#4%j.)$%7$#$+.(,#7%3(.(,&#3%

&#%".)<6%.#4%(),3%).3%2&#(,#<$4%()+&<7)%OP!!9%:)$%+$3<1(3%&'%()$%',0$%/$.+3%&'%-&#,(&+,#7%.+$%3<--.+,=$4%

,#%()$%+$3*$2(,0$%/$.+%L%+$*&+(3%'&+%$.2)%*1.#(9!%T.2)%&'%()$3$%()+$$%7$#$+.(,#7%3(.(,&#3%<3$3%3$.8.($+%'+&-%

3).11&8%2&.3(.1%,#(.5$3%'&+%2&&1,#7%*<+*&3$39%G3%()$%,#($#(%&'%()$%DEFGH%$#(+.,#-$#(%-&#,(&+,#7%

*+&7+.-%,3%(&%2&-*.+$%()$%$#(+.,#-$#(%'+&-%.%4$$*%&2$.#%,#(.5$%8,()%().(%&'%.%2&-*.+.;1$%3).11&8%8.($+%

,#(.5$6%()$%DTH"%4.(.%*+&0,4$%.%0.1<.;1$%3).11&8%8.($+%,#(.5$%;.3$1,#$9%

T.2)%&'%()$%7$#$+.(,#7%3(.(,&#3%).3%.%<#,X<$%,#(.5$%3(+<2(<+$%.#4%1&2.(,&#9%:)$%D&#&1<1<%

7$#$+.(,#7%3(.(,&#%,#(.5$%,3%,#%D&#&1<1<%D.+;&+N%()$%F.,.<%,#(.5$%,3%,#%U$.+1%D.+;&+N%.#4%()$%j.)$%,#(.5$%

,3%,#%&*$#%2&.3(.1%8.($+36%;<(%8,(),#%.%3-.11%$-;./-$#(%'&+-$4%;/%(8&%+&25%Q$((,$3%().(%$I($#4%,#%.%

3$.8.+4%4,+$2(,&#9%^$0$+()$1$336%()$%,-*,#7$-$#(%.#4%$#(+.,#-$#(%4.(.%'&+%()$%()+$$%-&#,(&+,#7%*+&7+.-3%

.+$%+$*+$3$#(.(,0$%&'%1.+7$R0&1<-$6%3).11&8%2&.3(.1%,#(.5$3%.+&<#4%".)<6%.#4%.+,()-$(,2%-$.#3%&'%()$,+%

$#(+.,#-$#(%+$3<1(3%8,11%;$%<3$4%.3%()$%;.3$1,#$%'&+%2&-*.+,3&#3%8,()%()$%DEFGH%,#(.5$%$#(+.,#-$#(%

+$3<1(39%%
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!

:)$%,#(.5$3%.(%$.2)%&'%()$3$%*1.#(3%,#21<4$%.%OR,#2)%32+$$#%&+%+.25%.(%()$%$#(+.#2$%(&%$I21<4$%

'1&.(,#7%(+.3)%'+&-%()$%,#(.5$9%:)$%,#(.5$%'1&8%,3%()$#%+&<($4%(&%.%(+.0$1,#7%32+$$#%8,()%!%2-%3X<.+$%-$3)%

8)$+$%,-*,#7$4%&+7.#,3-3%.+$%2&11$2($49%`#%$.2)%2.3$6%()$%$#(+.,#-$#(%4.(.%.+$%7$#$+.($4%,#4,+$2(1/%;/%

4+.77,#7%.%*1.#5(&#%#$(%$X<,**$4%8,()%.%'1&8%-$($+%,#%'+&#(%&'%()$%,#(.5$%.#4%-.5,#7%()$%.**+&*+,.($%
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December 6, 2013 

DRAFT 

Frederic Berg and Scott Higa 
Honolulu Seawater Air Conditioning, LLC 

1132 Bishop Street, Suite 1410 
Honolulu, Hawaii 96813 

 

Introduction 

Honolulu Seawater Air Conditioning, LLC (HSWAC) has applied for a Department 
of the Army Corps of Engineers (Corps) permit to construct a seawater air 
conditioning system to serve downtown Honolulu on the island of Oahu, Hawaii.  To 
minimize unavoidable losses of coral aquatic resources to the maximum extent 
practicable, HSWAC proposes to implement this Coral Transplantation and 
Monitoring Plan. 

This report will consist of a description of the HSWAC seawater air conditioning 
project, an assessment of the affected coral community, considerations for avoidance 
and minimization of impacts to corals, and a description of the coral transplantation 
and monitoring plan. 

Project Description 

The proposed project would emplace large-diameter, high density polyethylene 
(HDPE) pipes cradled in concrete collars on the sea floor offshore of Kakaako, Oahu, 
Hawaii.  See Figure 1 for the proposed pipeline alignment of the preferred 
alternative.. 
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Figure 1  HSWAC Piping - Cooling Station to Intake 
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The seawater pipes would be micro-tunneled across the shoreline to a breakout point, 
approximately 548 m. (1,800 ft.) off-shore to 9.5 m. (31 ft.) depth to avoid impact to 
the shallow limestone reef fronting Kakaako. The micro-tunnels would terminate in a 
receiving pit with approximate dimensions 12.2 m. by 12.2 m. (40 ft. by 40 ft.) 
and a depth of 6.1 m. (20 feet) below the seafloor.  See Figure 2 for details of the 
connection between the micro-tunneled pipes and concrete collar anchored pipes.  To 
minimize the amount of coral disturbed, the receiving pit would be created in a coral 
rubble and sand filled channel naturally formed in the limestone substratum.     

 

 
Figure 2  Details of Receiving Pit and Connection Between Microtunneled and Intake and Return Seawater Pipes 

 

Affected Coral Species 

A marine survey was performed in 2011 along the seawater pipe alignment (Brock, 2011) 
and an additional coral survey of the receiving pit was performed in 2013 (HSWAC, 
2013) to augment the 2011 report in the area of substratum directly impacted by the 
construction of the proposed receiving pit offshore of Kakaako.  A total of 29 coral 
colonies presented in Table 1 were observed within the 148.6 m2 (1,600 ft2) footprint of 
the proposed receiving pit.  There were 16 Pocillopora meandrina colonies, 10 Porites 
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lobata colonies, and single colonies of Montipora capitata, Montipora patula, and Porites 
lutea observed within the pit footprint.   

Of the 29 total coral colonies, there were 15 corals with diameters larger than the 10 cm. 
(3.9 in.).  The other 14 corals, comprising 48% of the total, were smaller than the 10 cm. 
(3.9 in.) size class.   

 

 

Table 1  Number of species of coral colonies in each size class and percent of total coral. 

 

Avoidance and Minimization 

To minimize losses of coral colonies within the receiving pit footprint, 15 coral colonies 
in size class equal to or larger than the 10 cm. (3.9 in.) are proposed to be transplanted 15 
m. (49.2 ft.) inshore of the receiving pit.  Corals below 10 cm have a lower success in 
transplantation than do larger corals (Gulko 2013).  Transplantation would occur outside 
of peak spawning periods.  The peak spawning periods for Montipora capitata occurs 
during June to July, two days after the new moon between the hours of 8 p.m. to 10 p.m. 
(Gulko, 2001).  Peak spawning periods for Montipora patula occurs during July to 
September, between 10:05 p.m. to 11:10 p.m. on the new moon’s first quarter and third 
quarter phases (Kolinski and Cox, 2003).  Porites lobata has a peak spawning period from 
June to August, two days after the full moon between 9 p.m. to 11 p.m. (Gulko, 2001).  
Pocillopora meandrina has a peak spawning period from April to May, during the last 
quarter moon from early to mid-morning (Gulko, 2001).  The peak spawning period for 
Porites lutea (formerly Porites evermanni) is from August to September, during the new 
moon’s full and fourth quarter phases (Kolinski and Cox, 2003). 

The marine contractor selected to install the seawater pipes would perform a detailed pre-
construction survey of the conditions at the offshore receiving pit and along the intended 
pipeline alignment to minimize adverse impacts to coral colonies to the maximum extent 
practicable.  Based on the findings of the pre-construction survey, minor adjustments to 
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the location of the receiving pit and/or concrete cradle anchors may be proposed to avoid 
coral colonies and/or minimize the potential for inadvertent and/or temporary impacts of 
adjacent coral resources during construction activities. 

Coral Transplantation Plan 

This coral transplantation and monitoring plan considers techniques developed by the 
Coral Reef Targeted Research & Capacity Building for Management Program (Edwards, 
2010) to improve survivability and follows agency accepted protocols used in the 
transplantation plan for the Ma’alaea Small Boat Harbor on the island of Maui, Hawaii 
(AECOS, 2013).   

Coral Transplant Receiving Site Selection 

The proposed coral transplant receiving site is located 15 m. (49.2 ft.) inshore of the 
proposed receiving pit.  The proposed relocation site is within the same biotope of rubble 
and sand where the receiving pit is proposed to be located and would avoid impacts from 
construction and minor adjustments to the receiving pit location.  This receiving site was 
selected based on its similar depth, light quality, and substratum composition as the donor 
site at the micro-tunnel receiving pit footprint. 

Donor and Receiving Site Preparation 

The proposed coral colonies for transplantation would be marked with numbered metal 
tags for identification.  Prior to removal from the receiving pit footprint, the diameter 
(greatest length) of each proposed transplant coral colony would be measured and 
photographed.  The location of each transplant colony within the proposed micro-tunnel 
receiving pit footprint would also be recorded.  Prior to transplanting the corals at the 
receiving site, a wire brush would be used to clear bare limestone of all algae and debris 
at the attachment site.  In receiving site areas where bare limestone is covered by rubble 
and sand, the transplanted corals can be attached to a secured block of Portland cement to 
provide a fixed base with vertical relief from scouring along the seafloor.  Underwater 
adhesives would be used to attach the transplanted corals to the bare limestone or secured 
cement block.  

Coral Removal Methods 

Hammers, bladed chisels, or similar tools would be used to loosen the proposed 
transplantation coral in a single piece from the substratum with careful attention to avoid 
contact and damage to the coral skeleton or live tissue.  If the removal of a coral colony 
in a single piece cannot be achieved, then coral fragments at least 5 cm. (2.0 in.) in length 
from the same colony would be transplanted together.   

Coral Transplant Attachment Methods 
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The area of attachment at the coral receiving site would be shaped to fit the area of 
attachment at the base of the coral colony with the use of chisels and hammers.  To 
prepare the coral transplant for attachment, the base of the coral colony would be cleared 
of debris.  Marine epoxy would be applied to the receiving site where the coral colony 
would be affixed.  The epoxy would cover as much of the coral skeleton as possible 
while avoiding contact with living coral tissue. The transplanted colonies would be 
grouped by species with sufficient spacing to photograph each colony from all sides.   

Control Corals 

Control colonies of similar species of the transplanted colonies would be selected in the 
sand channel where the transplant receiving site is located.  A total of 10 control colonies, 
with similar size and species composition would be marked with tags for identification 
during monitoring. 

Monitoring and Reporting 

Baseline Report 

A survey report would be provided to the Hawaii Department of Land and Natural 
Resources (DLNR) and the Corps after each monitoring event with compiled information 
of the baseline and monitoring parameters.  The baseline report would include the 
locations of the transplanted and control coral colonies by using GPS coordinates or a 
reference to a fixed marker of known GPS coordinates.  Each transplanted and control 
coral colony would be photographed with its identification tag and a scaled reference 
object for measurements.  A description of the health condition of the transplanted and 
control coral would include the maximum diameter and the percentage of living tissue.  

The baseline report would also include an additional coral survey report detailing 
findings from the pre-construction survey performed by the marine contractor.  The coral 
survey report would be produced to quantify unavoidable coral aquatic resource losses as 
well as propose minor adjustments in the locations of the receiving pit and/or pipeline 
concrete cradle anchors to further minimize impacts to aquatic resources.  The additional 
coral survey report would also address any changes to the potential area of impact due to 
the selected method of construction. 

Monitoring Plan 

Assessments of the transplanted and control coral colonies, as well as any coral growth 
on the seawater pipes and concrete collars to 150 ft. (45.7 m.) depth, would occur at 6 
months, 1 year and 2 years after transplantation.  Transplanted corals, control corals, and 
new coral growth on the seawater pipe and concrete collars would be photographed and 
measured for its maximum diameter (size class), maximum dimensions (area), and 
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percent live tissue coverage.  The coral species, morphology, and indications of coral 
health, such as pigment loss, bio-fouling, and predation, would also be recorded.  

If degradation of transplanted corals occurs, a comparison with the health of the control 
corals would be conducted to determine factors contributing to the degradation.  Any 
physical changes to the recipient site caused by nature or otherwise would also be 
recorded and included in the monitoring report. 

Transplantation Success Criteria 

The transplantation would be considered successful when the cumulative growth 
(measured in both size class and live tissue coverage) of the transplantation and/or new 
coral on the seawater pipes and concrete collars equal or exceed the unavoidable coral 
losses that occur from the construction of the receiving pit and deployment of the 
seawater pipe.  Following a determination of success by the Corps, no further monitoring 
would be required.  If the live coral percentage in the control colonies declines over the 
monitoring period, the coral survivorship of the transplanted corals would be scaled by an 
amount equal to the decline in the control colonies.  Should transplanted corals exhibit 
degradation in excess of any degradation exhibited in the control corals, opportunities for 
improving survivability would be sought and implemented following Corps approval. 

Implementation and Management 

HSWAC is responsible for implementing and managing the coral transplantation plan.  
HSWAC and its selected contractors would coordinate the surveying and reporting tasks 
with DLNR and the Corps to fulfill the transplantation and reporting commitments. 
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Appendix A 

Coral Survey of Honolulu Seawater Air Conditioning Proposed Offshore Receiving Pit 
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Honolulu, Hawaii 96813 

Introduction 

Honolulu Seawater Air Conditioning, LLC (HSWAC) has applied for a Department 
of the Army (DA)permit to construct a seawater air conditioning system to serve 
downtown Honolulu.  To quantify the scale of anticipated coral impacts associated 
with the proposed construction of the offshore receiving pit, HSWAC conducted an 
additional coral dive survey to augment previous surveys.  The coral survey is 
supplemented by an earlier marine biology study (Brock, 2011) in the area of 
substratum potentially impacted by the construction of the HSWAC system offshore 
of Kakaako.  The marine contractor selected to install the seawater pipes would 
perform a detailed pre-construction survey of the conditions at the offshore receiving 
pit and along the intended pipeline alignment to avoid and minimize adverse impacts 
to corals by the receiving pit and concrete cradle anchor placements to the maximum 
extent practicable.  At that time, an additional coral survey report would be produced 
to quantify unavoidable coral aquatic resource losses as well as propose minor 
adjustments in the locations of the receiving pit and/or pipeline concrete cradle 
anchors to further minimize impacts to aquatic resources.  The additional coral survey 
report would also address any changes to the potential area of impact due to the 
selected method of construction.  For the purposes of this report, the discussion on 
coral resources and mitigation of coral loss is limited to the footprint of the proposed 
receiving pit of the preferred alternative.  

Project Description 

This project would emplace large-diameter, high density polyethylene (HDPE) pipes 
cradled in concrete collars on the sea floor offshore of Kakaako; Oahu, Hawaii.  See 
Figure 1 for the proposed pipeline alignment. 
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Figure 1  HSWAC Piping - Cooling Station to Intake 
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In the preferred alternative, the seawater pipes would be micro-tunneled across the 
shoreline to a breakout point, approximately 548 m. (1,800 ft.) off-shore to 9.5 m. (31 
ft.) water depth to avoid impact to the shallow limestone reef fronting Kakaako.  The 
micro-tunnels would terminate in a receiving pit with approximate dimensions 12.2 
m. by 12.2 m. (40 feet by 40 feet) and a depth of 6.1 m. (20 feet) below the seafloor.  
The construction of the receiving pit is proposed to be completely isolated and 
contained from the seafloor to the sea surface by installing sheet piles extending 
above the seafloor or a combination of sheet piles and silt curtains.  A crane barge, 
held in position using four point mooring and tugboats, would be used for the driving 
of sheet piles and excavation operations.  The pit would be used to recover the micro-
tunneling boring machine and to connect the micro-tunneled pipes to the seawater 
pipes mounted along the seafloor.  See Figure 2 for details of the connection between 
the micro-tunneled pipes and concrete collar anchored pipes.  After the connections 
are completed, the receiving pit would be backfilled with pre-washed basalt gravel 
and covered with a concrete cap.  The sheet piles would be removed or cut below the 
seafloor grade.  To minimize the amount of coral disturbance, the receiving pit 
location is proposed in a channel naturally formed in the limestone substratum that is 
filled with coral rubble and sand.  Algae (Lyngbya majuscula), sponges (Spirastrella 
coccinea), and colonial anemones (Palythoa caesia) make up less than 0.7% cover 
within the channel (Brock, 2011).     
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Figure 2  Details of Receiving Pit and Connection Between Microtunneled and Intake and Return Seawater Pipes 

 

Methods 

On October 1, 2013, GPS was used to mark the corners of the proposed 12.2 m. by 
12.2 m. (40 ft. by ft.) offshore receiving pit and outline the receiving pit footprint.  
Divers photographed all coral colonies observed within the footprint of the receiving 
pit.  See Appendix A for photos of the coral colonies.  A marine biologist identified 
the taxa of the coral colonies that were observed during the survey and recorded its 
size and growth form.   

Two metrics were used to describe the amount of coral in the receiver pit, size 
classification and footprint area.  Size classification is determined by the widest 
breadth of the coral colony and is used by the marine biology community in 
describing a single colony size.  The footprint area is determined either by 
multiplying width and length for rectangular shaped coral or calculating !r" with r 
being the widest breadth of more spherical shaped coral.  The footprint area is used to 
compare the area of coral coverage in the receiving pit relative to the overall area of 
the receiving pit. 
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The area of live coral was estimated by multiplying the area of the coral colony with 
the percent of live coral observed on the colony. 

Live coral cover within the receiving pit footprint was calculated by dividing the area 
of estimated live coral by the total area of the proposed receiving pit. 

 
Figure 3  Porites lobata approximately 10 cm. (3.9 in.) wide in the receiving pit footprint. 

 

Results and Discussion 

Potentially Impacted Corals 

A total of 29 coral colonies (presented in Table 1) were observed within the 148.6 m2 
(1,600 ft2) footprint of the proposed receiving pit.  Pocillopora meandrina and Porites 
lobata were the most common corals observed and comprised 55% and 34% of the total 
coral, respectively, within the pit footprint.  There were also single colonies of  
Montipora capitata, Montipora patula, and Porites lutea.   
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Of the 29 total coral colonies, there were 15 corals with diameters larger than the 10 cm. 
(3.9 in.).  The other 14 corals, comprising 48% of the total, were smaller than the 10 cm. 
(3.9 in.) size class.   

 

Table 1  Number of species of coral colonies in each size class and percent of total coral. 

Each coral, with its size and contribution to live coral cover is presented in Table 2.  The 
total live coral cover within the receiving pit footprint is 0.323% equating to a total area 
of 0.43 m2 (4.63 ft2) live coral that is within the 148.6 m2 (1,600 ft2) footprint area. 
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Table 2  Live coral cover in receiving pit footprint. 

Within the survey area of the receiving pit footprint and surrounding area within the 
channel, there is a near absence of coral along the channel floor.  However, the elevated 
limestone ridges along the eastern and western side of the proposed receiving pit location 
were populated by more developed coral communities.  At its closest point, the ridges 
come within 2 m. (6.56 ft.) of the eastern and western boundary of the receiving pit 
footprint.  Further measurement and surveying along the adjacent ridges outside of the 
receiving pit footprint was restricted due to limited bottom time.  Coral coverage from a 
previous survey estimated the coral coverage of the eastern ridge to be 15% and 21% on 
the western ridge (Brock 2011).  Based on proposed construction methodologies, which 
may extend direct and indirect impacts to coral resources beyond the 148.6 m2 (1,600 ft2) 
receiving pit footprint, minor adjustments to the receiving pit location may be necessary 
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to further minimize losses.  Final adjustments, if necessary, to the proposed locations of 
the receiving pit and collar anchors, to minimize coral aquatic resource losses to the 
maximum extent practicable, would be identified in a preconstruction survey report and 
submitted to the Corps.   

 

Coral Transplantation 

To mitigate adverse impacts to corals within the receiving pit footprint, the identified 15 
coral colonies equal or larger than 10 cm. (3.9 in.) are proposed to be relocated 15 m. 
(49.2 ft.) inshore of the receiving pit.  Corals below 10 cm have a lower success in 
transplantation than larger coral (Gulko 2013).  Of the total 0.430 m2 (4.63 ft2) of live 
coral within the receiving pit footprint, 0.342 m2 (3.68 ft2) of live coral is equal to or 
larger than the 10 cm. (3.9 in.) size class and proposed for relocation.  The proposed 
relocation site is within the same biotope of rubble and sand where the receiving pit is 
proposed to be located and will avoid impacts from construction and possible adjustments 
to the receiving pit location.  The transplanted coral can be placed on hard substratum 
with vertical relief from scouring along the seafloor to improve their survivability.  The 
coral transplantation operation will follow the procedures outlined in the Honolulu 
Seawater Air Conditioning Coral Transplantation and Monitoring Plan. 

Alternative relocation sites are within adjacent sand channels to the east of the proposed 
receiving pit location.  The alternative relocation sites will be in the same biotope of 
rubble and sand. 

 
Conclusion 

The proposed receiving pit offshore of Kakaako is located in a sand channel with a 
sparsely developed coral cover of 0.323%.  To mitigate unavoidable loss of corals within 
the receiving pit footprint, coral colonies equal to or larger than the 10 cm. (3.9 in.) size 
class are proposed to be removed and transplanted onto hard substratum with vertical 
relief from scouring along the channel floor 15 m. (49.2 ft.) inshore of the receiving pit.     

Following the contractor’s preconstruction survey of the offshore receiving pit and 
pipeline alignment, the contractor will make adjustments to the location of the receiving 
pit and/or collar anchors to the maximum extent practicable to minimize potential adverse 
impacts to coral aquatic resources in the project area. 
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APPENDIX A 

Photographs of Surveyed Coral Colonies Within the Offshore Receiving Pit Footprint 
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Coral 1. Porites lobata 
 
 

 
Coral 2.  Porites lobata 

 
Coral 3.  Pocillopora meandrina 
 
 

 
Coral 4.  Pocillopora meandrina 
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Coral 5.  Pocillopora meandrina Coral 6. Porites lobata 

 
Coral 7. Porites lobata 
 
 

 
Coral 8.  Pocillopora meandrina 

 
Coral 9. Porites lobata 
 
 

 
Coral 10.  Montipora patula 

 
Coral 11.  Pocillopora meandrina 

 
Coral 12.  Montipora capitata 
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Coral 13.  Pocillopora meandrina 
 
 

 
Coral 14.  Pocillopora meandrina 

 
Coral 15.  Pocillopora meandrina 
 
 

 
Coral 16.  Porites lutea 

 
Coral 17.  Porites lobata 

 
Coral 18.  Porites lobata 
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Coral 19.  Porites lobata 
 
 

 
Coral 20.  Pocillopora meandrina 

 
Coral 21.  Pocillopora meandrina 
 
 

 
Coral 22.  Pocillopora meandrina 

 
Coral 23.  Porites lobata 

 
Coral 24.  Pocillopora meandrina 
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Coral 25.  Pocillopora meandrina 
 
 

 
Coral 26.  Porites lobata 

 
Coral 27.  Pocillopora meandrina 
 
 

 
Coral 28.  Pocillopora meandrina 

 
Coral 29.  Pocillopora meandrina 
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 May 9, 2011 
 
US Army Corps of Engineers 
Honolulu District 
Regulatory Branch 
Building 230 
Fort Shafter, HI 96858-5440 
Attn: Mr. Peter C. Galloway 
 
Regulatory File Number: POH-2004-01141 
 
Subject:   Safety Concerns, Underwater Conditions 
 
Re:  DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STETEMENT - PROPOSED HONOLULU 
SEAWATER AIR CONDITIONING PROJECT, HONOLULU, HAWAI‘I 
 
 
 
1.  Comments may be mailed to: Mr. Peter C. Galloway, Regulatory Project Manager; U.S. Army 
Corps of Engineers, Honolulu District; Regulatory Branch (CEPOH-EC-R); Building 230; Fort 
Shafter, HI 96858-5440. Comments may also be submitted electronically via e-mail to 
honoluluswac@usace.army.mil. 
 
 
2.  Concerns. 
 

� The Hawaii Undersea Military Munitions Assessment (HUMMA) Study Area did not 
include the entire estimated extent of the Sea Disposal Site Hawai'i (HI-05) area.  

 
� From the scale of the report figures, I cannot determine if there is overlap between the 

HUMMA Study Area, the entire estimated extent of the HI-05 area and the proposed 
Honolulu Seawater Air Conditioning System underwater project area (seawater 
pipelines). 

 
� Construction project or NPDES permit information from the Sand Island waste water 

treatment plant (WWTP) outfall pipeline and diffuser system installation may provide 
additional information regarding potential military munitions found on the bottom in 
Mamala Bay, if any.  

 
� The Office of the Deputy Assistant Secretary of the Army for Environment, Safety and 

Occupational Health is reportedly completing a circulation study for Oahu and Mamala 
Bay, as part of the HUMMA study. 
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2.  Hawaii Undersea Military Munitions Assessment (HUMMA).   
 

� Internet Website:  http://www.hummaproject.com/ 
 

� PowerPoint Presentation Located at:  
http://www.hummaproject.com/pdfs/HUMMA_Surveys.pdf 

 
� HUMMA Overview: 

 

“Historical research shows that the Armed Forces disposed of conventional military munitions in Hawaiian waters 
off O‘ahu between 1920 and 1951. It also shows that the Armed Forces disposed of chemical munitions and 
containers of bulk chemical agent (referred to as chemical warfare material or CWM) off O‘ahu between 1933 and 
1946. The Department of Defense (DoD) is interested in developing an understanding of the potential impact of 
sea-disposed military munitions, including CWM on human health and the environment. In support of this DoD 
interest, the Office of the Deputy Assistant Secretary of the Army for Environment, Safety and Occupational Health 
(ODASA-ESOH) under the National Defense Center for Energy and Environment (NDCEE), issued Concurrent 
Technologies Corporation (CTC) Task No.: 0496 under Contract W74V8H-04-D-0005 for the Hawai‘i Undersea 
Military Munitions Assessment (HUMMA). CTC contracted the University of Hawai‘i at Manoa (UH) to perform the 
required assessment. The contract was awarded in October 2007.  

ODASA-ESOH is the technical monitor for the HUMMA Program. HUMMA’s objectives are to (a) develop a cost 
efficient and effective survey and assessment strategy for evaluating whether sea-disposed military munitions have 
had or have the potential to significantly impact human health and the environment; and (b) test the survey and 
assessment strategy at a single site. HUMMA‘s goals include determining the location of discarded military 
munitions (DMM) at a sea-disposal site (Site HI-05) that is located approximately 5 miles south of Pearl Harbor, and 
evaluating the environmental conditions of the area. 

The Armed Services had policies and regulations that governed the sea-disposal of excess, obsolete or 
unserviceable military munitions. The Armed Forces sea-disposed excess, obsolete or unserviceable munitions, 
including CWM, in coastal waters off the United States prior to 1970, at which time it discontinued this practice. 
Congress subsequently prohibited sea-disposal of waste materials into the ocean in 1972.  

The majority of military munitions were sea-disposed at depths in excess of 600 feet. Although records of these 
operations and disposal sites are incomplete and scattered throughout the National Archives and other information 
repositories, DoD has undertaken a significant archival research effort to determine or validate the exact locations 
of sites that contain sea-disposed military munitions, and to identify both the types of munitions sea-disposed and 
any other DoD-related material disposed at these sites. HUMMA supports the DoD in complying with the 
requirements of Public Law 109-364, Section 314 (Research on Effects of Ocean Disposal of Munitions).  

As a part of this effort, the Army, working with the UH and Environet, a Hawaii based environmental consulting 
firm, selected a historic sea-disposal site (HI-05) in the vicinity of the entrance of Pearl Harbor off O‘ahu. CWM is 
known to have been disposed at HI-05, which is within close proximity to the UH home port.” 

 
� HUMMA Final Investigation Report. 

 
“HAWAI‘I UNDERSEA MILITARY MUNITIONS ASSESSMENT, Final Investigation 
Report, HI-05 SOUTH OF PEARL HARBOR, O‘AHU, HAWAI‘I,” June 2010,  
Prepared for: The National Defense Center for Energy and Environment,  
Prepared by: The University of Hawai‘i at Manoa. 
http://www.hummaproject.com/pdfs/HUMMA_Final_Report_June2010.pdf 
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� HI-05 Estimated Extent Vs. HUMMA Actual Survey Area – Figure. 
http://www.hummaproject.com/pdfs/HUMMA_Final_Report_Figures_June2010.pdf 
 
 

� Currents.   The HUMMA Final Report cites:   
o The 1976 USACE Environmental Study regarding the collection of data on currents, 

bathymetry, geology, sediment chemistry, and ecology at two sites within the HUMMA 
Study Area.     

o  “ A baseline study to select environmentally acceptable deep ocean disposal sites for 
dredge spoil materials from five Hawaiian harbors was conducted in 1977 (Neighbor 
Island Consultants, 1977),” which included Honolulu.   

o Bottom currents significantly influenced the survey strategy for the semi-submersibles 
used in the project surveys, since the diurnal currents changed direction in the midst of 
each dive. 

o Bottom currents “can stir up sediments, noticeably reducing both the visibility of the pilot 
driving the HOV, the quality of the imagery being collected, and affecting samples being 
collected.” 

 
Section 3.4 PHYSICAL OCEANOGRAPHY INVESTIGATION, describes an oceanographic mooring 
that was deployed to study bottom currents. 
 
Section 4.6 PHYSICAL OCEANOGRAPHY, describes the bottom current survey results.    
 
In a personal discussion with Jason Rolfe, NOAA Office of Response and Restoration, he mentioned that 
the U.S. Army/DoD had an in-progress circulation study within Mamala Bay.  
 
There is a separate action involving the temporary deployment of Acoustic Doppler Current Profilers 
(ADCPs) at 30 stations around the Hawaiian Islands in the spring and summer of 2011.  This is by the 
NOAA Center for Operational Oceanographic Products and Services.  Two of the ADCPs will be located 
on the upper coastal shelf within the Defensive Sea Area, as shown on Figure 1-2, STUDY AREA OF 
THE HUMMA PROJECT, of the final HUMMA report.  One ADCP will be in the approach to (14 
meters depth) and the other within the entrance (15 meters depth) to Honolulu Harbor. 
 
 
David B. Winandy 
NEPA Coordinator 
Ph:  206-595-8436 
E-Mail:  David.B.Winandy@noaa.gov 
 
USDOC NOAA NOS MBO RMD 
Bldg 4, Rm 2079A, M.S. N/MB5 
7600 Sand Point Way NE 
Seattle, WA  98115-6349 



 

United States Department of the Interior 
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY 

Office of Environmental Policy and Compliance 
Pacific Southwest Region 

1111 Jackson Street, Suite 520 
Oakland, California 94607 

 
 
IN REPLY REFER TO: 
ER#11/277 
 
(Electronically Filed) 
 
2 May 2011 
 
 
Mr. Peter C. Galloway 
Regulatory Project Manager 
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Honolulu District 
Building 230, Fort Shafter, Hawaii 96858-5440 
 
 
Subject: Review of the Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) for the Proposed  
  Honolulu Seawater Air Conditioning System, City and County of Honolulu, HI 
 
Dear Mr. Galloway: 
 
The Department of the Interior (Department) has reviewed the Draft Environmental Impact 
Statement (DEIS) for Proposed Honolulu Seawater Air Conditioning Project, City and County of 
Honolulu, Hawaii.  This letter responds to DEIS and has been prepared under authority of and in 
accordance with provisions of National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) of 1969 [42 U.S.C. 
4321 et seq.; 83 Stat. 852], as amended, Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act (FWCA) of 1934 
[16 U.S.C. 661 et seq.; 48 Stat. 401], as amended, Endangered Species Act (ESA) of 1973 [16 
USC 1531 et seq.; 87 Stat. 884], as amended, and other authorities mandating Department review 
for impacts on trust resources.   
 
Based on these authorities, the Department offers comments for your consideration. 
 
GENERAL COMMENTS 
 
In general, the Department recognizes that the proposed project represents an overall beneficial 
use and we support development of alternative energy.  However, the Department is concerned 
with operation and management of the system.  DEIS does not adequately assess effects of 
proposed action on certain fish and wildlife resources.  For example, where are the flow dynamic 
models to assess whether local fish and benthic community will be affected by either intake 
flows or return flows?   
 
In addition, DEIS does not propose mitigation measures commensurate with the range of 
potential adverse impacts anticipated to result from proposed action.  Deficiencies in DEIS 
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preclude its use as a basis for a meaningful analysis of anticipated project-related impacts to fish 
and wildlife resources.   
 
Thus, the Department recommends that DEIS be revised to include more complete information 
on proposed action, alternatives analysis and impact assessment based on a commitment to avoid 
and minimize project-related impacts, and proposed mitigation measures that minimize 
unavoidable impacts and compensate for significant unavoidable impacts. 
 
Proposed Action 
 
Purpose of proposed project is to develop seawater air conditioning technology as a renewable 
source of energy for buildings in downtown area of Honolulu, Oahu Island, Hawaii.  Three 
alternatives have been presented in DEIS, including a No Action alternative.   
 
Alternative 1, Proposed Honolulu Seawater Air Conditioning Project, is applicant’s preferred 
alternative.  This alternative consists of construction of cooling station on Coral Street and 
construction of a tunnel from station, running underground beneath Keawe Street and Kaka’ako 
Waterfront Park, in a seaward direction and emerging onto the coral reef at a depth of 31 feet.  
Two pipelines would be installed in the tunnel for seawater intake (consisting of a 72 inch 
diameter concrete external pipe and a 54 or 63 inch diameter composite or concrete-polymer 
pipe) and return of seawater discharge (consisting of a 54 inch diameter concrete pipe). 
 
At 31 foot contour, a 30 foot by 40 foot by 20 foot receiving pit would be excavated in coral reef 
and an unknown quantity of material would be removed.  A receiving pit would be constructed 
approximately 1,800 feet from shoreline to serve as a junction where landward pipes are 
connected to seaward pipes.  A crane barge using a four point mooring system would be 
employed to drive sheet piles into receiving pit and conduct dredging operations.  A clamshell or 
open bucket excavator would be used to dredge coral reef materials from receiving pit.  
Receiving pit would be backfilled and covered with a concrete cap after seawater intake and 
seawater discharge pipes are connected. 
 
Seawater intake and return pipes would extend beyond receiving pit in a seaward direction.  
Seawater return pipeline would extend approximately 1,700 feet from receiving pit for a total 
length of about 3,500 feet from shoreline and terminate at a depth range between 120 to 150 feet.  
Seawater intake pipeline would extend to approximately 23,000 feet from shoreline to a depth 
between 1,600 and 1,800 feet.   
 
Combination collars would support both seawater intake and return pipes from receiving pit to 
termination depths for each pipe.   A percussion hammer would be used to drive steel pipe 
through sleeves into benthic substrate to a depth of about six feet.  Approximately 8.7 cubic feet 
of material would be excavated for each collar and brought to surface and stored on a barge.  
Tremie cement would be use to cap piles.  A total of 112 piles would be driven into benthic 
substrate to support most combination collars. Some combination collars would be placed on 
benthic substrate without piles.   
 
Each combination collar comprises a total footprint of about 76 square feet.  Therefore, 
construction and placement of all combination piles for both seawater intake and return pipes 
would result in filling approximately 18,474 square feet of benthic habitat.  
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Staging and assembly of offshore pipelines would be conducted at Sand Island and adjacent 
areas of Ke’ehi Lagoon.  On-land pipeline storage area is approximately 18 acres.  In-water pipe 
staging site is approximately 50 acres.  Fifty-foot lengths of pipe would be stored on land staging 
area.  Pipes would be fused into lengths of 3,000 feet long and pulled out on Ke’ehi Lagoon 
staging area.  Pipes would be floated and moored in seaplane runway area.  Steel pipes would be 
temporarily driven into benthic substrate and anchors and lines would be attached to serve as 
mooring points for pipes.  DEIS does not describe approximate depth steel pipes would be driven 
into benthic substrate nor total fill area of pipe and anchors.   
 
Applicant anticipates that seawater operations would result in maximum flow rate of about 
44,000 gallons per minute (gpm) drawn up through intake pipeline from depths between 1,600 
and 1,800 feet.  Average temperature of seawater would be about 44-45 degrees Fahrenheit (F).  
Since this is an open loop system, an equal amount of seawater would be discharged back into 
ocean through return seawater pipe at a depth of about 120 to 150 feet and approximate 
discharge temperature would be about 58 degrees F.   
 
Service life of each pipe is at least 25 years and it is anticipated by applicant that pipes may serve 
for about 75 years of operational use. 
 
Alternative 2 is similar in design to Alternative 1.  DEIS describes diffuser for Alternative 2 to 
be located approximately 1,500 feet east of Alternative 1 diffuser.  Also, receiving pit would be 
in an area located seaward of eastern portion of Kaka’ako Waterfront Park and construction 
activities would be close to Kewalo Basin entrance channel.  Specific details of length of pipe, 
combination collars and fill that may result from this alternative are not provided in DEIS as was 
provided for in Alternative 1.   
 
SPECIFIC COMMENTS 
 
The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (the Service) is concerned with possible effects of proposed 
discharge of cold seawater and its effects on coral reef community.  DEIS indicates that large 
volumes (44,000 gpm) would be discharged at depths between 120 feet and 150 feet after having 
been drawn from depths of 1,600 feet.  The plume of cold seawater may negatively influence 
scleractinian corals, and potentially induce bleaching by artificially altering temperature regime 
at discharge depth (Glynn 1996).  Therefore, the Service recommends that a revised DEIS 
analyze potential extension of seawater return pipe to depths that are consistent with anticipated 
discharge temperature of 58 degrees F. 
 
There is also a concern with potential impacts of warmer seawater on coral reef habitat.  On 
Pages 2-28 & 29, DEIS states that, “[t]he precise location of the anchors or piles would be 
adjusted to avoid corals [or other protected biota].”  U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) notes that 
DEIS does not include a discussion of how impacts of “warmed waters” on corals and other 
marine species might be mitigated or avoided.  Studies have demonstrated that the emergence of 
coral reef diseases and increase in bleaching events is partly caused by high water temperatures, 
among other factors (Weil and Rogers, 2011).  USGS recommends DEIS include a discussion of 
how potential impacts of increased water temperatures might be avoided or minimized.   
 
The Service is also concerned that baseline conditions were not adequately presented in DEIS for 
several reasons.  Biological survey was qualitative with the goal of identifying “major ecological 
zones.”  Data presented in Appendix D of DEIS are qualitative, not quantitative data, and do not 
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adequately describe ecological functions that exist within project area.  Similarly, data presented 
in Appendix E of DEIS do not adequately quantify ecological functions and potential impacts 
and loss of functions that may be associated with planned intake and return seawater pipes.   
Furthermore, biological studies appear to have been conducted at depths greater (e.g., 40 to 80 
foot contour) than what is currently planned (e.g., 31 foot contour) in DEIS for construction of 
receiving pit to connect shore-side pipes to pipes that would extend seaward of receiving pit.  As 
a result, the Service is concerned that appropriate coral reef communities have not been 
adequately characterized in DEIS.   
 
The Service recommends that revised DEIS include biological surveys that: 1) are conducted at 
appropriate project depth contour and 2) measure biomass, densities and size frequency of 
affected coral reef organisms, with a goal of estimating unavoidable project impacts to coral reef 
organisms.  Similarly, the Service also recommends that quantitative data be collected at Keehi 
Lagoon staging area to describe biological community and ecological functions that exist within 
this location of project area. 
 
The Service is concerned that a discussion of mesophotic coral community (Hinderstein 2010, 
Kahng 2010, and Rooney 2010) is not adequately presented in DEIS.  DEIS presents a 
qualitative description of biological communities between 40 and 80 foot contour and also for 
1,500 foot and 1,650 foot contours.  However, along most of planned alignment (e.g., depths 
between about 100 feet and less than 1,500 feet), biological communities are not described.   
Therefore, the Service recommends that a revised DEIS include a complete discussion of coral 
communities as they exist within entire project area. 
 
DEIS describes several means by which direct permanent and temporary loss of benthic habitat 
will occur as a result of several project construction-related activities.  DEIS indicates that a total 
of about 18,474 square feet of benthic habitat may be affected by fill associated with installation 
combination collars to support return and intake seawater pipes.    
 
However, DEIS does not present a clear description of fish and wildlife resources that may be 
affected by placement of combination collars on substrate for entire alignment and permanent 
loss of habitat that will be associated with this activity for either alternative.   The Service 
recommends that marine biological surveys be conducted to quantify species of coral, algae, 
non-coral macro-invertebrates and reef fish that may be affected by placement of combination 
collars and seawater pipes on coral reef.  In addition to coral cover, estimates of density, size and 
biomass should be calculated for these species groups.    
 
The Service also recommends that results of these marine biological surveys is presented and 
discussed in revised DEIS, and that selection of preferred seawater pipe alignment be based on 
least environmentally damaging practicable alternative. 
 
A receiving pit will be dredged in order to connect landward and seaward intake and return 
seawater pipes.  Approximate area of receiving pit that will be dredged and filled is about 1,200 
feet square.  The Service considers this a significant permanent loss of benthic habitat.  However, 
DEIS does not discuss in quantitative terms fish and wildlife resources that will be affected by 
this activity.  Therefore the Service recommends that quantitative marine surveys be conducted 
to evaluate loss of species and habitat from this planned activity and results of these surveys be 
presented and discussed in revised DEIS.  The Department acknowledges the technological and 
economic challenges to install and clean/repair screens as referenced on pages 3-125, 3-128,  
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3-129.  However, the Department strongly encourages Corps. to re-examine long-term impacts at 
the project site if no screening is installed and maintained. 
 
The Service is also concerned that vessel anchoring and placement of moorings may result in 
temporary and permanent loss of benthic habitat.  The Service recommends that mooring and 
anchor sites be identified by divers for purpose of avoiding significant coral reef resources. 
 
Finally, DEIS does not discuss plans to offset anticipated planned project construction-related 
impacts and lost ecological functions consistent with 2008 Environmental Protection Agency and 
Department of the Army Final Rule: Compensatory Mitigation for Losses of Aquatic Resources 
(FR/Vol. 73, No. 70).   Pipes or cement structures are not adequate to offset project-related 
impacts to coral reef communities.   
 
Draft EIS includes several statements of fact, but does not provide references.  USGS 
recommends DEIS include references to support the statements: 
 

• (Page 3-98): “The marine areas in the proposed pipeline corridor are among the most 
historically degraded coastal habitats in the State…. “and that this area has limited marine 
biological resources.” 
 

• (Page 3-128) “Marine mammals and sea turtles have a much greater tolerance to 
temperature extremes than do corals.”   
 

• (Page 3-129): “…in the unlikely event that a Hawaiian monk seal or sea turtle entered the 
cone of influence of the HSWAC intake; their swimming capability would be more than 
adequate to escape entrainment.” 

 
 
SUMMARY 
 
In summary, DEIS does not provide an adequate analysis of potential impacts to coral reef 
resources.  The Department recommends that a revised DEIS discuss proposed actions to offset 
unavoidable adverse impacts to coral reef resources that may be affected by this planned project.  
DEIS should be revised to include more complete information regarding marine resources in 
proposed project area; improved analyses regarding potential project impacts so as to allow 
unequivocal determination of least environmentally damaging practicable alternative; and a 
clearer commitment to avoid unnecessary impacts, minimize unavoidable impacts, and 
adequately compensate or mitigate the latter.   
 
The Pacific Islands Service Office is willing to discuss appropriate methods of quantifying 
unavoidable impacts to coral reef resources, as well as possible mitigation options to offset 
unavoidable loss of ecological functions. 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to review and comment on the DEIS.   
 
If you have any questions concerning our comments, please contact Kevin Foster, Pacific Islands 
Fish and Wildlife Office at (808) 792-9400 or Gary LeCain, USGS Coordinator for 
Environmental Document Reviews at (303) 236-5050 (x229).  
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Sincerely, 

 
Patricia Sanderson Port 
Regional Environmental Officer 
 
cc:  
Director, OEPC 
Kevin Foster, FWS/PIFWO 
USGS, Reston 
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The Honolulu Seawater Air Conditioning (HSWAC) project would involve a discharge of 
fill material in waters of the U.S. requiring Department of the Army (DA) authorization 
under Section 404 of the Clean Water Act (CWA).  Section 404(b)(1) of the CWA (33 
U.S.C. 1344(b)(1)) requires discharges of dredged or fill material into waters of the U.S. 
authorized by U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (Corps) permits to be in compliance with 
guidelines specified under 40 CFR Part 230.  This document constitutes an evaluation 
of the proposed HSWAC project in conformance with the Section 404(b)(1) Guidelines 
(Guidelines).   
 
The HSWAC project would involve several components in navigable waters of the U.S.: 
the installation of seawater intake and return water pipelines, a pipeline assembly 
staging area, and the construction of an offshore pipeline receiving pit.  The only project 
component that would involve a discharge of fill material into waters of the U.S. subject 
to Section 404 of the CWA is the proposed receiving pit.  The pipelines would be micro-
tunneled from an upland jacking pit to the receiving pit location 1800 ft offshore, where 
the subsurface pipelines installed in the micro-tunnel would be connected to the 
seafloor surface mounted pipelines extending seaward.  The receiving pit would involve 
excavating a 40-ft x 40-ft area of seafloor, approximately 20 ft deep, backfilling the pit 
with clean gravel, and capping the gravel with concrete to restore original seafloor 
contours.  The applicant proposes to dispose of the dredged materials at a state 
approved upland location or landfill.  There would be no discharge of dredged material 
in waters of the U.S.   
 
 
Subpart B – Compliance with the Guidelines 
 
§230.10 Restrictions on discharge  
 
Least Environmentally Damaging Practicable Alternative: 
Section 230.10(a) “…no discharge of dredged or fill material shall be permitted if there 
is a practicable alternative to the proposed discharge which would have less adverse 
impact on the aquatic ecosystem…” Practicable alternatives are those that are available 
and capable of being done after taking into consideration cost, existing technology, and 
logistics in light of overall project purposes.   
 
The Corps has defined the basic and overall project purposes of the HSWAC project as 
follows: 
  

Basic Project Purpose:  Construct facilities to provide seawater air conditioning 
services.  This basic project purpose does not require siting within a special 
aquatic site.  Therefore, practicable alternatives that do not involve special 
aquatic sites are presumed to be available and to have less adverse impact on 
the aquatic ecosystem under the Guidelines.   
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Overall Project Purpose:  Construct facilities to provide sea water air conditioning 
services to downtown Honolulu, HI.  This overall project purpose provides the 
basis for the evaluation of the practicability of potential alternatives.    

 
Activities which do not involve a discharge of dredged or fill material into the 
waters of the United States:   
 

The only potential alternative that would not involve a discharge of dredged 
and/or fill material in waters of the U.S. would entail seafloor surface mounted 
pipes the entire length of the in-water portion of the project, from an upland 
jacking pit to the offshore intake and return water terminuses. This alternative 
would result in greater impacts to aquatic resources associated with pipe collar 
placement within the near shore limestone reef, which contains higher coral 
abundance.  Additionally, according to the applicant, deploying the pipes on the 
seafloor in the near shore shallow waters would not be logistically practicable 
considering that the pipes would be exposed to extreme wave forces during 
storm and high surf events which could result in failures.  The construction of 
seawater air conditioning facilities for the proposed project necessitates a 
discharge of fill material in waters of the U.S. associated with either trenching 
and backfilling or micro-tunneling across near shore shallow waters to interface 
the subterranean pipeline with the seafloor.  Therefore, the Corps has 
determined that alternatives not involving a discharge of dredged and/or fill 
material in waters of the U.S. are not practicable.  

 
Discharges of dredged or fill material at other locations in waters of the United 
States or ocean waters: 
 

The proposed project would not involve a discharge of dredged material in 
waters of the U.S.  All dredged material would be disposed of at an approved 
upland site(s).  The applicant completed a comprehensive evaluation of 
practicable alternatives for siting the facilities and routing the pipelines, 
considering micro-tunneling and water pumping distances, to the downtown 
Honolulu service area.  All available real estate adjoining Honolulu Harbor and 
Kaka!ako was evaluated using a set of feasibility criteria.  Once the available and 
practicable sites for a cooling station, on-shore jacking pit, and pipeline staging 
areas were identified, all practicable alternative locations for the receiving pit and 
the pipeline route were investigated.  Practicable locations for the receiving pit 
were limited to locations within proximity (i.e., within technological and logistical 
micro-tunneling length limitations) of the upland jacking pit and cooling station 
near/in downtown Honolulu.   
 
Avoidance and minimization of impacts to coral aquatic resources was a 
fundamental consideration.  Alternatives 1, 3, and 4 share a common receiving 
pit and westerly pipeline route.  Alternative 2 would employ a receiving pit 
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location and easterly pipeline route which would result in substantially greater 
losses of coral aquatic resources.  Considering technological and logistical micro-
tunneling distance limitations, micro-tunneling greater distances offshore 
increases risks and uncertainty with potential machine failure and/or loss of 
directional control, which could result in an undesignated location for receiving pit 
retrieval.  More than minor increases in micro-tunneling distance offshore would 
necessitate an offshore jacking pit in addition to the offshore receiving pit, which 
would increase discharges of fill material and direct and secondary impacts to 
aquatic resources, including corals.  Prior to construction, minor adjustments to 
the receiving pit location may be made to avoid unnecessary direct impacts to 
corals occurring on spurs adjacent to the receiving pit.  No practicable pipeline 
receiving pit locations were identified that would completely avoid losses or 
impacts to coral resources.  The proposed offshore receiving pit site was 
selected to minimize impacts to coral aquatic resources to the maximum extent 
practicable. 
 

 
Alternative Analysis and LEDPA Determination 
 

In planning for the HSWAC system, the applicant applied numerous practicability 
criteria in the areas of cooling station location and design, equipment availability, 
pipe routing and installation methods, materials selection, hazard mitigation, 
maintenance, and economics based on system cost and customer demand.  
Four alternatives were determined to be practicable, based on the overall project 
purpose, which were carried forward for analysis in the Final Environmental 
Impact Statement (EIS). 

 
The following paragraphs summarize the comparisons of the practicable 
alternatives leading to the selection of the Preferred Alternative (Alternative 4) as 
the Least Environmentally Damaging Practicable Alternative (LEDPA).  The 
types of environmental impacts would be the same with all of the action 
alternatives.  However, the scale of anticipated impacts to coral aquatic 
resources and water quality, the fundamental comparison basis of this LEDPA 
analysis, would differ.  For the purposes of establishing the LEDPA, the Corps 
must consider environmental impacts of project components other than the 
actual discharge site.  This includes the anticipated environmental damages to 
aquatic resources (primarily coral) associated with the placement of pipeline 
collars and the return water effluent zone of mixing (ZOM). 
 
Once practicable locations for the cooling station and on-shore jacking pit were 
identified, the applicant analyzed potential construction methodologies. 
Preliminary analysis of alternatives for installation of the pipelines evaluated all 
potential alternatives.  Alternatives evaluated and rejected based on logistical 
impracticability and/or excessive environmental damages included entirely 
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deploying the pipes on the seafloor, burying the pipes in a backfilled trench from 
the shore to a water depth of about 80 feet, and burying the pipes from the 
breakout point to a depth of about 80 feet.  Trenching in the soft sediments 
characteristic of the project area, either from the shore to depth or from the 
breakout point to depth, would require a very large amount of dredging and filling 
considering the necessity to create a shallow side slope angle to prevent 
sediment slumping into the trench.  These alternatives would also impact a large 
area surrounding the trench due to the necessity to side cast and stockpile 
removed materials.  Therefore, to minimize discharges of dredged and/or fill 
material in waters of the U.S., including coral aquatic resources, all of the action 
alternatives include a micro tunnel under near shore shallow water limestone reef 
and surface mounting at depths 30 ft. and greater where wave forces diminish.  
Micro-tunneling greater distances offshore to greater depths may require an 
offshore jacking pit in addition to the receiving pit, which would increase 
discharges of fill material and direct and secondary impacts on aquatic 
resources, including coral.  Additionally, near shore pipeline collars, where coral 
resources and wave energies are greater, were designed to be pile anchored to 
provide stability without expanding the footprints.  Excavated materials would be 
disposed of on land and the area of backfilling would be minimized.  
 
Construction and operation of any of the alternatives would have impacts on 
biota, including unavoidable impacts to coral aquatic resources.  Construction 
impacts would be caused by bottom disturbance and vessel activities, and the 
degree of impact would depend on the location of activities, the surface area 
affected and the duration of disturbance. With regard to location, direct 
construction related impacts on biological resources from Alternative 2 (eastern 
route) would be greatest, due to the crossing of a relatively vibrant reef, and 
would be least under Alternative 1 (western route) due to the smaller pipeline 
collar footprint in shallower, more productive waters. Construction duration would 
be similar under all alternatives and wouldn’t be a discriminator. Construction 
effects on protected species would be similar under all of the action alternatives. 

 
Coral Resources: 
Qualitative biological underwater surveys using towed divers and submersible 
recording devices were conducted for the proposed pipeline routes and included 
in the draft EIS.  Alternative 2 was identified as having greater impacts to 
biological communities, including coral aquatic resources, compared to other 
practicable alternatives with a more westerly route.  Therefore, subsequent 
quantitative coral benthic surveys (including colony size, species, etc.) were 
conducted for the westerly pipeline routes of Alternatives, 1, 3, and 4 in water 
depths ranging from 30-150 ft. and a complete coral colony inventory was 
conducted for the receiving pit discharge site, which would occur at a 30 ft. depth 
near the seaward edge of biotope scattered corals.  Within the 30-150 ft. depth 
ranges, the pipeline would cross substrates consisting primarily of sand and 
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rubble with scattered individual coral colonies (0.3 -1.1% coverage) ranging in 
size from 1-30 cm.  Coral colonies indentified in the 150-300 ft. depth range by 
submersible video were limited to scattered individual plating/encrusting colonies 
(0.2% coverage) of the mesophotic coral Leptoseris, approximately 30-45 cm in 
size.  Coral coverage occurrence within the crossed biotopes, extending seaward 
from the receiving pit to a 300 ft pipeline depth (where occurrence of Leptoseris 
colonies ceased) for project alternatives are listed below (percentages for deep 
water zone 1 were estimated from the remote submersible video biological 
survey). 
 
Coral Coverage by Biotope 

 
Biotope Alt. 1 Alt. 2 Alt. 3 Alt. 4 

Biotope: Scattered Corals 0.3% 5.0% 0.3% 0.3% 

Shallow Dredged Rubble 1.1% 0.01% 1.1% 1.1% 

High Coral Coverage Spur  49.0%   

Sand 0.7% 0.0% 0.7% 0.7% 

Deep Dredged Rubble 1.1% 0.001% 1.1% 1.1% 

Deep Water Zone 1  
(150-300 ft. water depth) 

0.2% 0.2% 0.2% 0.2% 

 
Coral Colony Size Frequency Distribution based on quantitative surveys from 
biotope scattered corals (Receiving Pit and Transects C &D) moving seaward to 
biotope deep dredged rubble (transects J and K) for Alternatives 1, 3, & 4: 
  

Pipeline Route Survey (10–40m), Coral 
Colony No. in Size Class (cm)  

 
 
Transects 

0<2 2<5 5<10 10<20 20<40 

 
 
 
Total No. 

C 1 4 7 1 1 14 
D 0 4 1 2 2 9 
E 4 19 3 3 1 30 
F 0 1 0 0 0 1 
G 3 24 3 2 0 32 
H 0 0 0 0 0 0 
I 0 12 14 6 0 32 
J 2 7 8 0 0 17 
K 16 5 0 0 0 21 

 
Total No.  

 
26 

 
76 

 
36 

 
14 

 
4 

 
156 

Rec. Pit 
Count 

0 0 4 15 10 29 
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Average and Maximum Coral Colony Size by Biotope (Alt. 1, 3, & 4): 
 

Biotope Avg. Size 
(cm) 

Max. Size 
(cm) 

Scattered Corals 14.3 30 

Dredged Rubble (shallow) 7.9 24 

Sand 3.2 15 

Dredged Rubble (deep)  4.2 15 

 
 
Discharge Site (Receiving Pit):  Alternatives 1, 3, and 4 would occupy the 
same receiving pit discharge site location and would therefore impact the same 
quantity and quality of coral resources.  Up to 29 coral colonies, averaging in size 
from 5-30 cm would be lost covering a total area of 4.63 ft2 (assuming complete 
failure of coral colony transplantation).  Coral colonies larger than 10cm 
(approximately 15 of the 29 total colonies) would be transplanted to a nearby 
suitable site and monitored.  The receiving pit discharge site location in 
Alternative 2 presumably contains little to no coral colonies based on cursory 
qualitative data.   
 
Pipeline Collar Placement:  Alternative 2 would result in the greatest amount of 
coral resource losses, both quantitatively and qualitatively.  The pipelines of 
Alternative 2 would cross a band of comparatively well developed and dense 
coral reef with an estimated coral coverage of 50%.  Compared to the other 
alternatives, this section of reef is considered to provide substantially greater 
ecological functions based on its structural complexity and density and 
accordingly provides valued recreational services known for SCUBA tours.  The 
anticipated coral losses associated with pipeline collar placement within this 
region greatly surpasses that of the other alternatives.  The cumulative 
anticipated coral losses associated with Alternative 2 would be almost 7 times 
greater than Alternative 4 (preferred alternative).  Alternative 1, which would have 
the smallest collar footprint, would result in the least amount of anticipated coral 
mortality from collar placement.  Alternatives 1, 3, and 4 differ only in the length 
of the return water pipes and the location (water depths) of the return water 
effluent diffuser.  The return water pipes of Alternatives 1, 3, and 4 would 
terminate at depths 150, 300, and 423 feet respectively.  The increased return 
water pipeline lengths of Alternatives 3 and 4 requires additional Type A (double 
pipe) collars, which are larger than the Type B (single pipe) collars, compared to 
Alternative 1.  Therefore, minor increases in potential coral colony mortality 
would be anticipated based on the larger collar footprints of Alternatives 3 and 4.  
Alternatives 3 and 4 would result in identical coral losses from collar placement 
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considering that mesophotic corals were not identified at water depths deeper 
than 300 ft.  
 
Operations:  HSWAC operations would impact biota through seawater intake 
and return water discharge. The intake would be at the same location for all 
action alternatives, but the return water discharge locations are different. Under 
Alternative 1, the return water discharge would be through a 250-ft long diffuser 
at depths between 120 and 150 ft. Under Alternative 2, due to the flatter 
bathymetry in the discharge area, the return water discharge would be through a 
345-ft long diffuser between the depths of 145 and 150 ft. A much larger area of 
benthos would be within the Alternative 2 ZOM.  Alternative 3 would have a 250-
ft long diffuser between the depths of 276 and 300 ft.  At this depth, the return 
water discharge would be within the thermocline for at least a portion of the year. 
Alternative 4 would have a 250-ft long diffuser between the depths of 326 and 
423 ft.  At this depth, the diffuser would be at the approximate interface of the 
mixed layer and the thermocline and limited light penetration would reduce the 
likelihood of eutrophication.  
 
A primary environmental concern identified during the draft EIS review process 
was the potential effects of the return water discharge on biological communities 
considering the difference in both nutrient level concentrations and temperature 
between the return water discharge and ambient water quality conditions.  As 
water depth increases, nutrient concentrations increase and temperatures 
decrease.  The return effluent water would have higher nutrient levels and lower 
temperatures compared to ambient water quality conditions, which would 
inevitably affect biological conditions and community structure, including the 
survivability of coral communities, the extent to which is not definitively known.  
By increasing the depth of the return water discharge, the difference in water 
quality conditions between the effluent discharge and ambient conditions become 
more similar and would presumably result in fewer impacts on established 
biological communities.  While mobile organisms may relocate, immobile benthic 
organisms like coral cannot, and some degree of mortality would be anticipated. 
While coral losses associated with the construction of the receiving pit and 
pipeline collar placement may be offset by subsequent coral colonization on the 
created hard substratum, the relatively unknown potential long term effects 
associated with changes in water quality conditions at the return water ZOM was 
identified as a priority environmental consideration.  Benthic surveys revealed 
generally that coral colony presence becomes scarcer and coral colony size 
becomes smaller with increased water depth and that corals did not occur in 
water depths beyond 300 ft.  Therefore, alternatives with deeper return water 
discharge depths (Alternatives 3 and 4) were added to the National 
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) alternatives analysis in the Final EIS to 
address concerns over long term operational impacts to corals. 
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With increasing depth, the nutrient assimilation capacity of the receiving waters 
decreases, resulting in larger ZOM areas needed for assimilation before 
compliance with state water quality standards can be achieved.  However, the 
water quality characteristics of the return water discharge would be closer to 
ambient conditions at increasing depths and consequently it is presumed that 
biota would be less stressed by interactions with the plume.  Therefore, the 
anticipated potential impacts on the physical, chemical, and biological 
characteristics of the ecosystem are believed to be relatively proportionate to the 
depth of the return water discharge.  The deeper return water discharges of 
Alternatives 3 and 4 would return the seawater to depths where differences 
between the discharge and receiving waters are less than at the shallower 
discharges of Alternatives 1 or 2.  The estimated permanent coral mortality that 
would occur from the return water effluent discharge ZOM would decrease with 
Alternative 3 and would be absent in Alternative 4, which has a return water 
discharge depth beyond the depth of coral occurrence.  It is anticipated that 
Alternative 4 (preferred alternative) would result in the least amount of coral loss 
and would have the least adverse operational impacts on biological resources 
overall.  Alternative 4 (preferred alternative) would result in an estimated 
cumulative loss of 86 ft2 (0.002 acre) of coral resources, with coral colony sizes 
ranging between 1-30cm. 
 
Summary of Estimated Cumulative Coral Area (ft2) Lost by Biotope:   
 
Impact Type Biotopes Alt 1 Alt 2 Alt 3  Alt 4 

Receiving Pit and 
Collars 

Scattered Corals 5.7 167.4 5.7 5.7 

Shallow Dredged Rubble 12.2 0.2 12.2 12.2 

Coral Spur (High coral %)   409.6     

Sand 17.9 0.0 17.9 17.9 

Deep Dredged Rubble  31.9 0.1 31.9 31.9 

 
 
 
Collars 

Deep Water Zone  7.7 6.2 18.3 18.3 

Zone of Mixing Deep Water Zone  19.0 0.023 4.0 0.0 

Total   94.5 ft2 583.6 ft2 90.0 ft2 86.1 ft2 

 
Human Use, Ecological Services:  All of the alternatives would restrict human 
use of the construction area while the system is being installed.  Subsequently, 
there would be no restrictions on recreational activities around the pipes. 
Construction and operation of Alternative 2, however, would adversely affect the 
research being done at the Kilo Nalu Observatory of the University of Hawai’i and 
known SCUBA tours.  Scientific measurement devices are mounted on the 
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seafloor off the eastern side of Kaka‘ako Waterfront Park.  To the extent that the 
structures in the water encourage recreational pursuits such as diving and 
fishing, Alternative 4 (preferred alternative), which would have more of the larger 
Type A collars and a longer discharge pipe, may have a slightly more beneficial 
effect than any of the other action alternatives. 
 
Summary: In summary, Alternative 2 would have the greatest adverse impacts 
to coral aquatic resources, biota, water chemistry and human uses.  Alternatives 
1, 3 and 4 differ in the depth of the diffuser, with Alternative 4 having the deepest 
diffuser and consequently more installed physical structure.  Direct, construction 
impacts to biota would be least under Alternative 1.  However, after considering 
both direct and secondary operational impacts of all alternatives, the Corps has 
determined that both Alternative 1 and Alternative 3 would have greater, 
potentially significant adverse environmental impacts than Alternative 4.  
Alternative 4, while having slightly greater potential construction related impacts 
to coral colonies than Alternative 1, would result in the least environmentally 
damaging impacts to the aquatic ecosystem overall, including coral aquatic 
resources, and has therefore been determined to represent the LEDPA. 

 
§ 230.10(b) “No discharge of dredged or fill material shall be permitted if it:” 
 

(1) Causes or contributes, after consideration of disposal site dilution and 
dispersion, to violations of any applicable State water quality standard:  The fill 
proposed to backfill the receiving pit would consist of clean gravel and tremie 
concrete which would not violate state water quality standards.  Mitigation 
measures would include complete containment of the receiving pit with sheet pile 
and silt curtains from seafloor to water surface and water quality monitoring and 
shut down procedures during excavation and backfilling to minimize turbidity and 
sedimentation outside of the footprint.  Water quality impacts associated with the 
construction of the receiving pit are expected to be minimal.  
 
(2) Violates an applicable toxic effluent standard or prohibition under Section 307 
of the Act:  All dredged material would be disposed of in an approved upland 
disposal site, potentially a landfill.  The proposed receiving pit would consist of 
clean gravel backfill and concrete.  The proposed fill materials are not prohibited 
under the CWA and would not contain any known toxic materials or violate toxic 
effluent standards. 
 
(3) Jeopardizes the continued existence of species listed as endangered or 
threatened under the ESA or results in likelihood of the destruction or adverse 
modification of critical habitat:  Pursuant to Section 7 of the ESA, the Corps 
consulted with the Protected Resources Division of the National Oceanic and 
Atmospheric Administration’s (NOAA) National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) 
Pacific Islands Regional Office. Formal consultation was completed with NOAA’s 
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issuance of its Biological Opinion on September 13, 2012.  The Corps and NOAA 
concluded that the proposed project would not jeopardize the continued 
existence of any ESA listed species.  NMFS-recommended mitigation measures 
would be implemented into the DA permit as special conditions, if issued, to 
minimize potential adverse effects. 
 
(4) Violates any requirement imposed by the Secretary of Commerce to protect 
any marine sanctuary:  The proposed action would not occur in or affect 
designated critical habitats or marine sanctuaries. 

 
§ 230.10(c) “…no discharge of dredged or fill material shall be permitted which will 
cause or contribute to significant degradation of the waters of the United States…”.  
“Under these Guidelines, effects contributing to significant degradation considered 
individually or collectively, include:   
 

(1)  Effects on human health or welfare, including but not limited to effects on 
municipal water supplies, plankton, fish, shellfish, wildlife, and special aquatic 
sites:  The proposed fill material would consist of clean gravel, precast concrete 
and tremie concrete at the receiving pit discharge site.  The receiving pit would 
be completely contained to limit impacts to within the contained area of the 
receiving pit to the maximum extent practicable.  The proposed action would 
reduce municipal water supply demands long term.  Immobile benthic organisms, 
including coral colonies, would be lost within the footprint of the 1600 ft2 receiving 
pit.  Approximately 4.63 ft2 of coral colonies (30 cm and smaller) may be lost at 
the discharge site.  The anticipated impacts to aquatic organisms and special 
aquatic sites would be minimal and not expected to affect human health or 
welfare.   
 
(2)  Effects on life stages of aquatic life and other wildlife dependent on aquatic 
ecosystems:  Immobile benthic biota within or on the sandy rubble substrate of 
the 40 ft x40 ft receiving pit would be destroyed by excavation and upland 
disposal.  Plankton or demersal fish remaining in the water column within the 
1,600 ft2 pit would be subject to potential physical impact and elevated turbidity 
during excavation and elevated temperature and pH during placement of tremie 
concrete.  Impacts to water quality would be contained to the receiving pit 
footprint to the maximum extent practicable and prohibited during coral spawning 
events.  Construction of the receiving pit would not significantly affect life stages 
of aquatic life within the ecosystem.  Following construction of the receiving pit, 
no adverse affects to aquatic organisms are anticipated.  
 
(3)  Effects on aquatic ecosystem diversity, productivity, and stability:  The 
proposed project area has relatively low species and structural habitat diversity 
and productivity.  The area consists primarily of unconsolidated sand and 
dredged rubble, which is continuously resuspended and redistributed, resulting in 
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a relatively unstable environment. The benthic biological community is kept in an 
early successional stage by the scouring effects of sand and rubble mobilized by 
seasonal high surf.  The proposed discharge of fill material would not be 
expected to have more than a minimal effect on aquatic ecosystem diversity, 
productivity, and/or stability.  Following construction, the concrete cap on the 
receiving pit would potentially provide a hard, stable substratum for colonization 
by benthic organisms.  
 
(4)  Effects of discharge of pollutants on recreational, aesthetic, and economic 
values:  During construction, recreational use of the project area would be 
curtailed and aesthetics of the vicinity would be affected by the presence of 
moored barges.  Based on available information, the proposed discharge site 
would not occur in an area with known recreational, aesthetic, and/or economic 
values.  Following construction the discharge site would not adversely affect 
recreational, aesthetic, and/or economic values.  The proposed discharge site 
would not be expected to have more than minimal effects on nearby harbors 
and/or recreational areas.  
 
The Corps has determined that the proposed discharge would not cause or 
contribute to a significant degradation of waters of the U.S. individually or 
collectively.  The proposed excavation and backfilling of the receiving pit would 
remove a small amount of benthic habitat and resident infauna as well 
temporarily decrease water quality in the immediate vicinity affecting nearby 
adjacent coral reef aquatic resources.  The receiving pit location was selected to 
be in a sand channel to minimize losses of coral colonies and avoid direct 
impacts to nearby coral resources.  An additional preconstruction benthic survey 
would be required to ensure that the proposed receiving pit is located to minimize 
direct losses of coral colonies and impacts to nearby adjacent coral reef aquatic 
resources to the maximum extent practicable.  The affected biotope and the 
associated biota is abundant in the project area.  The proposed discharge would 
alter 0.037 acre of sand and rubble seafloor into a concrete capped gravel pit at 
preexisting grade.  The former sand bottom would be replaced by concrete at the 
receiving pit providing a hard substratum, which may provide opportunities for 
settlement of coral and other sessile organisms.  

 
§ 230.11 Factual determinations.  Nature and degree of short and long term 
individual and cumulative effects: 
 

Physical Substrate:  The receiving pit would be backfilled with clean gravel and 
capped with concrete to the level of the existing seabed.  Approximately 0.037 
acre of sand and rubble bottom would be permanently replaced with concrete. 
The existing bottom contour would be maintained.  

 
Water circulation, fluctuation, and salinity:  Containment of the receiving pit 
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within sheet piles and/or turbidity curtains would have a short-term effect, 
approximately 7 months, on water circulation within and around the 40’ x 40’ pit.  
The alteration of circulation patterns would be temporary and minimal.  Following 
construction, preconstruction elevations would be restored.  No effects to water 
fluctuation and/or salinity levels are anticipated.  

 
Suspended particulate/turbidity:  Identified temporary impacts would include 
potentially elevated levels of suspended sediments and turbidity within the 
receiving pit footprint and in waters surrounding the pit during construction.  The 
applicant proposes to install sheet piles and floating silt curtains around the pit, 
which would minimize this effect.  The sheet piles and silt curtains would extent 
from seafloor to water surface to isolate the receiving pit from the surrounding 
waters.  Sediments removed from the pit would be disposed of on uplands.  The 
DA permit, if issued, would require the implementation of water quality BMPs, 
monitoring, and shut down procedures during all construction operations to 
minimize adverse impacts to the maximum extent practicable.  The proposed 
discharge would result in temporary adverse effects on turbidity during 
construction; no long-term or cumulative effects are anticipated.  

 
Contaminants:  During construction, the use of heavy equipment would involve 
the use of petroleum, oil and lubricants (POLs), which include gasoline, diesel, 
oil, grease, and other related products.  The DA permit, if issued, would require 
the employment of effective measures to prevent, contain, and/or clean up spills 
and leaks.  No excavated material would be stored or disposed in waters of the 
U.S.  With the implementation of BMPs, no more than minimal impacts are 
anticipated. 
 
Aquatic ecosystem and organisms:  Approximately 0.037 acre of sand and 
rubble bottom at the receiving pit would be replaced with concrete at grade.  
Benthic organisms in the receiving pit that are not avoided and/or transplanted 
would be destroyed.  Aside from fish and/or plankton potentially trapped within 
the confines of the sheet pile enclosed receiving pit during construction, 29 coral 
colonies, ranging in size from 5-30 cm, would be affected by the proposed 
discharge.  Coral colonies larger than 10 cm (approximately half) would be 
transplanted by the applicant and monitored.  The concrete capped receiving pit 
area is expected to be colonized by coral following construction.  No more than 
minimal long term impacts are anticipated. 
 
Proposed Disposal Site: 
 
(i) Depth of water at the disposal site:  The water column averages 31 feet at the 
receiving pit.  
 
(ii) Current velocity, direction, and variability at the disposal site:  Strong tidal 
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velocities measured at Barbers Point and Diamond Head are oriented parallel to 
the depth contours and directed towards the middle of Mamala Bay.  Weak 
currents result where the flows merge from opposite directions.  Converging 
flows at flood tide cause a downwelling (downward flow) at the center of the bay, 
which reverses at ebb tide.  Consequently, large changes in stratification occur 
over the tidal cycle, with the water column often becoming homogeneous at 
different sites.  Peak currents of about 20 inches per second were measured at 
the Sand Island Wastewater Treatment Plant outfall located about two miles west 
of the HSWAC receiving pit site in approximately 250 feet of water.  Net drift from 
Mamala Bay is toward the southwest, roughly perpendicular to the route of the 
proposed pipelines.  Sediments suspended in construction activities, if not 
contained within the receiving pit, would therefore tend to move toward deeper 
waters to the southwest. 
 
(iii) Degree of turbulence:  The discharge area is exposed to swells from the 
south.  High surf conditions are experienced seasonally in summer when 
dredged rubble and sediments are mobilized and resuspended.  
 
(iv) Stratification attributable to causes such as obstructions, salinity or density 
profiles at the disposal site:  There are no obstructions at the disposal site.  The 
water column and seafloor at the discharge site is well mixed by wind and waves 
and relatively uniform. 

 
(v) Discharge vessel speed and direction, if appropriate:  Filling at the discharge 
site would be accomplished from a stationary vessel and would not require 
multiple trips. 
 
(vi) Rate of discharge:  Tremie concrete would be discharged into the receiving 
pit through a pipe or hose extending to the bottom at a rate slow enough to avoid 
washout.  Likewise, the inert gravel would be delivered to the bottom through a 
pipe at a rate slow enough to allow divers to control placement.  
 
(vii) Ambient concentration of constituents of interest:  There would be no 
discharge of dredged material in waters of the U.S.  The relatively inert gravel 
and concrete fill material would not affect ambient constituent concentrations at 
the discharge site following construction.  
 
(viii) Dredged material characteristics, particularly concentrations of constituents, 
amount of material, type of material (sand, silt, clay, etc.) and settling velocities:  
The proposed project would not involve a disposal of dredged material in waters 
of the U.S.  The proposed fill material would consist of clean coralline gravel 
fragments containing less than five percent fines.  The gravel-sized particles 
would settle rapidly.  The volume of fill material would be approximately 1,185 
cubic yards.  
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(ix) Number of discharge actions per unit of time:  Approximately 1,185 cubic 
yards would be discharged into the receiving pit over approximately one week. 
 
(x)  Other factors of the disposal site that affect the rates and patterns of mixing.  
Discharge of fill material into the receiving pit would be contained by the sheet 
piling and/or turbidity screens to the immediate work area.  No more than minimal 
mixing outside of the receiving pit footprint is anticipated.  The sheet piling and/or 
turbidity screens would be maintained in place and not removed until the 
receiving pit is stable. 
 
Cumulative Effects on the Aquatic Ecosystem: 
 
The proposed discharge of fill material would minimally contribute to cumulative 
effects within Mamala Bay.  The project area has been subject to repeated 
historical discharges of dredged materials which has altered the biotic community 
structure.  In addition, M"mala Bay receives discharges from numerous streams, 
canals and storm drains, which drain industrial, commercial and residential 
areas.  Incinerator waste and other unburned waste were used to fill a section of 
shoreline.  Treated and untreated domestic sewage has been dumped in the 
area for decades.  Anthropogenic debris, including discarded military munitions, 
litters the seafloor in the area.  Waves and currents resuspend sand and mobilize 
rubble, which scours the bottom keeping the benthic community in an early 
successional stage.  Little solid substratum exists for recruitment by sessile 
benthic organisms and there is little shelter for fish.   
 
In the area of the receiving pit, the soft bottom would be replaced by a concrete 
cap covering the connections between pipes in the microtunnel and the surface 
mounted pipes.  The concrete capped discharge site would potentially provide 
hard substratum which would increase potential for coral and other sessile 
benthic organism colonization over the existing unconsolidated bottom which is 
seasonally subject to scouring by rock and coral fragment movements associated 
with high surf events.  Cumulatively, the proposed discharge is not expected to 
substantially contribute to the adverse anthropogenic ecological stresses within 
the bay.  The proposed discharge following construction may provide limited 
beneficial effects.    
 
The introduction of invasive species is a primary concern in Hawaii.  To minimize 
the potential for the proposed activities to cause or promote the introduction or 
spread of aquatic invasive species, the following special conditions would be 
included in the DA permit, if issued: 
 
•To minimize the potential to cause or promote the introduction or spread of 
invasive species, prior to the start of in-water work, the applicant must thoroughly 
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clean each vessel and/or equipment used for in-water work. The cleaning of each 
vessel must include appropriate steps to minimize the introduction or spread of 
invasive species from ballast water discharge, ballast sediments, and hull fouling. 
 
•The applicant must thoroughly clean the remotely operated vehicle (ROV) used 
during pipeline deployment prior to each use in Hawai!i waters.  Following each 
use, the applicant must store the ROV dry. 

 
Secondary Effects on the Aquatic Ecosystem: 
 
Following construction, the proposed discharge site would be restored to pre 
project seafloor contours and relatively maintenance free with minimal 
anticipated secondary impacts on the aquatic ecosystem.  The concrete capped 
discharge pit would be expected to be more conducive to coral recruitment and 
growth than the preexisting unconsolidated sand and rubble substrate to a limited 
extent.   
 
Construction activities at the receiving pit would entail driving sheet piles, 
mounted crane excavation of approximately 1200 yd3 of substrate, barging 
excavated material and fill material to/from upland loading sites, removal of the 
micro-tunneling machine, connecting subsurface pipes with seafloor mounted 
pipes, backfilling and concrete capping the pit, and piling removal.  In order to 
accomplish a stable platform from which to enable construction activities, the 
applicant would either need to install a 4-point anchored jack-up barge or a pile 
supported work platform trestle.  Construction activities may take up to 7 months.   
 
Secondary impacts during construction may include physical impact damages or 
water quality (turbidity) impacts to the immediately adjacent coral spur ridges and 
potential releases of pollutants (fuel, construction debris, chemicals, lubricants, 
etc…) in the aquatic environment.  The DA permit, if issued, would include 
special conditions to require locating the receiving pit and construction related 
structures and equipment to prevent physical impacts to the adjacent coral spurs, 
prevention of construction related pollutants from entering the water, and water 
quality monitoring and shut down procedures.  The sheet pile and silt curtain 
perimeter containment structure, which would span the entire water column from 
sea floor to water surface, would be expected to alter water circulation to a 
limited extent.  Recreational activities would be displaced to other shoreline or 
offshore areas, but these effects would be short-term and less than significant 
due to the limited number of people affected and the large amount of other park 
area or offshore water available.  Aesthetics, both visual and noise would be 
affected in the immediate vicinity for up to 7 months.   
 

 
Subpart C – Potential Impacts on Physical and Chemical 
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Characteristics of the Aquatic Ecosystem 
 

§ 230.20 Substrate:  The receiving pit would be backfilled with clean gravel and 
capped with concrete to the level of the existing seabed, which would 
permanently physically replace approximately 0.037 acre of sand and rubble 
bottom with gravel and concrete.  The capped receiving pit would match the 
existing seafloor grade and elevation and it is anticipated that wave-driven 
resuspension of sand and rubble would cover the capped receiving pit.  No more 
than minimal impacts to the physical and chemical characteristics of the aquatic 
ecosystem would be anticipated.   

 
§ 230.21 Suspended Particulates/turbidity:  Turbidity in the project area is 
often high due to resuspension of unconsolidated sediments by wind and waves.  
Elevated levels of suspended sediments in waters within and surrounding the 
discharge site are anticipated during excavation and backfilling activities.  The 
applicant proposes to install sheet piles and floating silt curtains around the 
perimeter of the pit from seafloor to water surface, which would minimize turbidity 
in adjacent waters.  The sheet piles either would extend to the sea surface or 
would be augmented by silt curtains at shallower depths to completely isolate the 
receiving pit from the surrounding waters to the maximum extent practicable.  
Other sources of turbidity would include pile driving, if required to secure working 
platforms or vessels offshore during construction.  Following construction, the 
capped discharge site would not be expected to affect suspended 
particulates/turbidity characteristics of the aquatic ecosystem.  No more than 
minimal impacts are anticipated.   
 
§230.22 Water:  Water quality in the project area is affected by waste 
discharges, terrestrial runoff and sediment resuspension.  Turbidity from 
backfilling the receiving pit would be minimized by isolation and containment. In 
addition, only clean, pre-washed 3/8-inch to 2-inch crushed basalt gravel and 
concrete would be used.  Temporary adverse impacts to the physical and 
chemical characteristics of the water column within and immediately adjacent to 
the discharge site would be anticipated.  Following construction, the proposed 
discharge would not be expected to affect water quality conditions.  The material 
proposed for discharge would not introduce, relocate, or increase contaminants. 

 
§230.23 Current Patterns and Water Circulation:  Containment of the receiving 
pit within sheet piles and/or turbidity curtains would have a short-term physical 
impact on water circulation around the pit during construction.  Following 
construction, the proposed discharge site would match existing seafloor 
elevations and would not be expected to affect current patterns and/or water 
circulation. 
 
§230.24 Normal Water Fluctuations:  The proposed discharge site would match 
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existing seafloor elevations following construction and would not be expected to 
affect tide levels or wave patterns.   

 
§230.25  Salinity Gradients:  The waters within the discharge area are well 
mixed by winds, waves and currents above the thermocline.  No measureable 
effects to salinity gradients are anticipated. 
 
 

Subpart D – Potential Impacts on Biological Characteristics of the 
Aquatic Ecosystem 
 

§230.30 Threatened and Endangered Species:  Pursuant to Section 7 of the 
ESA, the Corps consulted with the Protected Resources Division of the National 
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration’s (NOAA) National Marine Fisheries 
Service (NMFS) Pacific Islands Regional Office.  Formal consultation was 
completed with NOAA’s issuance of its Biological Opinion on September 13, 
2012.  The proposed project would not jeopardize the continued existence of any 
ESA listed or proposed species, and NMFS-recommended measures would be 
implemented to minimize potential adverse effects.  One species of coral 
proposed for listing as threatened under the ESA (Montipora patula) is common 
in the project area.  One colony of M. patula is within the footprint of the receiving 
pit. That colony would be transplanted prior to excavation of the pit.  A pre-
construction survey of the area of potential effect of the discharge site would be 
conducted, which may result in potential adjustments to the location of the 
receiving pit to minimize construction related impacts to coral colonies, including 
potentially avoiding direct effects to M. patula.    
 
§230.31 Fish, Crustaceans, Mollusks, and other Aquatic Organisms in the 
Food Web:  At the receiving pit, the epibenthic and infaunal organisms would be 
destroyed and/or relocated during excavation of the 0.037 acre receiving pit.  29 
coral colonies, ranging in size from 5-30 cm would be destroyed or relocated, 
resulting in a total potential loss of 4.6 ft2 of coral.  The applicant proposes to 
transplant and monitor coral colonies larger than 10 cm in size to suitable sites 
nearby.  The concrete capped discharge site would provide a hard substratum for 
potential coral colonization following construction.  Nekton and plankton trapped 
within the water column of the sheet pile contained receiving pit during 
construction may be subject to injury or death during construction activities.  
Additionally, in the vicinity of construction operations, temporary adverse impacts 
on aquatic organisms, including nekton, plankton and benthos may result from 
physical impacts from vessel anchoring and turbidity generation.  Nekton would 
be expected to be temporarily displaced during construction activities.  In turbid 
areas, light available to phytoplankton and corals would be temporarily reduced; 
filter feeding zooplankton may ingest particulate matter.  Following construction, 
the proposed discharge would not be expected to have more than minimal 
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impacts to aquatic organisms within the food web. 
 
§230.32 Other Wildlife:  No terrestrial wildlife would be impacted by the 
proposed discharge.  

 
Subpart E – Potential Impacts on Special Aquatic Sites 
 

§230.40 Sanctuaries and refuges:  The proposed project would not involve a 
discharge of dredge or fill material in a sanctuary or refuge. 
 
§230.41 Wetlands: The proposed project would not involve a discharge of 
dredge or fill material in wetlands. 
 
§230.42 Mudflats:  The proposed project would not involve a discharge of 
dredge or fill material in mudflats. 
 
§230.43 Vegetated Shallows:  The proposed project would not involve a 
discharge of dredge or fill material in vegetated shallows. 
 
§230.44 Coral Reefs:  The proposed discharge area occurs within a spur and 
groove coral reef area that is relatively degraded with minimal vertical relief.  The 
actual discharge site would occur within the groove area composed primarily of 
unconsolidated sand and dredge rubble, with scattered small coral colonies.  The 
discharge site is 0.037 acre (1,600 ft2), within which 29 coral colonies ranging in 
size from 5 to 30 cm occupy a total area of 4.6 ft2.  Coral reef communities occur 
on the spurs adjacent to the discharge site.  The adjacent coral reef communities 
have larger (older) colonies, which are more abundant and structurally complex.  
These adjacent communities could be indirectly impacted during the construction 
activities by turbidity generation and potential physical damage from the 
presence and operation of a jack up barge and excavation activities.  The 
receiving pit would be contained within sheet piling and silt curtains, which would 
minimize sediment deposition outside of the receiving pit footprint.  Additionally, 
the applicant proposes to transplant coral colonies within the discharge site that 
are larger than 10 cm (approximately half of the total colonies) to suitable areas 
nearby to minimize losses.  Therefore, the unavoidable coral losses would be 
approximately 15 total coral colonies smaller than 10cm (largest measurement) 
in size.  However, it cannot be reasonably assumed that all of the transplanted 
coral colonies would survive.  Conservatively assuming that half of the 
transplanted colonies survive, approximately 7 additional colonies, ranging in 
size from 14-30 cm would also be lost.  Following construction, the receiving pit 
footprint would be returned to preconstruction contours and the hard substrate 
(concrete cap) that would remain would likely be colonized by coral.    
 
The DA permit, if issued, would require the applicant to conduct a pre 
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construction survey to ensure that direct and indirect impacts to coral colonies 
are minimized to the maximum extent practicable.  Based on this survey, the 
receiving pit location may be adjusted to further minimize unavoidable coral 
losses within the receiving pit as well as allow adequate spacing between the 
receiving pit construction and the adjacent coral spurs to prevent physical 
damages and/or sedimentation.  Provided that physical damages and/or turbidity 
exposure to higher value coral spur communities are avoided and minimized to 
the maximum extent practicable, no more than minimal unavoidable impacts to 
coral reef special aquatic sites are anticipated.   
 
§230.45 Riffle and Pool Complexes:  The proposed project would not involve a 
discharge of dredge or fill material in riffle and pool complexes. 

 
Subpart F - Potential Effects on Human Use Characteristics 
 

§230.50  Municipal and Private Water Supplies:  No more than minimal 
impacts to water supplies is anticipated. 
 
§230.51  Recreational and Commercial Fisheries:  The proposed discharge 
site is infrequently used for recreational and/or commercial fishing.  During 
construction activities, fishing within the vicinity of the discharge site would be 
curtailed.  Following construction, the proposed discharge would not be expected 
to have more than minimal effects to fisheries.  
 
§230.52  Water Related Recreation:  The proposed discharge site is not a 
known or established water recreation area.  During construction, water related 
recreation would be temporarily displaced to other shoreline or offshore areas for 
safety purposes. These effects would be short-term and less than significant due 
to the limited number of people affected and the large amount of other park areas 
or offshore water recreational sites available.  Following construction, the 
proposed discharge would potentially provide beneficial scuba diving recreational 
use. 
 
§230.53  Aesthetics:  During construction, visual and sound related aesthetics 
would be temporarily altered from the physical presence and operation of the 
barge, excavator, etc.  Following construction, the discharge would not be visible 
above the surface.  No more than minimal temporary effects anticipated.  
 
§230.54  Parks, National, and Historical Monuments, National Seashores, 
Wilderness Areas, Research Sites, and Similar Preserves:  The proposed 
discharge site would not be located within or near these areas and would 
accordingly not produce an impact.  Inshore of the proposed location of the 
discharge, Kaka!ako Waterfront Park fronts Mamala Bay.  A portion of the 
sparsely used western edge of the park would be used for construction of a 
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jacking pit and staging of the microtunneling equipment.  The University of 
Hawaii’s Kilo Nalu Observatory, an oceanographic research site with bottom-
mounted sensors for data collection, is located more than a half mile to the east. 
The applicant’s preferred alternative was selected to avoid affecting the research 
site.  No more than minimal impacts anticipated. 

 
 
Subpart G – Evaluation and Testing:  
 
The evaluation and testing procedures of Section 230.60 of the CWA 404(b)(1) 
Guidelines are intended to characterize potentially contaminated materials to be 
dredged from one aquatic location and discharged into another. The proposed action 
would not involve a discharge of dredged material in waters of the U.S.  The 1,185 yd3 
of material excavated from the receiving pit would be disposed at an approved upland 
location.  The excavated materials, after settling and dewatering onsite, would be tested 
for long-term disposal options according to the Hawaii Department of Health Technical 
Guidance Manual, which may include beneficial reuse as construction fill.  If a beneficial 
reuse cannot be identified, the applicant proposes to dispose of the material at the PVT 
Land Company, LTD construction and demolition materials landfill on Oahu where they 
could be used for interim cover.  The PVT landfill operates in accordance with Chapter 
342H, Hawaii Revised Statutes and Title 11 Hawaii Administrative Rules Chapter 58.1 
Solid Waste Management Control, which preclude disposal of hazardous or toxic 
materials at the landfill.  The pit would be backfilled with clean prewashed gravel, a 
naturally occurring inert material, and then capped with tremie concrete, which would 
also become inert after setting up.  When the concrete is first placed there likely would 
be some suspended solids and turbidity generated within the contained pit area. The 
alkaline nature of the cement would tend to elevate the pH of the immediately 
surrounding water.  This would be a short-term adverse effect on water quality.  
Containment of the work site within sheet piles and/or silt curtains would limit the extent 
of the effect.  The concrete would contain no additives that would inhibit settling or 
growth of marine organisms.  Settling of particulates and mixing, advection, and 
diffusion of dissolved substances would restore the ambient water quality.  Water quality 
surrounding the sheet pile/silt curtain-contained pit would be monitored during 
construction.   
 
 
Subpart H – Actions to Minimize Adverse Effects: 
 
§230.70 Location of the Discharge:  Section 230.70 describes actions concerning the 
location of the discharge to minimize the effects of an unconstrained discharge of 
dredged materials.  The proposed action would not involve a discharge of dredged 
material in waters of the U.S.  The action is limited to the discharge of backfill at the 
confined receiving pit.  
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(a) Locating and confining the discharge to minimize smothering of organisms: 
There would be no discharge of material outside of the receiving pit.  The 
receiving pit would be contained within sheet piling and silt curtains from seafloor 
to water surface to prevent sediment deposition outside of the receiving pit 
footprint.  To avoid impacting shallow limestone reef in near shore waters, the 
proposed pipelines would be micro-tunneled to a breakout point approximately 
1,800 ft. offshore in a water depth of 31 ft.  The offshore receiving pit location 
would occur in a groove consisting primarily of sand and rubble and would avoid 
coral reef resources closer to shore and on adjacent coral spurs.  Excavation of 
the pit would destroy organisms on and within the substrate.  Organisms outside 
of the pit would not be smothered as there would be no side casting or 
stockpiling of materials in the marine environment.  Following construction, the 
receiving pit footprint would be returned to preexisting contours.  A 
preconstruction survey would be required by the DA permit, if issued, to ensure 
that the receiving pit is located to minimize coral losses to the maximum extent 
practicable, including adjacent coral spurs. 

 
(b) Designing the discharge to avoid a disruption of periodic water inundation 
patterns:  The receiving pit would be backfilled to its original grade, at a water  
depth of approximately 30 ft.  The discharge would not affect inundation patterns. 
  
(c) Selecting a disposal site that has been used previously for dredged material 
discharge:  There would be no discharge of dredged material in waters of the 
U.S.  
 
(d) Selecting a disposal site at which the substratum is composed of material 
similar to that being discharged:  There would be no discharge of dredged  
material in waters of the U.S.  The excavated pit would be back filled with clean 
gravel and capped with concrete to properly secure the transition of the micro-
tunneled pipeline to the seafloor mounted pipeline. 
 
(e) Selecting the disposal site, the discharge point, and the method of discharge 
to minimize the extent of any plume:  The receiving pit would be contained with a 
sheet pile and silt curtain perimeter from seafloor to water surface to minimize 
any plume outside of the footprint during excavation and backfilling operations.   
 
(f) Designing the discharge to minimize or prevent creation of standing bodies of  
water in areas of normally fluctuating water levels:  The excavated pit would be  
backfilled to preexisting grade.  The proposed discharge would not prevent or 
create standing bodies of water or affect fluctuating water levels. 

 
 
§230.71 Material to be Discharged 
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(a) Disposal of dredged material in such a manner that physicochemical 
conditions are maintained and the potency and availability of pollutants are 
reduced:  There would be no disposal of dredged material in waters of the U.S.   
The receiving pit would be backfilled with clean gravel and concrete. The 
concrete mix would be introduced into the pit within the area contained by sheet 
piles/silt curtains and would contain additives designed to enhance setup 
underwater. This would minimize potential temporary disturbances of 
physicochemical conditions outside the immediate area of discharge. 
 
(b) Limiting the solid, liquid, and gaseous components of material to be  
discharged at a particular site:  The discharge would consist entirely of gravel  
and concrete. 
 
(c) Adding treatment substances to the dredged material: There would be no  
discharge of dredged material in waters of the U.S.  The fill material would be 
prewashed gravel and concrete.  Treatment substances would not be necessary. 
 
(d) Utilizing chemical flocculants to enhance the deposition of suspended  
particulates in diked disposal areas:  There would be no diked disposal areas  
and the proposed fill material would rapidly settle.  
 

 
§230.72  Controlling the Material after Discharge 
 
Section 230.72 describes actions to control the material after discharge and applies to 
materials that could migrate after emplacement.  The proposed gavel backfill in the 
receiving pit would be confined within sheet piles and capped with concrete to 
preexisting grade.  Migration of discharged material outside of the disposal site would 
not be expected to occur.   
 
§230.73 Method of dispersion 
 
Section 230.73 describes actions affecting the method of dispersion.  Potential actions 
applicable to the proposed discharge are as follows: 
 

(e) Minimizing water column turbidity by using a submerged diffuser system:  The 
gravel and concrete would be delivered from a moored barge to the bottom in a 
controlled manner through submerged pipes or hoses at rates slow enough that 
divers can control placement.  The tremie concrete delivery hose would be 
submerged in the concrete as soon as possible to further minimize washout. 
 
(f) Selecting sites or managing discharges to confine and minimize the release of 
suspended particulates to give decreased turbidity levels and to maintain light 
penetration for organisms:  The proposed work area would be enclosed within 
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sheet piles and silt curtains from seafloor to water surface to minimize 
suspended particulates and turbidity outside of the receiving pit footprint.  After 
connecting the tunneled pipes to the respective surface-mounted pipes, the pit 
would be backfilled and covered with a concrete cap.  These operations would 
take about one week.  The backfill would be crushed basalt gravel graded 
between 3/8-inch and 2-inch size and pre-washed to remove any fines.  After 
backfilling and capping of the receiving pit, the sheet piles would be removed or 
cut off below the existing seafloor grade.   

 
§230.74 Technology 
 
Section 230.74 describes actions related to technology.  Potential actions applicable to 
the proposed discharge are as follows: 
 

(a) Using appropriate equipment or machinery, including protective devices, and 
the use of such equipment or machinery in activities related to the discharge of 
dredged or fill material:  The proposed micro tunneling of the pipes 1,800 ft. 
offshore beneath the biotope of scattered corals on the near shore limestone reef 
would minimize impacts to aquatic resources compared to trenching and 
backfilling or seafloor mounting the near shore pipes.  Vibratory hammer driven 
sheet piles and silt curtains around the perimeter of the receiving pit would 
contain the pit from surrounding waters.  To minimize physical damages to 
adjacent coral aquatic resources during construction (e.g., sheetpile driving, pit 
excavation and seafloor mounted pipe assembly) heavy equipment would occur 
off of either a four point mounted jack-up crane barge or off of a pile supported 
platform, as opposed to working from anchored barges.   
 
(b) Employing appropriate maintenance and operation on equipment or 
machinery, including adequate training, staffing, and working procedures: 
According to the applicant, contract specification would include requirements for 
maintenance and operation of equipment and machinery, staff qualifications and 
training, and operating procedures to avoid and minimize potential impacts to 
aquatic resources. 
 
(e) Employing appropriate machinery and methods of transport of the material for 
discharge:  According to the applicant, contract specifications for the marine 
contractor would include use of appropriate equipment and machinery for 
transport and emplacement of the fill material. 

 
§230.75 Plant and Animal Populations 
 
Section 230.75 describes actions affecting plant and animal populations.  Potential 
actions applicable to the proposed discharge are as follows:   
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(a) Avoiding changes in water current and circulation patterns which would 
interfere with the movement of animals:  The final elevation of the top of the 
backfilled discharge site would be approximately even with the surrounding 
bottom contours.  Following construction, no changes to water currents or 
circulation patterns associated with the discharge site are anticipated.  
 
(b) Selecting sites or managing discharges to prevent or avoid creating habitat 
conducive to the development of undesirable predators or species which have a 
competitive edge ecologically over indigenous plants or animals:  Considering 
that the backfilled pit would match surrounding bottom contours and would be 
covered with adjacent sand and rubble, the proposed discharge would not be 
expected to result in the creation of differing habitat.  The concrete capped 
receiving pit would provide hard substratum for potential coral recruitment, 
however, no competitive advantage for undesirable species is anticipated.  With 
the exception of the blue-lined snapper, which is now common throughout the 
Hawaiian Islands, invasive species are rare in the receiving pit area and would 
not be anticipated to preferentially relocate or recruit to this area.  To minimize 
the potential for the proposed activities to cause or promote the introduction or 
spread of aquatic invasive species, the following special condition would be 
added to the DA permit, if issued: 
 

To minimize the potential to cause or promote the introduction of spread of 
invasive species, prior to the start of in-water work, the applicant must 
thoroughly clean each vessel and equipment used for in-water work. The 
cleaning of each vessel must include appropriate steps to minimize the 
introduction or spread of invasive species from ballast water discharge, 
ballast sediments, hull fouling, etc. 

 
(c) Avoiding sites having unique habitat or other value, including habitat of 
threatened or endangered species:  No information has been identified that 
would indicate that the proposed discharge site has unique values for habitat or 
threatened or endangered species.  

 
§230.76 Actions affecting Human Use 
 
Section 230.76 of the 404(b)(1) Guidelines describes actions affecting human use. 
Potential actions applicable to the proposed action include:  
 

(a) Selecting discharge sites and following discharge procedures to prevent and 
minimize any potential damage to the aesthetically pleasing features of the 
aquatic site…particularly with respect to water quality:  No information has been 
identified to suggest that the proposed discharge site is a popular recreational 
site or that provides unique aesthetically pleasing features.  The discharge site 
occurs in a groove consisting of sand, rubble and sparsely scattered small coral 
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colonies.  The work area in general is on an open coast exposed to high summer 
surf and storm surge.  Much of the seafloor is covered with sediments deposited 
from previous dredging of Honolulu Harbor.  These sediments are remobilized 
and resuspended during high wave energy events so the biological community is 
periodically exposed to high suspended sediment concentrations and turbidity.  
Immediately adjacent to the proposed discharge site are higher value coral spur 
ridges.  A preconstruction survey may modify the exact location of the discharge 
site to minimize potential physical damages to these resources.  The proposed 
discharge site and methods would minimize damages, including water quality 
impacts, to adjacent coral ridge resources to the maximum extent practicable.   
 
(b) Selecting disposal sites which are not valuable as natural aquatic areas:  
Based on available information, the proposed discharge site is not considered to 
be a valuable natural aquatic resource area.  
 
(d) Following discharge procedures which avoid or minimize the disturbance of 
aesthetic features of an aquatic site or ecosystem.  The applicant’s proposed 
physical containment of the receiving pit footprint, water quality monitoring, and 
methods for discharge would avoid and minimize disturbance of aesthetic 
features of the aquatic ecosystem.  The capped receiving pit would match pre-
project seafloor grade and would have no more than minimal affects on aesthetic 
features.  Additionally, the receiving pit would be situated to avoid damages to 
higher value aquatic resources on adjacent coral spur ridges.  
 

§230.77 Other Actions:   
 
The applicant is proposing to use a form of trenchless technology to route pipes 
beneath the nearshore area where the majority of the corals are located and has 
selected a preferred breakout point to avoid coral reefs and coral-dominated 
communities.  Additionally, the receiving pit was designed to be completely isolated 
from surrounding waters and dredged material would not be discharged into waters of 
the U.S.  The size of the receiving pit would be the minimum size required to 
accommodate retrieval of the micro-tunneling machine and connect the subsurface 
pipeline with the seafloor mounted pipeline. 
 
 
Subpart J – Compensatory Mitigation for Losses of Aquatic Resources 
 
The LEDPA would cumulatively result in a direct loss of approximately 86 ft2 (0.002 
acre) of scattered individual small coral colonies ranging in size from 1-30 cm.  The 
cumulative loss of coral colonies would occur from the excavation and backfilling of the 
receiver pit and over a linear distance of approximately 3,500 ft. of pipeline (distance 
from the receiver pit to the 300 ft. water depth contour), where placement of support 
collars may potentially crush scattered colonies.  The 86 ft2 (0.002 acre) potential coral 
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loss would occur over an area of 94,670 ft2 (2.2 acres).  To minimize unnecessary 
losses to corals directly in the footprint of the receiving pit, the applicant would be 
required to implement a transplantation plan to relocate and monitor corals larger than 
10 cm in size from the receiving pit footprint to nearby suitable locations.  Additionally, 
pre construction surveys would be required to potentially further minimize coral losses 
associated with the receiving pit and collar placement.  The proposed collar and pipeline 
structures would create vertical relief, which would provide nekton habitat opportunities, 
and would create approximately 160,000 ft2 (3.67 acres) of hard substratum, which 
would be conducive to coral recruitment and sustainable growth, compared to the 
existing relatively flat unconsolidated sand and dredge rubble substrate.  The Corps has 
determined that the proposed project would result in relatively minimal losses of aquatic 
resources from construction related activities, which would be expected to be offset 
and/or exceeded, albeit artificial and out-of-kind, by project related resource gains.  
Therefore, the Corps has determined that compensatory mitigation is not required for 
the proposed action.   
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